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INTERNATIONAL LAW T». THE TRENT AND SAN JACINTO.

Facts as to Sailing and Assist or Messrs. Mabon and Slidell—Psinciples moss Satis-

factoby Authority than Peeoedents—Natural Justice the Foundation of International

Law—The bioht op Self-defence and tub Duty or Neutrals hot to benefit eitues

Belligerent naturally flow from it—The subject or Contraband or Was a necessary

conclusion—tbi right of vlsit and search, in tims or was, clearly follows—tlie act

of the Captain of tub Trent in allowing Messrs. Mason and Slidell to take pas

sage ON BIS VESSEL A OBOSS VIOLATION OF TBS ABOVE FRINCIPLES—STILL TnEIR REMOVAL

by Captain Wilkes was wrong—Ws must deliveb them up to England if she properly

demands it or us—We owe it to ourselves not to allow sucb a cabs to stand as a

Precedent—ENGLAND SHOULD BE CALLED UPON TO MAKE REPARATION FOB TBS ACT Or TBI

Captain or tub Trent in allowing tbese Commissioners to take passage on iiis ves

sel, Ac,

The seizure of Messrs. Mason and Slidell has given rise to many

questions of international law, and their arrest on and removal from an

English vessel has been made a ground of complaint by Great Britain.

These individuals were once Senators of the United States. For the

past few months, however, they have been engaged in a traitorous con

spiracy to overthrow the government of which they are subjects, and in

furtherance of that object have, with others, formed a government of

their own, which has been recognised by England and France as a belliger

ent power. When arrested they were on their way to Europe, on board

the Trent, (a merchant vessel carrying the mail and belonging to persons

subjects of the Queen of Great Britain,) as commissioners of the govern

ment they had thus helped to form, and for the purpose of obtaining the

assistance of European nations in their treasonable endeavors. They

first fled from the United States to Havana, and there, after making known

their object and position, took passage and were received on the Trent,
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and thus set sail for Southampton. While on the voyage the Trent

was intercepted by the San Jacinto, a public armed vessel of the United

States, under command of Captain Wilkes, Messrs. Mason and Slidell

were removed to the San Jacinto, and the Trent was allowed to proceed on

its passage.

In discussing the questions that arise from these facts, or in discussing

any legal question, it is not to be expected that a precedent will always

be found agreeing in every particular with the case at issue. Besides, in

settling international relations, a precedent is not the most satisfactory

authority, for there is, in reality, no tribunal before which questions be

tween States can be adjudicated, and, therefore, a decision in one coun

try may not be adopted by another. But all international law is founded

on certain great principles of right, and a decision made is only an illus

tration of some such principle.

If, therefore, we would come to a correct conclusion as to the rights of

nations in any particular instance, wc must first understand, and, during

such a discussion, always remember, what is the foundation, source and

object of international law. Here, too, wc can have no difficulty, for all

modern writers agree in stating that the law of nations consists in the

application of the principles of natural justice to international relations,

and that the great object is to work out as little harm as possible to one

another. As Piiillimore, in his learned work, (page 48, vol. 1,) says:

" From the nature, then, of States, as from the nature of individuals,

certain rights and obligations towards each other necessarily spring.

These are defined and governed by certain laws. These are the laws

which form the bond of justice between nations, ' qua; societalis humana

vinculum coK<we«<,' and which are the subject of international jurispru

dence, and the science of the international lawyer—jus inter gentes."

And then, on page 49, the same writer adds : " To secure, by law,

throughout the world, the maintenance of right against the aggression

of the national wrong-doer, is the primary object of the commonwealth

of States, and the great duty of the society of societies."

Kent, also, in his Commentaries (vol. 1, page 2) says:

" The law of nations is a complex system, composed of various ingre

dients. It consists of general principles of right and justice, equally

suitable to the government of individuals in a state of natural equality,

and to the relations and conduct of nations, and of a collection of usages,

customs and opinions, the growth of civilization and commerce ; and of

a code of conventional or positive law. In the absence of these latter

regulations, the intercourse and conduct of nations arc to be governed

by principlesfairly to be deduced from the rights and duties of nations and

the nature of moral obligations."

Wheaton, also, ( Wheaton's Elements of International Law, page 22,)

gives utterance to the same idea when he says : " International Taw, as

understood among civilized nations, may be defined as consisting of those

rules of conduct which reason deduces as consonant to justice, from the

nature of the society existing among independent nations."

But wc will not multiply these citations. It is evident that here is

the foundation of all international law—the working out of the princi

ples of natural justice, so that each State may exercise equal rights, and

receive no unnecessary harm or injury from any other State. Of course,

there is a code of conventional or positive law which may be gathered
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from treaties of peace, alliance and commerce, declaring, modifying or

defining the pre-existing international law. But no such treaties will be

found to be opposed to this great principle of justice, except it may be

in the case of some individual nation, which has, perhaps, sold its birth

right for a mess of potage. A treaty of that kind, however, could not,

of course, ever reach the dignity of law, as between nations other than

the contracting parties, and cannot, therefore, need noticing here.

Growing out, then, of this ruling principle, is the right of self-preser

vation, which, as Phillimore says, (vol. 1, page 226,) " is the first law of

nations as it is of individuals." Whkaton (page 85) expresses the

same idea a little more fully. He says : " Of the absolute international

rights of States, one of the most essential and important, and that which

lies at the foundation of all the rest, is the right of self-preservation.

It is not only a right with respect to other States, but a duty with

respect to its own members, and the most solemn and important which

the State owes to them. This right necessarily involves all other incidental

rights which are essential as means to give effect to the principal end."

So, also, Kent, in his Commentaries, (vol. 1, page 23,) says: "Every

nation has an undoubted right to provide for its own safety and to take

due precaution against distant as well as impending danger. The right

of self-preservation is paramount to all other considerations."

Phillimore (on page 227, vol. 1) shows the extent and force of this

principle, when he adds :

" International law considers the right of self-preservation as prior and

paramount to that of territorial inviolability, and where they conflict,

justifies the maintenance of the former at the expense of the latter right."

So, also, we find Vattel (vol. 3, c. 7, § 133) maintaining the same view :

" It is certain that if my neighbor gives refuge to my enemies when they

would have been worsted, and have foundthemselves too feeble to escape me,

leaving them time to collect themselves and to watch for an occasion to try a

new invasion of my land, this conduct, so prejudicial to my safety and my

interests, would be incompatible with neutrality. When, then, my van

quished enemies withdraw themselves to his domain, if charity does not

permit him to refuse them passage and safety, he ought to make them

pass beyond or outside as soon as possible, and not to suffer them to lie

in wait to attack me afresh. Otherwise he gives me the right to go and

seek them upon his land."

There are also in the books many cases illustrating the great extent to

which this principle has been carried. We shall, however, content our

selves with the citation of but one of them, which is familiar to all. We

refer to the case of the capture of the Caroline, in 1838. It will be

remembered that Great Britain alleged the Canadian rebels not only

found shelter on the American frontier of the Niagara, but that they

obtained arms by force from the American arsenals, and that shots were

fired from an island within the American territories, while a steamer

called the Caroline was employed in the transport of munitions of war

to the island, which, when not so employed, was moored off the American

shore. In this state of things a British captain and crew having boarded,

forcibly captured and fired the Caroline, cut her adrift and sent her

down the falls of Niagara. The act was made the subject of complaint

by the American government, on the ground of violation of territory,

and vindicated by Great Britain on the ground of self-preservation. If
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this version of the facts was correct, it was undoubtedly a complete vin

dication of the act.

Thus, then, we see how far this right of self-preservation allows a nation

to go, in enforcing its rights. And might we not stop here and show that

there is, as a mere matter of principle, very little difference between en

tering upon neutral territory, as the English thus did, for the purpose of

seizing the vessel in question,, and the visiting and searching the ship of

a neutral and taking from it rebels who were on their way to a neutral

territory for the purpose of there plotting and working out the destruc

tion of their country ? Were there no law known among nations, giving

a State the right, under such circumstances, of visiting a neutral vessel

and obtaining possession of such agents of evil, certainly this law of self-

preservation would dictate and necessitate it.

But there is still another fundamental principle of international law,

regulating the acts of neutrals during a war, which principle naturally

follows from the foregoing. We have seen above, that where a neutral

harbors either belligerent, his territory loses its inviolability. From this

rule we easily deduce the more general one, that a neutral must not take

any part in the contest ; he has no'right to favor or injure either belliger

ent. This principle—so eminently just in itself—is too familiar to need

more than a passing notice. Among the nations of antiquity, the right

of one to remain at peace while other neighboring nations were engaged

in war, was not admitted to exist. He who was not an ally was an enemy.

But since international relations were " regulated by the principles of

justice applicable to those relations," a different rule has existed, and

' middle-men,' as Grotius calls them, will be found during every conflict.

If, however, a nation would hold the office of a neutral, and retain the

rights and privileges of such a position, all its acts must be free from

favor towards either belligerent. Bynkershoek says, (Bynkershoek,

Quaest. Jur. Pub. lib. 1, cap. 9 :) " The duty of neutrals is to be every way

careful not to interfere in the war, and to do equal and exactjustice to both

parties ; * * * as to what relates to the war, let them not prefer

one party to the other, and this is the only proper conduct for neutrals."

Phillimore, in treating of this same subject, says, (vol. 3, page 202 :)

" The neutral is justly and happily designated by the Latin expression in

bello tnedius. It is of the essence of his character that he so retain this

central position as to incline to neither belligerent. He has no jut belli-

cum himself ; but he is entitled to the continuance of his ordinary jus

pads, with, as will presently be seen, certain curtailments and modifica

tions which flow from the altered state of the general relations of all

countries in time of war. He must do nothing by which the condition of

either belligerent may be bettered or strengthened—quo validor fiat."

In the light of these citations, and numberless others to the same

effect that might he made, can there be any doubt but that the captain

of the Trent was doing an hostile act in conveying, as he did, the

commissioners of the Confederate States ? Was he not doing all he

could to benefit one belligerent and injure the other ? It will not be

pretended that the character of these persons, and the object of their

mission, was unknown. If any harm could be done the United States,

it was known that it was the object of these commissioners to do it.

The captain of that vessel lent himself to the service of the Confederate

States for that purpose, and, in doing so, grossly violated the character
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of a neutral. We submit, therefore, that the principle of self-defence, so

nobly illustrated by Great Britain in the case of the Caroline above re

ferred to, would, under such circumstances, require us to prevent the

consummation of such an act by similar means, did the law of nations

furnish no other remedy.

But still there was no necessity for following such an extraordinary

precedent, nor could we be justified in doing so, since (if for no other

reason) we have a very simple remedy, and, had it only been properly

used, an effectual one ; for, growing out of the foregoing principles, has

arisen the doctrine of contraband of war ; and the right of visit and

search in time of war necessarily follows. We have seen above that

a neutral has no right to strengthen or injure either belligerent. As a

conclusion, then, from this principle, certain articles have been admitted

by all nations to be contraband, and the general freedom of neutral com

merce with the respective belligerent powers is, therefore, subject to such

exceptions. The reason for this restriction exists in the fact, as wc have

stated, that " the principles of natural justice require" no assistance in

the war should be furnished by a neutral to either party. As Mr. Jknkin-

son, afterwards Lord Liverpool, in his "discourse on the conduct of

Great Britain to neutral nations," in 1758, says:

" The liberty of navigation, in fair construction, can mean no more

than the right of carrying to any mart, unmolested, the product of one's

own country or labor, and bring back whatever may be received in return

for it; but can it be lawful that you should extend that right to my detri

ment—that you should exert it in the cause of my enemy f"

If, therefore, we wish to determine, at any time, whether any article is

contraband, all we have to know is whether the article in question would

necessarily help to advance the interests of cither belligerent. Warlike

instruments or materials, by their own nature, fit to be used in war, are

not the only weapons a belligerent can make serviceable. Strategy is

frequently more effective than bullets. Therefore, all messages or messen

gers, despatches oj commissioners, sent by a belligerent for the purpose

of strengthening his cause in the war, are contraband.

We thus reach this position as a natural and necessary conclusion from

the foregoing principles, and one could not but feel perfect confidence in

its correctness, even had nothing ever been written or decided on this

point. For it is pre-eminently just that my friend (a neutral) should not

be allowed to help my enemy. This would seem to be particularly the

case when a nation is laboring to put down a rebellion that threatens its

very existence. Then, if ever, a neutral should keep aloof; for if she is

to assist such an enemy in its strategic movements, (in its endeavors to

obtain the help of other nations to assist in the destruction of its coun

try,) how tenfold worse than an open enemy she becomes. But, as we

have seen, the ability legally to do such injustice does not exist, and a

moment's examination will show us that all writers on international law

unite in declaring, in the broadest terms, despatches and commissioners,

or embassadors, contraband.

We find this doctrine very clearly laid down by Phillimore, in his

work on international law, which we have several times before referred to.

He says, (vol. 3, page 370:)

" Official despatchesfrom an officialperson on the public affairs of the bel

ligerent government impress a hostile character upon the carriers of them.
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The mischievous consequences of such a service cannot be estimated,

and extend far beyond the effect of any contraband that can be conveyed,

for it is manifest that by the carriage of such despatches the most im

portant operations of a belligerent may be forwarded or obstructed. In

general cases of contraband the quantity of the article carried may be a

material circumstance, but the smallest despatch may suffice to turn the

fortunes of war in favor of a particular belligerent."

On page 369 of the same volume he adds: "As to carrying of military

persons in the employ of a belligerent, or being in any way engaged in

his transport service, it has been most solemnly decided by the tribunals

of international law, both in England and the United States of North

America, that these are acts of hostility on the part of the neutral, which

subject the vehicle in which the persons are conveyed to confiscation at

the hands of the belligerent."

Wildman, in his Institutes, makes use of the following language :

" It is the right of the belligerent to intercept and cut off all commu

nication by despatches. It is not to be said, therefore, that this or that

letter is of small moment. The true criterion will be, is it on the public

business of the State, and passing between public persons in the public

service? If the papers so taken relate to public concerns, be they great or

small, civil or military, the court will not split hairs, and consider their

relative importance. What appear small words, or what may, perhaps,

be artfully disguised, may relate to objects of infinite importance."

So, also, Chancellor Kent, (vol. 1, page 152,) says :

"There are other acts of illegal assistance afforded to a belligerent be

sides supplying him with contraband goods, and relieving his distress

under a blockade. Among these acts, the conveyance of hostile despatches

is the most injurious, and deemed to be of the most hostile and noxious

character. The carrying of two or three cargoes of stores is necessarily

an assistance of a limited nature ; but in the transmission of despatches

may be conveyed the entire plan of a campaign, and it way lead to a defeat

of all the projects of the other belligerent in that theatre of the war.

The appropriate remedy for this offence is the confiscation of the ship ; and

in doing so, the courts make no innovation on the ancient law, but they

only apply established principles to new combinations of circumstances.

There would be no penalty in the mere confiscation of the despatches.

The proper and efficient remedy is the confiscation of the vehicle employed to

carry them ; and if any privity subsists between the owners of the cargo

and the master, they are involved by implication in his delinquency."

Wheaton, also, is equally explicit on this point. He says, (page 562 :)

" Of the same nature with the carrying of contraband goods i9 the trans

portation of military persons or despatches in the service of the enemy."

Then, on page 565, we find this same learned commentator quoting and

approving of the following extract from the opinion of Sir William Scott,

in the case of the Orozembo, [Robinson's Adm. Rep. vol. 6, p. 430 :)

" The carrying of two or three cargoes of stores is necessarily an assist

ance of a limited nature ; but in the transmission ofdespatches may be con

veyed the entire plan of a campaign that may defeat all the projects of the

other belligerent in that quarter of the world. It is true, as has been said,

that one ball might take off Charles XII., and might produce the most

disastrous effects in a campaign ; but that is a consequence so remote and

accidental, that in the contemplation of human events it is a sort of eva
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ncscent quantity, of which no account is taken, and the practice has been,

accordingly, that it is only in considerable quantities that the offence of

contraband is contemplated. The case of despatches is very different; it

is impossible to limit a letter to so small a size as not to be capable of

producing the most important consequences; it is a service, therefore,

which, in whatever degree it exists, can only be considered in one cha

racter, as an act of the most noxious and hostile nature."

This principle has also been frequently recognised and adopted by the

English government in her official acts. In the declaration of war by

England against Russia, of the 28th March, 1854, we find the following

language :

" It is impossible for Her Majesty to forego her right of seizing arti

cles contraband of war, and of preventing neutralsfrom bearing enemies1

despatches."

So, too, in the recent proclamation of neutrality of May 13, 1861, made

with reference to this very war, the following language is used :

" And we do hereby warn all our loving subjects, and all persons what

soever entitled to our protection, that if any of them shall presume, in

contempt of this our royal proclamation and of our high displeasure, to

do any acts in derogation of their duty as subjects of a neutral sovereign

in the said contest, or in violation or contravention of the law of nations

in that behalf, as, for example, and more especially by entering into the

military service of either of the said contending parties, * * or by

carrying officers, soldiers, despatches, arms, military stores or materials, or

any article or articles considered and deemed to be contraband of war, ac

cording to the law or modern usage of nations, for the use or service of

either of the said contending parties—all persons so offending will incur,

and be liable to the several penalties and penal consequences by the said

statute, or by the law of nations in that behalf imposed or denounced.

And we do hereby declare that all our subjects and persons entitled to

our protection who may misconduct themselves in the premises, will do

so at their peril, and of their own wrong, and that they will in no wise

obtain any protection from us against any liabilities or penal consequences,

but will, on the contrary, incur our high displeasure by such misconduct."

Could any thing be clearer than the position taken by all com

mentators, and by England herself, on this very question ? But we for

bear making further citations to the same effect. Nor can it be neces

sary to add any thing for the purpose of showing that if despatches are thus

objectionable, embassadors (living despatches) are still more objection

able. It would, indeed, be a very strange doctrine to insist that, although

the despatches are contraband and can be seized, yet you must not seize

the embassador who carries them, and who has, probably, committed

them all to memory. But the question is too plain to admit of discussion

or comment It cannot be urged either that these embassadors were ex

empt from arrest, since such exemption does not, and has never been

claimed to attach to their person until after they have arrived at their

destination. They may be stopped at any time on their passage.

In the case of the Caroline, (6 C. Robinson, 467,) Sir William Scott

(afterwards Lord Stowell) says, on this point :

" The limits that arc assigned to the operations of war against them,

by Vattel and other writers upon these subjects, are that you may ex
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ercise your right of war against them wherever the character of hostility

exists ; you may slop the embassador of your enemy on his passage."

Dr. Phillimore also says, ( Commentaries, p. 368,) that—

" It is, indeed, competent to a belligerent to stop the embassador of his

enemy on his passage."

And Wheaton (p. 566) approves of and quotes the opinion of Sir Wil

liam Scott, above referred to, as follows :

" The limits assigned to the operations of war against embassadors by

writers on public law are, that the belligerent may exercise his right of

war against them wherever the character of hostility exists. He may

stop (he embassador of his enemy on his passage, but when he has arrived

in the neutral country and takes on himself the functions of his office,

and has been admitted in his representative character, he becomes a sort

of middle-man, entitled to peculiar privileges, as set apart for the preser

vation of the relations of amity and peace, in maintaining which all na

tions are in Bomc degree interested.

Thus we will find this principle incorporated into all the text-books,

and rightly so. For embassadors and despatches of an enemy may, as we

have seen, work out the greatest harm to the other belligerent, and hence

a neutral cannot be allowed to carry cither towards their destination ;

they are contraband.

But from this doctrine, as we have said above, necessarily flows the

right of visit and search in time of war.

As Vattel says, (Book 3, ch. 8, § 11:) "We cannot prevent the

conveyance of contraband goods without searching vessels that we meet

at sea ; we have, therefore, a right to search them." Chitty, in his notes

to Vattel, says : " Clearly the right of search exists practically as well

as theoretically." Manning says, p. 350 : " The right on the part of

ships of war to search merchant vessels during the continuance of war has

been granted by all writers of any authority. The right of search is, in

deed, a sort of necessary complement to the right of confiscating contra

band and the property of enemies." Hazlett and Roche, Ed. 1854, pp.

270, 272, after laying down the same rule, say : " The duty of self-pro

tection sanctions this right. It is founded upon necessity, and is exclu

sively and strictly a war right, and does not rightfully exist in time of

peace."

Chancellor Kent also expresses himself with his usual clearness on

this point :

" In order to enforce the rights of belligerent nations against the de

linquencies of neutrals, and to determine the real as well as the assumed

character of all vessels on the high seas, the law of nations arms them

with the practical power of visitation and search. The duty of self-pre

servation gives to belligerent nations this right. It is founded upon ne

cessity, and is strictly and exclusively a war right, and does not rightful

ly exist in time of peace, unless conceded by treaty. All writers upon

the law of nations and the highest authorities acknowledge the right

in time of war, as resting on sound principles of jurisprudence, and

upon the institutes and practice of all great maritime powers. And

if, upon making the search, the vessel be found employed in contraband

trade, or in carrying enemy's property, or troops, or despatches, she is

liable to be taken and brought in for adjudication before a prize court."
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Mr. Mercy, British Minister at Copenhagen, in 1800, wrote to Count

Bernstoff :

" The right of visiting and examining in the open sea merchant ves

sels, of whatever nation, or whatever may be their destination, is regard

ed by the British government as the incontestable right of every nation

at war."

Lord Whitworth, the special envoy, wrote on the same occasion :

" The right claimed by the King of England is the necessary result

of the state of war. If tho principle is once admitted, that a Danish

frigate can guarantee from search six merchant vessels of that nation, it

follows, naturally, that any power can extend protection over all the ene

mies' commerce. All that is required is to find in the world some one

neutral state, however insignificant, sufficiently friendly to our enemies

to be willing to lend her flag to cover their commerce without any risk

to herself—for once the power of search is taken away, fraud will no

longer fear discovery."

This doctrine, however, cannot be more strongly stated than it was by

Lord Stowell, in the case of the Maria, (1 Rob. Rep. p. 340,) as fol

lows:

" The right of visiting and searching merchant ships upon the high

seas, whatever be the ships, whatever be the cargoes, whatever be the destina

tions, is an incontestable right of the lawfully-commissioned cruisers of a

belligerent nation. * * * This right is so clear in principle that no

man can deny it who admits the legality of maritime capture. * * *

The right is equally clear in practice, for practice is uniform and univer

sal upon this subject. The many European treaties which refer to this

right, refer to it as pre-existing, and merely regulate tho exercise of it

All writers upon the law of nations unanimously acknowledge it. In

short, no man, in the least degree conversant with subjects of this kind,

has ever, that I know of, breathed a doubt upon it"

This right, then, of visit and search, and these principles of contra

band of war being thus plain and incontestable, the fact that these commis

sioners went on board the Trent at a neutral port, can in nowise weaken

or alter the above conclusions. That fact might be of importance (on

the question of confiscating the vessel) if a plea of ignorance were made,

as was, for instance, in the case ofthe Kapid ; [Edwards' Adm. Rep. 228 ;)

but no such plea can be put in here, nor are we discussing any question

as to the disposition of the vessel. In the case we refer to the court said :

" It must be understood, that where a party, for want of precaution,

suffers despatches to be conveyed on board his vessel, the plea of ignorance

will not avail him. His caution must be proportioned to the circum

stances under which such papers are received. If he is taking hia de

parture from a hostile port in a hostile country, and, still more, if the

letters which are brought to him arc addressed to persons resident in

a hostile country, he is called upon to exercise the utmost jealousy with

regard to what papers he takes on board. On the other hand, it is to be

observed, that where the commencement of the voyage is in a neutral

country, and it is to terminate at a neutral port, or, as in this instance, at

a port to which, though not neutral, an open trade is allowed, in such a

case there is less to excite his vigilance, and therefore it may be proper

to make some allowance for any im2)osition which may be practiced upon

him."
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This same distinction is also referred to by Piiillimore, (vol. 3, p. 371,)

in very similar language, showing that, in the opinion of that commentator,

the fact that the voyage was commenced in a neutral territory, was of im

portance only on the question whether the vessel should be confiscated.

The despatches or embassadors would be, of course, none the less con

traband. He says : " With respect to such a case as might exempt the

carrier of despatches from the usual penalty, (that is, from the confisca

tion of his vessel,) it is to be observed, that where the commencement of

the voyage is in a neutral country, and is to terminate at a neutral port,

or at a port which, though not neutral, an open trade is allowed, in such

a case there is less to excite the vigilance of the master, and therefore it

may be proper to make some allowance for any imposition which may be

practiced upon him. But when a neutral master receives papers on

board in a hostile port, he receives them at his own hazard, and cannot

be heard to avow his ignorance of a fact with which, by due inquiry, he

might have made himself acquainted."

Besides, there would be no reason or justice in any other view of the

matter. If a neutral conveys on board his vessel commissioners of a bel

ligerent, he, of course, helps one party and injures the other, and this

clearly must be so, whether he takes them from a neutral or belligerent

port. This principle of non-interference by a neutral is, as we have seen

above, the one from which is derived the whole doctrine of contraband

of war, and must control this question, until a congress of nations or

some other authorized body makes the requisite limitation in the appli

cation of the principle.

We have thus discussed these questions and reached these conclusions,

relying solely on the great admitted principles of international law, (as

laid down by all elementary writers,) not striving to find precedents coin

ciding with the facts before us. Kefcrence might, however, be made to

many cases throwing light upon the one at issue. The arrest of Mr.

Henrv Laurens, during our Revolutionary war, furnishes many points

of resemblance, though we have not been able to satisfy ourselves that

he was on a neutral vessel. So, too, the case of the Atlantic, (6 Hob.

Adm. Rep. 440,) and of the Caroline, (6 Bob. 461,) and of the Susan,

(an American ship condemned in the British Admiralty Court in April

1, 1803,) all tend to strengthen, if possible, the conclusions we have come

to above. But we shall not enlarge upon them here, or even call atten

tion to other cases which might bo cited ; for we deem the conclusions

we have reached to be so clearly in accordance with every principle of

international law that precedents could not add any thing to the argu

ment.

But although the law seems to be clear on all the points we have dis

cussed, and although we think the captain of the Trent was acting ille

gally, and with the grossest injustice towards the United States, in allowing

these commissioners to take passage on his vessel, still we cannot bring

ourselves to believe that Captain Wilkes was right in transferring

Messrs. Mason and Slidell to the San Jacinto, and allowing the Trent

to proceed on her passage. These commissioners would be most cer

tainly (were the question properly presented to any prize court in Eng

land or the United States) declared contraband, as we have seen above,

and the vessel be confiscated. But that is a question a court alone has

power to decide, and not the captain of a public vessel. The rule of
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law is this (and there is no exception to the rule which will apply to the

facts we are discussing :) that if a belligerent thinks there is any thing con

traband of war on a neutral vessel, he may stop the vessel and search it.

If, after such search made, he finds what he still thinks is contraband, he

then has the right merely to take the vessel into port, and there a court of

competent jurisdiction must pass upon it. One is not, ofcourse, allowed to

assume what will be the court's decision, and act as if it had been made,

however clear the facts may appear to make the question. The law does not

allow of such summary proceedings. There must be in all cases a judg

ment of the court before an execution can be issued. Captain Wilkks,

however, assumed that the court would declare these commissioners con

traband, and acted as if it had don'e so. Whereas he had just as much

right to confiscate the vessel on the spot, as he did have to carry off these

commissioners.

Since, however, this point is of the greatest importance for a proper

understanding of the true position of the government of the United

States on this whole question, it is well enough, perhaps, for us to

examine it a little more closely, and see if we cannot discover what

policy, reason and justice dictate should be our decision here. This ap

pears to us to be particularly desirable, as our late European despatches

indicate that Great Britain intends to rely solely upon this point, in the

demands she may make upon us. If we, as a nation, are wrong in the

step we have taken, no one will bo unwilling to acknowledge it. Those

who would defend most earnestly the right, are the readiest always to

acknowledge error.

What, then, is the basis of all intercourse between nations ; or, per

haps we should ask, in what way do the rules of international etiquette

require us to act in all our intercourse with friendly States ? The answer

is most simple and familiar to every one—that we must act with the

greatest comity. This means, too, as all know, not"only with politeness

and kindness, but with the extreme of respect, formality and considera

tion. An illustration will be found in the treatment embassadors must

receive, and in the nature of all written communications between States.

In the every day intercourse of individuals, forms and ceremonies wo

can frequently dispense with, but in intercourse between States no such

liberty is or should be allowed. We rightly demand this of other na

tions, and arc of course willing that they should require it of us. If

this, then, is so, if the mere forms of etiquette in all friendly intercourse

arc insisted upon so earnestly, how far more important is it that the forms

of law should be strictly complied with, when wo arc enforcing our bel

ligerent rights against neutrals. It must be remembered, too, in this con

nection, that the right to interfere in any way with neutral commerce is

not an absolute, right, but one granted by neutrals, because justice and the

necessities of nations require it. But in granting the right, the mode of

executing it has at the same time been laid down, and is a part really of

the grant itself. How imperative is it, therefore, that one should, in exe

cuting such a right between such parties, act in accordance with law,

and not illegally.

But again wo have seen above what is required of a belligerent in exe

cuting this right ; that, while granting the privilege, safeguards have been

thrown about the neutral nation and neutral commerce, so that no mere

suspicion, nor even any supposed knowledge of individuals, can take final
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action in the premises. We have also seen how just and reasonable it is

that this should be so. In our own State we have, as citizens of that State,

granted to all others certain rights as against us ; but wo are very careful

that the manner of executing such rights should be strictly legal. What

should we think of the man who, because he deems his claim just, appro

priates our property to himself before the court has passed upon the claim

itself? As we have said before, we always require a judgment before an

execution can be issued. And can a neutral nation for a moment admit

a different rule ? Can she allow a belligerent to usurp the position of a

court, and determine that what she is carrying is contraband ? Can she

allow the belligerent to confiscate the so-called contraband goods with

out even the form of a trial ? Why, piracy in its worst phase would be

hardly worse than such a state of law, or, .we might better say, lawlessness.

Then, too, there is no nation in the world that ought to be more ear

nest than our own in endeavoring to prevent such a case passing as a prece

dent. We have always been battling for the rights of neutrals and against

the encroachment of belligerents. And how clearly is it for our interest

still to do so, unless we intend to indefinitely increase our naval force. And

even then, could we ever submit to allow belligerents thus to interfere

with our commerce, to permit captains of vessels to usurp the position

of the court, and seize and carry off goods, letters and passengers, be

cause, in his opinion, they were contraband ? But the case is too evident

an invasion of neutral rights to require argument We submit, therefore,

we are clearly wrong in endeavoring to support this act of Captain

Wilkes. It is evidently against our interest, against all reason and jus

tice to do so, and it only remains, therefore, for us to repudiate the act,

make what reparation we can, and by no means ever allow it to remain

as a precedent.

In regard to our giving up Messrs. Mason and Slidell, there cannot,

in our opinion, be a doubt as to its being our duty to do so. No one can

feel more strongly than we do the baseness of the crime those men have

committed, nor would any one speak in severer terms of the unfriendli

ness of the act of the captain of the Trent in giving them a passage ;

and we believe that England will be entirely willing, if we demand it,

to make any reparation she can for this violation of her neutrality. But

these considerations do not, in our opinion, affect our position and duty.

If we have done illegally in seizing these commissioners, certainly we

must set ourselves right. An apology or a repudiation of the act would,

of course, amount to nothing, so long as we retained the benefit of the

act If we are wrong, wo cannot get right until we have given up the

advantage we havo obtained by our wrong. Had Captain Wilkes taken

the vessel and appropriated it to himself and crew, before any court had

passed upon the questions involved, what would an apology amount to

unless accompanied with an offer to restore the vessel or its equivalent.

Neither is our position an anomalous one. It is always necessary in

legal proceedings that we should proceed rightly, or else pay the penalty

of our mistake. A litigant may have the jnstest claim on earth, and still,

if he comes into court incorrectly, he will be nonsuited, and perhaps lose

his claim, and have to pay his adversary's costs. We may say this is

not just ; and yet, if we reflect a moment, we will see that the law is not

to blame. It furnishes every claimant with a remedy, but if one fails to

take the proper course for obtaining redress, it is the ignorance of the
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claimant, and not the injustice of the law, that works out the evil. So in

this case we had a remedy, and had we proceeded properly we should

have obtained all we desired. But, instead of that, we have committed

an error, and must, without doubt, suffer the penalty of our mistake. It is

certainly an unfortunate affair ; but we do not, of course, think any blame

should attach to Captain Wilkks. He acted necessarily without instruc

tions, yet his motives and intentions were in the highest degree praise

worthy. He was truly endeavoring to serve his country in seizing the

commissioners, and to accommodate the passengers of the Trent and

show England his good will by not detaining the vessel. That he did not

at once see the full force of the law of the case, is not at all to be wondered

at. A good captain is not frequently an experienced lawyer.

Still neither these good motives nor ignorance of the law can alter the

legal effect of the act, and we see, therefore, no escape from the unpleas

ant duty of delivering up these commissioners, if England demands it of

us properly.

But, on the other hand, we have a very serious claim on England,

growing out of this transaction, which should be adjudicated. We have

seen above that the captain of the Trent grossly violated the character

of a neutral in lending himself to the service of the Confederate States ;

that he did all he could to benefit one belligerent and injure the other.

If so decided an injustice as this, so evident a violation of international

law is to go unrebuked, we think all would unite in saying that even war

ittelf is preferable to such neutrality. But in our opinion England has

no wish to do us, at the present time, an injustice. It is not strange that

she, like any other nation, should first consult her own interest, nor that

the upholders of a monarchy should suppose they see in our existing

difficulties the natural decay of free institutions. All this must be ex

pected, their view of our troubles being from a different stand-point and

through a different medium from ours. If, therefore, she is simply just in

her acts towards us, and neutral in her position, we have no right to de

mand or hope for more, and this much we believe she will willingly grant

us. When, therefore, the proper demand is made on her, all tho repara

tion we could ask for this unfriendly act of the captain of the Trent

we shall undoubtedly receive. A somewhat similar case happened in

1847, during our war with Mexico.* In August of that year the British

mail packet Teviot, Captain May, carried over from Havana to Vera

Cruz General Paredes, ex-President of Mexico. Our government, through

Mr. Bancroft, our Minister at London at the time, presented the matter

to the British Cabinet, complaining of this act of Captain Mat, and de

manding his dismissal from the service of his government Lord Pal-

merston, November 16, 1847, admitted the justice of our complaint, and

announced that the offending officer had been dismissed.

A similar demand made now in the case of the Trent will, in our

opinion, bring a similar result. At all events, let us not go to war so long

as we are in the wrong, and until we have just cause of complaint, which

cannot be settled in a less violent way.
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8URYEY OF THE ISTHMUS OF DARIEN.

REPORT BY E. CULLEN, M. D., M. R. C. 8. E.

66 North Cumberland-street, Dublin, November, 1861.

I have lately learnt with great satisfaction that several French engi

neers, under the direction of M. Bonardiol, have made a partial explo

ration of the Isthmus of Darien, and are to sail for Darien again next

month, to make a detailed survey of the line for a ship canal between

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. There is thus, at length, a prospect of

this grand project being carried into execution. The line about to be

surveyed, which was discovered by me in 1849, after several long and

perilous explorations in different directions through the forests, extends

from the Gulf of San Miguel, on the Pacific, in a direction N. E. by E. £

E. by compass, to Caledonia Harbor and Port Escoccs on the Atlantic.

The Gulf of San Miguel receives numerous rivers, the largest of which

arc the Tuyra and the Savana, which unite together just before falling

into it. The Savana is navigable for the largest ships up to the conflu

ence of the Lara with it, that is, for fourteen miles towards the Atlantic.

From the confluence of the Lara with the Savana, at which point the

future canal will commence, the line extends to the Chuquanaqua, a dis

tance of 12 miles. From the Chuquanaqua the line follows the bed of

the Sucubti, one of its tributaries, up to the confluence of the Asmati

with the Sucubti, a distance of nine miles ; and then continues along the

bed of the same river Sucubti to a point nine miles higher np. From that

point to the Atlantic the distance is six miles. The whole length of the

projected canal will therefore be 35 nautical, or nearly 41 English miles.

After my first explorations in 1849, for which previous travels in the

interior of British Guiana, (Demerara, Essequibo, &c.,) Spanish Guiana,

(Venezuela,) and many other forest countries in both hemispheres had

well qualified me, I made subsequent voyages to and explorations in Da

rien in 1850, 1851 and 1852, alone, and at my own expense. I then

proceeded to Bogota, the capital of New-Granada, where I applied to the

Congress, who passed a law, granting a privilege for cutting the canal,

together with a concession of all the lands necessary, and of 200,000

acres in addition, to Edward Cullen, Charles Fox, John Henderson

and Thomas Brassey. The above law received the exequatur of Jose

Hilario Lopez, the President, and of Jose Maria Plata, the Secretary

for Foreign Affairs, on the 1st of June, 1852.

Soon after my return to London with the concession, the Atlantic

and Pacific Junction Company was formed, with the object of carrying

the project into execution. On the 29th of March, 1853, the Emperor

Napoleon gave an audience to a deputation of fifteen, consisting of Sir

Charles Fox, Mr. Brassey, several of the directors of the company, and

myself, invited us to dine with him at the Tuilerics, and declared his de

termination to cut the canal, if it were practicable.

On the 17th of December, 1853, Mr. Lionel Gisborne, Messrs.
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Forde, Bennett, Devenish, Armstrong and Bond, the company's en

gineers, and myself, sailed from Southampton in the West India mail

steamer Orinoco, for St. Thomas, whence the assistant engineers pro

ceeded to Navy Bay and Panama, and thence to the Gulf of San Miguel

and the River "Savana, to survey the line from the Pacific towards the

Atlantic side ; while Mr. Gisborne and myself proceeded to Jamaica, in

the Teviot, and thence, in H. M. S. Espiegle, to Caledonia Harbor,

where we arrived on the 21st of January, 1 854. In February and March,

1854, H. M. S. Espiegle, Commander Hancock, II. M. S. Devastation,

Commander De Horsey, the French war steamer Chimere (avis), Capt.

Jaureiguiberry, and the United States sloop of war Cyane, Capt. Hol-

lins, lay at anchor in Caledonia Harbor ; and II. M. steamer Virago,

Commander Marshall, lay in the Savana River, with the object of

affording assistance to the engineers. At the same time H. M. surveying

ship Scorpion, Commander Parsons, was engaged in surveying the At

lantic harbors and coast for the Hydrographic Office. It may be neces

sary to state that no British, French or American man-of-war had ever

before anchored either in Caledonia Harbor or in the Savana River. Dur

ing the above two months, the line, from the Pacific to the point on the

Sucubti, mentioned above as being six miles distant from the Atlantic,

was surveyed by the assistant engineers, and found, so far, to present

every facility for the excavation of a canal. But, of the six miles not sur

veyed, Mr. Gisborne, after a most cursory, hurried and imperfect rccon-

noissance in a wrong direction, reported that three miles would require to be

tunnelled, although he admitted, in the same report, that " his examina

tion of the country was by no means complete." Upon this, the com

pany, deeming the presumed necessity for a tunnel a formidable obstacle,

immediately dissolved, returning the shareholders the amounts of their

deposits, without any deduction.

Five months afterwards, however, the Admiralty published the " Sur

vey of Caledonia Harbor and Port Escoces," by Commander Parsons, of

H. M. surveying ship Scorpion, in which a wide and low valley is plainly

laid down immediately to the northwest of the mountain, which, accord

ing to Mr. Gisborne's report, would render a tunnel necessary. The ex

istence of that valley, which is marked in Parson's " Survey" precisely

in the position assigned to it by me four years before the expedition

went out, completely obviates the necessity for a tunnel. I repeatedly

offered to guide Mr. Gisborne to it, and had accompanied the expedition

for that purpose ; but that gentleman was actuated by so strong a desire

to find out a valley for himself, and to mark out a line in a direction dif

ferent from that indicated by me, that he not only refused me permission

to accompany him, but gave directions that I was not to be allowed to

leave the ship, so that I was actually a prisoner on board the Espiegle

while Mr. Gisborne was " botching" my project. Having failed in his

rambling and ill-directed attempts to find a valley between the range of

mountains which runs parallel to the coast, Mr. Gisborne hastily " con

cluded his surveying operations on the 29th of March," and returned to

London with his celebrated report about the tunnel, which threw com

plete discredit on my statements. Fortunately for me, however, the sur

vey made by that distinguished officer, Commander Parsons, completely

stultifies Mr. Gisborne's report, and confirms the veracity and accuracy

of my original statements as to the existence of the valley.
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In 1857, the Emperor Napoleon carefully examined the maps, plans

and documents which I submitted to him, and referred the question to

a commission of engineers of the Corps Imperial des Ponts et Chaus-

sees. The report drawn up by that commission, and presented to the

Emperor by Count Walbwski, was decidedly in favor of the practicabili

ty of the canal without a tunnel.

In 1859 I went again to Bogota, and on my return to Paris I had the

honor, on the 30th of October, of a third audience with the Emperor,

who declared his decided conviction of the feasibility of the canal, saying

that he could see no difficulty in it, and expressed his determination to

cut it. I hope that the expedition about to sail, the sending out of

which may be considered as the first step towards the carrying out of

His Majesty's determination, may conduct its operations in a scientific

manner, and avoid the errors which proved fatal to the success of the

expedition of 1854.

RIGHT OF SEARCH.

Opinion of Lord Brougham in 1807.—In the October number of the

Edinburgh Review, for 1807, is an elaborate article, by Lord Brougham,

on the rights of neutrals. The following passage taken from it shows

what was his opinion as to the right of search at that period, and the

reason why such a right is a part of the law of nations :

" It is evident that the right to search a foreign vessel for deserters is

of the very same nature, and governed by the same rules, with the right

to search a neutral vessel for contraband goods. You have a right to

search for those goods only because you are injured by their being on

board the vessel which trades with your enemy ; you have a right to

search for your own runaway seamen who take shelter in the vessel, be

cause you are injured by their being enabled to escape from you. If a

neutral carries contraband goods, such as armed men, (which indeed

treaties frequently specify in the list,) to your enemy, he takes part

against you ; and your remedy—your means of checking his underhand

hostility—is to stop his voyage, after ascertaining the unfair object of it.

If the same neutral gives shelter to your seamen, he takes part with your

enemy ; or, if you happen not to be at war, still he injures you ; and

your remedy, in either case, is to recover the property, after ascertaining

that he has it on board. In both instances the offence is the same—

the foreign vessel has on board what she ought not to have consistently

with your rights. You are therefore entitled, say the jurists, to redress ;

and a detection of the injury cannot be obtained without previous search.

PEORIA AND OQUAWKA RAIL-ROAD COMPANY.

We have received from the President of the Peoria and Oquawka

Rail-Road Company a statement to the effect that the decision on rail

road mortgages reported in our December No., pp. 592, 593, is not cor

rect. We will publish in our next No. a notice of the case.
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THE COMMERCIAL PROGRESS OP FOUR CENTURIES.

chronological sketch of thk leading commercial events of the

sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

The Sixteenth Century.

The sixteenth century was more distinguished than its predecessors for

the progress of geographical knowledge, and for the extension of com

mercial intercourse between Europe and foreign nations. Soon after the

discoveries of Columbus were made known, at the close of the fifteenth

century, the Spaniards, the Portuguese, the English, the French and the

Dutch, severally fitted out expeditions for the purpose of acquiring new

territory. The Portuguese opened a trade and extended their settle

ments beyond the Cape of Good Hope. The English established colo

nies in Virginia and Carolina, and explored California on the Pacific.

The French planted the Cross in Canada. Spain acquired the Philip

pine Islands, and extended their dominion over Mexico, Peru and various

portions of South America. Strenuous exertions were made to extend

the commerce of each European nation. Voyages round the world were

for the first time projected and accomplished. Commercial companies

on a large scale, and with large capitals, were formed in England. The

whale-fishery was first commenced, and a general spirit of commercial

enterprise encouraged. Slaves were first imported into the colonies.

Tea and tobacco first became known to the Europeans.

1503.—The Portuguese commander, Albuquerque, on his way to

India, discovered Zanzibar. 1504. Death of Isabella, Queen of Spain,

and friend of Columbus, November 26, aged 53. Columbus returned

from his fourth and last voyage. The Venetians, jealous of the new

Indian trade of the Portuguese, incite the Mamelukes of Egypt to com

mence hostilities against them. 1505. Francesco de Almeira, Portu-

uesc Viceroy, established factories along the coast of Malabar, and his

eets interrupted the commerce of Egyptians and Venetians. 1506. The

sugar-cane brought to Hispauiola from the Canaries. The Great Harrt,

the first ship of the English navy, built 1507. Margaret of Savoy,

Governess of the Netherlands, concluded a commercial treaty with Eng

land. Portuguese settlements formed on Ormus by Albuquerque, and

on Ceylon by Almeida. Madagascar visited by Tristan d'Acunha.

1509. The Venetians recover Padua, and rise again in power. Diego

Columbus (son of Christopher) Governor of Spanish America.

1510—1520.—The Portuguese established themselves (1511) at Ma

lacca, which becomes the centre of their trade with the neighboring

islands and with China. 1513. Vasco Nunez de Balboa crosses the

Isthmus of Darien, and reaches the Pacific. 1515. The Rio de la Plata

discovered by Juan Diaz de Sotis. 1516. Death of Ferdinand of

Spain, January 23, aged 64. 1617. The Portuguese trade with China

at Macao. Negro slaves brought to Hispaniola. The sweating sickness

(cold plague) raged in London. 1518. Silveyra opens the Portuguese

trade with Bengal 1519. Fernando Cortez attacked Mexico. Fkr-

vol. xlvi.—no. I. 2
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nando dk Magkliiaens sailed on his expedition to the Pacific, and having

passed through the straits now bearing his name, discovered the Ladrones

and Philippines, and was murdered by the natives. 1520. Cortez took

the city of Mexico.

1521—1530.—After the death of Magelhaens (1521) Cano con

ducted the squadron to the Moluccas, and (in 1522) returned to Seville,

via Cape of Good Hope, having concluded the first circumnavigation of

the globe, in 1,154 days. 1524. First discovery of Peru by Pizarro

and Almaoro.

1531—1540.—Porto Bello and Cartagena (Spanish Main) founded in

1532. Mines of Zacatccas discovered. 1533. Cortez conquered Cusco

and Quito, the capitals of Peru. 1534. The Sound opened to the Neth

erlands merchants. Canada discovered by Cartier. 1535. The use

of tobacco first known in Europe. 1536. Final subjugation of Peru.

Discovery of California by Cortez. 1537. Conquest of New-Granada.

1540. Cherry trees brought from Flanders and planted in Kent, England.

1541—1550.—The Portuguese admitted (1542) to trade with Japan.

1543. Death of Copernicus ; he deferred until his last days the publica

tion of his great work, De Orbium Ccelestium Revolulionibus. 1545. Dis

covery of the mines of Potosi. 1546. Rate of interest in England fixed

at 10 per cent (37, Henry VIII.) 1548. Introduction of the orange

tree from China into Portugal.

1551—1560.—The London Steelyard Company (the first commercial

company established in England, 1232) deprived (1551) of their privi

leges. 1552. All loans at usury declared illegal, and subject to forfeiture

in England. The King of France (Henry II.) prohibits the export of

money. 1558. The Salters' Company, London, established. 1560. Or

dinary rate of interest at Antwerp, 12 per cent, and fixed at the same

rate in Germany, Flanders and Spain by Charles V. Bourse established

at Antwerp.

1561—1570.—Merchant Tailors' School, Londen, (1561,) instituted.

1564. The Manillas, ceded by Portugal to Spain, received the name of

the Philippines. 1567. Tho Royal Exchange, London, founded by Sir

Thomas Gresham, September 7. Caraccas, in Venezuela, built by the

Spaniards. 1568. Some ships, conveying money from Spain to the Duke

of Alva, are detained by Queen Elizabeth at Southampton and Plymouth.

1569. Luis de Atalde revives the waning power of Portugal in India.

Drawing of the first English Lottery. 1570. The Royal Exchange, Lon

don, opened by Queen Elizabeth.

1571—1580.—Rate of interest limited in England to 10 per cent.

1571. Large accumulations of gold from America. Manilla built (1573.)

and made the seat of a Spanish Viceroy. 1576. The plague devastated

Italy—70,000 died at Venice. Martin Frobisher sailed, June 1 1 , to seek

a northwest passage ; failed and returned. 1577. Drake commenced his

voyage round the world, November 15. 1578. The Norwegians at

tempted to interrupt the English commerce with Archangel. California

explored by Drake. First colony planted in Virginia by Gilbert. Tulips

introduced into England. 1579. Queen Elizabeth entered into atreaty

of commerce with the Sultan, and established the Turkey Company.

1580. Drake returned from his voyage, November 3 ; the order of knight

hood conferred upon him.

1581—1590.—Correction of the calendar by Gregory IIL; (1582;)
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October 5th made the 15th. 1583. Queen Elizabeth claimed the sove

reignty of Newfoundland and fortified St. John's. 1584. Raleigh con

ducted a second colony to Virginia. 1585. Drake and Frobisher, with

a powerful fleet, attacked the Spanish settlements in the West Indies.

Davis explored the northeast coast of America. Coaches first used in

England. 1586. Success of Drake in Hispaniola, San Domingo and

Florida. Potatoes and tobacco introduced into England. Cavendish

sailed on his expedition. 1587. The Scottish Parliament (James VI.) '

adopted 10 per cent as the maximum rate of interest. 1588. The Span

ish armada sailed from Lisbon May 29, entered the English Channel

July 19, and was defeated. LordBnRLEiOH established the first newspa

per, The English Mercury. 1589. Cavendish returned with great wealth,

taken from the Spanish settlements during his voyage round the world.

The stocking frame invented by Rev. William Lee, of Cambridge. 1 590.

The first paper-mill in England, established by John Spillman, at Dart-

ford in Kent.

1591—1600.—English ships pursued the whale-fishery (1591) at Cape

Breton. Telescopes improved and brought into general notice by Jansen,

of Middleburg. 1593. Whalebone first used in England. 1594. The

Falkland Islands discovered by Hawkins. 1595. Oranges first known in

England. 1598. Whale-fishery commenced at Spitsbergen. 1600. The

English East India Company established.

The Seventeenth Century.

The seventeenth century was distinguished for a still wider range of

geographical discovery. The English, under the auspices of James I.,

Charles I. and Cromwell, planted vigorously their colonies in New-Eng

land, Maryland and on the southern portions of the North American

coast—established their factories beyond the Cape of Good Hope. The

East India Company obtained its charter, and thus opened English trade

and government over an area of 750,000 miles, and a population of

104,000,000. The commercial prosperity of the Dutch excited the jeal

ousy of Cromwell, by whom most vigorous efforts were made to sub

due their naval power. Under Locis XIV. and the auspices ofthe illus

trious legislator, Colbert, the Ordinances de la Marine el de ta Commerce

were constructed in 1681—the first systematic and complete body of

laws relating to commerce by sea and land published in Europe ; a sys

tem which became immediately the basis of the maritime legislation of

Europe. The revocation of the edict of Nantes by Louis- XlV., October

24, 1685, was a severe blow to the prosperity of France. This unjust

policy lost to France 800,000 Protestants, and'gave to England (part of these)

50,000 artisans. Many of these were silk weavers, who settled at Spit-

alfields, Soho, St. Giles, &c. The Dutch actively planted their colonies

in Asia and America ; the foundation of New-York was laid. They dis

covered Van Diemen's Land and New-Holland, settled the Cape^of Good!

Hope and Guyana. The French, at the same time, were pushing their

settlements at Quebec and other portions of Canada. Louisiana, and the-

Mississippi and Illinois rivers, were explored by Father Hennepin-.. Tb*

successes gained by Europeans in South America gave rise to the bucca

neers, who for many years infested the seas. The century is also re

markable for the establishment of the Bank of England; the commence

ment of the British national debt ; the more general dif&sipn. of geo
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graphical knowledge and of science throughout Europe, and for im

provements in shipping and the extension of commerce throughout the

world.

1601—1610.—Debate on monopolies (1601) defended by Francis

Bacon—abolished by Queen Elizabeth. The first English factories es

tablished on the Malabar coast 1601. The rate of interest in France

(Henry IV. and Sully) fixed at 6J per cent 1602. Artichokes intro

duced into England from Holland; Asparagus from Asia; Cauliflower

from Cyprus. 1604. The plague raged violently in London. 1606.

English companies chartered for settlements in Virginia. The French es

tablished themselves in Canada. New-Holland discovered by the Dutch.

1608. Hduson explores the bay now known as Hudson's Bay. Quebec

built 1609. Many Puritans left England for Virginia with Sir Thomas

Gates and Sir G. Sooths—the latter driven to the Bermudas (or Somerb'

Island.) The Dutch, by levying heavy tolls at the mouth of the Scheldt,

transfer the commerce of Antwerp to Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Copper

coin first issued by the mint, London. Armistice of twelve years conclu

ded between Spain and the United Provinces. 1610. Batavia settled by

the Dutch on the Island of Java. Tho invention of the thermometer

ascribed to Fra Paolo, to Sanctorio and to Dreddle of Alkmaar.

1611—1620.—The United Provinces obtained (1612) from the Turks

advantageous terms in their commerce in the Levant 1613. English

factories established at Surat, in India, and at Gombroon, on the Persian

Gulf. The buccaneers noted on the coasts of America. 1614. Loga

rithms invented by Lord Napier. 1615. Coffee in use at Venice.

1616. Baffin explored the bay to which his name was given. 1618.

First voyage of the Danes to India, and settlement at Tranquebar. Pat-

,ont granted for a fire-engine for raising ballast and water, nearly on the

principle of the steam-engine. 1620. Silk first manufactured in England.

Plymouth colony settled.

1621—1630.—The conquests of the Dutch commenced. First perma

nent settlement on Manhattan Island (1621) by the Dutch. The colony

at Nova Scotia (1652) settled by the Scotch. 1624. The rate of interest

in England reduced to 8 per cent, (21 James I.,) and in Scotland in 1632.

1625. The. culture of silk commenced in Virginia. 1626. French settle

ments at Senegal and Guyana. 1627. Success of tho Dutch Admiral,

Hein, in Brazil ; Essequibo, in Guyana, founded by him.

1631—1640.—Charles I. revived monopolies, sold patents and privi

leges to new companies, and imposed a stamp on cards. 1632. A colony

of Catholics, under Lord Baltimore, settled in Maryland. The Dutch

acquired .the Island of St. Eustatia. 1634. Writ for levying'ship-moncy

in England. The Dutch took Curacoa. 1635. Proclamation in England

against hackney coaches standing in the streets. Gaudaloupe and Mar

tinique appropriated by France. 1637. The levy of ship-money unpop

ular. 1640. Ship-money voted to be illegal.

16(41—1650.—Tasman discovered Van Diemen's Land, (1642,) and

named it in honor of the Dutch Governor of Batavia. 1643. Caycnno

colonized by the French. Van Diemen sent De Vries and Sciiaep to

explore the ocean north of Japan. 1645. The greater part of Candia

conquered by the Turks. 1647. Huyoens invented and applied the

pendulum to clocks. 1650. The Dutch took possession of the Cape of

Good Hope.
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1651—1660.—Quarrel between the English and the Dutch (1651)

about the right of fishing ; the massacre at Amboyna, and colonial en

croachments. Rate of interest reduced by the Rump Parliament to 6

per cent. 1660. Tea used in London.

1661—1670.—Bombay and Tangier ceded to England, (1662,) and

free trade with Brazil. 1663. The profits of the English post-office

and wine licenses, granted to the Duke of York. The finances, manu

factures, commerce, marine and colonial systems of France, improved

under Colbbrt. 1665. London afflicted by the plague, April 28.

1666. Great fire in London, from September 2 till September 6 ; pro

perty destroyed valued at £8,000,000. 1667. A tax of twelve pence

levied on every ton of coal brought into London, January 18, to aid the

rebuilding of London. The first stone of the new Royal Exchange laid

(August 23) by Charles II.

1671—1680.—The money in the Exchequer (12th January, 1672)

seized by Charles II. Great confusion and commercial distress followed.

1680. The publication of newspapers and pamphlets without a license

declared (May 16) to be illegal in England.

1681—1690.—A penny-post first established in London, (1683,) by a

private individual named Murray. 1685. The Pope of Rome, by com

pulsory process, reduced the rates of interest on the public debt from 4

to 3 per cent 1688. The Venetians made further progress in Dalmatia.

1691—1700.—Origin of the Bank of England, (1694, 25th April,)

under William III. Stamp duties in England commenced, 28th June.

1695. Commissioners appointed for building Greenwich Hospital.

1697. Charter of Bank of England renewed till twelve months' notice.

1698. Address of the English House of Commons to William III., for

the discouragement of the woollen manufacture and the promotion of

the linen, 10th June. 1699. Czar Peter introduced the computation of

time in Russia by the Christian era, but adhered to the old style.

Damfier explored the northwest coast of New-Holland.

The Eighteenth Century.

The progress of geographical knowledge rapidly increased throughout

Europe during this century ; and important projects were entertained

with a view to settle remote colonies, and thus extend the commerce

with other nations. The Darien expedition, under William Paterson,

had left Scotland in the year 1698. This gave rise to the South Sea

Company in 1710—1712, and further gave rise to many of the monopo

lies granted early in the century. The Dutch, the Swedes and the Danes

all strove to extend their commerce in the East Indies ; and vigorous

efforts were made by the French and the English to attain the ascend

ancy in the West Indies. Anson, Vancouver and Cook made their

noted voyages of discovery. The century was further distinguished for

the introduction of cotton from Jamaica and other West India islands

into Europe, and its conversion into wearing apparel as a substitute for

the use of woollen and linen goods. Before the collision between Eng

land and her colonies, Arkwrioht had made known his important improve

ment in cotton-spinning ; and, soon after, the more important invention of

Whitney accomplished for the American planter the great labor-saving

machine known as the cotton gin.

The expensive wars between France, England, Spain, Holland, Ac,
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had drained England of much of her material wealth, forcing her to tax

her colonies for her own support. This apparent necessity led to the

stamp tax and tax on tea, which, in turn, were the leading causes of the

revolution against the mother country.

This century was likewise noted for the first experiments in the steam-

engine ; (Watt's ;) the extensive operations of the East India Company

as a commercial monopoly ; the rapid extension of commercial transac

tions between "Western Europe and India, and North and South American

colonies. The first financial revulsion took place ; the stoppage of the

Bank of England ; riots among the working classes, produced by the

expensive wars from 1750—1800.

1701.—A "Council of Trade" suggested by William Paterson.

1704. The Boston News Letter published—the first newspaper in the

American colonies. 1708. Bank of England charter renewed, and again

in 1713. 1709. Copyright act in England, 8 Anne. 1710. The South

Sea Company originated, 6th May.

1711—1720.—A capital of £4,000,000 raised (1711) for the South

Sea Company. 1711. Rio Janeiro taken by the French Admiral, Duouai

Trouin. 1712. The first stamp duty on newspapers levied in England.

171 3. The Clarendon Press established at Oxford, by the profits of the

History of the Rebellion. 1714. The rate of interest in England re

duced from 6 to 5 per cent., and all contracts at a higher rate declared

void. 1716. John Law originated his banking and Mississippi schemes.

1717. First project of a sinking fund for the liquidation of the English

national debt. Law obtained extended privileges for his bank. 1718.

Law's Company declared to be the Royal Bank. William Paterson,

projector of the Bank of England, died. 1720. The South Sea Company

Act, passed 7th April. South Sea stock rose to 890, June 2. Rage for

speculative schemes. Seventeen petitions for joint-stock patents refused.

South Sea bubble burst, 30th September.

1721—1730.—The directors of the South Sea Company (1721) taken

into custody, 24th January. Aislabie and other members of Parlia

ment implicated, expelled. Walpole, Lord Treasurer and Chancellor of

the Exchequer, 2d of April. The estates of directors of South Sea Com

pany, amounting to two millions sterling, forfeited. 1723. Act passed

to prohibit English subscriptions to the Ostend Company. 1725. Tu

mults at Glasgow, 25th June, on account of the malt tax. 1726. Cotton

a staple product of Hispaniola. 1729. Fire at Constantinople; 12,000

houses and 7,000 people perished. John Law died at Venice, 21st

March, aged 58. 1730. Charter of the East India Company renewed.

1731—1740.—Culture of silk commenced (1732) in Georgia. Par

liamentary grant to Sir Thomas Lamb (1732, April 3) for having intro

duced the silk engine. 1733. The English government refused to join

the Dutch in stopping the East India commerce of the Danes and

Swedes. 1733. The Excise law proposed in England, and abandoned by

Walpole. 1734. English act passed against stock-jobbing. The new

Bank of England building opened 5th June, in Threadneedle-street.

1736. High tide in the Thames. Westminster Hall flooded. Parlia

mentary debates published in the Gentleman's Magazine. 1 740. The

first circulating library in London established at 132 Strand. Parliamen

tary debates prepared by Dr. Johnson.

1741—1750.—Charter of Bank of England (1742) renewed. Lord
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Anson returned (1744) from bis voyage round the world, with £1,250,000

in treasure. 1 750. A riot at Tiverton, against the introduction of Irish

worsted yarns, 16th January. Bounties granted, and a company formed

to encourage the British and white herring and cod fisheries.

1751—1760.—An act of Parliament (1751, 24 George II.) orders the

Gregorian (or new) style to be used in Great Britain. 1753. Two thou

sand bales of cotton exported by Jamaica. 1754. Commencement of

war between England and France, and military operations under Wash

ington, in Virginia, &c. 1759. The Bank of England issued £15 and

£10 notes, 31st March. 1760. Culture of silk commenced in Connec

ticut.

1761—1770.—Opening of the Duke of Bridgewater's Canal (1761)

between Manchester and Liverpool. 1762. The Island of Cuba surren

dered to Lord Albemarle and Admiral Pococke. Martinique, St.

Lucia, St. Vincent and other islands taken from the French. 1764. First

improvement of steam-engine, by Watt. Bank of England charter re

newed. 1765. Stamp Act for America passed by the British Parlia

ment, March. 1767. The House of Commons resolved to impose duties

on various articles imported into America.

1771—1780.—Arkwright's second patent (1 771) for his improvement

in cotton-spinning. Culture of silk commenced in Pennsylvania. 1772.

Commercial panic in London, caused by the failure of Neale, Fordyce

& Co., bankers. 1773. Tea destroyed in Boston harbor, 16th Novem

ber. The Governor of Bengal made governor of all the British settle

ments in India. 1774. The petition of the Massachusetts Assembly to

Parliament, presented (January) by Dr. Franklin, who was then removed

from the office of deputy postmaster-general for the colonies. Burke's

celebrated speech on the tea tax, April 19. 1774. Watt, in partnership

with Boulton, founds his steam-engine establishment at Soho. 1776.

Captain Cook sailed on his third voyage. 1780. Charter of the first

Bank of North America, approved by Congress 26th May.

1781—1790.—Bank of England charter renewed, on making further

advances to government of £3,000,000. Necker published his financial

statement for France, 1781, and retired from office. 1782. National

Bank of Ireland established, 1783. Charter granted to the Bank of Ireland.

1784. The Bank of New-York chartered, 9th June. 1786. British treaty

of commerce with France. 1787. "Pennsylvania Society for the en

couragement of Manufactures and the Useful Arts," formed. Cotton ex

ported by West India Islands. 1789. Issue of assignats in France, 17th

December.

1791—1800.—Vancouver's voyage of discovery (1791.) The buckle-

makers of Birmingham petitioned Parliament against the use of shoe

strings. Numerous riots at Birmingham. 1793. The first ambassador

from Turkey arrived in London, December 20. Whitney's cotton-gin

invented and first used. 1795. Embargo on all Dutch ships in English

ports, 26th January. Warren Hastings acquitted, 23d April. 1797.

Suspension of the Bank of England, 26th February. Notes of £1 and

£2 first issued, March 11. 1798. Silver tokens issued by the Bank of

England, 1st January. 1799. Sugar first extracted from beet-root, by

the Prussian chemist, Achard. 1800. General distress and riots in Eng

land, caused by the high price of bread, January. Dispute respecting

the close of the century. Lalande decided that 31st December, 1800,
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is the last day of the eighteenth century. Union of Great Britain and

Ireland. 2d July. Bank of England charter renewed until 1833.

The Nineteenth Century.

The discoveries, inventions and progress noted in three centuries,

ending with the year 1 800, have all been eclipsed by the astonishing

events of the present century. The application of steam as a propelling

power may be considered as the most important of these changes. The

next of importance to the world may be said to be the rail-road—not

only in developing production, but as a means of civilization and in

bringing together remote interests. The vast commercial interests of

the world have been more fully promoted by the invention and use of

the magnetic telegraph—an invention for which the civilized world is

largely indebted to the genius of Professor Morse. While the progress

and changes in the physical world have been greater than at former

periods, the reform and changes in the science of law and government, and

in the social condition of men, have been still greater. Among these

revolutions we may name—first, the modification of the Corn Laws of

England, after centuries of obstinate legislation ; second, the introduc

tion of cheap postage ; third, the adoption of general laws for corporations,

in lieu of special charters. Science has at the same time demonstrated the

importance of gutta percha to the world. Steamboats and steamships

have been introduced into the waters of all parts of the world. Twenty-

five thousand miles of rail-road now penetrate the remotest corners of the

United States. The population of the United States has increased from

6,300,000 at the opening of the century, to about 30,000,000 in the year

1858. The number of post-offices has increased in the same time from

903 to 27,000, and their revenue from $280,000 to $8,000,000. The

tonnage of the Union has increased from 1,000,000 tons to 5,000,000—the

foreign imports from $91,000,000 to $350,000,000, and the customs

revenue from $9,000,000 to $64,000,000. The discovery of gold in

California and in Australia has led to the further development of com

merce, navigation, manufactures and trade ; and the rapid changes still

going on would indicate that the next fifty years will be as prolific as the

last half century.

1801—1810.—Embargo laid (January, 1801) on all Russian, Danish

and Swedish vessels in English ports. 1802. Santee Canal, South Caro

lina, completed. 1 803. Louisiana sold by France to the United States

for $ 1 5,000,000. The first printing-press in New South Wales established

at Sydney. Caledonian Canal opened for travel. Trial of steamboat on

the Seine, by Robert Fulton, 9th August. The first bank in Ohio

chartered. 1804. Wilberforce's slave-trade bill rejected by the House

of Lords. The Code Napoleon adopted. Ice first exported from the

United States to the West Indies. 1 805. The Gregorian calendar again

adopted in France. 1806. The Cape of Good Hope surrendered to the

English. Abolition of the slave-trade by English Parliament, 10th June.

The loom invented by Jacquard, a mechanic of Lyons, purchased by tho

French government for public use. East India docks opened at London,

4th August. 1807. Milan decrees against English commerce, 11th No

vember. Fulton's first voyage on the Hudson. The Bank of Kentucky

chartered. First manufactory of woollen cloths in the United States,

established at Pittsfield, Massachusetts. Middlesex Canal, Massachusetts,
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completed 1808. Manufacturing districts of Manchester, &c, petitioned

for peace. 1810. Deaths by suicide, of Abraham Goldschmidt, Fran

cis Baring and other English merchants.

1811—1820.—English guineas publicly sold for a pound note and

seven shillings. 1811. Mr. Horner's proposition for resumption of cash

payments in England rejected. First steamboat built at Pittsburgh.

1812. Serious, riots in the manufacturing districts of Lancashire and

Yorkshire. • Declaration of war by the United States against England,

18th June. 1814. London Times first printed by steam, 20th November.

1815. Veto of the United States Bank bill by President Madison ; bank

re-chartered for 20 years. 1816. The new Russian tariff prohibited the

importation of nearly all British goods. Bank of England advanced

£3,000,000 further to government, making a total of £14,000,000.

1817. Paris first lighted by gas. First steamboat from New-Orleans

to Louisville. 1818. First Polar expedition of Captain John Franklin

left England. Steamboats built on Lake Erie. 1819. Emigration to

Cape of Good Hope encouraged by the British government. The steam

ship Savannah arrived at Liverpool from the United States, 15th July.

Commencement of the suspension bridge over the Mcnai by Telford.

The first bank in Illinois chartered. 1820. Florida ceded to the United

States by Spain. Suspension bridge over the Tweed. First steamer

ascended the Arkansas River.

1821—1830.—Captains Parry and Lyon's expedition to the Arctic

Ocean left England 30th March, 1821. Bank of England resumed specie

payments. 1822. Funeral of Courrs, the London banker, 4th March.

The first cotton mill in Lowell erected. 1823. Revival of business in

the English factories. 1824. Advance in the prices of agricultural pro

duce in England. Act passed for the Thames Tunnel, 24th June.

Fauntleroy, banker, hung for forgery, 30th November. Champlain

Canal, New-York, completed. 1825. Panic in the English money

market, December. Failure of numerous country banks. Erie Canal

completed. 1826. Mr. Huskisson's free trade policy advocated in the

House of Commons by vote of 223 to 40. Coin in Bank of England

reduced to £2,460,000, 28th February. 1827. Commercial confidence

restored in England, and employment for the poor. " Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge" established, at the instance of Lord

Brougham. Union Canal, Pennsylvania, completed. Quincy Rail-Road

completed. 1828. Delaware and Hudson Canal, Syracuse and Oswego

Canal, New-York, completed. India rubber goods manufactured in Con

necticut. 1829. Increase of silk manufactures in England, and reduction

of duty on raw silk. Prize awarded to Mr. Stephenson for his loco

motive engine on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway. Subscription

by Congress to the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, May 3. Departure of

Captain Ross on his voyage of discovery. Chesapeake and Delaware

Canal opened, 17th October. 1830. Opening of the Liverpool and Man

chester Railway, 15th September. Free navigation of the Black Sea

opened to the United States by treaty, 7th May. Charles X. fled from

Paris, 31st July. West India trade with the United States opened to

British vessels. Independence of Belgium acknowledged. Pennsylvania

State Canal finished.

1831—1840.—Parliamentary reform bill introduced in 1831 by Lord

John Russell ; rejected by the House of Lords, 8th October. Free
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trade convention at Philadelphia, October 1. Stephen Girard died,

26th December, aged 84. Insurrection in Jamaica, 28th December.

1832. Veto of United States Bank bill by President Jackson, 10th

July. New tariff act passed by Congress, July. Ohio State Canal

finished. Albany and Schenectady Kail-Road, Columbia Rail-Road,

Pennsylvania Rail-Road, Newcastle and Frenchtown Rail-Road, com

pleted. 1833. Ice first exported to the East Indies from the United

States, 18th May. Opening of the China trade to the English. East

India Company charter renewed ; ceased to be a commercial body. Bank

of England charter renewed. Usury restrictions removed in England

from all commercial paper having less than three months to mature.

Mr. Clay's tariff bill passed by Congress. Removal of the deposits

from the United States Bank, September. 1834. The Chinese suspend

intercourse with the English at Canton. The first bank in Indiana

chartered. London and Westminster Bank commenced business, 10th

March. Resolution of the United States Senate condemning President

Jackson for removal of deposits, March. Nomination of Roger B.

Taney as Secretory of the Treasury rejected by vote of 28 to 18.

Abolition of slavery in British West Indies. Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

Road opened for travel to Ilarper's Ferry, 1st December. Bank of

Maryland failed, 24th March. 1835. French Indemnity bill passed,

18th April. Baltimore and Washington Rail-Road opened for travel,

23d August. Bank of Maryland riots in Baltimore, 8th August. Loss

of $20,000,000 by fire in New-York, 16th December. Boston and

Providence Rail-Road, Boston and Worcester Rail-Road, completed.

1836. Charter of United States Bank expired, March 4, and succeeded

by Pennsylvania United States Bank. Reduction of the newspaper

stamp duty in England, 15th September. Failure of the Commercial

and Agricultural Bank of Ireland. Anthracite coal used for steamboats

on North River. Independence of South American republics acknow

ledged by Spain, 4th December. 1837. Panic in the London market,

June. Failures of American bankers in London. Further modifications

of the usury laws of England. Failure of banks in the city of New-York,

May 10. Grand Junction Railway, England, opened, 4th July. Revolt

in Canada. Mont de Piete, Limerick, established. 1838. Railway

opened from London to Southampton, 17th May. Wreck of the For

farshire ; heroism of Grace Darling, 5th September. Royal Ex

change, London, burned, 10th January. Resumption of specie pay

ments in New-York, May. Sub-Treasury bill defeated in Congress,

June. United States Exploring Expedition, under Captain Wilkes, left

Hampton Roads, 19th August. Imprisonment for debt abolished in

England. 1839. British trade with China stopped, December. Second

suspension by the banks at Philadelphia, 9th September, followed by

bank failures in the South and West. Western Rail-Road, Worcester

to Springfield, opened, 1st October. Union Bank, London, commenced

business. 1840. Penny postage adopted in England. Antarctic conti

nent discovered by Wilkes, 19th January. First steam vessel at Boston

arrived from England, 3d June. First COnard steamer (the Britannia)

arrived at Boston, 18th July; and the Acadia, 17th August. Fiscal

Bank bill vetoed by President Tyler, 16th August. Bankrupt law

passed by Congress, 18th August. Bill for distribution of public lands

passed by Congress, 23d August. Fiscal corporation bill vetoed by
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President Tyler, 9th September. Loan of $12,000,000 authorized by

Congress.

1841—1850.—The island and harbor of Ilong Kong ceded (1841) by

the Chinese to England. Pennsylvania United States Bank failed third

time, 5th February, and made an assignment, 4th September. Union of

Upper and Lower Canada, 10th February. Foreign trade of Canton

suspended, and hostilities with the English renewed, 21st May. Canton

taken, 27th. American clocks exported to England. 1842. Anti-corn

law movement in Parliament 'by Sir R. Peel. Captain Wilkes re

turned from his exploring expedition, 11th June. Ashburton treaty

ratified by the Senate, 20th August British- treaty with China, (29th

August,) by which it was agreed to open five free ports. 1 843. Return

of Captain Ross from the South Pole, 6th September. Treaty of com

merce, by Sir II. Pottinger, with China. 1 844. Treaty of annexation

of Texas to the United States rejected by the United States Senate, 8th

June. Anti-rent riots in New-York, August Re-charter of Bank of

England. Magnetic telegraph between Baltimore and Washington.

Cheap postage act of United States went into operation, July 1.

1845. Treaty between United States and China ratified by United States

Senate, 16th January. Sir John Franklin left England, 25th May, on

his Arctic expedition. Anti-corn law league at Manchester. Steamship

Great Britain arrived at New-York, 10th August. Treaty of annexa

tion of Texas ratified by the United States Senate, 1st March. Loss of

$6,000,000 by fire in New-York city, 19th July. Peel ministry re

signed, 11th December. 1846. Oregon treaty between England and the

United States, signed in London, 17th July. Second failure of the

potato crop in Ireland. Steamship Great Britain stranded in Dun-

drum Bay, 22d October. Declaration of war with Mexico by the United

States, 12th May. New tariff bill passed by Congress, 28th July. Veto

of French spoliation bill by President Polk, 8th August. 1847. Gold

in California discovered. United States ship Jamestown left Boston,

28th March, and frigate Macedonian, 18th July, with provisions for the

relief of the Irish. Great commercial distress throughout Great Britain,

September to November. 1848. The State of Maryland resumed pay

ment of interest, 1st January. Treaty of peace between Mexico and

United States, signed 30th May. Suspension bridge at Niagara Falls

completed, 29th July. Edict to incorporate Bank of France with nine

branches, 27th April. India rubber life-preservers invented. 1849.

Penny postage adopted in Prussia. First experiment of a submarine

telegraph at Folkstone. 1850. Invasion of Cuba by Lopez. £20,000

reward offered by Parliament for discovery of Sir John Franklin, 8th

March. Collins' line of steamers to Liverpool commenced operations.

Steamer Atlantic left New-York, 27th April. The celebrated Koh-i-

noor diamond, valued at $2,000,000, brought to England, July.

1851.—The London exhibition opened, May 1. Contract of Pacha

of Egypt with Mr. Stephenson for a rail-road from Alexandria to

Cairo. Railways completed between St. Petersburgh and Moscow, Dub

lin and Galway. Collins' steamer Pacific arrived in Liverpool, May.

Yacht America won the race at Cowes, 22d August. Hudson River

Rail-Road opened to Albany, 8th October. Dr. Kane returned from the

Grinnell expedition, October.

1852.—Construction of French Crystal Palace ordered, February.
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Expedition of United States naval forces to Japan, March. Dr. Rah re

turned from his search for Sir John Franklin, February. Ship Prince

Albert returned from search for Sir John Franklin, 7th October.

1 853.—Trial trip of the caloric steamship Ericsson from New-York

to the Potomac, 1 1th January. Second Arctic expedition left New-York,

31st May. American expedition arrived at Japan, 8th July. Loss of

the steamship Humboldt, 5th December.

1854.—Combined fleets of England and France entered the Black

Sea, 11th January. Loss of the steamer San Francisco, 5th January.

Steamer City of Glasgow lost, March. Declaration of war by England

against Russia in behalf of Turkey, 28th March. Commercial treaty

between United States and Japan. French loan of 250,000,000 francs,

announced March 11, and Turkish loan of £2,727,400. London joint-

stock bankers admitted to the clearing-house, June 7. Crystal Palace at

Sydenham opened, 10th June. Bombardment of San Juan by ship

Cyank, 13th July. Loss of steamer Arctic, 27th September. Captain

McClurb returns from Arctic discovery, 28th September.

1855.—Discovery of Captain Franklin's remains. £ 10,000 awarded

Captain McClure by Parliament. Paris exhibition opened 15th May.

Submarine telegraph wire laid in Black Sea. Resistance by United

States to payment of Sound Dues. First rail-road train crossed the

Suspension bridge at Niagara, 14th March. French loan of 500,000,000

francs taken, 18th January. Suspension of Page, Bacon & Co., Adams

& Co., San Francisco, 22d February. English loan of £16,000,000

taken by Rothschilds, 20th April. Ships Arctic and Release, Capt.

Hartstein, left New-York for relief of Dr. Kane and party.

1856.—The Arctic discovery-ship, Resolute, was delivered to the

British authorities at Portsmouth, 30th December.

1857.—Expulsion of James Sadleir from the House of Commons,

for fraud, February 16. Trial trip of the United States frigate Niagara,

April 22. Count D'Argent, Governor of the Bank of France for

twenty-one years, resigned May. Suspension of Ohio Life and Trust

Company, New-York, August 24. Suspension of the banks of Phila

delphia, Baltimore, &c, September 25. New-York banks suspended

October 14. Suspension of Wilson, Hallett & Co., Liverpool ; Hook

Sc Co., Liverpool ; John Monroe & Co., bankers, Paris, and numerous

others, November. Suspension of Bank of England charter, November

12. Severe storm on north coast of Scotland, November 23. Resump

tion of specie payments by New-York banks, December 14. Canton

bombarded by the English and French, December 28.

1858.—Attempt to assassinate the Emperor Napoleon, 14th January.

Loss of the " Ava," mail steamer from Calcutta to Suez, 1st February.

The Livingston exploring expedition sailed from Liverpool, 10th March.

Conference at Shanghai of the representatives of Great Britain, France,

Russia and the United States, 30th March. Great fire at Christiana,

Sweden, destroying three-quarters of the city, 1 3th April. Forts at the

mouth of the Peiho, near Pekin, captured by the English and French

forces, 20th May. Treaty between Great Britain and China, signed at

Tietsin, 26th May. A new boundary treaty between Turkey and Persia,

signed at Constantinople, 29th May. Convention agreed to for the sus

pension of hostilities between the Turks and Montenegrins, 5th June.

Jeddah bombarded by the British ship Cyclops, 23d July, and again on
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5th August. Second treaty between United States and Japan signed, July

28. Lord Elgin landed and negotiated, at Jeddo, a treaty between Great

Britain and Japan, 1 2th August. Important financial reforms adopted

by the Sultan of Turkey, 1 8th August, Message by Atlantic Telegraph,

from Queen Victoria to President Buchanan, 22d August. The Ham

burg screw-steamer "Austria" burned at sea; upwards of 400 of the

passengers and crew were lost, 1 3th September. Crystal Palace at New-

York destroyed by fire, 5th October. Royal proclamation issued through

out India, announcing transference of authority of the East India

Company to the home government, 1st November.

1859.—Death of Baron Humboldt, aged 92 years, May 6. English

and French forces accompany the English and French ambassadors to

the Emperor of China ; repulsed on attempting the passage up the Peiho

River, with a loss of about 450 men, 25th June. The Island of San Juan,

Oregon, taken possession of by Gen. Harney in the name of the United

States government, 1st July. Terrific gale, causing extensive loss of life

and property, over England and on the coasts, 26th October. Severe gale

through the southern districts of England, 1st November. The steamship

Indian, from Liverpool, wrecked upon Seal Ledge, 65 miles east of Hali

fax ; 24 of the passengers and crew lost, 21st November. First train passes

over Victoria Bridge in Canada, 24th November.

1 860.—Peace is concluded between Buenos Ayres and the Argentine

Confederation, 5th January. Falling of the Pcmberton Mills at Lawrence,

Mass., 10th January. United States five per cent, loan, $1,100,000, ne

gotiated, January 31. First silver bullion received from the Washoe

silver mines. A treaty signed between France and Sardinia for the

annexation of Savoy and Nice to France, 24th March. The Japanese

Embassy arrives at San Francisco', 29th March. First pony express

reaches Carson Valley in 8£ days from Missouri, 12th April. Attack

on the Bank of England by Messrs. Ovkrend, Gurnet & Co., bankers,

defeated, April. Fraud in Union Bank of London discovered, April 23 ;

loss £263,000. Fraud in Pacific Mail Steamship Company stock dis

covered at New-York, May 18. News received in London of the failure

of the Red Sea telegraph, May. President Buchanan vetoes Homestead

Bill, and it is lost, 23d June. Failure of Streathfield, Laurence & Co.,

and other houses in the leather trade, London, July. The Taku forts at

the mouth of the Peiho are taken by the Allies, after a strong resistance

by the Chinese, 21st August United States ten million five per cent,

loan taken, October 22. Great panic in New-York stock market,

November 12. Georgia banks suspended payment, November 30.

Steamer Persia arrived at New-York from Liverpool with $3,000,000

in gold. South Carolina secedes from the Union, 20th December.

Fort Moultrie evacuated by Major Anderson, 26th December. Castle

Pinckney and Fort Moultrie seized by State authorities, 28th December.

John B. Floyd resigns as Secretary of War, 29th December. Bank of

England raised rate of discount from five to six per cent., 31st December.

Robbery of $173,000 belonging to English bondholders by the Mexican

government, December. Prospectus of Turkish six per cent, loan issued

by M. Mires, Paris.

[The preceding sketch is mainlyfrom " The Cyclopaedia of Commerce

and Commercial Navigation," published by Messrs. Harper <fe Brothers,

N. F.,1859.]
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CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND BOARDS OF TRADE.

Monthly Meeting of the New-York Chamber of Commerce, November 1th.

The regular monthly meeting of the Chamber of Commerce took place

Thursday, November 7th, Mr. Pklatiah Perit in the chair. It being

understood that the Rev. Messrs. Conway and Taylor, and Mr. Foster,

from North Carolina, would be present and explain the destitute condi

tion of the loyal citizens of North Carolina, a large attendance was

present.

After the reading of the minutes of the October meeting, Mr. G. W.

Blunt moved that Isaac V. Fowler, ex-postmaster and a defaulter, be

expelled from the Board, which was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Royal Piielps called the attention of the Chamber to the present

bankrupt law. He said that it was the desire of merchants generally

that the law should be so arranged as to afford equal protection to the

debtor and creditor ; that the city of New-York suffered greatly from it,

and it was full time for it to be equitably arranged. He notified the

Board that a meeting of the merchants for that purpose would take place

on Monday evening, November 11th, at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, to which

the members of the Chamber who took an interest in the subject were

invited.

Messrs. Ellwood Walter, President of the Mercantile Marino In

surance Company and Secretary of the Board of Underwriters, Ezra

Nye, formerly of the Collins line of steamships, and Geo. D. Morgan,

special agent of the Navy Department at this port, were appointed trustees

of the Nautical School in New-York harbor, for the purpose of educating

boys in seamanship and navigation.

Mr. Denning Duer, after making some complimentary remarks upon

the career and retirement of Gen. Scott, offered the following resolutions,

which were unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That the Chamber of Commerce at this, its first meeting after

the retirement of Lieutenant-General Winfield Scott from the command

of the army of the United States, desires to join its voice to that of the

constituted authorities of the nation and of the people at large, in bearing

testimony to the signal services of Lieutenant-General Winfield Scott,

and to his illustrious example as a man, a soldier and a citizen, through a

period of more than half a century. In war, always successful ; in ad

verse circumstances, never discouraged ; in the moment of victory, never

unduly elated ; provident of the blood of the soldiers, and steadily set

against any self-aggrandizement at the cost of a single life unnecessarily

hazarded ; alike in peace and in war respecting the sanctity of the law

and subordinating arms to the civil authority. He passed through his

long career without a stain upon his name, or a departure from the cha

racter of an able, upright Christian, soldier and gentleman.

Once and again, when foreign war seemed to threaten our country, we

have turned instinctively to the great soldier as our mediator for peace,
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and never in vain ; and now, when the crime of the age—the rebellion of

the Southern States—broke out, he, whose warning voice in advance was

fatally unheeded, stood forth faithful among the faithless, and, with his

great name and strong arm, bearing aloft the flag of our Union, sprinkled

in times past with his blood, and blazing all over with his exploits, he

planted it on the dome of the Capitol, and, inaugurating the new Presi

dent beneath its folds, rescued the nation from anarchy.

Later still, when baffled traitors, rushing to arms, beleaguered the capi

tal with overwhelming forces, and the head of the nation called all loyal

men to the rescue, Winfield Scott, at Washington, was our sword and

buckler, and to him flocked instantly thousands and tens of thousands of

our countrymen.

And now, when the sublime uprising of the people has arrested the

danger, the glorious veteran, broken with the trials of war, asks permis

sion to remit to young and able hands the chief command, and gracefully

retires, crowned with every honor that a grateful country can bestow—
• faithful in all the past to one flag, one constitution, one country and one

great name of America.

The Chamber of Commerce deems it a privilege to express its sense of

such eminent services, and to place upon its records the memorial of

grateful appreciation.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions, duly authenticated, be pre

sented to General Scott.

Mr. Blunt said that the proper way to present these resolutions to

General Scott would be the appointment of a committee to present them

personally. He was confident the General would appreciate that course.

Mr. Phelps thought that the better way to present them would be by

letter, as the General was completely run down with visitors, and was too

fatigued.

Mr. Blunt knew that General Scott would make it convenient to re

ceive the committee. The great cause of trouble with the General was,

that the greater number of those who call upon him do so for the pur

pose of obtaining his autograph, or on business connected with the gov

ernment. It was finally resolved to appoint a committee to wait upon the

General at the Brevoort House, at nine o'clock the next morning, to pre

sent him with the resolutions. Messrs. Denning Duer, Thomas Suffern,

George W. Blunt, C. H. Marshall, A. A. Low, and the President, Mr.

Pelatiah Perit, were appointed said committee.

Mr. A. A. Low spoke of the necessity of having a line of steamships,

properly armed, established between San Francisco and New-Orleans, for

the protection of American commerce, as also to obviate the delays and

necessity of having to communicate with China through England. Mr.

Low took this occasion to state that he had received advices direct from

China in thirty-five days, which took seventy-five to come by Europe.

He then offered the following resolution, which was adopted :

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to prepare a memorial to

Congress, asking for the establishment of a line of steamers from San

Francisco to Japan and China, to be suitably armed for the protection of

American commerce on the Pacific, and of sufficient speed to insure a

rapid transmission of the mails.

Messrs. Low, Nye and W. T. Coleman were appointed as such com

mittee.
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Mr. David Ogden, after speaking of the necessity of keeping open the

canals, offered the following resolution, which was adopted :

Resolved, That a memorial from this Chamber, signed by the President

and Secretary, be sent to the Canal Commissioners, asking them to keep

open, until the last, possible moment, the canals of this State ; and also

asking them to give early notice of the same ; and also that the commit

tee be requested to use every exertion to open the canals at the earliest

possible moment in the spring.

Messrs. David Ogden, C. H. Marshall and W. E. Dodge were ap

pointed a committee for that purpose.

During the meeting, as the Rev. Messrs. Conway and Taylor and Mr.

Foster were present, Mr. W. E. Dodge took occasion to allude to the des

titute condition of the loyal Union citizens of North Carolina, saying that

as these gentlemen from North Carolina were in attendance, a full and

accurate account could be had. The President informed the gentlemen

that a meeting was to be held at Cooper Institute for that purpose, when

the reverend gentlemen would have every opportunity of making a fuH

statement on the subject referred to.

The following gentlemen were nominated for membership :

dominated by

William Lidderdale, 64 Beavcr-strect, Pelatiah Perit.

Charles F. Loosey, 2 Hanover Square, Arthur Leary.

Henry Weston, 54 Wall-street, Caleb Barstow.

Joel Wolfe, 283 Fifth Avenue, Caleb F. Lindsley.

The Chamber then adjourned.

Special Meeting of the New-York Chamber of Commerce, November

\Zth, 1861.

A special meeting of the New-York Chamber of Commerce was held

on Wednesday, November 13th, upon the application of Messrs. Opdyke,

H. A. Smythe, A. C. Richards, S. B. Crittenden and S. De Witt

Bloodgood, to consider a memorial to the President of the United

States, requesting that power be conferred upon provost judges to take

cognizance of civil actions at law in the rebellious States. Mr. P. Perit,

President of the Chamber, presided. Mr. Opdyke submitted and read

the following memorial ;

Chamber of Commerce, New-York, November 13, 1861.

To the Hon. Abraham Lincoln, President of the United Slates:

The memorial of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York

respectfully represents, that the subject now held under the consideration

of your excellency, touching the power and jurisdiction of the provost

judge at Alexandria, in certain actions of debt brought before him, in

volves questions of the deepest import to the mercantile interests of this

country. Citizens of States, now in rebellion, owe to citizens of loyal

States a commercial debt estimated at little less than $200,000,000. At

present there arc no means of collecting any portion of these debts, nor

can there be, until the authority of the United States government is re

established in the rebellious States. In fact, these States have made the
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payment of any such debt a criminal offence of the highest grade, and

they have also provided by law for their confiscation and appropriation

to the uses of the rebel government.

Under these circumstances, the unfortunate creditors are constrained

to look to their government for relief. They are aware that government

can grant this relief only in the degree in which its authority is re

established, but to that extent they feel that they have a right to claim,

on grounds of justice and sound policy, its friendly and earnest inter

position. The restoration of the United States authority will follow the

march of the federal army, and must thus be accomplished by degrees.

It has already commenced. The district of Alexandria, in the State of

Virginia, is now within the lines of the federal army. No civil authority

exists there, but a military governor has been appointed and a provost

court established. Your memorialists respectfully submit, that under

such circumstances it is an imperative necessity that these military au

thorities should exercise all the functions of local government. A state

of war does not destroy the social relations of man, and unless there exists,

in its immediate presence, some kind of authority to protect the rights

of persons and property, and to enforce the obligations of contracts, it

would leave no traces of property behind it to satisfy the okims of credi

tors and others.

It is, therefore, of the highest importance, that loyal citizens should

have means of enforcing their claims against debtors in reconquered dis

tricts, during the transition state, when the military is the only existing

power. If their legal rights be postponed until the re-establishment of

civil tribunals, it is not likely that any property will be found to satisfy

their claims. The chances are, that most of it will have been appropri

ated to disloyal purposes.

Again, the honest and loyal debtor in the reconquered district, who

should desire to prosecute his business and pay his debts, would find

himself greatly embarrassed by crushing competition of disloyalists and

others intending to put their creditors at defiance. This very difficulty,

it is said, has been already felt at Alexandria.

The political effect of this temporary immunity, if it were granted to rebel

debtors, could not fail to prove most injurious to the federal cause ; for it

could scarcely be expected that rebels would become loyal, when loyalty

would deprive them of a plausible ground for refusing to satisfy the just

demands of their creditors. The immunity, in short, would be equiva

lent to paying a premium for treason.

For the reasons stated, your committee deem it essential to justice

and the early suppression of this wicked rebellion, as well as due to the

mercantile interests of the country, which has sustained the government

with such patriotic zeal and liberality, that the action of the provost

court at Alexandria should be sustained by the administration, and that

it should also be the invariable practice to establish such courts, with

plenary power in civil causes, in every district that falls into the military

possession of the United States government. It is said that the practice

of this government in California, for some ten years after that territory

came into its possession, affords a precedent for the adoption of this

policy. But whether this be so or not, there can be no doubt but justice

and expediency alike demand its adoption in the present exigency.

The rules and usages of war are governed by the necessities that arise in

vol. xlvi.—ho. l 3
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its actual presence, subject only to such restraints as justice, mercy and

other principles of Christianity impose. It will infringe none of those

to compel the disloyal debtor to appropriate the property to the payment

of debts justly due to loyal creditors.

Your memorialists therefore respectfully urge your excellency to sanc

tion the action of the Alexandria court, and to establish similar tribunals

wherever the federal army establishes its authority in a rebellious State

or district.

After debate by Messrs. Opdtke, Charles Gould, Conklino, Hota-

ling and others, the memorial was adopted, with only one dissenting

voice, and ordered to be engrossed and forwarded, duly authenticated by

the officers of the Chamber. And the meeting adjourned.

Monthly Meeting of the New-York Chamber of Commerce, December 5th.

The regular monthly meeting of the Chamber of Commerce was held

at 1 o'clock, Thursday, December 5th, the President, Pelatiah Perit, in

the chair, and an unusually large attendance of members.

The following gentlemen were elected members : William Lidder-

dale, Charles F. Looset, Henry Weston and Joel Wolfe.

Mr. Samuel D. Babcock was unanimously re-elected a member of the

Arbitration Committee, to serve for twelve months from this time.

Mr. Charles H. Marshall, in behalf of a Special Committee, pre

sented the following memorial :

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America, in Congress assembled :

The Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York respectfully

represents, that it is important to the commercial and financial interests

of this State, that the United States Assay Office at this city, shall have

conferred upon it the privilege of coining into the national currency such

portion of gold and silver bullion as may be deposited with the treasurer

at New-York for that purpose.

That the expense, risk and loss of time hitherto and at present incurred,

in sending bullion from this city to the mint for coinage, might be avoided

if this power were granted to the Assay Office.

In support of these views, the Chamber deems it proper to state the

following facts :

The bullion deposits at the New-York Assay Office by individuals for

coinage, or for conversion into fine bars, since October, 1854, (when the

Assay Office commenced business,) to the 1st October, 1861, has ex

ceeded one hundred and eighty millions of dollars, of which was in gold,

about 95.70 per cent., in silver, 4.30 per cent. Of this large sum nearly

thirty per cent was deposited in the last year, (October 1st, 1860, to Oc

tober 1st, 1861,) viz. :

BULLION DEPOSITS AT THE NEW-TORK A8SAT OFFICE.

Gold. SUver. Total.

Five years, to Oct. 1st, 1859, $99,256,633 ..$5,046,601 ..$104,303,234

One year, to Oct 1st, 1860, 17,882,426 .. 452,118 .. 18,334,544

One year, to Oct 1st 1861, 55,969,553 .. 2,263,765 .. 58,233,818

Annual average,.

$ 173,108,612 ..$7,762,484 ..$180,871,096

. 27,586,944 .. 1,108,926 .. 28,695,870
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Thus, in the past year the deposits have increased from a previous an

nual average of less than twenty-one millions, (1854—1860,) to the sum

of fifty-eight millions of dollars.

In order to show the usefulness of the Assay Office, even with the re

stricted powers thus far granted to it, it has furnished in the same period

of seven years fine bars to the value of one hundred and twenty-one mil

lions of dollars, viz. :

Gold, $119,656,621

Silver, 1,725,220

Total, seven years, $121,381,841

An annual average exceeding seventeen millions of dollars.

And during the same period of seven years, the Assay Office has for

warded to the mint, at Philadelphia, for coinage, a sum of over one hun

dred and seven millions of dollars, viz. :

BULLION SENT TO THE MINT, AT PHILADELPHIA, FROM THE UNITED STATES

ASSAY OFFICE, NEW-YORK, FOR COINAGE.

Gold. Silver. Total.

First five years,. . . $31,670,049 .. $5,025,483 .. $ 36,695,532

Sixth year, 11,854,834 . . 278,196 . . 12,133,030

Seventh year, 56,082 721 .. 2,198,139 .. 58,280,860

$99,607,604 .. $7,501,818 .. $ 107,109,422

Annual average, 14,229,658 .. 1,071,688 .. 15,301,346

Thus, the amount of gold and silver forwarded to Philadelphia for

coinage has increased from a previous annual average of eight millions

for the first six years, (1854—1860,) to more than fifty-eight millions

in the past year. The estimated expenses for mere transportation of this

large sum for the year past (October, 1860, to October, 1861) was

$71,755, viz. :

For gold, one dollar per thousand, $ 64,855

For silver, three dollars per thousand, 6,900

$71,755

When, to the consideration of this unavoidable expense, under the

present law, is added the loss of time to the depositor, the annual loss

may be estimated at about one hundred thousand dollars ; a sum which

it is now thought will be sufficient to put the present Assay Office in

complete order for coining all the gold and silver that may be required

by the owners or depositors at New-York.

In order to show what an important part the port of New-York plays

in the great bullion movement of the country, the Chamber of Commerce

presents the following summary of receipts at New-York for the seven

years since the Assay Office was established :
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California Ship- Estimated yield

Year. menU to New-York. Total Shipments. of California.

1854 $46,289,000 .. $51,328,000 .. $ 64,000,000

1855, 88,730,000 .. 43,080,000 .. 65,000,000

1856 39,765,000 .. 48,887,000 .. 70,000,000

1857, 35,287,000 .. 48,592,000 .. 70,000,000

1858 35,578,000 .. 47,548,000 .. 70,000,000

1859, 39,831,000 .. 47,640,000 .. 70,000,000

1860, 35,661,000 .. 42,325,000 .. 70,000,000

Now that the port of New-Orleans is closed against the receipts of

gold at that port from California, (heretofore from two to three millions

annually,) and the branch mint at that city closed, it may be reasonably

expected that, for some time at least, the whole exports of California gold

to the Atlantic ports will hereafter arrive at New-York.

To the considerations before mentioned may be added the fact, that

the foreign commerce of the State of New-York has increased, since the

first export of California gold at this port, about two hundred per cent. :

Imports. Exports. Total.

1849 $92,567,369 .. $45,963,100 ..$ 138,530,469

1860, 248,489,877 .. 145,555,449 .. 394,045,326

Increase, $ 155,922,508 . . $ 99,592,349 . . $ 255,514,857

To show the relative importance of New-York City to the whole

country, in its foreign trade, the following results are shown for the year

ending 30th June, 1860 :

Neu-York CUy. All Others. Total.

Exports, $ 120,630,955 ..$252,558,319 ..$373,189,274

Imports, 233,692,941 .. 128,473,313 .. 362,166,254

Total, $ 354,323,896 . . $ 381,031,632 . . $ 735,355,528

Thus, the proportion of the foreign trade of New-York City to that of

the whole country, in its exports, for the fiscal years 1859-60, (the last

officially before us,) was over thirty-two per cent, and the imports for the

same period over sixty-four per cent ; and the total foreign trade of the

first, compared with the whole United States, was over forty-eight per

cent, while that of the State of New-York was about fifty-four per cent

of the whole foreign trade of the countrv, or considerably beyond one-

half.

This increase is fully illustrated by a comparison of the past decade,

(1850—1860,) with the three previous periods, 1821—1850, viz.:

IMPORTS AND KXTOHTS OF THE STATE OF NEW-YORK.

Import*. Exports. Total.

1821—1830,... $ 363,379,563 .. $215,833,356 .. $579,212,919

1831—1840,... 753,921,699 .. 279,588,191 .. 1,033,509,890

1841—1850,... 757,571,840 .. 385,322,935 .. 1,142,894,775

1851—1860,... 1,915,154,188 .. 1,113,314,645 .. 3,028,468,833

We see no grounds to doubt that the increase of the foreign trade of

the port and of the State of New-York, for the next ten or twenty years,

will be fully commensurate with that of the past forty years.
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The memorial was unanimously adopted, and ordered to be engrossed

and forwarded to the Senate and to the House of Representatives of the

United States. It was further

Resolved, That the Secretary be authorized to print the memorial of

the Chamber in reference to coining powers to the United States Assay

Office at New-York, and transmit a copy to every member of the Senate

and House of Representatives at Washington.

Mr. A. A. Low, chairman of the Special Committee appointed on the

7th inst. to prepare an appeal to Congress in behalf of the establishment

of mail facilities, by steamers, between San Francisco and China, reported

that the committee had agreed upon the following memorial on this

subject :

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

Stales of America, in Congress assembled :

The Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York respectfully

represents, that, in a memorial adopted on the 4th day of October, 1 860,

and presented at the following session of Congress, it was attempted to

be shown that an extension of the postal facilities of the United States

was necessary alike for the development of the commerce of the country,

and for the maintenance of the country's high position among the mari

time nations of the world.

The following facts were stated in proof of this position :

1. That, through subsidies granted by the British government, a line of

mail steamers had been established between England and the United

States in the year 1840, and, through the same means, had been continued

to this day.

2. That this line of steamers had succeeded in wresting from our packet

ships the most valuable portion of the carrying trade across the Atlantic,

of which, before, they had entire control.

3. That similar results had been obtained, to the great benefit of British

commerce, through the extension of lines of mail steamers to Brazil ami

other countries.

4. That the British mail steamer secures, on every route it traverses,

in addition to the most valuable freight, most of the passenger traffic—

carrying to England, or via England, the men of wealth, the merchant

and the traveller, as well as the " swift orders" for merchandise.

5. That the United States, at the present day, are mainly dependent

upon British steamers for the transmission of letters to Brazil, the south

ern coast of South America, the Mediterranean Sea, the east and west

coasts of Africa, the ports of India, the Mauritius, Singapore, Java, Siam,

the Philippine Islands, Australia, New-Zealand, and all the ports of China

and Japan.

6. That in its various lines of mail steamers, the British government

has a ready resource for transports in case of sudden war ; and, at the

same time, has at its command effective vessels, easily armed for purposes

of attack and defence.

That all the advantages possessed by Great Britain, to the ready ac

cess afforded by her naval packets to the ports of China and Japan—to

that vast field of commerce of which it is customary to speak as being

east of the Cape of Good Hope—might be secured to our own country

by the establishment of a line of mail steamers from San Francisco to
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China and Japan ; and that such a line, by facilitating intercourse with

those extensive empires and other less populous regions referred to, would

enable the American merchants to compete, on equal terms, with his com

mercial rivals in England and on the Continent.

In view of the foregoing facts, the Chamber of Commerce solicited

of Congress a general extension of the American ocean mail service, but

more especially such encouragement by subsidy, or otherwise, as may be

necessary for the establishment on the Pacific of the line of steamers above

referred to.

The completion of the line of telegraph from New-York to San Fran

cisco, by means of which communication between the two places is had

in a day, impartsnew interest to the subject, and prompts your petitioners

to renew their appeal.

The uncertainties and perils to commerce, resulting from civil war, and

the possibility of other complications, while they strengthen the desire of

the American merchant to be relieved of a condition of dependency on a

foreign power for the transmission of his correspondence, present the

most cogent reasons for urging upon Congress the measures referred to,

as a means of protection as well as a source of convenience to our com

merce.

An increasing traffic in merchandise, in treasure and in passengers,

to and from California—to be greatly enlarged when a line of semi

monthly steamers is established—would do much to sustain such an en

terprise, but it cannot be inaugurated and maintained without the coope

rating aid of government.

The Peninsular and Oriental line, connecting England and all the Euro

pean States with China and other nations of the East, requires imperial

support, and this would be a powerful competitor to the American enter

prise whenever it is undertaken.

Therefore, the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York ask

of the Congress of the United States to give to this subject such early

attention as is due to a great national interest, which is necessary to a

proper development of the national commerce and to the gratification of

a just national pride.

The memorial having been read, on motion of Mr. P. M. Wetmoke, it

was unanimously

Resolved, That the report of the Select Committee be accepted, the

memorial adopted, and authenticated copies transmitted without delay to

the Senators in Congress from this State, and to Hon. F. A. Conklino,

Representative in Congress from this city, with a request that the same

be presented as early as practicable, and the prayer thereof urged upon

the attention of their respective bodies.

Resolved, That copies of the memorial be transmitted to the Senators

and Representatives in Congress from California and Oregon, to the

Chambers of Commerce of San Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia and

Baltimore, and Hon. J. McDougal.

On motion of Mr. W. T. Coleman, a memberof the committee, it was

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Chamber be empowered to print

the memorial to Congress relating to steam communication between San

Francisco and China, and transmit a copy to each member of the Senate

and House of Representatives of the United States.
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Mr. Denning Duer submitted a draft of a memorial to Congress, urg

ing the construction of a rail-road from New-York to Washington, as a

military, postal and commercial necessity.

Chamber of Commerce, New-York, December 5th, 1861.

To the Senate and House of Representatives, in Congress assembled :

The Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York would call the

attention of your honorable body, as the representatives of the people of

the entire country, to the imperfect, inconvenient and unsatisfactory state

of the leading postal route between New-York and Washington. This line

of postal conveyance, commercial traffic and travel comprises, within •

distance of 240 miles, the capital of the nation and the three largest

cities of the Union, and forms the central and most important link of

postal and commercial communication between the northeast and south

west The entire population of five or six millions in all the Eastern

States, and a large portion of the States of New-York and New-Jersey,

including this city, with a still larger population in all the States south of

the Potomac and the Ohio, arc under the necessity of using this line of

conveyance in all of their intercourse with the opposite region, and this

communication includes the varied operations of commerce, postal affairs

and travel. From the inexorable circumstances of geographical position,

the direction of the shore line, the position of the bays and rivers, and

the locality of the cities and towns on the route, the State and municipal

authorities having the jurisdiction of this line of communication, hold

the postal, commercial and travelling facilities of the people as completely

under their control as they would in the possession of a mountain pass.

Wo would beg leave, most respectfully, to represent to your honorable

body that this jurisdiction has been used for purposes of local profit, to

the long continued and serious detriment, inconvenience and expense of

more than twenty millions of people, who arc residents of at least twenty-

five of the States of our common country.

We believe they are deprived, in an unjust and illiberal manner, of

one of the most sacred rights of a free people—the right of a free and

unrestricted highway for the transaction of every description of com

munication and public traffic There can be, in the opinion of your

memorialists, but one reason advanced for the principal broken links in

this line of conveyance, that reason being unquestionably the local profit

derived by the largo towns on the route from the delay forced upon

travellers by a compulsory stoppage in those places. We would call

the attention of your honorable body to the fact, that these delays and

inconveniences, occasioned by the stoppage of the railways, do not exist

at other cities and towns on any other leading route in the entire country ;

and yet this particular route between New-York and Washington is by

far the most important postal, national and public line of conveyance in

the United States.

It is an instructive fact, that inconveniences like these, from such a

cause, are unknown throughout the most despotic countries of Europe.

We assert, without fear of contradiction, that wherever a railway system

exists there is not another locality in the civilized world where there is

not a continuous line of railway either through or by places of larger size

and more importance than those on this line of conveyance. We would

. humbly represent, that we consider such a state of things as derogatory
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to our character and position as an enlightened people, and antagonistic

to the progressive spirit of the age.

While the different States possess a certain power in the chartering of

rail-roads, it is fully competent to Congress to take any measures that

may be deemed advisable to establish post or military roads for the use

of the nation at large. The commercial population of New-York, both

as citizens of a common country and as residents of a city that has at

least one-half of the foreign commerce of the nation, have a right to pro

test against any local restrictions to commercial intercourse and corre

spondence from one extremity of the country to the other. These re

strictions do exist, and have existed over the most important line of

conveyance in the country for nearly a quarter of a century.

In addition to the importance of the road between New-York and

Washington as a postal and commercial route, the present war has shown

its indispensable necessity as a military highway. This topic need not

be enlarged upon. The fact that the capital of the nation was at one

time in imminent danger of capture, and for the sole reason that these

imperfections in the rail-road communication of which we complain exist,

and the incontestible fact, that at the present day the successful prosecu

tion of a war becomes almost solely a question of transportation, will con

vince your honorable body that the importance of this line of conveyance,

in a national point of view, can scarcely be over-rated.

In conclusion, we would respectfully represent to your honorable body,

that the time for the conveyance of the mails between New-York and

Washington is now, on an average, not less than twelve hours, while with

a first-class rail-road the time consumed need not exceed six hours. This

acceleration of the mails, we would beg to represent, would be of vast

advantage to the commercial interests of this city, and to the entire

country. Believing, as we do, that every public interest of the people

and the nation at largo demands a public highway of the first class

between these important points, and that every year will increase its

value and importance, we would respectfully petition your honorable

body to take immediate measures for the construction of a double-track

railway, for postal, military and other purposes, from New-York to

Washington. We do not wish to enter into details as to the mode and

manner of accomplishing this object, but leave it entirely for the con

sideration of your honorable body. And your petitioners will ever pray.

The memorial having been read, was urged for adoption by Messrs.

Dcbr and Tileston, and was finally referred to the Executive Com

mittee, to report upon at the next meeting of the Chamber.

Mr. C. H. Marshall offered the following preamble and resolution,

which were unanimously adopted :

" Whereas, Our commerce with Europe is very much exposed to the

depredations of rebel pirates, there being no armed national vessels on

that coast at this time,

"Resolved, That the President of this Chamber be requested to appoint

a committee to draft a respectful memorial to the Executive, requesting

the speedy despatch of two or more armed vessels to that coast for the

protection of our marine interests, and to present said memorial with as

little delay as practicable at Washington for a favorable consideration."

The President named as this committee Messrs. C. H. Marshall, •

T. Tileston and R. Lathers.
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Mr. G. W. Blunt submitted the following letter from J. Inoersoll

Bowditch, of Boston, Mass.,' which was read and referred to the trustees

of " The Nautical School in the Harbor of New-York :"

Boston, Nov. 27, 1861.

My Dear Sir,—A communication to the Mercantile Marine Society at

Liverpool, made by Captain James Anderson, of the Cunard steamship

Europa, I think, was presented to the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences in this city a short time since. It was referred to a committee

to report upon. The object of the communication was to show the im

portance of elevating the character of the seamen of Great Britain, and

of encouraging a corps of observers in tbe different departments of

science, and to reward such meritorious observers with a " certificate of

merit," or some other mark of respect for their services.

In Liverpool they have a school-ship called the Conway. In this

country, wc have, I believe, nothing of the kind. Still, I thought a plan

might be adopted which might bring out those men who would be glad

to employ their leisure time on their long voyages.

Captain Anderson recommends that a pamphlet be issued by the

different societies who may be found willing, giving a detailed plan of

such observations each may think it advisable and practicable to have

made by the travellers, to have the same published, and with it the

names of the most distinguished individuals who might be found de

sirous of aiding tho plan.

The American Academy will probably report on astronomy, geology,

zoology, botany, mineralogy, meteorology, &c. ; and if blanks on the

different subjects are prepared, and men can be found desirous of pro

moting the objects aimed at, it seems to me that great good must ensue,

to seamen as well as to societies. To the sailor the benefit would be

great. Many men who have good reputations on shore become, I fear,

when at sea, addicted to drink, from the fact that they have nothing to

occupy themselves about. This plan would fill up their vacant time,

make them feel that they were adding something to the general stock of

knowledge, and encourage them to pursue the course of observation

marked out to them for its own sake.

I want to know if you do not think, if the Academy should publish a

report and circulate it among seamen, that some men would be found

anxious and desirous of forwarding the plan of the society ?

I suppose you have, as I have, occupation enough just now in thinking

about our common country ; but I fancied that you would never forget

the sailor, and have therefore addressed you.

If, when you have a leisure moment, you would drop me a line, with

your views on the subject, making any suggestions you may deem proper,

I should be much obliged.

The Chamber of Commerce, if it could be brought to bear on tho

matter, would, I conceive, be an important auxiliary.

Very truly yours,

J. Inoersoll Bowditch.

P. S. I hope you keep up a good heart and cheerful tone. I have

not felt unhappy since the flag on Sumter was trailed in the dust

On the contrary, believing in the justice of our cause, and having
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faith that the God of the fathers would not desert the children, I

have kept myself in good spirits and perfect health, and hope to

continue so unto the end. Do you feel that the end is near 1

Sometimes I do. I can't helieve that the great hody of Southern

men can be so crazy as to believe wc desire to destroy them.

The Secretary reported that Mr. Perry McDonough Collins, late

commercial agent of the United States at the Amoor, has prepared and

presented to the Chamber a map, showing the proposed telegraph route

from New-York to St. Petersburg, and showing the portion now finished

and in working order, (about four thousand miles.)

The following gentlemen were nominated for membership :

John E. Forbes,

Daniel Willis James,

John Slade,

George Cabot Ward,

David Watts,

103 Wall-street,

21 Cliff-street,

22 Park Place,

56 Wall-street,

45 Broad-street,

Kominaied by

Charles H. Trask.

Charles H. Trask.

Joseph A. Sweetser.

Alexander Campbell.

Thomas T. Sheffield.

And the Chamber adjourned.

J. Smith Homans, Secretary.

Memorial to President Lincoln.

The Special Committee of the New-York Chamber of Commerce re

ported the following memorial, which, on the 10th of December, was

duly transmitted to the President of the United States :

Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York, December lOiA, 1861.

To His Excellency, Abraham Lincoln,

President of the United States :

The Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York respectfully

ask your attention to the necessity which now exists for the speedy de

spatch of armed vessels of the United States to the coast of Europe, for

the protection of our merchant marine trading between ports of the loyal

States and European ports.

The destruction, in the English Channel, on the 16th of November

last, by the rebel steamer Nashville, of the New-York packet ship

Harvet Birch, one of our largest and finest carrying vessels, bound

from Havre to New-York, gives rise to apprehensions that similar depre

dations on our commerce will be attempted with equal success, unless

the most efficient measures for their prevention arc taken at once.

The apprehensions thus excited have caused a great advance in the

rates of insurance on both sides of the Atlantic, are producing much

alarm among shippers and consignees, and also causing serious disquiet

with regard to the safety of passengers. It is apparent that the out

rages committed on the flag and commerce of the United States, hitherto

confined to our own coasts, will bo repeated wherever the opportunity

occurs, unless promptly checked by the intervention of the government.

In behalf of the vast commercial and national interests thus imperilled,
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and to avert the disastrous consequences which will follow if the passage

of our merchant ships on the great highways of European trade is liable

to such fatal interruptions, we respectfully and urgently solicit that you

will immediately cause to be stationed a sufficient number of steam ves

sels off the coast of Europe, where our commerce is most exposed, to

guard against further acts of piracy upon our merchant marine, and to

punish those who may attempt them.

By order of the Chamber.

P. Perit, President Chamber of Commerce.

J. Smith Romans, Secretary.

The Nautical School in the Harbor of New-York.

The Chamber of Commerce, in October, 1861, elected the following

gentlemen as trustees of the Nautical School for the Harbor of New-

York : Ellwood Walter, Georoe D. Morgan, Ezra Nye.

Governor Morgan has, in behalf of the State, appointed Adiel A.

Low and Elisha E. Morgan as trustees of the Nautical School. This

completes the number of trustees authorized by the act of the legisla

ture, April, 1861.

The Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce has received copies of

the following works for gratuitous distribution among members who de

sire them :

I. Papers relating to the Foreign Affairs of the United States, year

1861. Transmitted by Hon. W. H. Seward, Secretary of State, Dec,

1861. Octavo, pp. 426.

II. Annual Report of the Patent Office of the United States on

Agriculture, for the year 1860. One volume, 8vo., pp. 504, with engrav

ings.

III. Speech of Hon. JosEPn Holt before the Chamber of Commerce

and citizens of New-York, at Irving Hall, Tuesday, September 3, 1861.

IV. The Utility and Application of Heat as a Disinfectant. By

Elisha Harris, M. D., of New-York. Octavo, pp. 22.

V. Annual Report of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, for the

year ending 31st August, 1861. 8vo. pp. 58.

Recent Donations to the Library of the Chamber of Commerce.

I. Recent Tariff changes by France, Russia and twelve other govern

ments, 1860—1861.

II. British Government Correspondence, respecting trade with Japan.

III. Parliamentary Report on Steamships between Galway and the

United States.

IV. Correspondence between England and the United States govern

ment, on Blockade, 1861.

V. Letter (and chart) from the Secretary of State of II. B. M., on the

Explorations of the Amoor River.
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STATISTICS OF POPULATION.

EMIGRATION.

Of the 128,469 persons who emigrated from the United Kingdom

last year, 26,421 were English, 8,723 Scotch, 60,835 Irish, 4,536

foreigners, and 27,944 not distinguished ; 9,746 were married men,

12,434 married women, 38,783 single men, 27,511 single women, 6,681

boys, between the ages of 1 and 12, 6,497 girls, between the same ages,

3,085 infants, and 23,732 not distinguished. 87,500 emigrants left these

shores for the United States; 13,556 of these were English, 2,220

Scotch, 52,103 Irish, 3,851 foreigners, and 15,770 not distinguished;

6,553 were married men, 8,269 married women, 27,547 single men,

20,925 single women, 4,172 boys, between the ages of 1 and 12, 4,178

girls between the same ages, 2,210 infants, and 13,646 not distinguished,

Of the 24,302 who emigrated to the Australian colonies and New Zea

land, 10,099 were English, 4,990 Scotch, 6,345 Irish, 578 foreigners, and

2,290 not distinguished ; 2,380 were married men, 2,928 married women,

9,095 single men, 5,456 single women, 1,782 boys between the ages of

1 and 12, 1,628 girls between same ages, 655 infants, and 378 not dis

tinguished. Of the 9,786 who emigrated to British North America, 559

were English, 991 Scotch, 1,215 Irish, 73 foreigners, and 6,948 not dis

tinguished; 248 were married men, 371 married women, 1,089 single

men, 606 single women, 259 boys between the ages of 1 and 12, 214

girls between the same ages, 95 infants, and 6,904 not distinguished.

Of the 6,881 who went to " all other places," 2,207 were English, 532

Scotch, 1,172 Irish, 34 foreigners, and 2,936 not distinguished ; 565

were married men, 866 married women, 1,052 single men, 524 single

women, 468 boys between the ages of 1 and 12, and 477 girls between

the same ages, 125 infants, and 2,804 not distinguished.

THE IRISH CENSUS FOR 1861.

An abstract of the Irish census returns has at length been published.

A decrease in the population of Ireland is shown, but the falling off is

less than might have been anticipated. The population, on the 8th of

April last, was 5,764,543, against 6,552,385 in 1851, and 8,175,124 in

1841. This decrease of about twelve per cent, during the last ten years

is attributed chiefly to emigration, but the Commissioners add, that it

must also be remembered that the effects of the disastrous period of

famine and pestilence, which commenced with the potato blight of 1846

and 1847, had extended over the first few years of the decade. Dublin

county, Carrickfergus and Belfast arc the only localities in the country

in which an increase is shown ; the increase in Belfast amounting to

nineteen per cent. It will be remembered that the " religious profession "

clause, which a dissenting agitation contrived to exclude from the Eng

lish census bill, was retained in the bill for Ireland ; and this enables us
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to see what a startling minority of the population of the sister island be

longed to the Established Church. The Catholics number about four

and a half millions, while the Episcopalians are stated to muster only

678,000. It is mentioned, as a gratifying fact, that the workhouse popu

lation, the day before the census was taken, was but 50,570, against

something like five times that number in 1851.

POPULATION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The completed returns show that the population found in the United

Kingdom at the recent census, not reckoning army, navy or merchant

seamen who were abroad, amounted to 29,031,298, an increase of 61

per cent, in fifty years, notwithstanding that they have been planting

nations by a vast emigration. The census found there 14,077,189 males

and 14,954,109 females—an excess of females over males of 876,920.

The overplus of women and girls in England would fill all Liverpool and

Leeds ; in Scotland, all Edinburgh ; in Ireland, all Belfast, Watcrford

and Wexford. There are sixteen towns in the United Kingdom with a

population exceeding 100,000, and six parishes in the outskirts of Lon

don with such a population—one of them (St. Pancras) with very nearly

200,000 (198,882.) The number of inhabited houses in the United

Kingdom is 5,154,985, which allows a house to every 5.6 persons.

CENSUS OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

The population of this colony, as returned from the census taken on

the 7th of April, 1861, is 350,553, against 251,834 in 1856, showing an

increase of 98,719, or 39.20 per cent. These results are exclusive of the

Morcton Bay district, which, since 1856, has been severed from New

South Wales. The population of Sydney is 56,470, exclusive of the

suburbs and environs, which contain 36,732 inhabitants. In 1851 the

population of New South Wales, exclusive of Port Philip (now Victoria)

and Morcton Bay, (now Queensland,) was 181,376. The number of

emigrants since 1851 is 147,661, of whom 71,649 were introduced at

the public, and 76,012 at their own expense.

POPULATION OF PARIS.

The following is the movement of the population of Paris and of the

department of the Seine, since the quinquennial census of 1 856, as shown

by that which has just taken place. The population of enlarged Paris,

divided into 20 arrondissements and 80 quarters, now amounts to

1,696,000, being 521,654 more than it was in the 12 arrondissements in

1856. In the department of the Seine the number is now 1,953,000,

being an increase since 1856 of 225,581.

CAUSES OF DEATH.

To the Registrar-General's report is appended, as usual, an instructive

paper by Dr. W. Fark, on the causes of death in England. The year

now reported on, 1859, is the first in which diptheria has obtained a

vol. xlvi.—no. L 4
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distinct line in the tables. It had previously been confounded with

cynanchc ; and when the two are put together, the rapid progress of this

great epidemic becomes evident. The deaths in 1855 were 385; in

1856, 603; in 1857, 1,583; in 1858, 6,606; in 1859, 10,184. Epi

demics of diptheria arc clearly described in the seventeenth century, by

Italian and Spanish writers, and its frequent association with scarlatina

justifies the inference that the diptherine, its materies morbi, is some

modification of scarlatina. Of the whole deaths of the year, one-fourth

were referred to zymotic diseases. Small-pox destroyed 3,848 persons,

chiefly children, who had not been vaccinated, an instance, as Dr. Farr

remarks, of the rigor with which the infringement of sanitary laws is

visited, for the children perish and the parents lose their offspring by

the neglect of a precaution of the simplest kind. A fatal outbreak of

erysipelas at the Winchester Infirmary was traced to a cess-pooL Of

the parasitic diseases, it is remarked that the ova of worms must be de

rived generally from impure river waters, into which the refuse of towns

is poured. We have but an imperfect conception of the number of

deaths from excessive drinking ; but 345 were directly ascribed to in

temperance and 545 to delirium tremens, 890 in all, from the two forms

of alcoholism. Passing next to constitutional diseases, another regiment

of the enemies that dog our steps, we find gout described as nearly sta

tionary ; it is considered that, thanks to the more intelligent system of

dining which the wealthier classes, wearied with this racking disease,

will probably introduce, we may hope to sec gout rapidly decline. The

deaths from tuberculous disease have decreased since 1853 ; those from

bronchitis have increased very greatly of late years. Among local dis

eases we find affections of the three vital organs, the brain, the heart and

the lungs, causing nearly a third of all the deaths of the year. Fright

was the cause of seven deaths, (not all children,) grief, of eight, (seven

women,) rage, of five, (four infants,) anxiety, of one, (a man,) mental

shock, of one, (a woman ;) melancholy, of the deaths of 21 men and 26

women. About 25,000, chiefly infants, died of convulsions—a striking

and distressing symptom, but probably only part of the disease, which

is the result of organic lesions and local irritations that are never dis

covered. 27,104 deaths arc referred to the decay of old age, without

any disease; the "weary wheel of life at length stood still." 14,649

persons were killed—a sad confession, says Dr. Farr, for a nation hu

mane, civilized and skilled in all the arts, to have to make. Annually

76 persons in 100,000 thus die a violent death. 13,056 of these deaths,

in 1859, are ascribed to accident or negligence ; among them were 279

by poison. 1,248 deaths were declared by coroner's juries to be suicides ;

338 murder or manslaughter. 18 persons were killed by lightning,

nearly all persons of out-door occupations ; the house is safer than the

field. It is hoped that the arrangement for paying coroners by salary

will bring better information on the subject of violent and sudden deaths,

and throw new light on their causes.

DRINKING AND PAUPERISM IN IRELAND.

Mr. Benjamin Scott, Chamberlain of the city of London, read a paper

at the recent Social Science Congress in Dublin, in which he pointed out
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the intimate relation which exists between intemperance and pauperism,

between temperance and self-reliant action on the part of the people.

We give the following extract : " The home consumption of spirits in

Ireland materially diminished during the last five years, the number of

gallons being respectively, 1856,. 6,781,068 ; 1857, 6,920,046; 1858,

5,636,912 ; 1859, 5,748,534 ; 1860, 4,714,358, showing a falling off in

consumption during the period of no less than 2,066,710 gallons of that

which is the staple drink of the class from which paupers are gathered.

That this is not the result of inability on the part of the people to ob

tain the indulgence had they desired it, is evident from the increased

consumption of tea and coffee during the corresponding period, and the

augmented number of depositors and their deposits in the savings banks.

The consumption of tea and coffee increased in Ireland from 9,171,257

pounds in 1856, to 11,563,634 in 1859, an increase in the period em

braced of no less than 2,392,374 pounds ; while between 1855 and 1859

there was an increase of 11,047 depositors in savings banks, and of

382,122 deposits. Now let us turn from these cheering indications of

increasing temperance and providence to the gauge of pauperism, and

the correspondence between temperance and self-reliance is again appar

ent. The total numbers in workhouses in Ireland from 1855 to 1860,

and the total poor rate collected in those years,.are as follows : Paupers

in workhouses, 1855, 79,211; 1856, 63,235; 1857, 50,665; 1858,

45,720; 1859,40,380; 1860,41,271. Kates collected, 1855, £835,894;

1856, £723,204; 1857, £585,583; 1858, £525,595; 1859, £523,065;

1860, £509,310. Showing a reduction in the period of 37,940 paupers,

and of £326,514 rates collected. It is probable that many disturbing

circumstances should be taken into account in dealing with these statis

tics, but the great and incontrovertible fact remains, and the moral it

conveys."

According to the London Review there has been a comparative de

crease of pauperism in England. That journal says, it is satisfactory to

notice that the increase of population since 1851 is accompanied by a

comparative decrease of pauperism. We have long known in general

that the fact is so ; now we have it confirmed. The population of Eng

land and Wales increased in the ten years 2,134,116, or 12 per cent.

The total number of paupers, in door and out, relieved on January 1st,

1851, was 860,893, and on January 1st, 1861, 890,423, an increase of

29,530, or only £ per cent. The positive increase of paupers is, in re

lation to the increase of people, a decrease of nearly three-fourths. To

have preserved the former proportion, the number of paupers should

have been 964,000 at the beginning of the year.

The satisfaction is increased when we find, further, that the propor

tion of pauperism is less in those districts in which the population is rela

tively the most numerous and has increased the most. The proportion

of pauperism to population is, for England and Wales, 4.4 per cent. ;

for the metropolis, 3.6 ; for the northwestern division, including Lan

cashire, 2.8 ; while for the southwestern, the most remarkable for a rela

tive excess of births and small increase of people, the proportion is 5.5 ;

and for the particular counties of Cambridge, Norfolk and Wilts, of

which the population has declined, the proportion respectively is 7, 5.6,

and 7 per cent If an increase and aggregation of people carried with

them an increase of poverty and misery, the future prospects of society
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would be extremely disheartening, and therefore the evidence that pau

perism diminishes in proportion as the population is large and increasing,

is full of hope and encouragement.

EMPLOYMENTOF WOMEN.

Maria S. Rye, of the Law-Copying Office, 12 Porfiigal-street, Lincoln's

Inn, writes to the Daily News as follows : It will readily be believed

that all the offices opened by or in connection with the " Society for

Promoting the Employment of Women" have been besieged by ladies

anxious to obtain employment. When I state that 810 women applied

(about a month ago) for one situation of £1 5 a year, and 250 for another

place worth £12 per annum, (only a fortnight since,) it will at once be

seen that, in spite of all our efforts, the work still presses most heavily.

The advantages of and the difficulties in the way of the emigration of

educated women are being very seriously reconsidered, and it is intended

shortly to open an office for the purpose of assisting ladies to the colo

nies. As the scheme, however, is shortly to be brought before the pub

lic, at Dublin, it will be unnecessary to enter into details here. I shall

only add, that we have, during the past year, sent twenty ladies, govern

esses, as pioneers, in various directions, namely, to Sydney, Melbourne,

Brisbane, Otago and Natal.

UNDUE INCREASE OF THE FEMALE POPULATION.

It is far less satisfactory to notice that the increase of males in the ten

years—977,627, was much less than the increase of females—1,156,489.

The females increased in excess of the males 178,862. By the census of

1851, the proportion of males to females was 100 to 105; in the new

population it is as 97 to 115. What may have been the effects of such

a discrepancy over pauperism and crime cannot be ascertained ; but in

it we may find, rather than in any deterioration of the moral feelings of

the nation, the parentage of the disorders which a few months back

excited attention, alarm and commisscration.

EFFECTS OF EMIGRATION.

The Registrar-General and his assistants attribute the retarded rate of

increase in the decennial period to active emigration. This explanation

seems incorrect ; and if correct, would go but a little way towards eluci

dating the cause of this unfortunate discrepancy. The increase of

population, however, as a whole—another name for society and the rela

tive increase of its constituent portions—are both so extremely impor

tant that the causes which impede or derange them ought to be closely

and carefully investigated. A similar kind of active emigration, if not

precisely equal to that of the last ten years, has been going on through

the whole century ; and as it did not retard the increase then, we cannot

believe that it has retarded it now. Throughout the century, and even

before it began, emigration to our own colonies and to the United States

had the obvious effect of increasing our supplies of corn, cotton, wool,

timber, ice. ; and being conjoined with an active improvement in manu
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facturing skill, and an extension of manufacturing industry, the increased

supplies resulting from emigration increased the home population. Emi

gration within the last ten years has increased our supplies of gold and

wool, increased our trade, our wealth and our means of subsistence, and,

like emigration in the previous decennial periods, has accelerated not re

tarded, the rate of increase in our population.—Times.

EFFECT OF WAR.

The far more obvious causes of the retarded rate of increase are the

war with Russia, the mutiny in India, and, generally, the great increase

in the government expenditure. The wars and the mutiny took away

and partly destroyed a considerable number of men in the prime of life,

without diminishing the number of females, and all government expendi

ture is unproductive of subsistence and of life. Emigrants employ them

selves collecting gold, growing wool and corn, and foiling timber. They

and those who supply their wants are productively employed. Soldiers

and sailors are employed, and all who administer to them and their wants

are employed only in consuming and destroying. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer has stated that, in the last eight years, the government has

absorbed and has expended, unproductively, the probable increase of the

national capital in the period. The vast increase of expenditure in

works of destruction is the cause both of the rate of retardation ascribed

by the Registrar-General to emigration, and of the discrepancy between

the increase of males and females.

PRESENT POPULATION OF IRELAND.

The official abstract of the census of Ireland for 1861 shows a decrease

of population in that country equal to 12.02 per cent, within ten years.

The following are the statistics :

The total population enumerated on the 8th of April, 1861, as obtained

from the enumerators' abstracts, amounts to 5,764,543—being 2,804,961

males and 2,959,582 females, or 787,842 less than that returned for the

31st of March, 1861—being a decrease of 12.02 per cent, during the last

ten years. These numbers do not include the men of the army and

navy serving in Ireland on the night of the 7th of April, but include the

wives and families of such persons, and also soldiers on furlough. The

present decrease is most apparent in the city of Kilkenny and town of

Galway, and counties of Tipperary, Clare, Meath, Kilkenny, King's,

Wexford, Watcrford and Cork. The only localities in which an increase

has taken place, are Dublin county and the towns of Carrickfcrgus and

Belfast, in which latter locality it amounts to 18,941, or 18.88 per cent

on the returns of 1851.

CAUSES OF THE IRISH DECREASE— RELIGIONS.

The commissioners attribute the decrease chiefly to emigration and

the effects of the famine which extended over the first years of the de

cade included in the present census. The Irish census, differing in this

respect from the English, included an inquiry into the "religious profes
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sion " of the population, and on this point the report states that, " in only

fifteen instances have complaints or objections to the enumerators' re

turns been made to the commissioners." The following is a summary of

this portion of the report : On the night of the 7th of April, 1861, those

of the Roman Catholic Church amounted to 4,490,483 ; those of the

Established Church to 678,661 ; and Protestant Dissenters to 586,563 ;

among whom those of the Presbyterian church numbered 528,992;

Methodists, 44,532 ; Independents, 5,062 ; Baptists, 4,165,and theSociety

of Friends, 3,812. The number of Jews was 322. Those classed under

the head of "all other persuasions," amounting to 8,414, were chiefly

persons denominating themselves " Protestant Dissenters," (unspecified,)

" Reformed Presbyterians," " Separatists," " Christian Brethren," " Chris

tians," " Covenanters," " Unitarians," " Seceders," also members of the

Moravian church, and such travellers, temporary lodgers and mendicants,

(presumed to be Christians,) as to whom the enumerators, or the persons

who filled the householders' schedules, were unable to obtain the neces

sary information.

PAUPERS.

The commissioners report, also, that there were 250,000 paupers in

the Irish workhouse, and 47,019 persons in the hospital, of whom 4,545

were not workhouse inmates at the time of taking the census in 1851,

while there were but 50,570 persons in the Irish workhouses the day

before the recent census was taken.

CITIES ON THE MISSOURI RIVER.

It appears almost certain that those cities in the West which are situ

ated on the western banks of the great rivers running south will always

be Larger and more important, as well as more numerous, than the cities

on the eastern banks of the same streams. This has been the ease so far,

anil the influences which have produced this result are likely both to re

main and to increase in power. In this view it is plain that the western

bank of the Missouri River must forever remain the base line of commer

cial operations for the vast territory which extends between that river and

the Pacific coast. At present the chief places contending for pre-emi

nence on this river are St. Joseph and Sioux City on the cast side, and

Leavenworth and Omaha City on the west side. Each has its own pecu

liar claims, each is finely situated, and all will grow into places of influ

ence and wealth. But, for the reason or fact above stated, it is probable

that the latter towns will bear off the palm in concentrating trade. St.

Joseph, we think, has, so far, had the largest population, and, by reason

of its rail-road connections, is the present western entrepot for eastern

goods. Still it would seem that Leavenworth is to be the Cincinnati of

the Missouri valley. It is not situated in a more fertile or healthful dis

trict than its rivals. It is not as finely laid out as Omaha, which place

has also some other advantages. But Leavenworth may already be said

to be in the lead, and when it has completed its rail-road connections it

will doubtless maintain and increase its lead.
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THE ARCTIC EXPEDITION OP 1 8 6 0 .

OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE RECENT VOYAOE OF THE UNITED STATES, BT

DR. HAYES.

Exploring Schooner United States, Harbor of Halifax, Oct. 1, 1801.

I have the pleasure to send you the following account of the proceed

ings of the expedition to the Arctic seas, under my command, subsequent

to the 14th of August, 1860. My letter from Upper Navik to the con

tributors of the expedition, bearing the above date, will have instructed

yon of my movements up to that time.

We sailed from Upper Navik on the 16th August, 1860; but calms

detained us on our way to Tessuissak, and we did not reach the latter

place until the 21st. Having there increased the number of our dogs by

the addition of the interpreter's team, making a complement of twenty-

five animals, and having further increased my crew by the addition of two

Danes and one Esquimaux hunter, we put to sea again on the 2 2d, and

stood northward, with a fair wind. On the morning of the 23d we en

tered Melville Bay. On the following day, at three o'clock, P. M., we

passed the Sabine Islands, thence we made a direct course for Cape York,

which was reached at five o'clock, P. M., of the 25th.

Our passage through Melville Bay was remarkable. No field ice was

seen until we reached within a few miles of Cape York, when we en

countered a narrow stream, which, under a full press of sail, was bored

without difficulty. We were only fifty-five hours in effecting the passage

of the bay.

Standing close in under Cape York, I kept a careful watch from aloft

for Esquimaux, and soon had the gratification to discover a group of

them moving down toward the beach. The schooner being hove to, I

went ashore, and was met by Hans, Dr. Kane's runaway boy, and other

natives. Hans quickly recognised Mr. Sonntag and myself, and having

expressed a wish to go with us, I took him, together with his wife and

child, his hunting equipments and two dogs, on board, and again stood

northward.

At seven o'clock of the morning of the 26th we were brought up by

a heavy ice pack, twenty miles south of Smith's Strait. There being a

high sea setting directly upon the ice, and the air being thick with falling

snow, we lost no time in plying to windward, and, having obtained a

good offing, hove to, to await better weather.

The wind soon fell to calm ; the clouds broke during the night, and

on the morning of the 27th we rounded the ice, in shore, and, under a

light northeast wind, stood out toward the centre of the strait, which we

entered at nine o'clock, P. M. Here we met a heavy pack, through which

no practical lead could be distinguished. Our examination of its mar

gin, with the view of finding an opening, was cut short by a heavy gale,

which broke suddenly upon us from the northeast. The bergs being

very thick about us, wo could not heave to, and we ran great risk of

losing every exposed sail. The gale lasted, with very little abatement in
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its volume, during the 28th and 29th. On the morning of the 30th,

having carried away the foresail, wc were glad to reach a small cove,

twelve miles south of Cape Alexander, and there dropped anchor in four

fathoms water. Here I obtained an excellent view from an elevation of

1,200 feet. The pack appeared to be impenetrable, and very little water

was to be seen along the west shore. I determined, however, to attempt

the passage.

I had scarcely returned from my journey to the mountain when the

gale again set in from the same quarter, and with a violence which I

have scarcely seen equalled. On the morning of the 31st we were driven

from our moorings, and, in the effort to save our anchors, we were forced

upon a group of icebergs which had drifted in with the current, and car

ried away our jibboom. The wind moderated soon afterward, and we

once more entered the strait ; but the gale setting in again, the fore gaff

was broken in wearing, and being now obliged to heave to, we were a

third time driven out of the strait, to seek shelter behind Cape Alexan

der.

Damages having beenre paired, we again entered the strait on the even

ing of September 1. Discovering no lead through the ice to the west

ward, we bore for Littleton Island, with the hope of finding, near the

more solid ice higher up the strait, a more practicable opening. The

gale still continuing to blow with great force, and being under reduced

canvass, we made but little headway.

Littleton Island was reached September 2d. Being unable to pene

trate the ice to the westward, I determined to work up the coast to Cape

Hatherton, with the hope of there finding the ice more open. The un

dertaking was necessarily attended with considerable risk to the vessel,

on account of the heavy fields of ice lying off Littleton Island. The

schooner frequently came in collision with ice fields from fifteen to

twenty feet in thickness. The quarter-inch iron plate on the cutwater

was torn off, and the false stern was carried away. Soon afterward we

encountered a severe " nip," and before the rudder could be shipped, the

two lower pintels were broken off.

In this crippled condition it was impossible to make further headway,

and, after extricating ourselves from the ice, we ran down into Hartstein

Bay and anchored. During the 3d, 4th and 5th of September the wind

blew with great force from the same quarter as before. On the 4th I

reached, with much difficulty, Littleton Island in a whale boat, and ob

tained a view to the westward from an elevation of some four hundred

feet. The ice was very heavy to the west and southwest—a thick im

penetrable pack—but to the northward, along the land, it was loose, and

the prospect of working westward from Cape Uathcrton was encour

aging.

On the 6th the wind fell to a calm. The boats were got out, and we

pulled up to Littleton Island ; but two days had completely changed the

position of the ice. Between Littleton Island and Cape Hatherton there

was no open water, nor was there any visible from the top of that island

to the northwest, west or southwest. Unable to advance, and fearful of

being frozen in, we again extricated the vessel from the ice and ran back

into Hartstein Bay.

Everything about us now began to wear a wintry aspect. The tem

perature had fallen to eighteen degrees below freezing. Thick snow had
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been falling at intervals since August 25. Our decks were covered with

ice, the sails and rigging were so stiff with it that they could barely be

worked, the schooner's sides were lined with a thick crust, and large

masses of ice had accumulated on the cutwater and forward rigging.

The navigable season was clearly drawing to a close.

Northeast gales detained us during the 7th and 8th, and the tempe

rature continuing to fall, I deemed it imprudent again to enter the ice,

and accordingly we went into winter quarters on the 9th, in a bight at

the head of Hartstein Bay. The schooner was moored by four haw

sers, forty yards from shore, in seven fathoms water. The sails were un

bent and the topmasts housed, and, after giving our crew a holiday, our

winter operations were commenced. The stores were deposited in a

house built for tho purpose on shore. The hold was converted into a

comfortable room for the men, and the upper deck was housed over with

boards. Owing to bad weather, three weeks elapsed before these ar

rangements were completed.

Our winter harbor, which I named Port Foulke, in honor of William

Parker Foulke, Esq., of Philadelphia, was well sheltered except to tho

southwest. Observations made by Mr. Sonntao, at the observatory,

erected on shore near the vessel, gave its position, latitude 78° 17' 41"

N., longitude 72° 30' 57" \V., twenty miles further south than Dr.

Kane's winter quarters, and distant from it, by the coast, ninety miles.

I need hardly say that I deeply regret that we could not attain a

higher latitude with the vessel ; particularly do I regret that we could not

reach the west coast. That coast was wholly unapproachable with a

sailing vessel.

The weather continued boisterous throughout the autumn, and, in

deed, during tho greater part of the winter. In consequence of the re

peated gales the water oft' the harbor was not frozen over until March, so

that sledge travelling to the northward was impracticable during tho

month of October, at which time I had expected to carry out provision

depots for use in the spring. Mr. Sonntao made an attempt to reach

Rensselaer Harbor in November, and although the darkness of the win

ter had then set in, he was baffled by the open water.

While the daylight lasted we were profitably employed. A survey of

the harbor and adjacent coasts was made by the joint labors of Messrs.

Sonntao, McCormick, Dodoe and Radcliff. In September Mr. Sonn

tao put up in the observatory the fine pendulum apparatus, constructed

expressly for the expedition by the Messrs. Bond, of Boston, and a full

set of satisfactory experiments were obtained. The magnetic instruments

were subsequently placed in the same building, and observations were there

made from time to time. A meteorologic observatory was erected on

shore, and observations were there recorded three times daily, with several

instruments. A bi-hourly record was kept near the vessel, with a single

instrument I may mention that all of the instruments have been well

compared. A survey of John's glacier was made by Mr. Sonntao and

myself in October. This glacier, which was discovered and named by

Dr. Kane, approaches the sea through a deep valley, and its face is two

miles from the sea. The angles, not yet reduced, obtained in October,

were repeated by myself last June, and they show a considerable move

ment of the glacier. The survey of this glacier was further continued by

me late in October, with a party of five persons. I ascended to the mer
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de glace, and travelled eastward fifty miles. Our greatest elevation was

4,500 feet, the temperature at which elevation was 16 degrees lower than

at the level of the sea.

The winter was passed in health and comfort. Wc were fortunate in

capturing upwards of 200 reindeer, which kept both ourselves and the

dogs constantly supplied with fresh food.

The winter brought, however, some serious misfortunes. A disease

which had been prevailing in North Greenland during the last few years

broke out among the dogs, and of the fine pack which I had taken from

the Danish settlements, only eleven animals remained alive on the 20th of

December. You arc well aware that my plan of explorations was

wholly based upon dogs as a means of transport across the ice, and, situ

ated as I was, on the east side of the strait, and ninety miles further

south than I had anticipated, I became seriously apprehensive for the

success of the approaching effort.

My party being necessarily small, I could not send into the field more

than a boat's crew of able-bodied men, and these I had always considered

as merely auxiliary to the dogs, and, without the dogs, altogether unavail

able for the services to be performed.

My anxiety was fully shared by Mr. Sonntag, the astronomer of the

expedition, and my able second in command. He early volunteered to go

south to endeavor to open communication with the Esquimaux of North

umberland Island, with the hope of obtaining dogs. His former experi

ence when with Dr. Kane had familiarized him with all thephasesof Arctic

travel, and no one could have been better fitted for the task. Besides the

usefulness of the proposed journeys, it was peculiarly in harmony with his

active and enterprising spirit His offer was accepted, and he left the

vessel on the 22d of December, with a sledge and nine dogs, accompanied

by the Esquimaux Hans, intending to make the journey and return

during the moonlight period then setting in. It is my sad duty to in

form you that he died while absent.

It appears, from Hans' report, that the immediate cause of Mr. Sonn-

tag's death wascold. Dans, upon his return, stated that they travelled the

first day to Sutherland Island, where they camped in a snow hut, and

were there detained two days. Their next camp was at Sorfalik, a de

serted Esquimaux station on the coast, fifteen miles below Cape Alexan

der, where they built another snow hut. They set oft" next day directly

for Northumberland Island. The ice, although covered with light snow,

appeared to be sufficiently strong. Mr. Sonntag walked in advance of the

sledge, and, when about five miles from the land, he came upon thin ice,

and broke through. Hans assisted him out of the water, and they im

mediately put back for Sorfalik. Before that place was reached Mr.

Sonntag was insensible, and he died soon afterward. His remains were

subsequently brought to the vessel, and were interred near the observatory.

Hans succeeded in reaching the Esquimaux ; but by over-driving and

injudicious management, five of the dogs were killed, and the remaining

four were permanently injured. I had now only six animals. The Es

quimaux came to the vessel some weeks later, and from them I obtained

by purchase a sufficient number to make two teams of seven each.

It was not until late in March that the ice formed around Cape Ohlscn,

and the land being too mountainous for sledge travelling, I was not,

until that time, able to set out northward. At that period I made a
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preliminary journey to Fop Harbor, and there established a provision de

pot. I availed myself of this opportunity to visit Rensselaer Harbor, Dr.

Kank's winter quarters. No vestige of the Advance was discovered.

She has probably drifted out to sea with the ice. During this journey

the coldest temperatures of the cruise were recorded. On one day the

thermometer sank to 66A- degrees, and on another to 68 degrees be

low zero. Wc camped at night on this, as well as on all subsequent

journeys, in the snow hut of the Esquimaux.

Active preparations had been making since January for the spring

campaign, and we were ready for the final start on the 4th of April.

The chief equipment consisted of a metallic life-boat, twenty feet in

length, mounted upon runners, provisions for a boat's crew of six persons

for five months, provisions for seven persons and fourteen dogs for

six weeks, together with a careful allowance of fuel for the above-

named period. We started from the vessel on the above-mentioned

date, with our entire equipment, the boat and its cargo being drawn by

the whole available ship's company and fourteen dogs. Mr. Radcliff,

with two men, were left in charge of the vessel.

Upon reaching Fog Harbor we made nearly a due north course, in

tending to reach the west coast and travel thence upon the land ice.

We soon encountered hummocked ice of extraordinary thickness, through

which it was often necessary to break a passage with axes and shovels. It

finally became evident, from the slowness of our progress, that the entire

summer would be consumed in reaching the west land, even if the boat

could be transported to it at all. Being well assured that nothing could

be accomplished with the boat expedition, I sent tho main party back

on the 28th of April, and continued northward with three companions

and two sledges.

The ice grew worse as we advanced, and wo were fourteen days in

reaching the west coast, a distance, in a direct line, of only forty miles.

From this fact you can form some estimate of tho character of the ice

over which we travelled. The severity of the labor broke down the dogs

and I was compelled to feed to them a double ration, thus consuming rap

idly the provisions, and proportionally shortening my northward journey.

Reaching the west coast at Cape flaycs, we travelled, along the land

through Kennedy Channel' until tho 18th of May, when, our provisions

being exhausted, wc were compelled to turn our faces southward. The

latitude attained upon that day was 81 degrees 35 minutes, a degree of

northing which I believe not to have been exceeded or equalled by any ex

plorer except Sir Edward Parry. The land was taken possession of

in the name of the United States, with the usual forms, and the flag

which was used upon the occasion has covered the most northern known

land upon the globe.

Although thus early in the season the ice in Kennedy Channel was

everywhere much decayed and unsafe, and in some places was entirely

gone. In one extensive pool a fiock of water-fowl was discovered. I

entertain no doubt that the ice of Kennedy Channel was broken up and

dissolved at a very early period of the summer. It was in this channel

that Dr. Kane discovered an open sea, at a period of six weeks later, in

the summer of 1854. Before reaching the vessel I lost all but seven of

the remaining dogs, and the ice having broken up around Cape Ohlsen,

further exploration to the northward was impossible during the present

season.
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The six weeks subsequent to my return to Port Foulke were occupied

in preparing the vessel for sea, in completing some unfinished surveys, in

making magnetic and other observations, in collecting specimens of nat

ural history, in photographing the scenery and objects of interest in the

vicinity. The schooner had been much damaged by the ice encounters

of the previous summer, and it was found impossible to restore her origi

nal strength. Being without a carpenter, a large share of the labor of

repairs fell upon Mr. McCormick, the sailing-master of the expedition, of

whose ready ingenuity and practical skill I cannot too warmly express

my acknowledgments. The ice broke up around the vessel on the 10th

of July, and we put to sea on the 14th.

After much difficulty and two trials we reached the west coast, twelve

miles south of Cape Isabella, and, being unable to pass the cape, we drop

ped anchor, and on the 28th I made a journey to the north side of the

cape in a whale-boat, and from an elevation of six hundred feet obtained

a view to the northward. In that direction, fifteen miles above Cape Isa

bella, the ice was solid and unbroken as far as the eye could reach.

To the eastward the pack ice was heavy and impenetrable. To pene

trate the strait under these circumstances, with the view of reaching a

practicable point for future sledge operations with my reduced force, (for

I had now only five dogs,) was clearly impracticable, and believing that I

was not justified in incurring the heavy expense of another year's absence

without a prospect of corresponding results, I reluctantly abandoned the

field and turned southward.

Taking Whale Sound on the way, I completed the survey of that re

markable inlet, and obtained there an excellent set of magnetic determi

nations and some photographs of the natives, the glaciers and other ob

jects of interest.

After boring through the ice of Melville Bay for 150 miles, we reached

the southern water, and entered the harbor of Upper Navik on the 14th

of August. There we remained ten days, engaged during that time in

various scientific explorations. On the 1st of September we reached

Corham, or Lievely, and were there similarly occupied. We were ready

for sea again on the 6th, but a succession of southwesterly gales de

tained us until the 17th, when we again put to sea, and, having a fair

wind, we were, on the 22d, 200 miles to the southward of Cape Farewell.

From that time until the 9th of October we encountered constant

southerly weather, with frequent gales. When off Halifax we sustained

serious damage, and were obliged to put into that port for repairs. We

are now again ready for sea, and expect to leave this port to-morrow.

I have to regret that we could not accomplish a greater northing, but

situated as we were, with Smith's Strait to cross, and with a small force

at command, I can but regard the summer exploration as fortunate and

successful. The field of research, although more limited than I had an

ticipated, was, however, new, and my observations in different depart

ments of physical and natural science will, I feel assured, meet the ap

probation of the patrons of the expedition.

I am well satisfied that they will be found fully to justify the labor and

expense which they have cost. The unfortunate accident which occa

sioned the untimely death of Mr. Sokntao caused a serious loss to the

expedition. The system of observations and experiments which we had

planned iu concert had already accomplished important additions to
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Arctic science, when death deprived me of his invaluable assistance;

and with the duties incident to Arctic exploration in the field pressing

constantly upon me, I was not always able to execute the plans which

we had devised. My officers, however, on all occasions contributed their

best assistance, and I was by them relieved of many onerous duties. I am

especially indebted to Mr. Kadcliff, assistant astronomer, for his zealous

assistance in the work at the observatory, and for assistance in taking

photographic views ; and to Messrs. Knorr and Starr I owe obliga

tions for valuable aid in collecting specimens of natural history and other

scientific duty.

I will mention, in conclusion, that I am still of opinion that Smith's

Strait can be navigated with steam. Under sails alone I am satisfied that

it cannot. It is my hope to be able to renew the attempt with a small

steamer. With this view I have left some stores at Port Foulke and at

Upper Navik.

With the hope that this will find you in the enjoyment of health and

happiness, I remain, very sincerely, your friend and servant,

J. J. IIayes.

To Henry Grinnkll and others, New-York, Committee on behalf of

the American Geographical and Statistical Society.

OCEAN TELEGRAPHS.

From Falmouth to Gibraltar the distance is less than 1,000 miles;

from Gibraltar to Malta the distance is 988 miles ; from Malta to Alex

andria it is 815 miles; from Suez to Aden, 1,310 miles; from Aden to

Bombay, 1,664 miles ; from Bombay to Point de Galle, 960 miles ; from

Point de Galle to Madras, 540 miles; from Madras to Calcutta, 780

miles; from Calcutta to Penang, 1,213 miles; from Penangto Singapore,

381 miles; from Singapore to Hong Kong, 1,437 miles; from Sinagpore,

to Batavia, 520 miles; from Batavia to Swan River, 1,500 miles; from

Swan River to King George's Sound, 500 miles; and from King George's

Sound to Adelaide, 998 miles. From Adelaide to Melbourne and Syd

ney there will shortly be a telegraphic communication overland. From

Trinity Bay, in Newfoundland, to Bermuda, the distance is 1,500 miles;

from Bermuda to Inagua the distance is about 1 ,000 miles ; from Inagua

to Jamaica it is 300 miles; from Jamaica to Antigua, 800 miles; from

Antigua to Demarara, via Trinidad, 800 miles ; from Antigua to St.

Thomas, 227 miles; from Jamaica to Greytown, via Navy Bay, 1,000

miles; and from Jamaica to Belize, 700 miles. It will be thus seen that

all our settlements, dependencies and colonies in the Peninsula, Mediter

ranean, Arabia, India, China, Australia, the West Indies and Central

America, could be joined to England by shorter submarine cables than

that which at present connect Ireland with Newfoundland, and without

their touching any powerful foreign State. The aggregate length of these

cables would be about 21,000 miles, and reckoning 20 per cent, for slack,

the whole length would not measure more than 24,000 miles. These ca

bles would place England in almost instantaneous communication with

upwards of forty colonies, settlements and dependencies, situated 20,000

miles apart, in the eastern and western hemispheres.—English Paper.
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THE COTTON QUESTION.

I. Flax Cotton. II. Jamaica Cotton. III. Central America. IT. Indian Cotton. V.

Bread vb. Cotton. VI. Flax Cotton in Iowa. VII. Flax Cotton and Flax Wool.

VIII. Perennial Cotton. IX. Portuguese Cotton.

FLAX COTTON.

A meeting of the citizens of Lockport, N. Y., has been held to organ

ize a company for the manufacture of flax cotton. It was attended by

Ex-Governor Hunt and Hon. S. B. Ruggles, the latter of whom, says

the Lockport Journal, " made some interesting statements of the merits

of the invention, the simplicity and certainty of the scientific principle

on which it is based, and its great value at the present crisis, in cheaply

extracting from flax a fibre capable of being substituted for cotton, at

least to a considerable extent. The company who controlled this most

important invention had the whole United States for their field of action,

but, after careful inquiry, had selected Lockport for their first and prin

cipal establishment, as enjoying convenient access at once to the produc

tive flax regions of the interior, and to the centres of manufacturing in

dustry on the seaboard ; possessing, too, in its own great weight, hydrau

lic power, the means of manufacturing the fiber to any desired amount.

" lie dwelt earnestly on the importance of developing this new

branch of industry, not only in increasing the trade and revenue of our

canals, and opening new sources of agricultural wealth, but its far higher

influence in securing to the Northern States and to Europe comparative

independence from ' cotton domination,' with which the world has been

threatened.

" Among the statistical views which he presented was the fact that the

prico of the flax fiber thus produced and ready for use, would fall far

short of the present price of cotton, probably not exceeding eight, and

certainly within ten cents per pound.

No one of the speakers stated the process by which the fiber is to be

prepared, nor do we learn whether it is new, or one of the half-dozen

patents that have been for a year or more before the public. The mat

ter is one of considerable moment to the people of this city, because

whatever the manufacture, the raw material must be drawn from the

West, and this should be the point in which it is prepared for the spin

ners. As our readers know, we have great faith in the ultimate success

of flax as a cheap rival of King Cotton. Hence we are anxious that

Chicago should be among the first to avail itself of the inducements to

capital and enterprise which the success of experiments already made

clearly hold out. The subject is worthy of an inquiry, and any gentle

man of this city who has an intelligent friend in Lockport would do well

to get the information which the Journal fails to supply.

By flax cotton is meant the fiber of flax reduced in length, cleansed,

carded, bleached, and nicely prepared to resemble in appearance cotton
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that has been cleansed and carded, and adapted for mixture with cotton

or wool in the various fabrics of daily wear and use.

To accomplish this, requires improvements in the mode of breaking

the straw and separating the fiber from the wood, and of the carding,

drawing, spinning frames, which are in common use, as well as great

nicety in bleaching. All these are to be made by ingenious machinists

and manufacturers, and require the expenditure of time and money and

careful experiments.

The American Flax Cotton Company, organized at Boston in 1859,

under a special charter from the State of Massachusetts, adopted the

patents of Stephen Randall, of Rhode Island, Jonathan Kkowles and

J. M. Allen. Experimental mills were established at Watertown and

at Roxbury, and thousands of dollars expended in improving the ma

chinery and perfecting their processes.

JAMAICA COTTON.

The attention of the recent meeting at Newcastle on the subject of

the Jamaica Cotton Company was called to the following letters from

Lord Brougham and Thomas Clegg, Esq. :

Brougham, Penrith, Sept. 5, 1861.

Dear Mr. Bourne,—I trust you will continue successful in our great

cotton undertaking ; no friend of the colored race in the West Indies

can avoid feeling much anxiety for the supply by their free labor; and

this, during the present unhappy state of affairs in America, becomes

peculiarly important for our manufacturers.

Believe me, truly yours,

II. Brougham.

Mr. Thomas Clegg, of Manchester, writes thus in relation to the

fifteen samples of cotton :

1 Mount-street, Manchester, Sept., 1861.

Stephen Bourne, Esq. : Dear Sir,—I have examined, as carefully as

my time would allow, the fifteen samples of cotton which you have sent

to me, and which you state to have Dcen grown in Jamaica. Eight of

them I consider to be worth from Is. to Is. 6d. per lb., and seven of

them 8£d. to 9d. per lb. Having before frequently examined samples

which you and others have sent me of cotton grown in Jamaica, and it

being uniformly of good quality, and generally very superior, I have no

hesitation in certifying that, in my opinion, Jamaica is admirably adapted

for growing that particular kind of cotton of which we stand so much in

need, and which at present is chiefly got from America. Being anxious

to get an abundance of cotton from new countries, I assure you I wish

your company every success, which you, as an individual, so much de

serve. Yours, very truly,

(Signed,) Thomas Clegg.

CENTRAL AMERICA AS A COTTON FIELD.

Central America contains a greater area of cotton-producing land than

all the " seceded" States together, and the quality of the cotton is as
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good as the best that is produced in any country. In the Southern

States the cotton plant, an annual, is killed every year by the frosts,

whereas in Central America it is perennial. The best variety, the an-

guilla, commercially known as the Sea Island, is a native of Honduras,

and was introduced into South Carolina shortly after the Revolution.

The cotton of Central America is equal in quality to that grown in

Jamaica, South Carolina or Florida, and superior to the best productions

of India or Egypt. The yield per acre is more than double that of the

Southern States, there being two crops a year. The soil is almost in

exhaustible, the climate delightful and labor cheap. On the Pacific

coast there are extensive plateaux, which arc only waiting the attention

of the careful and thrifty planter ; and the forest trees of that portion

which would need to be cleared are such as always find a ready market

at remunerative prices in the Northern States and Western Europe,

such as mahogany, cedar and Brazil wood. The climate of Central

America, though warm, is not oppressive ; it is not so debilitating as

to prevent white men from engaging in active out-door employment. It

is exceedingly healthy. Free labor is abundant and cheap. There are

no slaves, and the services of the natives can be procured at the average

rate of twenty-five cents (1b. Jd.) per head per day. This is less

than one-half the cost of slave labor in the cotton districts of the South.—

London American.

SUPPLY OF INDIAN COTTON TO ENGLAND.

The Bombay mail, which arrived last month, brings a resolution by the

Governor-General in Council on this subject. His Excellency, though

earnestly desirous to encourage the cultivation of products of trade, and

especially of cotton in India, laid down as a fundamental rule for the

guidance of the executive, that every measure which places government

in the position of a private capitalist or cultivator, must be injurious, and

that all attempts by authority to stimulate cultivation are out of the

question. But consistently with the observance of this rule, Lord Can

ning is desirous to do all in his power to increase the growth of cotton,

and especially to encourage the cultivation of the finer sorts. With this

view, prizes will be given for the production of cotton in each of the

three presidencies for the largest quantity, combined with the best quali

ty. Each prize will be in value about £1,000, and the prizes arc offered

for each of the two next seasons.

BREAD VS. COTTON.

The sovereignty of cotton certainly appears to be disputed by corn at

this moment in a remarkably direct competition. England and France,

as we have been told for months, may be sorely tempted to intervene in

our affairs by their urgent want of cotton. It happens, however, that

while we have been fighting, and harvesting the while a magnificent crop

of breadstuff's, England and France have suddenly found an enormous

deficiency of grain staring them in the face. Of the two, cotton can

probably be spared more easily than bread. At all events, it now hap

pens that whenever cither of these powers is tempted to consider whether

the law of nations and peace might not be advantageously bartered for
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cotton, it has also to consider whether it wishes to exchange a dearth of

cotton alone for a dearth of both cotton and bread.

For this year then, at any rate, it seems to us that the question of

peace is settled, even if no higher considerations are to enter into Euro

pean counsels than those which we name. We do not believe the Euro

pean powers to be in a position to play the desperate game ascribed to

them, even if they are capable of it, which we are far from willing to

suppose. Providence has not only smiled upon us so far as to give us

the means of domestic prosperity and comfort while carrying on this

struggle, but has by the same agency insured us, to a great degree, from

external interference from the only quarter whence it was to be expected.

It is for us now to see to it that this opportunity is vigorously improved,

and that as the pressure which now constrains our powerful friends abroad

is removed, so the temptation which may urge them to recognise the

South as an independent power is removed also.—Boston Daily Adver

tiser.

FLAX COTTON IN IOWA.

An Iowa correspondent of a New-York paper writes : We have had in

operation one of " Randall's Brakes" and a "Duster," both manufactured

in Rhode Island, for the purpose of preparing flax straw for the manu

factory. The process is as follows :

The flax is mowed with an ordinary scythe or mowing machine before

it is thoroughly ripe ; it is cured in every way the same as hay. It may

be threshed the same as any other grain, the tangling the straw not injur

ing the fiber. One ton of straw yields from 500 to 1,000 pounds of lint.

200 tons of the unrotted straw have been engaged in the vicinity of this

place at $5 per ton, by the party who has the control of the machinery

here. This is intended merely as an introduction to the operation for

next season, when a large amount of machinery will be located here for

the purpose of preparing the straw for market. Two of the same brakes

are in operation at Mt. Pleasant, Henry County, Iowa, with the same

success as here.

I do not think we can entertain a doubt as to the success of this move

ment. With Yankee ingenuity and Western perseverance both interested,

there can be no such thing as fail.

A Boston correspondent thus speaks of the recent invention for " flax-

ing out" King Cotton :

There arc now in operation in this city experimental works for the

manufacture of flax fiber into a material called fibrilia or flax cotton.

This can be produced in any quantity at seven or eight cents per pound,

and the cloth made from it is better in every respect, and will take

and preserve colors better than cloth made from cotton. The raw mate

rial, flax, wild or cultivated, can be produced, and is produced, in Canada

and all the Northern States in vast quantities. Col. Lander, in one of his

recent reports, speaks of coming to plains covered with immense quanti

ties of this plant growing wild.

Now, here is an article which even now can be had in quantities, so

that its material can be produced at from two to three cents per pound

less than cotton, which makes a better cloth, and which is destined to

vol. xlvi.—no. I. 5
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supersede cotton. Slowly but surely the parties owning the patents for

the process for manufacturing this article are working it into the atten

tion of our people.

PERENNIAL COTTON IN COLD CLIMATES.

Capt. K. C. Kendall, formerly of the United States Coast Survey, is

making an earnest effort to interest merchants and agriculturists in the

Northern States in the practicability of introducing, for general culture

in this part of the country, a species of cotton-growing plant from Peru.

He is confident that results of great commercial importance may be an

ticipated. While engaged several years ago on the estate of a gentleman

in Chili, Mr. Kendall's attention was directed to a fine specimen of the

Gossipium Arborium, or perennial cotton-tree—presenting to the eye " a

perfect cone or pyramid of pure, brilliant snow, elevated at its base per

haps seven feet from the ground, upon a shaft of whitish bronze." The

foliage had been shed, but thc.pods remained, having fully burst, covering

the entire structure with a mass of spotless cotton. In a recent lecture

before the New-York Farmers' Club, Mr. Kendall remarked as follows :

" The Gossipium Arborium, or Peruvian cotton tree, will yet answer

the almost universal call for a cotton capable of being cultivated in

northern latitudes. It is perennial, can be grown wherever Indian corn

can be matured, and promises to yield larger crops than the present her

baceous cotton of the South, while its requisite culture and mode of ma

nipulation are such as can readily bo performed here. I have already

proved, by personal experiment, that it can be grown in the northern part

of Maryland, and shall most earnestly urge the prosecution of more ex

tended experiments, fully assured that its successful introduction will tend

to prevent any future recurrence of difficulties such as now derange the

harmony of the country."

The plant is perfected in its sixth or seventh year, obtaining the size

of a common peach-tree, and thrives best in a high latitude. Its product

can be prepared for market with great facility, as the seed is attached to

the stamen, (not distributed through the lint, as in the herbaceous cotton,)

and is readily shaken off, without ginning. Either seed or cuttings may

be used in propagating the plant, and we understand that Mr. Kendall

proposes to demonstrate that it is practicable to produce, in the free States,

an abundant supply of good cotton. He predicts that " the period is not

very remote when hedges, most efficient as fences, shall yield annual

dividends of cotton ; ornamental trees, blending the useful with the beau

tiful, shall repay tenfold their cost and culture ; when the rugged heights

of the Hudson, the plains of New-Jersey, the fertile valleys of the Key

stone State, and the undulating prairies of the Great West, shall gleam

in the sunlight, white as the winter drift, with generous pods of demo

cratic cotton." This is a glowing prospect, but if only part of it shall be

realized, the consequences cannot easily be estimated.—New- YorkJournal

of Commerce, October 11.

FLAX COTTON AND FLAX WOOL.

The manufacture of these articles is on the increase. There is a good

demand now for the latter, which is used to mix with wool in the manu
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facture of certain styles of woollen goods. Unlike cotton, in cotton and

wool fabrics, the flax does not wear off, producing that white, worn ap

pearance noticeable in such goods after usage, but is said to strengthen

and make the fabrics that it is introduced into wear better. Messrs.

Hall £ Farrar, manufacturers of the flax cotton and wool, have their fac

tory at Jamaica Plain in full blast, and are making about a ton a day, for

which they have a steady and increasing demand. Those interested can see

specimens of the material and cloth in which it is used at 101 State-street.

PORTUGUESE COTTON.

The following remarks on the subject of the cultivation of cotton in

Portugal are given in the Annates du, Commerce Exterieur :

" It has been proved by repeated experiments that the cultivation of

this important article would succeed, not only in the Portuguese settlement

on the coast of Africa, but on certain parts of the Peninsula, particularly

in the Algarves and Alemtigo. The maritime part of the former pro

vince, the lands of Almargem and Trofal in the cantons of Louie and

Albufeira, and those of Ludo, in the canton of Faro, are mentioned as

the best suited to the cotton plant. Some cotton grown in the last-named

place figured in the Universal Exhibition of 1851. The land in the Al-

garves may be purchased at a very moderate price, in consequence of the

new law in Portugal, which allows in certain cases the sale of majorats,

and the cultivation of cotton there would tend to retain in the country a

great part of the laborers who now annually emigrate into Spain in search

of employment."

BERAR COTTON.

A correspondent of the Englishman, in a history of the Bcrar cotton

trade, describes Narainraopettah, a large and populous town, ninety miles

south of Hyderabad, as the great mart, the Dacca of the province.

There muslins for the Moslem harems arc turned out, of exceeding fine

ness and beauty. The cotton of which these fabrics are made is longer

in staple and finer than the best Sea Island. It is indigenous, but culti

vated and picked with great care, in a rich soil at the confluence of the

Bheema and Kistna rivers. This bears out the assertion of Mr. Mackay,

who was sent by Manchester to inspect the cotton districts of India, that

with careful attention, such as is given in America, the indigenous cotton

of India will equal the best New-Orleans.

COTTON FROM AFRICA.

M. Du Ciiailxu, the celebrated traveller, read a paper at one of the

sectional meetings of the British Association, on the people of Western

Equatorial Africa, which gave rise to a discussion respecting the qualifi

cations of Africa as a cotton-producing country. M. Du Chaillu said

that cotton grew wild in the districts of which he had spoken, but he

thought it would be difficult to obtain a supply in consequence of the

absence of manual labor. The females, he remarked, were compelled to

perform the work, and they did as little as possible.
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SCIENCE AND THE MERCANTILE MARINE.

At the late meeting of the British Association in Manchester, Dr.

Collingwood, of Liverpool, read a paper before Section D., " On a

Scheme to induce the Mercantile Marine to assist in the advancement of

Science, by the Intelligent Collection of Objects of Natural History

from all parts of the Globe." The object of this scheme was twofold :

first, to raise the social and educational status of the captains and others

engaged in the merchant service ; and, second, to render available the

vast opportunities they enjoy of advancing science, by intelligent obser

vation in various parts of the globe. Considerable discussion was elicited

by the reading of this communication, and an influential committee was

appointed to report upon the subject. As chairman of that committee,

Dr. Collingwood has since made several important advances in the ma

turation of the scheme, the chief of which are as follows : It being con

sidered of the last importance that the sanction and co-operation of

ship-owners should be obtained, a meeting was convened recently, in

the Mayor's Parlor, Town Ilall, Liverpool, at which some of the most

influential ship-owners of that port were present, as well as the chairman

and secretary of the Mercantile-Marine Service Association ; Mr. T. M.

Mackay, of the firm of James Baines & Co., occupying the chair. The

meeting having been informed of the nature and progress of the move

ment, and the subject having been discussed, the gentlemen present

promised their support, both nominal and pecuniary if necessary, and

the Mercantile-Marine Service Association were requested to draw up

some form of certificate, as a reward for industry and diligence in any

of the departments in which it is anticipated that they can be service-

ably employed ; this certificate to be signed by persons of influence, to

be afterwards decided upon. Another important step, which it is hoped

will be the pioneer of similar movements in other scientific societies, is

the following : The Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool is

a society now in the fiftieth year of its existence, and Dr. Collingwood,

its secretary, has procured the adoption of a law, which was confirmed

at the last meeting, empowering the society to elect as associates " mas

ters of vessels, or others engaged in marine pursuits, who may have pe

culiar faculties for adding to the scientific interest of the society's pro

ceedings." These associates are to be in every case recommended by

the council, and to be limited in number to twenty-five, having the same

privileges as corresponding members. Such a distinction, we have reason

to believe, will be highly prized by many intelligent captains, and will

stimulate others to make use of those opportunities which they so abun
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dantly enjoy, in such a manner as cannot fail to benefit themselves and

advance science. We trust to sec other scientific societies adopting the

same course.

S II IP-BUILDING ON THE MERSEY.

On the 14th of August, Messrs. John Laird & Sons launched

from their ship-building yard, at Birkenhead, a magnificent new steamer,

built for Messrs. Jardine, Matiieson <fe Co., the well known China mer

chants. This steamer, (the Riva,) built with the utmost care, is intended

to carry light but valuable cargoes of tea, silk, &c. She is of 2,000

tons burden and 400 horse-power, and it is confidently anticipated that

her speed will average from 16 to 17 knots per hour. The launch was

in every way a success, and was witnessed by an immense concourse of

spectators, including 2,200 workmen employed by Messrs. Laird & Sons,

whose yards are crowded with fine vessels and steamers, either in process

of building or repairing. Among them are the unhappy Galway steam

ers Hibernia and Columbia, which are being nearly rebuilt.

Messrs. Laird have also just finished for the owners of the above-men

tioned Riva, a two-funnelled steam tug, intended for service in the

Yang-tze-Kiang river. It is also rumored that an iron-plated war steamer

will be shortly commenced by Mr. Laird.

STE AMSHIP- B D ILDING ON THE CLYDE.

We learn from the London Times that several rather important

launches of steamers have taken place from the banks of the Clyde dur

ing the month of August. Messrs. 11. Steele <fc Son, of Greenock,

have turned out a screw of 1,400 tons, named the St. George, 253 feet

long, 33 feet 6 inches broad, and 22 feet deep. The St. George, which

will be fitted with engines of 175 horse-power, has been built by Messrs.

J. & A. Allan, of the Montreal Ocean Steamship Company, and is in

tended to ply between Glasgow and Montreal. A similar screw, built for

the same owners by Messrs. Barclay, Curle & Co., of Whiteinch, is as

nearly as possible, of the same tonnage and dimensions, and has received

the name of the St. Andrew ; she is to be fitted with engines by the same

firm, of 150 horse-power, and will also run between Glasgow and Mon

treal. Messrs. Tod & McGregor, of Partich, have launched a screw

named the Vasco Andaluz, for a Spanish firm, who propose to run her

between Bilboa and Seville. The Vasco Andaluz is 163 feet long, 25

feet breadth of beam, 12 feet deep, and 495 tons burden ; and she is

being fitted with a pair of direct action surface condensing engines of

60 horse-power. The Norte, another steamer, built by the same firm,

left the Clyde for Spain in August.

If New-York aims to maintain the supremacy of the sea, she must be

alive to the important changes now making on the Clyde, in the matter

of iron ships.

THE BRITISH MERCANTILE STEAM FLEET.

The steam fleet of Great Britain has contributed incalculably to her

pre-eminence as a commercial nation. Indeed, few have any adequate
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conception of the rapid growth of this important interest, or the extent

already attained. It appears, from an official return, that at the com

mencement of the present year 1,945 steamers were registered in the

United Kingdom, of a gross burden of 686,417 tons, being an increase

of 82 vessels and 19,904 tons, as compared with the corresponding date of

1860. The number of paddle steamers was 1,312 ; of screws, 601. As

regards the materials of which they were constructed, 860 were built of

wood, 1,080 of iron and five of steel. Of the whole number of steam

ships, 515 are owned in London and 214 in Liverpool. The scale of op

erations entered upon by some of the leading steamship companies of

England is enormous. First in importance, as concerns the United States,

is the " Cunard fleet," comprising no less than thirty large steamers, ave

raging not far from 2,000 tons. The largest of these is the new steamer

" Scotia," which measures 4,000 tons, and three more powerful ships

will soon be added.

STEAMERS BETWEEN BRISTOL AND NEW-YORK.

Mitchell's Steam Shipping Journal thus alludes to the revival of an

old project : The late Brunel entertained a high opinion of the Severn

as a transatlantic packet station. The Avon, which empties its waters

into the Severn, meets the river Frome at Bristol, ten miles from the

estuary, and the Great Western runs trains to and from London and Bris

tol in two hours and fifty-five minutes. As Bristol is eighty miles nearer

New-York than Liverpool, and there are steamboats from Bristol to all

the leading Irish ports, and also railway connecting links with Southamp

ton and Poole, on the southwest coast, and with the whole of ^Yalcsand

England to the north and east, there is nothing surprising in the an

nouncement of the formation of a company for placing express steamers

on from Bristol to New-York. These boats are to do the passage in less

than seven days. To achieve this they must be propelled at the rate of

I7f miles per hour on an average, or exactly 424 miles per day. This is

less than 15^ knots, and is exceeded by scores of steamers. From the

extreme length, light draught of water, and enormous horse-power of the

vessels proposed for the Bristol and New-York trade, fully 10 miles per

hour is anticipated to be accomplished.

THE RECOVERY OF SUNKEN VESSELS.

Recently two pontoons, which have been built in connection with an in

genious apparatus for raising sunken vessels, were privately tested at Cor-

brook, in order to ascertain their power of resisting pressure. Under the

name of Rainbird's patent encircling chains and self-gravitating air cylin

ders, a model of the apparatus has been for some time before the public,

but the present is the first attempt to carry the invention into practical

effect, a company, called the Marine Salvage Company, having been re

cently formed to put the patent into operation. The invention may be

briefly and popularly described as consisting of two cylinders, each built

of iron plates, in shape something like the hull of vessels, covered in and

made air-tight. These cylinders or pontoons arc divided into two com

partments, each of which is perforated by a hollow pillar or column.
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Through these columns it is intended to pass chains, the ends of which,

by a simple but eflBcient arrangement, are prepared for being made fast

to the object to be raised. The pontoons, which, by means of a radial

tube, are rendered self-gravitating, are then filled with a sufficient quan

tity of water to enable them to sink, and arc lowered one on each side

of the sunken vessel. By means of powerful hydraulic apparatus on

board the attendant steamers, air is pumped down into the cylinders, so

as to displace the water, and pontoons and vessels, assisted by lifting

apparatus on board the steamer, rise gradually to the surface together.

The pontoons in question have been built by Messrs. Galloway <fe Lord,

of Knot Mill, and are the smallest size it is intended to make, being 70

feet long and 8 feet in diameter. These comparatively small cylinders,

however, represent a lifting power of 300 tons dead weight, which would

be equivalent to the real weight of a vessel of 700 or 800 tons burden.

They were subjected to hydraulic pressure to the extent of tbirty-fivo

pounds to the square inch, and sustained that pressure without injury.

In a few days the pontoons will be taken down the canal and the Mersey

to Liverpool, and their capabilities for accomplishing what they are de

signed to effect will be thoroughly tested.—Manchester Guardian.

THE LATE GALES.

The extent of casualties during the late serious gales on the northeast

coast of England, posted on Lloyd's books, is not so heavy as was at

first contemplated, and the loss to the room does not exceed, it is* said,

more than £25,000. In all there appears to be about sixty disasters, the

bulk of them coasters and colliers, which are supposed to bo insured in

the northern clubs. Admiral Fitzroy, the head of the Meteorological

Department of the government, in a letter to the Times, says the storm

of the 2d was circuitous or cyclonic. Its centrical area was in the North

Sea, off Yorkshire, around which, along the coast, it blew hardest from

Northumberland to Norfolk. Off Flamborough Head it was sudden and

most severe. There was no wind to speak of in the west of Ireland. On

the northeast coast and in the Irish Sea there was a short gale. This

cyclone was local, and did not travel far.

DEATH OF AN OLD SHIPMASTER.

The Salem Register chronicles the death of Captain Samuel W. Cook,

the oldest of the sea captains of that place. Captain Cook was in his

ninety-third year. His wife survives him, in the eighty-seventh year of

her age, the two having lived in wedlock sixty-one years, occupying the

same house nearly the whole of that period. They had two daughters,

both of whom aro living, the elder being the wife of Gen. Henry Kem-

ble Oliver, State Treasurer, and one son, who died in 1823.

Capt. Cook had quite an adventurous life. We copy the description

of some of its incidents, as narrated in the Register :

In the " John Adams" war with France, Capt. C commanded the brig

Polly, of ten guns and twenty men, sailing from Charleston, S. C, she

being regularly commissioned as a letter of marque by the United States

government. Her owner, one Tuxio, a resident merchant cf Charleston,
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desired Cook to wear the " black cockade" as a distinctive badge, but

Cook refused. He might fight or defend his vessel against the French,

but he was not " anti-Gallacian" enough to wear the famous cockade.

While in this brig, and off Charleston bar, she was struck by lightning,

prostrating ten of her men and killing two ; and the remarkable part of

the affair was, that the lightning came from a small cloud in an otherwise

clear sky, so that Capt. C. thought that one of his guns had accidentally

exploded.

For a few years Captain C. sailed from Charleston to the West Indies

and Europe, and then came North, and was engaged in the Salem and

Baltimore and Southern trade, distributing the cargoes of our East India-

men through Southern markets. In 1800 Captain Cook was married to

Saraii, eldest daughter of Captain James Cheever, of Salem, himself a

veteran shipmaster of the revolutionary era. In February, 1 802, Captain

C. sailed from Salem in the Volusia, his brother, Captain James Cook,

in the Ulysses, and Captain William Brown in the Brutus, the weather

being remarkably fine, bound for Bordeaux and the Mediterranean ; and

these ships were totally lost in a violent snowstorm that night on Cape

Cod, and Captain Brown and six of his crew perished from exposure.

On striking, Captain Cook destroyed all the rum on board, except that

put into the boots of his men to save their feet from freezing, and gathered

them all into the ship's cabin. He thought, however, that they would

all have perished gradually, had not a Methodist minister, returning

from Provincctown, discovered his ship on the Truro beach, and sounded

the alarm. Corne, the Italian marine painter, painted for Captain C. the

scenes of this storm and wreck, so notable in our marine annals.

THE ENGLISH MERCANTILE MARINE FUND.

On the 1st of October, 18G1, there was a reduction of 10 per cent, on

light dues charged on vessels to foreign parts, and 25 per cent, on coasting

vessels. This diminution in light-house charges arises from the large

surplus under the Mercantile Marine Fund. The excess of income over

expenditure, for the year 1800, was £90,021. The cash received from

the Trinity House was £240,916, from the Fort of Dublin Corporation,

£18,318, and the Commissioners of Northern Light-houses, £24,227.

The Trinity House expended £132,037 ; therefore the income over ex

penditure was £108,879. As a counterpoise to this, the Dublin Cor

poration exceeded their income by £19,375, and the Scotch Commis

sioners expended £5,676 more than they received. On the whole,

however, the lights have yielded £83,824 more in dues than was

expended on their maintenance. The expenses paid on ballastagc was

£41,581, which left a surplus over income of £5,275. Money orders for

the transmission of wages are issued to seamen at the shipping-offices,

and it is evident that our sailors are glad to haTC this safe and ready

method of remitting cash to their wives or members of their families.

The number of orders issued in 1855 was 4,640, and the amount paid in

£76,952. The numbers have gone on increasing since that date. Last

year 28,381 seamen deposited £169,925, and received money orders

payable at other ports than those at which they were paid off. Out of

£834,685 paid into the hands of shipping-masters since the establishment

of the system, only £1,887, on the 31st December last, remained un

claimed.—Times.
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RAIL-ROAD AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.

I. Thb Rail-Goads or Connecticut. II. Bail-Road from New-Yobk to "Washington. III.

New-York Central Rail-Road. IV. Spanish Railways. V. Tub Last or thr CoAcirKfl.

VI. Railwats in Enoland. VII. The First Steamboat. VIII. A New Ferry to Jersey

Out.

RAIL-ROADS OP CONNECTICUT.

In a former number we gave the general results of the reports of

the rail-roads of this State to the commissioners for the year 1860. It

■ is to be regretted that the various reports arc not made up to a specified

time, as much of the advantage of classifying statistics of different roads

is lost, from the fact that the operations classified embrace different pe

riods, in which a totally different state of things may exist. It is, how

ever, much better to give the results as they exist than not to give them

at all:

Capital Funded and Rate* of
Roads. Capital. paid in. Floating Debt. Interest paid.

New-York and New-Haven., . $ 3,000,000 $ 2,980,839 $2,123,888 6 i per cent.

New-Haven and Hartford,... 2,850,000 2,350,600 986,000 6 per cent.

Norwich and Worcester 2,825,000 2,122,500 656,586 64 per cent.

Prov., Hartford and Fishkill, 4,500,000 2,042,539 2,161,691 I Taken fm last

N. L, Williman. and Palmer, 1,700,000 510,900 1,052,100 "| year's report.

Housatonic 2,000,000 2,000,000 293,132

Naugatuck 1,031,800 1,031,800 3 1 1 , 1 58 7 per ct. nearly .

Danbnry and Norwalk 400,000 307,010 96,500 7

N. Haven and Northampton, 922,500 922,500 600,000 7 "

N. H., N. L. and Stonington,. 738,538 738,538 906,429 7 " on f. debt.

N. Y., Pror. and Boston, 1,508,000 1,508,000 276,800 6 "

Boston and N. Y. Central,. . . 2,700,000 2,241,000 1,672,589 6 "

Totals, $23,675,838 $18,756,627 $10,987,875

RAIL-ROAD COMMUNICATION BETWEEN NEW-YORK AND WASHINGTON.

A deputation of influential gentlemen from Washington and George

town waited upon the Mayor of* Washington and the Postmaster-General

in October, by appointment, to obtain their official influence with Con

gress to procure some amelioration of the suffering and inconvenience

produced by the defective railway and mail communication through Bal

timore and Philadelphia to the north. The deputation consisted of Mr.

Alderman Semmes, Mr. Emilk Dupre, Mr. George Parker, Mr. Pliny

Miles, Col. Peter Force, Mr. Perry, Mr. George Lowrv, of George

town, Mr. Jones, of the National Hotel, Mr. Van Vleit, Mr. Hudson

Taylor, Mr. Riley, etc. Mr. Wallacii, the Mayor, entered fully into

their views, and agreed with the deputation that the time had arrived for

some public action on the subject, Washington was not as large a com

mercial city as either New-York, Philadelphia or Baltimore, but the citi

zens had their rights, and, at the present time, both to the government

and the public, the want of a great national highway between the com
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mcrcial and the political capital of the country was severely felt To

the government this want had cost millions, and the merchants and citi

zens of Washington and Georgetown were now expending tens of thou

sands every week in freights and an advance of prices on all the necessa

ries of life, and all for want of a good railway system—a continuous steam

track between Washington and New-York. The Postmaster-General

said he should take the views of the deputation into full consideration,

and see what influence he could use to abate the grievance complained

of. Thanking him for his courtesy and attention, the deputation then

withdrew.

THE NEW- YORK CENTRAL RAIL-ROAD COMPANY.

Cost, Earnings, Expenses, <kc, yearly, for seven years, commencing with 1854 and

ending with 1 860.

Gross
Earnings.

yet
Tears. Cost. Mileage. Expenses. Earnings. Dividend, p. ct.

1854,. .$25,907,374 503 $6,992,009 $3,485,730 $3,506,272 $2,114,953 9

1855,. . 27,360,731 6,563,581 3,401,455 3,162,126 1,916,483 8

1856,. . 29,786,372 7,707.348 4,097,867 3,609,481 1,919,564 8

1857,. . 30,515,815 r.56 8,027,251 4,453,515 3,573,736 1,919.564 S

1858,. . 30,732,517 5Mi 0,528,412 3,487,292 3,041,120 1,919,564 8

1859,. . 30,840,713 647 0,200,166 3,349,429 2,851,737 1,679,782 7

I860,. . 31,106.005 647 6,957,241 4,278,840 2,678,901 1,440,000 6

Total, $206,249,616 4,081 $48,977,008 $20,554,134 $22,422,874 $12,908,910 4S4

The New-York Central Rail-Road Company have already become con

sumers of coal to a considerable amount annually, and are now altering

locomotives to burn this fuel. They have purchased coal from Penn

sylvania, brought by the way of Eric so far, but this costs rather more

than the company are disposed to pay.

At a late meeting of the directors a proposition was made by parties

interested in the coal fields of Potter County, Penn., with a view of having

the company get their supplies from that quarter, at the head of navi

gation of the Genesee Valley Canal and the Alleghany River. Messrs.

Gould and Underwood were appointed a committee of the board to go

to the coal fields and make an examination. They did so, and made a

report to the board. We have not seen the report, but understand that

the committee found coal was abundant, and that it might be brought

to the slack water navigation of the Alleghany by a rail-road some 22

miles in length, yet to be constructed. Of the practicability of con

structing such a rail-road there is no question, the route being an easy

one. As to the quality of the coal for locomotives, that remains to be

tested.

The Genesee Valley Extension, from Olcan to Millgrovc Pond, has

been completed, so that canal boats from this city can reach, by slack

water on the Alleghany, the highest point requisite to take coal. The

construction of the railway for 22 miles alone remains to be done to in

sure the production of a large quantity of coal at this point, at reasonable

rates. What the Central Company intend to do in case the coal proves

to be such as they require, we are not advised, but we suspect that they

will assist in the construction of the proposed railway, and receive coal

in return for the aid they may render.
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SPANISH RAILWAYS.

Agents of the Spanish government are endeavoring, in England, to

negotiate for the supply of iron rails to the extent of 12,000 tons, be

sides about 50 locomotive engines and some 600 railway carriages. The

nature and extent of the trade of Birmingham with Spain is now of

considerable local importance, there being strong indications that the

Spanish government will become large customers for railway engines and

carriages. During the first seven months of the present year Spain has

taken an increased quantity of English machinery besides coal, culm and

other articles.

THE LAST OF THE COACHES IN ENGLAND.

The railways arc gradually pushing the coaches off the road. The

opening of the Worcester and Hereford Railway, besides superseding

numberless carriers' carts, has caused three mail coaches to be discon

tinued, viz., the Worcester and Hereford Royal Mail, Pratt's Chelten

ham and Malvern Mail, and the Worcester and Leominster Mail. All

these were doing fairly before the opening of the railway, but have now

ceased to run for want of passengers. The Leominster Mail, the last of

the three, has succumbed recently. Before the Worcester and Hereford

line was opened from Worcester to Malvern, about twenty coaches ran

daily between Malvern and Worcester, every one of which is now put

down.

RAILWAYS IN ENGLAND.

Subjoined is an abstract of a recent parliamentary return on railways,

exhibiting the receipts and expenditures of England and Wales, Scotland

and Ireland respectively. There is one very important omission in this

return, no account being given of the amount of interest paid on pre

ferred shares, guarantees, debentures and loans :

England db Wales. Scotland. Ireland. Proportion of

Total receipts £23,464,810 .. £2,920,229 .. £ 1,308,447 erpenditw$

inU. Kingdom.
Expenditure. Expenditure. Expenditure, percent.

Maintenance of way .£2,026,465 .. £ 226,837.. £156,060.. 18.48

Locomotive power 3,275,058 . . 350,547 . . 176,677 . . 28.83

Repairs and renewals, 941,541.. 131,054 .. 46,189 .. 8.49

Traffic charges, 3,202,058.. 317,070.. 150,580.. 28.05

Rates and taxes, 430,823.. 66,677 .. 29,867.. 3.93

Government duty 335,789 . . 27,385 . . 2.75

Compensation for accidents, 162,921.. 10,424.. 7,82").. 1.87

Miscellaneous, 884,449.. 127,134 .. 56,938.. 8.10

£11,258,104 .. £1,306,128 .. £023,130.. 100.00

Total receipts, £27,748,486

Total expenditure, 13,187,368

Net receipts, £14,561,118

Proportion of expenditure to total receipts, per cent,. . . 47.00
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THE FIRST STEAMBOAT.

We have not far to look for the first germ of steam navigation.

That huge model, which appears to be a combination of two funnels and

a number of chains working over wheels, is the parent marine engine.

As early as the year 1787, Patrick Miller, of Dalswinton, Scotland,

engaged himself in making experiments with double and treble boats,

which he propelled by means of wheels placed between them worked

by manual labor ; in the following year he induced Svmington, an engi

neer at Wcnlock Head, to apply to it a marine steam engine he had in

vented. This engine propelled the boat along Dalswinton Lake at the

rate of five miles an hour. This was undoubtedly the first attempt ever

made to use steam as the motive power in a vessel, although it was not

the first practical steamboat. The engine, which belongs to the earliest

history of that invention, is what is called an atmospheric engine, that is,

the piston is raised by the action of steam, and then it is forced down

by atmospheric pressure. The history of this curious parent of steam

navigation is worthy noting. After the trial in the boat the engine

was removed to Mr. Miller's library, where it remained until his death,

in 1815 ; in 1828 it was sent by his son, packed in a deal case, to Messrs.

Coutts & Co., in the Strand, where it remained until 1837, and finally

it found its way to a plumber's in Edinburgh, who flung it aside with the

purpose of melting it. However, the model was rescued from destruc

tion in 1855, and was restored to its former working condition by Messrs.

Penn & Son in 1857.—Once a Week.

A NEW PERRY TO JERSEY CITY.

The first ferry-house in New-York intended for the ferry between

Chambers-street and Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City, has been completed,

under the auspices of the Erie Rail-Iload Company. For five or six

weeks past the ferry has been in successful operation, boats running

every fifteen minutes, and carrying many passengers. Two ferry-boats

arc now in use, and two more are ordered and being built. The

Chambers-street ferry, after their completion, will be equal to the best

ferry in the city, On the other side of the river houses will soon spring

up about the Long Dock, and there will be a tendency towards union

between Jersey City and Iloboken. The terminus of the Erie Rail-Road

is now complete in every thing that pertains to comfort and convenience.

The Bergen tunnel brought the Hackensack Valley two miles nearer,

and this ferry now brings Jersey City half a mile closer to the main

portion of the city. A breathing trip out of town will now be more

easily attainable, and Patterson and the mountains at Sufferns will be as

convenient as Statcn Island or the Elysian Fields. The ferry buildings

on both sides are built in the most commodious style, and after elegant

architectural designs. At the foot of Chambers-street the company's

yard is entered through a massive triple-arched portal. The ferry-house

consists of five parts : the entrance to the bridge, the sitting rooms, the

rail-road ticket and baggage offices, the emigrant rooms, and the com

pany's telegraph and other offices on the second floor. The whole is

built of wood, and painted with a sandy substance in imitation of brown

stone.—iV. Y. Tribune.
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POSTAL STATISTICS.

I. ANNUAL UepOIST OT Till roSTXASTEE-GKNERAL, 17. 8., 1SG1. II. The French Mails. III.

British Mails to India and China. IV. The Australian Mails. V. British Subsidies.

VI. Tiir Cusard Steamers. VII. Dead Letters. VIII. 1'obtaoe to Italy. IX. Thb

British Admif.ai.ty.

REVENUE OF UNITED STATES POST-OFFICES.

TnE Postmaster-General reports the number of post-offices at the close

of the fiscal year, including all in the revolted States, at 28,620. The

total revenue of the department for the year was $9,049,296, being

$168,771 less than in 1860. The expenditures for the year amounted to

$13,606,759, being less than in 1860 by $1,268,014. As the unproduc

tive States in our postal system are almost exclusively those that have

attempted the suicidal rebellion and thus lost their mail service, it will

be of interest to see, another year, the very large reduction that must

occur in the postal expenditures, the service having been discontinued on

the 30th of May last, one month before the close of the fiscal year.

COST OF THE MAIL SERVICE.

The total cost of the mail service in the rebellious States, during the

fiscal year, was $3,699,150, and the gross revenue $1,241,220, showing

the enormous deficit of no less than $2,457,930. And the postal expenses

of these States is on the increase to a far greater extent than the postal

revenue. In 1 856, five years ago, the postal expenses of the States now

in revolt amounted to $2,951,970, being $747,580 less than in 1861,

while the revenue in 1856 was $1,086,478, or only $154,742 behind the

year 1861. During the year 1856, the Northern or free States, including

California, and all the new territories over which the service was extended

at a vast expense—Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, New-Mexico, Utah,

Oregon and Washington—the postal expenses were $5,186,658, while

the revenue was $4,987,588, being behind the expenses only $199,000,

a rather strong contrast to the deficiency in the Southern States, in the

same year, without a single new territory, of $2,190,000.

The State of New-York furnishes every year twenty per cent, of the

postal income of the nation, while the State's postal expenses are less

than twelve per cent, of the whole. Forty per cent, of the correspondence

and income is furnished by Massachusetts, New-York and Pennsylvania,

and more than one-half by the New-England States, New-York, Pennsyl

vania and New-Jersey. Every single comparison and contrast that can

be made points in the same direction. Taking the figures of 1856, and

reckoning a just proportion of the money due the Post-Office Depart

ment for carrying the "free" matter, the actual cost of transporting

and circulating the correspondence in the States above mentioned was

exactly one cent and eight mills for each half ounce letter.

The postal expenses in Arkansas the same year amounted to 1 8 cents
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3 mills a letter ; in Florida, 1 1 cents 5 mills ; in Texas, 8 cents ; in Mis

sissippi, 7 cents 3 mills; in Alabama, 6 cents 5 mills; and the State of

South Carolina comes next in the scale, with 6 cents 4 mills as the ex

pense of each letter. In Massachusetts the legitimate and exact cost was

1 cent 5 mills ; and in the State of New-York, 1 cent 6 mills. The lowest

in the scale was Rhode Island, being 1 cent 4 mills, while Pennsylvania

letters cost 1 cent 9 mills each, and those in Connecticut, 2 cents each.

Reckoned in the same way and on the same scale—an exact computa

tion from official figures—the cost of all the letters in the northern and

central regions of the country, including Virginia, Tennessee, Missouri

and California, was exactly 2 cents 4 mills a letter, and in the States on

the Gulf of Mexico, all reckoned together, 6 cents 7 mills a letter. These

facts show us how the money paid in postage here at the North and East

goes to support a postal establishment at the South and far West, while

the cost should come out of the Treasury direct

BRITISH AND AMERICAN POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS.

The contrast between the British and American postal reports is pe

culiarly striking in some particulars. The British people send by mail

in a year 564,000,000 letters, or a million and a half daily ; being three

times as many as with us. The total income of the British Post-Office

was over $10,000,000, and the clear profits bver 87,000,000. In the

United Kingdom are 11,441 post-offices and 2,473 road letter-pillars.

Will our Postmaster-General bear in mind, before he allows any more of

our detestable lamp-post boxes to be put up, that an English letter-pillar

can be reached and a letter deposited in it by a child five years old ?

The mails were carried daily by railway 30,000 miles ; by coach, cart

and omnibus, 32,000 miles ; by boat, 2,800 miles, and by men on foot,

70,000 miles. There were sent by mail 71,000,000 newspapers and

11,700 book packets. The postal revenue increased over §400,000 above

the income of the year before. All the dead letters were returned to the

writers without any expense or tax whatever, the number amounting to

nearly two millions. Almost seventy million dollars was remitted in

complete safety in post-office money orders.

THE FRENCH MAILS.

Imperial decrees grant the privilege of conveying mails to the Com-

pagnie Generah Maritime by the steamers it is about to establish between

France, the United States and the West Indies; also, to the com

pany of the Services Maritimcs des Messageries Iniperiales on its lines

from Suez to China, Reunion, the French possessions in the East Indies,

and the Dutch and Spanish colonies. The latter company has obtained

from the Viceroy of Egypt a concession of land at Suez for constructing

docks.

BRITISH MAILS TO SINGAPORE, PENANG, CHINA, ETC.

In consequence of the urgent applications made to the British govern

ment for the restoration of the second monthly mail service between Eng-
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land and China, which was discontinued last month, it has been determined

to re-establish this service. The Post-Officc Department have issued the

following notice :

"Mails for Penang, Singapore and China will be made up in London

on the morning of the 20th inst. for despatch via Southampton, and on

the evening of the 26th inst. for despatch via Marseilles, and thencefor

ward the mails will be despatched twice a month as formerly, viz. : On

the mornings of the 4th and 20th via Southampton ; on the evenings of

the 10th and 26th via Marseilles.

"As the revenue derived from the correspondence conveyed by the line

of packets between Point de Galle and Shanghai is insufficient to cover

the cost of this double service, the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury

have, by warrant, directed that the postage upon such correspondence

shall be increased. All letters, therefore, for Pcnaug, Singapore, Hong

Kong and other parts of China, Japan, Java, the Philippine Islands, La-

buan, Borneo, Siam, Sumatra and the Moluccas will in future be chargea

ble with the following rates of postage, viz. :

"Via Southampton—For a letter not exceeding J oz., Is. ; above £ oz.

and not exceeding 1 oz., 2s. ; above 1 oz. and not exceeding 2 oz., 4s. ;

above 2 oz. and not exceeding 3 oz., 6s.

"Via Marseilles—For a letter not exceeding J oz., Is. 3d.; above ^ oz.

and not exceeding ^ oz., Is. 6d. ; above £ oz. and not exceeding J oz.,

2s. 9d. ; above J oz. and not exceeding 1 oz., 3s.

" The postage chargeable upon letters for Penang, Singapore, Hong

Kong and all other parts of China, Japan, Java, the Philippine Islands,

Labuan, Borneo, Siam, Sumatra and the Moluccas, posted in the United

States for transmission, via the United Kingdom, will hereafter be forty-

five cents the single rate of half an ounce or under, prepayment required ;

and that this increased rate of postage must be levied and collected in

this country upon all such letters, whether directed for transmission from

England, via Southampton or via Marseilles.

" Postmasters will please note this change upon the tables of postages

to foreign countries, and collect postage accordingly."

THE AUSTRALIAN MAIL SERVICE.

A contract has been made and signed between the British govern

ment and the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, for

the renewal of the Australian mail service, by the conveyance of the

mails between Point de Galle (Ceylon) and Australia. The subsidy is

£134,672 per annum, to be paid quarterly on the 1st January, April,

July and October, with a guarantee from the company of £25,000 for the

performance of the same.

ONE RESULT OF BRITISH SUBSIDIES.

It has been part of the persistent policy of the British government to

establish lines of steamers with every new market, and grant such facili

ties of trade as to secure a constant increase in the manufactures, and

thus increase her export trade.

It is by this system that she secures her extensive trade with the South
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American coast, all of which belongs to the United States by right of

proximity and evfcry commercial argument. No less than twelve English

steamers arc supported on the western coast of South America, encour

aging the English, and shutting out American enterprise. This has been

accomplished with the meager subsidy of less than $300,000 per annum;

but without it no such enterprises would have been attempted.

This general subject is one of importance to the manufacturing and

mercantile interests of this country. Within a few years our successive

Congresses have almost abolished subsidies to American postal steamers,

&c. ; and, on the other hand, Great Britain has increased hers, especially

in relation to the American lines.

THE CUNARD ATLANTIC STEAMERS.

Pending an inquiry in the British parliament in relation to the foreign

mail contracts, one of the members made the following remarkable state

ment :

The Cunabd Company has been in existence since 1 840, and not only

during the first two years, but from first to last, there had been no breach

of contract. They had incurred no penalties, and had never asked any

indulgence from the government. They had carried the mails with un-

deviating regularity during the twenty-one years those contracts had

been in force.

STRAY MONEY LETTERS.

Statement of dead letters containing money received at the Dead Letter

Office, Washington, during the past year.

Qr. ending 31st March, 1860, 2,403 letters, containing $ 1 3,120 87

" 30th June, 1800,2,800 " " 10,177 41

30th Sept., I860, 2,192 " " 10,975 88

" 31st Dec, 1860, 2,335 " " 11,880 70

Total for the year 1860, 9,790 letters, containing $ 52,154 86

Average amount of money to each letter, $ 5 32f

More than nine-tenths of the above letters and money have been sent

out and delivered to the writers thereof. Those letters containing money,

the owners of which cannot be found, are filed, to await the application

of the owners. If not called for before June next, the bank notes con

tained in the letters will be sold for specie, and the specie deposited in

the United States Treasury. But the letter and a draft for the amount

contained in it, (less the discount,) may be obtained on proper application

at any time thereafter.

Persons making application for missing valuable letters, supposed to

have been sent to the dead letter office, should address " Third Assistant

P. M. General, Dead Letter Office," and state correctly the address of the

letter inquired for, the name of the writer thereof, a description of its

contents or enclosure, the date when it was originally mailed, the amount

of postage, and whether paid or unpaid ; if registered, the registry num

ber, and if the letter is supposed to have been returned to the dead let

ter office, the date when it was so returned should be stated. Dead let

ters, not containing enclosures of value, are destroyed as soon as opened.
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DEAD LETTERS.

The following order has been issued from the Post-Office Department :

Post-Office Department, Nov. 26, 1861.

In view of the increased number of letters held for postage and re

turned to the dead-letter office, it is ordered that the order of this de

partment, dated 8th October, 1860, be rescinded, and the prior practice

be restored. Postmasters will, therefore, notify the person addressed

that such letter is held for postage, and that npon his writing therefor,

prepaying the postage on his letter and enclosing a stamp to be placed

on the letter held for postage, the same will be forwarded to his address.

By order of the Postmaster-GcneraL

John A. Kasson, First Asst. P. M. G.

POSTAGE TO ITALY BY THE FRENCH MAIL.

We are requested to state that, on and after the first of January, 1862,

the postage chargeable upon letters between the United States and Italy,

(the Austrian Provinces and Pontifical States excepted,) forwarded via

France, in the French mail, will be reduced from twenty-seven to twenty-

one cents, the single rate of one-fourth ounce or under, prepayment op

tional The single rate by the French mail, upon letters for the Vene

tian and Papal States, will remain unchanged at twenty-seven cents the

quarter ounce, and fifty-four cents the half-ounce letter, pre-payment op

tional. Postmasters will note these changes upon their foreign tables,

and levy postage accordingly, on and after January 1, 1862.— Washing

ton Republican.

BUSINESS OF THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY.

In 1792 the number of letters despatched from the Admiralty was

8,251 ; in 1835 it had increased to 31,086 ; and in 1860 to 68,622 ; and

that although in this last year a large number of unimportant routine

letters were no longer registered, and a considerable number of docu

ments which used to be retained at Whitehall are now, when acted upon,

sent to Somerset House. The pages of entry, 4,402 in 1791, and

10,132 in 1835, were 30,669 in 1860. There was more to write about;

the artificers in the dock-yards increascd'from 7,884 in 1835, to 18,574

in 1860, and the ships in commission from 167 to 363. But the Admi

ralty correspondence is swelled by an interference in details that might

have been expected to be left to the admirals or commanders-in-chief at

the ports. Rear-Admiral G. Elliot told the Commons' Committee on

the Board of Admiralty that he had seen piles of letters upon most

trivial matters ; lately, for instance, a long correspondence which a lieu

tenant had had with the Admiralty about a table-cloth, and he believed

there were several copies of the letters made. The lieutenant, it seems,

was tired first ; he could not get his pay, and therefore made his table

cloth a flag of truce, and came to terms of peace.

vol. xlvi.—HO. I. 6
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STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

I. Chicago Trade, 1861. II. Demand kor Sugar and Molasses. III. Philadelphia Trade.

IV. Tax Opium Shops. V. Shipping m Montreal. VI. Fictitious Wises. VII. Ameri

can Steamers in China. VIII. The Nutmeg Disease. IX. Imposts op Cotton at Bre

men. X. The Silk Trade op England.

CHICAGO TRADE, 1861.

The following is a statement of the business of Chicago for the season

ending November 30. As navigation upon the lakes is substantially

closed, the grain business for the season may be regarded as over, though

considerable will be done on the rail-roads during the winter, if the New-

York markets will warrant it. Below is a table of some of the leading

ing articles received at Chicago for two seasons, from January 1st to No

vember 30th :

Receipts. Shipment:

1861. 1860. 1861. 1860.

1,338,491 .. 588,020 . 1,434,298 .. 618,807
14 44,881 .. 13,588 . 99,987 .. 67,229

Wheat, 17,581,521 .. 13,571,201 .. 14,428,162 .. 12,343,700
tt

26,164,425 .. 16,448,624 . . 23,760,187 .. 13,715,137
tt 1,390,125 .. 1,532,436 . . 1,634,471 .. 1,041,710
tt

482,495 .. 300,907 .. 402,995 .. 139,309
tt

704,971 .. 530,717 .. 145,421 .. 245,908

213,775,000 .. 256,303,611 .. 156,993,500 .. 215,435,452

No. 69,375,851 .. 115,089,411 .. 91,078,250 .. 156,868,826
f<

17,302,500 .. 27,968,856 . . 115,000,000 .. 62,932,531

Wool, bales, 912,518 .. 671,662 .. 1,290,319 .. 723,142

lbs. 6,846,398 .. 388,309 .. 13,509,596 .. 7,261,273
M 2,265,148 .. 1,522,418 .. 1,818,118 .. 1,714,011
tt 12,179,434 .. 10,600,097 .. 6.487,482 .. 9,174,750

Live hoes, . . ..No. 265,464 .. 193,882 .. 160,759 .. 117,715

Dressodnogst • •
II 149,318 .. 62,144 .. 59,972 .. 17,651

Beef cattle,..
It 148,425 .. 133,995 .. 101,495 ..

60,858 ..

95,434

Beef, •••■•>• .bbla. 41,460 .. 21,480 .. 41,423

DEMAND FOR SUGAR AND MOLASSES.

The New-Orleans Crescent has the following : There have been large

remittances from Tennessee in Treasury notes within the past few days to

be invested in sugar and molasses. The demand for sugar and molasses

for Alabama and Tennessee is extending, and heavy transactions are ex

pected the coming month. The shipments of molasses this week have

been large for the times. All of this article made this season will pro

bably, in fact without a doubt, be required for consumption in the Southern

Confederacy, and, with the promising large yield of sugar relatively, the

returns will be proportionately larger. The great value of molasses for

plantation and negro supplies will be fully realized and demonstrated this

year. We are in for a war of longer or less duration. If the blockade

of our ports is not raised within three or four months, cotton will be a
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drug. Prices of breadstuff's arc advancing to most exorbitant prices.

Sugar and molasses will be the only products to be relied on. These two

items will be worth in market something approximating twenty-eight

millions of dollars. If, however, cotton planters cannot sell their cotton,

or are compelled to keep it on plantations, how can they realize money

to purchase sugar and molasses, which will be very abundant, and possibly

role at extreme low rates ?

PHILADELPHIA FOREIGN COMMERCE.

The business of the Philadelphia Custom-House in November was a«

follows :

Dutie, Received. 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

November $76,396 .. $163,448 .. % 13,614 .. $76,666

Previous 10 months,. 1,774,818 . . 2,036,967 . . 2,369,275 . . 1,214,296

$1,851,241 .. $2,200,355 .. $2,442,849 .. $1,290,862

THE OPIUM SHOPS OF JAVA.

What spirituous liquors arc for the European, opium is in Java for the

Mohammedan and Chinaman. A European of the lower classes may sit

in his tap-room and debase himself by his sottishness ; but he does it

with an uproarious merriment, which would make one think he was really

happy, spite of the headaches and delirium tremens ho may know are in

store for him. But in an opium hell all is as still as the grave. A murky

lamp spreads a flickering light through the low-roofed suffocating room,

in which are placed bae-bae or rough wooden tables, covered with coarse

matting, and divided into compartments by means of bamboo-reed wains-

cotting. The opium-smokers, men and women, lost to every sense of

modesty, throw themselves languidly on the matting, and, their heads

supported by a greasy cushion, prepare to indulge in their darling vice.

A small burning lamp is placed on the table, so as to be easily reached

by all the degraded wretches who seek forgetfulness or clysium in the

fumes of opium. A pipe of bamboo-reed, with a bowl at one end to

contain the opium, is generally made to do service for two smokers. A

piece of opium, about the size of a pea, costs sixpence; (a day's wages;)

but it is sufficient to lull, by its fumes, the senses of the smoker. These

fumes they inhale deliberately, retaining them in the mouth as long as

they can, and allowing them gradually to exhale through their nostrils.

After two or three inhalations, however, the opium is consumed, and the

pipe falls from the hand of its victim.

At first the smokers talk to each other in a whisper scarcely audible ;

but they soon become still as the dead. Their dull sunken eyes gradually

become bright and sparkling ; their hollow cheeks seem to assume a

healthy roundness ; a gleam of satisfaction, nay of ecstacy, lightens up

their countenances as they revel in imagination in those sensual delights

which are to constitute their Mohammedan paradise. Enervated, lan

guid, emaciated, as they are in fact, they seem and feel for the time re

generated ; and though they lie there, the shameless and impassive slaves

of sensuality and lust, their senses are evidently steeped in bliss. Aroused,

however, from their dreams and delusions, the potency of the charm ex
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hausted, driven from their "hell" by its proprietors, see them next

morning walking with faltering step, eyes dull as lead, and cheeks hollow

as coffins, to their work.—Fraser's Magazine.

SHIPPING BUSINESS AT MONTREAL.

The number and tonnage of vessels entered inwards at the port of

Montreal, up to the 21st November in each year for the last ten years,

show the following figures:

2To. of Vettel: Tonnagt.

1852, 191 46,802

1853, 242 58,894

1854, 275 72,305

1855 197 47,904

1856 230 69,777

1857 208 65,330

1858, 191 70,183

1859, 191 85,193

1860, 240 118,216

1861, 498 247,247

The enormous increase in the tonnage in 1861 shows how exceedingly

prosperous has been the trade this year, as compared with that of former

seasons. The number of ships has actually doubled, and the Montreal

merchants must have reaped a rich harvest from their season's business.

FICTITIOUS WINES.

Even in the wine-growing countries no man can be sure that there is

any grape juice in what he drinks under the name of wine. Here the

probabilities are all against the genuineness of everything called wine.

An English paper, speaking of the manufacture and adulteration of wines

in France, says :

All is false in wines ; the color, the strength, the flavor, the age, even

the name under which they are sold. There aro wines which do not con

tain a drop of grape-juice. Even science is impotent to distinguish the

true from the false, so complete is the imitation. You may every day

see advertised in the French newspapers the " Seve de Medoc," of which

a small flacon, costing three francs, is declared sufficient to give flavor to

600 litres. Paris and Cette are the principal seats of this fraudulent

adulteration. It is practiced in both places on the most colossal scale.

Certainly half of the Parisian population drink, under the name of wine,

a mixture in which there is not a drop of grape-juice. The police are

unable to prevent this adulteration, but the laws punish it with great se

verity ; every week do the newspapers publish judgments against wine

merchants and grocers, in execution of which their wines, 20, 30, 80

hogsheads at once, are poured into gutters. But this dishonest art is now

so perfect that even clever chemists can with difficulty distinguish the

true wine from the false. Such was the case in a very recent trial. The

chemist, after reporting all the ingredients of which the wine was com

posed, observed, that if one of them were in less quantity, he would have
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been unable to distinguish it from the natural wine. The prosecuted

wine merchant, who was present, listened attentively to the chemist's re

port, and at last asked him which ingredient it was. The chemist very

imprudently told him, and the accused immediately answered, " I am

very much obliged, sir, and I don't regret now my 40 hogsheads of wino

which will be destroyed, because now I am certain of my business."

THE HANSE TOWKS.

Imposts, extorts and pbices or cotton at Bremen in the fast twenty teaks.

Aug. price
Importt. Bsrrtorls.

P'de, net.
per pound
in grotee.Tear: P'de, net.

1840, 2,343,930 . . 1,684,598 . . lOf

1841, 1,242,584 . . 2,299,418 .. 11*

1842, 3,814,482 . . 2,589,306 9J
1843, 7,336,646 . . 4,955,199 .. 11

1844, 4,501,901 . . 6,036,660 .. 8i

1845, 6,697,697 . . 8,172,944 • • 7i

1846, 4,372,771 . . 5,838,087 9

1847, 4,414,974 . . 8,081,538 .. ISi

1848, 5,743,828 . . 5,574,700 9*

1849, 8,503,565 . . 8,626,450 .. 8*

Yeare.

1850,

1851,

1852,

1853,

1854,

1855,

1856,

1857,

1858,

1859,

fmporte.
P'de, net.

4,969,200

9,811,162

8,625,196

11,627,655

20,990,751

23,965,983

41,657,005

41,020,316

40,913,092

60,133,809

Avg. price
Erporte. per pound

P'de, net. in grotee.

. 6,004,000

. 8,634,528

. 8,940,839

. 10,540,471

. 18,001,546

. 24,326,103

. 42,787,418

. 86,074,019

. 45,030,135

. 61,799,704

1-4

18|

10i
Uf

1H

HI

12

14*

18*

18*

CONSUMPTION OF 8ILK IN ENGLAND.

The following table shows

land, and the countries when

From

the quantities of raw silk consumed in Eng-

ice imported, from 1843 to 1859.

From From

China, Bengal, Prueeia, Pereia,
balee of

Italy,

balee of balee of balee of balm of

Yeare. 100 Ibe. 160 Ibe. 200 Ibe. 76 Ibe. 280 Ibe.

1848,.. 8,047 . 8,142 . . 8,092 . . 2,100 . . 6,439

1844,.. 3,163 . . 10,170 . . 2,976 . . 2,867 . . 6,270

1846... 9,180 . 11,688 . . 1,795 . 864 . . 6,803

1846... 13,646 . . 9,700 . . 1,888 . . 2,060 .

795 .

. 5,018

1847,.. 19,966 . . 9,160 . 863 . . 8,740

1848,.. 19,789 . . 6,437 . . 1,853 . . 1,060 . . 6,339

1849,. . 18,814 . 8,644 . . 1,981 . . 1,827 . . 6,130

I860,. . 19,272 . 9,893 . . 2,055 . . 8,499 . . 4,812

1851,.. 22,187 . 8,657 . . 1,697 . . 3,381 . . 8,600

1852... 24,650 .

84,460 .

. 11,685 . . 1,640 . . 8,008 . . 3,367

1853,. . 9,687 . 669 . . 4,607 . . 4,580

1864... 61,997 . . 7,861 . 236 . . 2,306 . . 3,996

1855,.. 57,150 . . 9,152 . 272 . . 1,766 . . 3,269

1856,.. 60,816 . . 16,053 . 145 . . 1,856 . . 2,949

1857,. . 69,291 . . 8,064 . 185 . . 2,459 . . 2,626

1858,.. 80,201 . . 8,957 . 250 . . 1,815 . . 2,782

1859... 76,983 . . 14,163 . 810 . . 1,134 . . 2,681

AMERICAN STEAMERS IN CHINA.

The American steamer Hankou, Captain Sands, arrived at Singapore

on the 22d of August, having left New-York on the 13th May last, call

ing at the Cape of Good Hope and Mauritius, and sailed for China on the

24th.
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THE NUTMEG DISEASE.

Much of the prosperity of Penang was owing, in days gone by, to

the cultivation of the nutmeg. This plant is now affected by a disease

for which no remedy has been discovered, and the cultivation of it is no

longer remunerative. Accordingly, many owners of nutmeg plantations

are therefore turning their attention to the culture of cocoanuts and

betel-nuts, planting them wherever the nutmeg trees have perished. An

effort is also being made to cultivate cinchona. The Penang Argus asks

why tea should not flourish upon the hills, and evidently thinks it worth

while that some experiment should be made for turning them to some

profitable account. The same paper also points out that cotton might be

cultivated with advantage in Penang.

PERUVIAN GUANO

Is only allowed to be taken from the Chinchas, and its sales supplies

the principal revenue of the government. Hie following estimate of the

quantity of this fertilizer on the Chincha Islands was made by order of

the Peruvian government in 1853, viz. :

On the North Island, 4,189,477 tons.

" Middle " 2,505,948 "

" South " 5,680,075 "

Total, 12,376,100

Since this estimate there has been exported, viz. :

In 1854, 396,341 tons.

1855, 405,752 "

1856, 214,183 "

1857, 490,654 "

1858, 266,709 "

1859, 147,709 "

1860, 348,544 "

Total tons register, 2,269,892

Add 25 per cent, for difference between register tons and

true tons, 567,473

Total tons of guano exported, 2,837,365

Estimated quantity on North and Middle Islands, 6,705,425

Tons remaining on North and Middle Islands, Jan., 1861, 3,868,060

Estimated quantity on South Island, yet untouched 5,680,675

Total estimated quantity remaining at the

Chinchas, January 1, 1861, 9,548,731 tons.

Supposing 400,000 tons carried away from the Chinchas each year, the

quantity remaining will last more than twenty-three years.
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

I. Teeasurt Decision*.—1. Lithographic Handbills.—8. Woollen Jackets.—8. Dctt on

Ciqars. II. A Bankrupt Law Proposed. III. The Sequestration Act at tiir South. IV.

The new Colombian Taripp. V. Regulations in Japan. VI. Foreign Cotton Cloths in

France. VII. Foreign Woollen Goods in France. VIII. Custom Houses in China.

TREASURY DECISIONS.

The following decisions by the Secretary of the Treasury of questions

arising upon appeals by importers from the decisions of collectors relating

to the proper classification, under the tariff act of March 2, 1861, of cer

tain articles of foreign manufacture entered at the ports of Boston, New-

York and Philadelphia, are published for information of officers of the

customs and others concerned.

Lithographic Handbills or Showbills.

Treasury Department, October 9, 1861.

Sir,—I have had under consideration an appeal of Emil Magnus, Esq.,

from your decision subjecting to duty, at the rate of 30 per cent., as a

"manufacture of paper," under the tariff act of March 2, 1861, certain

articles, styled by the importer "engravings or plates," the appellant

claiming entry thereof at the rate of ten per cent, under the provision

for " engravings or plates, bound or unbound," in section 1 9 of said tariff.

The articles in question are lithographic showbills or handbills, and are

designed as advertising posters. The handbill shows the manufacturing

building, the business, the location and the name of the proprietors. I

concur with you in the opinion expressed in your report, on a further

consideration of the matter, that these articles are not embraced in either

of the above designations, but are liable on the entry to a duty at the

rate of 15 per cent, as " printed matter," under section 18 of said act, the

work being executed by the press alone.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Hiram Barney, Esq., Collector, &c, New- York.

Woollen Jackets.

Treasury Department, October 21, 1861.

Sir,—I have had under consideration your report on the appeal of C.

A. Thudium from your assessment of duty at the rate of 12 cents per

pound, and, in addition thereto, twenty-five per cent, ad valorem, on

woollen jackets not made on frames, but hand-knit, open in front, with

buttons and sewed button holes and pockets, " as being provided for in
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the 2d clause of section 13 of the tariff act of March 2, 1861," the appel

lant claiming entry of the articles in question at the rate of 30 per cent,

as "hosiery."

These articles were, in my opinion, properly classed by you, upon

entry, under the provision for " clothing ready made, and wearing appa

rel of every description, composed wholly or in part of wool, made up or

manufactured wholly or in part by the tailor, seamstress or manufacturer,"

in the tariff act of March 2, 1861, and your decision subjecting them to

duty at the rate of 12 cents per pound, and, in addition thereto, twenty-

five per centum, is hereby affirmed.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Wu. B. Thomas, Esq., Collector, dbc, Philadelphia, Penn.

Cigars.

Treasury Department, October 23, 1861.

Sir,—Your report on the appeal of Henry C. Richards from your as

sessment of duty at the rate of 40 cents per pound, and, in addition

thereto, 10 per centum ad valorem on cigars costing $8 per thousand,

under the tariff act of March 2, 1861, is received.

The appellant claims entry of said cigars at the rate of 40 cents per

pound only, alleging that the ten per cent, ad valorem applies only to ci

gars costing over ten dollars per thousand.

The provision for cigars in the act of 2d March, 1861, is in the 2d

clause of the 6th section of said act, and is as follows, to wit : " On ci

gars of all kinds, valued at five dollars or under per thousand, twenty

cents per pound; over five dollars and not over ten, forty cents per

pound ; and over ten dollars, sixty cents per pound, and, in addition

thereto, ten per centum ad valorem."

You levied the duty in this case at the rate specified above, under

standing the law to mean that the ten per cent, in addition was duty,

equally applicable to " cigars of all kinds," whether costing more or less

than ten dollars per thousand. In this view I concur, and your decision,

therefore, is hereby affirmed.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

J. Z. Goodrich, Esq., Collector, dec, Boston, Mass.

BANKRUPT LAW.

The merchants of this city are taking steps toward pressing on the le

gislature the policy of a law insuring a property division of the effects of

insolvents, and of liberating honest debtors from undue pressure, giving

them a chance for a new start in life. A bankrupt law is needed. Dis

honest debtors have a great advantage in the present relation of debtor

and creditor, and preferences arc given and allowed which amount to de

ception in the mass of instances. A number of merchants have met at

the Fifth Avenue Hotel, Royal Phelps in the chair, and discussed this
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important matter. About fifty were present. Mr. Phelps reported that

he had ascertained that " some sort of a bankrupt bill will be passed at

the next Congress, under the pressure of the debtor interest" The pres

ent meeting represented the creditor interest. After much discussion,

and a suggestion from Mr. Opdtkk that banks and banking institutions

be included in any bankrupt law that might be passed, and pointing out

that under onr State constitution there is a clause subjecting every bank

rupt in a state of suspension to liquidation, the following was passed :

Resolved, That although your committee question the expediency of

passing a bankrupt law at the ensuing session of Congress, solely because

of the distracted state of the country and the impossibility of enforcing

its provisions in the States now in rebellion ; yet, as they believe a per

manent law for the relief of honest debtors, and for the equitable distri

bution of their effects among their creditors, will be beneficial, and as it

is our belief, and in view of the fact that an earnest effort will be made to

have a general bankrupt law passed at an early day, therefore we recom

mend that a committee be appointed and authorized to procure the ne

cessary legal aid to draft a bill and submit it to a future meeting of this

body.

The following gentlemen were appointed the committee : W. O. Lam

bert, Seth B. Hunt, A. R. Wetmore, G. W. Lane, E. S. Jeffrey, N.

Sullivan, George Opdyke, A. C. Richards, John McKillop, O. D. F.

Grant, Royal Phelps.

A resolution was then passed authorizing the committee to confer with

mercantile bodies of other cities in gaining the same end.

The subject is of great importance, and we think that the committeo

thus appointed have ably fulfilled their duty. There is a very large class

of dealers that are seeking relief from the passage of some law, and if a

good law is not passed, a bad one will. The pressure is very great.

Copies of the proposed act will be furnished upon application to the

editor of the Merchants' Magazine, or to the Secretary of the New-

York Chamber of Commerce.

THE SEQUESTRATION ACT IN ALABAMA.

The following decision was rendered recently by Judge Jones, in

the District Court, which we have been permitted to copy for the benefit

of those who may be similarly situated. We understand that the amount

involved in this case will be considerable, after paying Mr. Saulsbury's

interest :

The Confederate States vs. J. L. Saulsbury & Co., Garnishees.—In

this case, arising under the sequestration law, it appears from the answer

and petition of James L Saulsbury, that a copartnership heretofore ex

isted between himself and John T. Henry, in the mercantile business in

New-York, under the firm of Saulsbury & Henry, and in Alabama un

der the firm of J. L Saulsbury & Co.

Mr. Saulsbury is a citizen of Alabama. Mr. Henry is alleged to be a

citizen of New-York, and, though that fact is not distinctly admitted, I

will, for the purposes of this motion, assume that he is an alien enemy.

There are effects of both firms in this State, and a considerable amount

of debts due them. Mr. Saulsbury now files his petition, praying in
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effect for an order of court, authorizing him to go on to collect the debts

due these firms, and to wind up their business, and he moves for an or

der accordingly.

There is really no necessity for any such order. When, as in this

case, a mercantile partnership has heretofore existed between one of our

citizens and a person now an alien enemy, and there are effects of the firm

in this State, the partnership is dissolved by the war. The rights and in

terests of the alien enemy partner are liable to be sequestrated. But the

rights and interests of the home partner in the effects of the firm are not

thereby divested. He may go on to collect his debts and wind up the

business of the firm without any order of court for that purpose. He is,

of course, bound to account and pay over to the receiver the portion of

the effects which would otherwise go to his former partner. He should

allow the receiver access to the books of the firm, and from time to time

give him all proper information about its business.

If he mismanages this business in any way, the court may appoint a

receiver to take possession and management of the effects of the firm, on

a proper showing being made. It is in this respect analogous to a case

of dissolution of copartnership by the death or bankruptcy of one of the

partners. The snrviving or solvent partner may go on to wind up the

business, subject to account to the assignee of the bankrupt or the repre

sentative of the deceased partner, and subject, too, in case of misconduct,

to having a receiver appointed to take charge of the business. So, in

this case, the receiver, under the sequestration law, is the representative

of the alien enemy partner, and the home partner is like a solvent or sur

viving partner.—Montgomery Advertiser.

THE NEW COLOMBIAN TARIFF.

Consulate of the United States, )

At Colon-Aspinwall, Nov. 25, 1861. J

Sir,—Gen. Jones, late United States Minister Resident to Bogota,

having taken leave of that capital, and Judge Burton not having as yet

presented his credentials to Gen. Mosquera, I have deemed it proper to

translate and forward to the Treasury Department such portions of a

customs decree, lately issued by the new government of the United States

of Colombia, as bear upon the commerce between the United States and

this Republic. The decree is dated October 16, 1861.

Art. 10. The following arc declared ports of importation, exportation

and deposit :

Ports of Santamarta, Cartajena, Sahanilla, Rio Hacha and Zispata on

the Atlantic.

Those of Auraca and Meta.

That of Quibdio.

That of Cucuta, on the frontier of Venezuela.

That of Carlosama, on the frontier of Ecuador.

Art. 11. The following are declared free ports:

Those of Buenaventura, Tumaco and Iscuande, on the Pacific.

Those of the territory of Caqueta, in the State of Cauca.

Those of the Archipelago of San Andres, in the State of Bolivar.
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Consuls will only be admitted to ports of exportation and importation.

Art. 14. Import dues will be charged upon the gross weight of the

packages.

The following articles shall pay five centavos per kilogramme : Mer

chandise in bales, cases, or whatever wooden package without interior or

exterior lining or metallic covering, or which may be introduced without

covering of any kind.

Assimilated to these, packed or unpacked, are raw provisions, steel,

unmanufactured, pitch or tar, quicksilver, copper and bronze in pigs,

copper boilers or kettles, zinc in bars, iron, manufactured, unmixed with

steel, ordinary soap in bars, machines and agricultural and artificers' tools,

tanned hides and skins, lead, manufactured and unmanufactured, powder,

window glass, wines, in pipes and barrels, sheet zinc, sheet tin, China

ware in crates.

Merchandise, not comprehended in the above, pay 30 centavos per

kilogramme. Passengers' baggage pay the same amount.

Art. 16. No duties will be paid on the following articles: Printed

books, printing paper, hard coal, ice, vessels, in pieces or complete, des

tined for the navigation of the interior or coast, live animals, foreign

legitimate coins.

Art. 18. The rate of deposit will bo 40 centavos for each 100 kilo

grammes, gross weight.

Art. 19. Tonnage dues on vessels that do not exceed 100 tons pay 40

centavos per ton; above 100 tons, 40 centavos per ton for the first 100,

and 20 centavos for each additional ton.

Art. 21. Tonnage dues must be paid in all ports, including the free

ports. Vessels which contract to carry, regularly and gratuitously, the

correspondence of the Kepublic, are excepted from tonnage dues.

Art. 24. Export duties will be paid only on quinine and tobacco of

native growth, at the rate of two centavos per kilogramme.

Art. 25. All export and import dues to be paid down, 50 per cent, in

treasury notes, 10 per cent, in the floating debt of the fifth class, the

balance in cash, or in floating bonds of the sixth class, derived from back

dividends on the foreign debt.

Art. 27. The charges for deposit to be paid in treasury bonds or cash.

This tariff goes into operation in one hundred and twenty days after

the date of the decree.

The fines and penalties for infractions of this decree are very severe,

but I have not time to give them in full before the steamer leaves. Ves

sels will be confiscated whose masters do not present a clearance, register

and crew list, or who omit, in the manifests, one package or more, whose

gross weight shall exceed 25 kilogrammes. Those who endeavor to in

troduce goods clandestinely will pay double duties. Those who present

deficient manifests, or who present no manifests, will pay an additional

duty of 10 per cent., and the cargo will be examined package by package,

$50 to $1,000 fine for each other deficient paper. Fines to the same

extent on those whose manifests enumerate more goods than are on

board, <fec.

I have the honor to be your obedient servant,

Francis W. Kick.

Hon. Salmon P. Chase, SeJy of Treasury.
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REGULATIONS IN JAPAN.

The following interesting specimen of Japanese-English will be accept

able to all students of idiom, being an official order to foreign ships :

The Prohibition.

To be throwed ballast out of all ships in this port.

To be done any remain of ships at the outside of this port, and

To be fished and hunted in this port and shore.

1st year of banyan,

The Government

at

Nagasaky.

FOREIGN COTTON CLOTHS IN PRANCE.

The Constitulionnel publishes the following results of the Imperial

decree, dated the 13th of February last, authorizing the importation of

foreign cotton cloths free of duty, on consideration of their being re

exported after having been printed at French mills. 70,000 pieces of

unbleached cotton, of 46 yards each, have, since the publication of the

decree, been imported into France on the conditions specified. Of these

Mulhausen received 45,000 pieces, nearly all from Switzerland, and

Rouen 25,000 from England. These calicoes cost from five cents to six

cents the metre less than French calicoes, being a difference of 15 per

cent., which proves, says the Constitutionnel, that the negotiators of the

treaty of commerce with England were correct in fixing the import duty

on such articles at 15 per cent. The value of these cotton cloths tem

porarily admitted into France is estimated at from 1,500,000 francs to

1,600,000 francs, to which the bleaching and printing is to be added, at

the rate of from 28 to 30 centimes the metre, being an addition to the

value of about 1,300,000 francs. Thus the facility granted by the decree

of the 13th of February has been doubly beneficial to the French manu

facturers. It opened markets to them which were closed in consequence

of the high price of their calicoes, and enabled them to give employment

to their operatives at a moment when trade was dull, in consequence of

the political events in the United States. This result has been obtained

without injury to the French weavers. In fact, the price of French cloths

has rather increased than diminished since the decree of the 1 3th of

February. On the other hand, the experience obtained has proved that

there is not an equal advantage to be obtained by the temporary admis

sion of muslins, inasmuch as the price charged by the French manufac

turers for these articles is nearly the same as the English.

"In a word," concludes the Constitutionnel, "the decree of the 13th

of February, which has been in existence little more than six months, has

produced most satisfactory results, not only with respect to our foreign

relations, but with regard to our home consumption. The inquiry insti

tuted last year by the Superior Council of Trade leaves no doubt on this

head. Calicoes cannot be printed at a cheap rate except in large quan

tities. A new pattern costs a large price, and must be spread over a

large quantity of calico in order to be sold cheap. Thus, for example,

suppose a new pattern, including the price of the drawing and of the $op
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per cylinder, costs 10,000 francs ; if the sale does not exceed 10,000 pieces

there is an expense of one franc the piece. On the contrary, the cost is

considerably diminished if there are 20,000 or 40,000 pieces printed.

We have, likewise, to thank the government for the decree of the 25th

of August last, by which woollen cloths, plain or mixed, are admitted for

printing, on condition of being re-exported."

By Imperial decree the custom-house of Dieppe is open to the impor

tation of cotton yarn of the numbers 143 and upwards of the metrical

system, and to yarn of long wool, twist, <fec. The ports of Marseilles,

Bordeaux, Nantes, Havre, Rouen, and the custom-houses of Lille, Mul-

hausen aud Lyons are opened, like that of Paris, to the direct import of

English and Belgium tissues taxed ad valorem. The other ports of

France, and the other custom-houses on the Belgian frontier already

opened to the transit of merchandise not prohibited, are also to be al

lowed to receive tissues of British or Belgian origin, but only for transit,

or to be sent sealed up and by what is called acquit a caution, to one of

the custom-houses designated in the decree, and in which alone the mer

chandise can be examined and the duty be paid. In Algeria the pay

ment of import duties on Belgian or English tissues imported under the

Franco-English and the Franco-Belgian treaties can only be made in the

port of Algiers.

WOOLLEN GOODS IN FRANCE.

An Imperial decree, specifying the ports and custom-houses that arc

opened for the importation of woollen and cotton goods of all kinds, of

English or Belgian manufacture, is published in the Moniteur of last

month. The ports are Marseilles, Bordeaux, Nantes, Rouen, Havre,

Dieppe, Boulogne, Calais and Dunkirk ; the custom-houses are those of

Tourcoing, Roubaix, Lille, Valenciennes, Mulhausen and Lyons. The same

decree gives a list of the articles of English or Belgian manufacture that

can be imported only through the custom-houses inland or at seaports

regularly appointed for their introduction. The articles referred to are :

all goods paying a duty of more than 20 francs per 100 kilogrammes;

also coaches, playing cards, chicory, roasted or ground ; cutlery, skin and

leather work ; articles made of horses or cows' hair, pure or mixed ; chemi

cals, ordinary soap, drinking glasses and crystals, white and colored ;

window glass, colored glass, polished or engraved ; watch and optical

glasses, and all other glass wares not mentioned in this category ; sea

going vessels, hulls of seagoing vessels, river-craft, alpaca, lama and

vizogue wool and camel's-hair yarn.

CUSTOM HOUSES IN CHINA.

The system of custom-houses under foreign inspectorship does not

conciliate general favor as its working becomes better known. Had the

treaties of Tien-tsin and Pekin concentrated foreign trade into one or

two ports, much good might have resulted to trade ; but the very diffu

sion of trade secured by the treaties must prevent the success of Lord

Elgin's scheme, for the whole line of the coast of China cannot be suc

cessfully watched, nor can the Chinese be prevented from receiving
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foreigners at non-treaty ports, nor from smuggling themselves at all un

protected points of a coast singularly favorable to such operations. Hong-

Kong may be benefited by becoming more and more the resort of Chinese

traders to supply their wants, but they will inevitably engage largely in

smuggling, and will find plenty of desperate men for the purpose. The

late affair of the steamer Campa, with some sugar-laden junks, is an apt

illustration of the opinion now expressed. That vessel serves as a kind

of guarda costa to the Canton foreign custom-house. The foreign em

ployees received information of the above boats being laden with sugar upon

which duty had not been paid, and, knowing the channels to be taken,

they sent the Campa down to intercept them. They met, and the Chinese,

retiring into a small bay, deliberately anchored and prepared for action.

The steamer opened fire, which was at once replied to ; the result being

that five men, Europeans and others, were killed or wounded, and the

steamer herself, being seriously injured, was obliged to sheer off and re

turn to Canton. These are most awkward events, and affect European

prestige very seriously.—London Times.

UNITED STATES AMENDED TARIFF, DECEMBER, 1861.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

Slates of America, in Congress assembled : That from and after the date

of the passage of this act, in lieu of the duties heretofore imposed by law

on articles hereinafter mentioned, there shall be levied, collected and paid

on the goods, wares and merchandise herein enumerated and provided

for, imported from foreign countries, the following duties and rates of

duty, that is to say :

First.—On all teas twenty cents per pound.

Second.—On coffee, of all kinds, five cents per pound.

Third.—On all raw sugar, commonly called Muscovado or brown sugar,

and on sugars not advanced above No. 12, Dutch standard, by claying,

boiling, clarifying or other process, and on syrup of sugar or of sugar

cane, and on concentrated molasses, or concentrated melado, two cents

and an half per pound ; and on white and clayed sugar, when advanced be

yond the raw state, above No. 12, Dutch standard, by clarifying or other

process, and not yet refined, three cents per pound ; on refined sugars,

whether loaf, lump, crushed or pulverized, five cents per pound ; on sugars

after being refined, when they arc tinctured, colored or in any other way

adulterated, and on sugar candy, eight cents per pound ; on molasses, six

cents per gallon, provided that all syrups of sugar or of sugar-cane, con

centrated molasses or concentrated melado entered under the name of

molasses, or any other name tlian syrup of sugar or of sugar-cane, con

centrated molasses or concentrated melado, shall be liable to forfeiture to

the United States, and the same shall be forfeited.

It will be seen that the act takes effect from the 25th December, and

that the duties will be levied on goods in warehouse and on goods which

arrive.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE

OF THE MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE AND COMMERCIAL REVIEW.

London, December 10, 1861.

The all-absorbing topic in this city, indeed I may say in all England,

this month, has been the seizure of Messrs. Mason and Slidell on board

the British mail steamer Trent. The Times, immediately upon the

facts being made known, took up the subject warmly and violently in

behalf of the claim that the seizure by Capt. Wilkes was a breach of

international law, and that it must be atoned for.

The subject will come up for discussion by the respective cabinets

of the two. countries ; and the friends of the United States have full

confidence that the result will be honorable to both sides. It would

not do, at this early stage, to prejudge the question. Our daily and

weekly journals have taken up the question ; some conceding to the

United States the right of seizure ; others, and the majority, against it.

For the information of your readers, I may say that the question of the

right of search is handled by Lord Brougham, in the Edinburgh Review,

vol. 11, also in the Foreign Quarterly Review, vol. 35, and in Eraser's

Magazine, vol. 25.

The Confederate vessel Helen arrived at Liverpool, direct from

Charleston, South Carolina, Tuesday, November 26. There was a good

deal of excitement on 'Change in consequence of her arrival in the

Mersey.

She left Charleston on the evening of the 2d of November, and Cap

tain Westerdorf states that he passed safely out to sea without seeing

any of the blockading squadron—the entrances to the port being quite

clear of the federal fleet. The Helen is an American-built bark of 340

tons, an extremely handsome vessel, quite new, and a " regular clipper,"

as her run from Charleston plainly shows. She has on board 1,100 bar

rels of rosin and 500 barrels of spirits of turpentine ; but just previous to

leaving Charleston she had stowed away 250 bales of cotton, which she

was obliged to unship again, in consequence of the determination of the

Charleston people not to let a bale of cotton go out of the port.

The West India mail steamer La Plata arrived at Southampton

in November, with the families of Messrs. Mason and Slidell. So

soon as the notice of the arrest of the Confederate Commissioners on

board the steamer Trent was posted on the slate at the Liverpool Ex

change Newsroom, an unusual degree of excitement was manifested, and,

after an earnest conversation amongst several gentlemen present, it was

resolved to call an indignation meeting of the public of Liverpool on the

subject. A notice was accordingly placed on the slate, calling upon the

public to attend a meeting, to be held at three o'clock, ip the cotton sales

room, to consider what steps should be taken with reference to this " gross
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insult to the British flag." The cotton sales-room was densely crowded,

hundreds being unable to obtain admission. Mr. Cunard was called

upon to preside, but he declined, and so also did Mr. Tobr. There were

then loud calls for Mr. Spence, a Liverpool merchant, who has published a

work on the present American conflict Mr. Spence said he took the

chair neither with reluctance nor difficulty.

At Lloyd's, the arrival of a Confederate war steamer at Southampton

caused much excitement, and a large increase in the future charge for

war risks on United States vessels is anticipated. The rate of insurance

on the Canadian steamer North Britain, 30 guineas, was charged, and

for the Anglo-Saxon, which started subsequently for England, and was

a few days overdue, the increased rate of 50s. was demanded.

The Confederate steamer Nashville arrived at Southampton, instead

of trying to run the blockade of Charleston again, as was generally sup

posed, sailed for Europe, and landed Captain Nelson and crew, twenty-

nine in number, of the American ship Harvey Birch, from Havre for

New-York, which vessel was brought to by the Nashville, Commander

Pegram, late of the United States Navy, on the 19th of November. The

Harvey Birch was boarded immediately by the officers and crew of the

Nashville, who at once ordered the captain and crew on* board the

steamer. Commander Pegram then ordered the Harvey Birch to be

fired, and laid alongside till she burned to the water's edge. Capt. Nel

son immediately placed himself in communication with Capt Britain,

United States Consul at Southampton. Commander Pegram states that

he has no commission from the Southern government as a war steamer,

yet declares it is not a privateer. No Southern commissioners arrived by

the Nashville. The whole crew of the Harvey Birch, except the cap

tain, were placed in irons till the arrival at Southampton. Exhortations

were made to induce the captain and crew to take the oath to the Con

federate government. Commander Pegram communicated with Mr.

Yancey. The Nashville would refit at Southampton.

I have before me a brief account of three loans which have received

the guarantee of Great Britain. First, the Russian Dutch loan, which

was guaranteed in 1815, the amount being £2,083,333 (25 million

florins.) The balance of principal was, at the end of 1858, 1859 and

1860, £1,187,500, £1,106,666 and £1,145,833 respectively. The annual

payments out of the consolidated fund, viz., 1 per cent, to the sinking

fund, average £22,000 during those years ; and the average interest

during that term, at 5 per cent, was £60,000 ; the total of the two

items was, therefore, £82,000. Second, the Greek loan, in respect of

which we have, up to the end of 1860, paid out of the consolidated

fund, £835,525. Twelve years ago the Greek government had repaid

£31,085, and not one farthing since ! This leaves that nation our

debtor to the extent of £804,440. Third, the Sardinian loan, in

1855 and 1856, we advanced, in full, £2,000,000 ; in the three years

1858, 1859 and 1860, the interest paid by Sardinia was £58,000 an

nually, at the rate of 3 per cent. Her payments to the sinking fund, up

to the end of 1860, is £101,395 ; the balance against her is £1,898,605.

We read in the Patrie that during the 8th and 9th November, 354

ships of commerce entered the port of Constantinople, the largest result

that has been obtained for fifty years. It proves the immense importance

of this port in a commercial point of view. A great number of the shipa
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came from the Black Sea, from the Sea of AzofF, or from the Danube,

and were laden with wheat

By means of the electric telegraph we received advices, on the 23d

November, from Calcutta to October 25th.

From a very useful publication, prepared by Mr. Henry Lloyd Mor

gan, public accountant, wherein is furnished an analysis of the public

income and expenditure of Great Britain for the financial year ended

the 31st of March last, we extract the following condensed summary of the

main results. They will be found useful for reference :

Interest and management of the national debt, £26,231,018

Army and navy, 31,345,564

Collection and management of revenue departments, . . 5,679,703

Public works and buildings, 639,711

Salaries and expenses of public departments, 1,580,911

Justice, 3,184,670

Education, science and art, 1,233,352

Diplomatic, colonial and consular, 624,019

Superannuations and charities, 237,418

Special and temporary objects, 783,702

Civil list, 403,160

Annuities and pensions, 345,771

Interest on loans, secret service, &c, 518,632

Civil contingencies, 157,000

£ 72,964,536

The following were the fluctuations in English funds since October, 1 860 :

Lowest and Highest prices each month, 1861.

Bask Stock. Consols. Exchequer Bills.

Lowest. Ili'jheU. Lowest. Highett. Lowest. Highett.

November, 1860 231 235| . . 92^ 9Sf.. 6 die. par.

December, " 231 234£ .. 93f 94$ . . 6 " "

January, 1861, 231 288 .. 9l| 9l| .. 10 " "

February, " 281 241 .. 91$ 92s . . 8 " 2 prem.

March, " 231 284 .. 9lJ 924, . . 15 " 6 "

April, " 226$ 236 .. 91£ 92£ . . 18 " 2 "

May, " 232 234 . . 9l| 92 . . 10 " 2 dis.

June, " 229 234 . . 89$ 92 . . 10 " 2 prcm.

July, " 228 232' .. 89$ 90$ .. 12 " 7 "

August, " 231$ 286 .. 90 93 . . 16 " 8 "

September, '* 236 .... 92$ 94 . . 4 " 8 "

October, " 231 238 . . 92 93 . . par. 9 "

November, " . . . . 92f 94$ . . 10 prem. 21 "

A treaty of commerce has been concluded between Turkey, England

and France, which will have great effect in promoting the agriculture and

commerce of Turkey, and her trade with the two Western Powers.

There are vast tracts of land, in many instances near the coast, which will

now probably be brought into cultivation. Under the old Turkish sys

tem the government reserved to itself the monopoly of the purchase of

corn, which it sought to obtain at an arbitrarily low price, for the con

sumption of Constantinople and the great cities. Land-owners, conse

quently, only sowed sufficient for their own wants, and any surplus they

had went to the government at its own price. Under the treaty conr

vol. xlvi.—»o. L 7
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eluded by Lord Ponsonby with the Porte, this monopoly was abolished ;

but the Turks, still anxious to keep their grain at home, insisted on an

export duty of twelve per cent., which only had the effect of impeding

the industry of some of the finest grain-producing land in the world.

The new treaty, which will come into effect on the 1st of March, 1862,

at once reduces the duty on all exports to eight per cent, which is to

be farther reduced one per cent, every year till it finally ceases. To

make up what loss this may occasion to the revenue, the duty on imports,

which formerly was five per cent, is to be raised to eight

The Jean, of Charlestown, a sloop of about thirty tons register, is at

present in Leith Dock, and is probably the oldest ship afloat. She came

originally into the possession of the Elgin family, and is, we believe, still

the property of the present noble Earl, retained as an heir-loom of the

year 1736. Previous to that period she was a Danish boat. Her tim

bers are still sound and in good condition.

The following are the rates of discount in the principal cities of the

continent, showing a rise not only in Paris, but also in Turin :

Bank rate. Open market.
Per cent. Per cent.

Paris 6 . . 6

Vienna, 6 . . 8

Berlin, 4 . . 8

Frankfort, 8 .. 2 J

Amsterdam, 3 . . 3

Bank rate. Open market.
Per cent. Per cent.

Turin 64 6£

Brussels, 4 . . 8}

Hamburg, — . .

St. Petersburg,. . . 7 . . —

The successful completion of the submarine telegraph line from Malta

to Alexandria is announced. The whole length is 1,400 miles, having

intermediate stations at Tripoli and Benghazi.

The following were the leading incidents of the month of November :

7. The Bank of England reduced its minimum rate of discount from

3£ to 3 per cent

8. Meeting of proprietors of the Great Eastern Steamship Company,

and a fresh call of £25,000 agreed upon.

14. M. Fould assumed the duties of French Minister of Finance.

Prospectus of the " Mercantile Joint Stock Bank" issued in London ;

proposed capital, £1,000,000.

15. Payment of call of £2,000,000 or £1,500,000 on Lombardo-

Venetian Rail-Road shares.

16. New postal arrangements between England and France published.

The Moniteur publishes the text of the letter of the Emperor Napoleon

relative to the finances, as well as the important report of M. Fould, the

new Minister of Finance. Both these documents are published in extenso

in the Times.

18. A despatch dated Turin, Nov. 16, says: "The government has

granted the concession for the construction of a railway from Turin to

Savons to an English company, represented by Messrs. Patten, Cargill,

Greenfield, Gombert and others." The text of the Convention be

tween England, France and Spain, relative to the proposed intervention

in Mexico, is published.

19. Final instalment paid on the India loan of £4,000,000.

20. Prospectus of the National Marine Insurance Company published ;

capital, £1,000,000.
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21. The Times publishes a correspondence which has passed between

certain holders of India promissory-note stock and the Bank of England.

Holders are now permitted to obtain certificates that will enable parties

in India to receive the notes made out payable to their own order. Bank

of France reduced its rate of interest from 6 to 5 per cent. Advices

from Hong Kong, dated October 1 6, received at London.

22. News of the arrival of a Confederate war steamer at Southampton,

and of the capture and destruction of a federal merchant ship (Harvey

Birch) off the English coast. News received of the wreck of the steamer

North Briton. Twenty per cent, premium paid at Lloyd's on ship

James Wilson, out 131 days from Melbourne.

24. Imperial decree issued at Paris abolishing the entrance fee to the

Bourse. Bank of Turin reduced its rate of discount from 61 to 5

25. Adjudication of the Cape Government six per cent, loan of

£200,000. Rise of £5 per ton in the London market price of copper.

Stoppage of Messrs. Frome, Greoory & Co., St.' Petersburg, and of

Messrs. Bonoliel Brothers.

26. Baron Tecco, Italian Minister at Madrid, received his passports.

27. Arrival of the mail steamer La Plata at Southampton, with

news of arrest of Messrs. Mason and Slidell. Great fall in the market

values of shares.

28. Peter Morrison, of the Bank of Deposit, London, declared a

bankrupt. Stoppage of Theodore Jasmcnd.

29. Announcement that the law officers of the Crown have pronounced

the arrest of Mason and Slidell contrary to law. Dividend of the Bank

of British North America, at the rate of six per cent, per annum. One

per cent, war risk, Liverpool to New-York, charged and paid at Lloyd's.

30. Queen's proclamation forbidding the export of gunpowder, salt

petre, nitrate of soda and brimstone.

The following are the arrivals and stocks and sales of cotton at Havre

for five years :

Stock, Rteeiptt, Sale*, Stock,
Bait*. Jan. 1. 10 mot. 10 mot. Oct. 81.

1857, 46,800 .. 384,470 .. 360,340 .. 70,930

1858, 82,000 .. 359,722 .. 399,022 .. 43,300

1859 136,000 .. 302,400 .. 398,890 .. 40,200

1860, 45,130 .. 556,000 .. 477,480 .. 123,650

1861, 105,021 .. 544,000 .. 491,075 .. 157,985

Among the recent European failures arc Messrs. Bonoliel Brothers,

merchants, of London and Gibraltar, a firm of long standing; liabilities,

£10,000. Theodore Jasmund, West India merchant, Basinghall-street,

Messrs. Frome, Gregory & Co., iron and machine agents, St. Peters

burg; liabilities, £200,000. Arnott Brothers, silk mercers, St. Paul's

Churchyard, London ; liabilities, £20,000. Messrs. Broadfoot, Doug

las & Co., shawl manufacturers, Glasgow ; liabilities, £40,000.

The mercantile public have noticed, with great satisfaction, that the

United Kingdom Electric Telegraph Company have this week opened

their wires at the uniform rate of Is. per message of twenty words be

tween London, Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool. A message can

now be sent from London to Liverpool at the remarkably low charge of

. Is. for twenty words.
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

The month of December has been full of excitement among the com

mercial community. The case of Messrs. James M. Mason and John

Slidell is now the chief topic of discussion in England and the United

States. The English, through their journals, except to the seizure of

these rebel commissioners on board the British mail steamer Trent, on

the 8th ultimo, by Commodore Wilkes. The subject is one that must

be governed by the existing rules of international law ; and these being,

apparently, in favor of the course pursued by Commodore Wilkes, our

merchants are, with few or no exceptions, opposed to any concession by

our government that is not strictly demanded by a fair interpretation of

such law.

Congress met on the 2d day of December. The President's message

was communicated the following day ; a document which gives universal

satisfaction to the country. Among the chief subjects of discussion at

the present session will be—I. The government debt and fiscal movements.

IL A modification of the tariff, so as to place higher duties upon tea and

coffee. III. A general bankrupt law, retrospective and prospective.

Secretary Chase recommends " that the duties on tea, coffee and su

gar be increased to the rates heretofore proposed ; that is to say, to two

and one-half cents per pound on brown sugar ; to three cents on clayed

sugar ; to twenty cents per pound on green tea, and to five cents per

pound on coffee ; and that no other alterations of the tariff be made dur

ing the present session of Congress, unless further experience or changed

circumstances shall demonstrate the necessity or expediency of them. All

considerations of prudence and patriotism seem to concur in favor of

giving to the existing tariff a full and fair trial, and of reserving the work

of revision, modification and permanent settlement for more propitious

days."

With the aid of the tax upon property and upon incomes, and further

negotiation of public loans, the Secretary thinks the requisite funds for

the government expenses can be secured. He proposes a tax upon bank

notes, or that banks be authorized to issue paper upon the deposit of

United States securities. Should these form a material portion of the

bank circulation of the country, and be made a legal tender in all trans

actions, the reform will be a desirable one. It is conceded, however, in

the outset, that the volume of circulation shall not be increased beyond

its present sum in the aggregate.

Of the public debt the Secretary gives the following summary :

"The whole amount required from loans may, therefore, be thus

stated :

For the fiscal year 1 862, under existing laws, $ 75,449,675

For the fiscal year 1 862, under laws to be enacted, 200,000,000

For the fiscal year 1863, also under laws to be enacted, . . . 373,531,245

Making an aggregate of, $654,980,920 .
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" The total may be stated in round numbers at six hundred and fifty-five

millions of dollars. A tabular statement will accompany this report,

showing somewhat more in detail the actual and estimated receipts and

expenditures of the financial years 1861, 1862 and 1863.

"It only remains, in order to complete the view of the financial situa

tion, to submit a statement of the public debt as it was on the 1st day of

July, 1860 and 1861, and will be, according to the estimates now pre

sented, at the same date in each of the years 1862 and 1863. The state

ment, in brief, is as follows :

"On the 1st of July, 1860, the public debt was $64,769,703

1861, the public debt was 90,867,828

1862, the public debt will be 517,372,802

1863, the public debt will be 897,372,802

" The particulars of which the debt consists, and the portions which

have been or will be paid or contracted in each year, will appear fully

in a table which will be submitted with this report to Congress. An

other table will be submitted, showing the amount of the public debt in

each year, from 1791 to 1861, inclusive."

At the meeting of the associated banks, held December 17, at the

American Exchange Bank, Mr. John A. Stevens presiding, the follow

ing resolutions were offered by Mr. Moses Taylor, and unanimously

adopted :

Whereas, The public mind has become unduly agitated in regard to

the financial course to be pursued by the banks and the United States

government, which has led to a premature discussion of a suspension

of specie payments ; and

Whereas, An examination into the condition of the specie of the

country has resulted in the belief that we now hold $80,000,000 of bul

lion more than we held a year ago, of which a fair proportion is in the

banks ; and

Whereas, The exports of cereals and provisions have so far exceeded

those of former years, that, notwithstanding the loss of the cotton crop,

our exports far exceed our importations, and there is no demand for for

eign exchange to warrant considerable shipment of coin ; and

Whereas, The pending difference with Great Britain will probably

prove to be capable of a diplomatic solution through the ordinary chan

nels or by arbitration, and fears on this score are premature and ground

less; and

Whereas, There is nothing in the position of the loans to the govern

ment to cause uneasiness, and the entire arrears due upon them from the

banks of this city (a considerable part of which is to be reimbursed) do

not exceed $31,500,000, provided the Secretary, in his drafts therefor,

will consult their wishes, which may be expected from him, from motives

of interest and policy, as well as from his promises; and

Whereas, Independently of all these considerations, it is not only un

becoming, but bad faith, for fiduciary agents to refuse the just demands

of depositors, unless for clear cause and manifest necessity, and nothing

but an entire want of public confidence or great national considera

tions, rendering it impossible to comply with all engagements, can ever

justify such refusal ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the New-York banks, with assurances from the repre
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sentatives of banks in Boston and Philadelphia of their co-operation, see

no reason, justification or necessity for a suspension of specie payments

under the existing state of their relations with tho banks of this country,

the United States government and Europe. Relying, therefore, confi

dently on the harmonious action of the government, on the continued

confidence of their depositors, and on the patriotism of the people, they

will maintain specie payments."

Notwithstanding these views, the banks, on the 28th, concluded to

suspend specie payment, in view of the heavy withdrawals of coin.

President Lincoln, in his annual message, urges the construction of a

national rail-road :

" I deem it of importance that the loyal regions of East Tennessee and

Western North Carolina should be connected with Kentucky and other

faithful parts of the Union by rail-road. I therefore recommend, as a

military measure, that Congress provide for the construction of such a

road as speedily as possible. Kentucky, no doubt, will co-operate, and,

through her legislature, make the most judicious selection of a line.

The northern terminus must connect with some existing rail-road ; and

whether the route shall be from Lexington or Nicholasville to the Cum

berland Gap, or from Lebanon to the Tennessee line, in the direction of

Knoxville, or on some still different line, can easily be determined.

Kentucky and the general government co-operating, the work can be

completed in a very short time ; and when done, it will be not only of vast

present usefulness, but also a valuable permanent improvement, worth its

cost in all the future."

At the December meeting of the New-York Chamber of Commerce a

proposition was brought forward for a memorial to Congress, urging the

construction of a double-track rail-road between Washington and New-

York, as a military, postal and commercial desideratum. Such a road,

in time of war, would meet the government demands for transportation of

men and military stores.

The Secretary of the Interior reports, that by an order of last May the

execution of the law for the suppression of the slave trade was confided

to that department. The Secretary convened the marshals of all the

loyal Atlantic States at New-York, and explained to them all the devices

of the traffic. The result of this energy has been the capture and con

demnation of five vessels. One person has been convicted as the captain

of a slaver, and sentenced to death, the first instance of a capital convic

tion on record ; and another has been found guilty for fitting out a slaver

at Boston. Within a little more than a year, 4,500 Africans, recaptured

by our cruisers, have been taken into the Republic of Liberia, through the.

agency of the American Colonization Society.

Letters from Brazil state that commercial matters at Rio Janeiro have

assumed a new aspect. It is stated that Minister Webb, immediately on

his arrival there, instructed the consuls at that port and the eight other

ports under his jurisdiction, to give notice to all concerned, on their arri

val, that upon the display of a Confederate flag from any part of an

American ship, the master would be instantly removed and the vessel be

placed under the command of the first officer, or some other suitable per

son, and be sent home to her owners ; that she will be treated in all ro-

Bpects as if retaken from her captors, her voyage be considered as termi

nated, and sent home, as the readiest way of restoring to loyal Amcri
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can citizens their property recaptured from the Confederates who may

have had possession of her. This vigorous and determined policy

checked the evil at once in Rio, and frightened the secession masters out

of their demonstrations.

The Secretary of the Treasury has issued instructions in regard to se

curing and disposing of the property of the Confederates found or

brought within the territory now or hereafter occupied by the United

States forces in the disloyal States. Agents are to be appointed to reside

at such places, whose duty it will be to provide and prepare for market

all products of the soil, <fcc, &c, of which a record is to be made. The

cotton and other articles, when prepared for market, shall be shipped to New-

York, and, so far as practicable, by the returning government transports,

and all shipments shall be consigned to the designated agent at New-

York, unless otherwise specially directed by the Secretary of the Treas

ury. A carefully detailed account will be kept by the agent of all sup

plies furnished by the government and of all expenditures made. Each

agent will transmit a weekly report of his proceedings to the Secretary

of the Treasury, and render his account in duplicate monthly for settle

ment. All requisitions, bills of lading and invoices will be counter

signed by the military commander, or by such officer as lie may desig

nate for the purpose. Each agent will so transact his business -and keep

his accounts that as little injury as possible may accrue to private citizens

who may maintain, or may, within reasonable time, resume the character

of loyal citizens of the United States.

An unusual feat in rail-road transportation was lately accomplished on

some Western roads, viz. : The Third Michigan Regiment, Col. Kellogg,

travelled the entire distance from Grand Rapids, Michigan, to Alton, Illi

nois, a distance of 750 miles, without change of cars. This was over the fol

lowing routes : the Detroit and Milwaukie, from Grand Rapids to Detroit ;

thence to Adrian by the Detroit and Toledo ; thence to Chicago by the

Michigan Southern ; thence to Mattoon by the Illinois Central ; thence

to Alton by the Terre Haute and Alton Road.

The canals of the State of New-York were closed the first week in

December. The tolls show an increase of $897,338.

Total receipts for November, 1861, $ 628,854 46

" " " 1860, 411,559 45

Increase, $217,295 01

Tolls received from May 1st, to Dec. 1st, 1861, $ 3,902,700

" " April 25th to Dec. 17th, 1860 3,005,362

Total increase, $ 897,338

The total amount of tolls received during the season of 1861 exceeds

that of 1847 by more than two hundred and sixty seven thousand dol

lars, while the rates of 1861 are about " sixty per cent." less than those

of 1847.

A marked contrast is again seen in the official exhibit of dry goods

imported at this port for the past month, compared with former years.

In the article of wool the imports arc well maintained, owing to the

wants of the army. In silks the decline is 78 per cent., compared with
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November of last year. In cotton goods the decline is over sixty per

cent In the withdrawal from the bonded warehouses there is, on the

other hand, a large increase, viz., $1,054,716 in 1861, against $235,781

in 1860 ; thus showing an aggregate upon the market, for the month, of

13,216,194 in 1861, against $4,431,609 in 1860, and only $823,580 in

1857.

These figures show, that notwithstanding the depreciation of the South

ern trade, heretofore enjoyed, the aggregate imports are materially above

those of the fall of 1857, viz.:

Imports of Foreign Dby Goods at New-York for the Month of November.

Enteredfor Consumption.

Makcjactdkes of 1858. 1859. 1860. 186L

Wool, $1,062,067 .. $1,830,208 .. $1,465,422 .. $1,851,298

Cotton, 687,389 .. 989,067 .. 448,431 .. 160,602

Silk, 1,019,817 .. 1,406,923 .. 1,441,427 .. 314,500

Flax, 465,008 .. 664,648 .. 405,283 .. 258,483

Miscellaneous 265,760 .. 358,220 .. 435,265 .. 76,600

Total,...., ... $3,490,041 .. $5,199,066 .. $4,195,828 .. $2,161,478

Withdrawnfrom Warehouse.

Masckactcees or 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Wool $203,011.. $123,385.. $100,809.. $397,601

Cotton, 72,658 . . 43,090 . . 40,218 . . 163,916

Silk, 78,766 . . 47,650 . . 42,338 . . 347,459

Flax, 117,901 .. 74,568 .. 29,094.. 100,591

Miscellaneous, 102,151 .. 63,693.. 23,322.. 45,149

Total $574,482.. $342,381.. $235,781 .. $1,054,716

For consumption,. . 8,490,041.. 6,199,066.. 4,195,828.. 2,161,478

Total on market, $4,064,523.. $5,541,447.. $4,431,609.. $3,216,194

Enteredfor Warehousing.

Makdfactubis of 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Wool, $117,077.. $348,028.. $845,958.. $154,447

Cotton, 200,469 . . 349,168 . . 643,848 . . 53,202

Silk, 95,765 . . 150,680 . . 242,428 . . 101,191

Flax, 55,634.. 80,641.. 353,247.. 23,913

Miscellaneous, 49,169.. 97,385.. 116,252.. 12,695

Total $518,114.. $1,025,902.. $1,601,728.. $345,448

For consumption,. . 3,490,041.. 5,199,066.. 4,195,828.. 2,161,478

Entered at port, $4,008,155.. $6,224,968.. $5,797,566.. $2,506,926

Upon a review of the business for the year, of which eleven months

have expired, we find that the imports are less than thirty per cent- of

those for the same period last year ; and the quantities upon the market

are less than forty-five per cent. Woollen goods, of this sum, are more

than one-third. Silks are largely reduced, as well as cottons. The gen

eral results are fully shown in the annexed summary :
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Import* of Foreign Dry Goods at the Port of New-York for Eleven Months.

Enteredfor Consumption.

Maitopactvrm or 1868. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Wool, $15,961,589.. $31,627,415.. $29,297,399.. $9,619,436

Cotton, 8,774,510 . . 20,679,673 . . 18,588,867 . . 3,180,269

Silk, 16,844,300 . . 80,038,842 . . 31,761,840 . . 8,000,373

Fhx 4,240,801 . . 9,880,326 . . 6,249,107 . . 1,983,376

Miscellaneous, 3,190,458.. 5,294,699.. 6,725,000.. 1,856,397

Total, $48,501,658 .. $96,920,955.. $86,621,713.. $24,589,851

Withdrawnfrom Warehoute.

Manufactures or 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Wool, $4,507,287.. $2,849,283 .. $3,193,752.. $6,303,099

Cotton, 8,417,410.. 1,505,916.. 2,340,177.. 4,043,273

Silk, 3,198,729 . . 872,496 . . 1,504,525 . . 4,928,764

Flax 2,058,461.. 998,116.. 801,461.. 1,766,566

Miscellaneous, 1,314,250.. 437,675.. 544,161 .. 760,480

Total $14,496,087.. $6,058,486.. $8,384,076.. $17,802,132

For consumption,. . 48,501,658.. 96,920,955.. 86,621,713.. 24,589,851

Total on market, $62,997,745 . . $ 103,579,441 . . $95,005,789 . . $42,391,983

Enteredfor Warehouting.

Maxufactcms or 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Wool, $2,120,741.. $3,338,213.. $3,599,071 .. $5,790,346

Cotton, 1,927,260 . . 1,733,076 . . 2,882,926 . . 8,859,872

Silk, 1,172,588 . . 938,224 . . 1,619,287 . . 5,088,141

Flax, 864,413.. 880,937.. 829,699.. 1,420,687

Miscellaneous, 684,319 *. 534,018 .. 669,683.. 883,673

Total $6,669,271.. $7,424,463.. $9,600,666.. $17,042,619

For consumption,. . 48,501,658.. 96,920,955.. 86,621,713.. 24,589,851

Entered at port, $55,170,929 . . $104,345,418 . . $96,222,379 . . $41,632,470

In the business of imports generally we find the aggregates are above

tixty per cent, in November, of 1861, of those of 1860, viz., $9,639,012,

against $15,421,156 ; but for the whole year, since January 1st, the

quantities are 189 millions, against 246 millions last year, or a decline of

about 24 per cent. only. The most marked feature in this summary is the

fact that the present year, with all its curtailments of trade, exceeds that

of the year 1858. This is a commentary upon the statements made

abroad that the South has been heretofore the great consumer of foreign

goods. It is true that specie forms a larger portion of the aggregate

than ever exhibited before ; but, deducting the specie, we find the imports

for the present year (including withdrawals) exceed two hundred mil

lions of dollars in value.

Foreign Imports at New-York in November, 1858—1861.

Esteked 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

For consumption,. . $7,350,322.. $9,978,720.. $8,525,416.. $4,614,982

For warehousing,. . 1,725,318.. 2,794,108.. 3,961,652.. 2,150,561

Free goods 1,425,520.. 1,955,087.. 2,487,290.. 1,964,644

Specie and bullion, 90,446.. 167,087.. 446,798.. 908,825

Total entered,. . . $10,591,606.. $14,895,002.. $15,421,156.. $9,639,012

Withdrawn, 2,124,656 . . 1,970,134 . . 1,597,301 . . 1,987,626
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Foreign Imports at New-York for Eleven Months, from January 1st.

EirrnxD 1858. 1859. 1860. 186L

For consumption, . $93,167,226 . . $163,721,999 . . $149,286,252 . . $49,911,475

For warehousing, . 24,115,146.. 83,340,184.. 89,176,038.. 88,725,841

Free goods, 20,039,088 . . 26,673,198 . . 25,867,868 . . 27,779,670

Specie and bullion, 2,200,987.. 2,631,787.. 2,678,269.. 86,784,883

Total entered, .. $139,522,442 .. $226,267,118 .. $217,007,427 .. $163,151,869

Withdrawn, . . . 35,684,667 . . 26,016,335 . . 29,857,721 . . 30,055,372

It is in the foreign export trade for the past month, and for the eleven

months of the year, that the real importance of New-York exhibits itself.

Boston and Philadelphia participate, of course, in this enlargement of ex

port, now mainly in cereals and provisions.

If to these had been added cotton, the export trade of the Union would

have been a surprise to the commercial world. As it is, however, with

out the aid of King Cotton, the exports of New-York for eleven months

have been beyond 124 millions of dollars in value, besides specie. For

the month of November the exports exceeded fourteen and a half millions,

equal to an annual aggregate of 1/5 millions.

We find the exports of domestic produce in November have been ab

solutely enormous, the total being a very large gain upon any month of

any year in our history. The total for the same month of last year was

then one million in excess of any previous month ; and it was thought

that the figures then reached ($11,747,086, exclusive of specie) would

stand at the head for some time to come. It has been exceeded, how

ever, several times during the year 1861, but the last month is distin

guished by nearly one and a half millions over any month's export since

New-York was settled.

Extorts from New-York to Foreign Ports for the Month of November.

1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Domestic produce, $3,481,654 .. $5,328,611.. $11,262,701 .. $14,109,763

For. mdse., (free,).. 129,671 .. 177,288.. 84,167 .. 41,973

For. mdse., (dut.,).. 254,310.. 639,538.. 400,218.. 377,170

Specie and bullion, 471,970.. 4,883,128.. 625,091.. 48,385

Total exports, . . $4,337,605 .. $10,523,560.. $12,272,177.. $14,577,291

Total, ex. specie, 3,865,635.. 6,140,437.. 11,747,086.. 14,528,900

Exports from New-York to Foreign Ports for Eleven Months, from January 1 .

1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Domestic produce, $50,249,035.. $53,547,359.. $84,857,351 ..$ 117,674,551

For. mdse., (free,). . 1,416,295.. 2,758,045.. 2,161,469.. 2,079,473

For. mdse., (dut.,).. 3,600,167.. 4,569,646.. 4,931,696.. 4,709,445

Specie and bullion, 24,103,223.. 67,653,737.. 41,988,770.. 3,343,237

Total exports,. . $79,369,320 . . $128,528,787 . . $133,939,286 . . $127,706,700

Total, ex. specie, 55,266,097 . . 00,875,050 . . 91,950,510 . . 124,303,469

The changes in the tariff of Augustj'llSei, are beginning to be seen in

the receipts for customs. The dutiable imports on the market in Novem

ber, amounting to only $6,602,608, produced $56,636 more revenue than

$10,122,717 of dutiable imports thrown on the market in November,

1860. The custom-house did not avail itself of the duties on the stocks

of tea and coffee in bond last July. These have been since placed on the

market without any additional revenue to the government. From this
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time the revenue from these will be large. The following will show the

receipts since January 1st:

Cash Duties Received at New-Yoek, 1858-1861.

1858. 1869. 1860. 1861.

First six months,. . $11,089,112.. $19,512,181.. $18,889,679.. $10,585,835

In July 8,387,305 . . 4,851,246 . . 4,604,066 . . 2,069,591

In August, 3,545,119.. 4,243,010.. 4,496,243.. 1,668,824

In September 2,672,935 . . 2,908,509 . . 8,038,803 . . 1,642,382

In October 2,054,834.. 2,318,750.. 2,632,078.. 1,672,617

In November, 1,706,529.. 2,157,154.. 1,794,149.. 1,851,384

Total, 11 months, $24,455,834 . . $35,990,850.. $34,855,018.. $19,380,133

Included in the receipts for duties during the last month were

$126,536 35 in Treasury notes, making $8,336,007 55 paid in those

notes at this custom-house since the beginning of the current year.

We have received this year, from California and from Europe, over

sixty-eight millions of gold and silver, viz. :

From California. Foreign, Import!. Total.

In January, $4,185,000 .. $7,262,000 .. $11,447,000

"February, 3,622,000 .. 2,274,000 .. 5,896,000

"March, 2,370,000 .. 6,546,000 .. 7,916,000

"April 2,951,000 .. 1,953,000 .. 4,901,000

"Hay 1,977,000 .. 3,486,000 .. 5,463,000

"June 2,012,000 .. 5,387,000 .. 7,899,000

"July, 2,055,000 .. 6,996,000 .. 9,051,000

" August, 4,245,000 . . 1,049,000 . . 6,294,000

" September, 2,815,000 . . 1,231,000 . . 4,046,000

"October 2,980,000 .. 639,000 .. 8,619,000

" November, 2,584,000 . . 907,000 . . 8,491,000

$31,796,000 .. $36,730,000 .. $68,526,000

The Board of Fire Insurance Companies, at a meeting held on the

12th December, appointed a special committee of five to investigate and

report upon the nature of petroleum or rock-oil, earth oils, benzine, ben

zole and naphtha, and the oils refined from petroleum and coal-oil, with

a rate of insurance upon these articles. The committee, consisting of

Messrs. D. A. Heald, of the Home Insurance Company ; George T.

Hope, Continental Insurance Company ; E. A. Stansbury, Metropolitan

Insurance Company ; Henry A. Oakley, Howard Insurance Company ;

J. L. Douglass, Merchants' Insurance Company, made their report yes

terday. The report states that petroleum, rock-oil, or earth-oil, as it is

generally received in its crude and unrefined state, is largely charged

with volatile matter, highly inflammable in its nature, and evolved to

some extent at the usual temperature of the atmosphere, and much more

freely by an increased degree of heat.

The first article in the present No. (on the Mason and Slidell affair)

was written and finished before the actual demand on the part of Great

Britain, or the reply thereto by Secretary Seward, was made known to

the public. The article, therefore, will stand as a brief confirmation of

the views of our government.
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THE BOOK TRADE,

Tire " Great Rebellion" has given rise to ample historical materials for the future.

The future, as well as the cotemporary reader of the history of the United States,

must consult the works of to-day if he desires to make himself familiar with the

events which gave rise to the rebellion, and to the events which have followed it.

L The Rebellion Record: a Diary of American Events, with Documents, Narratives,

Illustrative Incidents, &c. Edited by Frank Mooek, author of the " Diary of the

American Revolution :" with an Introductory Address on the causes of the Struggle,

and the Great Issues before the Country, by Edward Evebett. New-York : G. P.

Putnam, Publisher.

This valuable work has already reached the completion of the first volume, contain

ing pp. 428 and pp. 156. The plan of the Rebellion Record contemplates a record of

every event connected with the political and military management of the war. A

narrative of each battle, and of every movement of the year : including the corre

spondence, speeches, Ac., of official and prominent individuals.

The second part (156 pp.) contains rumors, incidents, dec, extracted from the

daily journals of the time. The first volume contains eleven portraits, viz. : Presi

dent Lincoln, Jefferson Davis, Governor Speagce, Secretary Camebon, Generals

Anderson, Butler, Dix, Fremont, McClellan, Lyon and Scott ; also seven maps.

The subsequent parts of this elaborate work bring the history down to the month

of August, with portraits of Generals Banks, Beauregard, Wool, Lander, Polk

and Commodore Stbinsham. " The Rebellion Record" is published weekly and

monthly. Weekly Numbers at 10 cents; Monthly Parts, Blustrated, 50 cents.

The Illustrations for the Weekly Nos. will be published in two Nos. at 30 cents

each, making the price for Weekly and Monthly editions the Bame, viz., $3 for

each vol. of 24 Nos., and 2 Nos. of Blustrations, or 6 Monthly parts.

IL The Southern Rebellion and the War for the Union : a History of the Rise and

Progress of the Rebellion, and Consecutive Narrative of Events and Incidents, from

the first stages of the Treason against the Republic. New-York : John D. Tobbet.

This work differs from Mr. Moore's in being a connected history, arranged ac

cording to the exact order of the events. It possesses great value as a text-book

for dates of important events, and furnishing materials for future history and histo

rians. It is fortunate that the times, so pregnant with events which will concern

generations and centuries to come, find thus early their reliable record, giving to

the cotemporary reader, and to our successors, a consecutive view of the greatest

rebellion that the world has yet known.

We commend the work to the support and favor of every lover of his country's

rights and interests. It is published weekly, at 10 cents, semi-monthly, at 20 cents,

and in monthly parts, at 40 cents.

III. Jenkins' Vest-Pocket Lexicon: an English Dictionary of all except Familiar

Words. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott <fe Co. 1861.

This is a new idea, well conceived and well executed. In a volume of 563 pages,

small enough for the vest pocket, are contained the principal scientific and techno

logical terms, and the titles of foreujn moneys, weights and measures. " Omitting

what everybody knows, and containing what everybody wants to know, and cannot

readily find." To the general reader this vade mecum will furnish information

which ho may in vain look for in the elaborate encyclopedias and dictionaries of the

day. For instance, tho terms used in Architecture, Astronomy, Natural History,

Ship-Building, Chemistry, <tc, are hero briefly given, in tho smallest possible com

pass.
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IV. A Memoir of the Hon. Nathan Applcton, XX. D., prepared agreeably to a reso

lution of the Massachusetts Historical Society. By Robert C. WiNTHRor. With a

portrait, an introduction and an appendix. 8vo., pp. 78. John Wilson it Son,

Boston.

In addition to Mr. Winthrop's Memoir, this pamphlet contains the proceedings of

the Massachusetts Historical Society on the occasion of the death of this distinguished

gentleman. Also the remarks of John A. Lowell, J. T. Stevenson, Edward Eve

rett and ex-Governor Lincoln, with the proceedings and resolutions of the Massachu

setts Hospital Life Insurance Company, the Merrimac Manufacturing Company, the

Boston Banks, the Stark Mills Corporation and the American Antiquarian Society.

V. Carthage and her Remains : being an account of the Excavations and Researches

on the Site of the Phoenician Metropolis in Africa, and other adjacent places.

Conducted under the auspices of Her Britannic Majesty's Government. By Dr. N.

Davis, F. K. G. S. With illustrations. 8vo., pp. 604. Harper A Brothers.

Dr. Davis attempts to identify Carthage with the Tarshish of the sacre'd writers.

There are in the volume thirty-three superior illustrations to represent Carthage,

its harbors, cape, ruins, the port of Utica, Ac. From the whole nature and extent

of the ruins, it is clear that Utica was a city of great importance. Utica, at one

time the ally of Carthage, became noted for " her uniform faithlessness, her treach

ery and her perfidy," and through her treachery contributed to the fall of Carthage ;

and thus became, with the aid of Rome, the metropolis of Africa,

Was it not Dido who once, with a willow in her hand, bade

"her love

To come again to Carthage V"

VL Medical Jurisprudence. By Alfred Swaine Tatlor, M. D., F. R. S., Fellow of

the Royal College of Physicians ; Hon. M. D. Univ. St. Andrews ; Member of the

Royal College of Surgeons, and Professor of Medical Jurisprudence and Chemistry

in Gut's Hospital. Fifth American, from the seventh and revised London edition.

Edited, with additions, by Edward Hartshorn, M. D., one of the Surgeons to the

Pennsylvania Hospital. Philadelphia: Blancbard <fc Lea, 1861. 8vo., pp. 714.

Medical works rarely come under our criticism ; yet we very much doubt whether

merchants and scientific physicians would not both alike be benefited by a more ex

tensive acquaintance with the scientific researches of each other. However this

may be in general, there can be no question that an extensive acquaintance with

the subject-matter of Taylor's Medical Jurisprudence would be of immense advan

tage to the mercantile community. Few books have better proven their utility than

the one under consideration. " The sixth and seventh editions of this work having

been published in London Bince the issue of the last American edition, have enabled

the (American) author to bestow on it two careful revisions. The well-known ability

and industry of Dr. Tatlor aro sufficient guarantee that he has made full use of

these opportunities to introduce in them the latest results of legal and scientific in

vestigations." Whatever the safeguards of judicial enactments, almost daily occur

rences make us painfully aware of the necessity of more extended information on

the means of detecting criminal causes of disease and death. In the work before

us, scientific medicine is disentangled from the web with which worldly caprice,

credulity and empiricism aro ever seeking to invest it, and lucidly applied to the

construction, elucidation and administration of tho laws for the protection of human

society and life. To this end, poisons, wounds, infanticide, criminal abortions, con

cealment of birth, legitimacy, paternity, Ac, Ac, drowning, hanging, strangulation,

lightning, cold, starvation, and finally insanity, are all clearly treated in their medico

legal bearings, with an ability which commends the book to all persons who desire

information on the subjects treated of. Suicidal mania, and the bearings of suicide

on life insurance, are especially worthy of the attention of life insurance companies

and their patrons. The " getting up" of the book is worthy of the matter—hand

some and well printed, with a full table of contents and a copious index.

Messrs. Robert Carter A Bros., No. 630 Broadway, have issued quite a number

of interesting volumes for young readers. Among these are—1. English Yeomen,

a highly entertaining volume. 2. Pride and his Prisoners. By the authoress of

" Claremont Tales , with numerous engravings. 3. Harrt Danoerfield, the

Poacher. By the same authoress. 4. The Chiefs Daughter; or, Day-break in

Britain. By the same authoress.
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Messrs. Carlton <fc Porter, 200 Mulberry-street, have issued the following in

teresting volumes, in sets, with copious illustrations, neatly bound and put up in

paper cases, of eight or ten volumes:

1st set. Auntie Ray's Little Library. Containing ten volumes. Archie's Fourth

of July; Lottie and Jennie; The Fish-hooks; Grace, and her Money-Box; Old

Granny Tift; Eva and tho Fairy Tale; Lucy and Bell; Bessie and her Lamb;

"Winnie and his Pets ; Frank and Joey.

2. Aunt Alice'> Library. Containing ten volumes. " Lion" and the Lamb; Miss

Alice's Story ; Little Frisky ; Getting Rich ; Ilard things are good for folks ; My

Little Sister ; Stick to it ; Arthur's visit to Grandpa's ; What made little Mollie so

happy ; The Little Prayer.

8. Cousin Anna's Library. Containing eight pocket volumes. Tom, the Oyster

Boy ; Willio and Clara ; Freddy's fifth Birthday ; Two boys side by side ; My first

Sunday School ; Sunday Evening Readings ; Coney and Andy ; llarry Perry.

4. Meadomside Stories. Beautifully illustrated ; eight volumes. Meadowside ;

Sally Grafton; The Book; Faithful Lina ; Katie and her Mother; Victor; Good

Daughters ; Anton, the Peasant Boy.

Coffee and Sugar Monthly Circular. By H. E. Moring, New-York. Mr. Morikq

has, for some years, published a monthly circular for private circulation, showing

the imports, stock and distribution of Coffee and Sugar in Europe and the United

States. He has now commenced the work in a more permanent form, to be issued

on the fourth day of each month, at a moderate annual subscription. We extract

some of the tables for our present No., pp. 44—47. Those merchants who are in

terested in these articles should order the monthly circular direct from Mr. Moring.

Steel Plate Engravings.—J. C. Butter, 48 Franklin-street, New-York, has pub

lished the following thirty Portraits, beautifully engraved on steel, and printed on

plate paper, 10x12 inches: Army Portraits. Lieut, Gen. Winfield Scott ; Maj.

Gen. Geo. B. McClkllan; Mai. Gen. N. P. Banks; Mai. Gen. Jons E. Wool; Mm.

Gen. J. C. Fremont ; Brig. Gen. F. Siegel ; CoL E. E. Ellsworth ; Maj. Gen. B.

F. Butler; Maj. Gen. John A. Dix; Brig, Gen. Natii. Lyon; Brig. Gen. Robert

Anderson ; Governor Sprague, of Rhode Island ; Simon Cameron, Secretary of War;

Brig. Gen. W. S. Rosecrans; Brig. Gen. J. K. F. Mansfield; Brig. Gen. Irwin

McDowell ; Brig. Gen. Ambrose E. Bubnside ; Maj. Gen. Louis Blenkkr ; Brig.

Gen. S. P. Heintzelman ; Brig. Gen. Lander ; Col. James A. Mulligan ; Col. Michael

Corcoran ; Col. Rush C. Hawkins ; Col. Thomas Fbancis Meaoher ; CoL Henry

Wilson, of Massachusetts ; Major Slimmer ; Maj. Gen. David Hunter ; Brig. Gen.

McCall ; Col. E. D. Baker ; Maj. Gen. Henry W. Halleck.

Newspaper Statistics of Great Britain.—From the " Newspaper Press Directory

for 1861" we extract tho following on the present position of the newspaper press:

There are now published in the United Kingdom 1,102 newspapers, distributed as

follows: England, 791; Wales, 28: Scotland, 138; Ireland, 132; British Isles, 13.

Of these, there are—39 daily papers published in England, 8 in Scotland, 1 2 in Ire

land, and 2 in the British Isle9. On reference to preceding editions of this useful

Directory, we find the following interesting facts, viz.: that in 1821 there were

published in the United Kingdom 267 journals; in 1831, 295; in 1841, 472; nnd in

1851, 563 ; but in 1861 there arc now established and circulated 1,102 papers, show

ing that an extraordinary impulse has been given to every description of newspaper

enterprise. Tho magazines now in course of publication, including the quarterly

reviews, number 481, of which no less than 207 are of a decidedly religious charac

ter. Among these, the Church of England has its special organs ; and the Wesley-

ans, Primitive Methodists, Baptists, Independents and other Christian communities,

arc fully represented in this branch of literature.—Lit. Gazette.

The rapid rise of the newspaper press

tabularize the number of stamps issued, as

newspapers :

Years. No. of Stamps,

1828, 28,000,000

1836, 42,000,000

1843 61,000,000

of Paris will bo best appreciated if we

has been already done for tho British

Years. JfTo. of Stamps.

1844, 62,000,000

1846, ....65,000,000

1846, 79,000,000
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1 NATIONAL CURRENCY AND BANKING SYSTEM.

The plan proposed by Secretary Crass involves consequences so vast,

that it should only be entered upon with the greatest deliberation. No

incidental benefit to the Treasury should modify, in the least degree, the

construction of a system which is to control the interests of a generation

of business men. As a means of opening a new demand for government

bonds, its legitimate effect could, at the most, only be moderate and

gradual. And if that effect were forced by taxation upon existing cur

rency, the derangement would be so great as to more than defeat the

end. Such a plan would be feeble for present wants, while it might be

potent for future mischief. The financial expedients adopted for the

exigencies of war, whether an issue of demand Treasury notes, or what

ever else they may be, should stand by themselves, like martial law, justi

fied by the imperious needs of the hour, and to pass away with the return

of peace. As war knows no law but necessity, the main question is,

" What will most surely and promptly meet its demands with least future

damage !" Not so is it with a system which is to reach on to the time

when the peaceful industries of the nation shall again require the energiz

ing influences of a sound currency. Better, far better, that the whole

plan should be postponed to the calm consideration of a day of peace,

than that one point of strength should be sacrificed to present conve

nience.

This country has never yet had a banking system that could stand the

test, either of a general panic, or an adverse balance of trade. And when

we see, as in the case of Illinois, the disastrous and wide-spread effects of

the failure of local systems, how immeasurably important that, in laying

vol. xlvi.—no. n. 9
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the foundations of a national organization, we dig deeper and build broader

than we have ever done before. Let us look, then, for some solid foun

dation-stones that have been wanting in the fallen structures of the past.

To prepare the way for minor propositions, we would first deny one

fundamental error, and affirm its opposite truth. The error is, " That

accumulations of specie are so much unproductive capital;" the denial of

which lies in the fact, that if specie is represented by only an equal

amount of paper taken for it, it is not dormant, but is circulating, and

performing all the offices of currency by proxy, which it could not do if

it did not exist. The truth we would affirm is, that of all the machine

ries of national industry, whether shipping, or canals, or rail-roads, or tele

graphs, an indestructible currency is the cheapest, measured either by the

work it performs, or the ruin which is caused by its loss. It is the mo

tive-power which drives all the others. A good currency cannot cost

too much.

In the light of this essential truth I shall endeavor to establish the

following propositions, as of vital importance to the formation of either a

State or National currency and banking system :

I. Specie is the only adequate basis of that portion of the whole paper

currency which may, under any condition of panic or of adverse

exchanges, be returned for payment.

II. The specie which is held for the security and redemption of the

bank-note circulation, should be aggregated at the commercial and finan

cial centres of the country.

III. The average aggregate of specie so held, should bear such a pro

portion to the total trade of the country that it could pay any possible

foreign balances against it without exhaustion, and always leave enough

remaining to sustain the currency and credits at home.

IV. The most effective general safeguard is, not any inflexible and

hampering law, but intelligence in the public, and constant accountability

on the part of the banks, through weekly published statements.

1. As all debts are made payable in money, as money is named in all

contracts, and is the representative of all values, nothing but money can

satisfy the demand which arises in those periods of distrust when all

faith in promises is gone. The sale of public stocks will, of course, pro

duce money at some rate, but, at such times, the market is soon glutted,

and the securities, however good, depreciate and fail as a reliance. A

vital fact in this question is, that the forcing of securities upon a panic-

stricken market aggravates the panic beyond all other causes. The better

the securities arc, the more complete and universal is the destruction of

market values, by the forced sale and consequent depreciation of them.

If you have two hundred millions of bank-note circulation, secured by

United States bonds, and in a sudden panic you throw ten millions of these

upon the market, and they fall to 50, all other market values simulta

neously fall in the same proportion.

This occurred in 1857, when, in a sound state of the trade of the

country, mere panic sales forced New-York State stocks from 110 down

to 70, and the State security system was totally broken down. A sus

pension of specie payments quickly followed, and the deposit banks of

New-York came to the rescue of the country banks of circulation so
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promptly, by taking their notes on credit, that the fact that the system

had failed and demonstrated its own imperfection, was hardly recognised.

It, nevertheless, was a fact, and a momentous one in its bearing on the

mode of organizing a national currency. For if the market could not

take enough of New-York State stocks (unsurpassed in real value) to

redeem the limited bank-note currency secured by them, what would be

the result when the stock security of a national circulation of $200,000,000

should be thrown upon the same market?

The conclusion, then, is, that neither bonds and mortgages, nor State

stocks, nor government bonds, nor British consols, nor any other form of

property, can be safely made the security for the bank-note circulation,

except for that portion of it which neither panics nor balances of trade

can ever drive home for redemption, and which, therefore, (although

nominally payable on demand,) may be regarded as a permanent loan

from the people.

To this conclusion more than a century of experiments and failures

have driven tho statesmen of England, and it is now fully recognised and

embodied in the organization of the Bank of England, and established

by its successful working.

To this conclusion our own history and failures impel us, and will, till

we accept it

2. The specie or money which is held for the security and redemption

of the bank-note currency should be aggregated at the commercial and

financial centres of the country.

This is and has been the case in the actual working of all the existing

banking systems of the States. The country banks of New-England, of

New-York and of the whole interior, rest upon their deposits in the city

banks, as the means of redeeming their circulating notes. Most of their

redemptions, (perhaps 99-100,) are actually made by drafts upon those

city bank deposits, and as those deposits rest upon the specie in the city

banks, that specie, at these centres of trade, is practically the real basis of

the bank-note circulation of the whole country.

The modicum of coin which is kept in tho country banks serves to

furnish change to the people, and, occasionally, for tho redemption of

notes ; but its relation to the security and redemption of the paper cur

rency is of trifling importance.

It follows, therefore, that any law requiring the country banks of cir

culation to hold fixed per centages of specie would be contrary to the

teachings of experience. Such a law would be evaded by the unsound

banks. In the case of the sound banks, it would place the specie where

it would be comparatively useless and unavailable. The specie is not

wanted in the banks of the interior ; and if it were, to compel them

always to hold it, would be to forbid its use. Such a law would dispense

with the heart, and require the hands and the feet to keep their separate

supplies of stagnant blood.

We repeat, then, that the specie basis of the paper currency should be

held—subject to actual use—at the centres of commerce and finance.

3. The average aggregate of specie which should be held at the com

mercial centre should bear such a proportion to our whole trade that it

could pay any probable foreign debit balances without exhaustion, and

always leave enough remaining to sustain the currency and credits at

home.
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The non-recognition of this principle cost the nation the terrible expe

rience of almost universal bankruptcy, and the long and painful struggle

which followed the collapse of 1836. Previous to that year the country

had run up balances of trade more than four times greater in amount

than all the specie held by all the banks in the United States.

Again, so lately as 1857, the banks of New-York, holding about

$12,000,000 of coin, which was then nearly their average stock, were

able to bear a reduction of only about $3,000,000, being about one per

cent, of the trade of the country each way, before they were driven to

suspension. From that and many previous experiences, they have wisely

adopted a much larger specie-basis, and by the strength thus attained,

they have supported the confidence of the nation and the finances of the

government through a crisis which, in former years, would have plunged

it into bankruptcy.

The value of a stock of specie proportioned to the trade of the coun

try, is strikingly shown in the action of the Bank of England, which has

repeatedly paid foreign balances of twenty-five or thirty millions of dol

lars, with scarcely a rise in the rate of interest, or any disturbance of the

course of credits and business.

In view of the foregoing principles, the following plan for a national

currency and banking system is suggested :

1st. All future bank-note currency in the United States shall be issued

in the manner following: The United States treasurer (or banking de

partment) shall furnish to banks or bankers circulating notes equal in

amount to ninety per cent, of the market value of United States bonds,

which such banks shall deposit as security for such bank notes, and such

banks shall keep their notes secured by an average excess of ten per

cent, in United States bonds, at their market value.

2d. The aggregate amount of bank notes which may be so issued by

the United States banking department shall not exceed an amount which,

added to the amount in circulation under State laws, would be equal to,

say $200,000,000, that being about the average amount which experience

shows that the country will hold.

3d. The bank department shall hold, in sub-treasury or in special de

posit, in specie, an average sum equal to twenty per cent, of the bank

notes issued to the banks upon the pledge of United States stocks.

4th. First, the bank department may, at the discretion of the Secretary

of the Treasury, use any portion of the twenty per cent provided for in

section second, or any specie in the treasury, to buy from the banks the

United States bonds pledged with him by the banks, at ten per cent., or

more, below the price at which such bonds were pledged ; (that is, when

the margin of security is exhausted ;) and, second, may also sell again

the bonds so purchased whenever they shall be saleable at ten per cent,

more than cost.

5th. In addition to the notes which may be issued on the pledge of

United States stocks, the bank department may issue to the banks bank

notes equal to the amount of specie which may be pledged with it as

security therefor, such specie to belong to the banks, and to be held

apart from the twenty per cent, provided for in section third, and such

issue, so secured, may be independent of the limitation in section second.
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6th. AH the banks in the United States, whether under State or na

tional laws, shall make and publish " weekly statements," as is now done

by the New-York city banks.

Upon the above suggestions wc would add the following

NOTES.

In 1 854, under a sudden drain of specie, a violent and ruinous panic

occurred, and a suspension of the banks seemed imminent. At the

urgent solicitation of the bankers and merchants, the Secretary of the

Treasury resorted to every lawful means to release the coin locked up in

the sub-treasury, and, by a happy liberality of construction, several mil

lions of its own bonds were purchased by the government with coin, and

at a very large premium. The specie was released, and the banks and

the community were saved. What wrought so beneficially then, it is

now proposed, in section fourth, to incorporate, as a conservative princi

ple, in the proposed national banking system. This outside and ulti

mate reserve is wanting in the Bank of England, nor could it be intro

duced there without a fundamental change. The funds of the govern

ment are already deposited with it ; consequently, the government has

no resource upon which it can draw to aid the bank by the purchase of

consols from it when its specie reserves are exhausted. So far from this,

the drafts of the government in times of pressure only aggravate the dif

ficulty. With us, on the other hand, the machinery for the occasional

purchase of government bonds in aid of the banks and the jntblic, is

already so organized in our admirable sub-treasury, that it has " gone

itself."

The fifth section, authorizing the banks to receive bank notes equal to

the specie deposited as security therefor, turns what has been a point of

weakness in all the State systems into one of strength. The banks have

excused themselves from keeping a full supply of coin on the plea that

their notes were already secured by State stocks, and that they could

not afford to secure it again by holding unproductive coin. This pro

vision relieves them from carrying so much dead capital, and invites the

increase of their specie by giving them its equivalent in bank notes ;

while at the same time it multiplies the power of the specie as a basis of

credits and confidence by aggregating it in the bank department, where

it may be measured and known, and where it may be always available.

It is believed that a system embracing the above principles, including,

of course, all the best details of the New-York State system, such as

redemption at the commercial capital, &c, would have at once more

strength and more flexibility than even the Bank of England.

The Bank of England may be considered absolutely secure as a bank

of issue and circulation, and, so far, a safe model ; but it is also, on a

great scale, a bank of deposit. But here, as before intimated, it is weak.

Having nearly its whole capital in the government bonds, its chief resort

for any heavy and sudden demand upon its deposits (after its reserve of

notes is exhausted) is in its bills receivable. If these are called in too

rapidly, the distress produced is so great that the government must inter

fere, or the merchants or the banks must fail This has occurred at seve

ral periods since Sir Robert Peel's charter of 1844 was adopted.

In the United States, however, we have in New-York alone a strong
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body of deposit banks, with a paid up capital of seventy millions, and a

separate and large supply of coin. Supplement these by well fortified

banks of issue, resting independently on their own specie and securities,

and we have an unequalled system.

And from this last statement there is one important inference. The

government should not imitate the error of England, and weaken its own

system, by using the banks of circulation as banks of deposit If any

departure is made from the most solid thing in all our building, the sub-

treasury, the funds of the government should be placed only in the

legitimate deposit banks of the great cities, whose heavy capitals alone

could afford a reasonable guarantee for them. But even then they would

be an element of weakness and danger.

The money belonging to the government, and wanted for its expendi

tures, is not a legitimate basis of banking. Government deposits are a

disturbing element in the affairs of the banks and of the people. If

placed in the banks, they, of course, go to swell the loans, and then the

apprehension of sudden and heavy drafts introduces fear and trembling

into our daily business. These drafts always come heaviest and most

imperative when they can least be borne. When trade languishes and

imports decline, then, of course, the revenues fall off ; then it is that

government wants, and must have, its reserved funds ; but then, also,

business is depressed, and merchants are " short," and are most distressed

by the calling in of loans. In a word, government deposits stimulate

trade and credits when they already tend to excess, and fall on them like

a millstone when they are depressed. If they were forced upon us by

some malignant power, they would justly be regarded as a curse. How

different the effect when, as of late years, in times of distress, the govern

ment, with paternal hand, unlocks its solid reserves of coin, and makes

its heaviest disbursements just in the crisis of the people's sorest need.

As an exceptional act, and as a measure of reciprocal service, nothing

could be more just than that the government, having borrowed nearly all

the capital of the deposit banks of the three chief cities, should leave with

them a large deposit, to aid them in carrying on profitably their ordinary

business of discounting mercantile paper. But that should be done with

a clear purpose to make the deposit permanent until the banks are

relieved of their patriotic burden. And to that end, large reserves

should be kept in the sub-treasury ; or, if government paper is resorted

to, the disbursements should be so managed as to leave, as nearly as

practicable, a uniform balance in the banks.

New-York, January, 1862.

A GOVERNMENT BANK.

It is now a well-known historical fact, that in the infancy of our Re

public, we were but little respected by foreign nations, and by some

scarcely acknowledged, until we had established a sound and efficient

national system of finance. The Bank of the United States, exhibiting

the profound wisdom of its projectors, tended greatly to establish, not

only stability of character at home, but to command respect abroad.
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1 NATIONAL AUTHENTICATED CURRENCY.

Tot Plait Stated—Advantaoes to the Government—Advantages to tub People—A

Uniform Circulating Medium—Natural Exchanoeb—Regulation op the Exchanges—

Bbcuettt ros the Baits Notes—Saeee than those or the Bake of England—Advanta

ges to the Banks—Solvent Banks protected against the Insolvent—The Cdreenct

made less Flcotcating—The Banes hade more Secure—Objections to the Plan—In

opportune—Its Basis not Permanent—Takes Capital out ot Trade—Alleged Tamper

ing with the Cttkbxnct—Conclusion.

The Secretary of the Treasury, in his report made to Congress at the

commencement of the present session,propose8 a plan which, in his

opinion, will secure to the people of the United States a uniform currency,

obviate many defects of the present system of State Bank issues, and, at

the same time, afford assistance to the general government It is as fol

lows:

" First. A circulation of notes hearing a common impression, and

authenticated by a common authority.

" Second. The redemption of these notes by the associations and in

stitutions to which they are delivered for issue.

" Third. The security of that redemption by the pledge of United

States stocks, and an adequate provision of specie."

This plan commends itself to our favorable regards by its simplicity

and evident feasibility ; but will it answer the expectations of the Secre

tary ! Is it expedient ? These questions we propose to consider.

In carrying out this plan, if we understand the matter aright, the na

tional treasury will furnish notes of various denominations, " authenti

cated" by the certificate of the department, that the same are secured by

a deposit of United States bonds. These notes will be made with cer

tain blanks, which the banks receiving them can fill out, making them

selves responsible for the payment over the signatures of their officers.

In order to obtain these " authenticated notes," the banks must deposit

an equal amount of bonds with the government, to ensure final payment,

if they fail to redeem them at their own counters.

For example, if we suppose the Merchants' Bank, Boston, has a usual

circulation of $400,000, and now wishes to come into the new system, it

must, for that purpose, purchase $400,000 of United States bonds, pledge

the same at the treasury office, and receive $400,000 of the authenticated

notes for circulation.

These it will loan to its customers just as it previously did its own notes.

The bank drawing interest on its United States bonds, of course, and

also the interest on its circulation, and the income it derives from both

these sources goes to swell the dividends of its stockholders.

The condition of the Merchants' Bank is now, in no essential respect,

different from what it was before the change, except that it has loaned

the government $400,000, instead of loaning the same amount to its ordi

nary customers ; and the operation cannot affect the profits of the bank,

unless it actually got a higher net rate of interest from its customers than

the government pays on its bonds.

If this be true, can the Merchants' Bank, or any other placed on the

same footing, have any objection to the change ?
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It may be insisted that the bank could obtain, at least at times, if not

always, a higher rate of interest, by charging exchanges on loans to cus

tomers, than the interest the government allows. But if the fluctuations

in the currency are to be as frequent and violent in future as in the past,

as, without some change, they must be, will the average net amount, for a

series of years, be greater than what the government bonds will pay ?

We think not, because the banks often make heavy losses from the bank

ruptcy of their customers, occasioned by the periodical explosions of the

currency.

ADVANTAGE TO THE GOVERNMENT.

While the plan, then, in nowise, as we believe, injures the banks of the

country, by curtailing their profits, it will confer great advantages on the

government

For, first. If the circulation of the country is to be based entirely on

national stocks, then there will be, of course, a demand for those stocks

created equal to the whole of that circulation; say from $150,000,000 to

$200,000,000. This will aid the government so far—a circumstance of

much importance in this great crisis of difficulty and danger.

Secondly. The connection which will be thus created between the

banking institutions and the government will strengthen both. It was a

grand stroke of policy when the British Parliament authorized the sav

ings institutions of the empire to invest their funds, on advantageous

terms, in the national stocks. Before that time the holders of the public

debt amounted, if we remember aright, to less than three hundred thou

sand ; now, by the investments of the savings banks in government secu

rities, the virtual holders of the public stocks amount to nearer three

millions. What better calculated to assure the final payment of the pub

lic debt? What better adapted to prevent internal commotions that

might overthrow the government ?

So would it be here. By the arrangement proposed, an immense

number of persons, in all parts of the country, and in all the various

relations of civil and social life, would be interested in the preservation

of the public credit. This is a circumstance which, in the present and

prospective condition of the nation, ought not to be disregarded.

By this plan, then, the government gets assistance and sympathy.

A UNIFORM CIRCULATING MEDIUM.

What do the people gain ?

1st. They are insured a uniform circulating medium, the soundness of

which will be known and admitted everywhere, and. which, as it is

receivable for all government dues, except customs, will be current in all

parts of the country.

The bills of the banks of Maine will be current in Missouri ; those of

Iowa in Vermont. Standing on the same level, all will pass equally well

everywhere. This alone will be an incalculable advantage, and secure a

wide circulation for this kind of currency. With these notes, no matter

where issued, a person will be able to travel in all parts of the nation,

and purchase property or discharge contracts.

NATURAL EXCHANGES.

2d. As a consequence of this, all those exorbitant and uncertain rates

of exchange that have heretofore existed, will be done away with.. Th
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will relieve the productive classes of an immense burden, though it will

doubtless very much reduce the incomes of those who have heretofore

dealt in uncurrent bank notes.

The natural exchanges of the country will still exist, as they ought,

and these authenticated notes will, at certain places and under certain

circumstances, be at a small discount. But, then, they will as often be

above par, for gold, as below it. All domestic exchange, under this sys

tem, would be merely the real natural difference between the value of funds

in different localities, under the varying circumstances of trade ; but the

high rates we have been familiar with, of five, ten or twenty per cent,

would be hereafter entirely unknown. They can never be greater than

the expense of transporting the gold, while the banks maintain specie

payments.

REGULATION OF EXCHANGES.

3d. This system of currency will accomplish what, by many people,

has been thought a great object, viz. : it will " regulate the exchanges" of

the country. More properly speaking, however, it will regulate the cur

rency, and that is all that is, or ever has been, wanted. To talk of

" regulating exchanges" is as sensible as to talk of regulating the rising

and setting of the sun, or the ebbing and flowing of the tide. Exchanges

exist by the laws of trade ; they indicate where the balance of trade is,

and that is a point of great importance to all business men ; and hence

exchanges should never be interfered with by government or banking

institutions. It was one of the greatest objections that could have been

brought against the late United States Bank, that when it was at the

zenith of its power, it did literally " regulate exchanges," that is, it

established artificial ones everywhere, and thus not only imposed a great

tax on the business community, but destroyed the true index of the

balance of trade.

For example, it would charge two and a half per cent., perhaps, at

Boston, for a check on New-Orleans, and, at the same moment, charge

at New-Orleans the same rate of exchange for a check on Boston. Now

every intelligent man knows that these two exchanges could not co-exist,

that one or the other was fictitious.

Ever since the closing of the national bank, exchanges have regulated

themselves most satisfactorily and economically, except when disturbed by

the depreciated currencies. The authenticated currency will remove all

danger of depreciation, and, therefore, will insure universally satisfactory

exchanges.

SECURITY FOR THE CIRCULATION.

4th. Not only will the question of exchange be placed on a proper

basis, but all danger from holding bank notes will be obviated. There

will be a well-deserved confidence placed in this kind of currency. The

losses which have, in times past, been sustained by bill-holders, have

been immense, and have fallen mainly on the poorer classes. It has

been satisfactorily ascertained, by careful examination, that the people

have suffered to the amount of more than one hundred millions of dol

lars by broken bank notes, since our present system came into being.

Under the proposed arrangements there can be no such losses ; and

after a short time, when the public have become accustomed to this kind

of currency, and tested its solvency by their experience, these notes will
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not only secure a free and universal circulation, but they will be hoarded ;

that is, laid by for future use, with as much confidence as the specie itself.

This will increase the amount of specie that may be deposited in the

banks.

SAFER THAN THE BANK OF ENGLAND.

One of the best features of the Bank of England is, that the govern

ment is always indebted to it for an amount which, added to the specie

in its vaults, at any given time, will be at least equal to its whole circu

lation. The bank holds £14,000,000 of the government securities as a

permanent investment. By the act of 1 844, (known as Sir Robert Peel's

act,) the bank is allowed to issue this amount of its own notes for circula

tion, without any specie wherewith to redeem them ; but for all over that

amount it must hold an equal amount of specie or bullion in its vaults.

This is, of course, well known to all, and has the effect of giving the

British public, as well as the whole commercial world, great confidence

in the Bank of England. Even prior to the act just mentioned, the fact

that the government was indebted to the national bank for an amount

equal to its whole capital, has been conducive to the high credit which

the bank has been able to maintain.

"As good as the Bank of England" is an old adage with which we are

all familiar. Now, if we can establish a currency which shall, before the

whole world, be upon as safe a basis as the notes of this celebrated bank,

we shall have accomplished a most desirable object The plan of the

Secretary will do more than that It will make the currency of the

United States more absolutely secure than that of the' British bank, be

cause, in our case, the government stocks, which we assume to be as good

as the British national debt, and as likely to be paid, are absolutely pledged

for the payment of the notes of our banks, while the public stocks held

by the Bank of England are not specifically held for the payment of its

notes, but for the discharge of all its liabilities ; and its deposits are often,

perhaps generally, as large as its circulation. The government stocks of

the Bank of England are only a part of its assets, but, by the plan of

Secretary Chase, the stocks of the American government are held in

absolute pledge for the redemption of these notes, and no other purpose,

and are no part of the assets of the government or the banks. They are

the bona fide property of the bill-holders until the notes arc paid in full.

As matters now are, the weakest and least solvent banks fas intimated

in the Secretary's report) issue the greatest amount of circulating notes.

They make it their chief business, in fact, to manufacture and put out as

large an amount as they can, by any contrivance, keep in circulation—

5, 10, 20, 40 dollars for one dollar in specie ! The Illinois banks had,

for example, on the first January, 1860, a circulation of $8,981,723;

specie on hand only $223,812, or forty dollars to one, to say nothing of

$697,037 they owed besides for deposits.

Such a currency, whether forty to one or ten to one, is clearly incon

vertible, notwithstanding the assumption of its being " redeemable on

demand, and therefore as good as specie." Experience, sad and oft-

repeated, has taught us that the notes of such banks are really incon

vertible. They may, indeed, be gradually withdrawn from circulation,

if sufficient time is allowed therefor ; they may be taken into bank in

payment of notes due from individuals, and thus cancelled ; but if they
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are returned faster than the bank can thus dispose of them, it must sus

pend ; such has always been the case, and as soon as the suspension takes

place the bill-holders are liable to suffer.

Under the proposed system this danger of loss is obviated ; for,

although the bank may have actually become insolvent, no one need

make a sacrifice on its notes, because the government holds collateral

security for them, and is, moreover, pledged to receive them at par for

all dues, except customs.

These considerations go to show that this "authenticated currency"

will be the most reliable of any mixed currency in the world. This will

elevate our banking system, not only to a level with the best banks of

other countries, but above them.

ADVANTAGE TO THE BANKS.

By the proposed arrangement, solvent and well-conditioned banks will

be relieved of a great and vexatious responsibility, which has heretofore

been imposed on them by the weak and ill-conducted ones, whose circu

lation they have felt compelled to sustain, for fear that if it were dis

honored a panic would be created, and a general run upon all the banks.

The banks of New-York, Boston and other large cities are but too pain

fully familiar with cases of this sort.

Another advantage will be, that the new system will prevent the crea

tion, in future, of merely fictitious banks. Many banks have heretofore,

ss already intimated, been got up without any real capital whatever. If

uired, as a condition of issuing circulating notes, (which is the princi-

object of such banks,) they are obliged to deposit United States

stocks to an equal amount, in advance, such banks could not be estab

lished, for nothing but real money would purchase the necessary stocks,

and thus the easy multiplication of banks without capital would be

prevented.

This would make the whole system more profitable and safe ; a result

which all sound banking institutions will look upon with much favor.

CIRCULATION LESS FLUCTUATING.

Again, by the new policy, the circulation of the banks will be rendered

more uniform ; that is, less fluctuating.

The Secretary proposes that all the banks that receive the authenticated

notes shall keep " an adequate provision of specie."

At present no regulation exists in regard to this matter in most of the

States ; and in all, except three or four, the banks can issue their notes

without any regard whatever to the specie in their vaults. This has

ever been the great cause of the frequent and disastrous fluctuations

which have inflicted such manifold calamities upon the people. The

New-York city banks have become so satisfied of this, that they have

entered into a mutual agreement, which compels them to keep at least

twenty-five per cent, of specie for all their immediate liabilities. This

measure on the part of the metropolitan banks is a wise one, but neces

sarily too limited in its operation to affect the greatness of the circulating

medium of the country ; but a suitable regulation made by Congress

would, of course, effect the desired object, and place the whole currency

of the nation on a comparatively safe and reliable basis. We say com

paratively safe and reliable, because we cannot reasonably expect that
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our currency will be reformed to such an extent, especially when the

nation is making a great struggle for its existence, as to make the circu

lating medium perfectly sound and unfluctuating. That could only be

done by compelling the banks to keep a larger amount of specie, in pro

portion to all their immediate liabilities.

It is no sufficient objection, that even under the system proposed the

banks might extend their operations so far as to be obliged, ultimately,

to suspend specie payments. That may be true, but that is no more

than they are now liable to do, as we know by oft-experience ; besides,

as we have before shown, they will be far less likely to run- into excesses

under the new than the old system.

The condition of all the banks of the Union, on the 1st day of January,

1860, was as follows :*

Circulation $ 207,102,477

Deposits, 253,802,129

Total, $460,904,606

Specie held by the banks at same time, 83,594,537

Equal to about twenty cents on the dollar.

Now we do not deny, that although the whole circulation were secured

by United States stocks, and those stocks were at par, the banks might

bo compelled temporarily to suspend, if they had no larger proportion of

specie to meet immediate liabilities than indicated above, because it

would obviously be impossible to meet the redemption of their notes

with specie, to say nothing of a still larger amount of deposits, which,

in the view of all business men and bankers, are as truly currency as the

circulation, and for which the demand for specie will be more instanta

neous and pressing.

It is with banks as with individuals : if they owe five or ten times as

much on demand as they have the immediate means of discharging, they

may be obliged to suspend payment, though they have the ultimate

ability of paying three times as much as they owe. But the liability of

suspension will be just in inverse proportion to specie on hand ; the

greater the specie basis the less the danger.

However desirable it might be, that the amount of specie in banking

institutions should be so large as to prevent all possible danger of sus-

nsion, the present is certainly not the time to attempt such a reform,

time of war, credit money, in one form or another, must be resorted to.

Wars, in modern times, are carried on by credit. They cannot be con

ducted otherwise. So enormously expensive are they, so rapidly do

they consume the wealth of a nation, they would be brought to a speedy

close if governments were obliged to pay as they go.

This has been the case ever since the accession of William and Mary

to the throne of England. The Revolution of 1688 was a great finan

cial, as well as political revolution. William introduced funding

paper money and indirect taxation ; and, by these instrumentali

ties, the wars of Christendom have been mainly supported ever since.

The American Revolution was carried on by " continental paper money."

• Mmbciiamts' Magazine, vol. 43, p. 336.
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The -wars of the French Revolution had been impossible, without

"assignats, mandates," <fcc, <fec, and, to enable England to cope with

Napoleon, her national bank went into suspension of specie payments,

for more than twenty years.

The present is not the time, therefore, to dispense with credit money,

however great an evil, in its nature, it may be. It is rather the only

exigency in which the use of such money is at all defensible.

Credit monet is war MONEY. It originated in war, and has no utili

ty, except as a temporary necessity of a state of war. We cannot, then,

attempt a reform, that could only be successfully carried out in a time of

profound peace and by a gradual process. We must use it, and make

the best and the most of it, until peace has been restored. If so, is not

the plan we have been considering the best above all others that have

been proposed ; the most eligible and most easily carried into opera

tion ?

The Secretary of the Treasury is certainly not responsible for our

present banking system. He does not even indorse it. He says, " If a

credit circulation, in any form, is desirable, it is most desirable in this."

That is the point ; and we cannot but think that all intelligent men will

concur in this opinion. It is certainly possible to improve and strengthen

a weak and imperfect system, and that is just what is now proposed.

OBJECTIONS TO THE PLAN CONSIDERED.

We will conclude, by briefly noticing certain objections to the plan

of the Secretary :

1st. " That the present time is inopportune." We think nothing can

be further from the truth. The writer has been familiar with all the

phases of the currency and money market for the last thirty years, and

has never seen a time more favorable than the present.

In 1842 there was a period when the condition of the currency and

the country was such as to make a change like that now proposed

quite feasible ; but, with that exception, there has been no time which,

on all accounts, presented so favorable a concurrence of circumstances as

the present

Oar banks have an unusually large amount of specie, and there is also

a large amount in the country held outside the banks. Money for all

commercial purposes is very plenty, and likely to remain so. Owing to

the financial necessities of the government, growing out of the war, it

has become expedient that the banks should suspend specie payment,

but that circumstance, instead of being an argument against, is, in truth,

a valid reason in favor of the measure ; because the final payment of all

the circulation being guaranteed, a very extensive credit to bank notes

will be secured, a thing greatly to be desired, under present circum

stances, for the banks need the best of credit, as well as the govern

ment

Besides, if the plan of the Secretary be not adopted, is it not certain

that a new crop of fictitious banks will spring up all over the Westero

States, as unreliable as the last ; and the country be exposed to greater

disasters than those of 1 859-60 ? Will not the land be flooded with

worthless paper money !
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NOT PERMANENT IN ITS BASIS.

Another objection made is, that "the new currency, being based

on the government debt, it cannot be permanent, as the debt will be

some time or other paid off, and then the system must be changed."

But this seems an idle objection. If the war closes by next July, an

event more to be desired than expected, the country will be left with a

debt of overfive hundred million dollars.

In addition to that debt will be an immense amount of claims on the

government, not included in the Secretary's report, but which will inevi

tably be made on the treasury at the close of a war so extended as the

present

A large pension list, created by the war, will also be for a long period

a heavy charge on the national treasury. And it is as certain as any

thing can be, that instead of a standing army of ten to fifteen thousand,

as formerly, we shall have one of fifty or a hundred thousand, with naval

armaments in proportion.

In addition to all these changes we must meet the ordinary expenses

of government, which can hardly fail to be greatly enhanced, and also

the annual interest on the national debt.

With this immense aggregate of expenditures, and a revenue contracted

by the limited consumption of foreign merchandise, which the impover

ished condition of the country must occasion, how soon shall we find

ourselves out of debt ? In thirty years ? If so, we shall be very fortu

nate ; and until that time arrives we shall not be wanting in national stocks

on which to base the security of our circulation.

Besides, if we suppose a much shorter time, could not a provision be

made for a change of securities, on a gradual relinquishment of the sys

tem, if that was deemed expedient ?

If the " authenticated currency" is not interrupted until the United

States is again out of debt, the present generation need give itself little

uneasiness in regard to the matter.

TAKES CAPITAL OUT OF TRADE.

Again, it may be objected that this plan takes bank capital out of the

hands of the business community and puts it into the public treasury.

Granted ; but will that be any disadvantage ? Recollect, the govern

ment must have the money, the use of the capital, from some quarter.

That is not a matter of choice. Why not take a part of it from the

banks ?

We think there are many cogent reasons in favor of such a course. A

given amount of capital in the banks will inerease the general credit of

the country more than three times as much as that amount in private

hands.

In 1860 we had 1,562 banks, with an aggregate capital of $421,880,095.

All these were competing for the bankable paper of the country. What

must be the natural consequence of such a state of things ? Evidently

just such an insane extension of credit as we have witnessed. These

banks had, at the time mentioned, extended their own credits above their

available means three hundred and seventy-seven millions of dollars.

What could result from this but a reckless extension of all .other credits,
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until thej became bo unwieldy as to break down by their own weight.

This stimulus of ordinary credits by the influence of bank credits is the

bane of tie business world. That is everywhere admitted, and this is

caused by the faults of our banking system, which allows the banks not

only to loan their legitimate capital, but an immense amount of mere

credit besides. The larger the capital of the banks, then, the more ex

tended will be the general credits of the country.

Any term of credit on merchandise over four months, is a damage alike

to buyer, seller and consumer ; yet it is well known that our credits are

extended to six, nine, twelve and eighteen months. This is absurd in the

highest degree.

The tendency, then, of withdrawing capital from the banks would be to

shorten mercantile and general credits ; and is not that a consummation

greatly to be desired ?

There is still another reason why capital may be advantageously taken

from the hanks by the government, and that is, that owing to the distur

bances of trade, which a state of war occasions, there must be, for years

to come, less necessity for bank capital for business purposes. At the

present moment there is a surplus of it, and such would certainly be the

case for a long time to come, were it not for the pecuniary wants of the

ent, by which the banks are enabled to make large and profitable

In view, then, of the foregoing consideration, the force and justice of

which, we think, business men and capitalists will admit, the objection

that the withdrawal from the banks of a part of the capital or funds

which the government must have from some quarter, injures the public,

will fall to the ground ; besides, it is undoubtedly true, that if the

banks can employ any more capital to advantage, it will readily be put

into those now existing, or new ones will be created.

ALLEGED TAMPERING WITH THE CURRENCY.

Lastly, it is sometimes asked, in the way of objection, " why tamper

with the currency at the present time, and when the country is in such

distress and peril ?"

We reply to this, that the plan of the Secretary is no " tampering with

the currency" (a favorite cant phrase) at all. It does not change its

generic character in the least, or necessarily restrict or increase the circu

lation of the banks. It hampers them in no way, nor gives the govern

ment any power over them whatever. Congress simply makes a general

enactment to which the banks must conform, but it gives no man, or

body of men, any control over their operations.

It merely asks them to loan the public treasury a given sum, instead

of loaning the same amount to individuals, and upon the strength of that

loan to base the security of their own circulation. It provides a uniform

NATIONAL CURRENCY, NATURAL EXCHANGES and SECURITY TO BILL-HOLDERS.

This it does in a most unobjectionable manner, interfering with no

moneyed interest or industrial pursuit.

CONCLUSION.

The foregoing remarks are offered with great deference to the opinions

of others, and with a sincere desire to promote the best interests of the

government, the people and the banks.
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To the latter institutions the writer feels under high obligations, as a

citizen, for the prompt and patriotic manner in which they have responded

to the calls of the government in its hour of need. They certainly de

serve the gratitude of the public, and all the legal protection and favor

which the welfare of the country and their own true interests may de

mand. We hope they will receive it. If the plan of the Secretary is

open to objections, which the writer has not discovered, he earnestly hopes

they will be stated by those having the ability to do so. The question

should be fully and frankly discussed, and with the most anxious desire

to secure the best interests of all concerned in the important measure

proposed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

There are three parties, but there is only one interest That which is

truly most advantageous for one, must be, in the long run, most desirable

for all. It is no time for wrangling about theories, or making doubtful

experiments, but it is a time when the nation is called upon to test its

utmost financial capabilities ; and the great question is, how can that be

most efficiently done ?

Gold and Silver.—Mr. Lowndes, in his report on the Bank of the

United States, said, in 1819: "The great object of the government, in

chartering the bank, was to provide a currency which should have that

degree of stability and uniformity in its value which is required by the

interests both of our commerce and revenue. A currency equally valua

ble at every place and every time, cannot be provided by human wisdom.

The nearest approach to this object has been generally supposed to be

afforded by the employment of gold and silver as the measures of

value."

National Currency.—Mr. McDuffie, in his " Report of the Com

mittee of Ways and Means," April, 1 830, says : " The power to coin

money and fix the value thereof, is expressly and exclusively vested in

Congress. This grant was evidently intended to invest Congress with

the power of regulating the circulating medium. Coin was regarded,

at the period of framing the Constitution, as synonymous with cur

rency, as it was then generally believed that bank notes could only

be maintained in circulation by being the true representative of the pre

cious metals."

Mr. Madison, in his annual message of December, 1816, concedes the

right of Congress to control the issues of paper money : " But," says he,

" for the interest of the community at large, as well as for the purpose

of the treasury, it is essential that the nation should possess a currency

of equal value, credit and use, wherever it may circulate. The Constitu

tion has intrusted Congress, exclusively, with the power of creating and

regulating a currency of that description. The Bank of the United

States, under auspices the most favorable, cannot fail to be an important

auxiliary."
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INTERNATIONAL GENERAL AVERAGE.

I. Arraomrrr in Law usually, but not absolutely, a tebt of correctness. II. A widh

range or Precedents necessary in Mercantile Law. III. Inconsistencies now existing

IN THE PRESENT GENERAL AvERAOE PRACTICE OF DIFFERENT COMMERCIAL NATIONS. IV. PRO

POSED Removal of these Inconsistencies bt the Association for the Promotion of Social

Science. V. What steps they have taken and what tuet propose to do. VI. Diffi

culties in the way. VII. Reform not needed in American Practice. VIII. Our Customs

in this Kespect based upon a wide field of Precedents. IX. The Nature of English

Exceptions and the Arguments upon which they are founded. X. American Reasonings

upon the same points, and the Authorities wnicn suppobt them. XI. Cause of the In

consistencies in ENGLisn Practice. XII. Danger of Like Causes producing a Similar

Effect in this City to great detriment of Commercial Enterprise.

" All erroneous opinion is inconsistent, and all ungrounded opinion

transitory," says Mr. Ruskin, in the first chapter of his work on Modern

Painters ; " so that," he continues, " while the fancies and feelings which

deny deserved honor, and award what is undue, have neither root nor

strength sufficient to maintain consistent testimony for a length of time,

the opinions formed upon right grounds, by those few who are really

competent judges, being necessarily stable, communicate themselves

gradually from mind to mind, descending lower as they extend wider,

until they leaven the whole lump, and rule by absolute authority, even

where the grounds and reasons for them cannot be understood." What

is here said of art will apply equally well to law. Decisions sanctioned

by time are entitled to respect, but only because they are presumed to

be, and generally are, the decisions of wise men, capable of forming a

correct opinion of the points in dispute. When generation after gene

ration have admitted them to be sound, and the practice of different

countries, influenced by various social customs, and affected by conflict

ing habits of thought, unanimously confirm them, the presumption of

their justice is greatly increased. And when, in addition to this, they

are shown to be in conformity with the dictates of reason and common

sense, these decisions must be admitted to be absolutely true. Individ

uals, however great their intelligence or extended their learning may be,

are still liable to err, and if one unjust decision should remain unques

tioned for a length of time, and should be blindly followed by a host of

judges, still an occasion will inevitably arise when some one, more acute

or more careful than the rest, will detect the error, and arrive at a differ

ent conclusion ; this in turn will be supported by subsequent decisions,

until the erroneous judgment shall altogether cease to be quoted as

authority. Thus we see that the more ancient any doctrine is in the law,

the greater the probability of its correctness ; but it does not by any

means follow, that every doctrine is absolutely true that is supported by

time-honored authority.

Chancellor Kent says of Grotius, that he searched the writings of the

wise and learned men of all ages—philosophers, divines, historians, poets ;

and that when he found that " many men, at different times and places,

unanimously affirmed the same thing for truth," he concluded that " it

ought to be ascribed to some universal cause." Maritime law, like the

vol, xlvi.—no. n. 9
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law of nations, cannot, by the nature of things, be based upon the tra

ditions of any particular people ; but must be founded upon principles

which are held in common by all nations. These principles, in the ab

stract, are plain enough, but in their application to particular cases their

various interpreters have caused much confusion to arise. Thus the doc

trine of general average is plain enough in theory, and the principle that

" contribution is the price of safety," and that what is saved contributes

to a general loss, seems broad enough to cover every case that could

arise. But when we come to compare the practice of different nations,

we find discrepancies so great and contradictions so decided, that it is

hardly possible to believe that interpretations so various could ever be

traced to a common origin. If it be true of the law in general, that its

doctrines should be based upon the opinions of the wise and learned of

the past, it is especially true of that branch of it which relates to mari

time affairs. The opinion of many men, at different times and places, is

the sole guide to truth ; and we must rise above the influence of local

custom and tradition, and refer to principles which have the unanimous

sanction of authority and reason, if we wish to substitute uniformity for

the present conflicting practice.

An attempt has lately been made in England to collect and compare

the opinions of the commercial world upon several disputed points in

the present general average practice, with a view of reconciling its incon

sistencies, and of introducing greater uniformity in its present conflicting

customs. A body of men in England, known as the " Society for the

Promotion of Social Science," have recently drawn up a " Synopsis of

General Average Practice in England, America, France, Belgium, Hol

land and Germany," and have sent copies of it to the various commercial

cities of Europe and of this country, with the view of eliciting new sug

gestions, and of then framing a bill for the British Parliament, which

will reconcile the inconsistencies now existing, and definitely settle the

principles on which the law depends. This synopsis was received by the

various oommercial cities alluded to, and has been returned by them to

the society with suggestions, as requested. In September, 1860, the

association met again, and passed certain resolutions, embracing rules

which they considered would be desirable amendments to the present

practice, to be adopted under a uniform system. They also drew up a

second synopsis, embracing the various suggestions received, and distrib

uted this second document for consideration, in the same manner as the

first one. This latter document was drawn up by Mr. P. II. Rathbose,

the deputy chairman of the Liverpool Association for the Protection of

Commercial Interests, as respects wrecked and damaged property. " The

English practice," says the preface, " is chiefly extracted from Mr. Bailey's

valuable work upon general average, and has been revised by Mr.

Bailey. The United States' practice is given upon the authority of

" The Law of Insurance," by Phillips, fourth edition, and has been

amended, for their respective ports, by the Board of Underwriters of

Boston, the Chamber of Commerce of Charleston, and the Chamber of

Commerce and Board of Underwriters of Mobile. The French practice

has been extracted from the ninth edition of Rogron's " Code de Com

merce Explique." The practice at Bordeaux was obtained through Mr.

W. M. Moss ; and that of Brest and Boulogne, of Amsterdam, Hamburgh

and Belgium, through the committee for managing the affaire of Lloyds.
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To the active and courteous aid of this committee and to their agents, is

due the completeness of this record of continental practice.

That this uniformity of practice would greatly facilitate and simplify

commercial intercourse, cannot be denied ; but whether it is possible to

accomplish it in the manner proposed, is a matter of reasonable doubt.

Customs of law are the slow growth of ages ; each point, as it arises,

must be settled by learned arguments, and by reference to authorities.

And it is almost too much to suppose, that individuals in different coun

tries, affected, as they necessarily must be, by local traditions and preju

dices, will be content to submit their disputes, on so vexed a question as

that of general average, to the arbitrary rules of society. At the same

time, it is a great step towards the establishment of this uniformity of

practice, at some future time, that an opportunity should be offered, of

at least collecting and comparing these discordant opinions. Should the

society succeed in passing a bill through the Parliament of England, a

greater step will be taken, and in that case it is only reasonable to sup

pose that the example will be followed by other nations, and the desired

uniformity be thus attained. But the passage of such a bill has been

attempted before in England without success, and it is possible that this

second attempt may meet with a similar fate. Mr. Stevens, in the pre

face to his work on average, uses the following language on the subject:

" Much has been said in favor of establishing a code of insurance laws,

similar to those promulgated in foreign countries ; but it is apprehended,

that few persons of experience at Lloyds' will, on consideration, be dis

posed to recommend such a measure. It would, perhaps, bo extremely

difficult, if not wholly impossible, to make positive laws to suit every

case ; and it is doubtful whether, if such were made, they would be found

to answer the purpose of preventing litigation. An attempt was indeed

made in the year 1 747, to procure an act of Parliament for the better regu

lating of assurances on ships, and on goods laden thereon, and preventing

frauds therein. Leave was given and a committee appointed to bring in

the bill ; but it is almost unnecessary to observe, that it did not pass into

a law."

It is not a little singular that the country from which this reform in

genera] average practice is proposed, is the one of all others which needs

it the most. The English practice departs more widely from general

principles, and is more inconsistent with itself, than that of any other

nation. And it is not too much to assert, that if a uniform practice shall

ever be arrived at, it will be because the customs in Great Britain are

made to conform to those of other countries, rather than that these are

altered to agree with theirs. On the other hand, it is asserted by Judge

Pabsons, that where our maritime law differs from that of England, it

follows the decisions " of the successive codes of continental Europe,

which, in successive ages, have defined that jurisdiction and built up

that law, and is based upon the opinions of the many learned men who

have illustrated both." Admitting this to be true, American maritime

jurisprudence, with the weight of continental authority on its side, may

fairly claim to be considered as a model, even for adoption by the mother

country, where a narrower standard appears to prevail. And a general

average practice, resting upon the precedents of universal law, may cer

tainly be considered superior to one whose principles axe confessedly

limited by the custom of Lloyd's.
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Admitting, then, that the general average practice of the United States

is based upon the widest possible basis ; and that it has laid the wisdom

of the world under contribution for its principles ; and, moreover, that it

has not, as yet, " been curtailed of its fair proportions, like that of Eng

land, in a succession of ages, by the attacks of rival and victorious

courts ;" (Parsons, p. IV ;) nor been limited by the customs of a power

ful institution ; admitting these things, it will not be deemed presump

tuous to state, that in the following examination of the " Synopsis of

General Average Practice," it is proposed to take the American interpre

tation of the doctrine as a basis for the remarks, and rather to compare

the practice of other nations with ours than ours with theirs.

As far as regards the general principles of the subject, it would seem

that the ideas of all nations are very nearly uniform. Where there ap

pear to be discrepancies, they will be found, on examination, to be rather

in the text of the writers than in the ideas themselves. Thus, Mr. Bai

ley's assertion, that, in order to constitute a general average act, "there

roust be a moral certainty of total loss," appears to differ from Mr. Ar-

nould's language, " that the act must be justified by an apparently immi

nent peril." But when we read Mr. Bailey's definition of " moral cer

tainty" as that which " must happen if circumstances which may possibly

change do not alter," we find that exactly the same idea is conveyed by

the one definition as the other. It appears, therefore, that all maritime

nations are agreed, that in order to constitute a general average there

must be " common interest ;" that the act must be a " voluntary and

deliberate one ;" that it must bo justified by an " apparently imminent

danger;" that it must be "judicious." A successful result is not abso

lutely necessary, in England and America, but in France, Belgium, Hol

land and Germany, if the safety of the ship is not accomplished, no con

tribution need be made ; and, moreover, by the customs of Amsterdam,

" not even what is actually saved must contribute." All arc agreed that

the loss must be the "immediate and necessary consequence" of the

general average act, and that the article sacrificed must not be itself the

cause of danger; and also, that the sacrifice or expense incurred must be

extraordinary, and not included in the ordinary duties and expenses of

navigation, which come under the head of wear and tear, and which

must be borne by the owner as a means of earning freight. In France,

Belgium, Holland and Germany, the old practice of requiring the master

to consult with the crew previous to the commission of the act, is still

maintained ; but in England and in the United States it is not considered

necessary. Indeed, in most cases it would be impossible, since sudden

emergencies hardly allow time for reflection, still less for consultation ;

and the class of men who generally compose the crews of these countries

are, in most cases, incompetent to give advice if asked for. Where it is

customary, even, it is probably a mere matter of form, for, according to

the old law, which is probably still in force wherever the custom now

prevails, if the master's opinion differed from that of the crew, his judg

ment was still allowed to prevail. Emekigon, describing the formalities

necessary in such cases, quotes the Consolato del Mare to this effect:

" When the master finds himself under the necessity of making jettison,

he is to say to the merchants, in the presence of the crew, ' Messieurs,

we are in great danger of perishing ; the only way to save ourselves, the

yessel and part of the cargo, is to make a jettison.' H the merchant
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shippers consent, the jettison may bo made ; if they refuse consent, the

master is still, says the Jugement cCOleron, to throw overboard as much

as he deems necessary, himself and a third of his crew taking an oath on

the holy gospels that they have made the jettison to save their lives and

the ship, and the other property on board."

One of our eminent writers on insurance law (Mr. Willard Phillips)

has compared a general average contribution to what is known in law as

salvage ; and this idea, that it is always the " price of safety," and " what

is saved contributes," although condemned by some as unsound and in

complete, will be found upon examination to be correct ; and, if it is ad

mitted, will serve to render clear some points at present in dispute. Add

to this that the immediate, but not the remote, cause of the act is to be

considered, and that the consequences of the act arc equally subjects of

contribution with the act itself, and we have established all the prece

dents upon which the American doctrine of general average depends, and

from which our practice is in all cases logically deduced.

These principles are admitted in Europe, and in England also, to be

correct ; but in the latter country they are often practically set aside.

Thus, among the consequences of a jettison, damage done to cargo, by

disturbing the stowage to perform that act, is not contributed for.

Neither is the damage to copper, by wreck of mast cut away before it is

finally released from the vessel. In regard to the second of these excep

tions, an English writer on average, Mr. Manly Hopkins, thus expresses

himself : " When masts have been cut away, and, in falling, injure the

deck, destroy rails and bulwarks, and do other damage, the repairs of

such damage belong to general average. And if, after the mastagc has

fallen into the water, it strikes against the ship's sides and knocks off or

injures the metal sheathing, it may well be supposed that this damage is

likewise claimable as general average. But here the present custom ia

inconsistent with itself, for it is held that the injury thus sustained by the

sides and sheathing does not form an item for general contribution, but

falls upon the ship alone. There can be little doubt that, as a matter of

principle, this practice is erroneous ; for it seems illogical in a progress

ive scries of consequences, clearly dependent on and traceable to one

cause, to classify a certain number of the links in the chain in one cate

gory, and to make a new rule for the succeeding link."

It is, however, in apportioning the expenses that arise when a vessel is

obliged to make a port of distress to repair damages occasioned by sea

perils, that the most marked discrepancies between our practice and that

of England arc seen. In this country all the expenses of entering and

clearing from the port, including the wages and provisions of the crew from

the time the vessel bore away for the port of distress until she is again

ready for sea, are subjects of general contribution. So, also, are all

charges for unloading, storing and reloading the cargo, in fact, all the ex

penses incurred, except the actual repairs to the ship itself; and even

these latter, should it happen that they are only temporary in their nature,

and of no permanent valuo to the ship. And also, if the repairs to the

ship are exorbitantly high, owing to the difficulty of making them at the

port sought, this excess over the average price is to be contributed for.

But in England, according to the synopsis, the following exceptions are

made :

The inward port charges are general average, but not the extra wages
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and provisions of tho crew, either while making the port or while detained

there. The discharging of the cargo by ordinary means is also general

average, but not " the hire of lighters to avoid discharging cargo." A»

soon as the cargo is out of the ship, all subsequent charges for storing,

watching the property, &c, are charged to that interest alone. For ex

ample, cutting timber in order to resnip it, airing and cooling cargo, ex

pense of coopering casks, as far as rendered necessary by discharging,

expense resulting to cargo from leaving a portion of it behind. And,

finally, the expenses of reloading and outward port charges, are borne by

the freight. The reasoning upon which these exceptions are based is as

follows : When a ship is disabled by a storm at sea, and cannot with

safety prosecute her voyage, common interest would dictate that a port

of refuge should be sought, and the putting into port, being for the benefit

of all concerned, is a general average act ; but wnen the port is reached

the danger ceases, and each interest must then take care of itself. This

is, in substance, the language of Mr. Benecke on the subject. He says:

" As soon as the object of putting the vessel and cargo in safety is ac

complished, the cause for contribution ceases ; for whatever is subse

quently done is not a sacrifice for the benefit of the whole, or for averting

an imminent danger, but is the mere necessary consequence of a casual

misfortune. If, owing to the injury sustained by the vessel, the cargo

must be landed to prevent its being more damaged, the charges of un

loading, housing, insuring against fire, reloading, &c, very properly fall

upon the proprietor of the cargo. For the landing is a necessary conse

quence of the misfortune that had occurred, and cannot be said to be re

sorted to for the purpose of enabling the vessel to proceed upon her

voyage when repaired, since the goods would have been landed also if

the voyage could not have been prosecuted. The vessel, therefore, ought

not to be charged with a part of those expenses which were not inten

tionally incurred for her benefit, but which only incidentally became use

ful to her. Even if the unloading were resorted to merely for the purpose

of repairing the vessel, still, it being the natural consequence of a particu

lar average, and taking place after the ship and cargo are in safety, it can

not be a general average.* If the damaged vessel after unloading is re

paired, the object of this measure is to restore the ship to her former

condition, and to enable her to carry the cargo to its port of destination.

The repair of the vessel, by itself, is evidently not an object which con

cerns the shipper, and to which he can be obliged to contribute. Inas

much as it tends to forward the voyage, the repair of the vessel certainly

concerns the shipper, and he has a right to demand it without being un

der an obligation of contributing to the expense, for, by virtue of tfie

contract of affreightment, the ship-owner is bound to forward the cargo

to the port of its destination, and, from the fulfilment of this contract,

nothing short of impossibility can excuse him. To repair the damage

accidentally sustained by the vessel, if it admits of being repaired, is,

therefore, a duty incumbent on the ship-owner by the contract of affreight-

* Thus, where Mr. A. ships a thousand barrels of flonr, and Mr. B. a like quantity,

and when tho ship puts into a port of distress, the former only is landed, or light

ered, or damaged by such transfer, the loss, by the English law, falls upon himself

or the underwriter, and is not a subject of general average ; although the loss is

sustained clearly in consequence of the endeavor to put the vessel, the property of

B., and the whole cargo, again in a seaworthy condition. Here such loss would seem

to be a loss chargeable to general average.—Ed.
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ment, and it is counterbalanced by the merchant's obligation of either

waiting for the repairs at the intermediate port, or paying full freight ;

consequently, the expenses thus incurred, although they may exceed what

the same repairs would have cost at another port, as well as the main

tenance and wages of the sailors during the time of repairs, fall upon the

owners."

It will be seen that this reasoning of Mr. Benkcke's, while admitting

that the consequences of a general average act, or of a casual misfortune,

are to be considered equally with the act or the accident themselves,

denies what we consider a fundamental maxim, that the immediate (and

not the remote) cause of the act is to be considered. If putting into

port to repair damages caused by a storm is only a general average act

while the danger lasts, and when that ceases, all subsequent charges are

to be deemed the results of an accident, it will be impossible ever to es

tablish any general average act. If the masts had been cut away to avoid

wreck, and the vessel, thereby disabled, had to seek the port, everything

must be contributed for. But was not the violence of the elements the

remote cause for cutting away the masts, in the same manner as it was

the remote cause of putting into port ? On the other hand, it may be ar

gued that the contract ofaffreightment only obliges the ship-owner to carry

the goods, the perils of the sea excepted. If the master attempts to

carry out this contract, he will probably wreck his ship and destroy the

goods. In that case the shipper loses his goods and the owner his

freight ; both, therefore, have an interest in seeking the port. Arrived

there, the goods must be discharged, not, certainly, for their own benefit,

nor for the exclusive benefit of the ship-owner, for, as we have seen, it is

not merely to repair his ship that the expense is incurred, but to save

the cargo from destruction, which would nave been its fate if the port

had not been sought The storing, watching and reloading are all results

of this act done for the common benefit, and there is no reason why the

freight should be burdened by this latter, or by the maintenance and

wages of the crew while making port and during repairs. For the con

tract is waived by the impending peril, to avoid which the port was

sought Admitting the English reasoning to be correct, it is a little

singular that they do not allow wages and provisions while making the

port, since they admit this to be a general average act, and they allow a

part of the expense, the port charges inwards. It is clear, then, that

this argument is inconsistent and unsound, and we can only add, that it is

impolitic, for a general average, however heavy, is always less than a

total loss ; and masters, knowing how heavy an expense they are bringing

upon their owners, since the maintenance and wages of the crew, the

reloading, &c, are likely to amount to more than the charges for storing

and watching the cargo, would naturally be inclined to run great risks

rather than incur so expensive a remedy. And if it is urged that the

cargo is generally much more valuable than the vessel, and has, there

fore, a larger proportion to bear of average expenses, we can only answer

that this is the price of its safety. That this reasoning is supported by

authority, the following quotations will show :

Ricard, Negoce d?Amsterdam, p. 280, writes: "Where a vessel is

forced by storm to make a port, in order to repair the damage sustained,

being unable to prosecute her voyage without risk of being totally lost,

the wages and maintenance of the crew, from tho day on which it was
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determined to seek a port for repairing the vessel to the day of departure

from that port, are considered general average ; also the charges of land

ing, reloading, pilotage, and other dues and charges occasioned by that

measure."

Baldasseroni, an Italian writer, states, " that he never heard it dis

puted, that the charges of entering the nearest port, and the repairs of

damage incurred to prevent shipwreck, belong to general average, but

that a difference of opinion often prevails as to the cause and nature of

the damage ; that when it arises from a natural cause, it is usual to bring

to the account of general average that part only which has been added

to the damage for the joint benefit; and to the account of particular

average that damage, the cause of which is special, (not having reference

to the joint benefit,) or the repairs by which, without necessity, the ship's

value has been improved ; but that all the expense of making a port for

the general benefit, and all the consequences resulting from that step,

have always been considered as subjects of a general contribution."

Emerioon, a celebrated French authority, says : " A vessel which had

considerably suffered by storm, so as not to be able to proceed on her

voyage without a risk of being lost, goes into a port for repairs. The

charges of unloading and reloading, the maintenance and wages of the

crew during the time which is spent there, are all placed to general ave

rage. The charges of repair, however, the cost of masts and sails, and

other apparel purchased, are excluded from general average. But should

it be necessary to pay exorbitantly for these articles, owing to a scarcity

of laborers or the high price of materials, that part which is paid above

the common value would be brought into general average."

Lord Ellenbokougu held language to the same effect, in the case of

Plummer vs. Wildman, which shows that even in England there are pre

cedents for the doctrine, lie says : " If the return to port was necessary

for the general safety, it seems that the expenses unavoidably incurred by

such necessity may be considered as general average. It is not so much

a question whether the first cause of the damage was owing to this or

that accident, as whether the effect produced was such as to incapacitate

the ship, without endangering the whole concern, from further prosecuting

her voyage."

We have thus endeavored to show that the American interpretation of

this doctrine is founded in reason, and, further, that it is supported by

authority ; and we will now proceed to consider the question of voluntary

stranding, a point about which the English practice is equally inconsist

ent and illogical.

" When the ship is voluntarily run ashore to avoid capture, foundering,

or shipwreck, and is afterwards recovered so as to be able to perform her

voyage, the loss resulting from the stranding," says Mr. Arnould, " is to

be made good by general average contribution." " W7here, however,

the ship is lost in consequence of the stranding," continues the same

authority, " but the cargo saved, does that which is so saved contribute

in general average for that which is lost !" In this country it does, but

in England it does not. "The reasons put forward to satisfy us that this

damage is not of the nature of general average," says Mr. Manly Hop

kins, " are, first, the indefiniteness of the injuries to the ship purposely

entered upon by running ashore ; and, second, that in the case of a ship

about to founder, her impending fate was not probable, but absolutely
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certain. Had she been left at sea she must have sunk, and]the driving her

ashore was a mere 'sauve qui petti;' and that, consequently, any damage

so incurred must be individually borne by the sufferers, and not made

good by contribution." The fallacy of the first argument is evident, for

in all cases of sacrifice the amount of damage may exceed the limits cal

culated upon ; and, as to the second, it would seem that the greater tho

danger avoided, the more reason for contributing to the expense of it.

In the one case Mr. Hopkins says, " it is like a person assisting a needy

friend, not by giving him a certain fixed sum out of his purse, but by

placing the whole purse at his disposal, to take what is necessary ;" and, to

illustrate the weakness of the second argument, he adds : " If I give my

hearty thanks to the man who saves me from drowning, by snatching me

out of shallow water, into which I have just fallen, are not my gratitude

and rewards due in a yet higher degree to him who brings me on shore

out of deep water, when my life was on tho very verge of extinction i"

The question has been entirely set at rest in this country by the argu

ments of Mr. Justice Story, in the case of the Columbian Insurance

Company v«..Ashby. In reference to which decision, Mr. Arnould

remarks that, " the point has never presented itself for judicial decision

in this country, (England.) Should it arise, the principles established in

this judgment would, no doubt, have their due weight in determining

the mind of the court."

After showing how the doubts upon this subject arise from a misinter

pretation of the Roman law, and the application of a principle which is

only correct as far as jettison is concerned, and which was originally only

intended to be applied to a jettison, Mr. Story goes on to say, that

Emerioon stands alone among the foreign authorities in maintaining the

qualification that it is necessary to a general average that the ship should

be got afloat again after stranding. "The analogy between the two

cases," he continues, " is neither so clear nor so close as Emerigon has

supposed. In the case ofjettison, to avoid foundering or shipwreck, if the

calamity occurs, the object is not attained. But in the case of the strand

ing, whatever is saved is saved by the sacrifice to the ship, although the

damage to her may have been greater than was expected. Surely the

question of contribution cannot depend upon the amount of the damage

sustained by the sacrifice, for this would be to say, that if a man lost all

his property for the common benefit, he should receive nothing ; but if

he lost a part only, he should receive full compensation. No such prin

ciple is applied to the total loss of goods for the common safety, as, for

instance, in the case of a jettison of a whole cargo, why, then, should it

be applied to the total loss of a ship for the like purpose t" * * *

lie then quotes from the Consolalo del Mare, lloccus' Treatise de

Navibut et Naut., Vincinnes' Commentary on the Rhodian Law ; Bynk-

ershoek, Cleirac and Magens, to the same effect. lie further states

that Jacobsen, Benecke and Stevens all admit this to be the result of

foreign jurisprudence and ordinances, and says, that the latter author,

(Stevens,) notwithstanding his own opposition to the rule, admits that it

" appears to have been the practice at Lloyd's, as far back as the time of

Mr. Westcott ; and that recent opinions of eminent counsel in England

fully admit and confirm it."

It would thus appear, that our interpretation of the doctrine of volun

tary stranding, and our practice, when a vessel is compelled to seek a port
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of distress to repair damage done by a storm, are alike founded in rea

son and supported by authority. And it would also appear, that where

the English practice differs from ours, the arguments used to support

it are both illogical and inconsistent, and are, besides, at variance with

the principles laid down in the older codes. It is evident, then, that no

alteration is necessary in our practice, and, least of all, such a change as

would cause it to conform to that of England; and therefore, although

we may be pleased at the effort which has published to all the world the

soundness of our system, wc can neither gather from the synopsis any

hints for its improvement, or indeed any suggestions for its alteration.

Still less is it to be expected, that much importance will be attached to

any rules that the society may pass upon. For, apart from the difficulty

of settling, by arbitrary rules, disputes that can only be satisfactorily

adjusted by the learned arguments of counsel on the particular point in

dispute, it can hardly be expected that rules formed in England, by an

association in which English influences necessarily predominate, will not

be influenced by English customs and made to conform to English ideas.

It is for these reasons, probably, that so little interest has. been taken in

the subject by the merchants and underwriters in our city. Upon the

, receipt of the first synopsis, and in conformity with the request of the

association, delegates were sent from this city and from Boston, and other

places, to meet the society at Glasgow. But the second synopsis has

been quietly laid aside, and, excepting this attempt at an analysis of it,

no mention of the matter has ever been made in print, and no action

upon the subject has been proposed by any of our commercial associa

tions.

In conclusion we will remark, that the inconsistency of the English

practice is admitted to be owing to the influence of a powerful institu

tion which is able to settle arbitrarily all points in dispute. Mr. Jamss

Caddow, one of the delegates to the society, remarked, during the debate

upon the adoption of this proposed uniform system of general average,

44 that it seems to be the genius of the custom at Lloyd's, that no loss

which could be charged to a particular interest should be recognised as

general average." That this practice is hurtful in the extreme to the in

terests of the merchant is easily seen, for not only is there less induce

ment held out to a master to save his ship by putting into port to repair,

or by running ashore in a safer place to avoid a more certain destruction ;

but many of the charges resulting from the first of these acts are not

merely excluded from general contribution, but arc thrown upon the ship

owner exclusively, without being allowed by the insurers as a particular

average. The decisions of our own courts have so clearly settled our law

upon this subject that it seems hardly possible to suppose that any simi

lar influence here could ever set aside these decisions. But still it must

be remembered, that monopolies, of whatever kind, are always injurious

to commercial enterprise. And there is undoubtedly danger that in

the effort to obtain greater security, as it is supposed, by building up

powerful corporations, our merchants will find in the end, that like the

magician in the fable, they have raised a spirit which they cannot con

trol. Should it ever happen that the insurance business of this city is

monopolized by one or two overgrown companies, we may expect to see

the same process repeated here that has already taken place in England ;

and the insurer will find that his rights are encroached upon, one by one,
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until insurance is no longer an indemnity. It is true that the expense

of management would be greatly lessened by consolidating our present

marine companies into one or two powerful institutions. But by this

process competition would be destroyed, and the underwriters, instead of

being merely the agents of the merchants for distributing their losses

among each other, would be able to dictate what terms they pleased, and

would in the end make insurance so expensive and so limited, that it

would become a burden upon, instead of an assistance to commerce. On

the other hand, it is easy to see that by encouraging the formation of

new companies within reasonable limits, insurance rates would be at once

reduced to the lowest remunerative point, and the greatest liberality

would prevail in the settlement of losses. Nor would the security be

lessened ; for if a small company apportions its lines to the amount of its

capita], it is able to offer as great a security for this limited amount as a

large company is for a greater one.

COSMETICS.

Personal Adornment.—Ancient Use or Cosmetics ; their composition and preparation ;

Imitations and Codntertrits.—Blancs, Powprrs, Bocges, Fards, Milks, Pomades, Hair-

Dtes, Depilatories, etc., and the dangers or thir use.—Tooth Powders and Soaps.—

Toilet Soaps, now made, and the significance of their names.—Tricks or the Trade.

Under this heading may be comprehended all substances or prepara

tions employed for the purpose of preserving or restoring beauty. Their

purpose is to change the appearance of the skin, the hair and the teeth.

The variety of substances which are and have been used from time to

time under the names of paints, powders, pastes, dyes, pomades, balms,

soaps, creams, oils, essences, vinegars, aromatic waters, <fec, is almost in

numerable ; yet the bases of these preparations depend upon the known

properties of a comparatively small number of substances, which may be

generally identified with but little difficulty.

Personal adornment by means of cosmetics has been practiced from

most ancient times. Classical writers inform us that the dames of Greece

and Rome derived the custom of using cosmetics, from the Egyptians.

And to Catharine de Medicis is awarded the honor of having intro

duced the same custom into France. She is said to have derived her

knowledge of their use from the Italians. Yet the use of cosmetics did

not become general in France until about the end of the seventeenth

century. About this period of time, M. Daguin, counsellor and first

physician to the king of France, and M. de Bleoney, counsellor in or

dinary to his majesty, and director of the Royal Society of Medicine,

translated from ancient writings the " Secrets concernant la beauti et la

tanU," which was printed in two volumes. A copy of this work is still

preserved in the Imperial library of France. In the second volume of

the Secrets, arc numerous ancient formula) for the preparation of cele

brated cosmetics, and the manner of applying them.

Le blanc de perles and Vhuile de perles derived their names from the

costly material which originally entered into their composition. Le blanc

was made by reducing pearls to powder ; and Vhuile by dissolving them
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in vinegar. These preparations were said to possess most marvellous

properties in the restoration of youth and beauty, while from their great

costliness they were almost exclusively limited to the toilet of the royal

household. But ere long it came to pass that these royal preparations

had many counterfeits. Pearls, it is well known, were esteemed of great

value in ancient times. Principium culmenque omnium rerum prtiii,

margaritce tenent. (Plin. Hist. Nat. lib. 9, c. 35.)

The Shah of Persia possesses a pearl bought by Tavernier, at Catifa,

in Arabia, a fishery famous in Pliny's time, for the enormous sum of

ten thousand pounds sterling. It is pear-shaped, from two to three

inches long, and over half an inch in diameter, and without a blemish.

Small or defective pearls were of much less esteem, yet they were of

considerable value, and were, therefore, too costly to be manufactured into

lime, even in ever so small quantities. Hence it is not surprising, that

those who would imitate the fashions of the court were under the neces

sity of adopting the less costly, though identical material of the humble .

oyster, by the use of its outside gear, and yet have genuine blanc de

perles. The " pearl powders" of modern cosmeticists, at least, have far

less right to the name, for these modern preparations generally consist of

white oxide of bismuth, or equal parts of this substance, with common

chalk and oxide of zinc. Le blanc de perles has, indeed, long since

ceased to indicate the origin of the substance so called. And " le blanc

de Troyes," " le blanc de Mendon" " le blanc de Espagne," &c, now, like

le blanc de perles, only indicate des blancs, that is to say, white cosmetics,

substances and compounds of very different properties. The same may

be said of " Vhuile de perles" " le lait virginal" " la crime de beauti,"

" Veau de Ninon," " le tresor de la bouche," " la pomade dex Sultanes,"

" le farde d1Aspaisie," " le crime Parisienne Spilatoire," " le poudre de-

pilaloire parfumee" &c, &c. They indicate substances of the most di

verse character, while the name has been diverted from its original pur

pose, and now more generally points to the use that is to be made of the

compound.

As nothing is more flattering than the art of preserving beauty and

adorning the exterior of our persons, it is not surprising that the use of

cosmetics is one of the most universal practices of civilized nations. In

deed, nearly allied to the use of cosmetics among civilized communities

are the practices of uncivilized people, in scarifying and grotesquely

painting their countenances for the same purpose. Perfumery, too,

enters into the category, for the sense of smell seeks gratification scarcely

less than the sense of sight. It is plain, therefore, that a description

of all the various substances used in the manufacture of cosmetics,

would very much exceed the limits of this paper ; indeed, such a purpose

would require a volume.

We propose to show, however, that strong acids and alkalies, the salts

of lead, mercury and silver, and preparations of arsenic, change not their

properties under the disguise of fancy names. And that although they

may for a time soften the skin, give gloss to the hair, and tint to the

cheek and the lip, the time is but hastened when the lily and the rose

give place to a leaden hue, and the lips of carmine to a livid blue.

To be powdered and scented is among the first conditions of infantile

refinement. And when we take into consideration the extent of this

practice, wo begin to have some conception of the amount of material
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thus used ; and wc also cease to wonder at the continuance of a practice

in advanced years, which, in our childhood, we arc taught to consider as

one of the chief conditions of the toilet. Many tons weight of toilet

powders are doubtless used annually in this country for the infantile

toilet alone. These arc generally composed of various starches, prepared

from wheat, rice, arrow-root, and various nuts mixed with different pro

portions of powdered talc, oxide of bismuth and oxide of zinc, scented

with various aromatics.

Perle Powder, according to the common acceptation of the terra,

consists of equal parts of oxide of bismuth and oxide of zinc, with six

teen parts of French chalk. French Wane is levigated talc passed

through a silk sieve. This when well prepared is probably the best

face powder made, inasmuch as it does not discolor from cutaneous

exhalation or an impure atmosphere. Calcined talc is also extensively

used under various names, and is unobjectionable ; but it is less unctuous

to the feel, and more likely to be seen than genuine French blanc.

Rouges are usually made by mixing coloring matter with either of

the above-named powders. The finest kinds are made by mixing carmine

with French blanc, in different proportions, say one part of carmine to

from eight to twenty parts of blanc, in order to produce different shades

of color, for different complexions, from blonde to brunette. Rouges are

prepared and sold in the form of powder, cake, and paste or pomade ; in

the last form, the compound generally contains a minute proportion of

tragacanth, or other gum, and is put up in pots. In some instances the

rouge is spread upon tine card paper, and carefully dried, when it assumes

a beautiful greenish tint, and loses the appearance of rouge. The same

effect is also sometimes observed in " pink saucers," and in what is known

as Chinese book rouge. Such rouges arc generally of fine quality, and

when moistened with a piece of cotton and applied to the lips or checks,

the color assumes a beautiful rosy hue. Common pink saucers are made

by washing safflowcr ( Carthamus tinctorius) in water until the coloring

matter is removed, and then dissolving out the carthamine, or coloring

principle, by a weak solution of carbonate of soda. The coloring is then

precipitated into the saucers by the addition of sulphuric acid to the

solution. Spanish wool and Cr6pon rouge are made by the same pro

cess. Other common rouges obtain their coloring by the admixture of

Brazil wood or santal ; and ignorant or careless persons sometimes use

cinnabar—the red sulphuret of mercury. It makes a very fine-looking

rouge, but it causes a diseased condition of the parts to which it is ap

plied, and, being liable to absorption, may poison the constitution and

even destroy life.

Various other paints, or what the French commonly denominate

fabds, are chiefly made for theatrical use ; but they are, nevertheless, ex

tensively used by private individuals. Unfortunately, most of these have

for a basis while lead. They arc soft and unctuous to the touch, easily

adherent and persistent ; they appear to give pliability to the skin, ren

dering it soft and smooth as fine kid. These are the chief commendable

qualities of highly deleterious and extensively-used compounds, sold

under various names, to be used as cosmetics. White lead, thus applied,

is readily absorbed, and exercises a most injurious effect upon the system.

It acts insidiously, but gradually and constantly undermines the consti

tution, and lays the foundation of the most incurable and dangerous dis
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cases. It perverts the vitality of the skin, paralizcs the perspiratory

functions, and diminishes or destroys the capillary circulation. The skin

appears tarnished and shrivelled, or takes on a deadened hue ; and the

countenance assumes the appearance of dissipated habits or premature

■ old age. The morbid products of the circulation, which were destined

to be eliminated by the functions of the skin, are retained in the blood,

or devolved upon the functions of other organs. All the secretions be

come more or less deranged. Digestion is seriously interrupted or sus

pended, violent colics ensue, and the food which is necessary for the

nourishment of the system fails in its purpose, is loathed or rejected.

This general perturbation of the functions reflects upon the nervous cen

tres, and the fatal symptoms of a softened spinal marrow or brain at last

leave no hope for relief but in death. This is no over-wrought picture.

In France, where the conservators of public health constitute an intelli

gent portion of every municipality, prosecutions for selling fatally dele

terious fards are far from being uncommon. And it has been clearly

proven by some of the most scientific men of France, that the health and

lives of many distinguished artistes and women of fashion have been

sacrificed by the use of poisonous cosmetics. In this country, where

there are no checks upon the ignorant or the base who prepare these

things for the multitude, examination into the causes will clearly demon

strate the conclusion, that many of our own artistes and leaders of fashion

owe their premature loss of excellence much more to the use of poison

ous cosmetics, than to, what is too commonly supposed, dissipated habits.

Milks and Emulsions arc nearly allied to paints. Everybody knows

that many seeds and nuts, when divested of their outside covering, and

reduced to a pulpy mass by being thoroughly rubbed up with water,

may be made to resemble milk. This appearance is due to the minute

mechanical division of the oil of the nuts thus treated. But all such

substances are exceedingly liable to decomposition, and, unless fixed by

the addition of other matter, they quickly spoil. They can generally be

fixed for a short time by the addition of a small proportion of alcohol

and aromatic oils ; and these additions, if well proportioned, may serve

to render such compounds desirable and innocent cosmetics. It is too

often the case, however, that the maker and vender of these compounds

regards his purse more than the health of his patrons. Arsenic, corro

sive sublimate and prussic acid arc known to possess antiseptic proper

ties, that is to say, they are preservatives against decomposition. In

milks and emulsions, the most highly commended for the preservation of

health and beauty, it is no uncommon thing to find, upon analysis, these

deadly poisons, arsenic, corrosive sublimate and prussic acid!

Pomades frequently contain the acetate and carbonate of lead, corro

sive sublimate and cinnabar ; in which case they contain all the injurious

qualities pertaining to the same poisons in fards, as above described.

Hair Dyes and Depilatories.—The use of this class of cosmetics is,

perhaps, far more ancient and extensive than that of any other. A recent

traveler* states that, among other curiosities found in the Egyptian

tombs of Sahara, was a piece of reed, containing a quantity of powder

such as is used even at this day by the Egyptian women to color the

eyelashes. It is supposed to be the same custom as that referred to by

* Dr. Shaw.
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the prophet Jeremiah, when he writes that, " Though thou rentest thy

face (or thine eyes) with painting, in vain shalt thou make thyself fair."

So far as known, however, the hair dyes of the ancients were wholly ob

tained from certain juices and gums of aromatic plants. Laneerer

informs us, that at Constantinople certain Armenians devote themselves

to the preparation of cosmetics, and among the most celebrated of these,

is a black dye for the hair, termed Rastikopetra or Rastick- Yuzi. The

name, he states, is derived from that of a metal used in the preparation

of the dye. The preparation of this dye consists in the mixture of the

dust of this metal (the nature of which is kept secret) with finely leviga

ted nutgalls. In some cases this mass is scented by the admixturs of

harsi, an odorous perfume commonly used in the seraglio. This dye is

generally kept in the form of paste, and it is applied by rubbing it on

the hair or beard with the hands. After a few days the hair assumes a

beautiful glossy black. Laneerer attributes the fine black beards and

soft glossy black hair of the Turks to the common use of this superior

dye. The coloring property is probably wholly due to the pyrogallic

acid of the galls. Most of the lotions and perfumes prepared by apothe

caries and hair dressers in this country, as in France, consist of compounds

holding in solution different proportions of litharge, lime and nitrate of

tilver. Some of the most popular of the French dyes are sold under

such names as TEau de Perse, VEau cCEgypte, TEau de Chypre, I'Eau

de Chene, <fcc. They contain from one-eleventh to one-seventh per cent,

of tulphuret of jwtassium, nitrate of silver or quick lime, with minute

proportions of oxide of lead and carbonate of iron. What is sold by our

own apothecaries as " vegetable dye," consists of one ounce of nitrate of

silver to a pint of rose-water, put up in colored bottles. The directions

for the use of this preparation are, first, to free the hair from grease by

washing it with pearlash water or soda, and, after the hair is perfectly

dry, apply the dye by means of a brush. It docs not " strike" for seve

ral hours, but may be hastened by exposure to sunshine. Other prepa

rations are accompanied with a mordant, which usually consists of a

strong solution of sulphurct of potassium ; still others, with ammonia,

this substance being added to correct the otherwise bad odor of the sul

phurct of potassium ; it is commonly called inodorous dye. French

u Brown dye" is composed at sulphate of copper, ammonia, and prussiate

of potassa ; this is exceedingly poisonous, but said to be a very fine

dye.

Depilatories are substances used to remove hairs from the surface.

Ladies generally consider the growth of hair on the face, arms and neck

as prejudicial to beauty. Hence those who allow themselves to be

troubled by such physical indications of good health, make use of depila

tories for their removal. Depilatories are always composed of strong

alkalies, and usually those which are the most injurious, the sulphurets

of arsenic and lime. Le Rusina des Orientaux, which is one of the most

esteemed of these preparations, consists of a solution of quick lime and

orpiment, (sulphuret of arsenic,) and a test of its good quality on prepa

ration is, that it will remove the barbs of afeather. It is, indeed, a powerful

caustic, and its use requires great circumspection. An analogous prepa

ration is generally kept by our apothecaries, and is in common use by

hair dressers. The formula for its preparation is : best lime, slaked,

three pounds ; orpiment, half a pound. Mix by means of a drum sieve.
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Preserve the same for sale in well corked bottles. Directions for use :

mix with a sufficient quantity of water to render it of Creamy consistence,

lay it over the hairs to be removed, for about five minutes, or until the

smarting produced by the application renders its removal necessary.

The part is then to be lathered and shaved (or scraped) with an ivory

razor or ivory paper-cutter ; then thoroughly wash the part with warm

water, and anoint with cold cream. Simpler compounds are usually

kept, which consist of quick lime mixed with pulverized charcoal Pa-

risian cream is composed of quick lime and orpiment, colored with pul

verized anchusa bark, which gives to it a beautiful rose color. There

are various other hair dyes and depilatory preparations, but these are

fair samples, and are sufficient to illustrate the danger of their use. The

most usual accidents following the use of hair dyes and depilatories, are

erosions and local inflammations of the face and head, which sometimes

leave bad scars. A case of insanity was reported from one of the hospi

tals of Berlin in 1855, which was attributed to the use of hair dye. On

analysis, this dye was found to be composed of nitrate of silver and salts

of lead.

TooTn Powders and Mouth Washes are also commonly classed as

cosmetics. But inasmuch as they constitute a highly sanitary class of

compounds, which cannot be said of other cosmetics, they are worthy of

a better place. Tooth powders, soaps and washes, when properly con

stituted, greatly assist in preserving a healthy condition of the teeth, and

therefore contribute to the act of mastication, and so promote healthy

digestion. The ill effects resulting from the accumulation of " tartar" on

the teeth is well known to most persons ; and in certain states of the

system, the secretions of the mouth are also well known to exercise an

injurious effect upon the teeth. The daily employment of a cleansing

dentifrice will not only remove the oftentimes injurious remains of food,

but will also generally prevent the accumulation of tartar or other" inju

rious secretions. The state of the gums, too, and indeed the whole lin

ing of the mouth, is often to be taken into account in the use of a den

tifrice. It is plain, therefore, that these useful preparations are part of

the art of medicine; and the whole train of pernicious preparations by

charlatans, which usually contain strong acids, alkalies or opiums, in

combination with gritty substances, should be abandoned. Under ordi

nary circumstances, mild soap, deprived of its disagreeable taste by the

incorporation of orris, sassafras, or other bland aromatics, is unquestiona

bly the most cleansing dentifrice, and, therefore, the best. But whenever

there is any special purpose to fulfil in the use of a dentifrice, the indi

vidual would do well to consult a physician.

Cosmetic Soaps arc usually made by remelting the common curd

soap of commerce and mixing with it aromatic and coloring substances,

according to the quality required. Curd soap is a nearly neutral soap,

made of soda and tallow. Oil soaps are also sometimes used for the

same purpose. The conditions of a good toilet soap arc, that it will

not shrink or change shape ; produce a profuse lather during the act of

washing ; leave the skin soft and not liable to chap ; and that it be cither

inodorous or have a pleasant aroma. Few or none of the common com

mercial varieties of soap possess these qualities, and, therefore, the object

of the perfumer is to produce them without in any manner impairing the

well-known properties of soap for cleansing purposes. The favorite vari
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cty of toilet soap, supposed by many to be made of the oil of sweet

almonds, and therefore called almond soap, is generally made according

to the following formula : Finest curd soap, 1 cwt ; finest oil soap, 1 4

lbs. ; finest marine soap, 14 lbs. ; otto of almonds, l£ lbs. ; otto of cloves,

} lb. ; otto of carraway, ^ lb. First melt one-half of the curd soap, and

then add the marine soap ; when this is well " crutched," (stirred in,)

add the oil soap ; and finish with the remaining curd. When the whole

is well melted and thoroughly mixed, add the perfumes, quickly mix

them, and turn into the moulds. The finer qualities of scented soap are

made by adding the perfume after the melted soap has become nearly

cold. This is done in order to avoid the loss, by evaporation, of the

more costly perfumes. They lose about twenty per cent of their aroma

if added to the compound while it is hot For cheaper varieties of toilet

soap, the proportion of perfume is not only much lessened, or altogether

omitted, but common rosin soap is substituted for that which is made of

oiL " Honey soap" is made of yellow soap and fig soft soap, scented

with the otto of citronella. It contains no honey.

It would be an endless task to undertake to characterize the qualities

of the variously-named toilet soaps. Of their composition, the above

examples will suffice. Fortunately, the aromatic substances are too

costly to be added in quantities large enough to injure the well-known

qualities of soap, or to have any injurious effect upon the skin. And,

since they rather serve as temptations to the use of soap, and, therefore,

to the promotion of cleanliness, the practice deserves encouragement

Of medicated soaps, however, the case is altogether different It is plain

that the variety of substances which may be incorporated with soap is

endless ; but it is equally plain that if medicine of any kind is to be

applied to the skin, it is much better to apply it after the use of

wap than with it, and that it is much better to apply medicine under

the direction of a physician than that of a soap vender.

Finally, in the choice of cosmetics, of whichsoever class, those known to

be inert should always be preferred to those of doubtful properties, how

ever agreeable to the senses. And it should constantly be borno in

mind, that whatever is a foe to health is an enemy to beauty.

Danoekous Cosmetics.—At a recent sitting of the Academy of Medi

cine here, Dr. Reveil read a paper on the necessity of preventing per

fumers from selling poisonous or dangerous articles, which should be left

exclusively to the responsibility of regular chemists, and not sold without

a physician's prescription. " To show the danger there is in allowing

the unchecked sale of certain compounds," he said, " I need but state

that arsenic, the acid nitrate of mercury, tartar emetic, cantharides, col-

chicum, and potassa caustica, form part of their ingredients. The kind

of soap called lettuce soap, which is sold with the announcement that it

has been acknowledged by the Academy, does not contain the slightest

trace of lettuce. This and other soaps are all colored green by the ses-

qui oxide of chromium, or of a rose color by the bi-sulphuret of mercury,

known as vermillion. Some, which are cheaper, contain thirty per cent

of insoluble matter, such as lime or plaster, while others contain animal

nitrogenous matter, which, having escaped the process of saponification,

emits a bad smell when its solution is left exposed to the air."

VOL. ILVL NO. XL 10
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CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND BOARDS OF TRADE.

The Chamber of Commerce of New-York.

Monthly Meeting, January 2,1861.

The regular monthly meeting of the Chamber of Commerce was held

at 1 o'clock, Thursday, January 2d. A. A. Low, Esq., Second Vice-Presi

dent, in the chair. About fifty members were present.

Messrs. John E. Forbes, No. 103 Wall-street ; Daniel Willis James,

No. 21 ClifF-street ; John Slade, No. 22 Park Place; George Cabot

Ward, No. 56 Wall-street, and David Watts, No. 45 Broad-street,

were elected members.

Arbitration Committee.—Hon. George Opdyke having resigned his

position as Chairman of the Arbitration Committee, in assuming the

duties of Mayor of the City of New-York, Mr. Robert B. Minturn was

unanimously elected Chairman, and Mr. John C. Green as a member of

the committee.

Protection of Merchant Vessels against Privateers.—Capt. C. H. Mar

shall, from the committee appointed to memorialize Congress on the

subject of protecting merchant vessels in the European trade against

rebel privateers, reported the following, and spoke in very favorable terms

of the gratifying reception which the committee has met with, when pre

senting the memorial at Washington.

Memorial to President Lincoln.—The Special Committee of the New-

York Chamber of Commerce reported the following memorial, which, on

the 10th of December, was duly transmitted to the President of the

United States, was read.*

Mr. Thomas Tilkston, in connection with the report, spoke of the

pleasure and satisfaction derived by the committee from a visit to the

Treasury Department, and pronounced a high eulogy on the Assistant-

Secretary, Mr. Harrington, for the precision, system and accuracy with

which business was conducted, especially in regard to the large amount

of treasury notes.

The New Tariff.—Re-assessing Goods in Bond.—The Chairman (A. A.

Low) brought to the attention of the Chamber the tariff of December

25, which he considered, in some of its features, a departure from the

general principles which have governed the legislation of this country.

At no previous time in our history has a tariff bill been passed so sud

denly and unexpectedly, or one embracing two features so objectionable,

viz. : In its action (according to the interpretation given by Secretary

Chase) on goods on shipboard, which have heretofore been exempt, and

on goods in bond. He was not quite sure that the act would be made

to revoke the exemption given to goods on board ship ; but that goods

in bond, which had been assessed already, should be re-assessed at a

* See Merchants' Magazine, for January, pages 42 and 43.
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higher rate, was an injustice which he felt assured Congress never con

templated, and which the Chamber should remonstrate against.

Mr. Rotal Phelps moved the following :

Besohed, That the merchants of New-York have seen with regret the

construction which the Secretary of the Treasury has put upon the late act

of Congress in relation to an increase of duties on certain articles of

merchandise, and that the Executive Committee of this Chamber be in

structed to prepare a remonstrance to its being made applicable to goods

in bond, imported prior to the passage of said law, and goods on ship

board on the 5th of August.

Mr. Opdyke agreed with the Chairman in considering the policy of

taxing goods in bond as absolutely wrong ; still, on a careful perusal of

the bill, he thought the Secretary of the Treasury justified in the inter

pretation he had put upon it. He felt confident that Congress had not

intended to act in this manner, and that on the remonstrance of the

Chamber they would pass an explanatory act, modifying it.

Mr. Phelps thought the construction put upon the bill by Secretary

Chase a forced one. To plain merchants, and (as he was informed) ac

cording to numerous legal authorities, goods are " imported," when the

merchant presents his manifest at the Custom-House ; therefore the sec

tion declaring that from and after the passage of the act, in lieu of duties

heretofore imposed by law, there shall be levied, collected and paid on

articles " imported from foreign countries" the duties named, did not

fairly apply to goods in bond. No merchant, on reading the bill, as it

was published some days ago, would think of putting such a construc

tion upon it ; otherwise they might have availed themselves of the time

intervening the publication of the bill and its going into operation, to

have paid the duties heretofore assessed, and entered their goods. But

goods in bond were already " imported," and could not be said to be in>

ported again. He attributed the interpretation given by Mr. Chase to

the distracted state of public affairs at the present moment, espccially'in

view of the suspension of specie payments by the banks.

Mr. Jonathan Sturges stated that he was informed by members of the

committee who prepared and reported the bill, that there was no intention

to apply it to goods in bond. By the interpretation given to it, the govern

ment might reach articles in the hands of the consumer.

Mr. Opdyke was satisfied that Congress had not snch an intention in

passing the bill ; but as the language stood, it warranted the interpreta

tion given by Secretary Chase. He read the entire clause, to show that

it required the increased duties to be paid hereafter on all merchandise

imported, whether imported before or subsequent to the passage of the

act The Assistant Secretary told him (Mr. Opdvke) that Mr. Chase

would review his decision. Undoubtedly if he considered his interpre

tation erroneous, he would at once modify it ; but he knew the Secre

tary well enough to be sure, if he arrived at the conclusion that his first

decision was right, it would be useless to expect him to change it.

Mr. P. M. Wetmore hoped the committee of the Chamber having in

charge the interest of the commercial community would consider the

whole matter of the bill in a wide sense, and would remonstrate against

any legislation on tariffs which did not give time for the facts to reach

commercial cities. Did any one suppose that this bill in any of it* ele

ments had reached San Francisco before it became a law ? How could
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merchants deal with each other, or with the government, under such cir

cumstances ?

Mr. Tileston remarked that every tariff heretofore enacted had been

prospective. That this should be retrospective, was opposed to every

consideration of justice and to the spirit of our. government.

The resolution was passed unanimously.

Internal Taxation.—Mr. Richard Lathers, in the same connection, of

fered the following :

Resolved, That the Executive Committee of the Chamber of Com

merce be a committee, with power to add to their number, to consider

and digest a respectful memorial to Congress, asking for a speedy passage

of effective laws by which such equal taxation shall be levied on the sev

eral States, and a judicious system of excise as to sustain the public

credit, and form a stable basis for payments of the interest, and the ulti

mate liquidation of, the principal of the public debt

In proposing the resolution, Mr. Lathers said :

The finances of the country have now reached a crisis, which, if not

generally obvious cannot fail to alarm the mercantile interests. The re

bellion has not only destroyed a large part of our domestic commerce,

impaired our mercantile capital, but has seriously affected our foreign

commerce, both for merchandise and shipping. The patriotism of a

loyal people has, notwithstanding, thus far nobly sustained the efforts of

the government by large armies, and ample means to sustain them in the

field. Perhaps this Chamber, by the patriotic energy of its leading mem

bers, has already performed its whole duty to the important interest it

represents, in the early struggle to maintain the integrity of the Union

against secession and its train of evils. But it was well said by a distin

guished soldier, " that nothing was done till all was accomplished." And

as the finances of the country are likely to become seriously deranged, our

commerce and other industrial interests much impaired, if not destroyed,

by -vicious or inert legislation, and as the government credit is seriously

imperilled, and its future large negotiations of doubtful success, it would

seem proper that this Chamber should call the attention of Congress

and the public to the necessity of sustaining the administration by prac

tical and speedy legislation, for putting our fiscal matters on a permanent

footing, worthy of a great and loyal people, whose means are as ample as

their patriotism is earnest to sustain the Constitution and the Union. It

is to be regretted that too much time has been spent by many of our repre

sentatives during the present session of Congress in profitless discussion of

subjects of no practical interest, and in feeble investigations of misfor

tunes and frauds always incident to war, and only to be corrected by

future watchfulness, rather than by crimination of the parties involved.

In times like these the government must necessarily make many blunders,

and officials commit many indiscretions ; yet, to be extreme in criticism and

captious in non-essentials, is to contribute materially to defeat the cause, al

though, perhaps, the punishment of the individual is all that is intended.

The government is only on trial at the ballot-box ; and so long as it conforms

to the Constitution and the laws made under it, no citizen has a right to

withhold a full and hearty support of all its measures for sustaining the

law and the supremacy of the government over every State of the Union.

Any thing short of this is unworthy of a good citizen ; and the factious

attacks covertly directed against the administration and its military com
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mandcrs by individuals holding extreme opinions, for the purpose of

driving them counter to their constitutional duties or official judgment,

is little short of rebellion. But one impulse should now move the pub

lic heart—to sustain the government by strong arms and ready purses in

defence of the Union. Discussion of abstract policy is now out of

place. The civil government, and the military commanders under it, decide

the policy of their respective jurisdiction, subject only to the Constitu

tion and the laws ; while the province of the people and their represen

tatives is most usefully filled by practical legislation and earnest efforts

to sustain the war to a successful issue, by men and money, freely and

promptly given. It is unfortunate that the advocates of protection

should have availed themselves of the present national crisis to still fur

ther paralize commerce by the prohibition of so large a part of our for

eign imports, and the destruction of our carrying trade. It has done

much to estrange friendly foreign powers from us, and tends to alienate

the affections of the West from the East, whose manufacturers reap great

advantages at their expense under the high tariff. Yet, great as are these

evils, we are threatened in addition with an unconvertible currency, an

enormous public debt, and, I fear, an impaired public credit, unless Con

gress can be induced to come up to the exigency of the times, with the wis

dom and energy of statesmen who desire to serve their country by prac

tical measures of relief, nationally and not sectionally considered. The

credit of the government .can only be sustained by adequate taxation of

all the interests and in all the sections of the country. If the govern

ment is not sustained, all interests perish with-it, and_no section is worthy

of representation in Congress which shall neglect or refuse to bear iU

fair share of the public burden ; and no representative is worthy of pub

lic confidence who shall defer to such a constituency under any pretence

whatever. These are times that individuals and communities are to be

estimated by their acts. Money is strictly a practical issue with nations ;

large expenditures cannot be liquidated by mere professions of loyalty to

the government, and loud denunciations of rebellion on the part of indi

viduals, whose purse-strings are unmoved by their patriotism. War

always presents a practical test to the individuals of a nation, not only as

a question of personal bravery, but also of liberality ; and financiers dis

count public stocks on good terms in proportion as such liberality is en

dorsed by taxation adequate for the ultimate redemption of such bills as

are drawn in part on posterity. The continental issues of our own nation

and the French assignats became worthless, because not properly endorsed

by taxation ; while the enormous debt of Great Britain commands public

favor, and has always enjoyed public confidence at home and abroad, be

cause simultaneously with every issue was enacted and enforced adequate

taxation for a basis of the respective credits. If the people are candidly

appealed to in the spirit of patriotism to sustain the government, by a

prompt and liberal response in the way of taxation, I am confident of suc

cess, and not only will the public negotiations be favorably made, but the

saving to the public financially will greatly lighten public burdens and

future taxation of the country. Our banking institutions, now greatly

embarrassed by their liberal aid to the government, will be relieved, and,

. with a well-snstained public credit, mercantile and industrial interest*

will revive, and in turn alleviate public burdens.

I merely suggest these crude remarks, not wishing at present to occupy

the valuable time of the Chamber by elaborating them. But I am confident
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that no fiscal ingenuity can now supply the place of taxation which will

meet the requirements of the public credit ; and I am unwilling to be

lieve that a nation, supplying 650,000 men in defence of its government,

will refuse to contribute the means to sustain them in the field.

Apart from the peculiar functions of this Chamber, in guarding the in

terests of commeree, many of us represent large pecuniary interests in the

government issues, and may, I think, with much propriety, take the lead

in seconding the earnest efforts of the able Secretary of the Treasury,

Mr. Chase, in sustaining the government, and facilitating his future nego

tiations in a practicable manner.

Mr. Denning Duer seconded the resolution. The expenses of govern

ment, with the amount necessary for a sinking fund, would require a

revenue of two hundred millions a year. They could not derive more

than one hundred millions from import duties, and would have to make

up the other one hundred millions from internal taxes.

Captain Marshall agreed with the resolution in every respect. We

had the rebellion to put down, and it could not be done without money ;

and he hoped such measures would be taken as to meet the loans that

merchants and bankers had given so freely. He regretted that legisla

tion on the tariff had been conducted with a view to protection, instead

of revenue ; and he hoped government would make a tariff with a view

to revenue alone.

The resolution was carried.

Coinage in New-York.—The Chairman remarked, that the memorial

to Congress, in reference to coinage at New-York, had been promptly

placed before the Senate of the United States by Senator Kino, of New-

York, who observed that, as the memorial contained much valuable sta

tistical information, he desired it might be printed for the use of the

members.

An interesting donation has been made to the Chamber by the Secre

tary, in photographic portraits of Messrs. Codden and Bright, of Eng

land, and M. Chevalier, of France. The picture represents these gen

tlemen as engaged together in the discussion of the British-French treaty

of 1861—a treaty in which Mr. Cobden was conspicuous.

Mr. Tileston corrected a statement he had made at the former meet

ing, that the legislature of New-Jersey taxed through passengers on

rail-roads fifty cents a head. It is now fixed at ten cents.

Mr. Duer wished the gentleman to also correct the statement that the

State had made §600,000 out of such tax. It did not average $80,000 a

year.

The Stevens Battery.—The Secretary read an invitation from E. A.

Stevens to witness the experiments on the Stevens battery, on Saturday,

January 4.

Mr. Wetmore moved the acceptance of the invitation, and also the

appointment of a committee (of which the Chairman should be one) to

make a report thereon.

Mr. Phelps hoped that the Chamber would not so far depart from its

legitimate business as to appoint such a committee.

Captain Marshall inquired of Mr. Wetmore if he was not aware the

government had rejected the battery.

Mr. Wetmore desired, for that reason, to have a committee. He

would have more confidence in a report from Captain Marshall than

from the government officials.
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Captain Marshall said he had visited it with the committee from

government, and could not help pronouncing it a total failure from he-

ginning to end. Seven hundred thousand dollars had already heen spent

on it, and it was stated that eight hundred thousand dollars more would

he required for its completion ; and, with all that, he considered it a

craft that would never float.

The question being put on Mr. Wetmore's motion, was declared car

ried, and the Chairman was called upon to name a committee.

The following gentlemen were nominated for membership of the

Chamber of Commerce : Hiram Barney, Collector of the Port of New-

York, nominated by C. H. Marshall ; Richard K. Haight, 57 Broad

way, nominated by J. Smith Homans. And the Chamber adjourned.

J. Smith Homans, Secretary.

Chamber of Commerce, San Francisco, Nov. 29th, 1861.

STEAM TO CHINA.

At an adjourned meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, San Francisco,

held "Wednesday, Nov. 27th, 1861, the following memorial was unani

mously adopted, and copies ordered to be sent to the honorable Senators

and Representatives of California in Congress, and to the Chambers of

Commerce and Boards of Trade in the Atlantic cities :

San Francisco, Nov. 2lth, 1861.

George H. Kellogg, Esq., President Chamber of Commerce :

Dear Sir,—Your committee, appointed under resolution of the Cham

ber, to take necessary steps to call the attention of the Congress of the

United States to the importance of establishing a steam mail line from

San Francisco to Japan and China, beg leave to report :

That they have availed themselves of all the information at their com

mand, and of the knowledge of the subject-matter in consideration, both

in a commercial and nautical point of view, possessed by many of our

citizens.

Your committee are deeply impressed with the importance of the

establishment of this line of steamers, and its value to our State commer

cially ; and have prepared the annexed memorial as an expression of the

views of the Chamber of Commerce of San Francisco on this subject.

And, in conclusion, beg leave to suggest that members of the Chamber

and citizens, who have statistical or other information on the subject,

should, by letter or otherwise, convey it to our congressional repre

sentatives.

W. C. Ralston, Henry Carlton, Jr.,

William Gibb, B. Davidson,

Alexander Forbes, C. H. Baldwin,

T. G. Cary, Albert Dibblee.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives, United Slates of

America :

The Chamber of Commerce of San Francisco, representing the mer

cantile interest of California and of the American portion of the Pacific

coast, would respectfully submit to the Congress of the United States,

that, in their judgment, a steam mail across the Pacific, to Japan and
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China, in subsidized steamers, or in armed vessels of the government, by

which treasure shipments can be made and protected, is a necessity called

for by the present and prospective extent of our commerce on the Pacific

Ocean.

We would respectfully call attention to the fact that, from our posi

tion, our whole business, even with the States of our own Union, has to

be transacted by ocean lines of packets, and that our business has been

greatly instrumental in building the American merchant marine to its

present power and strength. The value of our commerce to the ship-

owning interests of the Union may be estimated by the freights paid in

the city of San Francisco, annually, to inward-bound ships, amounting to

four and one-fourth millions of dollars, while our out freights of cereals

alone have been equal to the lading of seventy-five medium clippers per

annum.

We would also call attention to the fact, that our business with the

other States of the Union, amounting to nearly forty millions of dollars

per annum, costs our State, for remittance of treasure, one and one-fourth

millions per year.

And we would, as proof of the great and growing importance of the

trade of this State, call the attention of your honorable body to the fol

lowing statement of facts having a direct bearing on the establishment of

the line of steamers herein asked for.

That recent shipments made of our gold bullion to China have been

received with such favor that a great reduction in the price of Mexican

dollars in this market has been made, decreasing comparatively the cost

of all importations of Chinese production, paid for in bullion, five per

cent., which will, if continuous, amount to near one million per annum

on the business of the United States. The fact is thus established that

gold bullion is a good remittance. The Chinese merchants of San Fran

cisco are now exclusively using gold bars in preference to silver in their

remittances to their countrymen. These facts are indicative that the

tide of Eastern exchange has already begun to turn in favor of the gold

production of California ; and all indications now point unmistakably to

the conclusion that, within a few years after the establishment of

the line of steamers asked for, the entire production of the precious

metals of California will be absorbed in the East India and China busi

ness.

That our productions and export of silver and quicksilver will rapidly

increase in amount, and that it is desirable that means should be provided

by which our silver may speedily and directly reach its best market, on

the Asiatic coast.

That a line of mail steamships from San Francisco to China, in con

nection with the Continental Telegraph, will give to American merchants

the advantages of more rapid communication of commercial intelligence

than will be possessed by their European competitors.

That the means of regular monthly or bi-monthly shipments of trea

sure from San Francisco to China will have a tendency to make New-

York and San Francisco the turning points in all exchange which require

payments in bullion, and will increase the financial importance of the

United States in our relations with other commercial nations.

That largo amounts of silver, produced in the countries south of Cali

fornia, arc now shipped to China by foreign vessels and indirect routes,
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the freights and profits of which might be obtained to American com

merce by the establishment of a China steam mail.

That the change of routine in our commercial arrangements with East

ern nations, consequent on the growth and commercial importance of

California, is yearly increasing the number of commercial travellers who

seek their Asiatic destination, or return, via. San Francisco.

That a line of steamers across the Pacific, while extending and

strengthening our own commerce, would divert the trade, passengers

and commerce of other nations to our ports, and to the benefit of our

ships and people. The lines of steamers on the Pacific coast already

extend from Chili to Vancouver Island, which would connect with, and

be tributary to, the mail line between California and China.

That close commercial relations with the Asiatic nations would tend

to the growth of a merchant marine and ship-building interest on the

Pacific, that would add greatly to the wealth of the nation in time of

peace, and to our strength, safety and power in war.

That the wealth of our material resources, the extent of our coast and

our distance from other States of the Union, renders it imperative, that

in peace we should bo strengthened, that we may have ability to meet

the exigencies of war without that aid from the general government of

which our position may deprive this State.

That with the establishment of a steam mail from San Francisco to

China, the debt of the United States to eastern nations can be paid at

great saving to the nation at large, and also at a great saving to the

State of California, in an increased value of her gold and silver and other

exports.

That our shipping and commerce, both on the American and Asiatic

coast, need the protection and encouragement that an efficient steam

navy only can give.

That California's commerce with China is rapidly increasing, having

doubled within the last year, and that there is, in that country, a grow

ing demand for the production of our fields and forests, which may be

fostered into an extensive commerce.

That our commercial relations with Japan are precarious, from the

want of frequent presence of an adequate naval force.

That foreign nations are active and persistent in efforts to monopolize

the commerce of the Asiatics, to the detriment of the American com

merce on the Pacific.

That the aggregate of tonnage arriving at San Francisco, in 1859, was

598,631 tons; of which 47,519 tons cleared for China, and 18,378 tons

for other ports in the East Indies. The arrivals from China, 27,814

tons; from other ports in East Indies, 10,780 tons, on which the freight

values were near four hundred thousand dollars, and cargo values,

*2,662,241.

That our import of treasure for the year 1859, was $2,516,152; and

our export of treasure, $47,640,462; of which $3,100,755 were sent to

China in forty-five vessels. The amount shipped in 1860, $3,374,680, in

thirty-two vessels.

That our export of commodities, exclusive of bullion, have increased

three millions within the last year, amounting, for the year 1860, to

$8,532,439; of which amount, $4,918,336 were the productions of our

State. The export of barley increased from 15,000 sacks, in 1854, to
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163,249, in 1859; while our wheat export, from 4,067 sacks, valued at

$14,900, in 1854, reached the valuation of $1,854,259, in 1860. Onr

export of wool, in 1854, was valued at $14,000; in 1860, its valuation

was $392,502 ; showing an amount of progress in material interests and

general wealth, under all the disadvantages of distance from the other

States and the central government, indicative of what our future effort

will accomplish.

That for the protection of the American commerce of the Pacific,

large steamers are not required ; and that the cost of naval service on

this ocean may be much lessened if a portion of the steamers are engaged

in the carriage of the mails and treasure freights, as such steamers, when

necessity requires, are at the speedy control of the commander of the

San Francisco and China naval stations, having the entire naval force of

the North Pacific within a month's call of the Department, making a less

force necessary in time of peace, and creating a readiness and efficiency

in time of war.

That, as a progressive people, we believe it desirable to use our steam

navy in forwarding the interests of commerce—a desire which is almost

a necessity, from the amount and value, and the dangers to which our

specie shipments are exposed.

That although this service may be rendered American commerce by

the vessels of our steam navy, a less interrupted service could be made

by subsidized steamers, whose efficiency for warlike purposes may be

insured by frequent official inspection.

That our treasure exports arc sufficient, not only to pay the annual

balance of trade due from the United States to eastern nations, but also

a portion of that of other nations with whom the United States have

commercial relations; that, by the shipment of our bullion direct to

China, American merchants will save the exchanges, interest and com

missions they now pay other nations, while our State will save the costs

we now pay in its transport, amounting in the aggregate to a much

larger sum than the establishment of the mail will cost to the federal

government.

That a steam mail line from San Francisco to China will be a general

commercial benefit to the country; were it exclusively to the benefit of

California, our liberal contribution to the metallic wealth and general

business interest of the Union would make it our due ; but in receiving

this aid to our State's interest, California only shares in a benefit to the

commerce of the whole Union, and of every consumer of India-grown

products in our population.

Your memorialists would also say, in conclusion, the mail line across

the Pacific cannot, for many years, be established without the aid of

government, and that the aid and protection we seek is a necessity of

our present commerce, and an enterprise, the great importance of which,

to the United States, can scarcely be over-estimated ; we therefore pray

your earnest and immediate attention to the subject of this memorial, in

the confident hope that you will grant the relief asked for, by subsidizing

a mail line of steamships from California to Japan and China, or give

such other relief as may appear for the best interests of the United States

and the States of the Pacific coast

[Attest] George H. Kellogo, President.

Wm. R. Wadsworth, Secretary.
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TMDR WITH CHINA, JAPAN AND THE AMOOR.

MEMORIAL OF P. M. D. COLLINS, ESQ., LATE COMMERCIAL AGENT OF THE

UNITED STATES AT THE MOUTH OF THE AMOOR.

To the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York :

The undersigned would most respectfully and earnestly represent unto

your honorable body, that ho has, for several years past, been occupied in

attempting to bring the attention of our government as well as our mer

chants to the development of a new field of commercial enterprise, viz.,

Northeastern Asia.

In April, 1856, he obtained the appointment of "Commercial Agent

for the Amoor," and, having proceeded immediately to Russia, succeeded

in procuring the authorization of the Emperor Alexander II. to visit the

Amoor country.

In December of the same year he set out from Moscow, and, after a

voyage of some five thousand miles through Siberia, reached the head

waters of the Amoor at Cheta.

Having spent some months in visiting the gold and silver mines, and

other objects of interest in Trans-Baikal, he embarked on the river Ingodah,

an affluent of the Schilkah, which flows into the Amoor, and reached the

Strait of Tartary in August, making a continuous voyage on the three

rivers of some twenty-six hundred miles, to the Pacific Ocean.

Having also visited Japan, he proceeded to Kamschatka, and sailing

thence, via the Sandwich Islands, reached San Francisco late in the fall of

1857.

This voyage, undertaken purely in a commercial point of view, com

prehended, as a natural result, the practicability of steam, rail-road and

telegraphic communication over and through the country visited.

"Without dwelling on either the first or second, which have been fully

reported upon to our government, he will speak only of the third tele

graphic communication.

The country over which he passed, much to his surprise, from all re

ports and accounts previously received, proved to be much more favor

ably adapted to telegraphic communication than his most sanguine ex

pectations had led him to hope.

There is absolutely nothing in the climate, the country, the inhabit

ants, or the absence of inhabitants, that militates to as great an extent

against the practicability of telegraphic communication as we have on

onr Pacific line, from St. Louis to San Francisco.

Starting from Moscow, we have an uninterrupted land route, mostly

along a great imperial highway, to the mouth of the Amoor, a distance

of seven thousand miles.

After reaching the mouth of the Amoor, wc have a choice of three

routes by which to reach, over the intervening space of some three

thousand miles, the shores of America.

It is not necessary to discuss at any length the relative merits of these

various routes. In my humble opinion, the capital undertaking the enter
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prise of constructing the line will determine the best route, from a purely

financial point of view.

The undersigned has already, in various preliminary modes, proceeded

to bring the question of European-American telegraphic union across

Asiatic Russia, before the Emperor of Russia, the Canadian Parliament

and the Congress of the United States.

It is argued in Russia that, inasmuch as the United States, in view of

her vast commerce with Europe, is more largely interested than Russia

in the consummation of the enterprise, should lead off in the encourage

ment of the proposition.

This argument really seems to have considerable force now, inasmuch

as Russia nas commenced, on her own account and charge, the construc

tion of a continuous line to connect Europe with the Pacific at the

Amoor, being actually more than half of the whole distance from St

Petersburg to San Francisco.

' At the last regular session of Congress a memorial was presented, ask

ing the co-operation and aid of our government, in making the proposed

survey and reconnoissance of a route for a telegraph line, from the Rus

sian frontier, adjoining the British possessions on the Pacific coast, to the

mouth of the Amoor.

The right had previously been obtained from the Russian government

to make the survey, in view of connecting the Russian telegraph, which

is to terminate at the Amoor, with our system of telegraphs, either at

San Francisco or St. Louis.

The grant of the survey by the Imperial government contemplates the

ultimate union of the whole world telegraphically, over the Russo-Ameri-

can line.

Since these negotiations were set on foot, St. Louis has been united

to San Francisco by the construction of the Pacific telegraph ; conse

quently the whole American system has touched the shores of the Pacific

Ocean.

In my correspondence with the Russian government, the original pro

position to tap the European system at Moscow has been abandoned, in

consequence of the order of the Emperor authorizing (commanding) the

Russian government telegraph to be pushed east to the Amoor.

Consequently, we have now only to discuss the construction of the

central link in this world-encircling chain, from the Amoor to San Fran

cisco ; and, even while we are writing, a line is in course of construc

tion, uniting the California lines and penetrating north to the Columbia

River.

Thus the gap is being rapidly closed up, and the undertaking, which

seemed encumbered with so many difficulties but a year or two since,

begins to assume a less formidable appearance. From the Columbia

to the Amoor is less than five thousand miles ; it is over this space that

we have now to direct our whole attention.

There is not the least necessity to set forth the advantageous results to

commerce, and the national benefits to be derived by the United States

as a nation, from telegraphic union with Europe ; the question, in all

its bearings, is well and fully comprehended by your honorable body.

The object now proposed is to get the assistance of our government in

aid of the enterprise ; first, a survey of the route and a subsidy, then such

other and further aid as Congress can be induced to grant.
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Your memorialist would, therefore, in view of the foregoing premises,

sds. of the Chamber of Commerce such action upon the subject matter—

Earopean-Amcrican Telegraphic Union, via the North Pacific—as in the

interest of commerce may be deemed suitable and proper, so that the

action of your body may, in a legitimate and proper manner, be presented

to the CJongress of the United States, now in session, in furtherance of,

and in aid of, said telegraphic proposition.

All of which is most respectfully submitted.

Perry McD. Collins.

NevhYork, December 5th, 1861.

RECENT PROGRESS OF THE MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH.

I- Tri Pacific Txleorafii. II. Tde California Telegraph. III. Tax Malta and Alexan

dria Telegraph. IV. TiLROKArn in Europe. V. Telegraph Extension on the Pacific.

THE PACIFIC TELEGRAPH.

On Thanksgiving dav, the 28th ult., says the Rochester Union, a large

party of the workmen engaged in constructing the Pacific telegraph from

the western borders to Salt Lake City, under the direction of Mr. Oreigh-

ton, arrived at Omaha on their return. The line had been constructed pre

vious to July, 1861, as far west as Julesburgh, which is on the Piatt River,

300 miles east of Denver. From that point to Fort Bridger, about 700

miles, the line was constructed by the party of which Mr. Starr was one.

Mr. Creighton had from 75 to 80 men employed, and they were divided

in three trains. The men of one train dug the holes, those of another

cut down the poles and set them, and the third put up the wire. In the

three trains there were about 75 wagons and 700 cattle, including a few

milch cows, to furnish milk for the men. The wagons contained from 35

to 4 5 hundred pounds each, consisting of wire, insulators, tools, camp equip

age and provisions. The trains were said to be the best that ever started

over the plains—the cattle being excellent, the wagons good, and all

that pertained to the comfort of the men was in keeping with the rest.

Good tents were provided, also cooking stoves, and all the necessary

utensils for providing meals, and—what was quite in keeping with these

—the best food that could be conveyed over the plains and mountains.

The first pole was set on the 4th of July, at Julesburgh, and the last

on this section at Fort Bridger, about one hundred miles this side of

Salt Lake City, on the 15th of October. The diggers' train went ahead

and got along at the rate of about twelve miles per day, digging about

twenty-four holes for each mile. The train which put up the poles only

made about ten miles per day, and was one hundred and fifty miles be

hind the diggers when the latter reached the end of the route. On the

plains the digging was easy, and the work went rapidly on ; in the

mountains it was slow, owing to the rocky soil.

The poles were selected, cut, stripped of bark by the men, and were
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then drawn out by the cattle and distributed along the line. In some lo

calities excellent timber was found in great abundance, hard pine being

most plenty, though some cedar was obtained. Dead or dry pines were

often found in large quantities, some of which would make three poles

each of suitable size. In some localities the poles had to be cut in the

mountains, and hauled over one hundred miles. Each pole is twenty feet

in length, and is buried four feet in the ground. Through the Rocky

Mountain Pass, where the line runs, there are points where the snow is

known to cover the ground to the depth of eleven feet.

The line is well put up, and is as substantial as such a line can be. It

has a single wire, not exposed to damage from the falling of trees, as

care was taken to avoid every thing of that kind.

The route adopted was mainly along the road, across the plains and

through the mountains. To shorten distances, where the road ran in a

serpentine form, the telegraph takes a direct line, following the general

course of the road. The track pursued by the western trains over the

plains is very crooked, often made so by the cattle dying in the path.

When an animal falls, its carcass is seldom removed from the track, ex

cept as the wolves carry it away by piece-mcal ; and trains which follow

turn out to avoid it, thus making a crooked track, for the bones of

thousands of animals lie bleaching along the great paths that lead from

the Missouri to the Pacific.

The constructors of this telegraph line met with no hostile Indians,

though they saw many of the natives along the way, and sometimes suf

fered by their thieving depredations. The Indian Agent at Deer Creek,

sixty-five miles above Fort Laramie, told Mr. Starr that one of the Sioux

chiefs conversed with him about the telegraph project before the poles

were set, and said that he understood that poles were to be set sixteen

feet high, and then Strang with wires closely from top to bottom. As

this would make a wire fence, all the buffaloes and other game would be

kept from coming down to the south. He looked upon the project with

disfavor ; but when he understood that there was to be but one wire, and

that sixteen feet above the ground, he was quite relieved of his fears, and

appeared to be satisfied. Speaking of the manner in which the natives

regard the telegraph, Mr. Starr says the antelopes were timid and dis

trustful. Herds of them crossing the plains would stop when they came

to the telegraph, and cautiously examine the poles before venturing to

pass between them.

The stations of the telegraph operators are chiefly at the stations of

the mail company, from fifty to one hundred miles apart There are

usually two or three persons at each station, taking care of the mules of

the stage company, and these are all the society the operator has. The

work of repairing the same must, for the present, at least, be performed

by the operators going out when they find communication with the next

station interrupted. The duty of an operator and repairer is any thing

but a pastime, and to perform it well requires hardy, courageous men,

who are not afraid to be alone, and to contend with snow storms and

whatever else they may meet in that vast wild region over which they

must sometimes travel. The right men will, in time, be found in the

right places ; and of the successful working of the telegraph to the

Pacific, none are more confident than the men who constructed it, and

who, therefore, best know what obstacles are in the way.
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CALIFORNIA TELEGRAPH TARIFF.

The rates as fixed from St. Louis are according to the following table :

First 10 words, $4 25

Next 90 words, (each,) 36

Next 400 words, Teach,) 24

Next 500 words, (each,) 18

After 1,000 words, (each,) 12

These rates for the lowest amount of matter telegraphed strictly con

form to the act of Congress, which limited the maximum to $4 25 for

the first ten words, and thirty-six cents for each additional. The rates

from New-York to San Francisco arc $5 95 for the first ten words,

and forty-eight cents for each subsequent word, the difference being the

present charges between New-York and St. Louis. As yet, through rates

are exacted upon all despatches to Salt Lake City, Carson City, and

other intermediate stations on the route, no way rates having so far been

determined on. This irregularity will, however, it is said, be of only

short duration, as at a meeting of the company, soon to be held in New-

York, a way schedule will be agreed upon. The impression that the

present rates are too high, either for the accommodation of the public or

the interests of the company, is one which time may confirm. Such is

the opinion of some of the corporators.

The President's message of December, 1861, was telegraphed from

New-York to San Francisco in thirty-six hours. The cost of this was

about one hundred and fifty-six dollars. The difference in time between

these two places is about three hours. The ordinary time occupied in

the transmission of a short message is about three hours, so that a short

message, leaving New-York at 9 A. M., will reach San Francisco at 9 A.

M., their time.

OCEAN TELEGRAPH.

The success of the Malta and Alexandria telegraph is a guarantee of

the practicability of establishing oceanic telegraphic communications

between every part of the habitable globe. An unbroken cable of 1,400

miles in daily use is now an accomplished fact. A brief glance at the

map of the world will satisfy an observer, that, by means of cables not

exceeding that in length, telegraphic communication may be established

between the four quarters of the globe. Europe and Asia are adjacent,

but the former continent is now connected with one of the most impor

tant ports on the African coast by the cable which has just been laid,

taken in conjunction with its northern continuation to Sicily and the

south of Italy. Between the British Isles and North America commu

nication may be established by laying three cables, none of which equal

in length two-thirds of the cable which now unites Malta with Alexan

dria. Greater difficulties may possibly oppose themselves in consigning

to a safe resting-placo at the bottom of the North Atlantic Ocean a

thousand miles of wire, than in the comparatively placid water of the

Mediterranean Sea; but they are not difficulties which arc insurmount

able. ,
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In carrying a telegraphic cable from Scotland, by the Faroe Islands, to

Iceland, and thence to Greenland, and thence to Newfoundland, the chief

obstacle, in a commercial point of view, will be the loss incurred in case

of a mishap. Between these points the cable, when once laid, must be

regarded as laid for ever. The notion that a submarine cable once laid

with safety would never need repair, has long since exploded. So well

aware are the contractors, to whom we understand the government have

let for a term of years the Malta and Alexandria cable, of the necessity

of keeping it in constant repair, that a small steamer will be kept con

tinually employed to recover and repair it at any place it may prove de

fective. The impossibility of repairing, if needful, an Atlantic telegraph,

however laid, must always prove the greatest obstacle to the successful

issue of an undertaking having for its object the establishment of tele

graphic communication between Europe and America. Still, however,

with the spectacle of a cable upwards of 1,000 miles in length, in good

working order, we are much mistaken if a second attempt is not shortly

made to bridge over, in some way or another, the vast expanse of the At

lantic Ocean.

TELEGRAPH IN EUROPE.

At the late meeting of the British Association for the Advancement

of Science in Manchester, a telegraphic soirde was held in the large Free

Trade Hall, at which were present all the most distinguished men con

nected with telegraphs in the kingdom. A great variety of instruments was

exhibited, showing a constant progress in the mechanical part of the

science ; and, to test the power of the batteries to send a message any

distance, the continental lines were connected, so that a message could

traverse the whole of Europe without interruption. With what result,

the following record, which we take from the Mechanics' Magazine of

London, will show :

At 8 P. M. messages were exchanged with the Hague ; at 8.10 P. M.

with Hamburg; and at 8.20 P. M. with Berlin. At 8.11 P. M. a mes

sage regarding the weather was sent to St. Petersburg, and at 8.52 the

answer was returned. At 8.55 the second question about the tempera

ture was sent to St. Petersburg, and at 8.57 the reply was received.

At 9.5 P. M. St. Petersburg joined up the Manchester and Moscow

lines, when Manchester put the following question to Moscow :

Message.—" 9.6 P. M.—Please say what weather you have, and also

your time."

Reply.—" 9.1 P. M.—It is raining. It is 36 minutes past 11."

At 9.17 P. M. Moscow joined up the Manchester and Odessa lines,

when the following correspondence ensued :

Message.—9.18 P. M. Manchester asks, " What is your weather and

time ?"

Reply.—" 9.20 P. M.—Weather cool, but very clear. Windy. 6

minutes past 11."

Message.—" 9.21 P. M. Manchester asks, " is the harvest over ?"

(Here is rather a longer interval—the Odessa clerk having been called

away from his instrument)
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Reply.—"9.32 P. M.—The harvest is over, and the grapes are now in

season."

From Odessa the line was extended to Nicolaicff, on the northwest

coast of the Black Sea ; and, but for a storm raging, which interfered with

the currents of electricity, it would have been extended to Taganrog, on

the northeast coast of the Sea of Azoff, a distance of 3,100 miles. Such

were the immense spaces traversed by the electric spark sent from the

flail in Manchester, where the British Association was assembled.

THE TELEGRAPH EXTENSION ON THE PACIFIC.

The Alia California of a late date says, Oregon has no magnetic tele

graph as yet, but it is arranged that before the middle of 1 862 Portland

shall be in communication with the wires of California, and through them

with St Louis, New-York and Boston. Mr. J. £. Strong, who has built

many miles of telegraph in California, has spent some months in Oregon,

examining the route from Yreka to Portland, obtaining subscriptions and

making contracts for the erection of the line. Yreka, the largest town

in the extreme north of this State, on the main stage-road from Sacra

mento to Portland, 320 miles distant from the former place, 350 from the

latter by the wire, and 25 miles from Oregon, is now m telegraphic con

nection with the large towns of California. The main body of the popu

lation of Oregon is in the Willamette Valley, on the northern border of

the State, and 100 miles from the ocean. Portland, the chief commer

cial town, is only 10 miles from the Columbia River. Mr. Strong meas

ured the distances from Yreka, by the stage-road, ami found them to be

as follows, from place to place :

Mile*. Milei.

To Jackson, 62£ To Albany, 10$

To Canonville, 69| To Salem, 35

ToRosebury, 27 To Oregon City, 37

To Oakland, 18 To Portland, 13

To Eugene City, 57£

ToCorvallis, 40 Total, 300

Jacksonville is in the Rogue River Valley ; CaBonville, Rosebury and

Oakland, in the Umpqua Valley, and Eugene City, Corvallis, Albany, Sa

lem, Oregon City and Portland, are on the banks of Willamette River.

The Rogue and Umpqua rivers run westward to the Pacific, and the

Willamette runs northward to the Columbia. There are three mountain

ranges to be crossed between Yreka and Portland, the Siskiyon range,

between the Klamath and Rogue valleys ; the Umpqua range, between the

Rogue and Umpqua valleys; and the Carapooya range, between the

Umpqua and Willamette. The Siskiyon mountains are bare to the sum

mit, but all that portion in Oregon is covered with thick timber, and the

other mountain ranges are also heavily timbered. The valleys contain

some evergreen and oak forests, but about half the distance from Yreka

to Portland is over prairies.

The material for poles is abundant, and the earth along the route is

favorable to their erection. The poles will be sawn eight inches square

at the bottom, four inches at the top, and 22 feet long, of which length

three feet will be put into the ground. The poles will be 88 yards apart,
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requiring 20 to the mile. The wire will be No. 9, about a sixth of an inch

thick—a size larger than that used in California—and 320 pounds will be

used in a mile. It is impossible to determine in advance the precise

cost of a long line of telegraph, but Mr. Strong makes the following es

timate per mile :

Wire, 320 lbs., $30

Twenty poles, on the ground, 45

Setting poles, 8

Freight on wire, 15

Putting up wire, 20

Twenty insulators, improved kind, 20

Total per mile, $138

This is exclusive of the cost of offices, batteries, superintendence and

collecting subscriptions. The company will be styled " The Oregon Tel

egraph Company, with a capital stock of $75,000, and its main place of

business in Portland. The line will not stop, however, at Portland, but

will extend seven miles further, to Vancouver, which is a town of note,

and is the chief military post for Oregon and the eastern part of Washing

ton Territory. After the Oregon line shall have been completed, it will not

be long before a line will be built through Washington to Olympia,

Stellacoom, Port Townsend, and thence across to Victoria. The Rus

sians have already a line complete from St. Petersburgh to Irkutsk, and

they are now extending it to Nicolaiefsky, at the mouth of the Amoor,

from which point they promise to continue it across to Sitka. As to

the possibility of this, there can be no reasonable doubt. Either by way

of the Eleutian Islands or by Behring's Straits, not more than 150 miles

of submarine wire is necessary in any one place. The distance is about

3,500 miles from the mouth of the Amoor to Sitka, and thence 900 to

Portland.

ARMY TELEGRAPH.

In July last the French Minister of War caused some experiments to

be made in the Champ de Mars with the army telegraph. Let us see in

what these experiments consisted : A certain number of mounted artil

lerists were followed by a vehicle properly attached, in which were placed

lances designed to serve as telegraph posts, and also the electric conduct

ing wire. At a given signal they quickly extended themselves over the

line ; this signal was given as soon as the extremity of the conductor was

fixed to the earth by means of a stake. At the distance of thirty metres

a horseman dismounted, took a lance given him by an artillerist in the

carriage, and set up the lance in the earth, causing it to make half a turn

so that the head of the lance should be encircled by the electric wire.

The horseman then made the lance fast by means of two guys fixed to it,

and fastened to the earth with two stakes. The same operation was per

formed rapidly by other horsemen, but it was found that the lances were

required not more than once in one hundred metres.—SillimarCs Amer

ican Journal of Science, January, 1862.
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18. TOWNSEND HARRIS, MINISTER TO JAPAN.

Mr. Harris having desired a recall from Japan, the President has nomi

nated Robert II. Protk, Esq., of Albany, as his successor.

An article has recently appeared in a daily paper of New-York, ex

tracted from the San Francisco Bulletin, which states that the American

merchants in Japan have requested the recall of Mr. Townsend Harris,

oar minister resident in that country, on the ground that he unnecessa

rily restrains American citizens from visiting Yeddo, the capital city of

the Empire,

Unexplained, this statement would detract from the well-won reputa

tion of Mr. Harris as a faithful minister, watchful of the interests he rep

resents, and careful to secure every just privilege to his countrymen.

We therefore set this matter right before those who feel an interest in

the question.

In the present instance, however, it seems proper to allude to the

binding obligation resting on Mr. Harris to maintain a definite policy in

the administration of his important trust. The difficulties which he was

to encounter with his venturous countrymen, ever ardent in the pursuit

of pleasure or profit, were apparent to Mr. Harris from the moment the

treaty was signed, yet he has never wavered for an instant in maintaining

the integrity of that instrument He had, at the commencement of his

official duties, enjoined upon all his personal friends and correspondents

a rigid abstinence from all public use of his private letters. All devia

tions from this rule of conduct on their part have been without his con

sent, and against his wishes.

The following passages from a private letter of Mr. Harris will show

how carefully his conduct was guarded on this point :

Legation op the United States, Yeddo, August 24, 1859.

As might be expected, every body wishes to come to Yeddo to see

the sights. This very natural desire places me in a delicate position.

As a matter of duty, I require from the Japanese a strict fulfillment of

all their treaty stipulations, and on my part I feel bound, not only by

considerations of policy, but from a high sense of justice, to observe all

the stipulations faithfully and loyally.

The Japanese government is sufficiently embarrassed by the presence

of the legations, and of those who have the right to visit them, and I am

confident that a succession of mere visitors, passing between Kanagawa

and Yeddo, would cause serious annoyance.

The Japanese say that the treaty provides for the residence of the

minister after the 4th of July, 1859, and for other Americans after the

1st of January, 1862 ; and they say, very justly, that no one has a right

to come to Yeddo before the last-named date, except the persons who

•re connected with the legation, or who may have important business to.

transact with it.
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Mr. Collins, now at Kanagawa, desires to come up here, and, as yon

are probably prepared to learn, I have declined to give him the requisite

authority to come. Mr. Collins is a gentleman of distinguished merit;

he was appointed American consul to the Russian settlements on the

river Amoor, in 1855-6; he made an overland journey from St, Peters-

burgh in 1856, and returned to California, where he published an account

of his observations on his extended tour. As a matter of course, he will

be greatly disappointed in not being permitted to visit Yeddo. Possibly

I may be censured for the course I take, but it is a course dictated solely

by a sense of duty.

The following arc extracts from a letter written by me to Mr. E. M.

Dorr, our acting consul at Kanagawa, in reference to this case, which

you may use whenever you deem it necessary that my action should be

defended :

Yeddo, August 22d, 1859.

Sir,—By the third article of our treaty with Japan, the city of Yoddo

is to be opened to American citizens on the 1st day of January, 1862,

and I am of opinion that prior to that date no person can claim the right

to visit the city, except those connected with the legation, or persona

who may have business with it which cannot be transacted by letter.

I am careful not to claim any rights that are not clearly set forth in

the treaty stipulations, and I am not willing to ask any favor of this

government, particularly as I am now in correspondence with it on the

subject of my communications with the consular officers of the United

States.

I should be happy to gratify Mr. Collins, if I could do so without

compromising what I consider to be an important principle.

As this is the first case of the kind that has occurred, I shall consider

it as a precedent which will be applied to all future cases that may arise;

and I respectfully request you to communicate my decision to all Ameri

can citizens who may inform you of their wish to visit Yeddo prior to

the 1st of January, 1862.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Townsend Harris.

To the American Consul at Kanagawa, Japan.

It will be seen by this correspondence how rigidly the American min

ister adhered to the stipulations which he had entered into with the

government of Japan. Instead of receiving censure for his conduct in

this respect, he deserves the highest commendation for thus preserv

ing unstained the good faith and honor of the American name and

character.

A letter to a daily paper in this city, published during the past week,

from an intelligent correspondent at Kanagawa, under date August 15th,

says:

" Mr. Alcook, it is thought, would make war upon Japan, if he could;

and the French chargi would like nothing better * * * to avenge

his own self-induced and imaginary insults.
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" Meanwhile, the attitude which the American minister maintains at

Yeddo, which is one of sincere friendship to Japan, whatever else may

be said of it, is the greatest obstacle here in the way of the accomplish

ment of the wishes of the British and French ministers, because it makes

their case a more difficult one to justify with their masters at home.

" Mr. DeWitt, consul-general, who is now here, has received replies

from his own government respecting the withdrawal of the ministers

from Yeddo, last January, and he says that the position taken by Mr.

Harris, in opposition to all the others, receives the most hearty approval

of his (Mr. DeWitt's) government. Holland will not, therefore, join

the crusade against Japan, if there be one."

Travellers and public writers have questioned the reality of the advan

tages we had expected to derive from the opening of commerce with

Japan. In all his letters from that country, Mr. Harris has dwelt ear

nestly on these advantages as a certain result of the good understanding

we have attained with that strange, unenlightened people. He has never

counted upon realizing these advantages on the instant, nor until, in the

fullness of time, the Japanese should be instructed to know and appreciate

the benefits and the blessings of commerce. That such a time will come,

and speedily, he has frequently avowed his unfaltering belief, and there

is little doubt that upon his return to his native country, he will make

known the grounds upon which this belief is founded.

The aid rendered by him to the English envoy, Lord Elgin, was

deemed of sufficient importance to call for a grateful acknowledgment

from the minister and a munificent gift from the queen.

Mr. Harris has more recently rendered a similar service to the envoy

from Prussia, Count D'Eulenburg, which has been courteously and

warmly acknowledged, in a diplomatic note, of which the following is an

extract :

Legation of Prussia, Yeddo, January 25th, 1861.

Sir,—I have the honor to inform you, that I yesterday signed, with

Japanese plenipotentiaries appointed for that purpose, a treaty of amity,

commerce and navigation between Prussia and Japan.

You witnessed the difficulties I encountered, and which I had to over

come.

I frankly declare, that I should never have succeeded in this without

your cordial and efficient co-operation.

You not only effectually aided me as the representative of a power in

friendship with Prussia, but, as a true friend, interested yourself, person

ally, in the success of my mission.

I shall avail myself of an early opportunity to bring this fact to the

knowledge of my government ; but I am anxious to state to you, on this

occasion, how greatly I appreciate all the proofs of friendship you con

stantly gave me during my eventful stay in Japan. * * *

Please accept the renewed assurance of my most distinguished consid

eration.

(Signed,) Count D'Eulenburg.

To Townsend Harris, Esq., Minister Resident of ike United Slates in

Japan.
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THE COTTON QUESTION.

I. COTTOM IS EoTPT. II. ACSTBAUA. III. BAZLZT Oil COTTOS. IV. COTTON AXO 8LATOT.

V. Cottox-Shd tor India.

Expeditionary Tour to Promote the Cultivation of Cotton.—Mr.

G-. R. Haywood, secretary to the Cotton Supply Association, sailed on

the 12th July in the Euxine, in company with Dr. Forbes, (who has

had considerable experience as a government official in India,) with the

intention, in the first place, of spending a fortnight or a month in Egypt,

during which time they purpose to have an interview with the viceroy,

to urge upon him the advantage of taking energetic steps to extend the

area of cotton cultivation in that country. They will next proceed to

Bombay, the home government having amply furnished them with intro

ductions, and afterwards go down to the Shedashaghur, which it is ex

pected will ultimately be one of the best ports in India, where they are

going to establish a factory for cleaning and packing cotton, and a large

amount of machinery will be sent out forthwith. They also intend to

visit Dharwar and Berar, where they will establish agencies ; and will

most likely make their way down to Madras. During their route, their

inquiries will be directed to the quantity and quality of cotton which

each locality can supply, and its probable price, as well as to collect all

the information and give all the encouragement and assistance in their

power.—Times.

Growth op Cotton in Australia.—A private letter from Australia

says : " The Chinese may yet be found useful in the growth of cotton in

the northern parts of the country, but as yet the experiment has not

been tried. Some little feeling of excitement as to the formation of

plantations is felt, and, for my own part, I have much hopes of a benefi

cial result. The Manchester people ought to publish cheap pamphlets

for circulation here, or rather in Queensland, explaining the culture of

cotton, <fec, and forward seed of the best quality to their friends, the

curators of botanical gardens and others, so as to give the movement an

impetus. A friend of mine, Mr. Moore, of the botanical gardens, Syd

ney, (brother to your Glasnevin (Dublin) curator,) would be a good man

for them to correspond with, and, I am sure, one who would give all the

aid in his power. There are good botanical gardens in Queensland, and

the capital, Brisbane, at Maryborough, Wide Bay. More to the north

still, there is an experimental plantation and company formed. Another

friend of mine, Thomas Brown, Esq., (Messrs. Naughton <fe Brown,

Maryborough, storekeepers,) may be found of use on the ground at present

most approved of. A Mr. McMillan is commencing at Rochampton.

I may mention these matters to you, as you might have some talk with

your Manchester friends."
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Mb. Bazley's View.—Mr. Bazley places the cotton of Queensland

foremost as regards quality. He declares it to be the best in the world,

and the beauty of the cloth which it produces is unrivalled. This cotton

field is of boundless extent, and the climate, too warm for the European

constitution, is admirably adapted for the Coolies or the Chinese. In a

district larger than France, there are not more than 50,000 inhabitants ;

bat, under such stimulants as the present value of cotton, labor in abun

dance can be drawn from both India and China. It is impossible to

overrate the importance of Queensland as a cotton-producing district

upon densely populated countries like India and China. At no remote

day, this new field may prove more valuable than even the auriferous

wealth which we have been accustomed to regard as the chief treasure

of Australia. And contemporaneous with the advancement of this cot

ton-field must be the facilities it will afford to the free labor of the east

ern world, and all the social machinery therewith connected for convert

ing the Pagan strangers into good subjects and Christians. The industry

of the Asiatic is one of his characteristic features ; and the impetus which

the new movement will give to immigration of this class implies, develop

ment on a scale so large that it may be safely left to the reader's imagi

nation.

The Cotton Supply and Slavery.—At the annual meeting of the

Bradford West Circuit Juvenile Missionary Society, England, Mr. Henry

Mitchell, the chairman, called the attention of the meeting to a sample

of beautiful cotton grown in Western Africa, and urged the import

ance, now that the supply was likely to be cut off from America, of

the commercial classes seeking an ample supply of cotton from other

parts of the earth, particularly India and Africa. The Rev. Wm. Moistbr,

a missionary from South Africa, stated that in that part of the earth

there was no limit to the growth of fine cotton, and that it was only

needful to teach the native population to prepare it for importation to

England, to secure a superabundance of the best and finest cotton for

this market

Cotton-Seed for India.—In their efforts to meet, on as large a scale

as possible, the requirements of the cotton cultivator of India for a better

description of cotton-seed than that indigenous to the country, the Cot

ton Supply Association are receiving most valuable co-operation from

the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company. The directors

of that company having, with distinguished liberality, signified their wil

lingness to convey, free of freight, on account of the association, one ton

of cotton-seed, by each of their steamers, to Bombay, Madras and Cal

cutta, the offer was, of course, gratefully accepted. The result is, that

four tons of seed (Egyptian) per month are now being regularly shipped

by the association to those ports from Suez. Experiments with various

kinds of seed show that the Egyptian variety is admirably suited to the

soil and climate of India. Samples of cotton grown from it in that

country, and forwarded to the association, have been valued at a high

figure, and considered finer, stronger, and more marketable, than any

other received specimens from the same quarter.
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

I. Saltpetm akd Ants. II. Trbabctey Decision.—1. Eovitn Oast Steel.—2. Silk Lao«.

—3. Velvets.—4. Deeb Skins.—5. Baddlebt. III. Mexican Comvextiok. IV. Confiscated

Peopeett. V. Tbeaty wrru Tceket. VI. Edikbueoii Chakbeeof- Ookheeoe. VII. Olas-

40V Chamber of Commebce.

SALTPETRE AND ARMS.

The following is the proclamation of the British government :

By the Queen—A Proclamation. Victoria, R.

Whereas in and by a certain statute, made and passed in the Parlia

ment held in the 16th and 17th years of our reign, and entitled "The

Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," it is, among other things, declared

and enacted as follows, that is to say :

" The following goods may, by proclamation or order in council, be

prohibited either to be exported or carried coastwise : arms, ammunition,

and gunpowder, military and naval stores, and any articles which her

Majesty shall judge capable of being converted into or made useful in

increasing the quantity of military and naval stores, provisions, or any

sort of victual which may be used as food by man ; and if any goods so

prohibited shall be exported from the United Kingdom, or carried coast

wise, or be water-borne to be so exported or carried, they shall be for

feited.

" And whereas we have thought fit, by and with the advice of our Priry

Council, to prohibit either to be exported or carried coastwise the arti

cles hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, arms, ammunition and mili

tary stores, (including percussion caps and'tubes,) and also lead, (being an

article which wc judge capable of being converted into or made useful in

increasing the quantity of military or naval stores,) we, therefore, by and

with the advice of our Privy Council, and by this our royal proclama

tion, do order and direct that, from and after the date hereof, all arms,

ammunition and military stores, (including percussion caps and tubes,)

and also lead, shall be, and the same arc hereby prohibited cither to be

exported from the United Kingdom or carried coastwise.

" Given at our Court at Windsor, this 4th day of December, in the

year of Lord 1861, and in the 25th year of our reign."

The London Times, of November 28, says in its city article, that the

saltpetre market had lately been disturbed by some large transactions on

American account. Three thousand tons, an amount equal to the whole

Btock in London, had been bought, on such terms as to cause a rise of

thirty-seven or forty shillings per hundred weight ; and it was given out

that the purchase was made for the federal government. It is now sug

gested that the purchase was made under hasty orders, with the inten
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tion of " offering an outrage to England such as might render it difficult

to obtain supplies hereafter ;" and the remarkably sagacious writer who

throws out this hint, also suggests that the British government should

prevent the clearance of this contraband of war. It is plain that our

English friends will feel much moro easy, after they have had their eyes

opened to one or two serious mistakes of fact into which they have been

led, perhaps not without design.

Some uneasiness has been created by the announcement, in recent

English papers, that large quantities of saltpetre bought in England for

account of our government had been stopped. We are able to say on

the highest authority that this step cannot in the least embarrass us. The

government has on hand now an immense supply of this necessary article,

most of which has been in store since the war of 1812. The amount of

saltpetre now in government stores is, we arc assured, sufficient for all

emergencies ; and we suppose the recent purchases in Europe, if any

were really made, were intended only to add to the present store, in pro

portion as it was diminished in the course of the war, in accordance with

that policy which induces every great government to keep on hand of

this article, at all times, sufficient for a war of twenty or thirty years'

duration.

TREASURY DECISIONS.

Treasury Department, December 21, 1861.

The following decisions, by the Secretary of the Treasury, of questions

arising upon appeals by importers from the decisions of collectors relat

ing to the proper classification under the tariff acts of March 2, 1861,

and August 5, 1861, of certain articles of foreign manufacture and pro

duction entered at the ports of Boston and New-York, are published for

the information of officers of the customs and others concerned.

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

ROUND CAST STEEL, IK COILS.

Treasury Department, November 22, 1861.

Sir,—I have had under consideration an appeal from your decision sub

jecting to duty, at the rate of l£ cent per pound, under the provision for

steel in the 6th clause of section 7 of the tariff act of March 2, 1861,

certain articles styled by the importers, Messrs. Naylor & Co., " round

cast steel, in coils." The provision for steel in that clause is as follows,

viz. : " On all steel in ingots, bars, sheets, or wire, not less than one-fourth

of one inch in diameter, valued at seven cents per pound or less, one and

a half cent per pound ; valued at about seven cents per pound and not

above eleven cents per pound, two cents per pound. Steel in any other

form, not otherwise provided for, shall pay a duty of 20 per centum ad

valorem."

You levied the duty at the rate of 1£ cent per pound on said articles

•s " wire" " a quarter of an inch in diameter, valued at seven cents or

less per pound," and the appellants claim entry at the rate of 20 per cent.,
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under the provision for " steel in any other form not otherwise provided

for."

The question presented, then, is one of fact—whether the article in

controversy is " wire" within the meaning of the law, or whether it is

" steel in any other form ?" In the opinion of the experts connected

with the customs, to whom it has been submitted, it is not strictly wire,

it having been hammered and rolled to bring it into its present shape, in

stead of " drawn," the process necessary to make it wire. It having

been decided by one of my predecessors that it is not " bar" steel, that

point is considered as settled. Then, being neither " wire" nor " bar"

within the meaning of the law, it falls, in my opinion, under the provision

for " steel in any other form not otherwise provided for," and, as such,

liable to duty at the rate of twenty per cent.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

3. Z. Goodrich, Esq., Collector, &c, Boston.

SILK LACETS.

Treasury Department, November 20, 1861.

Sir,—I have had under consideration your report on the appeal of

Messrs. Varet & Co., from your assessment of duty at the rate of 40

per centum ad valorem, under the act of 5th August, 1861, on "silk

facets" imported by them.

The appellants claim'entry of said articles at the rate of 30 per centum,

under the provision in the 22d section of the act of March 2, 1861, for

" articles worn by men, women and children, of whatever material com

posed, made up or made wholly or in part by the hand, not otherwise

provided for."

The article in question, it appears, is a manufacture of silk and metal,

silk being the material of chief value ; and, further, that it is " not made

np or made wholly or in part by hand," but made wholly by machinery.

Being made by machinery and not by hand, it cannot be referred to the

provision for " articles worn by men, women," &c, but it falls, in my

opinion, under the provision for " all manufactures of silk, or of which

silk shall be the component material of chief value, not otherwise provi

ded for."

Your decision, therefore, is hereby affirmed.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Hiram Barney, Esq., Collector, <kc, New-York.

VELVETS IN TI1E PIECE, INTENDED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF BUTTONS.

Treasury Department, December 2, 1861.

Sir,—I have had under consideration your report on the appeal of

Messrs. A. Iselin & Co., from your decision subjecting to duty at the

rate of 80 per cent, under the tariff act of August 5, 1861, certain "vel

vets," in the piece, imported by them.
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The appellants allege that the fabric imported by them in this case is

intended for the manufacture of buttons, and, on that ground, they claim

exemption from duty under the provisions in the 23d section of the tariff

act of March 2, 1861, which admit, free of duty, "lastings, mohair

cloth, silk, twist, or other manufactures of cloth, cut in strips or patterns

of the size and shape for shoes, slippers, boots, bootees, gaiters and but

tons, exclusively, not combined with India rubber."

It appears, however, as a matter of fact, from the statement made by

official experts, that the velvet in this case is not imported " cut in strips

or patterns of the size and shape for shoes, slippers, boots, bootees,

gaiters and buttons, exclusively ;" but is in a form and of dimensions

that will admit of its application to the manufacture of many other

articles.

It cannot, therefore, claim the exemption extended by the 23d section

of the tariff to cloth " exclusively" applicable to the manufacture of but

tons and the other enumerated articles, but must be held subject to duty

at the rate of 30 per cent., under the provision in the 2d section of the

tariff act of 5th August, 1861, viz.: "On all silk velvets, or velvets of

which silk is the component material of chief value, valued at threo dol

lars per square yard, or under, thirty per cent, ad valorem.

Tour decision is affirmed.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Hiram Barney, Esq., Collector, dkc, New-York.

DESK SKINS.

Treasury Department, December 3, 1861.

Sir,—I acknowledge the receipt of your report in the case of the ap

peal of Mr. E. L. Corning, from your decision assessing a duty of ten

per centum ad valorem on a lot of " deer skins," imported into your port

from Para in the brig Emma.

The 2d clause of the 10th section of the act of 2d March, 1861, im

poses a duty of five per centum ad valorem " on raw hides and skins

of all kinds, whether dried, salted or pickled, not otherwise provided

for." The amendatory act of the 5th August, 1861, makes a new pro

vision for " hides," imposing upon them a duty of ten per centum ad

valorem, leaving the provision above cited in the act of 2d March, 1861,

in other respects unchanged.

The importation in question was made since the act of 5th August,

1861, went into effect. As the law now stands, " skins" are subjected to

a duty of five per centum ad valorem, and " hides" to a duty of ten per

centum ad valorem ; and the question presented in this case is, whether

the article is a " hide" or a " skin."

To ascertain the meaning of these terms as used in the law, reference

must be had to the distinction between them recognised in the language

and usage of trade. The term " hides," it is well understood in trade,

refers to the " skins" of the larger animals, used generally in the manu

facture of sole, belt and other leather of that character, and " skins" to
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the finer pelts of the smaller animals, such as the deer and goat, used in

the manufacture of buckskin, morocco, &c.

Assuming this distinction to be correct, I am of the opinion that tho

article in question is to be regarded as a " skin," within the meaning of

the law, and liable, under the tariff act of the 2d March, 1861, to a duty

of five per centum ad valorem.

I am, very respectfully,

8. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Hiram Barney, Esq., Collector, dc, New-York.

SADDLERY.

Treasury Department, December 16, 1861.

Sir,—I have carefully considered the several reports and papers sub

mitted to me with the appeal of Messrs. Graupner <fe Lorino, from your

assessment of duty on certain " polished curb chains," at the rate of 30

per cent., under the provision in section 22 of the tariff act of the 2d

March, 1861, for " coach and harness furniture of all kinds, saddlery,

coach and harness hardware, silver-plated, brass, brass-plated or covered,

common tinned, burnished or japanned, not otherwise provided for."

The importers, it appears, claim to enter the merchandise at a duty of

25 per cent., under the provision made in the 4th clause of the 7th sec

tion of that tariff, for "chains under No. 9, wire gauge."

The article in question, it appears, is a short chain, finished and ready

for attachment to a bridle-bit, and is fit for no other use. It has been

usual, in the construction of tariffs, where provision has been made for

" saddlery" by name, to regard articles of this description as embraced

within the meaning of that term, and I perceive no just reason for de

parting from that usage in this case. The provision referred to by the

importers in regard to " chains," must be held to have no reference to an

article fitted exclusively for a particular purpose, and belonging, in com

mercial language and usage, to a classification for which a specific pro

vision is made in the law.

Your decision is affirmed.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

J. Z. Goodrich, Esq., Collector, &c, Boston, Mass.

THE MEXICAN CONVENTION BETWEEN ENGLAND, FRANCE AND SPAIN.

The following is the full text of the Mexican convention between Eng

land, France and Spain, of which brief summaries have already been

given. After the usual preliminaries, the convention reads as follows :

Article 1. Her Majesty, the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland, her Majesty, the Queen of Spain, and his Majesty,

the Emperor of the French, engage to make, immediately after the sig

nature of the present convention, the necessary arrangements for de

spatching to the coast of Mexico combined naval and military forces, the

strength of which shall be determined by a further interchange of com
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mnnications between their governments, but of which the total shall be

sufficient to seize and occupy the several fortresses and military positions

on the Mexican coast.

The commanders of the allied forces shall be, moreover, authorized to

execute the other operations which may be considered, on the spot,

most suitable to effect the object specified in tho preamble of the

present convention, and specifically to insure the security of foreign resi

dents.

All the measures contemplated in this article shall be taken in the

name and on account of the high contracting parties, without refer

ence to the particular nationality of the forces employed to execute

them.

Art. 2. The high contracting parties engage not to seekfor themselves,

in the employment of the coercive measures contemplated by the present

convention, any acquisition of territory, nor any special advantage, and

not to exercise, in the internal affairs of Mexico, any influence of a nature

to prejudice the right of the Mexican nation to choose and to constitute

freely the form of its government

Art. 3. A commission, composed of three commissioners, one to be

named by each of the contracting powers, shall be established, with full

authority to determine all questions that may arise as to the application

or distribution of the sums of money which may be recovered from Mex

ico, having regard to tho respective rights of the three contracting par

ties.

Art. _ 4. The high contracting parties desiring, moreover, that the

measures which they intend to adopt should not bear an exclusive char

acter, and being aware that the government of the United States, on its

part, has, like them, claims to enforce upon the Mexican republic, agree,

that immediately after the signature of the present convention, a copy

thereof shall be communicated to the government of the United States ;

that that government shall be invited to accede to it ; and that, in antici

pation of that accession, their respective ministers at Washington shall

be at once furnished with full powers for the purpose of concluding and

signing, collectively or separately, with the plenipotentiary designated

by the President of the United States, a convention identical, save the

suppression of the present article, with that which they sign this day.

But, as by delaying to put into execution Articles 1 and 2 of the present

convention, tho high contracting parties would incur a risk of failing in

the object which they desire to attain, they have agreed not to defer,

with the view of obtaining the accession of the government of the United

States, the commencement of the above-mentioned operation beyond the

time at which their combined forces can be assembled in the neighbor

hood of Vera Cruz.

Art. 5. The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications

thereof shall be exchanged at London, within fifteen days.

In witness whereof, tho respective plenipotentiaries have signed it, and

have affixed thereto the seal of their arms.

Done at London, in triplicate, the 31st day of the month of October,

in the year of our Lord 1861.

Russell.

Xavier de Istubiz.

Flahault.

l. s.

L. S.

L. S.
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CONFISCATED PROPERTY.

General Regulations Relative to Securing and Disposing of the Property found or

brought within the Territory now or hereafter occupied by the United Stata Forces

in the Disloyal States.

Treasury Department, November 30th, 1861.

In order to the security and proper disposition of the productions of

the soil, and of all other property found within the limits of States, or

parts of States, declared to be in insurrection against the United States,

and now occupied, or hereafter to be occupied by the troops and authori

ties of the Union, the following regulations are established :

There shall be appointed, by the Secretary of the Treasury, with the

approbation of the President, agents to reside at such ports or places as

are or may be occupied by the forces of the United States, whose duties

shall be to secure and prepare for market the cotton and such other pro

ducts and property as may be found or brought within the lines of the

army or under the control of the Federal authorities.

To enable such agents to fulfill the duties devolved upon them, the

military and naval authorities, under proper instructions, will render such

military protection and aid as may be required to carry out the inten

tion of this department.

Persons held to service for life under State laws, who may be found

within such limits, may be employed by the agent, who will prepare lists

embracing the names, sex and condition of such persons, and, as near as

may be, their respective ages, together with the name of any person

claiming their services ; which lists shall be in triplicate, one for the mili

tary commandant, one for the files of the agent, and one to be imme

diately forwarded to the Secretary of the Treasury.

The persons so listed will be organized for systematic labor in securing

and preparing for market the cotton, rice and other products found within

the territory brought under Federal control. Pay rolls will be prepared,

and a strict account of the labor daily performed by each person entered

thereon, for which a proper compensation shall be allowed and paid to

the laborers. The amount of such compensation will be fixed, in propor

tion to the service rendered by the agent, and approved by the military

commandant and by the Secretary of the Treasury.

An inventory of all horses, mules and other stock, vehicles of transpor

tation and other property, will be carefully made, and a copy transmitted

to the Secretary of the Treasury, signed by such agent

A record of all products taken possession of will be made, and those

of each plantation kept distinct When prepared for shipment, the

packages from the several plantations will te plainly marked and num

bered, so as to be easily distinguished.

An account of all provisions, of whatsoever character, found on each

plantation, will be taken, and such provisions will be used, so far as may

be necessary, for the sustenance of the laborers thereon. Any deficien

cies of subsistence will be supplied by the United States commissary,

upon the requisition of the agent to whom they will be charged, and

for which he will account

The cotton and other articles, when prepared for market; shall be

shipped to New-York, and, so far as practicable, by the returning govern

ment transports ; and all shipments shall be consigned to the designated
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agent at New-York, unless otherwise specially directed by the Secretary

of the Treasury.

A carefully detailed account will be kept by the agent of all supplies

furnished by the government, and of all expenditures made.

Each agent will transmit a weekly report of his proceedings to the

Secretary of the Treasury, and render his accounts in duplicate monthly

for settlement.

All requisitions, bills of lading and invoices, will be countersigned by

the military commander, or by such officer as he may designate for the

agent will so transact his business and keep his accounts, that

88 little injury as possible may accrue to private citizens who now main

tain, or may within reasonable time resume, the character of loyal citi

zens of the United States.

S. P. Chase,

Secretary of the Treasury.

 

TREATY WITH TURKEY.

A treaty of commerce has been concluded between Turkey, and Eng

land and France, which will have great effect in promoting the agricul

ture and commerce of Turkey, and her trade with the two western pow

ers. The new treaty, which will come into effect on the 1st of March,

1862, at once reduces the duty on all exports to eight per cent., which

is to be further reduced one per cent, every year, till it finally ceases.

To make up what loss this may occasion to the revenue, the duty on

imports, which was formerly five per cent., is to be raised to eight.

There are vast tracts of land, in many instances near the coast, which

will now probably be brought into cultivation. Under the old Turkish

system, the government reserved to itself the monopoly of the purchase

of corn, which it sought to obtain, at an arbitrarily low price, for the

consumption of Constantinople and the great cities. Land-owners, con

sequently, only sowed sufficient for their own wants, and any surplus

they had went to the government, at its own price. Under the treaty

concluded by Lord Ponsonby with the Porte, this monopoly was abol

ished ; but the Turks, still anxious to keep their grain at home, insisted

on an export duty of twelve per cent., which only had the effect of im

peding the industry of some of the finest grain-producing land in the

world.—Morning Post.

THE AMERICAN QUESTION.

At the Chamber of Commerce of Edinburgh, on December 13th, a

motion was made by the members to memorialize the government to do

the utmost in their power to act on the resolution proposed by the Brit

ish government to the Paris conference of 1856, to have recourse to ar

bitration before appealing to arms. Several members having opposed

the motion, on the ground that it might perhaps be construed into an

expression of want of confidence in government, the mover, though dis

claiming that idea, consented to withdraw the motion.
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GLASGOW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

The directors of this body, at their meeting in December, agreed to

draw the attention of the Chambers of Commerce in the kingdom to the

importance and desirableness of recommending the discontinuance of

envelopes in business communications in their respective districts. They

also agreed to memorialize government to use its influence with the gov

ernment of the United States to allow of some arrangements being made

for the transmission of letters from this country to the Southern States,

the post-office authorities of America having intimated that all letters to

the Southern States would be returned to the writers through the dead-

letter office.

BREACHES OP CONTRACT IN INDIA.

In reply to a memorial on this subject, the Manchester Chamber of

Commerce have received the following communication from the India

House :

India Office, London, S. W., 18*A Oct., 1861.

Sir,—I am directed by the Secretary of State for India in Council to

acknowledge the receipt of a memorial from the directors of the Man

chester Chamber of Commerce, forwarded by you to Sir Charles Wood,

with respect to the difficulty of enforcing the observance of legal con

tracts made with the agricultural population of India, with reference,

more especially, to the cultivation of indigo ; and to inform you, in re

ply, that although Her Majesty's government are not prepared to approve

any act which shall treat breaches of contracts for the delivery of agri

cultural produce as criminal offences, the best attention of the govern

ment of India is devoted to the establishment of efficient civil tribunals,

in which due and prompt remedy shall be afforded in all cases of con

tract willfully and unjustifiably broken.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Cosmo J. Mklvill.

Malcolm Ross, Esq., Manchester Chamber of Commerce.

COMMERCE OF FRANCE.

A commission has been established at the Ministry of Commerce,

Paris, composed of eminent lawyers, members of the Council of State,

and retired consuls, for the purpose of preparing a revision of the crimi

nal code. Several of the articles of that code are no longer applicable,

in consequence of the great changes which have taken place in the mode

of transacting business in France. It is said that the law of 1856 on

joint-stock companies is to be the subject of a very minute examination.

It is not expected, however, that the proposed changes can be accom

plished without bringing the subject before the Corps Legislatif. The

French Minister of Commerce has required information from the authori

ties in several of the commercial towns of France, with respect to the

various usages existing as to the sale of merchandise, the mode of pay

ment, and the amount of discount allowed.
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JOURNAL OF NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

I. Siw Lisirr-Housn.—1. Bass Btbatt.—t. Omr or St. Lawrence.—-3. Eabt Coast or Ewo-

laxd. IL Nn Reefs. III. New Whaling Grooito. IV. New Foq Bell. T. Liverpool

Docks. VL Rebel Pirates. VII. Steamers in Cdili. VIII. Arming Merchant Ships.

NEW LIGHT-HOUSES.

Australia.—Bass Strait.—Fixed Light on Cape Wickham.—On and

after the 1st day of November, 1801, a light will be exhibited from the

light-house recently erected on the hill near Cape Wickham, at the north

end of King Island, in Bass Strait, south coast of Australia. The light

will be a fixed white light, and will be visible from the deck of a vessel

when bearing from N. N. E. £ E. round by the east, to W. N. W. It is

placed at an elevation of 280 feet above the mean level of the sea, and

should be seen in clear weather from a distance of twenty-four miles.

The illuminating apparatus is catadioptric, or by lenses of the first order.

The light-house is a circular stono tower, 145 feet high, and painted

white. From it the west extreme of Harbinger Reef bears W. by N. f

N., distant four and one-half miles, and the east extreme N. W. by W.,

four miles ; Navarino Shoal N. E by N., two and one-half miles ; and

south extreme of New Year Islands S. W. \ S., nine miles, and north ex

treme S. W. -1 W., seven and one-half utiles. The position of the light

house is about lat. 39° 35' S., and long. 143° 57' east of Greenwich.

Caution.—The attention of mariners is called to the following extract

from the report of the light-house commissioners appointed by the gov

ernments of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania :

" In advising the erection of a lighthouse on King Island, the commis

sioners wish to guard themselves from affording the public any reason

able supposition that this light can be at all considered in the position of

a great highway light for the navigation of Bass Strait. The south coast

of New-Holland, at the western entrance of the strait, being free from

danger, affords, in their opinion, the safest shore for the prudent mariner

to approach, and they conceive that the light on King Island is only to

be regarded as a beacon for warning navigators of danger, rather than as

a leading light to a great thoroughfare." The bearings are magnetic.

Variation 8?20' east in 1861.

Gulf of St. Lawrence.—Revolving Light on Cape George.—After the

25th day of October, 1861, a light will be exhibited from a light-house

recently erected on Cape George, near the northeastern extremity of

Nova Scotia, at the entrance of Northumberland Strait, Gulf of St. Law

rence. The light will be a revolving white light, attaining its greatest

brilliancy every half-minute. The elevation of the light is about 400 feet

above the mean level of the sea, and should be seen in clear weather

from a distance of twenty-five miles. The light is only shown during

the navigable season. The illuminating apparatus is dioptric, or by

lenses of the second order. The tower, which is thirty-nine feet high

from base to vane, is square, painted white, surmounted by a lantern, and

vol, xlvi.—so. n. 12
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stands on the north side of the cape, in lat. 45° 52' 50" N., long. 61°

55' west of Greenwich.

Pubnico Light.—On the 1st day of October, 1861, the light at Pub-

nico, on the southwest coast of Nova Scotia, was changed from red to

white.

Fixed Light on Cape Sable.—Also, that on or about the 12th day of

October, 1861, a fixed red light would be exhibited from a light-house

recently erected on Cape Sable, near the southwestern extreme of Not*

Scotia ; of which no further details are known.

England.—East Coast.—Revolving Light near Outer Dowsing Shoal.

—Official information has been received, that a light-vessel has been

placed on the west side of Outer Dowsing Shoal, off the coast of Lincoln

shire, in the North Sea. The light is a quick revolving light, showing a

red face every twenty seconds. It is elevated thirty-eight feet above the

level of the sea, and should be seen in clear weather from a distance of

about ten miles. The light-vessel lies in nine fathoms at low water

springs, with Spurnhigh light-house bearing N. W. by W. thirty-three and

a half miles ; Dudgeon light-vessel S. W. -J- S., southerly thirteen and a

quarter miles ; Cromer light-house S. £ W. thirty-four miles ; north ex

treme of the shoal N. W. five and a half miles ; and the nearest shoal

spot E. by N. one mile. The lat. is 53° 28£' N., long. 1° 2' 40" east of

Greenwich. A can (watch) buoy, marked Outer Dowsing, lies three-

quarters of a mile E. S. E. from the light-vessel.

Oirdler Light Vessel.—Also, that on or about the 1st day of Novem

ber, 1861, the Girdler lighWesscI, at the entrance of the Thames, would

be moved about two cables length W. N. W. from her present position,

into twenty feet at low water. All bearings arc magnetic. Variation

21° 30' west in 1861.

NEW REEFS.

South Pacific Ocean.—Pelorus Reef.—Official information has been

received at this office, that H. B. M. S. Pelorus, when navigating be

tween New Zealand and the Fiji Islands, on the 12th July, 1861, passed

within a third of a mile of a reef, which appeared to be about a quarter

of a mile in length, and to have not more than one or two fathoms

water on its western end, at the extremity of which breakers were visible.

Its position is in lat 22° 52£' S., long. 176° 27' 50" west of Greenwich,

Pylstaart Island was in sight, and bore N. by E., distant thirty-seven

miles.

Also, that after dark on the evening of the same day, when steering

N. W., under reduced sail, soundings were obtained with the hand lead

in seven fathoms, followed by two casts in six and a half and seven fath

oms respectively. The vessel was immediately brought to the wind and

tacked, and the deep sea lead hove, but no soundings were obtained within

sixty-three fathoms. This bank, if it exists, is in lat 21° 43' S, long.

176° 42' W.

Caution.—As these shoals lie directly in the track of vessels bound

from New-Zealand to the windward islands of the Fiji group, the mari

ner is cautioned to pay great attention to the lead, and to keep a good

look-out for discolored water when in this neighborhood.
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The natives of the Friendly Islands, who maintain much intercourse

with the Fiji group by means of their large canoes, state that they are

aware of the existence of many shoals between Tongatabu and the Ono

Islands to the south of the Fiji group, but are unable to define their posi

tion. The only bank of which there is any reliable information, is one

of some extent, having twenty-two fathoms water on it. It was discov

ered in August, 1860, by three American whalers in company, and the

mean of their observations place it in lat 22° 43' S., long. 176 11' W.

The bearings are magnetic. Variation 10° 20' E. in 1861.

NEW WHALING GROUND AND PLENTY OF WUALE8.

Ships Northern Light and Siren Queen, both of which arrived at

this port this forenoon, from Sir Thomas Howe's Welcome, Hudson

Bay, lat 65° N., Ion. 90° W., report having found plenty of whales, but

owing to the sickness of the crews with scurvy, the shortness of the

season, and losing part of their oil by the ice, were not as successful as

could have been desired. The ground visited by these ships is 1,500

miles -west of Cumberland Inlet, the rendezvous of Antelope, Black

Eagle and other ships, and has never been visited by whalers before,

either American or foreign. No ships have been there since the expedi

tion of Parry and' Lyon in 1822. It was owing to the published state

ments of these explorers that these ships were fitted out and sent to that

region, Parry having stated that whales were to be seen every day in

the open season, which is fully confirmed by Captains Chapel, who state

that if their crews had been well they would have brought home full

ships. The weather during the open season was very good, but the

crews of the ships, particularly the Siren Queen, suffered severely with

the scurvy. The information gained by these voyages is of importance

to the whaling interest, and will, no doubt, revive the energies of our

merchants, who were disheartened at the unfavorable news brought by

the Antelope in regard to the whaling business of Cumberland Inlet

The captains of the Northern Light, Siren Queen and the Ansel

Gibbs, the latter in Cumberland Inlet, are brothers, belonging in New-

London, Conn., and have visited Davis Straits on previous voyages.

Captain Ichabod Handy, an old and experienced whaleman, late master

of the barque Belle, was also on board the Northern Light, after

whom they named their winter quarters, Handy Harbor.—New-Bedford

Standard, Oct. 11.

A NEW STYLE OP FOG-BELL.

We notice in the Portland Advertiser an account of a fog-bell now at

the machine-shop of Mr. Ira Winn in that city, which, it says, appears

to be free from the objections which are brought against those now in

me. We quote the chief part of its description :

"The machine is simple in its construction, as all really good machines

are ; it works itself, and will continue to do its duty for an indefinite

period, if its shafts and wheels are only kept properly oiled. The ham

mers are attached by rods with spiral springs to clock-work, which is

kept constantly wound up by the never-ceasing motion of the sea itself.
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A piece of timber, from the base of the machine, reaches out of the

water, and over this beam a chain extends, holding at its extremity a

large float, which rests upon the surface ; this chain passes around a

cylinder within the house, having at its other extremity a weight, which

retains the slack caused by the rise of the float upon the water, and at

the same time winds up the machine. It is estimated that a rise of the

waves of four inches in the minute will suffice to keep the machine in

motion. The hammers, which may vary in weight, are designed to strike

on a steel bell of high tone, about once in ten or fifteen seconds, giving

out a clear, sharp ring, which will not accord with the noise of the surf,

and may be heard above the roar of a storm or the rush and thunder of

the breakers for many miles. It would require too much space to give

a detailed description of the machine ; its chief merit lies in the fact that

its action will continue as long as there is motion in the water, and that

its simple construction renders it almost wholly self-governing ; the only

care it requires, as we have before observed, is attention to the shafts and

cogs to prevent their chafing for the want of oil. It is not to be sup

posed that the ringing of the bell is necessarily without intermission ;

the hammers may be disconnected at will, and the machine continue

running without sound, or the machine itself may be wholly stopped and

again set in motion within a single minute."

CCNARD STEAMER 8.

Besides the Scotia, which was launched under such favorable auspices,

Messrs. Robert Napier & Son are making rapid progress with another

first-class steamship, to be employed by the same company in their North

American trade, to be called the China. She is to be a screw-propeller

of great power. The following details, connected with the different ships

belonging to this company, cannot fail to be interesting, and wc therefore

give the subjoined table of the principal dimensions of paddle steam

vessels built for the British and North American Royal Mail Steam

Packet Company (machinery of the whole, and hulls of Persia and

Scotia, by Robert Napier & Son, Glasgow.)

Aaia, La Plata,
Africa. Arabia. Ptnia. Scotia.

Date of construction, 1850 .. 1852 .. 1855 .. 1861

Material of hull, Wood. .. Wood. .. Iron. .. Iron.

Length of keel and forerake, feet, 266.6 .. 285.0 .. 360.0 .. S6«

Breadth of beam, extreme " 40.0 . . 40.7 . . 45.0 . . 47.7

Depth, over planking, " 30.2 . . 30.8 . . 32.2 . . 33.5

Tonnage, tons, 2,129 . . 2,293 . . 3,687 . . 4,060

Mean draft, feet, 18.8 . . 19.0 . . 20.0 . . 20.0

Corresponding displacement, tons, 8,620 .. 3,960 .. 4,860 .. 6,620

" neid area, sq. feet, 667 .. 686 .. 760 .. 820

Diameter of cylinders inches, 96.4 .. 108.0 .. 100.5 .. 100.0

Length of stroke feet, 9.0 . . 9.0 . . 10.0 . . 12.0

Area of fire grate, sq. feet, 417 .. 642.0 .. 715 .. 758.0

Heating surface in boilers, " 7,082 .. 16,948 .. 22,307 .. 23,826

Nominal power, horses, 768 . . 873 . . 860 . . 883

LIVERPOOL DOCKS.

The repojtof the Select Committee appointed to inquire into the ex

tension of Chatham Dockyard, a few months ago, went very fully into
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the subject, and recommended the construction of new basins and graving

docks there, at a cost of £900,000, which recommendation was approved

by Parliament.

On the Liverpool side of the Mersey there is an area of dock-water

space of 235 acres. The entrances to these docks vary from 30 feet to

100 feet in -width, and the average depth of water at mean neap tides

varies from 16 feet 3 inches to 19 feet, and at spring tides from 23 feet

3 inches to 26 feet. The area of water space of the Birkenhead Docks,

now completed, or to be completed within three years, is 153 acres. Of

this water space, the great float of 120 acres is now complete. The width

of the entrances varies from 50 feet to 100 feet, and the depth of water

on the Bills at mean neap tides is 23 feet 3 inches, and at mean spring

tides 30 feet 3 inches. The lock entrances into two of the Liverpool

docks have been so constructed that they can be used as graving docks

in case of necessity. The Canada Dock lock is 500 feet long, 100 feet

wide, and has a depth of water at the sill at mean spring tides of 26 feet.

The Hnskisson Dock lock is 396 feet long, 80 feet wide, and has a depth

of water on the sill, at mean spring tides, of 24 feet 9 inches. On the

Birkenhead side there is one lock entrance 500 feet long, 85 feet wide,

and a depth of water of 30 feet 3 inches at mean spring tides. This lock

can also be used as a graving dock. There are 16 graving docks in Liv

erpool, varying in length from 300 feet to 700 feet, having a depth of

water of 18 feet to 21 feet on the blocks at mean springtides ; the width

of the entrances varying from 40 feet to 70 feet.

At Birkenhead three public graving docks are in course of construc

tion, each 750 feet long ; two having 50 feet entrances, and the third an

entrance of 85 feet wide. The depth of water in these graving docks is

25 feet 9 inches at mean spring tides. There is another lock entrance

into the Birkenhead Docks which is now 400 feet long by 100 feet wide,

having a depth of water, at mean spring tides, of 30 feet 3 inches, which

could also be lengthened to 500 feet, and adapted for use as a graving

dock at a cost of about £15,000.

In addition to the public docks on both sides of the river above alluded

to, there are ten private graving docks on the Birkenhead side ; two of

these are 440 feet long, and have a depth of water, at mean spring tides,

of 20 feet 3 inches, and one of these is now being enlarged, and the depth

of water increased to 24 feet. Two others of these docks are 380 feet long

each, with a depth of water, at mean spring tides, of 19 feet 3 inches.

The width of entrances to these four docks varies from 80 feet to 87 feet.

The mean of spring tides is called 18 feet 3 inches on the old dock-sill

datum; but the tides rise occasionally to 21 feet, which would make a

depth of water on the sill of the Birkenhead Docks, at the highest tides,

of 33 feet 3 inches. From the above statement it would appear that

there is a large area of dock-water space now ready, or shortly to be

completed, which, in case of war or any sudden emergency, would afford

accommodation to some of the largest ships in her Majesty's service ; and

there is no doubt, from the nature of the locality, that graving-dock ac

commodation suitable for the largest ships of war now being constructed

could be provided at a very moderate cost.
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REBEL PIRATES.

The despatch of Secretary Seward to minister Adams, dated Novem

ber 1 1th, states :

" The case in regard to pirates, engaged by insurgents in this country,

practically stands : Every naval power and every commercial power, ex

cept one, practically excludes them from their ports, except in distress,

or for a visit of any kind longer than twenty-four hours, and from sup

plies, except of coals, except for twenty-four hours' consumption. Great

Britain, as we arc given to understand by the answer of Earl Russell,

allows those pirates to visit her ports and stay at their own pleasure, re

ceiving supplies without restriction. We find it difficult to believe that

the government of Great Britain has constituted this exception with full

deliberation. I intimated in a preceding dispatch the hope that the sub

ject might be reconsidered before it should be necessary for us to con

sider what remedies we can adopt to prevent the evils which must result

to our commerce from the policy thus indicated by Great Britain. I

have consulted on the subject with Lord Lyons, and he may, perhaps,

communicate with his government thereupon. Meantime I am directed

by the President to instruct you to call the attention of her Majesty's

fovernment to the question under the influences of a spirit of peace and

iendship, and with a desire to preserve what remains of a commerce

mutually important to both countries."

STEAMERS IN CHILI.

The government is contemplating the establishment of a line of steamers

between the Atlantic and Pacific, by the Straits of Magellan. The agent

of the British Pacific Steam Navigation Company offers to start the line

if he shall receive a subvention from the South American States. If done,

this would connect the Chilian trade more closely with England, by way of

Brazil, thence to Southampton by the direct line, operating injuriously,

to a certain degree, against the American Panama line. While the

United States and her commercial men, apparently regardless of their

own interests, have no steam communication with Brazil, English mer

chants are seeking new channels of commerce with Brazil and the South

American States. The British mail steamers, between Valparaiso and

Ancud, get this year from the Chilian government $40,000, instead of

the $50,000 of last year.

THE ARMING OP MERCHANT SHIPS.

Her Majesty's government have determined, it appears, to arm the

steamers of the Peninsular and Oriental Company and other mail contract

packets, so as to render them fully capable of defence against the attacks

of privateers, in the event of a war with America. The Peninsular and

Oriental Company have sent, in consequence, a requisition for a consider

able amount of ordnance stores. This company possesses about fifty

vessels, and most of them can carry an armament of six heavy guns,

including two 40 pounder Armstrongs, with rifles, revolvers, cutlasses

and boarding-pikes for crews of about 150 men and officers for each ship.
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With armaments and crews to this extent, not taking into account the

number of naval and military passengers usually carried, and who will

doubtless be willing to give their assistance, these vessels would not only

take good care of themselves, but, if opportunity offered, would be ready

to act upon the offensive. The same company are having their officers

and men drilled both in gunnery and rifle practice.—Daily News.

DR. HAYES' LATE VOYAGE.

Since Dr. Hates arrived at home he has been invited by the American

Geographical and Statistical Society, New-York, by the Academy of

Natural Sciences, the American Philosophical Society and the Board of

Trade, of Philadelphia, to give before them a summary of the results of

his expedition. These results have been stated as follows :

1. A detailed survey of the west coast of north Baffin's Bay, Smith's

Straits and Kennedy Channel, and the extension of the survey to the

north of any previous exploration. This survey embraces about 1,300

miles of shore line.

2. The discovery of a new channel or sound, opening westward from

Smith's Strait, parallel with Jones and Lancaster Sounds.

3. A detailed survey of the coasts of Whale Sound and the coasts to

the north and south of it. This survey embraces about 600 miles of

shore line.

4. Surveys of glaciers, by which their rate of movement is estimated.

5. Complete set of pendulum experiments.

6. Sets of magnetic experiments at Port Foulke, Cape Isabella, in

Whale Sound, at Upernavik and Godhavn.

7. Topographic and hydrographic surveys, including tidal observa

tions.

8. Large collections of specimens of natural history and geological

and mineralogical collections.

ft. A continuous set of meteorological observations.

10. An extensive collection of photographic views.

11. The accomplishment of a more northern latitude than ever before

attained upon land.

12. Fresh confirmation of theories respecting the open Polar Sea.

LAKE TRADE OF 1861.

The number of side-wheel steamers which were in service during the

season of 1861, at different points on the lakes, was sixty-seven, of which

number eight were engaged in the Lake Superior trade. The whole

number of propellers in service was two hundred and nineteen, of which

nine were also engaged in the Lake Superior trade, more or less. The

number of barks in service was ninety-four. Engaged in the Lake

Superior trade, more or less, were eight barks. The total number of

brigs, seventy-five, and schooners, eight hundred and ninety-two. There

were also more or less engaged in the Lake Superior trade, one brig and

forty-three schooners. The number of tugs in service at different points,

is one hundred and eight. Forty-one of this number were engaged ex

clusively on the Detroit and St. Clair Rivers, or between Lakes Erie and

Huron.
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FIRE INSURANCE REPORT.

At a meeting of the New-York Board of Fire Insurance Companies,

held December 23d, 1861, the committee appointed at a previous meet

ing submitted the following report and resolutions :

The committee appointed by the Board of Underwriters of the city of

New-York, at their meeting on the 12th inst., to take into consideration

the storage of petroleum, earth oils, benzine, benzole and naphtha in public

warehouses and other buildings in compact portions of the city, are pre

pared to submit the following report :

Your committee find that the substance known by the name of petro

leum, rock oil, or earth oil, as it is generally received in its crude and

unrefined state, is largely charged with volatile matter, highly inflam

mable in its nature, and evolved to some extent at the usual temperature

of the atmosphere, and much more freely by an increased degree of heat.

This gas, when evolved in large quantities, and mingled with the air in

closed buildings, becomes exceedingly inflammable, and, under certain

contingencies, like coal gas, highly explosive. The oil itself, when in

actual contact with fire, burns with a very dense smoke and intense heat,

and is nearly or quite inextinguishable by water. Excited by a high

degree of heat, it becomes more inflammable, penetrates surrounding

objects, and imparts to them its own destructive qualities. The storage

of these oils is not only dangerous on account of their liability to fire,

and their destructive properties when on fire, but on account of their

injurious effects on other merchandise stored in the same or even adjoin

ing buildings, by reason of their offensive and penetrating odor. In a

fire of any considerable magnitude, this explosive gas would be generated

in immense quantities, and the destruction of property in a compact por

tion of the city would, in all probability, be incalculably great.

With these facts before us, your committee cannot do less than recom

mend that petroleum, rock oil or earth oil, in its crude or unrefined con

dition, be declared by your Board positively uninsurable in all buildings

in compact portions of the city, and in all public warehouses privileged for

storage of hazardous and extra hazardous merchandise, and that such oils

are considered insurable only when in detached and properly-ventilated

sheds and warehouses, specially adapted by their construction for that

purpose, and devoted exclusively to the storage of such oils, or substances

of a similar character, and then at a special rate not less than three per

cent.

Your committee also find that benzine, benzole and naphtha, liquids

produced from the distillation of coal and the refining of crude petro

leum, rock oil and earth oil, and extremely volatile in their properties,

and nearly allied with, if not more dangerous than camphene, are being
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largely introduced into various arts and manufactures, and are often

stored in considerable quantities in stores and warehouses in this city

and vicinity. These articles, when exposed, evaporate with great rapid

ity at a moderate temperature, and when combined with air become

exceedingly explosive and dangerous, burning with great fury, and com

municating fire to surrounding objects almost instantaneously. In the

judgment of the committee, these articles, when kept in quantities of

three barrels or less in any one building, should be placed in the list of

"special hazards," and charged as such, and when kept in quantities

greater than three barrels, should be subject to the same restrictions and

rates as crude petroleum, rock oil and earth oil.

Your committee also recommend that manufactured coal oil, refined

petroleum oil, kerosene and carbon oil, and all oils manufactured from

coal, rock oil or earth oil, when kept in less quantities than ten barrels,

be classed as " extra hazardous" and when kept in larger quantities than

ten barrels, as "specially hazardous" and charged accordingly.

Your committee, therefore, recommend the adoption of the following

resolutions :

Resolved, That petroleum, rock oil and earth oil, in a crude or unre

fined state, be and hereby arc declared uninsurable, except when storod

in detached and properly-ventilated sheds and warehouses, specially

adapted by their construction for that purpose, and devoted exclusively

to the storage of such oils, or substances of a similar character, and then

at a special rate of not less than three per cent.

Resolved, That benzine, benzole and naphtha, when kept in quantities

of three barrels or less, be classed as " specially hazardous," and charged

as such ; and when kept in larger quantities than three barrels, be subject

to the same restrictions and rates as crude petroleum, rock oil and earth

oil

Resolved, That manufactured coal oil, refined petroleum oil, kerosene

and carbon oil, and all oils manufactured from coal, rock or earth oil

and petroleum, when kept in less quantities than ten barrels, be classed

as "extra hazardous," and when kept in larger quantities than ten barrels,

be classed as "socially hazardous," and charged as such.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

D. A. Heald, of Home Ins. Co.,

George T. Hope, of Continental Ins. Co.,

E. A. Stansbury, of Metropolitan Ins. Co., Committee.

Henry A. Oakley, of Howard Ins. Co.,

J. L. Douglass, of Merchants1 Ins. Co.,

New-York, December 23, 1861.

After full discussion the report was accepted, and the resolutions were

unanimously adopted.

On motion, it was further resolved, that the building containing the

articles above enumerated, and all other merchandise therein, be charged

at the rates named above.

Richard J. Thorne, President.

William F. Underbill, Secretary.

New-York, December 23, 1861.
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GOVERNMENT CURRENCY.

The following has been printed in circular form, written by an ex

perienced bank officer, who is connected with one of the largest and

most successful of the associated banks :

SKETCH OF A PLAN FOR A GOVERNMENT LOAN.

Congress to authorize Mr. Ciiase to borrow at once, from the banks

in New-York, Boston and Philadelphia, three hundred (300) million

dollars, pledging as collateral security therefor five hundred (500) million

V 30-100 per cent Treasury notes, (convertible into twenty years' 7 per

cent, bonds at any time,) accompanied with an act of Congress pledging

the entire property of the United States as security against any and all

loss accruing to the banks through this and the last two loans or pur

chases of Treasury notes and bonds.

If deemed important, a direct lien on the lands belonging to the United

States, in the shape of a mortgage or otherwise, could be asked for.

The Secretary of the Treasury should receive instructions, with dis

cretionary powers as to time and price, to sell the whole or any part of

said five hundred million dollars Treasury notes, (or the 7 per cent, bonds

into which they could at any time be converted,) and"apply the proceeds

thereof to the payment of the loan of three hundred million dollars.

To enable the banks to make this loan, and insure the prompt payment

of the entire amount, as called for by the government, continuing specie

payments, it would be highly important that foreign exchanges be kept

in favor of the United States ; and as we can only hope for a continuance

of the present reduced rate for exchange through continued diminished

imports of goods, Congress should immediately impose heavy duties upon

many articles in common use, to continue during the war.

If, through a change in the rates for foreign exchange, with a prospect

of a shipment of gold, it should become necessary to suspend specie pay

ments, the drafts of the government can easily be met by the banks with

their common currency, (including, perhaps, fifty million dollars demand

Treasury notes for the use of the troops, which could be redeemed by

the banks as their own circulation,) provided it were included in the

proposed arrangement for security.

The direct advantages to the banks in making this loan are—

1. Security from loss on the amount of the two last loans or purchases

of one hundred million dollars Treasury notes and bonds.

2. Accruing interest on loan of three hundred million dollars to be

placed to the credit of government at once, but which will not be wanted

for some months.

The indirect benefit would accrue through the good effects of such a

measure upon the whole business community—the probability of a con

tinuance of specie payments, and saving the present currency from inter

ference at this inauspicious time.

Through the confidence of the people in the ability of the government

to conduct the war to a successful issue with the means thus placed

at its disposal in this negotiation, the Secretary of the Treasury would

be able to sell the Treasury notes or bonds before the 1st of July next,

at a price not below that at which the fifty million 6 per cent, bonds

were awarded to the banks in November last.

Security.
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THE WAREHOUSING SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES.

The Tariff Act of August, 1861, section 5, provides as follows:

Skc. 5. And be it further enacted, That all goods, wares and mer

chandise actually on shipboard and bound to the United States, and all

goods, wares and merchandise on deposit in warehouses or public stores

at the date of the passage of this act, shall be subject to pay such duties

as provided by law before and at the time of the passage of this act :

And provided further, That all goods deposited in public store or

bonded warehouse after this act takes effect and goes into operation, if

designed for consumption in the United States, must be withdrawn

therefrom, or the duties thereon paid in three months after the same are

deposited ; and goods designed for exportation and consumption in

foreign countries may be withdrawn by the owner at any time before

the expiration of three years after the same are deposited ; such goods,

if not withdrawn in three years, to be regarded as abandoned to the

vernment, and sold under such regulations as the Secretary of the

easury may prescribe, and the proceeds paid into the Treasury :

Provided, That merchandise, upon which the owner may have neg

lected to pay duties within three months from the time of its deposit,

may be withdrawn and entered for consumption at any time within two

years of the time of its deposit, upon the payment of the legal duties,

with an addition of 25 per centum thereto : Provided, also, That mer

chandise upon which duties have been paid, if exported to a foreign

country within three years, shall be entitled to return duties, proper evi

dence of such merchandise having been landed abroad to be furnished

to the collector by the importer, one per centum of said duties to be

retained by the government.

BOJIE REASONS WHY GOODS OUGHT TO BE ALLOWED TO REMAIN IN BOND

FOR THREE OR FIVE TEARS.

What the Treasury wants is revenue. If it can be shown that the

three months' bonding system will kill the goose that lays the golden

egg, much will be done, no doubt, towards restoring the old regulation,

allowing three years to take goods out of bond.

Under the three years' bonding system a business had grown up in

the United States, unknown before, at least in its extent, which business

helped, in a considerable degree, the sale and export of American manu

factured goods and produce. Able to find, under that system, in our

bonded warehouses, the manufactures and produce of England, France,

Spain, Asia and other regions, merchants of this and of other countries

made up assorted cargoes for the West Indies, South America, Africa,

and even the East Indies, and, along with the foreign article, American

merchandise would be taken. Under the short bonding system this

business, which was fast making the United States the commercial mart

of the world, is lost to the country, and the cities of New-York, Phila
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delphia and Boston will feel its effects, not only in the loss of what trade

of the kind had been already established, but yet more in the loss of the

expansion which that trade was taking, which was great, and, but for the

unfortunate, change, would have been lasting.

The writer has himself imported goods, and kept them in bond three

years without selling them, at the expiration of which time he has had

to ship them again to a foreign port, and re-import them, to get another

three years' extension. This is mentioned only to show that the time of

three years is not by any means too long, if long enough ; for here there

is a double freight and incidental expense lost, which a more liberal

system would have saved.

The idea that revenue will come in quicker under the three months'

system will probably be found a delusion. The only effect of this system

will be to prevent importation, and it will most certainly, at times, cause

a great rise in prices of any article not imported in sufficient quantity,

and not found in market to supply a sudden demand. High prices stop

consumption, and, therefore, the revenue must suffer. Under the three

or five years' system goods will be warehoused, and duties paid on them

whenever the consumption of the country will demand it ; and, inasmuch

as it will have a tendency to keep prices moderate, the revenue will be

benefited by the duties on the increased consumption of a cheaper

article. Much more might be said on the subject, but the foregoing is

deemed sufficient to call for a return to the more beneficial and liberal

provision of our former revenue laws. A perseverance in the present

system will lose revenue to the customs, and cause a great loss to our

trading community, our ships, our manufacturers and mechanics.

Mercator.

New- York, January 8, 1862.

THE ENGLISH WAREHOUSING SYSTEM.

Section 103, of the British warehousing act, provides : Goods ware

housed, not cleared for home use or exportation within Jive years, must

be re-warehoused ; and duties on deficiencies and expense of examina

tion, to be paid down. All warehoused goods shall be cleared, either for

home use or exportation, at the expiration of five years from the date of

warehousing ; or within such further period, and in such cases, as the

commissioners of the treasury shall direct, unless the owner or proprietor

of such goods be desirous of re-warchousing them, in which case they

shall be examined by the proper officers, and the duties due upon any

deficiency or difference between the quantity ascertained on landing and

the quantity then found to exist, subject to such allowances as are by

law permitted in respect thereof, together with the necessary expense

attendant thereon, shall be paid down ; and the quantity so found shall

be re-warehoused in the name of the then owner or proprietor thereof, in

the same manner as on the first importation.
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SIR W. ARMSTRONG ON IRON-PLATED SHIPS, AC.

The annual meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers was

opened at Sheffield, in November, Sir William Armstrong, the president,

in the chair. There was a numerous attendance, and after the minutes

of the previous meeting had been confirmed, the president delivered his

annual address. Having spoken of the mechanical arts as applied to

the purposes of peace, he alluded to the changes which the progress of

science had necessitated in the machinery of war. " Our warlike neigh

bors, the French," he said, " always forward in every thing appertain

ing to war, have of late years devoted their energies to two most impor

tant subjects ; the rifling of ordnance and the application of defensive

armor to ships. Their advances have necessitated similar steps on our

part, and we have certainly no reason to suppose that we are behind them

in the race." Having described his own process of manufacturing ord

nance, he observed : " With regard to the great question of the ultimate

effect of artillery against ships protected by defensive armor, I believe

that whatever thickness of iron may be adopted, guns will be con

structed capable of destroying it. At the same time, I am of opinion,

that iron-plated ships will be infinitely more secure against artillery than

timber ships. The former will effectually resist every species of explo

sive or incendiary projectile, as well as solid shot from all but the heavi

est guns, which can never be used in large numbers against them. In

short, it appears to me to be a question between plated ships, or none at

all, at any rate, so far as line-of-battle ships are concerned." Sir Wil

liam discussed at considerable length the question as to the most suita

ble plates for resisting shot ; his opinion, upon the whole, being in favor

of rolled rather than forged iron. Three papers were subsequently read

by members of the institution, including one by Mr. Henry Bessemer,

" On the manufacture of cast steel and its application to constructive

purposes." After describing his process of making cast steel, Mr. Bes

semer said, one of the most special adaptations of such steel, was its

suitability for the manufacture of ordnance. By his process, blocks of

metal of any required size, from one to twenty or thirty tons weight,

might be made of any tensile strength, and at Messrs. Bessemer's works

the most satisfactory results had been obtained in the manufacture of

ordnance with the metal fused for piston rods. With the degree of

toughness afforded by this metal, the bursting of the gun became almost

impossible, as its power of resisting a tensile strain was fifteen tons a
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square inch above that of the best English bar iron, and experiments

that have been made showed that tubular pieces could be crushed flat

without exhibiting any signs of fracture. An eighteen pounder was ex

hibited, and it was stated, that the erection of the necessary apparatus

for the production of steel by this process, inclusive of air-pumps and

steam-engine, on a scale capable of producing from crude iron enough

steel to make forty such gun blocks per day, would not exceed a cost of

£5,000.

THE FUR TRADE.

Mink sable and Siberian squirrel furs are those most in demand, and

are considered most fashionable. Although the demand for this class of

furs is very great, yet, owing to the great supply, and the facility with

which they are obtained, the prices are moderate. The best quality of

mink sable is found in Maine ; it is also procured in the Hudson Bay

regions, the northwest, and found in small quantities in this State.

The most expensive of all furs is the Russian sable, which sell from

$500 to $1,500 per set. This quality of fur is very scarce, and, besides,

their exportation from Russia has been prohibited by the Emperor.

Those that reach this country are smuggled away. The Hudson Bay

sable is also quite scarce and expensive, being sold as high as $100 to

$600 per set.

The opussum and muskrat furs abound in great quantities, and are

easily obtained. Fitch is but little in demand, although a few years since

it was much sought after. Buffalo skins are obtained in Minnesota, Dakota,

Nebraska, Kansas and Northern Texas. Each year this animal becomes

scarcer, and before many years they will doubtless be extinct. The ani

mals are shot by the Indians and others, who sell the skins to traders.

The hides are worth from three to twelve dollars apiece. The finest

skins are greatly in demand by military officers, who use them instead

of blankets, for which they are found far superior.

Many beaver skins, bought by dealers, are shipped by them to Eng

land, where they are used extensively for cloak linings. This animal is

found among the Rocky Mountains and in the British dominions, and

does not, as many suppose, decrease each year, although, it is said, they

push farther west. The quantity of beaver skins obtained this year is

equally as great as has been procured for several years back. Very few

are now found about Lake Superior, where they were a few years since

in great numbers.

Fur dealers resort to numerous tricks, by which they can dye furs of

a common quality, and give them the appearance of those more rare.

The price of all furs varies according to their shades of color and their

scarcity. This business, although one of profit, yet involves considerable

risk and outlay.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SHOES.

We recently examined, at the store of F. S. Vanderpoel, No. 60

Liberty-street, an invention which is attracting the attention of shoe and

leather manufacturers. It is known as " Henry Port's Patent," and in
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several particulars is very peculiar. The object is to facilitate the mak

ing of boots and shoes.

In the process here adopted, the shank and heel is of vulcanized rub

ber, in one piece, with rivets imbedded—the latter being the project

ing points of a skeleton, protruding themselves at regular distances near

the margin of the last. The uppers are lasted in the ordinary way, on

the patent notched last, this being nothing more than a plain iron sur

face with depression to receive the rivet for the purpose of clinch

ing. A punch or guide to enter the rivets at their proper place on

the notched last is then applied, by a single stroke. The entire bottom

(composed of two distinct pieces—the half-sole and shank piece) is next

adjusted to its place—when another stroke clinches the whole in a finish

ed shoe—nothing more being necessary than to substitute a smooth iron-

faced last for the notched one, which effectually flattens the rivets.

The shoe thus made is claimed to be, as it really appears, as strong as

any sewed work, and has an elasticity and softness of tread which

commends it for use. Furthermore, the shank and heel being of rub

ber, are pronounced capable of outlasting the most durable upper.

At the exhibition yesterday, a pair of shoes was made by hand in twenty

minutes, after the upper was adjusted to the last ; and we are informed

that a single workman can easily turn out twenty-five pairs per day.

Machinery is expected to work this patent with much greater efficiency.

The patent, as we are informed, is offered for sale.

COCHINEAL IN INDIA.

An Indian correspondent of the London Globe has recently pointed

out that the cochineal insect—the dye of which is at present, with the

exception of a small quantity imported from Madeira, entirely derived

from South America—is found over a vast tract of country in British

India, It was introduced in 1801, when the lac insect was unknown,

and cochineal was worth $7 a pound, by a gentleman of the name of

Dawson, tempted by a prize offered by the East India Company. The

cactus, on which alone the insect flourishes, grows profusely throughout

the southwestern provinces of the Indian peninsula. Within a very short

time, the cochineal extended over 800 miles of country ; but, as no per

sons who understood how to prepare the article for market had been in

troduced with the cochineal insect, the commercial speculation com

pletely failed. In the course of time, the cochineal insect extended from

Fort St George, where it was landed, 4,000 miles inward. Here it is

found in a wild state, but the natives have not yet learned how to use it

for coloring silk and wool.

THE MOST POWERFUL GUN INTHE WORLD.

We are sure that none of our readers will fail to read the account, latc-

ij published, of the trial of the great Union gun. There have been guns

made in Europe of much larger calibre than this, but none of them of

sufficient strength to give any considerable velocity to the shot. This

gun is twelve inches in diameter, and, being rifled, carries an elongated
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shot weighing 423 lbs.—namely, the same weight as the round ball of

Rodman's fifteen-inch gun, which is 425 lbs.

The London JSngineer, in speaking of the recent experiments at Shoe-

buryness, calls Armstrong's two hundred-pounder the most powerful

ordnance in the world ; but the shot of the big gun at Fortress Monroe is

more than twice as large, and the gun is consequently more than twice as

powerful. These two guns, the twelve-inch rifled, and the fifteen-inch

smooth bore, are the most powerful pieces of ordnance that have ever

yet been made.

The introduction of iron-plated ships has made it very desirable for

sea-coast defence to have enormous cannon, the shots from which would

break the iron plates to pieces. But, until Rodman's improved mode of

casting was invented, it was impossible to make large cannon strong

enough to bear the charges required to give effective velocity to balls

weighing 400 lbs. These circumstances cause peculiar interest to attach

to the tnal of the twelve-inch rifled cannon, and we are much pleased at

being able to present so good a description of this trial.

THE LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER REGIONS.

The Ontonagon Miner gives the following statement of shipments from

the copper mines of that district for the past season :

Net lb». Tout. Ibt.

National, 1,868,196 or 934 196

Minnesota, 3,760,800 " 1,880 800

Rockland, 938,034 " 469 34

Superior, 79,328 " 39 1,328

Flint Steel, 3,039 » 1 1,039

Nebraska, 14,683 " 7 683

Knowlton, 22,799 » 11 799

Ogima, 19,360 " 9 1,360

Evergreen Bluff, 125,895 " 62 1,895

Ridge, 62,138 " 31 138

Adventure, 6,844 " 3 844

Toltec, 4,455 " 2 455

Bohemian, 15,160 " 7 1,160

Total, 6,920,731 " 3,460 731

In looking over some statistics of production of the mines of this region,

we had the curiosity to compare the increase therein shown with the in

crease of population. We find that in 1854 the population of the two

copper counties of the Upper Peninsula (Houghton and Ontonagon) was

7,985 ; the production of ingot copper was 1,488 tons, and the value

about $495,200. This would give a yield of 373 lbs. to every man,

woman and child, making each one a producer to the amount of $75 60.

In 1860, after an interval of six years, we find the population amounting

to 13,810 souls, producing 6,000 tons ingot copper, worth $2,400,000.

This is at the rate of 866 lbs., or $173 20 to each individual. The in

crease in the six years, as exhibited by the above figures, is, for the

population, about 74 per cent ; for the production and value, 310 per

cent.
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LUCIFER HATCHES.

Mr. Gore, a recent writer on this subject, gives some astonishing

statistics respecting this branch of manufacture. The firm of Messrs.

Dixon employ 400 workmen, and generally have on hand £8,000 or

£10,000 worth of timber. Each week they consume one ton of sulphur

and make 43,000,000 matches, or 2,160,000,000 in the year. Reckoning

the length of a match at two and a quarter inches, the total length of

these would far exceed the circumference of the earth. Another calcu

lation has been made, that the whole length of waxed cotton wicks con

sumed every year by one London manufacturer in the production of

"vestas" would be sufficient to reach from England to America and

back again. The magnitude of the figures relating to the English manu

facture of matches is, however, insignificant, when we turn to the Austrian

production. Two makers alone, M. Pollak, at Vienna, and M. Fubth,

in Bohemia, produce the amazing number of 44,800,000,000 matches

yearly, consuming twenty tons of phosphorus, and giving employment

to 600 persons. The low price at which these necessaries of life are

produced is equally astonishing. M. Furth sells his cheapest boxes at

one penny per dozen, each containing eighty matches. Another maker

sells the plain boxes at two pence per 100, and 1,400 matches for one

farthing; whilst a third maker sells a case of fifty boxes, each containing

100 Inciters, for four pence. The imports of matches into the United

Kingdom are of the value of £60,000 yearly, representing the enormous

number of 200,000,000 daily. The daily consumption is 50,000,000

more than the above number, or upwards of eight matches each day for

every individual in the kingdom.

SIR R. MVRCHISON AND DR. CUMMING.

The former writes to the Manchester Examiner in reference to the

lectures of the latter :

" Dr. Cumminq having said that he consulted me, I must state what

occurred between us at a merry morning dejeuner at Tunbridge Wells,

where I met the reverend and eloquent gentleman at the house of a

mutual friend. He asked me if I believed in an internal fiery state of

the globe, and I replied that, in common with the majority of geologists,

I inferred from the evidence of increase of temperature in deep shafts,

and also from former and present outbursts of igneous matter, that the

existence of a central heat could not, in my opinion, be denied. Tho

words 'burning cauldron,' as used by the doctor, are, of course, not

mine. If not misreported, Dr. Cummino has, in the same lecture, com

pletely misunderstood what I said to him on the subject of gold. I

directed his attention to two verses in the book of Job, which indicated

that the patriarch was an obsorvant mining geologist. The words

(chap, xxviii. 1) are, ' Surely there is a vein for the silver ;' and in tho

6th verse, • It (the earth) hath dust of gold.' Now, although gold, as

well as silver, was originally found in veinstones or disseminated in solid

rocks, yet the more precious metal is usually found in superficial debris

of pebbles, sand, etc., (the ' dust' of Job,) whilst silver is almost exclu

sively obtained from veinstones in mines of argentiferous galena. So

far, therefore, Dr. Cummino is right in announcing that I did say 'Job

vol. ilvl—no. II. 13
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was a good geologist.' But if he added (as one report of his lecture has

it) that I was led to anticipate the discovery of gold in Australia by the

words of Job, he is entirely in error."

LAWRENCE MACHINE SHOP.

The whole assets of the Lawrence machine shop were sold by auction,

in January, for $0,150, to Jacob Pierce. According to vote of the

stockholders, all the property was sold in one lot It consisted of out

standing accounts exceeding $18,000; promissory notes amounting,

without interest, to over $95,000 ; 212 shares of stock of Terre Haute,

Alton and St. Louis Rail-Road, par $50 per share ; 487 shares of stock

of Mississippi and Missouri Rail-Road, par $100 per share. Also, 584

acres of land in Aroma, 111. ; 480 acres in Douglas county, Nebraska ;

760 in Kankakee, McLean and Linn counties, 111. ; and 80 in Newaygo

county, Michigan, and some other matters.

RECENT ITALIAN INTENTIONS.

The new life infused into the formerly inert limbs of Italy, has quick

ened the genius of its people into industrial activity. They are grap

pling with matters more serious than art or song. A great national

exhibition has lately been held at Florence, and the products of Italian

industry, though far from being abreast of those of France or England,

are, to say the least, highly promising. The great want of that penin

sula is coal, which has not been found, to any extent, on its surface.

The lack of this must prove a serious drawback to the promotion of

steam navigation and manufactures. But water-power does not, proba

bly, exist in greater abundance in any other country of Europe, of the

same extent, excepting Switzerland and Norway.

Among recent Italian inventions, the pantelgraph, brought out by

Casselli, is worthy of special notice. This instrument is intended for

the transmission of messages immediately from the writer's own hand,

conveying a facsimile of every word and letter, thus bearing the full

authenticity of the hand and signature. A banker, for example, at one

city, may hereafter draw a check or a draft upon his correspondent in

another, which will be immediately honored. The telegraphic wire is

made to deliver, at any distance, not only ideas, but forms, whether sig

natures, designs, portraits, or any other kind of resemblances. The

action is so rapid, too, that twelve words per minute can be transmitted.

" A small point, vrites a correspondent, " something like the hand of a

watch, runs semi-circularly, moved by a very simple machine, upon a

chemically-prepared paper, tracing almost invisible lines, the aggregate

of which soon embodies the words, or the various parts of the design,

till the whole stands before us."

Among other Italian inventions, is a boring machine, now being used

in opening a tunnel through the Alps. This instrument is propelled by

condensed air. Another is a very ingenious contrivance for assisting

rail road trains up heavy grades', securing greater safety and better facili

ties on short curves than hitherto possessed. In this case, the power is

obtained from water. A trial of the apparatus is said to have resulted

quite successfully on one of the Sardinian rail-roads.
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A NEW SUBSTITUTE FOB THE UPPEB LEATHER IN BOOTS AND SHOES.

We hear that Mr. Szkrklemv, who is celebrated for the induration of

the stone in the house of parliament with a preparation of zoppissa, has

discovered the means of rendering a woven fabric completely impervious

to wet or damp, and which will not crack or shrink, permits the perspi

ration to pass off, is exceedingly soft to the foot, and will fit it as a glove

fits the hand. This new leather is called panonia. Other improvements,

too, are made by Mr. Wm. Sodthwood, for the protection of the foot, by

allowing the points of the rivets to terminate between the leather of the

inner sole ; the inside leather is reversed, the sucking part of it, therefore,

instead of drawing, excludes the damp from the ground, and absorbs the

perspiration. We understand a company has been formed for working

these valuable discoveries, by which great advantages will be given to

the public in both cheapness and comfort

COTTON PRINTING IN FBANCE.

The Constitutionnel publishes the following results of the imperial

decree, dated the 13th of February last, authorizing the importation of

foreign cotton cloths free of duty, on condition of their being re-exported

after having been printed at French mills. 70,000 pieces of unbleached

cotton, of 46 yards each, have, since the publication of the decree, been

imported into France, on the conditions specified. Of these, Mulhausen

received 45,000 pieces, nearly all from Switzerland, and Rouen, 25,000,

from England. These calicoes cost from 5c. to 6c. the metre less than

French calicoes, being a difference of 15 per cent., which proves, says

the Constitutional, that the negotiators of the treaty of commerce with

England were correct in fixing the import duty on such articles at 15

per cent The value of these cotton cloths temporarily admitted* into

France is estimated at from l,500,000f. to l,600,000f.; to which the

bleaching and printing is to be added, at the rate of from 2-8 to 20 cent

imes the metre, being an addition to the value of about l,300,000f.

Thus the facility granted by the decree of the 13th of February has

been doubly beneficial to the French manufacturers. It opened markets

to them which were closed in consequence of the high price of their

calicoes, and enabled them to give employment to their operatives at a

moment when trade was dull in consequence of the political events in

the United States. This result has been obtained without injury to the

French weavers. In fact, the price of French cloths have rather increased

than diminished since the decree of the 13th of February. On the other

hand, the experience obtained has proved* that there is not an equal ad

vantage to be obtained by the temporary admission of musKns, inasmuch

as the price charged by the French manufacturers for these articles is

nearly the same as the English. " In a word," concludes the Constitu

tionnel, "the decree of the 13th of February, which has been in existence

little more than six months, has produced most satisfactory results, not

only with respect to our foreign relations, but with regard to our home

consumption. The inquiry instituted last year by' the Superior Council

of Trade leaves no doubt on this head. Calicoes cannot be printed at a

cheap rate except in large quantities. A new pattern costs a large price,

and must be spread over a large quantity of calico in order to be sold
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cheap. Thus, for example, suppose a new pattern, including the price of

the drawing and of the copper cylinder, costs 10,000f. ; if the sale does

not exceed 10,000 pieces, there is an expense of If. the piece. On the

contrary, the cost is considerably diminished if there are 20,000 or 40,000

pieces printed. We have likewise to thank the government for the de

crees of the 26th of August last, by which woollen cloths, plain or mixed,

are admitted for printing, on condition of being re-exported."

NEW PATENTS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Ross Winans and Thomas Winans, of Baltimore, Md., for an im

proved steering apparatus for navigable vessels : They claim the combi

nation of a vessel having a spindle-formed bottom, two rudders loc.ated

below the bottom thereof, at opposite sides of the longitudinal centre,

and mechanism to impart opposite movements to the rudders, substan

tially as described.

A. G. Tompkins, of New-York city, for an improved screw propeller :

He claims constructing the propeller with a flaring-edged felloe or continu

ous rim, supported upon separate spokes or arms, that radiate from the

driving shaft, all in the manner and for the purpose shown and described.

This invention relates to an improvement in what is generally known as

the screw propeller, and has for its object the obviating of friction and

consequent loss of power attending the working of the ordinary sub

merged screw propeller.

Robert Taylor, of New-York city, for an improvement in canal lock

gates : First, a circular face gate for canal locks, the face of which is

smooth and attached to side pieces or arms radiating from the journals

or axle inserted in the side of the water-way or sides of the lock, whea

used in combination with a similarly curved breast wall, which forms the

lower part of the gate, substantially as described. Second, in combina

tion with such a gate, a wicket leaf", hinged or hung thereto, and opera

ting in the manner and for the purpose described and represented.

S. II. Long, U. S. A., of Alton, Illinois, for an improved dredging

machine : First, the construction and operation of a scraper for opening

channels across bars, &c, substantially such as described. The applica-

cation and use of such a scraper, with a steamtug or towboat for drag

ging it across the bar in the direction in which the channel is to be made,

substantially as set forth and explained.

J. E. Malloy, of New-York city, for an improvement in the prepara

tion of fiber for the manufacture of paper : He claims the process of sep^

arating fiber from fiber-yielding plants, as set forth, consisting of the sep

arate and successive steps of combining, rubbing and washing the plants

in cold water ; the whole forming one continuous operation, performed

while the fiber is fresh and plant undesiccated, as set forth.

P. G. Gardiner, of New-York city, for an improvement in cotton

presses : He claims the arrangement and combination of the right and

left screws, pivoted nuts, and friction rollers resting on suitable ways, at

tached to the frame, when operating levers, in the manner and for the

purpose substantially as described and set forth.

Leon Pierre Barre, of Paris, France, for an improvement in steam

toilers : First, the fitting or fixing the tubes of tubular steam boilers by
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means of small flanged tubes with collars by means of cement, for pro

ducing a steam and water-tight joint between the said boiler tubes and

the end plates of tubular steam boilers. Second, the construction and

employment of a mandrel for facilitating the cleaning of tubes in tubular

boilers.

E. S. Botnton, of Alexandria, Virginia, for an improvement in iron

masts, steeples, &c. : He claims the constructing of masts and spars, and

such perpendicular structures as require height and stability, by means of

flat bars of wrought iron or steel, made continuous by riveting the ends

of the bars together, and winding them spirally around from the bottom

to the top of the structure, one portion winding around in one direction

and the other portion winding around in the reverse direction, so as to

form spiral or diagonal braces throughout the structure, secured together

at the points of intersection, and relying on said continuous braces for

their support, without the aid of longitudinal or circular ribs or any in

ternal framing, substantially as described.

G. M. Cooper, of Litchfield, Michigan, for an improvement in press for

packing wool : He claims the two adjacent vertical fixed sides, two adja

cent hinged and movable sides, supporting and guide rods, sliding yoke,

and piston, the whole being combined and operating together in the man

ner set forth.

PHOTOZINCOGRAPHY.

At a meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, held in September last, Col. Sir H. James, R. E., described the

process of " photozincography," by means of which photographic copies

of the ordnance maps are cheaply multiplied, either on their original or

on a reduced or enlarged scale. The process is applicable to the repro

duction of old manuscripts and old printed books. A copy of Domes

day Book (the part relating to Cornwall taken by this means) was ex

hibited to the meeting. The process consists in taking a photographic

collodion negative, which is intensified by means of bichloride of mer

cury and sulphate of ammonia. Paper deprived of its size is saturated

with a solution of gelatine and bicnromate of potash. The paper thus

prepared is exposed to the light beneath the negative, the result of which

is, that the parts which have been exposed to the light become hardened

and insoluble. The whole is then inked with a greasy ink, and after

wards washed in water, which removes the ink from all the parts except

those on which the light has acted. A transfer to stone or zinc is then

taken in the ordinary way, and copies are printed. Sir Henry James

then described an improvement which had lately been made in the pro

cess, by means of which a reduced copy of a map or plan could be made,

in which the minor detail (which would be useless on a reduced scale)

could be omitted, and the names of places and other features of the plan

given in full-sized legible characters.
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

The new year opens with a dullness in commercial circles. The banks

of the city determined, in convention, on the 28th December, to suspend

specie payment This step was taken on Monday, 30th. The banks

of Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Providence, Albany and other cities

followed suit. A temporary check is therefore given to the foreign export

of gold, and the banks will now prepare for resumption at a time when

the government can repay them for their large advances.

The new measures of Congress have an important bearing upon the

financial and commercial affairs of the country. Congress passed, on the

26th December, a new tariff, in reference to tea, coffee and sugar. A

supplementary or explanatory act was passed on the 11th January. (See

page 187.)

The technicality upon which Secretary Chase based his decision, that

teas and coffees shipped before the 5th of August for this country should

enter free of duties, has led Collector Barney to the decision, that if

shipped after that date they shall pay duties according to the act of

December 24th, and not under the act of August 5th. The Secretary,

in his decision, stated that tea and coffee, direct from the country of

production, were duty-free before the 5th of August The act of August

5th provides, that any goods " on shipboard and bound for the United

States, on or before the 5th of August, shall pay according to the rates

then and before established." The act of December 24th provides,

f that in fieu of the duties heretofore imposed by law, there shall be

levied on the merchandise enumerated," <fec. As teas shipped before

the 5th of August paid no duties, the Secretary ruled that they were

not included in the " merchandise enumerated," and decided that they

should enter free of duty, as before. The Collector decides, that as teas

shipped after that time would have had to pay the duties established by

the act of August 5th, therefore they are included in the " merchandise

enumerated," and must pay twenty cents per pound, by the act of

December 24.

On the 9th January a bill was introduced into the United States Senate

to punish frauds on the United States Treasury, and referred to a special

committee. A bill was also considered to abolish the franking privilege,

which was afterwards passed by the House of Representatives. On the

15th a resolution was offered by the Committee on Ways and Means, re

commending such taxation as, with the tariff, shall produce $150,000,000

per annum. This proposition, and numerous others in reference to reve

nue and taxation, are now under consideration.

Mr. Latham, Senator, of California, has presented a petition from San

Francisco for a line of mail steamers between that port and China. On

the 2d January Senator Latham presented a resolution, instructing the

Committee on Finance to inquire into the expediency of establishing a

distinct bureau for the Treasury Department, to regulate and control the

mint, which was agreed to. A bill was introduced into the House, and
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referred, providing for the defence of Philadelphia and the Delaware

River. On the 6th January a speech was made in the House of Repre-

sentatives, by Hon. Roscoe Concklino, in relation to the battle of Ball's

Bluff

On the 8th, a bill was reported to the House of Representatives, in

favor of appropriating $35,000 for exhibiting American products at the

World's Fair. A bill was adopted, requesting the Secretary of the

Treasury to show as near as possible, the floating debt of the United

States. The Committee of Ways and Means was instructed to consider

the expediency of raising $100,000,000 by taxation, and also to consider

the expediency of pledging the public lands to pay the United States

debt and interest ; also a bill to tax passenger travel on rail-roads, to tax

transfers of stock, <fec, and five dollars docket fees on any suit com

menced in a court of record.

On the 15th January, a bill was introduced into the Assembly of New-

York to raise a tax for the support of families of volunteers. The Com

mittee of Ways and Means requested to elaborate a bill for the more

effectual equalization of property as a basis for taxation.

The annual returns of the custom-house at this port, show extraordinary

features in our exports. Of domestic produce, the gross export was one

hundred and thirty-one millions of dollars. We present the following as

the general results compared with the four previous years :

Exports op the Poet of New-York, 1867—1861.

1857. 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Dom. produce,. .$61,803,235 $53,949,703 $59,929,531 $95,468,296 $131,235,995

Foreign, free 4,229,776 1,601,111 2,999,881 2,258,710 2,164,947

dutiable, 7,331,144 4,087,398 6,050,909 5,765,274 5,203,959

Specie & bullion, 44,360,174 26,001,431 69,715,866 42,191,171 4,286,250

Total exports,.. $120,886,206 $85,639,643 $137,696,187 $145,683,451 $142,981,161

On the other hand, the imports for consumption, for 1861, are reduced

nearly sixty-six per cent, compared with the previous year. We present

the general results for five years, the specie items for the past year form

ing a larger sum than ever before :

Imports at New-York.

Emm. for 1857. 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Consumption,. .$122,937,013 $102,942,737 $176,765,309 $154,660,498 $64,264,661

Warehoused,... 73,842,349 25,635,619 36,875,064 46,741,185 41,072,228

Free goods, 21,440,734 22,024,691 28,708,732 28,006,447 80,353,918

Specie,. 12,898,033 2,264,120 2,816,421 8,852,330 37,088,413

Total $230,618,129 $152,867,067 $245,166,516 $238,260,460 $162,768,790

Withdrawn from

warehouse,.. 40,609,890 37,499,542 26,857,089 31,103,924 39,717,259

The United States forces having taken possession of Port Royal, South

Carolina, they have taken large quantities of Sea Island and other cotton.

A shipment of three thousand bales, by the steamer Vanderbilt, reached

this port early in January, and realized high prices. For Sea Island cot

ton, some brought 63 cents per pound. A correspondent says :

" Engines and negroes competent to superintend them, are to be found

on every large plantation from which they have not been carried off or

shot by their fugitive masters. Mr. Lane, the government agent, is
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actively employed in the collection and ginning of cotton on this and

the adjacent islands, and he employs for the running of engines and gins

only the negroes on the plantations. Whatever is necessary to prepare

the cotton for shipment or market—except receiving pay for it—has

always been their regular duty, and very few except the slaves have the

necessary knowledge and experience. It is the testimony of Mr. Lake,

who is as far as possible from being an abolitionist, that the negroes

under him do their work faithfully and well, with very little supervision,

and no means of compulsion whatever. By their help, the cotton is gin

ned and packed for about $2 50 a bale—a price for which it could not

possibly be done in New-York. There is still greater saving in cost of

transportation and risk of damage. One hundred thousand pounds of

unginned cotton contain seventy thousand pounds of seed and refuge,

and, beside the freight of such a bulk of waste matter, the seed is wanted

here for planting. The great liability to heating and to injury by water

is reason enough for not sending it north in bulk. When ginned and

packed in bales, it is compressed, and the water cannot penetrate.

Loosely gathered, the whole may be rendered valueless by exposure."

The prices of produce at the end of the year 1861 were well-sustained.

We annex the ruling prices, compared with January, 1858—1861.

We have, in former volumes, given with this annual summary a com

parative table of prices on the opening of the year. The labor in com

pleting the other tables, owing to changes in the tariff, will make this

a valuable one, but it will be very useful for reference throughout the

year.

COMPARATIVE PRICES AT NeW-YoRK, JANUARY 3, 1858—1862.

1858.

Ashes, pots 100 lbs. $5 75
" pearls, *• 6 75

Breadstuffs:

Wheat flour, State, bbl. 4 25

" best extra Genesee, . " 7 50

Rye flour, " " 4 00

Corn meal, Jersey " 8 25

Wheat, white Genesee, bush. 1 80

" white Michigan, " 1 20

" white Ohio, " 1 15

" white Southern, " 1 25

" red Western, " 1 10

" Chicago spring " ?8

Bye, Northern, " 48

Oats, State " 46

Corn, old Western, " 62

" new Southern, "

Cotton, middling Uplands, Ib. 8 J

" middling New-Orleans, " 9

Fish, dry cod quintal, 8 26

Fruit, bunched raisins, box, 1 95

" currants, lb. 9

Hay, shipping, 100 lbs. 65

Hemp, regular American, ton, 100 00

Hops, lb. 10

Iron, Scotch, pig, ton, 26 00

" English, bars, " 62 50

Laths per M. 1 25

Lead, Spanish ton, 4 75

" Galena, " none.

1859. 1860. 1881. 1862.

$5 82+ $5 12+ $5 00 J6 25

6 00 5 37+ 6 00 6 25

4 80 4 80 6 35 5 50

7 75 7 50 7 50 7 50

8 75 4 00 4 00 3 87+

8 40 3 90 3 15 3 00

1 40 1 60 1 45 1 50

1 25 1 50 1 45 1 50

1 80 1 45 1 46 1 43

1 45 1 45 1 45 1 52

1 20 1 80 1 38 1 42

83+ 1 18 1 18 1 30

78 92 75 81

53 46* 37 42

78 90 72 64

75 88 721 OS

12 11 12+ 35}

12+ "t m
36

4 00 4 60 3 50 3 50

2 05 2 35 1 75 3 20

n 6 44 a

80 1 00 90 77i

125 00 145 00 152 60 210 00

16 16 25 20

25 00 24 50 21 00 23 00

55 00 63 00 52 00 67 00

2 12+ 2 00 1 30 1 25

5 50 6 65 5 25 700

6 85 6 77} 5 50 7 00+
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1898. 1859. 1860. 1881. 1862.

$0 24 $0 20 $0 19* $0 20*
It

28 80 80 27 28

bbl. 85 76 76 78 65

4 25 3 00 3 00 3 00 4 00

22 24 1 26 19i 20*
it SO il 03 87 it

,bbl. 2 87* 3 68J 3 43| 2 75 10 00

.gall. 88 49 44* 35 1 47*

MA. 1 30 1 55 1 66 1 25 6 00

.gall. 00 55 52 81 48
14 1 00 1 36 1 40 1 40 1 40
14

55 65 67 50 86

15 40 17 00 16 87* 16 00 12 00
it 13 00 13 00 11 76 10 50 8 50

10 00 9 00 9 00 6 00 5 00

12 50 9 60 9 50 9 00 11 00
tt

16 50 16 00 14 50 14 00 14 50

oak,

Lime, common Rockland

Liquors:

Brandy, new Cognac,

Domestic whiskey

Molasses, New-Orleans*

Naval stores :

Crude turpentine,

Spirits "

Common rosin, North Carolina, . . ljbl.

Oils:

Crude whale, gall.

Sperm

Linseed, : "

Provisions :

Pork, old mess, bbl.

" old prime,

Beef, city mess,

" repacked Chicago, . .

Beef haras, extra, "

Hams, pickled, lb.

Shoulders, pickled, "

Lard "

Butter, Ohio . . "

" State, "

" Orange County "

Cheese, "

Rice, good 100 lbs.

Salt, Liverpool, ground, sack,

" fine, Ashron's "

Seeds, clover lb.

Sugar, Cuba, good,.. . . "

TaSow "

Whalebone, polar, "

Wool, common fleece, "

The annual report of the State Engineer of New-York, for 1861, re

ports the length of canals in the State amounts to eight hundred and

eighty-six miles, and there are seventeen reservoirs to supply it with

water. Seven feet of water have been maintained throughout the season.

The eastern division comprises all the lines of canal east of Oneida Lake ;

the middle division, all lying between Oneida Lake and Wayne county ;

and the western division, all in the western part of the State. To finish

the enlargement will require $391,000, exclusive of land damages. There

will be also an additional item of $76,000 for bottoming out the Erie

canal, when the work was prematurely accepted by former canal commis

sioners and engineers. Number of unfinished contracts, seventy-six. It

is completed through the Cayuga marshes already. The amount paid

last year for bottoming out was $59,229. Mr. Richmond recommends

an increased expenditure on the Erie basin ; also the construction of

thirteen locks additional between Rochester and the Cayuga marshes.

The reservoirs have been completed on the Black River Canal, capable

of discharging 11,000 cubic feet per minute. The State Engineer states

that there will be an additional expenditure required for the completion

of several of the lateral cauals ; but the aggregate figure is less than

♦25,000.

The trustees of the New-York and Erie Rail-Road Company, on the

31st December relinquished the property to the new organization.

81 »i n 8 6

Gi «i 64 H

H 11* 101 101 »t

16 18 16 14 15

20 20 20 18 19

24 25 24 22 22

8 9 11 10 7

3 25 3 60 4 20 4 00 7 00

80 90 1 15 75 86

1 30 1 38 1 95 1 60 1 70

H 9* 8* H 7*

1 1 7* Gi H

10 lOi 10* n n

1 10 95 90 88 76

27 3 40 30 no
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The following carefully prepared table gives the wholesale average price

of flour in the Philadelphia market in the month of December for 66

years past :

1861 $5 37 1839 $5 73 1817, $9 87

1860 4 87 1838 8 40 1816, IS 00

1859 5 31 1837 9 62 1815, 9 25

1858 5 12 1836, 11 00 1814, 8 00

1857, 5 12 1835, 6 75 1813, 8 75

1856, 6 66 1834, 4 90 1812, 10 25

1865, 8 86 1833 5 37 1811 10 00

1854 9 18 1832 6 62 1810, 11 25

1853, 6 86 1831, 6 26 1809 7 SO

1852, 5 16 1830 5 31 1808 6 75

1861, 4 15 1829, 5 43 1807 6 75

1860 4 71 1828 8 00 1806,... \ 7 50

1849, 4 87 1827, 5 00 1805, 8 26

1848 6 14 1826, 6 25 1804 11 00

1847, 6 49 1 825, 4 87 1803, 7 50

1846 4 76 1824, 4 87 1802, 6 50

1845 6 06 1823, 6 12 1801, 7 25

1844 4 29 1822, 6 50 1800 11 00

1843 4 37 1821 6 25 1799, 10 00

1842, 4 50 1820 4 50 1798 9 75

1841 6 42 1819, 6 12 1797 8 50

1840, 6 00 1818, 9 00 1796 11 00

Many comments have been made by the merchants, custom-house bro

kers and employes, since the passage of the August tariff bill, concerning

the importance and value of the warehousing system, and the opinions

expressed have been unanimous in its favor. Indeed, a petition has been

indited, and signed by many of the large importing merchants of the

city, urging the restoration of the warehousing system as it existed previous

to August 5, 1861. Below will be found the petition, together with Col

lector Barney's letter to Secretary Chase on the subject, in which he

concurs with the merchants in their views of the importance of its res

toration.

New-York, Nov. 9,1861.

To Hon. IIiram Barney, Collector of the port of New-York :

Dear Sir,—The undersigned, merchants of this city, ask your attention

to the restoration of the bonding privileges which for some years, and,

till recently, were enjoyed by them under the revenue laws of the

country.

By the act of Congress passed in the month of August last, limiting

the time to three months during which goods in bond may be either en

tered for consumption without payment of extra duties or may be ex

ported, the advantages of the system are all but annulled ; and the un

dersigned do not understand that the government derives any particular

benefit from the withdrawal of a privilege that is valuable to the mer

chants, and of much importance to the commercial interests of this city

generally.

The undersigned, therefore, respectfully request you to represent to the

Treasury Department at Washington, that a deep interest is felt by the

merchants of this city in the restoration of the bonding system, as it ex

isted prior to the 5th of August, and to use your influence in having the

privileges, which are now limited to three months, extended to three

years.
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New-York may thus continue to be, as it has hitherto been, a depot

of foreign merchandise and a distributing mart for all parts of the world,

at the same time offering the merchant the choice of the foreign or home

markets during the whole term of three years.

Respectfully yours,

Archer & Bull, Josiah Macy's Sons, Food Bbob., Udolpho Wolfe,

A. A. Low <fc Bros., C. H. Marshall, W. W. DeForest <fc Co., M.

Hathawat, Grinnell, Minturn Ac Co., Goodhue & Co., Rowland Si

Aspinwall, Oltphant, Son <fe Co., E. M. Tiers 6c Co., John Caswell

St Co., Bucklin & Crane, Booth 6c Edgar, Maitland, Phelps <fe Co.,

Goodrich & Walker, E. D. Morgan & Co., Cary & Co., N. L. St Geo.

Griswold, Isaac Sherman.

COLLECTOR BARNEY'S LETTER.

Custom-House, New-York, Collector's Office, Nov. 15, 1861.

Sir,—I have the honor to transmit herewith a memorial which has been

addressed to me by some of the wealthiest and most respectable import

ers of this city, praying for a restoration of the warehouse system as it

existed prior to August 5, 1861. I most cheerfully comply with their

request that I should represent to the department the deep interest which

is felt by the merchants of the city in the re-establishment of the privi

leges they enjoyed under the " Act to extend the Warehousing System,"

passed April 28, 1854, and I cannot do so more forcibly than hy submit

ting the appeal which they, themselves, have prepared.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Hiram Barney, Collector.

Hon. Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

The State Auditor of Michigan reports to the legislature that the total

available means in the treasury the past year were $1,280,001, including

$523,083 derived from the war fund, and the balance from taxes, amount left

over from the previous year, and other sources of revenue. The expenses

of the year have been $1,258,235, (or $28,000 in excess of receipts,) the

war portion of the expenses being $539,428. Of this sum the govern

ment is sure to refund $500,000, or enough to turn upon that portion of

the national tax which falls to Michigan. The deficit of $28,000 is more

than balanced by the taxes due from the Detroit and Milwaukic and the

Michigan rail-roads ; from the former $22,000, and from the latter

$35,000. The total debt of the State is $2,736,264, including $449,100

war loan bonds. The aggregate delinquent taxes returned in 1860 was

$318,423 60. The State is debtor to the counties $33,633 01, and

credited by $200,146 72.

The auditor's statement of the condition of the securities and circu

lation of the banks of Illinois, as they existed on Monday, the 6th day of

January inst., shows that the total amount of outstanding circulation is

now reduced to $1,415,076, secured by a total of bonds amounting to

$1,411,772, estimated, we presume, at their present valuation.
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STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

I. Turn or Eoxbcet. II. Citt Tobacco Turn. III. Commerce or Poxtlaxd. IV. Tiade

or the Lakes. V. Exfoet or Sxwixo Machines. YI. Coxscmriox or Went TIL Ship

Load foe Norm Caeouxa. YIIL Bale or Sea-Islaxd Cottox. IX. Tide-Watte Ei-

CI. Stock or Cottom lx Liykepool.

TRADE OF ROXBURY, MASS.

The harbor master of the city of Roxbury makes the following state-

of the commercial trade of that city during the year 1861 :

Import*.

Timber 2,365,39V feet

Coal, 20,133 tons.

Wood, 1,861 cords.

Hay, 275 tons.

Bricks, 1,174,000

Iron, 200 tons.

Edgestones, 12,825 feet

Lime, 9,710 casks.

Bone, 250 tons.

Other articles,

Valtu.

$24,261

100,665

9,395

4,400

5,876

4,400

3,847

6,311

3,000

5,113

$167,172

Phosphate of lime exported, 150 tons, 3,000

The number of vessels employed was 280.

The city paid, during the year 1861, $47,483 34 for repairing streets

and sidewalks.

THE NEW-YORK CITY TOBACCO TRADE.

There is a very general impression that the tobacco trade of this city

is seriously affected by the rebellion in the Southern States. Such, how

ever, is not the case. There has been a considerable advance in Virginia

manufactured (plug) tobacco, and other tobaccos are held to some

extent just now at speculative prices. There is an abundant supply in

market at present, nearly as much, perhaps, as is usual at this season of

the year. On the first of May the total number of hogsheads in the city

was 12,180, of which 911 were Virginia; and on the first of this month

there were 21,721 hogsheads on hand, 650 of which were Virginia and

North Carolina tobacco.

There will be a very small tobacco crop in Virginia this year, and

that of Kentucky will not be so large as usual. So far as this city is

concerned, there will be no tobacco received from Virginia, as what little

is manufactured will be demanded for home consumption at the South.

Plug tobacco has consequently advanced, according to grades, from sis-

teen to forty or fifty cents per pound, and will advance still more. This

kind of tobacco can be manufactured here without difficulty, and those

who use the article need not fear a tobacco famine.
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COMMERCE OF PORTLAND.

He number of foreign arrivals at Portland, for the month of Novem

ber, ws sixty-eight ; comprising three steamships, six ships, ten barks,

fourteen brigs, thirty-five schooners. There were twenty-three dutiable

ltd forty-five free cargoes. The following is a 'comparative statement of

lie commerce of Portland for the month of November, 1860 and 1861,

« it appears on the books of the custom-house :

Imports.

1861. 1860.

Dutiable, entered for consumption, $44,775 $7,800

" warehoused, 43,302 39,302

Free, (exclusive of specie and bullion,) 36,680 .... 18,626

land bullion, • 26,168

Total imports, $149,925 $ 65,728

Exports.

Domestic merchandise, $163,107 $107,529

Foreign - dutiable, 1,099 5,411

" " free, 62,838 8,462

Total exports, $227,044 $121,402

Merchandise withdrawn from warehouse for

consumption, 25,226 .... 23,372

COMMERCE OF MONTREAL.

The clearances of sea-going craft from the port of Montreal, for the

season of 1861, showed 494 vessels, representing 250,281 tons, against

229 vessels, of 116,748 tons, for 1860. The principal ports to which

produce was exported, wore :

I860. 1861.

Vetieti. Tom. Viutll. Tmt.

Liverpool, 73 68,067 146 126,326

Glasgow 34 22,097 68 45,883

London, 19 7,770 57 27,551

Gloucester, 14 4,222 20 7,686

Bristol, 8 2,392 20 8,532

Should a war occur between England and the United States, a serious

retrogression would take place in the shipments to and from that port.

EXPORT OF SEWING-MACHINES.

The trade in sewing-machines already ranks among the most important

of our national industries. For some time inachinc-sewing has, in this

country, almost superseded the ordinary use of the needle in the manu

facture of garments ; but other countries arc only just beginning to adopt

the economizing invention. Certain of our enterprising manufacturers

of machines have recently introduced their productions into the principal

VOL. XJ.TL—KO. IL 14
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cities of Europe, and the result has been quite an important demand for

the American machines. The machines made here are cheaper, more

handsome, and more complete, than those of English makers, and the

probability seems to be that the Yankee machine will defeat the English

one, even on English ground. The following statement of the export of

machines from one port, for two months, shows the importance that this

branch of manufacture is assuming :

Export of Sewing-machines from New-York, from August 1st to

October 1st, 1861.

Dettination. Quantity. Value.

Liverpool, 546 $20,528

New-Grenada, 168 8,368

Brazil, 114 10,553

Chili, 106 5,537

Havre, 71 6,888

ITamburgh, 87 3,772

Cuba, 45 2,888

Mexico, 27 1,343

Argentine Republic,. 22 941

Cisplatine Republic,. 22 802

Porto-Rico, 18 445

Rotterdam, 11 450 1

The above is from the United Stales Economist.

Wheeler & Wilson's comprise a large majority.

Dettination. Quantity.

London, 8

Cadiz, 3

British West Indies, . 3

Venezuela, 3

Constantinople, 9

Africa, 2

China 1

Leghorn, 1

Bremen, 1

Value.

$ 612

112

201

150

250

91

73

100

45

Total, 1,268 $64,149

Of the machines,

THE TRADE OF THE LAKES.

The quantity of grain received here during the 253 days of navigation,

is immense, as the figures will attest, and is divided as follows :

Flour, barrels 2,135,308

Wheat, bushels, 26,683,237

Corn, « 20,986,450

Oats, " 1,801,240

Rye, " 356,370

Barley, " 282,350

50,109,647

Reducing flour to wheat would give, 10,766,540

Making a total of 60,876,187

Add to this the flour and grain received during the year by rail-road,

and the grand total for 1861 will be over sixty-two millions of bushels!

No port in the world ever saw the equal of this.

To elevate and discharge this grain, we have seventeen elevators, with

capacity of storage varying from 120,000 to 600,000 bushels, and an

aggregate of 3,500,000 bushels. Each of these can elevate from a vessel

4,000 bushels per hour. Three new ones, now in process of erection,

Will give us, next year, storage room for 4,000,000 bushels.

The estimated amount of flour and grain at all the Lake ports west of

this State, for the season of 1861, is 113,000,000 bushels; of which
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there has been received at Buffalo, 62,000,000 bushels; at Dunkirk,

3.500,000; at Oswego, 18,000,000; at Ogdensburgh, 3,500,000; at

Montreal, 15,000,000; making a grand total of one hundred and two

millions bushels sent forward from the granaries of the West.

The quantity in store here is 1,500,000; Chicago, 3,500,000; Mil-

waukie, 1,500,000 ; all other Lake ports, about 3,000,000 bushels. Total

now in store, say 9,500,000 bushels.—Buffalo paper.

CONSUMPTION OF WINE UNDER THE REDUCED DUTIES.

From official statements, just made up, it appears that, although the

consumption of wine since the reduction of the duties may not have met

the sanguine anticipations of the early advocates of that measure, it has

still shown an increase of sufficient magnitude to demonstrate the im

policy of the previous almost prohibitory rates. It is also to be remarked,

that the correctness of the arguments originally used, as to the extent to

which wine would be taken into use if the duty were lowered to Is. per

gallon, has not yet been fully tried, the alcoholic test having acted most

injuriously upon the trade, not only by the uncertainties and vexations

inseparable from it, but also by causing the duty to be as high as 2s. 5d.

on nearly all the wines imported as suitable for this country. The con-

snmptkm of imported wines of all kinds in the United Kingdom, in the

eight months from the 1st of January to the 31st of August last, has been

7,667,894 gallons. This shows an increase of 2,201,959 gallons, or 40

per cent, over the same period of last year, and of 2,856,877 gallons, or

60 per cent, over the same period of 1859. White wine is still more

largely consumed than red, the proportions being 3,621,197 gallons of

red, and 4,046,697 gallons of white ; but the tendency of late has been

so much in favor of red descriptions, that they seem likely soon to obtain

a preponderance. Thus, while the consumption of red increased last

year 65 per cent, the increase in that of white was only 24 per cent.

With regard to the rates of duty paid under the alcoholic scale, it

appears that only 10£ per cent of the total quantity came in at the

shilling duty ; about 4^ per cent, came in at Is. 9d., 83£ per cent, at

2s. 5d., and If per cent, at 2s. lid. The proportion imported in

bottles, and which is included in the 2s. 5d. duty, was about 9£ per cent

Last year the importations of wine, in anticipation of the reduction of

duties, were extremely heavy, and greatly in excess of the consumption.

This year the importations and consumption have very nearly gone hand

in hand, the arrivals having been 7,844,605 gallons, and the deliveries

7,667,894 gallons. The arrival of French and Portuguese descriptions

have been less than the consumption, but those of Spanish have been

much in excess of it.—Traverf Circular.

THE UNPRODUCTIVE LABOR OF EUROPE.

Some correct statistics have been collected respecting the number of

men employed in the armies of Europe, and it is really almost enough

to make one despair of the progress of mankind to find that something

like four millions of men, at the very lowest computation, are under

trrns, either for protection or the cutting of throats, as the case may be.
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Here is the list : Army of Austria, 738,344 ; Prussia, 719,092 ; Russia,

850,000; France, 626,000; Great Britain and India, 534,827 ; Denmark,

Sweden, Spain, Portugal and Italy, 303,497 ; total, 3,771,760. The cost

of maintaining, clothing and paying these men, at the low average of £40

per head, is £150,000,000 per annum. But the loss is not to be meas

ured by this sum, enormous as it is ; for we must also reckon what would

be gained were this mass of labor productive instead of unproductive.

The labor of 3,771,760 able-bodied men cannot be calculated as pro

ducing less than £120,000,000 per annum; so that virtually between

the cost of their maintenance and what they ought to produce, were

their labor utilized, there is a difference of £300,000,000 a year ! We

are quite sure that this sum is rather under than over the mark. The

worst feature of all this is, that we can see no termination to this ex

penditure. Since the break-down of popular institutions in America, and

the outbreak of the savage war which the Republicans and Democrats of

that country are waging against each other, we may turn in vain for con

solation from the Old to the New World.—Money Market Review.

THE SHIP-LOAD FOR NORTH CAROLINA.

The relief-ship, the schooner E. Sheuoon, left this port for North

Carolina in December, freighted with provisions, clothing and other gifts

for the loyal people of that State. The relief committee have purchased,

or obtained by direct donation, 5,000 bushels of corn, 135 bbls. of meal,

150 bbls. of bread, 82 bbls. of pork, 200 sacks of salt, several hogsheads

of molasses, large quantities of hams, bacon and tongues, and other

articles of food, enough, it is estimated, to feed the loyal North Caro

linians for two or three months. The supply of clothing consisted of

blankets, shawls, ready-made garments and stout shoes, for men, women

and children, all selected with particular reference to comfort and dura

bility. Strong and warm, if not ornamental, jackets and sacks can be

made from the 2,000 gunny bags which hold a portion of the provisions.

The entire amount of money collected and invested in these charitable

offerings was $9,300. The value of other miscellaneous donations was

not less than $3,000. The schooner was crammed to her utmost capacity.

The gifts will be distributed under the immediate direction of Mr. Dow,

who is sole authorized agent of the committee for the purpose.

GOVERNMENT SALE OP SEA ISLAND COTTON.

The seventy-nine bales of Sea Island cotton brought from Port Royal

were sold at auction, January 10th, under the direction of Assistant

Quartermaster-General D. D. Tompkins. The bales were lying about in

the storehouse Nos. 65 and 67 Watts-street, where fifty or sixty cotton

brokers, commission merchants and tradesmen convened, at 12 o'clock.

After some little time spent in examining the article, Mr. Daniel H.

Burdett, the auctioneer, mounted a bale, and announcing that the cotton

would be sold for cash, invited an offer for the first lot of five bales,

1,435 pounds. The bidding commenced at 40 cents, quickly went up

to 57, and then more slowly to 63 cents per pound, at which price it was

knocked down to Truesdell ii Green. Lot No. 2, nine bales, 2,765
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pounds, was secured by the same buyers, at 56J cents. Lots 3 to 7

inclusive, forty-six bales, 15,206 pounds, were taken by W. Lattbmeybr,

at 62 J. Lot 8, five bales, 1,566 pounds, was knocked down to Truesdell

k Green, at 56£. Lot 9, unmerchantable short staple, twelve bales, 4,043

pounds, went to Mr. Dexter, at 27. Lot 10, unmerchantable short staple,

two bales, 697 pounds, was sold to F. C. Cross, at 18 cents. The pro

ceeds of the entire sale were $14,071 98J-. The bidding throughout

was not particularly spirited, although fair prices were reached, and the

contest was limited to half a dozen merchants. As soon as Mr. Burdett

dismounted from his impromptu stand, another gentleman claimed the

attention of the audience, and exhibited a miniature bale of Sea Island

cotton, ginned by his machine. He distributed the bale among the by

standers, some of whom filled the vacancy in their beavers with a pound

or two of the article, and departed, expressing their entire satisfaction as

to the utility of the machine.

TIDE-WATER RECEIPTS.

The quantity of flour, wheat, corn and barley left at tide-water during

the month of December, in the years 1860 and 1861, is as follows :

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Barley.

bbls. bush. bush. bush.

1860, 16,102 .. 174,117 .. 76,794 .. 66,618

1861 78,404 .. 1,137,677 .. 1,185,118 .. 199,735

63,302 .. 963,460 .. 1,109,319 .. 133,117

The aggregate quantity of the same articles left at tide-water, from

the commencement to the close of navigation, during the years 1860 and

1861, is as follows :

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Barley.

bbls. bush. bush. bush.

1860 1,149,100 .. 17,176,000 .. 14,166,473 .. 2,967,676

1861 1,493,238 .. 29,886,637 .. 23,342,334 .. 2,236,860

Increase 344,138 .. 12,710,637 .. 9,186,861

Decrease 731,726

By reducing the wheat to flour, the quantity of the latter left at tide

water this year, compared with the corresponding period of last year,

shows a gain of 2,886,265 bbls. of flour. The following comparative

table shows the quantity of some of the principal articles of produce at

tide-water, from the commencement to the close of navigation, in the

years indicated :

1859. 1860. 1861.

Canal open, April 15. .. April 26. .. May 1.

Flour bbls. 870,656 .. 1,149,100 .. 1,493,238

Wheat, bush. 5,106,100 .. 17,176,000 .. 29,886,687

Corn " 2,463,921 .. 14,166,472 .. 23,342,834

Barley, " 3,261,958 .. 2,967,676 .. 2,235,850

Oats, " 6,089,750 .. 6,490,917 .. 5,978,388

Rye '* 862,837 .. 832,049 .. 832,792

Beef, bbls. 38,826 .. 11,295 .. 28,431

Pork, " 37,906 .. 7,187 .. 9,842

Bacon, lbs. 1,921,670 .. 458,464 .. 638,600

Butter, " 3,534,000 .. 2,889,663 .. 4,067,893

Lard " 4,016,000 . . 1,017,985 . . 1,820,098

Cheese, " 12,338,000 . . 12,039,642 . . 10,474,006

Wool " 2,230,000 . . 2,035,679 . . 728,483
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THE STOCK OF COTTON.

The stock of cotton at Liverpool is well-maintained, although it has

been gradually falling this month. The monthly variation since the

commencement of the second half of the year has been as follows :

The large receipts of Surat, and the diminution in consumption occa

sioned by the introduction of short time in the manufacturing districts,

have reversed the relative position of the stock this year, as compared

with 1860, although in July it was considerably below last year's mark

The last weekly analysis of the stock showed that it was made up as

follows: American, 1861, 230,710 bales; 1860, 405,150 bales. Surat,

1861, 303,050 bales ; 1860, 94,960 bales. Brazil, 1861, 28,340 bales;

1860, 12,990 bales. Egyptian, 1861, 16,560 bales; 1860, 25,520 bales.

West Indian, 1861, 2,800 bales; 1860, 840 bales.—Times.

BRITISH COMMERCE AND THE HUDSON'S BAY TERRITORY.

At the Town Hall, Manchester, Captain Kennedy (the commander of

the Prince Albert, on Lady Franklin's private expedition to the Arctic

regions, in search of Sir John Franklin) addressed a meeting in the

mayor's parlor, explaining his proposed mission to the Red River district,

and giving various interesting particulars relative to the condition of

the country and its aborigines.

Capt. Kennedy said, he had first to speak of the territory which had

so long been monopolized by the Hudson's Bay Company ; of the con

dition of the aborigines of British North America ; and of the commer

cial aspects and advantages of this territory. The Hudson's Bay Com

pany claimed a chartered and a licensed territory. The chartered territory

was that washed by the rivers falling into the Hudson's Bay. The

licensed territory was usually given for twenty-one years at a time for ex

clusive trade by the company. Thus a large tract of country had been

held exclusively by this company for two hundred years, and during that

time, as shown in the examinations taken four years ago by a select com

mittee of the House of Commons, they had drawn from that country

twenty millions sterling. The chartered territory and the licensed terri

tory were often confounded. The former, as the company claimed it,

was held in perpetuity. The licensed territory, as he had already said,

was only held for periods of 21 years. The license was withheld from

the company in 1859, and was now open to any one who chose to go into

it. The charter had not been subjected to any judicial tribunal, but Mr-

Gladstone had pronounced it not to be worth the parchment upon which

it was written. The charter was given to the company on the terms that

they were to have an exclusive right of trade over territory not already

in the hands of Christian princes. At that time the French were coloniz

ing Canada, and 45 years previously to this, a charter was given to the

Quebec Fur Company, embracing the entire space from the Canadian

July 5 1,108,800 . . 1,298,490 I Nov. 1,

Aug. 2 1,019,990 . . 1,241,370 Dec 6,

Sept. 6, 886,680 .. 1,022,370 " 13.

Oct. 4, 712,830 .. 834,650 | " 20,

1861. 1860.

bales. bales.

1861. 1860.

bales. bales.

688,750 . . 667,980

606,810 . . 579,620

596,950 . . 581,420

681,460 . . 539,460
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lakes to the Arctic Sea, and onwards to the Pacific. On this ground

alone the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company was null and void ; but

in addition to that an act of Parliament was passed in 1 690, 50 years

after the original charter of Charles IL, which gave express permission

to the Hudson's Bay Company to exercise exclusive rights over the coun

try for seven years only from that date; that was from 1690 to 1697.

Since that time there had been no act of Parliament giving the company

exclusive powers. So that there was no law preventing the country being

opened for general trade. The government also had sent out troops with

sealed instructions, and he drew the inference that the object was to pro

tect British interests, the chartered and licensed rights of the company

being considered at an end. The Americans were now going through the

country, by way of the Mississippi to the Red River of the North, with

which they communicated by means of steamers over Lake Winnipeg,

and then by wagons over the prairies. The valley of the Saskatchewan

was represented by those who had passed a lifetime there as the most

favorable for agricultural purposes of any in North America. The best

proof of the fertility of the valley was the vast number of buffaloes

roaming along the banks of the rivers through the entire valley. These

animals could be turned to very valuable purposes of trade, if the means

were only provided for bringing them to market. Not only were they

valuable for their hide and tallow, but they made an admirable article of

food for voyaging purposes, which was not only more palatable and

nutritious than the salt beef used by the sailors, but was capable of com

pression into a small compact bulk. While this territory occupied an

area larger than Europe, it also embraced the same variety of resources

and means of wealth.

Sir George Simpson, in the narrative of his overland journey, gave as

an instance of the fertility of the soil, that wheat crops had been raised

for 20 years in succession from the same fields without the application

of manure, and rich crops being still obtained at the end of that period.

He knew a man who, out of 11 bushels had obtained 600 on the banks

of the Red River ; and these fertile prairies extended 400 miles north

and south, and perhaps 600 or 800 cast and west, all capable of being

turned to valuable agricultural purposes and the rearing of cattle and sheep.

As to sheep, there was ample evidence that they would thrive. No steps

had been taken to rear them in large numbers ; but the Scotch families

had introduced enough to furnish themselves with the necessary supply

of wool ; and on the Rocky Mountains there was a species of sheep, the

wool of which (as might be seen from specimens in the British Museum)

was the finest in the world. If this was the case on the elevated plateau

of the Rocky Mountains, what must they expect from pastures which af

forded such an ample supply for multitudes of buffaloes both in summer

and winter ? As to the minerals of the country, on the western portion

there was a vast salt basin, in which a great variety of the family of salts was

to be found. There was also a vast bed of coal, which extended for many

miles along the banks of the valley of the Saskatchewan, and was used by

the blacksmiths in the service of the Hudson's Bay Company. There was

also a large quantity of mineral tar ; and gold was found there, tho ugh

perhaps not of equal value to that found in British Columbia. Van

couver's Island had been styled the Madeira of the Pacific. This was

trae of the country and climate from the seaboard to the Rocky Moun
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tains and for a considerable distance northward. The finest forests to be

found in the world flourished in this country. He has seen cargoes of

the timber at the Isle of Wight, and the Messrs. White, of Cowos, who

might be considered standard ship-builders, said they derived from that

country the finest spars ever seen. Sir Bulwer Lytton, when Colonial

Secretary, regarded the country with very much more interest than had

been manifested since he left the colonial office. He offered £50,000

annually to encourage the conveyance of mails to British Columbia by

the Red River route rather than by Panama. His (Captain Kennedy's)

opinion was, that the best line of telegraphic communication between this

country and America would be by way of Behring's Straits. The

quantity of sea over which the telegraph would pass would in no case ex

ceed 60 or 70 miles.—From the Manchester Guardian.

LUMBER TRADE OP ALBANY.

The following tables, showing the lumber trade of Albany for the last

twelve years, are from the Albany Journal:

RECEIPTS DURING THE YEAR NAMED.

Boards and
Seantling,/t.

SMnglu, Timber,

jr. C./ett. Statu, lb*.

1850,... . . 34,226 .. 28,832 .. 150,515,280

115,087,2901851 . 34,136 .. 110,200 ..

201,714 ..1852,. . , , . 31,636 ..

. 27,586 :. 19,916 ..

107,961,289

118,066,760

. 24,003 .. 28,909 .. 135,805,091

. 57,210 .. 24,104 .. 140,255,285

. 36,899 .. 14,539 .. 102,548,492

. 70,004 .. 85,104 .. 153,264,620

1858 . 31,823 . . 119,497 .. 135,011,817

1859,. . . . . 48,756 .. 70,381 .. 114,540,503

1860 .. 301,022,600 . . 41,222 .. 46,888 .. 147,485,369

. 31,782 .. 44,754 .. 116,784,471

VALUATION OF THE RECEIPTS DURING THE YEARS NAMED.

Bd*. Jb Scantling. Shingle*. Timber. Statu.

1850,... $ 3,251,878 .. $119,791 . $ 4,325 . . $ 677,319

1851,... 4,119,568 .. 121,524 . . 13,010 . 546,655

507,4181852,. .. 5,495,960 . . 110,726 . . 52,509 .

1853,.. . 6,299,617 . . 99,585 . 3,386 . 569,600

1854,... 4,985,139 . . 86,981 . 6,649 . 611,123

1855,. . . 4,426,589 . .

3,573,529 . .

228,840 . 4,854 . 631,149

1856,... 129,147 . 2,616 . 461,468

1857,... 2,881,560 .. 248,515 . . 15,218 . 689,691

1858,. . . 4,412,205 . . 111,883 . . 20,314 . 640,047

1859,... 4,887,177 . . 170,646 . . 11,965 . 458,282

I860,. . . 4,042,128 . . 144,277 . 7,971 . 594,942

1861,... 2,729,454 . . 111,237 . 7,697 . 576,138
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BAIL-ROAD, CANAL AND TELEGRAPH STATISTICS.

I Rail-Boam in Pkio. II. Russian Railways. III. Bridges otix

IV. Ward's Telegraph Signals.

Thames.

RAIL-ROADS IN PERU.

Is the Republic of Peru there are only three rail-roads, viz. : the Lima

»nd Callao, the Lima and Chorillos, and the Tacna and Arica, having a

total running distance of 56£ miles.

Bail-Road from Lima to Callao.—This line, between the capital and

the port of Callao, 8£ miles long, was inaugurated April 5th, 1850. It

cost about $550,000. The principal owner, Senor Don Pedro Can-

dama, has the propriety for 99 years, and the exclusive privilege for 25

years. His contract with the government is one of the most advan

tageous which is known. Six trains run each way daily, and on the day

the mail steamer sails there is always an extra train. The ascending

grade averages about 60 feet to the mile, and the cars from Lima to

Callao come down almost by their own gravity, with but little aid from

the engine. The first locomotive ever built in Peru has recently been

put in use upon this road.

The products of this rail-road reached more than $255,000 annually,

m fire years after its inauguration.

Product of the Lima and Callao Rail-Road, from April 5 to Nov.

30, 1860.

Tickttf.

$100,773

161,156

192,507

197,906

229,507

205,738

241,164

243,949

234,795

1851,.

1852,.

1853,.

1854,.

1855,.

1856,.

1857,.

1858,.

1859,.

I860,.

Passengers.

. 296,940

455,430

577,550

. 593,720

688,530

017,220

676,501

677,573

659,103

647,526 230,869

Freight.

$ 3,652

9,389

20,685

25,636

41,197

59,384

77,674

86,042

97,737

80,943

$502,344

Total Rec'ti.

$ 104,426

170,546

213,193

223,542

270,705

265,123

318,839

329,991

332,532

311,812

$ 2,540,713Total,. 6,100,143 .. $2,038,368

In the space of ten years this rail-road has conveyed 6,100,143 pas-

lengere, or more than three times the population of the republic.

A GIGANTIC CANAL.

We understand that parties are now in Washington, representing large

European and American interests, urging upon government the necessity
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of constructing a ship canal between Lake Erie and Lake Michigan.

They look to the State of New-York to widen and deepen its great

canal, and to the State of Illinois, to enlarge its canal, bo that vessels

may be laden, according to their theory, nine months of the year on the

Mississippi and discharged on the Hudson. It is asserted, that by the

time the canal could be completed, should the government enter at once

upon the project, the productions of the West would swell vastly beyond

their present dimensions, and give to the country great additional re

sources for an exchange of products for the' staples and manufactures of

Europe.

The canal between the two points would be about 1 60 miles long ; the

Illinois canal is 100 miles; the connection with the Mississippi River

would be at Peru, the terminus of the Illinois Canal, by way of the Illi

nois River, which is very deep and broad nearly its whole length.

This new outlet is called for partly by the conviction, that the South

ern rebellion has destroyed the commerce of the lower Mississippi and

New-Orleans beyond a hope of redemption, and partly to prevent a mo

nopoly of freight which the western road seems to impose.

RUSSIAN RAILWAYS.

From the report of the council of administration of the Great Russian

Railway, recently presented to a general meeting of that widely-scat

tered proprietary, it appears, that on January 27th, 1860, the section

from Pskow to Ostrow, extending over 49 vcrstes, was opened for traf

fic; and on November 8th, 191 verstes more were completed, making

the length finished upon the Varsovian line 497 verstes. On 11th April

last, the branch from Kowno to the Prussian frontier, 81 verstes in

length, was finished; and on 14th June, the section from Moscow to

Vladimir was executed, so that the company has now 756 verstes in fiill

working. At the end of the current year, the entire line from St. Peters

burg to the Prussian frontier will be opened for public traffic, and so

unite the capital of the empire to the other great lines of Continental

Europe. Thus, by next spring, the undertaking achieved will comprise

1,614 verstes, or 1,722 kilometres, (a kilometre, we beg to remind the

reader, is 0.62 mile English,) executed in five years, being at the rate of

344 kilometres per annum. In France, the average length of line con

structed by the Lyons Mediterranean has been 107£ kilometres per

annum; by the Southern, 105; by the Eastern, 99£, so that the united

efforts of the three great French companies have not equalled what has

been achieved by the Great Russian, in presence of a climate admitting

only about half the number of working days enjoyed by the West of

Europe. In Canada again, observes the Russian administration, the

Grand Trunk system was only executed at the rate of 225 kilometres

per annum, to say nothing of the Victoria Bridge, which was not com

pleted till a year and a half had elapsed after the opening of the remain

der of the undertaking ; while in British India eight companies, organ

ized for the execution of distinct lines, extending altogether over 8,000

kilometres, have at present, after struggling on for ten years, only exe

cuted a fifth of their contemplated task, or about 1,900 kilometres.

The original estimates, which served as a basis of the concession
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granted by the government, have been exceeded ; and this is attributed

to the rapid and unforeseen advance in the price of labor, the fall of the

conrse of exchange, the depreciation of the rouble, the sacrifices neces

sary for supplying the absence of local resources, <fec. Deducting from

tie outlay the charges for interest and exchange, the total expenses in

curred for rolling stock, construction and material of way, and charges

for management, amounted, in round figures, to 129,000,000 roubles, or

64,000 roubles per verste. To this must be added 18,000,000 roubles

expended by the State on the Varsovian line, making the total cost of

the 1,614 verstes 137,500,000 roubles, or 85,000 roubles per verste ; or,

in English money and measures, about £16,500 per mile; a tolerable

sum, considering the nature of much of the ground traversed. The ad

ministration of the company comforts the shareholders, by stating that

the average cost of the French lines (calculating the value of the rouble

at 3f. 60c!) was 111,566 per verste; of the Dutch lines, 85,281 roubles

per verste; of the Belgium State lines, 98,095 roubles per verste; of

the line from Berlin to Potsdam, Magdebourg, 95,828 roubles per verste ;

on the Cologne Minden, 96.471 roubles per verste ; on the Rhenish

lines, 101,954 roubles per verste ; and on the Aix la Chapelle, Maestricht

and Hasselt line, 92,205 roubles per verste. .

NEW IRON J1RIDGE OVER THE THAMES.

The London Engineer gives an account of a new proposed bridge (the

Blackfriars) over the Thames, and has some reflections upon the general

subject of iron arched bridges, of which we give an abstract. The whole

design of the new bridge is represented as of impressive boldness and

magnificence ; built of mixed granite and iron, but so arranged in its

architectural features, as to be most graceful in outline, though enor

mously massive in all its details. It consists of three arches, the centre

one being of the gigantic span of 280 feet. The two side arches will be

220 feet span, each. From the springing of the largest arch to the crown
■will only do a rise of 22 feet. The spandrils of the outer rib on each

side will be closed, but filled up with figures in bas-relief, and rich, orna

mental scroll-work. The cornice beneath the parapet is of exceedingly

bold and handsome design, with an iron parapet above. The piers,

however, form the most massive and noble-looking feature of the whole.

These will be four in number, all of granite, and of immense size, width

and depth. Each, on its extremity, will be surmounted with a column

of polished red granite, for which, in size and massiveness, we must look

for parallels among the rock-hewn temples of Egypt. They will bo

columns, 40 feet in height, 23 feet in diameter at base and capital, and

no less than 18 feet diameter in the column, and, though built hollow,

will weigh upwards of 500 tons. Their capitals will reach to the summit

of the bridge, and it is intended hereafter to surmount them with colos

sal groups of statuary. The whole structure will only be a few feet

longer than the present bridge, but its width will be nearly double, viz. :

76 feet against 42. There will be two footways of 14 feet width, and

two tramways of 8£ feet each. These will be in the centre of the bridge,

leaving two roadways of 16 feet each for the light traffic and omnibuses.

The whole area of the road and footway will be nearly 78,000 feet. The
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cost of the new bridge is estimated at from £245,000 to £250,000;

which is at the rate of less than £3 6s. a foot, or, size for size, nearly

half the price of the old one.

The following table shows the length, area and cost of each of the me

tropolitan bridges :

Cott per

Bridget. Length. Width. Area. Cott. iqnare/t.Qt.

Feet. Ft. In. Feot. £ £ 8. d.

. 53 6 . . 47,912 . . 542,150 .. 11 C 0

. 42 6 . . 34,000 . . 384,000 ... 11 s 10

995 . . 42 0 . . 41,790 . . 157,840 . 3 15 6

. 41 6 . . 61,270 . . 679,915 ,. . 10 0 0

1,356 . . 13 4 . . 20,480 . 98,760 . 4 16 0

Westminster, (old,). . .1,160 . . 43 0 . . 49,880 . . 389,500 ... 7 16 0

. 36 2 . . 30,380 . . 300,000 ... 9 10 0

. 45 0 . . 41,490 . . 88,000 ... 2 B 0

Westminster, (new,). . 990 . . 85 0 . . 80,000 . . estim'd. .. . 3 5 0

, 980 . . 76 0 . . 77,000 . . 245,000 ... 3 6 0

The widest arch of which any authentic record exists, was that stand

ing, in 1390, over the Adda, at Trczza, in Italy. This was a nearly

semi-circular granite arch, of 251 feet span. It was subsequently pur

posely destroyed.

The next widest is the central iron arch of Southwark bridge, of 240

feot span and 24 feet rise.

The next is the arch of the Sunderland bridge at Wearmouth, 236

feet span ; the abutments retreating, however, 2 feet on each side, so as

to give a clear opening of 240 feet

The next is a granite arch of 224 feet clear span on the line of the

Washington aqueduct, United States.

The side arches of Southwark bridge have a span of 210 feet each.

The next is the sandstone arch, of 200 feet span and 42 feet rise, over

the Dee, at Chester.

The next is the iron arch, now nearly completed, carrying the railway

across the Severn at Areley. Span, 200 feet; rise, 20 feet.

The circular arch, built of tufa, at Vielle Brionde, France, has a span

of 183^ feet, and a rise of 70£ feet.

The span of the Staines bridge is 1 81 feet.

The railway viaduct at Ballochmyle, on the line of the Glasgow and

Southwestern Railway, has a semi-circular masonry arch of 180 feet span,

the largest stone arch yet erected for railway purposes.

The Pimlico Railway bridge has four wrought-iron arches, of 175 feet

span, the largest metal arches yet applied for railway purposes, with the

exception of the 200 feet span at Areley.

The central span of London bridge is 152 feet wide.

Telford's design, made in 1806, for a cast-iron bridge over the

Thames, was for a single arch of 600 feet span and 65 feet rise. Rennib

and Mr. Robert Stephenson designed cast-iron arched bridges for the

Menai Straits of respectively 350 feet and 450 feet span. A wrought-

iron arch, designed many years ago by M. Calmpe, of Paris, was to have

a clear span of 656 feet.
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ward's marine telegraph.

Mr. Wm. H. Ward, of Auburn, N. Y., has interested the British Ad

miralty in a code of night signals invented by him, termed the Ocean

Telegraph, which they had tested at Woolwich, England, from the mast

head of ship Fisgard, August 9th, when, as it was stated, the lights re

flected as signals by this method were distinctly read (or understood) at

the distance of two miles. The report then given represented that the

committee were apparently satisfied "with the operating with the various

red, white and dark shades from the deck of the ship, so as to readily

dispatch messages from ship to ship and shore, and the brilliancy of the

lights ;" also, that " the invention was perfect, except that the weight of

the lamps exceeded 30 pounds, which was a slight drawback." Further

experiments were ordered. Mr. Ward says :

" The cost for maintaining continuous communications by night does

not exceed (for light) one shilling per hour, with lights that will operate

in clear weather ten miles. So perfect is the arrangement and simple,

that good operators can give a column of news per hour with ease. But

the letters of the alphabet are 26 in number, (to indicate which takes

less than a minute, at long ranges, as we find no difficulty in exceeding

that number,) which are subject to innumerable changes, with only the

use of two, three and four for a lengthy sentence ; that is, by reserving

only two letters for indicating a sentence of quite a length, as A., B., in

dicates ' stocks lower,' while A., C, ' stocks higher,' A., D., ' cotton dull,'

A, E., ' grain better,' <fec, will g^vc 650 separate significations, each one

referring to its proper sentence in tho book of sentences for news, Ac.

"With the use of three letters for indications or sentences, 15,600

changes are made, and with only four, 358,800 separate distinct indica

tions are effected, which may be divided into classes as follows :

1st class, of only two indications or letters.

2d " to indicate important sentences, are 650

2d " of three-letter indications, 15,600

3d " of four-letter indications, 358,800

Making a total of 375,050

Changes for indicating as many separate distinct sentences or words suf

ficient for all possible practical purposes, for all time to come ; by tho

use of which, in connection with the said ocean marine telegraph, a

steamer's news can be given, by day or night, in ten to twenty minutes,

and any extraordinary message can be spelled out in a few minutes

more.

" The beauty of all is the cheapness ; for a complete set of those lan

terns, such as is spoken of in the Times' report on the 7th December, is

only £20 sterling. The largest, at £50, arc for light-houses, and work

ten miles. A steamer's set will be £40. What, then, is there in the

way of the accomplishment of all that can be desired by the associated

press and the public ?

" It would afford me much pleasure to receive orders for the Capo

Race and other prominent light-houses. Mr. MacIver and Mr. Cunard

will introduce them on their line (the Cunard line) of steamers when
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ever the lighthouses arc supplied. In fact, both these gentlemen have

taken a deep interest in bringing it forward before the government and

the public."

OVERLAND TELEGRAPH TO INDIA.

The last published part of the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical

Society contains Sir Henry Rawlinson's communication on a direct

overland telegraph to India, from which we gather a few interesting par

ticulars. A telegraph, 1,314 miles in length, is in operation from Con

stantinople to Bagdad, being no inconsiderable part of a line which the

Turkish government erected at its own cost, intending to carry it on to

Bussorah. From the latter place, Sir Henry Rawlinson recommends

that it should be extended to Teheran, thence to Ispahan, Shiraz and

Bunder Abbas, at the head of the Persian Gulf ; and from there along

the coast, through the territories of the Imaum of Muscat and the Khan

of Kelat, to Kurrachi, where the line would meet our Indian telegraph

Bystem. " Teheran," as we are informed, " has peculiar advantages as a

principal station ; first, because a line passing that way would be sure of

the favor of the Persian government ; and, secondly, because it would

there be connected with other lines of telegraphs. An electric communi

cation is already established between Teheran and Tabriz, while Persian

telegraphy seems likely to progress, and to connect itself with the Rus

sian system by way of Tifiis, and even with our Scindian frontiers, by

way of Herat." The distance from Bagdad to Bunder Abbas would be

1,302 miles ; from Bunder Abbas to Kurrachi, 731, making the whole

distance from Constantinople to India, 3,351 miles. There is much to be

said for an overland telegraph to the far East. It can be more easily re

paired than a submarine cable, and it appears that the Arabs are not un

friendly to the presence of English enterprise in the desert in such a

form. One of the chiefs said to our consul at Diarbekir, " If in your

hands, yes ; but if in the hands of the Turks, we should destroy it, look

ing upon it but as the forerunner of forts and soldiers to coerce us."

Should this scheme be accomplished, as we hope it will, London would

be able to communicate directly with Calcutta, and we should have aline

rivalling that which now stretches all across the great continent of North

America, from New-York to San Francisco. We notice in the last news

from South Africa that a telegraph line is to be set up from Cape Town

to Graham's Town, and that extensions to Natal and Caffraria arc

talked of.—English paper.
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Tbirk is nothing stranger in the history of nations than the extreme

fluctuations of trade and finance, in their various branches ; the ebb and

flow of the vast commercial tide is as marked, as inevitable, and almost

as calculable as that of the great waters. Its waves " mount up to Heaven,

they go down again to the depths ;" now tossing up their proud burdens

in triumph, and now engulfing them forever. Each great tide has its

wics of waves, each wave its own ripples, and each ripple its separate

west of foam.

The lightest, frothiest and most short-lived bubbles which float upon

this restless sea, insignificant while they last, and harmless when they

burst, are the ridiculous furies for a certain name, shape, or color, which

follow each other like the links of a chain. Their reign is brief but

violent; they are born, they inflate, they explode, like a potato pop-gun,

nobody is killed.

When ordinary shades of materials are worth a certain price, you must

a third more for Mauve, or if Mauve is a little out, for Solferino,

'f that is beginning to pass, it's azurine that commands a premium. Last

"pring, the red, white and blue, raged like a spotted fever. Brick red,

mnddy white, frozen blue, in a thousand burlesques and travesties of our

noble flag, debased it while professing to honor. Calicoes and wall-pa-

r*rs, hideous balraoral skirts, vulgar neck-tics, cotton-y pocket handker-

vou xlvi.—ho. m. 16
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chiefs, leaky tinware, and unwholesome peppermint candy, shared alike in

thepopular taste.

When Jenny Lino was singing her way into the hearts of men, there

came a sudden irruption of Jenny Lind haberdashery into the world of

small trades. A universal christening took place ; all the old rubbish

and all the new, received the cognomen of the Swedish songstress,

from the highest need of crowned heads, the Jenny Lind toupee, to the

last desideratum of the western gallant, Jenny Lind chewing-gum. But

directly, Miss Jenny, to whom all the world had been listening, began to

listen to some one else, even Otto. She graciously consented to devote

herself to domestic life, and changed her name to Mrs. Goldschmidt. All

the namesakes changed theirs too, and, in a twinkling, there wasn't a bit

of Jenny Lind any thing left.

Music hath charms to soothe the savage soul, but muscle can subdue

the belligerentbody that holds it ; and it is only a little while since, among

a certain set, it was the Heenan title which gave glory to earthly atoms.

All goodly apparel and gay gold rings were Heenan's ; it was the Hee

nan cut of the hair and beard, and such like barber-isms, and last, not

least, the Heenan boys. Countless numbers of Mr. Heenan's admirers

have blessed their sturdy offspring with his unabridged nomenclature,

and, in the course of a half dozen years, every tenth boy in the ward

school will answer to the name of John C. Heenan Cobb, Mobb, Bobb,

or Chittekbobb, as the case may be. But what's in a name ? Let the lads

be good and honest, and they might be called Beelze-bubs, for all the

difference it makes. Not so with the merchantable commodities ; they

waxed, and they must wane ; they retire some night at a discount, and

come out in the morning above par, with the prestige of a newer appel

lation. We have no need to make any but the most distant reference to

the Winfield Scott boot-jack, and the most delicate allusions to the

M'Clellan writing-desk, with twenty kinds of paper, pens, ink, pencils,

rubber, wax, wafers, four portraits, and an assortment of jewelry, all for

twenty-five cents.

Happy as the citizens of our republic think themselves, they are, in

some respects, less fortunate than their European brethren ; in a mon

archy the " king never dies," and the subjects of a king have an unfailing

refuge. Let the old world vender be so lucky as once to attach a certain

phrase to his articles, and they cannot depreciate. Things " Patronized

by Royalty" can never go out of fashion, for royalty is always existent.

The wigs, the powders, the double rows of masticators which grin upon

you from the advertising sheet, the artificial limbs and eyes, all " Patron

ized by Royalty," must be successful, now and forever !

We unselfishly congratulate the transatlantic trader; while, at the

same time, there steals into our not yet hardened heart, a sigh of pitying

wonder for the singularly large and hapless royal families who seem

to be destined to crumble away, in order to give employment to artisans

and an impetus to home manufactures.

Vive la bagatelle ! as long as it may, and let it expire when it must ;

we have to do with graver things—graver in their results ; and yet many

of the wildest commercial excitements ever known, lifting and sinking na

tions in their rise and fall, have had an origin hardly more important than

that of these passing trifles. One of the earliest of these was the tulip

mania, among the Dutch. Two hundred and twenty-five years ago, Holland
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was mistress of the seas. England, Spain and Portugal had laid claim

to the ocean sovereignty, but their titles were only nominal. The com

merce of Holland was more extensive than that of all the others together.

Her ships went to the remotest quarters of the globe ; her merchants

trere men of vast wealth and influence ; her commercial companies, the

East and West India, achieved enormous undertakings and successes for

that time. It was in those days that Peter Hen took a fleet of Spanish

galleons worth one hundred millions of dollars, and that Van Tromp, to

mate his sauciness a shade more saucy, tied a broom to his masthead, to

show Ms intention of sweeping from the high seas everything that

opposed or impeded the mastery of Holland. Gardening was then in its

infancy. Among the Dutch and English it had lately begun to attract

great attention, through the fame of the gardens of the east and south.

Flowers, shrubs, seeds and bulbs were now imported, as regular articles

of trade, from Persia, Constantinople and Venice. The bulbs of tulips

were especially popular ; the demand for them was so great that their

value rose very rapidly, and, in 1634, a perfect mania for them seemed

to possess the people of Holland. It spread like an epidemic, but like

a Dutch one, slow and sure. If it had arisen in America, a few months

would have seen its beginning and end ; in Holland, it took five years

to reach its climax. This single branch of trade became of such enor

mous importance, that every city and town had its tulip market, and

every fair its tulip stall. The ramifications and complexities of the laws

concerning the purchase and sale were so intricate and obscure, that spe

cial acts were passed to regulate them, deliberative committees chosen,

and particular functionaries appointed to investigate and decide all diffi

culties arising therefrom. The enthusiasm increased week by week, and

when it was found that the rise and fall of the tulip stock began to affect

the markets of England and France, the excitement raged beyond all

limits. Philosophers thought that the veritable golden age was come

at last. The rich fancied themselves about to be made twenty times

richer, and the poor supposed that they had seen the last of their pover

ty, and that vistas of lordly wealth and power lay before them. Nobles-

bartered their hereditary lands and castles for a handful of bulbs ; and

those who made successful bargains feasted their friends to celebrate the

achievement. Statesmen, burghers, farmers and sailors made haste to.

sell whatever they possessed, even at the most ruinous sacrifices, in order

to obtain a few of the little brown roots. Throngs of these sedate

Dutchmen hurried, as fast as their phlegmatic temperaments and volumi

nous best clothes would let them, to the doors of the tulip marts,, long,

before the hour of opening, elbowing their way with calm, but remorse

less energy, and stepping in front of their less lucky neighbors,, with a<

firm uncharitableness worthy of a later age. Maid-servants and footmeni

eagerly parted with their hard-earned wages in exchange for a sLnglp

inferior root Old-clothes women offered whole bagsfull of an<*:

shoes and battered hats for an offshoot ; and even the poor cx '

sweeps gave up their smutty all for one poor little sprout

The bulbs were examined, criticised and pronounce'3

most able judges, and weighed in the most delicate r

as a jeweller weighs his precious stones. Once, »

bought for its weight in gold, but that time >

an Admiral Vokbkr Etcb; btoaghi $6?r
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and an Admiral Lkifken for $2,200. A sailor, just returned from sea,

and sick of salt meat and hard biscuit, saw a bulb upon a merchant's

desk ; he mistook it for an onion, stole it, and ate it for his breakfast

Its market value was sufficient to pay the expenses of ship and crew for

a whole year. But the rarest and most coveted variety was the Semper

Augustus, which was considered dog cheap at $2,750. At one time,

the demand for these had been so great, that there only remained two

roots of this kind in all Holland—one at Harlaem, for which a merchant

jjave twelve acres of building lots, and one at Amsterdam, which was

finally sold for a carriage, a pair of gray horses, an entire set of harness,

and $2,300 in money. One rare bulb, whose name is not told, was pur

chased for " 160 bushels of wheat, 320 bushels of rye, 4 fat oxen, 8 fat

swine, 12 fat sheep, 2 hogsheads of wine, 16 hogsheads of beer, 1,000

pounds of cheese, 4,000 pounds of butter, a complete bed, a suit of

clothes, and a silver drinking-cup."

Suddenly, as by a flash of ligntning, there darted into some startled

minds a conviction of the truth ; perhaps it came first into that of the last-

named speculator, who had robbed himself of all his produce, his bed, his

clothes and his heir-loom, and found that the little bulb he held would

neither warm, nor clothe, nor feed him. However that may be, the panic

spread like wildfire, and the baseless fabric of prosperity came crashing

down upon thousands of victims. Such wide-spread horror and desola

tion were never known in Holland, before or since. A few of the more

astute speculators came out of the general wreck incredibly wealthy; the

thousands of others were ruined absolutely and completely. In vain did

energetic men in different parts of the country struggle to check the tor

rent of destruction which well-nigh overwhelmed the entire nation.

They appealed, with piteous complaint, to the laws of the state ; but the

law refused to regard the contracts entered into as binding. They

stamped them as gambling transactions, illegal and indefensible, and

declared that actions for breach of contract could not be sustained. The

government was besought for relief and redress, and the deliberative

council of the Hague considered the evil for a long time without being

able to discover any remedy.

One might suppose that the whole civilized world would have learned

a never-to-be-forgotten lesson, by the folly and the wretchedness which

had come upon Holland ; but in less than a hundred years after these

events, France enacted almost the same scenes over again, in the excesses

of the Mississippi scheme. The projector of this scheme was the noto

rious John Law, of Edinburgh—a worthless, vicious man, who wasted a

fine fortune bv his dissipation, and then took to gambling as a means of

reimbursing himself. His life was so utterly base, and so villainous, even

among viHains, that, he was forced to leave his own land. For fourteen

years he wandered from place to place on the continent. He was ban

ished from Paris, Amsterdam, Venice and Genoa, in succession, as a

desperate and shameless adventurer ; yet he nevertheless managed, dur

ing that time, to amass a fortune of $500,000, all won by gambling.

With this he went back to France, as soon as the Duke of Orleans was

made regent, and was allowed to establish himself in Paris. Here he

nnfolded his great project, which was, to establish a bank, an East India

company and a Mississippi company ; by the profits of the three plans

combined, to pay off the entire national debt of France, replenish its
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exhausted treasury, and to enrich the whole nation by a flood of wealth

exceeding man's wildest dreams. He had already offered the plan to

Victor Am adkus, King of Sardinia, who had the sense, however, to tell

him that he was not a sufficiently powerful monarch to be able to ruin

himself. France was not so scrupulous ; her finances were embarrassed

and her regent reckless, so Law was regarded with high favor, and upon

the strength of his triple scheme, was raised to the position of Comptrol

ler-General of the Finances. In 1716, he established the bank in his

own name, and through the patronage of the Duke of Orleans and the

dazzling prospects that were held forth, he obtained the subscriptions of

thousands of wealthy persons, not only to the bank, but also to the com

panies. The chief attraction, which bewildered the brains of the whole

nation, and grew rapidly to such huge importance as quite to absorb the

minor projects of the bank and the East India company, was the Missis

sippi scheme. The land occupied by a French colony at the mouth of

the Mississippi River, was supposed to be teeming with gold, and that the

least possible labor would produce it in immense quantities, and fill the

whole kingdom with it. Notes were issued to the value of two hundred

millions of dollars, and a profit of one hundred and twenty per cent, guar

anteed on all investments. Three hundred thousand applications were

made for fifty thousand shares. In 1718, the regent had declared the

bank a royal one, so he now assumed the responsibility of creating three

hundred thousand additional shares ; but even this could not begin to

supply the demand. The shares rose to twentyfold their original value,

so that, by the year 1719, they exceeded more than eighty times the

amount of the entire current specie of Franco. Under the unnatural

stimulus, property of all kinds assumed a worth twelve or fifteen times

greater than usual. The excitement became so intense, that even the

gaieties of Paris, that gayest city of the world, were suspended, and the

mass of pleasure-seekers threw themselves, heart and soul, into the vortex

of speculation. The city was so filled with strangers that no place could

be found to contain them. Stables and sheds were turned into lodging

places, and when these proved insufficient, numberless tents were erected

for their accommodation. One old cobbler rented his stall for the sum of

thirty-eight dollars a day. The bank was near the court of the Chancel

lor of Paris, but the sound of the feet and the voices of this ceaseless

torrent of human beings was like the roarings of a troubled sea, so loud

and incessant, that the pleadings of the advocates could not be heard.

Five hundred pavilions, therefore, were erected at some distance from

the court, to afford facilities for the purchasers. At times, men and

women of great rank stood half a day in the roughest crowd, before they

could obtain an interview with an agent. Two quite noted philosophers,

who congratulated themselves and each other, one day, upon escaping

the absurd contagion, met the next, face to face, in the eager throng of

applicants. The streets were so filled, that it became necessary to clear

them at night by companies of soldiers, to avoid mobs and Bcenes of vio

lence. OftejJ, persons were trampled to death in the frightful crowd, and

the surging mass of humanity, imbruted by the wild thirst for gain,

closed ruthlessly over them, without pity and without check. Society

became thoroughly disorganized ; murders, robberies and outrages of all

kinds grew every day more frequent; and it is vain to speculate upon

the extent to which the utter lawlessness would have been carried, if it
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had not been suddenly cut short by the explosion of the whole scheme.

This was in 1720, and all France seemed to have become bankrupt and

beggared. The regent's palace was surrounded day and night by an

indignant, uncontrollable mob. The government was nearly overthrown,

and out of the thousands who were ruined, hundreds grew desperate at

the hopelessness of their condition and committed suicide. Law was

banished to Poictiers, and all that he saved from the wreck of his wild

lans, was his treacherous soul and enfeebled body. Poor, friendless,

egraded, he wandered hither and thither, and died at last, in great des

titution, at Venice, in 1729. Fifty-eight years of deliberate evil-doing,

lying and lust and treachery, ought to win a man some sort of distinction

even in Hades, and we cannot repress the conviction that he has been

for some time enjoying a tete-a-tete with Judas Iscariot in Dante's last

depth of Inferno.

It seemed in those days as if the whole earth were given up to the

cruel reign of the dark spirit of speculation ; for, contemporaneously with

the Mississippi scheme in France, there arose in England a mania of a

similar kind, following it almost step by step, and coming to its downfall

in the selfsame year. People seemed to be impressed with the idea that

the wealth of South America was boundless, that all its lands were like

those of Potosi and La Paz, and that all its rivers washed down in their

currents more gold than sand. If the French enthusiasts believed in the

riches of their Mississippi lands, the English devotees pinned their very

soul's faith to the coat-tails of this effigy of mammon which their own

imagination had arrayed. They believed, to a man, that if any one

wanted a fortune, all lie had to do was to take passage for South Ameri

ca, land, and let down his spade, and there he was ! But in case it was

not convenient to leave home, or if he preferred the fortune without the

expense of the journey and the fatigue of digging, let him subscribe to a

" Joint-stock company."

In 1710, the very year of Law's entrance into France, the enormous

speculation called the South Sea company, began to excite attention. In

1716 it was incorporated by statute, and the company received the exclu

sive right of trading with South America, besides many other important

privileges. The managers promised magnificent profits, and that was

just what every one wanted. The stock rose till it was eagerly bought

at one thousand per cent, premium, and the unparalleled success pro

duced the natural result of filling the whole country with mushroom

schemes. Joint-stock companies sprang up everywhere, smaller than the

first, but full as visionary. As many as eighty-seven were named in a

parliamentary report. There was one company for " Increasing Chil

dren's Fortunes," which was quite popular, particularly among people

who had more responsibilities than they could take care of. Another,

for " Furnishing Funerals in any part of Great Britain." This did not

take as well. The suggestion was a little sombre for people whose whole

souls were bent on laying up much goods for many years ; yet even then,

there were a few more sober ones, who thought it well enough to look

beyond this world,—as far as the funeral. Like some of our own most

estimable contemporaries, they gauged the merits of the last sad offices

by the length of the procession, considered a " large following" essential

to posthumous respectability, and so subscribed—probably under the

impression that all other shareholders would attend, in case of affliction.
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Another, for " Making Looking-glasses," capital $10,000,000. Perhaps

the projector had sense enough to see that there was a great want of

reflection just then, and so undertook to supply the demand. A com

pany for " Insuring all Masters and Mistresses against all Losses by Ser

vants," capital $1 5,000,000. A company for " Importing Walnut Trees,"

and another for " Erecting Loan Offices," both with a capital of

$10,000,000. Verily, we believe that if one, more candid than the

others, had organized a company for the " Aggrandizement of Knaves at

the Expense of Fools," it would have been embraced as heartily as any.

But the rarest of all schemes was yet to come : the " Company for

carrying on an undertaking of great advantage, and nobody to know

what it is P Could any thing be more delicious than such a mystery !

To be enriched, without knowing how ; to arrive at a grand result, with

out knowing where ; to have all harassing details generously managed

for you, and not know by whom. Oh ! this was the topmost round of

bliss ! The manager only asked a deposit of ten dollars on every share

of five hundred dollars, and guaranteed a profit of five hundred dollars per

year. Due notice was given ; the establishment opened ; the office was

thronged. On the first day the deposits amounted to nearly ten thou

sand dollars. The happy man spent a busy evening packing, and the

next morning he was not at home ; his friends did not hear from him,

and nobody knew whether he was well or not ; but the solicitude he

caused was transient, and anxious inquirers solaced themselves by new

investments at the next.corner. Not so slight were the effects of the

next delinquency. Mr. Knight, the cashier of the Great South Sea

Company, absconded with five hundred thousand dollars, and his flight

plunged the other shareholders into a sea of trouble, and ended in the

total ruin of all the joint-stock schemes. The secretary, Mr. Crago,

had laid up the sum of seven millions of dollars. For years he had been

toiling for an only son, and this enormous wealth was to be his ; was to

be, but was not, for the son died about that time. Parliament forced

Mr. Cragg to refund the entire amount, and the disappointed man died

himself soon after. The secretary's fortune, and the sums that still re

mained in the possession of the company, were divided by a commit

tee of Parliament among the shareholders, but it was a sorry return for

the fortunes wasted irretrievably.

It is a woful fact, that financial disasters may result, not only from

the deliberate plotting of dishonest men, but also from the ill-judgment,

indiscretion, or hasty action of men or nations thoroughly honest and

well-meaning. Whatever causes tend to fill a country with currency or

merchandise of a highly fictitious value, give an unnatural stimulus to

all business transactions, which must be followed by a proportionate de

pression.

Of the chief money excitements in our own country, the first began

with its babyhood. It was a poor, young nation, struggling for breath,

for being, for freedom to live ; determined to maintain its own convic

tions of the right, against the opposing conservatism of centuries ; reso

lute to win its footing among the peoples of the world, and not to perish

in the attempt. It was dauntless, but young ; honest, but inexperienced ;

its enemies pressed it from without, its traitors divided it within, yet its

poverty was stronger to crush it, than all its foes combined. It had no

credit to borrow on, no resources to look to, and soon after the battle of
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Lexington, in May, 1755, Congress resolved upon the plan of issuing

bills of credit, called Continental currency. By the end of the year,

they had put six millions of dollars in circulation, which began to depre

ciate within a twelvemonth. But Congress would not be warned, or,

perhaps, could not be ; the issuing and the depreciation went on together,

hand in hand; and by the beginning of 1780, there were two hundred

millions of dollars in circulation, forty of which were sold for one specie

dollar. The final issue amounted to three hundred millions of dollars, and

by the end of 1781, one silver dollar was considered an equivalent for one

thousand ofthe currency. The money distress of the nation was great, bu!

they had the consolation of knowing that they were suffering for an end

accomplished, and that they possessed something better than gold or

silver, the inestimable riches of" freedom.

Ill-judged as the course of Congress seems to have been, there was

yet a palliation attending it, which no other similar act admits of. If

they could have foreseen the result, they might have done the same, for

there were but two evils to choose from, financial distress or political an

nihilation, and they must have chosen the less.

The second great crisis of our country is too well remembered to need

more than the barest reiteration of facts. The first United States Bank

was chartered in 1791 for twenty years, the charter expiring in 1811.

In the last year of Madison's administration, 1816, a charter for a new

bank was granted, also for twenty years, with a capital of $35,000,000.

President Jackson, from the beginning of his administration, in 1829,

opposed the renewal of this charter, considering it unconstitutional, and

adverse to the true welfare of the country. The officers, however, pre

sented a bill for its renewal in 1832, which passed both houses, but was

vetoed by the President. He then advised the removal of the public

funds from the custody of the United States Bank, but Congress repaid

his veto by a plump refusal. They might as well have tried a skirmish

with a thunderbolt. Jackson waited till they had adjourned, assumed

the sole responsibility of the act, and directed the Secretary of the Trea

sury to withdraw them. Mr. Duane refused, upon which, Jackson dis

missed him from office, and appointed as his successor Roger B. Tankt,

who proved more compliant to the President's demands. The withdrawal

of the government funds was accomplished in October, 1833, and they

were deposited in certain State* banks.

The community considered the National Bank as essential to its pros

perity ; and the action of the President in regard to it produced a gen

eral panic. This, however, was quickly remedied by the increased pros

perity of the State deposit banks ; the great addition to their capitals

enabled them to loan their funds very freely, and the result was a sudden

expansion of paper currency. Money was so easily borrowed, and large

bank loans obtained with such facility, that trade received a great impetus.

Home manufactures were immensely stimulated, foreign importations

were immoderately increased, and our people were seized with a thirst

for speculation, especially in real estate, which soon assumed the features

of a mania. The passion for buying western government lands became

almost universal, and whole tracts were purchased with the idea that our

swiftly advancing wave of civilization would soon demand the settlement

of even these remotest outposts. Hundreds of towns and cities were laid

out on paper, and bought as eagerly as if their success had been insured

years ago.
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At this indurated period of finance, some of us are so chicken-spirited

as to feel a placid satisfaction in the possession of one good comfort-

breathing house, where we may dwell in peace ; if we have one or two

others beside, well rented, so much the better ; we call it decidedly good.

But our fathers, uncles, and miscellaneous male acquaintances of 1836,

would have looked down on us with ill-concealed pity, if they could have

foreseen our feeble ambition. Then, a man owned not one house, or two

or three, but a whole village, even a town, ay, a city ! and carried it about

in his pockets ; a grand city, a manufacturing nucleus, a commercial cen

tre, with parks and avenues, mill privileges, lake facilities and wharf sites.

Relying upon continued bank loans, and the expectation of a quick re

turn for all their outlays, men invested millions of borrowed capital in

these land speculations; and when, early in 1837, the public funds wcro

withdrawn from the State banks by order of Congress, and these banks

forced suddenly to contract their operations, the ruin was wide-spread.

In New-York city alone, the failures amounted to more than one hundred

millions of dollars. The uncontrolled spirit of speculation had doomed

many a man to poverty and dishonor. They had fancied their cities

built up, busy, populous ; and so they were very shortly,—populous with

faded hopes and bitter regrets, but with no other residents that have ever

been heard of. They had quantities of titles to nothing, and deeds con

veying to them wild wastes of woods, remote, uncivilized, unknown ;

traversed only by the red children of the forest and the prey that they

hunted. They began to sec that Solomon was not so much out of the

way as they thought he was, when he declared, that "ho that ruleth his

spirit, is better than he that taketh a city," especially on paper. The

lesson was too late to be of service then, but it will do for the next time

if they don't forget it.

And men cannot always forget ; young nations, like young people, are

rash and self-indulgent ; the gratification of the present moment is more

to them than the peace of future years ; but the more mature nation re

flects. It considers its own experience and that of others ; it consults

history, that great chart by which the ship of State must steer ; it sees

laid down upon it the rocks and maelstroms where other ships havo

struck, or gone whirling down to death ; Scylla here, Charybdis there,

danger everywhere to the careless navigator ; and it turns eagerly to the

man at the helm, yearning to pour into his hand and heart the strength

and skill of a thousand stout hands, the steady wisdom of a thousand

brave hearts. It is ready to do its share of buffeting with the waves, and

asks only for safety, not for ease.

At this time of peril to our country wo cannot expect to keep all that

we would like ; we must choose that which is most precious to us, with

out which, our existence as a nation would be worthless ; we must save

this first, and the rest afterwards, if we can. We must have subordina

tion to our government ; we must have its laws upheld and its authority

maintained ; we must have peace in our homes and prosperity in our

market-places, and whatever it costs we must pay for them. But let it

be with the preventive ounce rather than with the curative pound. Let

us remove our mountain, one load at a time ; let us eat our peck of sand

grain by grain, and both will be gone before we know it.

For years, taxation has been held up, like a scarecrow on a pole, to

frighten generation after generation of men ; but, like most other buga
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boos, when you walk boldly up to it and grasp it, 'tis but the semblance

of a horror ; it has flapped in the wind long enough, and scares us no

more. On the contrary, we begin to like it. The physic that a well

man rejects with disgust, he swallows with gladness when he is sick ; and

ourbig pill has been transformed into a great bon-bon. Wc had so much

rather be taxed than to be impoverished ; so much sooner pay a tithe of

our income this year, than not to get any at all next year ; we so much

prefer to be " hard up" now, than to be hard down by and by, that we

clamor for taxation as the best blessing of life. In short, it has become

very much like Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup ; fathers toil for it,

mothers bless it, children demand it unconditionally, and babes in the

cradle wail for it with helpless beseeching. Oh ! that Congress would

omit the discussion of swarthy bosh, stir up its sinewy bowels of mercy,

and graciously bestow the boon !

REFIEW OF TIIE ARTICLE, "WHAT IS MONEY!"

IN NORTH BRITISH REVIEW, NOVEMBER, 1861.

*' We now come to a matter of extreme importance for the right understanding of

the science of currency. We have said that coin is an ordinary commodity, like

any other, authenticated, as to quality and weight, by the stamp of the State. But

coin, so long as it circulates within the realm for the purpose of buying and selling,

loses, for tho time, its intrinsic value. It resembles a steam-engine, a field or any

other machine. Its intrinsic value is suspended till it is sold, ana its worth consists

solely in the work it achieves. Sovereigns, when passing from hand to hand, are

no better than counters or tokens. They are not wanted for the sake of the gold

they contain, but solely as pledges that a man shall bo able to buy with them as

many commodities as those he gave in exchange for them. A bad shilling does Uie

work of coin quite as well as a good one till it is found out ; and it then becomes

worthless, because tho absence of the intrinsic value destroys faith in its power to

persundo a seller to part with his wares. If that seller knew that he could pass it

off as good, upon another man, he would, (apart from the question of morality,) bo as

willing to take it as a silver shilling. Metallic money, whilst acting as coin, is

identical with paper money, in respect of being destitute of intrinsic value ; with

this single difference, that when it is desired to reproduce that intrinsic value, the

sovereign can be instantly turned into bullion, whilst, in the case of a note, an

intermediate step is necessary,—it must be sent to the bank before its intrinsic

worth is recovered. The security for the value is already in the hands of the

holder of the sovereign ; for the note, the solvency of the issuer is an additional

requisite. Still, whilst circulating, both make no use of their intrinsic value ; and

this is the great point to grasp firmly."—North British Review, November, 1801.

We confess, at the outset, our great surprise and regret, that a review

of such acknowledged reputation as the North British, should have, in

these days, become the medium of circulating such nonsense,—for we

can call it by no other name,—as that contained in the above extract.

When we turned up the North British Review for the article, " What is

Money ?" we expected to find something really worthy of its established

name ; something solid and indicative of correct thought. But wc are

disappointed. We came seeking fruit, and have found none. And the

result only strengthens the opinion we have long entertained, that the
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illusions of the currency-mongers must be classed among those which,

characterize the enthusiast and the dreamer. And our conviction

strengthens, that these pleasing delusions must eventually be dissipated

by something more stern and practical than the force of mere argu

ment

What are we asked to believe in the passage quoted ? That bullion,

or gold metal in the rough, possesses an intrinsic value which disappears

the moment the gold is coined into sovereigns; that coined metallic

money is as destitute of intrinsic value as paper money. We think we

perceive a smile upon our reader's face at such an idea as this, advanced

in one of the leading English reviews. What are we to think of the

currency literature of England, if we take this article as a type ? Why,

the idea advanced is so monstrously absurd, that it would not be listened

to a moment by the veriest clown. We entirely mistake the growing

intelligence of the American mind on these points, if one in ten thousand

on this side the water can be found to subscribe to such doctrines.

Intrinsic value is real value, inward value. Now, so far from the work

of the assayer and coiner " suspending" or destroying that value, we say

that, if there is value in the thing at all, they rather increase it. We

have heard of wonderful transformations in our day. The man who can

deliberately publish to the world, that he believes his hundred gold sove

reigns have no real value unless he gets them transformed into their

original ore, exhibits a state of mind as peculiar as it is interesting. We

trust our author " has grasped the great point firmly," for assuredly its

dimensions are so portentously small, as to be quite sufficient for one

band at a time.

Still, the subject mooted is of importance. Wc know quite well that

nearly all the arguments in favor of a paper currency rest on reasons

equally pointless, and bases equally insecure. The paper money has

touched you in a vital point. North of the lines and lakes, we watch

the currency throes of a great nation with something more than the inter

est of mere spectators, and we are pretty sure that the Federal govern

ment would be under everlasting obligations to the shrewd and cannie

Scot, if he could spare you a few millions of that gold upon which he

seems to set so light a price. I dare say you would not question with

him about its " intrinsic" value, and would be content to leave in abey

ance all inquiries as to its " identity" with paper money.

If it were true that metallic, or coined money, was as destitute of intrin

sic value as paper, then the diggers of gold may cease their labors, and

the hard cash party their opposition. But I repeat what I have elsewhere

said, that " the worth of gold resides in its own essence, and that it bears

in its nature the source and stamp of its genuineness and authenticity."

And instead of paper notes being, as the reviewer alleges, cheap instrur

ments of currency, we hold that they are the very dearest which a nation

could possibly adopt. They are dear, because the intrinsic value is not

there ; they are dear, because they arc the instruments by which national

debts are piled upon a people ; they arc dear, because they banish the

gold out of the people's hands ; they are dear, because they uphold specu

lation of the wildest nature, and affect exchanges at a rate far beyond

our social requirements; they are dear, because they compel our foreign

exchanges, by means well known to every discounter of bills, to be set

tled for, at an expense which could afford to lose a treasure ship in the
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deep every month ; they are dear because, instead of the banks lending:

to the people, it is, in reality, the people, who take these bills, who lend

to the banks ; they are dear because, as a leading New-York paper

recently well remarked, they are printed lies, of the worst description ;

and they are dear, especially, as they have been the means of untold

misery, wretchedness, poverty and fraud.

The use of paper notes as currency is founded, the reviewer tells ns,

on the fact that, whilst circulating, both paper and. gold " make no use

of their intrinsic value." If this is the case, and paper and gold are

equally circumstanced in this respect, how does it come that the paper

is a substitute for the gold, and not the gold for the paper ? The

reviewer would have us believe that the paper circulates because the

gold is expensive. But what does he mean by the gold being " expen

sive f' Is a ten dollar piece more " expensive" than two barrels of flour !

Are the flour and the wheat not just as expensive as the gold ? Do we,

therefore, refuse to use our wheat and flour ? But, perhaps, he means

that the gold is not so easily got as the paper. That we verily believe ;

and herein lies the secret of a paper currency. Here is a rare sort of

Scotch charity ; their bankers would relieve us of our gold because it is

" dear," and give us a bit of paper in its place. We cannot but think

that the gold is very dear to them, in a sense something different from

" expensive." The reviewer surely cannot be ignorant of the facilities

for making a livelihood by issuing paper, and he was never wider of the

mark in telling us that paper money is founded on the absence of intrin

sic value in gold sovereigns. In fact, the intrinsic value of the gold is

the only value we care about knowing or being certain of, and we must

guard it from counterfeit or adulteration ; we are not just so ignorant

of the mysteries of banking as to attach to it any thing more charitable

than to other trades, and we choose to bring the profession to its natural

and homely level, namely, a matter of pounds, shillings and pence, or of

profit and loss. Gold circulates, then, as currency, because all nations,

in every period of the world, have recognised it as being possessed of an

intrinsic value. That notion of value, again, may be wrongly or rightly

placed, but it is of no use to our purpose to inquire into that point It

is sufficient for us to know that it has never been repudiated, that it is

everywhere a legal tender, and, what is of far more consequence, that

nobody will refuse it. We can assure our Edinburgh friend, that what

ever may be the condition of the Scottish gold, the gold of this land,

like that of Havilah of old, " is good."

" A bad shilling," says the reviewer, " docs the work of coin quite as

well as a good one till it is found out." We may add, that a paper bill,

and even a counterfeit one, do the work quite as genteelly till they are

found out Can any moralist point out to us the difference between the

pretended representative of a medium of exchange, and the counterfeit of

that pretended representative ? Are they not both forgeries of the worst

character ?

The whole question resolves itself very much into one of payment. It

is not so much a question of currency as of payment. For exchanges

are affected by counterfeit money as well as by bank notes and solid

gold, and where is the difference if you lose trente sous by a bad English

shilling, or twenty-five per cent, on a dishonored dollar ? We admit that

exchanges are affected by the worthless paper as well as by the " cxpen
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sire coin." But exchanges suppose payment, and surely no one in his

senses will allege that a debt can be paid by a promise to pay. It would

be as reasonable to say you had paid your neighbor a visit, by promising

to pay him one. The bank note bears upon its face the evidence of its

inability to discharge a debt or recompense a sale. If a bank note passes

through a thousand hands, and is ultimately repudiated, a thousand per

sons have been deceived. Nearly the whole of the United States is, at

this moment, an evidence of this truth ; and the Bank of England has

told the same tale for twenty years at a stretch. It is not long since the

west of Scotland presented a notable illustration of the same fact. No

reasonable mind can doubt the conclusion, that the only currency which

can discharge a debt, is one which has tangible, real, intrinsic value, as

gold and silver, or any other commodity, which can never be dishonored ;

and whatever plausible may be said as to the operation of mere ledger

inscriptions, experience and prudence equally dictate to our legislators

the duty of providing that no such fiction as paper money be permitted

to get into their people's hands.

I will now use a homely illustration. A cow and a gold sovereign are

two commodities which are acquired by labor, or for which value must

ordinarily be given, ere they come into our possession. "What would

our readers think were we to tell them that the cow, as we have been

told of the sovereign, loses her intrinsic value when performing those use-

nil functions discharged by every well-behaved cow, and only regains her

intrinsic value when mashed up into her original parts of blood, bone

and muscle ? If I sell my cow, and she passes from one hand to another,

surely her intrinsic value is the basis of her circulation, just as the in

trinsic value of the gold is the basis of its circulation.

We are further assured that a gold currency " is not wealth, but only

a machine for exchanging wealth ;" and " the currency of a country is

not wealth till it has been converted back again into bullion, and so has

ceased to be currency." We can conceive of a gold currency being re

turned to the melting-pot, but it beats us to determine by what process

of legerdemain the hundreds of millions of paper money can be " con

verted back again ;" and the reviewer, perhaps wisely, has not informed

us on this point. I am sure we would all be very glad just now to dis

cover the method. The reader will perceive how completely the ma

chine theory subverts every principle of barter.

We consider it proper to add, in order to prevent misconception, that

although gold money is possessed of an intrinsic value, yet an increase of

say double the quantity of metallic money does not suppose a corres

ponding increase of positive value to the world. The result would be

acknowledged in an increased price only. If Great Britain, for example,

were entirely isolated, she would not, as we have before remarked in this

Magazine, have more bread and beef, were her currency so increased, as

to load her with gold from John O'Groat's to Land's End. She would

certainly be richer in gold, but not richer in commodities or in material

comforts. And this result arises, no doubt, from the fact that no abso

lutely fixed amount of gold is requisite for moving the world's commerce.

Perhaps the currency, like the human body, may be surfeited. But the

question is really of no practical importance ; for gold production will

always, in the main, be the result of individual activity, and a matter of

individual profit ; and we are, no doubt, too prone to lose sight of these,
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the only important features in what we call " national wealth," and inter

national " balances of trade," about all which there is, doubtless, a great

deal intangible and deceptive. What we deem a favorable balance of

trade, may be in reality the very opposite ; and a flaunting national wealth

may include within it a world of poverty and suffering.

It is rather a significant circumstance, that so many of our fine cur

rency schemes should begin with efforts to prejudice our gold. The

popular predilection in favor of that metal is a serious barrier in the way.

Every effort is, therefore, made to destroy the popular belief ; and the

tendency which common sort of folks occasionally have, to seek value for

the paper which has got into their hands, is pronounced vulgar and ridicu

lous. A transformation like this, so much desired by paper theorists,

will be found rather a difficult task. As well attempt to destroy the

common instincts of humanity.

We are not disposed to place ourselves in the position of Dr. Doubty

in the comedy of Molierc, and to question the character of that over

which not even the stain of suspicion has ever passed. And it is just be

cause gold has never failed us in any circumstances where it has been left

untrammeled, that we approve it as a medium of exchange ; and it is

just because paper has so often signally failed, that we repudiate it alto

gether. In truth, the dcceitfulness of the trust reposed in a paper cur

rency is one of the most striking lessons which Providence has ever read

to the world ; and the man who can gravely assure us that gold is no bet

ter for a currency than paper promises, is trifling at this moment with

the hard and bitter experience of thirty millions of his fellow-men. In

short, it is not so much as a question of commercial profit or of political

expediency, as of one of right and wrong, that the matter must be tried.

Say what we will, or do what we will, that is the last and great standard

by which all must stand or fall ; and we say emphatically, that these paper

schemes are as utterly beneath the dignity of Christian merchants as they

are beneath the character of Christian men. Never have the words of

the wisest of men been more fully realized than in the whole experience

of our paper currency : " There is a way that scemeth right unto a man,

but the end thereof are the ways of death."
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THE WAREHOUSE SYSTEM.

Fust Attempt to Establish thr System in England—When first Introduced in this

Country—The Acts of 1S46-1854—Pbactically Abolished in 1861—Reasons foe its

Restoration—Regulations of toe Department—Routine of Business at this Port.

At the present time, when efforts are being made for the restoration

of the bonding privileges enjoyed by merchants for some years past, an

examination of the warehouse system, its history, value, and the routine

of business it necessitates, we have thought would be of interest.

It was not till the year 1846 that this radical change (the establishment

of the warehouse system) was made in our revenue laws. Previous to

that time, no goods chargeable with cash duties could be landed at the

port of delivery until the duties were paid at the port of entry. There

were, to be sure, even before the act of 1846, certain provisions existing

in relation to the warehousing of goods, but they were only applicable

to certain special cases, such as where the vessel in which the goods were

imported was subject to quarantine regulations;* or where the entry

might have been incomplete or the goods had received damage ;f or

where a landing was compelled at a port other than the one to which

the vessel was destined, on account of distress of weather or other neces

sity ;l or in case of the importation of wines or distilled spirits.§ In

Great Britain, however, this system had, even at that time, been in

operation more than forty years. Yet the first effort to introduce it was

wholly unsuccessful. In 1733, Sir Robert Walpole, then acting-min

ister, made the attempt, in the single article of tobacco, but was met by

a furious opposition on the part of the moneyed-men, who, by their

means, were able to control that branch of trade. Smollett, in his

history, tells us that they inflamed the populace, by exaggerations and

misrepresentations, so that the Parliament House was surrounded by

mobs, and the life of the minister was threatened, and he actually was

compelled to rise in his place and move an indefinite postponement,

which amounted to a defeat of the measure. The historian adds, that

the miscarriage of the bill was celebrated with public rejoicings in

London and Westminster, and the minister was burned in effigy by the

populace. Such was the reception that this measure received at that

time ; for, like all great reforms, it was opposed by those who were to

be especially benefited by it. Change was then, as now, considered by

a large class of men as unsafe and dangerous. Progress in a straight

line they might perhaps understand ; but if there happened to be a crook

in the road, any thing a little new to be comprehended, their brains at

once became muddled, their understanding darkened, and the way before

them appeared to be beset with insurmountable difficulties. In this case

it required seventy years to enlighten this opposition ; for it was not till

• Act 25th February, 1779, (1 Stats, at Large, 620.)

f Act 2d March, 1799, sec. 52, (1 Stats, at Large, 665.)

Act 2d March, 1799, sec. 60, (1 Stats, at Large, 665.)

Act 20th April, 1818, (3 Stats, at Large, 469.)
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1803 that a successful effort was made to establish this warehouse system.

Since then it has been greatly extended, until now it has become the

most important branch of the revenue Bystem of Great Britain, facili

tating and extending vastly the operations of her commerce.

It was not, however, until August 6, 1846,* as we stated before, that a

similar change was made in our own revenue laws. The act, at that time

passed, provided in substance, that in all cases of failure or neglect to

pay the duties within the period allowed by law to the importer to make

entry thereof, or whenever the owner, importer or consignee should

make the proper entry for warehousing the same in writing, the goods,

wares or merchandise should be taken possession of by the collector,

and deposited in the public stores, or in other stores, secured as therein

provided, and agreed on by the collector or owner, there to be kept, (ex

cept goods of a perishable nature and explosive substances, which must

be sold forthwith,) with due and reasonable care, at the charge and risk of

the owner, a bond having been given by him with surety or sureties

in double the amount of the duties. But the act especially provided,

that such goods could not remain in store longer than one year, without

the payment of the duties and charges thereon ; and in case they did so

remain beyond one year, then said goods, wares and merchandise should

be appraised and sold by the collector at public auction, to pay the

charges, duties, &c. By this act, also, the owner had the right to with

draw the goods from warehouse for consumption on payment of the

charges and duties, at any time within the year, but such merchandise

could not be so withdrawn in less quantity than in an entire package,

bale, cask or box, unless in bulk, and if in bulk, only in the whole quan

tity of each parcel, or in quantities not less than one ton weight, unless

by special authority of the Secretary of the Treasury. So, also, the

right was given to the owner to re-export the said goods at any time

within the year, without the payment of any duties thereon, but upon

the payment of the appropriate expenses, and giving a bond that the said

goods should be landed out of the jurisdiction of the United States, <kc.

It was likewise provided, that any goods, when so deposited in public

stores, might be withdrawn from the original port of entry for transporta

tion to any other port of entry of the United States, on giving

bond, &c.

Such, in the main, were the privileges of the warehouse system, en

joyed by our merchants until March 28th, 1854, when an actf was

passed, extending the system, by authorizing the establishment of pri-

•vate bonded warehouses ; and also allowing all merchandise (except per

ishable articles and gunpowder, and other explosive substances) to remain

in warehouse under bond, without the payment of duties thereon, for

the period of three years, and to be withdrawn for consumption on due

entry and payment of the duties and charges, or upon entry for exporta

tion, without the payment of duties, at any time within the said period.

It is unnecessary, however, to recite the provisions of this act, or of the

subsequent act of August 3d, 1854,J as the above, taken in connection

with the remarks below, on the routine of the warehouse business at

* 9 Slatt. at Large, 63.

t 10 Slats, at large, 270.

X 10 State, at Large, 341.
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this port, embraces all that is necessary for a proper understanding of the

peculiar privileges enjoyed under this system, until the extra session of

Congress, held last summer, when the warehouse system was practically

abolished, (or so restricted as to be of very little value,) by reducing the

time allowed importers to leave their goods in bond to three months.

It would seem to be almost an unnecessary work to state the reasons

why this system, as it existed prior to the 5th of last August, should be

sgain adopted, so clearly does such restoration appear to us to be for the

best interests of our country. It is a self-evident proposition, that there

is wisdom in the adoption of any plan which subserves the interests and

increases the prosperity of any large class of our citizens, or encourages

trade, when such plan works no injury to any other class. Thus, in this

case, our merchants and others were being benefited by the warehouse

system, as it existed after the passage of the act of 1854, in many ways,

and no harm was being done any class of citizens by it.

First, they could wait for a favorable market here before being called

upon to pay the required duties. As is well known, great changes may

take place between the time a merchant sends his order and the arrival

of his goods. When they reach this country he finds there is no market

for them, and, therefore, may have to wait months or years before he can

get a reasonable sale. He has already paid out a large amount for the

goods, and why should government also compel him to pay an additional

ten, twenty, forty or fifty thousand dollars duties, a sum that very few

merchants can afford to spare from their business for any length of time.

Then, again, the importer can take advantage of a favorable state of

the foreign market for purchasing his goods. He knows he will not

have to pay the duties until such time as a demand arises for them here.

If this were not the case, he would, of course, wait for a demand before

he made his purchases, and then he must buy, whether the foreign

market was favorable or not. Should he, therefore, be compelled to

give more than he might previously have bought for, the United States

would clearly, as well as the importer, lose just the additional sum the

commodity cost ; that is, we should owe that foreign country just so

much more. Hence, any assistance we, as a nation, give to our mer

chants in their endeavors to purchase when the foreign market is low, is

a direct benefit to the country, as well as to the importer. Then, again,

if the importer can take advantage of a favorable foreign market, of

course he can sell for so much less ; and, therefore, every individual

buyer receives a share of the profit.

But, again, there is another advantage growing out of this measure,

from the provisions in it, that any merchandise which has arrived in this

country can, within three years, be re-exported without the payment of

duties, or sent in bond to any other port in the United States, making

the duties payable by the consignee at that port Thus, if the importer

finds that there is no demand for the particular goods, and that if he sells

at all at the port they then are, he must sell at a sacrifice, he can seek

any better market the world may afford. Of course, in this way, he

might avoid making a great sacrifice. Then, too, if the market were

already glutted, the throwing upon it of this additional stock could not

fail to bring depreciation and consequent loss, not only upon that im

porter, but upon every holder throughout the country.

But, besides the preventing of so great loss, these provisions of this

VOL. XLvi.—NO. III. 16
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measure are the means of making our ports of entry enirepbts for the

productions of all countries. Such a system leads to the accumulation,

in our maritime towns, of a variety of the products of other countries,

where our vessels can make up assorted cargoes for foreign markets.

This benefit, in all its bearings, can scarcely be over-estimated. It neces

sarily is the means of increasing our carrying-trade, stimulating ship

building, facilitating the commercial transactions of our country, and,

above all, giving us more uniform prices and steadier markets, by reason

of the large supplies of merchandise near at hand ready to meet sudden

and unusual demands.

But it is hardly necessary to speak of still other advantages of this

warehouse system, or to enlarge upon the foregoing ; for the reasons in

its favor are innumerable. Nor can any valid objection be urged against

it. The idea that the government cannot, in these troublous times, afford

to wait so long for the duties, is wholly without point or force. One

would think, from such a proposition, that the government was formed

for the purpose of collecting taxes, and not formed for the good of the

governed ; that its design was not to make taxation as light, but as

onerous as possible. It must be a short-sighted policy that thus looks

for the prosperity of a State except in the prosperity of the individuals

composing the State. Then, too, the revenues are actually increased by

this system, inasmuch as importations are encouraged by the increased

facilities offered importers in allowing them a longer time during which

to seek a market and sell their goods. We trust, therefore, that Congress

will consider this matter, and not deprive the country longer of the full

benefits of this system, unless some good reason can be urged for so doing.

The rules and instructions promulgated by the Treasury Department

under the foregoing acts are very numerous, and regulate the business

routine deemed necessary for the proper execution of the measure.

Under these regulations there are four classes of warehouses provided

for. The first class are such as are owned by the United States, or were

hired by them prior to February 1, 1857, and the leases of which have

not expired or been cancelled. All unclaimed goods must be stored in

these stores, when there are such at the port available for the purpose.

They are also, at times, to be used for the storage of other foreign mer

chandise.

The second class of warehouses consists of stores in the possession of

an importer, and in his sole occupancy, which he may desire to place

under the custom lock, in addition to his own lock, for the purpose of

storing dutiable merchandise imported by himself only. In such a case

as this, the entire store must be appropriated to this sole purpose, and

the proprietor is required to pay monthly to the collector of the port

such sum as he may deem proper, for the time of the customs officer

necessarily required in attendance at such store. Before any importer

is permitted so to use his own store, he is required to give a bond, with

sureties, that he will comply with the provisions of the warehousing

law, and the regulations of the department in pursuance thereof, &c,

and that ho will pay the officer of the customs in charge of the merchan

dise, and will not suffer it to be removed without lawful permit, and if

removed, he will pay the value of the merchandise so removed, and five

thousand dollars as liquidating damages for each removal.

The third class consists of stores in the occupincy of persons engaged
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in what is usually termed the storage business. They are to be used

solely for the storage of warehouse goods, and of unclaimed and seized

goods. All the labor in such stores must be performed by the owner or

occupant of the warehouse, who is required to give a bond similar to

that required of the occupants of warehouses of the second class, with

the addition that he will promptly report to the collector any and all

damaged or perishable articles that may be found or stored in said store,

and all explosive substances sent thither. If the importer and owner dif

fer as to the charges for labor, storage and other expenses, the decision of

the President of the Chamber of Commerce, or the Board of Trade, in

ports where such bodies exist, or, if there be no such officers, the decision

of the collector or chief revenue officer of the port shall be binding on

both parties. The store must have such fastenings on the doors and

windows as the collector may deem requisite, and must be separated from

adjoining buildings by a brick or stone wall, in which no door or other

opening is permitted. An office is allowed in the store for the accommo

dation of the owner or occupant, but it must be separated by a perma

nent partition from the rest of the store, so that the owner can have no

access to the goods except in the presence of the officer.

The fourth class consists of yards or sheds suitable for the storage of

wood, coal, mahogany, dye-woods, lumber, molasses, sugar in hogsheads,

rail-road, pig and bar iron, and other like articles. These yards must be

enclosed by substantial fences, not less than twelve feet in height, with

gates provided with suitable bars and other fastenings, so as to admit of

being secured by custom locks, and be used exclusively for the storage of

warehouse goods. The owner or occupant is required to give bond as

above, and to set forth in his application the purpose for which the yard

is to be used.

In addition to these four classes, the cellars or vaults of stores occu

pied for general business purposes may be used by the owner thereof, as

bonded warehouses for the storage of wines and distilled spirits only, and

exclusively of his own importation, a bond having been givon as above

required. The entire cellar must bo appropriated to this purpose, and

have no opening or entrance except from the street, on which the separate

and different locks of the customs and the proprietor of the cellar must

be placed. All of the above mentioned warehouses must be placed by

the collector in the custody of officers designated for the purpose, and

known as assistant storekeepers, who always keep the keys in their pos

session, and personally superintend the opening and closing of the doors

and windows. They are required to be in attendance at the stores from

April 1 to October 1, at 7 A. M., and until sunset, and for the residue of

the year, from 8 A. M. till sunset, except at the time necessary for their

meals—not over one hour at noon—when the stores are closed. These

officers are not permitted to receive any reward or gratuity from any source

in addition to their payfrom the United States, which is $1,095. Their

principal duties are to keep an accurate account of all receipts and deliv

eries of goods, specifying, in detail, the original and warehouse marks and

numbers, description of packages and contents, date of receipt, by what

vessel and from what port, the charges, if any, whether warehoused or un

claimed, the date of receipt or permit, or to whom delivered. Daily

returns must be made in duplicate to the collector and naval officer,
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which must necessarily be accurate, as they form the basis of the records

of the custom-house.

There is also another officer in all ports where the amount of business

requires it, who has a general supervision of all those public and private

stores, cellars and yards, called the superintendent of warehouses, visit

ing them daily, when the number of warehouses will admit, or if not, as

often as may be, to ascertain whether the officers perform their duty

faithfully. He has also a general supervision of the warehouse business;

sees that the officers are prompt and regular in their attendance ; that

the books are correctly kept; the merchandise properly stored, and the

regulations enforced and observed. He also inspects stores offered as

bonded warehouses, and reports their condition to the collector ; and

generally performs such duties relative to the custody of goods as are

necessary for their security and the protection of the revenue. He su

perintends the withdrawal of all silks for printing, dyeing, &c, as pro

vided by law. He supervises the cartage and lighterage of all goods

sent under bond or withdrawn for exportation, and is required to see that

the work is done promptly ; that the receipts are returned in proper

time ; that the laws and regulations of this part of the service are com

plied with, and that every infraction is reported to the collector. All

discrepancies between the accounts kept in the naval office, custom

house and warehouse, all disputes and complaints, all disagreements of

marks, numbers and descriptions of packages and their contents, with

the permits, papers and accounts kept at the custom-house, arc to be

investigated, reconciled, (if possible,) and reported upon by this officer.

His office is thus of a general character, comprising, at the same time, a

minute detail of" duties connected with this important branch of the re

venue service, requiring at once fidelity and regularity, and a familiar ac

quaintance with the treasury regulations. The salary attached to this

office is $2,000 a year.

At the port of New-York there are about one hundred first-class

stores, exclusively appropriated to the storage of dutiable merchandise

in bond, and for the deposit of unclaimed and unpermitted goods sent

under general order. In addition, there are in Brooklyn seven yards

and sheds for the storage of woods, coal, rail-road iron and other heavy

and bulky articles. Besides these public premises, there arc fifty-two

cellars bonded and used for the storage of wines and spirits only, which

are used exclusively for the importations of the several proprietors of

such cellars, and are all in New-York. The bonded stores arc located so

as to best accommodate the business community—from the foot of

Broome-street, East River, around to the foot of Canal-street, North

River ; from the Navy Yard, in Brooklyn, to Commercial Wharf and

South Pier, Atlantic Docks ; and there are several in Jersey City.

The warehousing business of this port is confided to a distinct bureau,

requiring the services of a deputy collector, who is, ex officio, storekeeper

of the port, a chief clerk, about fifty clerks and a number of messengers

and other servants. In addition to these there are some seventy assistant

storekeepers. There is also a' warehouse superintendent, who has a gene

ral supervision over the subordinates, and whose duty it is to personally

visit the different bonded stores, and report their condition to the collec

tor monthly, or oftener, according to the regulations above cited.

The routine of business is as follows :—When the importer makes his
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entry for goods he intends to warehouse, he gives a bond with approved

surety in double the amount of duties assessed, that he will pay the duty

aid withdraw the goods from warehouse, within such time as the then

existing statute directs, from the date of their arrival in this country.

The invoice is then sent to the appraisers, and the entry is finally liquid-

tted according to the returns made by them. If, however, he wishes to

withdraw a portion of the goods on the entry before they have been ex

amined by the appraisers, or before the entry is liquidated, he is per

mitted to do so on giving a penal bond for the duties on the merchan

dise proposed to be withdrawn.

When the bond has been given on the original warehouse entry, a

permit is issued to the inspector, directing him to send the merchandise

therein described to the bonded store, with the exception of such pack

ages as may have been ordered for examination, which are sent to the

appraiser's store. The goods are taken in charge by the assistant store

keeper, who receipts for them and enters them in a book, giving, with

great particularity, the marks and numbers of the packages, the name of

the vessel, the port whence they came, &c. A report of the goods, with an

accurate description of the packages, is made to the storekeeper, and is

entered in a book corresponding with the one at the bonded store. The

books in the warehouse room are in charge of thirteen different clerks,

and are kept with the greatest care and accuracy, as, in case of any dis

pute between the importer and the bonded store, all statements must be

verified by these books, and not by the store books, as any property re

maining in store after presentation of permit, is not considered in the

custody of the collector.

The original warehouse entry is also copied minutely in a ledger, and

is sent to the auditor's office. After its return it is given to the liquid

ating clerks, who, if the invoice has been passed by the appraisers, and if,

in case of merchandise required to be weighed, gauged or measured,

the returns of the proper officers have been received, liquidate the entry.

Any changes made by liquidation from the original duty are carefully

noted on the ledger. There are four liquidating clerks, and the business

is divided alphabetically between them.

When the importer desires to withdraw the whole or any part of an

importation, he presents to the withdrawal clerk an entry in the proper

form, and the clerk compares it with the copy of the original entry in

the ledger, assesses the duties, and enters a description of the goods

withdrawn, with the amount of duty. He then sends it, with an exact

copy of the withdrawal entry, to the corresponding clerk in the naval

office. The latter makes a similar examination, and, if satisfied of its

correctness, retains the copy and returns the original. Then the papers

go to the cashier, who receives the duties, checks the permit and de

livers it back to the merchant, who, after obtaining the signatures of the

deputy collector and deputy naval officer, returns with it to the ware

house room, and presents it to one of the store book-keepers, who com

pares it with the report received from the storekeeper. If the goods

called for by the permit arc found to be still in store, he marks them off

his book, stamps the permit with the word " Deliver," affixes his check

and the date, and returns it to the importer. The permit is now com

plete, and, upon its presentation at the bonded warehouse, the officer in

charge delivers the goods, reports the delivery to the storekeeper, and
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returns the permit, with his action endorsed thereon. The withdrawal

of all the goods on any single entry, and the payment of the duties

thereon, cancels the warehouse bond without any further process.

On making entries or withdrawals for export to foreign countries, to

Canada, and for transportation" from one port to another within the

United States, the routine is similar, with the exception that a bond is

taken on delivery of the goods, instead of the payment of duty, as is

required upon a withdrawal for consumption. A separate clerk is

assigned to each of these desks, and the export bond and Canada bond

is cancelled upon the production of evidence that the goods have actually

been landed beyond the limits of the United States. The transportation

bond is cancelled upon the certificate of the collector of the port to

which the merchandise was sent, that it has been duly delivered to the

proper officers of customs at that port

All entries and invoices, after being duly registered, numbered, and

endorsed with the name of the importer, arc filed in alphabetical order,

as records of the custom-house. This duty alone requires the services of

four or five clerks.

The bonds are all taken and witnessed by one clerk only, and in the

cancellation of the bonds another clerk makes out a weekly report of all

bonds taken and cancelled, which is forwarded to the Treasury Depart

ment. Another prepares a monthly statement, for the department, of

the whole bond account ; and two more clerks are constantly engaged in

crediting and debiting payments or advances made upon the warehouse

bonds by the payment of duties or by final liquidation. The permits

which have been acted upon are filed under date of the delivery of the

goods, and are retained as vouchers.

To test the accuracy of the returns made by the several storekeepers

of the goods received by them, two clerks arc employed to examine the

inspectors' returns of goods sent from each vessel ; and in the event of

any disagreement, the discrepancies are immediately investigated and

corrected.

In addition to the business of the warehouse proper, all goods remain

ing unclaimed when the vessel is discharged, are sent by the inspector,

under general order, to the bonded general-order store of the district,

and the records of these goods are kept in the warehouse department,

and their delivery forms no inconsiderable part of the storekeeper's

duty.

From this general view of the warehouse system, the reasons for iU

continuance and its operations at this port, some idea may be formed of

its importance to the government, to the commercial community and to

the country at large. We trust, therefore, that something will soon be

done to restore it to us, with all the advantages and liberal provisions so

long enjoyed.
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HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES MINT.

Persons who visit the United States Mint, in Philadelphia, and see the

number of persons employed there, the splendid machinery in operation,

the piles of bullion of almost countless value, and the vast quantities of

glittering coin into which the gold of California has been converted,

■would scarcely dream how small a beginning all these heavy operations

have sprung from. There was no regular United States Mint put in

operation until the year 1792, when the old mint, in Seventh-street, was

put in operation. As early as 1652, a Provincial Mint was started at

Boston, to supply the want of small coin. It was discontinued in 1686,

and was not reestablished until a century afterwards. In 1662 Lord

Baltimore established a mint in Maryland, and Virginia, Connecticut,

Vermont, Pennsylvania, New-York and New-Jersey coined money prior

to the revolution.

During the period of the confederacy—1778 to 1787—all the States

were authorized to establish mints, and Vermont, Connecticut, New-Jer-

ley and Massachusetts coined money. Most of the coin struck at that

time by the State establishments were copper; gold and silver money

being coined generally by private individuals, most of whom were silver

smiths. ■■

There is a small thoroughfare which runs through into Cherry-street,

just back of Eighth, which is known by the name of Mint Court. Tra

dition says that the place took its name from the fact that the first mint

in Philadelphia was located there ; but the story is not sustained by re

liable evidence. Congress passed the law establishing the National Mint

in 1792, and while the measure was under discussion, the artists in Phil

adelphia, then the seat of government, were engaged in getting up dies,

hoping to secure the approval of government for their handiwork. John

Harper, an extensive manufacturer of saws, at the corner of Sixth and

Cherry streets, caused dies to be made under direction of Robert Birch.

Most of the original Washington cents were struck from these dies. The

coins of 1791 were made in the cellar of Mr. Harper's shop, on a press

which, it is supposed, was imported from England. The coins of 1792

were struck on a press which was set up in an old coach house on Sixth-

street., above Chestnut, directly opposite Jaync-street This last described

press was made by Adam Eckfbldt, for many years the chief coiner of

the National Mint

The first National Mint established in the country was in 1792. It

was located in Seventh-street, opposite Filbert, in a building which is still

•tandiDg. The structure is an old fashioned, rough-cast affair, and in its

present condition looks very unlike a mint It is much dilapidated, and

the apartments where the first coin of the Federal Government were

made, are now occupied as workshops by various mechanics.

On the 4th of July, 1829, the corner stone of the present mint, on

Chestnut-street, was laid, and in 1832 the institution was removed to its

new and handsome quarters. The building was amply sufficient for the

business of the concern, until the discovery of gold in California, when

\

'

\ \
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the immense increase in the coinage of the country caused all the facili

ties of the establishment to be put in requisition, and which has been

followed by the location of branch establishments in other States. We

copy from a recently published work of much interest, by James Eoss

Snowden, Esq., director of the mint, an account of the planting of the

first National Mint in Philadelphia. The work is entitled " Mint Manual

of Coins of all Nations." The author, after giving the act of congress,

April 2d, 1792, which established the mint, says:

Washington immediately proceeded to carry ont the intention ol

this act, and as Philadelphia was then the seat of government, he pro

vided for the erection of suitable buildings, by purchasing a lot of ground

on Seventh-street, between Market and Arch streets. At this time the

lot in question was occupied by an old still-house and a frame tenement

building. Having proceeded thus far, Washington, on the first of July

following, appointed David Rittenhouse to be "Director of the Mint

Rittenhouse very soon thereafter entered upon the duties of his office.

The necessary men were employed, and on the nineteenth of July they

commenced the work of removing the buildings which then occupied the

lot, as appears by the following extract from the first record ever kept

of the " mint operations :"

" 17P2, July 19.—The following men began to work at taking down the stiU-

house. To Saturday, the 21 :

John Maul, 3 days.

Jno. Christian G louse, 3 do.

John Keyser,. 2 do.

Nicolas Sindkrli.no, 2 do.

John Biting 1 J do.

Mathias Sumkr, 1 do.

" 21—8 carpenters at work this day taking down the still-house frame."

The foundation stone of the mint was laid on the 31st of July, as ap

pears from the following memorandum in the same book: " 1792, July

31.—This day, about ten o'clock in the forenoon, the foundation stone

was laid for the mint, by David Rittenhouse, Esq." As soon as the

ceremony of laying the corner stone was accomplished, the work upon

the foundation commenced, as appeared from the subjoined memo

randum : "Four masons at work since 10 o'clock, a. m.," which appears

under the same date.

The foundation was completed and ready for the superstructure on

Saturday, the 25th of August following, and the framework was raised in

the afternoon of that day. The work was rapidly pushed forward after

this date, and the building was so far completed that the workmen com

menced operations " in the shop," preparing the internal arrangements,

such as bellows, furnaces, &c, on Friday, the seventh of September. On

the Tuesday following, six pounds of old copper were purchased for the

mint, at " Is. 3d." per pound—this being the first "purchase of copper

for coinage."

The coining presses, (three in number,) which they were obliged to

import from abroad, arrived at the mint on Friday, the 21st of Septem

ber ; and under date of 25th of September, the same book from which

we have before quoted, states that "Flute began, after breakfast, trim
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ming the heavy press." These presses were put in operation in the begin

ning of October, and were used in striking the half dimes, of which

Washington makes mention in his annual address to congress, of the

6th November, 1792, as follows: "There has also been a small beginning

in the coinage of half dimes ; the want of small coins in circulation call

ing the first attention to them." Between this time and the close of the

year 1 792, several other pieces made their appearance from the mint

***** The first regular return of coins from the

chief coiner to the treasurer of the mint took place on the 1st of March,

1793, and consisted of eleven thousand one hundred and seventy-eight

cents.

The first change in the standard of the gold coinage took place in

June, 1834, when General Jackson was President, and Levi Woodbubt

was Secretary of the Treasury. The original estimate by which the rela

tive values of gold and silver coins were determined, was based upon the

supposition that gold was worth fifteen times as much as silver. This

was found to be too low, at the market value, which, though always fluc

tuating, was nearer sixteen to one, upon a general average, consequently

an act was passed on the 28th of June, 1834, reducing the standard of

the gold coins. This act regulated the fineness of the gold to 899,225

thousandths; the eagle to weigh 258 grains, the other pieces in propor

tion. This standard of fineness was altered in January, 1837, when con

gress decided to place the fineness of the coins, both gold and silver, upon

the French basis, nine-tenths, (900-1000 ;) consequently, since that date,

the fineness of our gold coins has been 900 thousandths, the weight being

the same as before.

Silver.—The silver remained unchanged up to 1837, since which time

the fineness is 900 thousandths, (except for the three cent pieces ; from

its issue in 1851, to March, 1853, the fineness was 750 thousandths;

weight, 12§ grains,) and the dollar of the weight of 41 2£ grains. The

smaller pieces were in proportion of weight until March 3, 1853, when

the half dollar was reduced to 192 grains, (which is sixteen pennyweights,

or eight-tenths of an ounce,) the smaller pieces in proportion, including

the three cent piece, which is on the same footing with the other silver

pieces, both in weight and fineness. The first deposit of silver was made

July 18, 1794. This was by the bank of Maryland. The first deposit

of gold bullion, for coinage, at the U. S. Mint, took place on the 12th

day of February, 1795. This deposit was made by Mr. Moses Brown,

merchant, of Boston, and consisted of gold ingots valued at $2,270 22.

The first return of gold coins from the chief coiner was on the 31st July,

1795, and consisted of 744 half eagles. The first delivery of eagles was

made on 22d September, 1795, and the first coinage as follow:

Gold—Half Eagles July, 1706.

Eagles Sept., 1795.

Quarter Eagles, 1807.

Twenty Dollars, 1848.

Dollars, 1849.

Fifty Dollars 1851.

Dollars, enlarged, 1864.

Three Dollars, 1854.

Silvkb—Dollars October, 1794.

Half Dollars December, 1794.

Half Dimes, March, 1795.

Quarter Dollars April, 1796.

Dimes, April, 1796.

Three Cents, 1861.

Coma—Cents, 179S.

Half Cents, 179S.
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Coinage of the United States.

Coinage of the Mint of the United States, from 1792 to June ZOth, 1860,

including the Coinage of the Branch Mintsfrom the commencement of

their operations, in 1838.

Whole Oolvagx.
Gold. SlLTO. Corns.

Tuiu. Value. Value. Vain*. So. ofPiece: Value.

1798-95,.. .. $71,4S5.00 .. $870,683.80 .. $11,878.00 .. 1,834,420 .. $458341.80

im, .. 109,797.50 .. 79,077.50 .. 10,32440 .. 1,219,870 .. 192,199.40

im, .. 108,499.60 .. 12,691.45 . . 9,510.84 .. 1,098,166 .. 125,624.29

1798, . . 203,610.00 .. 830,291.00 .. 9,797.00 . . 1,868,241 .. 648,698.00

1T99, .. 918,985.00 .. 428,515.00 .. 9,106.63 .. 1,865,681 .. 645,906.68

1800, .. 817,760.00 .. 224,296.00 .. 29,2711.40 .. 8,837,972 .. 671335.40

1801, .. 429,670.00 .. 74,753.00 .. 18,628.87 .. 1,571,890 .. 510,956.87

1809, .. 423,810.00 .. 68,818.00 .. 84,422.88 .. 8,615,869 .. 616,075.68

1808, .. 988,877.60 .. 87,118.00 .. 25,208 08 .. 2,780,880 .. 870,69a58

1804, .. 258,642.60 .. 100,340.50 .. 12,844.94 .. 2,046,889 . . 871,827.94

1808, 170,867.80 .. 149,88830 .. 13,463.43 .. 2,260,861 . . 838,289.43

ISM, .. 824,505.00 .. 471,819.00 .. 8,260.00 . . 1,816,409 .. 801,084.00

1S0T, 487,498.00 .. 597,448.75 .. 9,682.21 .. 2,781,845 .. 1,044396.98

1608, 284,665.00 .. 634,800.00 .. 18,090.00 .. 2,935,888 .. 982,065.00

1809, .. 169,875.00 .. 707,378 00 .. 8,001.63 .. 2,861,834 .. 834,762.68

1810, .. .. 601,485.00 .. 688,778.60 .. 15,660.00 .. 8,056,418 .. 1,155,86830

1811, .. 497,905.00 .. 603,840.00 .. 2,495.95 1,649,670 .. 1,108,740.93

1819, .. 290,485.00 .. 814,029.60 .. 10,765.00 .. 2,761,646 .. 1,11531930

1818, .. 477,140.00 . 620,951.60 .. 4,180.00 .. 1,786,881 .. 1,102,275.80

1814, .. 77,270.00 .. 561,6S7.C0 .. 8,678.30 .. 1,888,859 .. 642,585.80

1815, 8,175.00 .. 17,808 00 . .  69,807 .. 20,488.00

1818, ..  28,576.76 .. 23,209.62 . . 2,888,185 .. 56,765.57

MIT, .. , , 607,788.60 .. 89,431.00 .. 6,168,907 . 647,26730

1818, 249,940.00 .. 1,070,454X0 .. 31,670.00 .. 6,587,084 .. 1,816,064 50

1819, .. .. 258,615.00 .. 1,140,000.00 .. 26,710.00 .. 6,074,728 .. 1,425,825 00

1890, .. .. 1,319,080.00 .. 501,680.70 .. 44,075.80 .. 6,49-2,509 .. 1,864,786,20

1891, .. 169,825.00 .. 525,762.45 .. 8,890.00 .. 8,189,249 .. 1,018,977.46

1899, .. 88,980.00 .. 805,806.60 .. 20,728.89 .. 8,318,788 .. 915309.89

1898, .. 79,425.00 .. 896,660.00 .. 2,166,485 .. 967,975.00

1894, .. 93,900.00 .. 1,752,477.00 .. 12,620.00 . . 4,7S6,S94 . . 1,853,297.00

1325, .. 156,88500 .. 1,564,588.00 .. 14,926.00 .. 5,178,760 .. 1,785,894.00

1898, 99,945.00 .. 2,009,090.00 .. 16,841.26 .. 5,774,484 .. 2,110,679.25

189T, .. 181,565.00 .. 9,869,200.00 .. 23,557.82 .. 9,097,845 .. 8,024 34232

1898, .. 140,145.00 .. 1,575,600.00 .. 25,686.24 .. 6,190,688 .. 1,741381.24

1899, .. .. 295,717.60 .. 1,994,578.00 .. 16,680.00 .. 7,674,501 .. 2,806,875.60

1880, .. .. 643,105.00 .. 2,495,400.00 .. 17,115.00 .. 8,867,191 .. 8,155,620.00

1881, .. 714,270.00 .. 3,175,600.00 .. 83,603.60 . . 11,792,284 .. 8,923,47360

1889, .. 793,438.00 .. 2,679,000.00 .. 23,620.00 . . 9,128387 .. 8,401,056.00

1888, 978,650.00 .. 2,769,000.00 . . 28,160.00 .. 10307,790 .. 8,765,710.00

1884, .. .. 8,954,970.00 .. 8.418,002.00 . . 19,161.00 . . 11,687,643 .. 7,388,428.00

188S, .. .. 2,186,175.00 .. 8,448,008.00 . . 89,489.00 . . 15,996,312 .. 6,663,667.00

1836, .. 4,135,700.00 .. 8,606,100.00 .. 28,100.00 .. 18,719338 .. 7,764,900 00

1887, . . .. 1,148305.00 .. 2,096,010.00 .. 68,588,00 .. 18,010,721 .. 3,299,898.00

1688, .. .. 1,809,595.00 .. 8,815,260,00 .. 68,702.00 .. 15,780,811 .. 4478,647.00

1889, .. 1,875,760.00 .. 2,098,686,00 .. 81,286.61 .. 11,811,694 .. 8,506,682 61

1S40, .. .. 1,690,802.00 .. 1,718,178.00 24,627.00 .. 10,658,240 .. 8,497,607.00

1841, .. .. 1,102,097.80 .. 1,115,875.00 .. 18,978.67 .. 8,811,968 .. 2,283,946.17

1849, .. .. 1,833,170.60 .. 2,825,750.00 .. 28,888.90 .. 11,748,163 .. 4,182,754.40

1843. .. .. 8,309,787.50 .. 8,792,260.00 .. 24,983.20 .. 4,610,882 .. 11,967,630.70
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Whole Coiwage,

Gold. SlLVEB. Coptbe.

Tuu Valu*. Value. Value. No. of Piece*. Value.

1844, . ... 8,428,480.00 2,285,650.00 48,987.59 .. 9,051,834 . 7,637,767.62

1845, . ... 8,756,447.60 1,878,200.00 83,948.04 .. 1,806,19? . 5,668,595.64

1846, . ... 4,084,177.60 •-',653,580.00 .. 41,206.00 .. 10,183,515 . 6,633,965.50

1847, . ... 20,221,885.00 2,874,450.00 .. 61,636.69 .. 16,892,844 .. 22,657,671.69

1848, . ... 8,775,512.50 2,040,060.00 64,187.99 .. 12,649,790 . 6,819,720 49

MM, . . . . 0,007,761.60 2,114,950.00 41,984.82 .. 12,666,659 . 11,164,695.62

1850, ... 81 ,»S1 ,788.60 1,868,100.00 44,467.60 .. 14,688,220 .. 88,892,806.00

1851, . ... 62,614,492 50 774,897.00 99,685.48 .. 23,701,958 .. 63,468,624.98

18(2, . ... 66,846,187.60 999,410.00 60,680.94 .. 82,964,019 .. 67,696,22&44

1958, . ... 55,218,906.94 9,077,571.00 67,059.78 .. 76,434,062 . 64,853,587.78

1894, . ... 62,094,695.47 8,619,270.00 42,688.85 .. 44,645,011 .. 60,766,503.82

1855, . ... 52,795,457.20 8,601,245.00 16,080.79 .. 16,997,807 .. 56,812,782.99

1858, . ... 69,848,865.85 5,196.070 17 .. 27,106.78 .. 33,870,966 .. 64,567,144.80

1867, . ... 25,188,183.63 1,001,644.46 68,510.46 .. 19,440,647 .. 26,848,298.60

1858, . ... 52,839,800 29 8,238,237.77 .. 284,000.00 .. 56,491,655 .. 61,857,088.06

1859, . ... 80,409,953.70 6,888,681 47 .. 807,000.00 .. 68,550,542 .. 87,550,585.17

1860, . ... 23,447,2S8.85 3,250,686.26 .. 842,000.00 .. 48,086,721 .. 47,089,919.61

Tolali,.. $588,169,116.04 ..» 125.945,478.08 $2,545,828.55 $647,563,897 .. $ 715,560,414.62

List of Directors of the Mint, from its organization to the year, 1858.

(From'H.T. Snowden's new " Manual of Coins," published Philadelphia,

I860:)

1. David Rittenhouse, (the eminent philosopher, formerly treasnrei

of Pennsylvania,) July, 1792, to July, 1795.

2. Henry William De Saussure, (vice Mr. Rittenhouse, resigned,)

July 11th, to October 28, 1795, (afterwards and for many years Chancel

lor of South Carolina.)

3. Elias Boudinot, (in place of Judge De Satjssure resigned,) Octo

ber, 1795, to July, 1805. (Previously President of Congress under the

confederation.)

4. Robert Patterson, (on the resignation of Dr. Boudinot,) July,

1805, to July, 1824. (Vice-Provost of the University of Pennsylvania,

and President American Philosophical Society.)

5. Dr. Samuel Moore, (in place of Mr. Patterson, deceased,) July,

1824, to July, 1835. (Member of Congress from Bucks County, Pa.)

6. Dr. Robert M. Patterson, (on the resignation of Dr. Moore,)

July, 1835, to July, 1851. (Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Uni

versity of Virginia, and President of American Philosophical Society.)

7. Dr. Georoe N. Eckert, (vice Dr. Patterson, resigned,) July, 1851,

to April, 1853. (Member of Congress from Lebanon County, Pa.)

8. Thos. M. Pettit, (in place of Dr. Eckert, resigned,) April to June,

1853. (Judge of the U. S. District Court, Philadelphia.)

The present incumbent, James Rosa Snowden, (previously Speaker of

the Pennsylvania IIousc of Representatives, Treasurer of Pennsylvania,

and Treasurer of the mint,) was appointed in June, 1853, in place of

Judge Petit, who died on the 31st of May, in that year, having held the

office of Director but a few weeks.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT,

Fob this Fiscal Year ending Junk 30, 1861.

Mint of the United States, Philadelphia, Oct. 10th, 1861.

The amount of bullion received and coined at the Mint and branches

during the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1861, has largely exceeded that

of any former year. In addition to the gold and silver received from the

mines of the United States, the importation of foreign coin and bullion

has been unprecedentodly large.

The amount of bullion received at the Mint and its branches, during

the year, was as follows : Gold, $116,970,002 66 ; silver, $4,624,961 57;

total deposits, $121,594,964 23. From this total must be deducted the

re-deposits of bullion, or bars made at one institution and deposited at

another, for coinage. This deduction being made, the amount will be

$72,146,571 01.

The coinage for the same period was as follows: Gold coins,

$60,693,237; fine gold bars, $20,015,163 64; silver coins, $2,605,700;

silver bars, $278,006 94 ; cent coins, $101,660. The total coinage,

$83,694,767 58; No. of pieces of all denominations of coin, 23,724,913.

The distribution of the bullion received and coined at the Mint and

branches was as follows : At Philadelphia, gold deposits, $51,890,763 56;

gold coined, $47,896,711 ; fine gold bars, $66,434 76; silver deposits

and purchases, $1,726,309 07 ; silver coined, $1,598,700 ; silver bars,

$2,624 37; cents coined, $101,660. Total deposits of gold and silver,

$53,617,072 63; total coinage, $49,666,130 13; number of pieces,

21,315,255.

At the Branch Mint at San Francisco, the gold deposits wore

$12,258,981 84; gold coined, $12,421,000; silver deposits and pur

chases, $197,844 08; silver coined, $198,000; silver bars, $71,485 61.

Total coinage of gold and silver, $12,690,485 61 ; number of pieces,

1,144,300.

The Assay Office, New-York, received, during the year, $52,358,095 14

in gold bullion, and $1,791,770 18 in silver. Fine gold bars stamped

at that office, 4,816; value, $19,948,728 88; silver bars, 1,089; value,

$187,078 63. Totalgoldandsilverbullionreceived,$54,149,865 32.

At the Branch Mint at New-Orleans the amount of deposits received,

up to the 31st day of January, A. D. 1861, was $1,243,449 01; oi

which the sum of $334,410 77 was in gold, and $909,038 24 in silver;

coined during the same period, $244,000 in gold, and $809,000 in silver;

silver bars stamped, value, $16,818 33. Total coinage, $1,069,818 33;

number of pieces, 1,237,800. Since the 31st day of January, A D.

1861, no report has been received from this branch.

At the Branch Mint at Dahlonega, the deposits received, up to the
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28th day of February, A. D. 1861, were $62,193 05; the coinage,

$60,946, and the number of pieces, 13,442. No report has been re

ceived from this branch since the day last named.

The deposits at the Branch Mint at Charlotte, up to the 31st day of

March, A. D. 1861, were $65,558 30; coinage, $70,580, and number of

pieces, 14,116. The deposits at this branch and Dahlonega are exclu

sively of gold. No report has been received from this institution sinco

the day last named.

Notwithstanding the defection of the branches at New-Orleans, Dah

lonega and Charlotte, by reason of the disloyalty and treachery of the

States in which they are respectively located, the coinage of the past was

greater than that of any former years since the organization of the gov

ernment. Whether the coinage at these branches continues to conform

to the laws and standard of the United States Mint, cannot now be as

certained. Efforts have been made to procure specimens of the gold and

silver coins of the branch at New-Orleans, since the defection, for the

purpose of determining whether any adulteration or reduction in value

of the issues of that branch had been attempted ; but thus far no such

specimens could be obtained. The treason that can refuse to recognise

the lawful authority of a just government would not hesitate to adulterate

the coin, made in an institution wrested from that government by lawless

violence ; nor would it blush to conceal the wrong, under the emblems

and devices of an honored national coinage.

A large amount of gold deposited at the Mint and its branches was the

product of the mines of the United States. The sum of $34,216,889 52

in gold, and $610,011 29 in silver, was received from this source.

Much of the domestic silver received was obtained by parting or

aeparating it from the gold deposits in which it was found. The

mines of the Washoe region continue to yield an increasing quantity,

and the gold mines of Kansas amply repay the miner for his toil. The

places whence the deposits of gold and silver were obtained, and the

amount from each locality, are fully stated in the tabular statements at

tached to this report.

The domestic supply of silver not only continues, but new and valuable

mines have been discovered and opened, which promise a rich yield.

These mines are situated in the Territory of Arizona, near the town of

Tubac, in latitude 31° 22" N., longitude 110° 57" W. They are about

one hundred and sixty miles from the Gulf of California, and only a few

miles from the proposed line of the Southern Pacific Rail-Road. Many

of the mines yield silver and lead, and others silver, lead and copper.

Judging of the ore and its product in silver, as exhibited at the Mint,

this region will soon rival, in the extent and value of its mineral produc

tions, the rich mines of Mexico, or the other silver-producing sections of

our own country. Arizona is too new a country, and its mines have

been too little worked, to furnish all the data necessary to the formation

of snch rules, as will determine the nature of any vein at a considerable

depth. The different " lodes" however, present a remarkable uniformity

of character, have nearly all the same direction, and possess generally the

»ame combination of minerals. Many of them have been prospected by

•mall shafts, but many more, equally good in appearance, remain unex
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amined. The efficient protection of the government against Indian and

Mexican depredations will be necessary to secure the full development of

the mineral wealth of that interesting portion of our country.

The new cents still continue to be issued in exchange for the old cop

per cents. These are, however, rapidly disappearing from circulation,

and will soon be entirely superseded by the nickel cent The profits of

the cent coinage have heretofore been fully adequate to meet all the ex

penses of their production and transmission to the different parts of the

country.

The coinage of the past year consisted principally of double eagles.

This was in consequence of the unusually large amount of gold deposits,

the demand by depositors for that denomination of coin, and to prevent

the delay inseparably incident to the conversion of the bullion received,

into the smaller denominations.

The gold dollar requires the same time and number of manipulations

in the process of coining as the double-eagle ; consequently, whilst the

Mint can coin 120,000,000 in value, of double-eagles, it can coin only

one million in gold dollars. The same ratio obtains in the other deno

minations of the gold coin. Hence the delay when the deposits of bul

lion are large, and the returns are to be made in the smaller coins. If

any system could be devised, or rule established, by which the necessity

of adjusting each individual gold coin of the lesser denomination could

be obviated, the delay in making returns to depositors wonld not occur,

and the production of small gold coin be facilitated to an almost indefi

nite extent An increase in the deviation from the standard weight of

thet quarter-eagle and gold dollar would, with proper caution, the perfec

tion of the Mint machinery, and the skill of the workmen, render the

adjustment of each piece, as now practiced, unnecessary. By the act of

Congress, March 3, 1849, the deviation from the standard weight allowed

for the quarter-eagle and gold dollar is one-fourth of a grain in a single

piece •, and in one thousand quarter-eagles, one penny-weight ; and in one

thousand gold dollars, one-naif penny-weight The deviation allowed

for the half-eagle, by the same act, in a single piece, is one-half grain ;

and in one thousand pieces, one and a half penny-weights.

Now, it is believed that if the deviation allowed for the half-eagle was

extended by law to the quarter-eagle and gold dollar, these coins could

be produced rapidly and accurately within that limit; and thus the

present tedious mode of adjustment and consequent delay be avoided.

The experience of the past in silver coinage proves the practicability of

these suggestions. The loss, however, in any event, would be more than

compensated by the increased production of the smaller coins, and the

decrease of expenditure consequent on a reduction of the force neces

sarily employed in the adjusting department of the Mint

If authority could be given by law to the Director of the Mint, under

the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, to test by experiment the

practicability of these suggestions, this question would soon receive a

speedy, and, it is not doubted, a favorable solution. The subject is wor

thy of consideration.

The capacity of the Mint for coinage is fully equal to the wants of the

government and people ; and, with a sufficient bullion fund, no delay in
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making returns to depositors would be experienced. Neither the Mint

nor its officers should be made answerable for delay arising from the

want of this fund, particularly when the necessities of the government re

quire it to be withdrawn. In such case, patriotism will excuse delay,

and capital must yield to governmental necessity.

With a full force, and working the regular hours, the capacity of the

Mint, in double-eagles exclusively, is equal to an annual coinage of

$150,000,000:

Eagles exclusively, $76,000,000

Half-eagles " 87,500,000

Quarter-eagles,.* . . . " 18,750,000

Three dollar pieces, " 22,500,000

Gold dollars, " 7,500,000

Coining an equal number of pieces of all denominations of gold coin,

its capacity would be equal to $51,875,000. This is exclusive of silver

coinage. Its capacity for silver coinage of all denominations, in addition

to the gold coinage, as represented, is equal to $15,000,000 annually;

making the capacity of the Mint, in gold and silver, with an equal num

ber of pieces of all denominations, $66,875,000 ; an amount much be

yond the coinage of any year since the establishment of the Mint This

calculation of capacity relates to the Mint at Philadelphia, and is exclu

sive of the branches. By changing the proportion of pieces, and coining

more of the larger denomination, the annual production would be greatly

enlarged ; and, by employing a double force, and working double time,

the coinage before stated could be doubled, without additional machinery,

or impairing the efficiency of that now in use. The capacity of the

Mint and its branches is, therefore, clearly equal to any demand that

may be made upon them for coinage, and this, too, without any delay, if

the condition of the National Treasury will permit the use of a sufficient

bullion fund—a fund authorized by law, and out of which depositors

were promptly paid the ascertained value of their deposits—the. Treasury

being reimbursed by the coin produced from the bullion deposited.

The coinage of the Mint and its branches, from their respective organi

zations to the 30th June, 1861, has been as follows :

Gold, $669,116,406 62

Silver 128,159,481 97

Copper 2,047,478 55

Total, $799,923,362 14

Of this coinage about $520,000,000 was from bullion derived from the

mines of the United States.

The amount of coinage executed is very large for a government that is

not yet a century old, and is an evidence not only of the great mineral

wealth of the country, but the wonderful activity and extent of our com

mercial enterprise. It would be interesting to know what portion of this

coinage still remains in this country. We have no means, however, of

determining this point with accuracy. It can only be arrived at by esti

mation. From the most reliable data attainable, I estimate the amount

of specie in the United States, at the date of this report, (October 10th,
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1861,) at from two hundred and seventy-five to three hundred millions

of dollars. Of this amount, all but about twenty millions, it is safe to

assume, is held within the loyal States of the Union. The recent esti

mates of the amount of coin in the country have been too high. Due

allowance does not appear to have been made for the large exportation of

specie, which, commencing in the year 1855, continued with but little

interruption until the latter part of the year ] 860. During this period

the exports of specie exceeded the imports and bullion, derived from do

mestic sources, nearly one hundred millions of dollars. This heavy drain

on our specie ceased in October of the last named year, and soon there

after the flow of specie to the United States commenced, and continued

until a few weeks since. The bullion and coin imported during this

period, together with the bullion derived from domestic sources, has

added about ninety millions to our stock of coin. The importance, in a

financial point of view, of this large addition to our specie, during a pe

riod characterized by the most extraordinary interruptions to trade and

commerce ever witnessed in this country, cannot well be over-esti

mated.

In pursuance of instructions received from the Treasury Department,

and as required by the act of Congress of February 22d, 1857, an assay

of all the foreign gold and silver coins heretofore known and received at

the Mint, was directed to be made, to determine their average weight,

fineness and value, the gold dollars of the United States being the

standard. The result of the assay, and the determination of value, are

given in the coin tables of the Appendix to this report. A compari

son of the present, with former assays of many of the same or similar

coins, exhibits but little change in value—the standard value, and the

character and denomination of the coins of most foreign nations, being

unaltered. The tables heretofore annexed to the annual report of the

Director, and the present tables, were constructed upon the basis, not of

the alleged standards of weight and fineness, but of our own assay, and

of the actual weight of foreign coin at the Mint, which often shows a

material loss by wear, and a want of exact conformity in fineness to the

alleged standards. The average weight, fineness and value of foreign

coins received since the last report, will be found in the table to which

we have referred.

The gold dollar of the United States, conforming in standard value

and decimal character to all the gold and silver coinage of the country,

except the silver dollar, has been properly selected, and should be retained

as the standard of value for all foreign coins used or employed in com

mercial or governmental transactions with other nations. The silver dol

lar of the United States, differing as it does in commercial and decimal

value from the other silver coins of our country, cannot, without disturb

ing our decimal system, and producing confusion in the relative value of

our gold and silver coinage, be used as a standard. The legal weight of

the silver dollar is 4121*JV grains ; of two half-dollars, or other component

fractions of the dollar, 384 grains, a difference of 25^/j grains.

The silver dollar, as it now is, has actually three values. 1. It is br

Jaw a dollar simply, or 100 units or cents. 2. By the Mint price of sil

ver it is 103/^ cents, which is its true commercial value as compared
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with gold. 3. It has an interior or Mint value, which is determined by

its relation to the silver contained in the half-dollar, which makes it 107}}

cents ; for which reason single pieces are paid out at the Mint at the even

price of 108 cents.

As the dollar, which is the unit of our money, is represented in gold

coin, it would seem desirable not to have another dollar in another metal ;

but if this is inadmissible, and the silver dollar should be retained, then

it should be reduced to eight-tenths of an ounce, to be in true relation to

our other silver coins.

Two reasons seem to have influenced Congress in retaining the silver

dollar at its present anomalous terms. First, that it preserves the old

dollar, known from- the beginning of our coinage, and often exactly stipu

lated for in deeds of rent-change, mortgages and other moneyed securities.

To this it may be successfully replied, that such payments are now al

ways made in gold, because it is the legal and usual tender for all sums

exceeding five dollars, and because silver dollars are no longer to be had,

or are very rare.

In the second place, it was supposed to be needed for our China and

East India trade. But our consular advices are to the effect that our silver

dollars are very reluctantly taken at the ports, and not at all in the inte

rior of China. They are believed by the Chinese to be of less value than

they really arc.

The reasons for its retention having ceased, either we should cease to

coin the silver dollar, or it should be made to conform in weight and

value to our lesser silver coins.

The reduction of the standard value of all American coins, except the

silver dollar, was made to check the export of specie from the United

States. But the commercial character of specie, and the facility with

which fbe coins of one nation can be converted into the peculiar and dis

tinctive denominations of another, have prevented the realization of that

expectation. The relative and commercial value of the peculiar coinage

of any country must and will be determined by the standard of the na

tion to which it may be sent ; and the laws of trade will control values

despite all legislative enactments. Legislation, whilst it properly may

regulate the currency and control the coinage of a nation, cannot control

its value as a medium of exchange, or as an article of commerce with

other nations. I would, in this connection, respectfully suggest, that the

limit of legal tender for silver should be increased. It is now five dollars ;

it should not be so low. This limitation unnecessarily discredits the

currency, and is productive of much inconvenience to individuals and

banking institutions. The limit might, with great propriety, and advan

tage to public and private interests, be extended to fifty or one hundred

National Medals.

The National and other American medals, of historic interest, now in

progress of preparation at the Mint, will be ready for sale and delivery

about the 20th of October. The medals have been prepared with great

care and skill, from the original dies in the Mint, and are exact foe
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similes of the original medals. The medals are of copper, (bronzed,)

and will be furnished at prices that will enable all who feel an interest in

numismatics to obtain them. The medal department of the Mint has

assumed the position and importance in this institution to which, by

every consideration of just national pride, it is fully entitled. Medals, in

the highest style of art, can be furnished with great facility ; and those

soon to be issued are highly creditable to the artists and workmen by

whom they have been prepared.

The cabinet of the Mint is increasing in interest and value, by the fre

quent addition of rare and valuable coins and medals. As a numismatic

collection, it is deserving the attention and encouragement of the friends

of that science,

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

James Pollock,

Director of the Mint

Hon. S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury,

Washington City.

(In the following tables, the coinages at the Branch Mints of New-Or

leans, Dahlonega and Charlotte, given in the report, have been omitted,

as they are insignificant, but the totals include them.—Ed. M. M.)

Statement of the Coinage of the Mint of the United States and Branches,

during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1861.

Tk„m„A„mt Mint United
Dkiombiathw. states, PMla.

Gold—Dble.-Eagles, $46,838,420

Eagles 440,050

Half-Eagles 282,630

Three-Dollars, . . . 18,216

Quarter-Eagles, . . 303,440

Dollars, 18,958

Bars 66,434

Branch. Mint,
San Francisco.

. $12,286,000

60,000

40,000

35,000

•Savin—Dollars, ... $ 164,900

Half-Dollars 870,650

Quarter-Dollars, . . 758,660

Dimes 157,800

Half-Dimes 139,350

Three-Cent pieces, 7,950

Bars 2,624

$ 176,000

18,000

10,000

71,485

Assay Office,
New-York.

$19,948,728

Total gold, $47,968,145 .. $12,421,000 .. $19,948,728

$187,078

Total silver, .. . $1,601,324 .. $269,485 .. $187,078

Copper—Cents, $101,660 ..

RlCAPITULATIOX.

Total gold $47,963,245 .. $12,421,000 .. $19,948,728

" silver 1,601,824 .. 269,485 .. 187,078

" copper 101,660 . .

Total, Mint
and Branches.

Total coinage,. ...$49,666,180 .. $12,690,458 .. $20,185,807 .. $83,698,767
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Statement of Bullion deposited at the Mint of the United States and

Branches, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1861.

r, , . Mint Untied Branch Mint, Assay Office, - , ,
DKCurnoK. statu, Phila. San Francisco. A'ew-Vort. Total-

Gold—Fine bars $47,885,478 .. $47,885,478

U.S. bullion 1,068,822.. $12,206,382 .. $20,792,334 .. 34,216,889

" " (parted

from silver 47,733 .. 52,699 .. 63,766 .. 154,098

U. 8. coin, (O. S.,).. 1,675.. 2,618.. 4,188

Jewelers' bars 111,875 .. 262,889 .. 874,214

Foreign coin, 2,760,975 .. 27,682,617 .. 30,624,503

Foreign bullion, .... 24,703 . . 8,664,126 . . 3,710,680

Total gold $61,890,768 .. $12,258,981 .. $52,358,095 $116,970,002

Savin—Bars, $1,487,279 $1,487,279

U.S. bullion 23,572 .. $197,844.. $388,473 .. 610,011

Foreign coins 190,754 . . 1,016,069 . . 1,869,702

" bullion 24,702 .. 888,228 .. 1,157,968

Total silver, $1,726,309 .. $197,844 .. $ 1,791,770 .. $4,624,961

Total gold and silver,. $63,617,072 .. $12,456,825 .. $64,149,865 $121,694,964

Less re-deposits at the

different institutions, gold, $47,885,478; silver, $'1,562,914, — 49,448,893

Total deposits, $72,146,571

Statement of Oold and Silver of Domestic Production, deposited at the

Mint of the United States and Branches, during the fiscal yew-

ending June 30, 1861.

Description of Mint United States, Branch Mint, Assay Office, t„/„z
Bullion. Philadelphia, San Francisco. New-York. io*ai.

Gold—California,. . . . $428,807 .. $ 12,206,382 .. $19,227,668 .. $31,884,994

Kansas 607,592 1,449,166 .. 2,091,197

Virginia 7,200 8,869 .. 11,069

North Carolina,... 7,528 2,753.. 11,089'

South Carolina, 670 . . 68,295.

Georgia, 15,049 .. .. 6,900 .. 44,131

Oregon, .. 8,181; .. 8,181.

Alabama 92 818 .. 910'

New Mexico, 6,714 .. 6,714

Utah 1,507 78,734 .. 75,387

Arizona 8,048 1A871 .. 19;919i

Total gold $1,068,822 .. $12,206,882 .. $20,792,334 .. $34,216,889

Silver—California : $56,666 .. $56,666

Parted from gold,. . $ 13,043 . . $ 62,721 . . 282,172 . . 808,058

Utah, (Washoe,)... 1,799.. 136,122.. 76,499 .. 213,420

Lake Superior 8,729 4,643 . . 13,372

Arizona 12,260 .. 12,260

North Carolina, 6,288.. 6,233

Total silver $28,572.. $197,844.. $388,473.. $610,011

Total gold and ailver,. $1,092,395 .. $12,404,226. .. $21,180,807 .. $34,826,900
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Coinage of the Mint and Branches.

Mint of the United States, Philadelphia.

Total Coixaor.

Valut of
Gold.

Value of
Silver.

Total Valut
Coined.

1798 to 1817, 62,019,407 $5,610,957 $8,268,295

1818 to 1887, 158,882,816 17,639,382 40,566,897

1838 to 1847, 88,327,378 29,491,010 13,913,019

1848 to 1857, 244,908,682 256,950,474 22,365,413

1868, 44,833,766 10,221,876 4,971,823

1859 44,833,111 2,660,646 3,009,241

1860, 88,099,348 4,354,576 857,076

1861, 21,315,255 47,963,145 1,601,824

Total,... 693,519,643 $374,892,070 $95,553,090 $2,647,473 $473,092,634

Value of
Copper.

$ 319,340

476,874

849,676

617,222

234,000

307,000

342,000

101,660

$14,198,593

58,682,853

48,753,706

279,883,110

15,427,699

6,976,887

6,553,652

49,666,130

Coinage ok the Mint and Branches.

Branch Mint, San Francisco.

Total Coihaox.

Pzkiod. Cold Value.

1864, $9,731,674

1856, 20,957,677

1856, 28,315,537

1857, 12,490,000

1858 19,276,095

1869 13,906,271

1860, 11,889,000

1861, 12,421,000

Total, $ 128,987,156

Silver Value.

$'l64',076

200,609

50,000

147,502

327,969

572,911

269,485

$ 1,732,554

Total Valut.

$9,731,574

21,121,752

28,516,147

12,640,000

19,423,598

14,234,241

12,461,911

12,690,485

$130,719,710

•

Coinage of the Mint and Branches.

Summary Exhibit of the Coinage of the Mint and Branches, to the close

of the year ending June 30, 1861.

Commence- Gold Silver Copper Kmu ConrAoz.
Hlirrs. ment of Coinage. Coinage. Coinage. , * ,

Coinage. Value. Value. Value. Piecet. Value.

Philadelphia, 1793 $874,893,070 $ 98,553,090 * 2,647,473 $ 693,219,648 $478,098,684

Ban Francisco, 185* 128,987,156 1,732,564 9,919,739 180,719,710

New-Orleans, (to Jan. 81,1861,) 1883 40,331,615 29,890,087 94900,695 70,271,658

Charlotte, (to Maroh 81, 1861,) 1S83 6,048,641 1,406,954 5,048,641

Dahlonega, to Feb. 28, 1861,). 1S88 6,121,919 1,881,750 6,121,919

Ajmt Office, New-York, 1854 118,685,004 983,800 88,694 114,669,804

Total,
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Statement of Gold of Domestic Production, deposited at the Mint of the

United Stales and branches, to the close of the year ending June,

1861.

Mint of the United States, Philadelphia.

Pebiod.

1904 to 1827, .

1323 to 1881,..

1338 to 1847, .

IMS to 185T, .

1363,.

Virginia.

.$427,000 ..

. 518,294 ..

. 684,491 ..

18,817

1859, 15,720 ..

18«0,.

1861,.

17,403

7,200

Xorth
Carolina.

» 110,000 .

2,519,500 .

1,308,086 .

467,287 .

15,176

9,805

South
Carolina. Giorgio. Tenneetee. Alabawia.

7,628

$ 827,500 ..$ 1,763,900 ..$12,400

153,866 .. 566,316 .. 16,499

55,626 .. 44,577 .. 6,664

800 .. 18,865

4,675 .. 20,190 .. 240 .

7,556 .. 695 .

16,049

. $45,498

9,451 .

tTtm
Mtaiet.

$4S,897

Total,.... $1,588,485 . .$4,410,826 ..$540,467 ..$2,485,954 ..$36,403 ..$55,036 ..$48,673

Arizona Other sources.California. Oregon.

1804 to 1827,...

1828 to 1887,...

1388 to 1847,...

1848 to 1857,... $226,889,521 .. $54,285

1858, 1,372,506 .. 8,600

1659 959,191 .. 2,960

1860, 668,889 .. 2,780

1861, 426,807

$146 ..

846,604 ..

607,592 .. $3,048

$13,200

21,037

7,218

1,409

1,507

Total.

$110,000

5,063,600

2,628,641

228,067,478

1,428,828

1,012,701

1,048,180

u

ToUl, $230,261,416 .. $ $954,841 .. $3,043 .. •$ 44,864 .. $240,422,643

Statement of Gold of Domestic Production.

Summary Exhibit of the entire Deposits of Domestic Gold at the United

Slates Mint and Branches, to June 30, 1861.

Philadelphia. Franco. ZZn.. Charlotte. Dahlonega. j™* Total.

Virginia, $1,538,485

4,440,826

$20,004

49,797

$1,568,489

North Carolina, .... $741 4,520,730 $99,685 9,111,630

Booth Carolina,. 640,467 .... 16,217 460,523 811,242 22,454 1,350,904

°«"8i«, 2,485,954 41,241 .... 4,810,469 119,869 6,907,534

55,036 77,948 69,629 5,720 198,380

230,201,416 $130,167,994

80,403 ....

22,255,240

2,883

87,821 1,236,016

42,119

117,288,009

81,406

501,290,998

Utah,

954,841 .... 8,487 67,763 1,702,091 2,717,688

1,607 .... .... 146 78,414 80,067

8,043 .... .... .... 18,061 21,109

New-Mexico,...

1,402 .... .... .... 1,403

Oregon,

48,672 .... • ■■■ .... .... 6,714 65,886

Other sources, .

63,625 .... 11,628 75,258

41,455 .... 7,290 961 29,628 79,234

$240,422,642 $180,167,994 $22,404,998 6,068,575 $6,117,918 $119,847,290

$1,607 96 from Utah, and $1,403 01 from Nebraska.
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Statement of the Amount of Silver of Domestic Production, deposited at

the Mint of the United States and its Branches, from January, 1841,

to June 30, 1861 :

Parted Utah. Aritona Forth Late
Tubs. from Gold. iWaehoe.) and Sonora. Carolina. Superior. Total.

1841 to 1861,

1868,

$188,609 .

404,494

   .. $768^09

.. 404,494

1854,

417,979 .     417,279

1868,

828,199 .     823,199

IBM,

888,058 .     .. 833,053

821,988 .     821,933

1868,

127,258 .   127,286

1868,

800,849 .  

.$28,898 ..

..$15,628 . .. 816,472

219,647 .   .. 80,128 . . . 278,167

188,681 . ..»102,540 . ..$14,577 .. . 12,257 .. .. 25,880 . 298,797

864,724 . .. 218,42° • .. 18,260 .. . 6,288 .. . 18,872 . 610,011

Total,.... $8,724,511 $815,981 $26,887 $41,888 $84,998 $4,194,176

A Statement of Foreign Gold and Silver Coins.

Prepared by tho Director of the Mint, to accompany his Annual Report, in pursuance of the act

of February 21, 1887.

Explanatory Remarks.

The first column embraces the names of the countries where the coins

are issued ; the second contains the names of coin, only the principal de

nominations being given ; the other sizes are proportional ; and when

this is not the case, the deviation is stated.

The third column expresses the weight of a single piece in fractions

of the troy ounce, carried to the thousandth, and in a few cases to the

ten thousandth of an onnce. The method is preferable to expressing

the weight in grains, for commercial purposes, and corresponds better

with the terms of the Mint It may be readily transferred to weight in

grains by the following rule : Remove tho decimal point ; from one-

half deduct four per cent, of that half, and the remainder will be grains.

The fourth column expresses the fineness in thousands, t*. e., the num

ber of parts of pure gold or silver in 1,000 parts of the coin.

The fifth and sixth columns of the first table express the valuation of

gold. In the fifth, is shown the value as compared with the legal con

tent, or amount of fine gold in our coin. In the sixth, is shown the

value as paid at the Mint, after the uniform deduction of one-half of one

per cent. Tho former is the value for any other purposes than re-

coinage, and especially for the purpose of comparison ; the latter is the

value in exchange for our coins at the Mint.

For the silver there is no fixed legal valuation—the law providing for

shifting the price according to the condition of demand and supply.

The present price of standard silver is 1 2 1 cents per ounce ; at which

rate the values in the fifth column of the second table are calculated.

In a few cases, where tho coins eould not be procured, the data are

assumed from the legal rates, and so stated.
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GOLD AND SILVER COINS.

A statement of foreign gold and silver coins, prepared by th»

Director of the Mint to accompany his annual report, inpur

suance of the act of February 21, 1857.

Gold Com.

Australia,. .

do.

Austria, . . .

do. ...

Bolivia

Braail, ,

Central America,!

Chili,

do.

Denmark,.

Ecuador,.

England,

do.

France

do.

Germany, north,.

do.

do. south,.

Greece,

Hindustan,. . .

Mexico,

Naples, ,

Netherlands,. .

New-Granada,,

do.

do.

Pern

do.

Portugal,

Denomination.

Sardinia, .

Spain,. . . .

Sweden,. .

Turkey,. .

Tuscany, . .

Pound of 1852,

do. of 1855,

Ducat,

Souverain,

Twenty-fiye francs

Doubloon,

20,000 reis

Two escudors,

Old doubloons,

Ten pesos,

Ten thaler

Four escudors,

Pound, or sovereign, new

do. average

Twenty francs, new

do. average,.

Ten thaler

do. Prussian

Ducat

Twenty drachms,

Mohur

Doubloon, average,.. . . .

Six ducati, new,

Ten guilders

Old doubloon, Bogota,. .

do. Popayan,

Ten pesos, new,

Old doubloon,

New, not ascertained,. . .

Gold crown

21 scudi, new

Five roubles,

Same as France

100 reals,

Ducat,

100 piastres,.

ininSequ

Weight Fineness. Yalue.
Value after
deduction.

Om. dte. Thout. d. air. v. a if.

0.281 916.5 6.32.0 6.29.8

0.256 916.5 4.86.0 4.82.6

0.112 986 2.28.0 2.26.9

0.368 900 6.77.0 6.78.6

0.254 899 4.72.0 4.69.7

0.867 870 15.68.0 16.50.2

0.675 917.5 10.90.5 10.85.1

0.209 863.5 3.68.0 8.66.2

0.867 870 15.57.0 16.49.2

0.492 900 9.15.8 9.10.7

0.427 895 7.90.0 7.86.1

0.433 844 7.60.0 7.56.2

0.256.7 916.6 4.86.8 4.88.9

0.266 916.5 4.84.8 4.82.4

0.207.6 899.5 8.86.0 8.841

0.207 899 3.84.5 3.82.6

0.427 895 7.90.0 7.86.1

0.427 903 8.00.0 7.96

0.112 986 2.28.3 2.27.2

0.185 900 3.45.0 8.48.8

0.374 916 7.08.0 7.04.6

0.867.5 806 15.63.4 16.46.6

0.245 996 6.04.0 5.01.5

0.215 899 3.99.0 8.97.0

0.868 870 16.61.7 16.68.9

0.867 868 15.39.0 15.31.8

0.526 891.6 9.67.5 9.62.7

0.8t>7 868 15.66.0 15.48.2

0.808 912 6.81.3 6.78.4

0.140 900 2.60.0 2.58.7

0.210 916 8.97.6 8.96.7

0.268 896 4.96.3 4.W.9

0.111 975 2.26.7 2.25.6

0.281 915 4.37.4 4.86.2

0.112 999 2.30.0 2.28.9

Only the principal denominations of coin in each country are set down, other

sixes being proportional. When this is not the cose the deviation is stated.

The weight is given in the troy ounce, and decimal fractions thereof, without
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being carried out to an extreme. This method is preferable to the freight in grains

for commercial usee, and corresponds better with the terms at the Mint.

The valuation of gold is given in two columns. In the first is shown Ihe relet

as compared with the legal contents or amount of fine gold in our coin. Id tbt

second is shown thevalueas paid at the Mint after the uniform deduction of one-half

of one per cent The former is the value for any other purposes than re-coinage,

and especially for the purpose of comparison ; the latter is the value in exchange

tor our coins at the Mint.

For the silver there is no fixed legal valuation. The law provides for a shifting

of price according to the circumstances of demand and supply. At the moment

of making this report, the price, which previously was 122¥ cents per ounce of

standard fineness, has been reduced to 121 cents, at which rate the ensuing valoas

are calculated.

Silver Coras.

Coon07. Denomination. Weight. Fineness. Value.

Of. dec Thou*. D.C.M.

0.902 833 1.01.3

0.886 902 1.01.6

0.216 682 16.8

0.808 897 918

0.871 900.6 1.05.4

0.438 670 38.6

0.216 670 19.2

0.820 918.6 1.01.1

0.866 850 97.S

0.864 908 1.04.7

0.801 900.5 97.0

0.927 877 1.09.4

0.182.5 924.5 22.7

0.178 926 22.2

0.800 900 96.8

0.712 750 71.7

0.340 900 41.2

1.192 900 1.44.}

0.719 900 86.9

0.874 916 46.0

0.279 991 S7.0

0.866 901 1.04.9

0.884 830 98.1

0.804 944 1.01?

0.927 877 1.09.4

0.80S 896 968

0.866 901 1.04.9

0.766 909 93.6

0.433 650 87.1

0.960 912 1.16.6

0.864 900 1.04.9

0.667 876 78

0.800 900 96.

0.166 899 20.1

1.092 750 1.10.1

0.828 899 39.0

0.770 880 tu

0.220 926 27.4

Austria,

Austria,

Austria,

Belgium,.

Bolivia,

Bolivia,

Bolivia,

Brazil

Central America,

Chili,

Chili

Denmark

England

England

France,

Germany, north,

Germany, south

Germany, north and south,

Greece

Hindustan

Japan,

Mexico,

Kaples

Netherlands

Norway,

New-Granada

Peru

Peru

Peru

Portugal

Rome,

Russia

Sardinia

Spain

Sweden,

Switzerland,

Turkey

Tuscany,

Rix dollar

Soudo of six lire

20 kreutzer,

Five francs,

Dollar

Half dollar, 1880

Quarter dollar, 1830

2.000 reis,

Dollar,

Old dollar

New dollar

Two rigsdaler

Shillings, new

Shillings, average

Five francs, average,. . .

Thaler,

Gulden or florin,

2 thaler or 3j guld

Five drachms

Rupee,

Itzebu

Dollar, average

Scudo

2} guilder

Specio-daler,

Dollar of 1857

Old dollar

Old dollar of 1856

Half dollar, 1835-38,..

Silver crown,

Scudo,

Rouble

Five lire,

New pistareen

Rix dollar

Two francs,

Twenty piastres

Florin, . . . . >
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THE COTTON QUESTION.

L Scpplt op Cotton in England. 2. Cottok at Hatbx. 8. Cotton Supply in thb TJnttnd

Statu. 4. Exports or Domestic Cottoic noi New-York and Boston. B. Cotton in

LlBIXIA. 6. COLTTTATION OP COTTON IN ApRICA. 7. CoTTON-GBOWINO IN TffBKBT. 8. COT

TON Cbltubx in India. 9. Cotton-Giiowino in Hatti. 10. Cotton in Taetabt. 11. Cot

ton from Pertt. 12. Cotton in Southebn Illinois.

SUPPLY OF COTTON IN ENGLAND.

Oub English exchanges appear again to he haunted with the idea that

their supply of cotton will soon be exhausted. And well they may be,

if by exhaustion they mean working on short time and the shutting np

of a large number of their manufactories. That there is now much dis

tress in their manufacturing districts cannot admit of dispute ; and that

it will continue, is also equally certain, as long as cotton commands so

high a price and cotton goods so low, whatever may be the supply of

the raw material. But yet we do not believe that their stock will be

exhausted, or that the exhibit to be made in July will be any less pleas

antly-disappointing than the statement made in January.

In the first place, we think they underrate the amount to be received

from other sources than America. The unusual efforts put forth for

obtaining cotton, and the high price it commands, has prompted the

planting of more, and will cause every pound produced to find the mar

ket Hence no calculation can be made based on former supply from

these sources. In proof of this remark, we would refer to the items of

information respecting the cotton crop in the different parts of the world,

published in former numbers of the Merchants' Magazine during the

past year, and also to statements to be found below on the same subject.

Perhaps, however, the point is as well illustrated as it can be, by the

simple report of the exports of cotton from Bombay the last eleven

months, compared with the amount exported during the same period

the three former years. These are the figures :

1861. 1860. 1869. 1868.

ta^fiiSH •• 6i9-416 •• m-*n ■■ 406'266

With the light of such a statement as this, how can one expect to mako

jny calculation as to the future supply of cotton, based on what has

heretofore been received from the same sources ? If a few months can

work such a change as to add a third to the supply from one source,

what may we not expect, with the present high prices, when the wants

of the world have become thoroughly known and appreciated ?

Then, again, our own government is now obtaining small amounts of

the raw material from the districts already occupied in the South, and

each succeeding week will, we believe, find our army further south, and,

°f course, therefore, more will thus be reached. As yet, the English

market has not received a bag of our crop of 1861. This cannot be so
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much longer. Oar government has, it is true, spent months in prepara

tion, but that was necessary to equip and discipline our volunteer forces.

From this time, however, we may expect our lines to advance, and we

are confident that an outlet will thus soon be made for a large proportion

of this entire crop. Still, even if this were not so, the most unfavorable

statement that can be made shows that England will certainly have

enough, without any supply from this country, for all her mills, (working

on two-thirds time,) till the first of July, and no one can believe that this

contest can be prolonged beyond that period, without at least furnishing

the required relief to the commercial world.

We find the following statement in the London Economist. Speaking

of the present supply of cotton, the writer says :

We have now, in round numbers, on January 1st, a stock of 700,000

bales. Working on an average two-thirds time, or not quite four days,

the weekly consumption of our milb will be 30,000 bales. The weekly

export has been, in 1861, 13,000 bales; but this will necessarily be

somewhat curtailed by the high prices which obtain, and may probably

not exceed 8,000. It is not possible to ascertain with absolute correct

ness what amount of cotton may fairly be expected from India, Egypt

and Brazil in the course of the next six months, but it is generally esti

mated at about 300,000 bales. The case will, therefore, stand as follows :

Bala. Bale*.

Stock on January 1st, 700,000

To arrive before July, 300,000

In spinners' hands, about *70,000

1,070,000

Consumption, 26 weeks, at 30,000 bales, about. . 780,000

Export, 26 weeks, at 8,000 bales, 208,000

988,000

Stock July 1, 1862 82,000

The following is from Messrs. Marriott & Co.'s annual report of the

Liverpool cotton market :

Bales.

The total stock of cotton remaining at the close of 1 860 was f594,510

The total import of 1861 was. 3,035,728

Estimated decrease of stocks now held by the trade, as

compared with those at the close of 1860, 110,000

3,740,238

Deduct stock remaining at the close of 1861, . . f 702,831

Deduct the quantity exported, 677,220

1,380,051

Total quantity taken for home consumption in 1861, 2,360,187

* In Wilmer i Smith's European Times we see the amount in spinners' hands

estimated at 80,000 bales, and that is about 140,000 below the amount held at the

same period last year.

f From these figures it appears that there was on hand, January 1, 1862, 108,821

bales more than in January, 1861. This, however, is not really a correct conclusion,
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And it has been in the following weekly proportions : American, 34,717 ;

Brazil, 1,622 ; East India, 6,698 ; Egyptian, 2,087 ; other kinds, 264 ;

total, 45,388 ; average, 432 lbs. The following table exhibits the exports

during the last and two preceding years :

1861. 1860. 18S9.

Balet. Balee. Balet.

American, 262,750 .. 250,830 .. 141,150

Brazil, 1,700 .. 8,450 .. 7,660

West India, 740 .. 400 . . 380

Egyptian, 3,000 .. 3,500 .. 14,230

East India, 409,030 .. 345,820 .. 272,600

677,220 .. 609,000 .. 436,020

The total import of the past year, of all kinds, as stated above, amounts

to 3,036,930 bales, against 3,366,686 bales in 1860, being a falling off in

the year of 329,756 bales.

COTTON AT HAVRE.

The following tables present many interesting details respecting cotton

at Havre, the present and past supply, prices, Ac.

Stock on Arrivals in the Stock on
Jan. 1. course of the Year. Saltt. Dec. 81.

Years. Balee. Balee, Bales. Balee.

. . 557,750 . . . . 524.820 187,960

. . 682,195 . . . . 672,305 . . . . 105,020

.. 888,190 479,750 .... 45,130

1858, . 521,168 .. .. 487,078 186,690

. 431,825 .. . . 895,525 82,600

. . 450,403 . . . . 467,253 46,800

. 418,018 . . . . 436,618 63,660

. 425,904 . . . . 874,754 72,260

1853 23,830 . . . . 389,606 . . . . 892,285 21,100

22,600 . . . . 896,001 . . . . 898,771 . . . . 23,880

. 808,975 . . . . 823,775 22,600

The prices per 50 kilogrammes (nearly 1 cwt) were :

Dec 81, 1861. Dec. 81, 1860. Dee. 81, 1859.
France. Francs. France.

New-Orleans 180 to 172 . . 85 to 119 .. 92 to 127

Mobile 129 to 148 . . 84 to 108 .. 91 to 114

Georgia 128 to 146 . . 83 to 104 . . 89 to 113

Georgia, L. S., 180 to 480 . . 105 to 400 .. 118 to 400

Pernambuco, 107 to 167 . . 76 to 122 .. 86 to 186

Martinique <fc Guadeloupe,. 110 to 147 . . 70 to 102 . . 90 to 115

Hayti, 115 to 125 . . 70 to 80 . . 84 to 92

Noto.—Since the 7th May, 1860, cotton imported from countries out of Europe by

French vessels, or by foreign vessels assimilated to French, has been free of duty.

25t is equal £1.

for the reason that neither statement shows the amount in spinners' hands at same

time. The true amounts would be as follows :

January 1, 1861. January 1, 186J.
Bale* Bales.

Total amount of stock remaining 694,510 .... 702,831

Amount in spinners' hands, about 220,000 .... 70,000

Total 814,510 772,831

We call attention to this, as we have seen a different statement in some of our

American exchanges.
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COTTON SUPPLY IN THE UNITED STATES.

The following statement, compiled chiefly from the weekly returns of

the Shi))ping List, by the New-York Herald, shows the amount of cotton

taken for United States consumption during each quarter of the year,

compared with the same periods of 1860:

1861. I860.

First quarter, bales, 265,460 237,540

Second quarter 84,891 252,946

Third quarter, 19,100 116,845

Fourth quarter, (say,) 25,000 248,030

Total, 394,451 855,361

The quantity here given for the fourth quarter of 1 861 is only an estimate

based on the reported sales in the New-York market The figures for

1860, and for the first half of 1861, include the quantity taken from

southern ports for consumption in that section, which, however, is so

small as not materially to affect the comparison.

The amount that is now in the spinners' hands it would of course be

impossible to state with certainty. If, however, we were to estimate it

at 75,000 bales, it would not probably be understated. "We see a corres

pondent in Augusta, Maine, of the Boston Journal, has furnished an ac

count of the amount of cotton now held by the several manufacturing

companies in Maine, and he arrives at the conclusion, that the aggregate

amount thus held in the State is 15,420 bales.

Judging from our own advices from the other States, we think the

whole amount in the spinners' handson the first ofJanuary must have been,

as we said before, about seventy-five thousand bales. Since then, however,

this has been increased by large exports from Liverpool. Up to the 31st

of December, only about 16,000 bags had been shipped. But during the

month of January our European advices show that " heavy purchases have

been made, steamers have been engaged to take the cotton to Boston and

New-York, and the freight asked and paid is unexampled—being, we un

derstand, 2d. per lb. and 5 per cent primage." There was thus shipped

from Liverpool, during the first eight days of January, 15,000 bales for

New-York and 5,000 for Boston. To what extent this trade will be car

ried it is impossible to say. The enhancement of price, however, which

it has and must cause, will, as the London Economist says, increase the

inducement of growers in all parts of the world to forward their cotton

to Great Britain as largely and as promptly as they can. The same au

thority also states, that thus cotton has already been drawn to England

from several unusual quarters. Some of that recently bought for ship

ment to America was, at the time of purchase, on its way hither from

EXPORTS OF COTTON FROM NEW-YORK AND BOSTON.

The exports of domestic cotton from the ports of New-York and

Boston, to foreign ports, for the years 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860 and 1861,

have been as follows :
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1857. 1858. 1859. 1880. 1861.

From New-York, pkgs., 26.663 .. 69,994 .. 74,649 .. 86,818 .. 55.786

Prom Boston, " 27,900 .. 29,875 .. 81,661 .. 83,588 .. 18,146

The following tabic shows the destination of the various shipments

from New-York for the past two years :

Wma to. 1860. 1861.

4,873 2,766

Dutch West Indies M 664 669
M

« 38
tt

952 522
tt 497 • • > • 63*7
tt

193 874
It 2,196 1,257
tt 10 60
tt

1,381 2,005
tt

8,103 6,400
tt

1,328 1,421
tt

1,111 480
tt

63 23
tl

13,291 5,299
tt

389 245
tt 1,406 876
tt

323 180
tt 47,735 31,911
tt

1,792 1.823

86,318 65,736

The shipments for the year 1861 show a decline to all points; the

very high prices, and the falling off in general trade, having contributed

to that result

COTTON IN LIBERIA.

The New-York Colonization Journal has the following on cotton cul

ture in Liberia :

" The demand for cotton will probably continue for some years, even

after the present contest is closed, so that much higher prices will rule

than have hitherto.

" In Liberia, cotton has most favorable opportunities for rewarding the

cultivation of it.

"At the close of the rainy season, say in October, the seed planted

springs up with a growth so rapid that, in a well-authenticated instance,

ripe balls were gathered within six weeks after the day of planting. The

yield is large, and if the plant is cared for, it bears for five or six years,

and cotton is ripening nearly all the year.

" We learn that, besides the laraje supplies of cotton-seed which has

from time to time been furnished from other sources, twenty barrels of

the very best Sea Island seed, lately forwarded to New-York from Beau

fort, South Carolina, by Commodore Dupont, at the request of Dr.

James Hall, of Baltimore, have been forwarded to President Benson,

by the bark Grethound. With the best seed in the world, and the

most favorable of climates, the people of Liberia ought to come into the

market with large supplies. We hope they will ; so demonstrating that

even free colored populations can be relied on for a supply should slavery

cease."
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CULTIVATION OP COTTON IN AFRICA.

By the last West African mails, we learn that in the eastern districts

the Portuguese missionaries were making various movements in the cul

tivation of cotton and coffee, and were giving the natives a good example

by digging and putting the land in order themselves. Some of the Eng

lish missionaries endeavored to set the natives against the Portuguese,

whom they said were cultivating the land for their own purposes ; but

this statement the Portuguese exposed, both by purchasing cotton of the

native chiefs and by giving up land which they had cleared for the culti

vation of cotton and coffee to natives whom they had taught how to sow

the cotton-seed, plant the coffee tree, and, when both were ripe, to pre

pare for market The natives appear to be generally in favor of the Por

tuguese, and the latter, taking advantage of this feeling, are making rapid

spiritual and temporal development in all the eastern districts.

A writer in the Weit African Herald says : " If Manchester will place

£10,000 in good hands, I will find gentlemen who will pay for it in cot

ton. If, indeed, such a sum had been at their disposal three months

ago, I would have promised full liquidation by next August All the

natives appear to require, is a stimulus in the shape of money and imple

ments, in order to commence the cultivation of this article of com

merce."

COTTON-GROWING IN TURKEY.

Wo find the following in the European Times :

" A letter from Smyrna, of the 22d December, says : ' It may be inte

resting to know that the pacha has bestowed great attention on the cot

ton question, having taken part in the former proceedings of the govern

ment for the introduction of American agents, seeds and machinery, as

well as having taken part in the recent inquiries. M. F. La FontaOT

and others are taking considerable interest in the improvement of the

next crop. A large quantity of cotton is coming in from the interior.'

" A letter from Drama, in Macedonia, of the 20th December, has the

following : 1 1 am enabled to give you some information about the culti

vation of cotton in this district, which may be of general interest At

Demir-Hissar, near to Serres, one of the leading Mussulman farmers has

made some very successful trials of American seed, which he received

from an English agent Within three years, the plain of Serres, where

hitherto nothing but the ordinary short staple was grown, is now planted

to the extent of fully three-fourths with American seed, and the cultivs-

tors, instead of realizing only 5£ piasters, now obtain fl£ piasters for the

improved yield. Results such as these speak for themselves, and must

contribute, in no slight degree, to stimulate our agriculturists. It has

been found that the American does not depend, like the indigenous cot

ton-plant, upon regular supplies of rain, and is therefore less liable to the

failure which was noticeable with the former. The newly-grown cotton-

plants have attained a height of six feet, and the seed is being carefully

saved for future crops. The English " gins," which have arrived and are

now used, have proved of great assistance. Our old-fashioned machines

will be driven away very soon, when the full advantage of the new imple

ments becomes understood. I trust that when these facts are known,
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they may lead to a greater degree of attention being devoted to this

quarter as a source of cotton supply, whence a yield tenfold greater than

we now have may be obtained. A farmer of my acquaintance was some

time since desirous of selling his farm for 80,000 piasters, and at that

price he could find no buyer; now, from the introduction of this

unproved culture, he has been able—from cotton alone—to raise this

year sufficient to yield him a net profit of 70,000 piasters, and next year

he expects to treble this sum. I need not say how much the value of

his property has thus become enhanced. But this is not a solitary

instance. I can mention other cases of greater or less proportions,

where the advantage derived is as satisfactory. I have no doubt that in

a few years the locality will become celebrated, and our exports of cot

ton will be large enough to induce the Serres produce to form an item

for quotation in the French and English markets.' "

COTTON CULTURE IN INDIA.

The London Economist says the prospectus of the East India Cotton

Agency Company, under the Limited Liability Act, has been issued.

The proposed capital is £600,000 in 50,000 shares of £10 each. The ob

ject of the company is to promote the further export from India of a

most necessary article of consumption, and provide efficient machinery

for cleaning cotton in the East. The probable duration of the civil war in

America must develop the resources of India to an extent which no one

could have contemplated a short time since. The Russian war stimula

ted the export of seed from India, and it has never since declined. In the

same manner, we believe that any addition to the cotton exports of India,

to which the peculiar circumstances of the present moment may give

rise, will not die away with those circumstances, but will be permanent.

The direction of this company is of the most respectable character, and

the company would seem to have an excellent prospect of success.

The India Freehold Land Colonization Trust and Agency Association

(Limited) is intended to develop the resources of India, by availing itself

of the late decree of the Supreme Government for the sale at the upset

price of 5s. an acre for waste, and 10s. for cleared land. The company

will likewise advance money on mortgage or otherwise, and act as agents

for capitalists and non-resident proprietors in the investment of moneys,

and the. transaction of agency business. The land of India has hitherto

been inaccessible to common purchasers, and it is in many parts pecu

liarly adapted for the growth of cotton and many other articles of export

to Europe, and in the hill districts is fitted for the permanent residence

of Europeans.

COTTON GROWING IN HAYTI.

The project of growing cotton in Hayti has been commenced, we un

derstand, and will be carried forward with great vigor, and with good

promise of a successful result. In the province of St. Marc, about twelve

hundred colored men have been collected, principally emigrants from the

United States and Canada, and including a number of " contrabands"

from the South, who have commenced the work, having been assured of

the countenance and support of the government of the Island. In answer
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to aa order from St. Marc, a merchant of Boston has already, we arc in

formed, dispatched a vessel loaded with agricultural implements, furniture

and other articles of necessity, for the laborers in this new enterprise.

COTTON IN TARTARV.

From the Bombay Gazette ofDecember 1 2th, we learn that Russia is draw

ing supplies of cotton from Khiva and Bokhara, and the cultivation of the

staple in those countries has been very largely extended. The value of

that sold recently at the fair of Novogorod was estimated at £150,000.

COTTON PROM PERU.

The British steamer Callao, at Panama, from Valparaiso, brought up

a large quantity of cotton from Peru—consigned to England—with the

announcement that a much larger amount is going round Cape Horn.

This cotton is said to be of superior quality, and no efforts to raise a very

large crop on the Peruvian coast the ensuing year will be spared. The

present price of cotton is bringing it forward from a number of places not

usually distinguished as sources of supply of this article.

COTTON IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.

It is well known that cotton was once largely grown in Southern Illi

nois. Its culture was discontinued in consequence of the low prices which

prevailed for some years, rendering competition diflicult with the country

further south. Active measures are now, however, in progress, to resume

the culture there on a larger scale.

It is estimated that at least five millions of acres in the southern part

of Illinois is well adapted to the culture of this plant. Illinois papers

tell us that samples of cotton grown in that State the past season have been

pronounced by competentjudges equal in quality to the "Georgia Upland."

The Commissioner of Patents at Washington has issued a circular, in

which he says, to prevent failures in the cultivation of cotton in the mid

dle portion of the Free States, it should be remembered that it is a

principle in vegetable physiology, that tropical plants can never be accli

mated North, except by a repeated reproduction of new varieties from the

seed. The attempt to grow Sea Island cotton, such as is now brought

from Hilton Head, would prove a failure in any portion of the Free States.

The only variety capable of successful cultivation in those sections now

seeking its introduction, is the green seed cotton, such as is now being

raised extensively in Arkansas, Missouri, Tennessee and portions of Ken

tucky, which produces the white fibre. The seed should be obtained from

these localities. The modifications of soil and climate will influence the

size of the plant, the length and fineness of the fibre, and the product of

the crop.

No reasonable doubt is entertained of the success of the culture in all

the mild portions of the Middle States, and efforts are now making by

this department to procure the proper seed for distribution. The com

missioner further says, the cultivation of sorgho the past year settles the

question of its entire practical success, and that one of the difficulties pre

senting itself is the want of pure seed to meet this want. This depart

ment has ordered seed from France for distribution the ensuing spring.
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STATISTICS OP TRADE AND COMMERCE.

L Commerce of New-York for 1861, compared with former years. II. Trade of Boston for

18*1, COMPARED WITH TBI THERE PREVIOUS YEARS. III. PHILADELPHIA, HRR TRADE ASD NaVI-

satioh for 1861. IV. Trace of Baltimore for 1861. V. Exports from Bombay. VI. Mo

lasses Trade of the United States. VII. Exports of St. Padl.

COMMERCE OF NEW-YORK FOR 1861

Arrivalsfrom Foreign Portsfor the Tear 1861.—The number of ar

rivals during the year 1861 was greater than ever before, being an increase

of 671 over the year 1860.

The increase in the number of British vessels (317) is accounted for

by the fact, that there has been less demand for American bottoms in con

sequence of the fear of privateers ; and a number of American vessels

also are therefore sailing under bills of sale and flying British colors.

The whole number of arrivals are 5,122, as follows :

War steamers,

War vessels,. . .

Corvettes,.

1860. 1861. 1860.

"-2 '.

25 a

S 972

319 . 962 Yachts 1

1 .

.' 1,127

2-1

197 .

978 . 1,099 Total, 4,451

20 . 22 Increase for 1861,

1,388 . 1,340

1861.

1

1,243

5.122

671

Barks

Barkentines

Brigs 1,385

The following is a comparative statement of the arrival of vessels and

passengers for the past ten years :

F«zr.

1851,..

1852,..

1858,..

1854,..

1855,..

1856,..

1857,..

1858,..

1859,.

I860,..

1861...

Yettelt from
Foreign Porte.

3,888

8,822

4,105

4,178

3,891

8,869

3,902

3,483

4,027

4,451

5,122

Paeeengert,
Foreign.

299,081

310,335

299,425

331,809

152,234

159,284

103,499

97,682

81,320

86,627

80,790

Paeeengere from
California.

18,207

12,158

16,517

15,929

13,400

11,925

11,205

8,860

16,949

10,710

9,117

The number of steamers from domestic ports falls short of that for

1860, owing to some of the Southern lines having been discontinued

after the middle of April, and most of the other lines being reduced

in number by the government's purchase or charter of their ships.

The arrivals for the past three years are as follows :

VOL. XLVI.—NO. III. 18
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1839. 1860.

2

159 108 65

101 104 20

106 190 47

17 63 7

135 334 665

667 650

62 93 62

156 172 62

885 410 .. 475

104 63 15

... 15 12

1,485 .... 2,261 . . 1,970

Decrease in 1861 from I860,. . 291

Loss of Life at Sea for 1861.—We are indebted to Mr. L H. Upton,

Secretary of the American Shipmasters' Association, for the following

statement of loss of life at sea for the year 1861, as reported at New-York.

968 lives have thus been lost, and as all are probably not reported, wc

may infer that over 1,000 persons have met their deaths in this manner-

on vessels sailing to and from American ports :

 

Fell from aloft overboard, 32 35 24 18 14 10 5 9 34 12 16 10 219

Lo9t on missing vessels, 21 24 60 21 195 36 24 35 9 418

By stranded wrecks, 53 14 27 15 8 .. 6 26 4 153

Collisions, fonnderings, <fec., ... . 31 1 6 106 1 .. 8 9 5 8 7 2 178

Total, 140 74 106 160 218 46 43 19 89 15 84 25 968

Receipts of certain articles of Domestic Produce at the Port of New-Toei

for the tears

Articles. 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Breadstuff's :

. bbls., 18,769 . . 24,736 . . 23,191 .. 19,988

Wheat flour,. . . . . .bbls., 3,896,525 . . 3,191,822 .. 3,581,420 . . 4,968,971
*<

97,793 . . 92,701 .. 109,731 .. 98,519

Wheat, . bush., 4,319,919 . . 3,818,092 . . 17,072,796 .. 28,429,133

u 827,454 . . 834,491 .. 206,008 . . 775,665
tc

2,149,233 . . 4,226,920 . . 4,685,656 .. 4,852,009
It

735,275 . . 1,527,400 . . 1,251,007 . .

11,470,638 . .

1,854,301

20,725,166it 7,952,153 .. 2,692,818 . .

Naval Stores:

422,871 .. 457,139 . . 493,083 . . 243,12!

Crude turpentine,

Spirits "

.bbls., 91,319 .. 89,734 . . 54,608 . . 32,254

(i
146,891 .. 156,696 . . 159,966 .. 46,097

657,934 . . 701,958 .. 630,252 . . 193.772

"
33,999 . . 39,663 . . 50,875 .. 49^506

Pitch 4,130 . . 8,146 .. 6,887 . . 2,867

Provisions :

Pork 168,618 . . 163,124 .. 88,090 . . 188,770

Beef, bbls., 123,022 . . 161,707 . . 99,820 . . 119,028

99,909 . . 73,359 . . 62,292 . . 105,833

400,851 . . 353,648 . . 437,164 . . 639,234

500,629 . . 699,140 . . 805,143 . . 988,718

126,94266,284 . .

24,866 . .

103,463 . .

63,247 . .

80,095 . . 60,305

140,880 . . 187,769 . . 811,019
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Exports from New-York to Foreign Ports of certain leadinq articles of

Domestic Produce, for the tears

Aiticlxb. 1858. 18S9. 1860. 1861.

Ashes, pots bbls., 12,029 . . 16,846 . . 14,728 . . 13,608

" pearls, " 1,764 . . 2,626 . . 8,650 . . 8,507

Beeswax lbs., 227,546 . . 286,691 . . 278,916 . . 288,553

Breadstuff's :

Wheat flour, bbls., 1,381,089 . . 938,616 . . 1,926,202 . . 3,110,646

Rye flour, " 5,002 .. 6,211.. 8,614.. 11,807

Corn meal " 66,469 . . 77,810 . . 89,574 . . 108,385

Wheat, bush., 8,286,461 . . 297,587 . . 13,638,039 . . 28,889,914

Bye, " 12,487.. 450 .. 1,000,405

Oats, " 81,815 . . 2,568 . . ' 103,076 . . 160,825

Barley *' 6,550 . . 8,280 . . 8,927

Corn, " 1,647,706 . . 186,646 . . 8,726,786 . . 12,456,265

Candles, mould bozos, 56,937 . . 50,282 . . 60,584 . . 75,454
do. sperm, •' 9,699 .. 14,887.. 18,786.. 17,861

Cosl tons, 82,023 . . 65,655 . . 33,959 . . 36,586

Cotton bales, 144,957 .. 200,261.. 216,880.. 152,562

Hay, " 82,104.. 25,206.. 20,977.. 15,776

Hops, " 8,055 . . 343 . . 32,641 . . 28,377

Naval Stores :

Crude turpentine, ..bbls., 88,814.. 79,073.. 63,356.. 21,571

Spirits " . . " 58,627 . . 65,247 . . 70,222 . . 18,825

Rosin, " 425,883.. 654,529.. 499,188.. 208,061

Tar " 11,799.. 22,488.. 28,676.. 26,646

Pitch, " 4,907 . . 4,713 . . 6,008 . . 8,080

Oils:

Whole galls., 854,295 . . 303,873 . . 303,413 . . 1,196,468

Sperm " 1,016,682 . . 1,689,720 . . 1,034,854 . . 1,030,828

Lard " 80,831.. 37,725.. 67,248.. 110,401

Linsoed " 89,428 . . 29,735 . . 35,492 . . 85,626

Provisions :

Pork bbls., 78,271.. 130,471.. 91,850.. 116,654

Beef, " 76,646.. 122,802.. 40,003.. 29,013

do tierces, 65,328 . . 33,924

Cutmeats, lbs., 15,944,743 .. 6,692,589 .. 19,447,163 .. 50,565,732

Butter " 1,808,157.. 2,494,650.. 10,987,495.. 23,159,891

Cheese, " 6,589,100.. 9,287,408.. 23,252,712.. 40,041,225

Lard " 12,684,160.. 11,015,412.. 18,866,178.. 47,290,409

Rice tierces, 41,651.. 11,888 .. 25,695.. 16,867

do bbls., 28,888 . . 15,527

TaUow, lbs., 1,563,292.. 8,406,895 .. 14,895,969 .. 25,820,835

Tobacco, crude pkgs., 66,239.. 72,918.. 98,031.. 116,698

do. manufactured, lbs., 4,479,860.. 6,148,281.. 6,561,160.. 3,152,484

Whalebone, lbs., 1,084,337.. 1,658,913.. 755,698.. 975,075

Imtorts into the Port of New-York.

We are indebted to the New-York Shipping List for the following

table :

Articles.

Brandy, hf. pipes,

" qr. casks and bbls.,

" cases,

Coal, tons,

Cochineal, ccroons,

Fobeigk. Coastwise.

Jan. 1 to Dec 81. Jan. lto Dec 81.

1861. 1861.

1,151 .. 87

7,583 .. 536

9,281 .. 198

322,817..

746 . .

Total.
Jan. 1 to Deo. SI.

1861.

1,238 .

8,119 .

9,479 .

822,817 .

746 .

1860.

5,341

24,845

222,654

2,162
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Total.

Fobeigx. Coastwise. Jan. lto Dec 81.

Abticles. Jan. 1 to Dec. 81. Jan. 1 to Dec 81. '

Cocoa bags,

Coffee, pkff8-.

Cotton, .bales,

Earthenware pkga.,

Gin, pipes,

do cases,

Hemp, bales,

do tons,

Hides, bales,

do No.,

Iron, bar, tons,

do. pig, tons,

do. sheet, <fcc, bdls.,

Indigo, cases,

do ceroons,

Lead pigs,

Linseed oil, casks,

Molasses, hhds.,

do tcs.,

do bbls.,

Olive oil, casks,

do. boxes and baskets,

Pepper, bags,

Pimento, bags,

Rags,' bales,

Raisins, kegs,

do. . . . boxes and trails,

do drums,

Rice, tcs.,

Rnm, puncheons,

Salt bush.,

Saltpetre & Nit. Soda.bags,

Sugars hhds.,

do tcs.,

do bbls.,

do boxes,

do bags,

Spelter, plates,

Tin, banca, etc., pigs,

do. plates, boxes,

Tobacco, hhds.,

do. bales and ceroons,

Wines butts and pipes,

do. hhds. and hf. pipes,

do qr. casks,

do bbls.,

do boxes,

Wool pkgs.,

The total imports for the last year, exclusive of specie, were only

$125,680,277, being a smaller amount than has been landed here during

any previous twelve months, for more than ten years, as will be seen by

the following comparative summary.

In this table, under the head of dutiable, is included both the value

entered for consumption and that entered for warehousing. The im

ports of specie have been larger than ever landed here before in a sin

1861. 1861. 1861. 1860.

15,628 .. 2,802 . . 18,425 . . 17,681

749,613 . . 21,991 .. 771,604 . . 654,437

8,898 . . 248,810 . . 257,208 . . 497,797

16,951 .. 20 .. 16,971 .. 44,072

8,265 . . 79 .. 8,334 . . 14,176

3,466 . . . . . < 3,466 . . ... i

100,888 . . 6,823 . . 107,711 . . 115,823

530 . . 26 .. 555 .. 342

1,864 . . 372 .. 2,236 . . 2,699

724,660 . . 441,112 .. 1,165,772 .. 1,601,322

13,389 . . 3,262 . . 16,651 .. 42,147

31,282 .. 178 .. 31,457 . . 43,043

196,629 . . 58,977 . . 255,606 .. 902,188

2,566 . . 390 .. 2,946 . . 1,846

1,288 . . 92 .. 1,380 . . 1,259

89,239 . . 13,566 . . 102,806 .. 400.5SS

177 .. 177 .. 2,584

57,242 . . 6,037 . . 63,279 . . 73,339

4,523 . . 285 . . 4,808 . . 5,863

8,929 . . 32,794 . . 41,723 . . 73,800

768 .. 768 .. 1,544

89,80769,522 . . 890 .. 69,912 ..

43,420 . . 680 . . 44,100 . . 45,850

19,564 . . 5,218 .. 24,782 . . 25,738

16,548 . . 4,008 . . 20,556 . . 47,760

6,856 . . 552 . . 7,408 . . 3,856

216,854 . . 28,861 .. 245,715 . . 669,215

1,079 . . 3,081 .. 4,160 . . 2,800

19,913 .. 85,891 . . 55,804 . . 68,019

1,434 . . 156 .. 1,590 . . 2,788

4,175,362 . . 24,275 . . 4,199,637 . . 3,236,446

35,012 . . 11,187 .. 46,199 .. 55,330

264,372 . . 21,262 . . 275,634 . . 338,423

9,888 . . 44 .. 9,932 . . 12,926

13,718 . . 34,564 . . 48,282 . . 68,404

103,814 .. 8,715 .. 107,529 . . 168,496

224,464 . . 26,735 . . 251,199 . . 284,090

9,014 . . 18,756 . . 22,770 . . 293,678

21,483 .. 5,307 . . 26,790 . . 60,475

255,788 . . 1,602 . . 257,390 . . 689,268

88 ., 10,198 .. 10,236 . . 20,911

29,249 . . 248 . . 29,497 . . 64,301

212 .. 160 .. 372 .. 1,318

7,372 . . 17 .. 7,389 .. 11,916

11,257 .. 247 .. 11,504 .. 46,232

2,688 .. 155 .. 2,888 . . 8,752

77,528 . . 1,855 .. 78,883 . . 210,656

27,599 . . 27,874 . 65,473 . . 64,952
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gle year. This, it must be remembered, is in addition to the gold which

came here from California.

Foreign Imports at New-York.

Tear. Dutiable* Free Goods. Specie. Total.

1851, (119,592,264 . . $9,719,771 . . $ 2,049,543 .

2,408,225 .

. $ 181,361,578

. 12,105,342 .

. 12,156,387 .

129,849,619

1853, . 179,512,412 . 2,429,083 . 194,097,652

1854 . 16,768,916 . 2,107,572 . 181,371,472

1855, ..*?. 142,900,661 . . 14,103,946 . 855,681 . 157,860,238

1856, 193,839,646 . . 17,902,678 . 1,814,425 . 213,556,649

1857,. . . 196,279,862 . . 21,440,734 . . 12,898,033 . 230,618,129

1858 . 22,024,691 . 2,264,120 . 162,867,067

1859 . 28,708,732 . 2,816,421 . 245,165,516

1860, , . 201,401,683 . . 28,006,447 . 8,852,330 . 238,260,460

. 30,353,918 . . 87,088,413 . 162,768,790

We now annex the following detailed statement, which we take from

the Journal of Commerce, showing the receipts from foreign ports during

each month of the year, both of dutiable and free goods, and what por

tion were entered for warehousing. The first heading below includes

only that portion of the dutiable goods which were entered directly for

consumption ; the remaining portions of the table need no explanation :

Foreign Imports Entered at New-York, during the years 1858, 1859, 1860 and 1861.

Enteredfor Consumption.

Moirrns. 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

$4,170,017 .. $15,556,727 .. $16,521,174 .. $8,178,837

February, . . . . 5,840,256 15,281,446 .. 14,467,040 .. 7,003,899

7,245,526 15,314,023 .. 16,163,698 .. 6,700,061

5,837,546 16,596,741 .. 10,407,966 .. 5,393,809

May,.' 6,574,612 15,222,311 .. 10,515,411 .. 2,889,588

6,652,563 14,909,315 .. 11,870,400 .. 1,825,563

14,013,659 21,681,460 .. 18,759,905 .. 3,200,663

15,067,732 18,416,207 .. 19,564,675 .. 8,359,695

September, . . . 11,180,523 12,470,440 .. 11,616,139 .. 8,106,298

9,234,470 9,345,609 .. 10,974,428 .. 3,638,680

November 7,350,322 9,978,720 .. 8,525,416 .. 4,614,982

December, 9,776,611 13,043,310 .. 5,374,246 .. 4,342,766

Total, $ 102,942,737 .. $176,765,309 .. $164,660,498 .. $54,254,231

Entered Warehouse.

Months. 1858. 1859. 1860. 186L

January $1,909,448 .. $1,201,707 .. $2,744,411 .. $8,660,680

February 1,330,628 .. 1,264,602 .. 1,526,772 .. 3,761,678

March, 1,812,230 .. 2,804,413 .. 3,592,093 .. 8,084,187

April, 2,148,241 .. 8,764,895 .. 4,127,857 .. 4,187,678

May, 2,626,978 .. 4,746,614 .. 4,486,660 .. 6,842,318

June 2,408,733 .. 8,494,253 .. 4,487,109 .. 3,246,504

July, 2,949,166 .. 8,943,374 .. 4,462,475 .. 1,769,686

August 2,146,021 .. 2,964,044 .. 4,182,764 .. 2,660,457

September,... 2,900,710 .. 2,177,966 .. 2,885,784 .. 1,390,766

October 2,157,678 .. 2,194,258 .. 2,817,461 .. 2,082,381

November,.... 1,725,318 .. 2,794,108 .. 8,961,652 .. 2,150,661

December 1,520,873 .. 8,584,920 .. 7,566,147 .. 2,846,387

Total $28,636,619 .. $86,875,064 .. $46,741,185 .. $41,072,228
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MOHTHS.

January, . . .

February, . .

March,

April,

May,

June,

July,

August,

September, .

October,. . . .

November,. .

December, . .

1858.

$1,716,682 ..

1,798,105 ..

2,394,743 ..

2,658,381 ..

1,928,573 ..

953,014 ..

1,606,027 ..

2,842,741 ..

1,258,829 ..

2,061,468 ..

1,425,520 ..

1,985,608 ..

Total, $ 22,024,691

Mouths.

January, . .

February, .

Marcb,

April,

May

June,

July,

August,

September, . . .

October,

November, . . .

December,. . . .

1858.

$ 809,672

240,056

277,203

524,857

824,540

102,182

86,895

67,682

188,233

89,368

90,446

63,133

Total $2,264,120

Months. 1858.

January, $8,105,719

9,209,043

11,729,702

11,169,026

February, .

March,

April,.

May, 11,454,703

June, 10,116,442

July, 18,505,747

August 19,624,176

September, . .

October,

November,. . .

December, . . .

15,473,295

13,542,984

10,591,606

13,344,625

Free Goods.

1859.

$2,618,220 ..

2,260,222 ..

2,620,854 ..

2,802,542 ..

8,461,285 ..

3,180,861 ..

1,486,147 ..

2,920,921 ..

1,810,626 ..

1,447,483 ..

1,965,087 ..

2,145,534 ..

$28,708,782 ..

Specie.

1859.

$71,808 ..

92,200 ..

81,666 ..

272,441 ..

122,436 ..

485,892 ..

175,139 ..

848,419 ..

184,553 ..

680,646 ..

167,087 ..

184,634 ..

$2,816,421 ..

Total Imports.

1859.

$19,447,962 ..

18,848,370 ..

20,820,456 ..

22,425,619 ..

23,552,046 . .

24,069,821 . .

27,286,120 ..

24,649,591 ..

16,643,585 ..

13,617,946 ..

14,895,002 ..

18,908,398 ..

$2,262,638

8,172,392

8,739,241

2,386,349

1,845,020

2,765,008

1,594,918

2,060,665

1,662,832

1,911,615

2,487,290

2,188,679

1860.

$ 228,050

190,175

85,094

49,186

96,060

88,272

64,351

140,750

255,695

1,083,838

446,798

6,174,061

1860.

$ 21,756,273

19,356,379

23,580,126

16,971,358

16,893,151

19,100,789

24,881,049

25,938,854

16,200,450

10,787,242

15,421,156

21,253,033

186L

$ 2,825,665

2,312,563

2,873,697

3,351,905

2,730,568

2,191,513

2,972,054

1,816,224

* 1,677,385

2,163,452

1,964,644

2,574,248

$28,006,447 .. $80,353,918

1861.

$ 7,262,249

2,274,067

6,546,406

1,958,001

3,486,812

5,887,153

6,996,498

1,049,552

1,231,012

639,828

908,825

353,530

$8,852,330 .. $37,088,413

Total, $152,867,067 .. $245,165,516 .. $238,200,460

Withdrawnfrom Warehouse.

Months. 1858. 1859. 1860.

$4,504,691 .. $2,088,270 .. $ 2,964,024

February, . . . 4,733,706 .. 2,167,998 .. 2,338,649

4,444,415 .. 1,718,237 .. 2,200,117

3,203,539 .. 1,543,551 .. 2,069,423

May 2,690,888 .. 1,628,434 .. 2,475,067

2,360,140 .. 2,369,231 .. 2,208,377

July 3,164,638 .. 2,595,063 .. 8,593,993

3,116,018 .. 3,296,084 .. .3,325,105

September, . . 2,905,062 .. 2,898,441 .. 4,007,272

2,462,425 .. 2,740,892 .. 3,018,393

November,. . . 2,124,655 .. 1,970,184 .. 1,597,301

December,. . . 1,789,620 .. 1,840,754 .. 1,246,203

1861.

. $ 26,827,411

16,341,707

18,204,351

14,886,393

14.949,281

12,649,733

14,988,851

8,885,928

7,305,461

8,523.741

9,639,01!

9,616,921

. $ 162,76S,790

1861.

. $ 2.543.27S

5,781,728

6,817,144

1,761,245

1,606,864

1,963,842

6,622.454

2,614,65!

2,938,464

2,518.080

1,987,626

3,561,887

Total, $37,499,542 .. $26,857,089 .. $31,103,924 .. $ 39,717,259
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The revenue from customs has, of course, been seriously diminished

by the falling off in imports, but the increase in the tariff brought it up

again, towards the close of the year, much above the relative proportion

in the value of the goods thrown on the market Thus, in November,

1860, the value of dutiable goods marketed was $10,122,717, producing

a revenue of $1,794,748, or an average of l7f per cent; while last No

vember the value marketed was only $6,602,608, but it produced

$1,851,384, or upwards of 28 per cent. In December, 1861, the value

of dutiable goods marketed was $94,033,490, paying $2,334,847, or

about 25 per cent The cash duties received during the year were

$12,830,544 05, and the remainder, $8,884,436 95, were paid in Treas

ury notes. Since the closing of this table, all of the receipts for cus

toms have consisted of paper. The following is a summary for the

year:

Receipts of Customs at New-York.

Months. 1859. 1860. 1861.

.. $3,899,166 17 . . . $ 2,059,202 38

3,328,688 93 8,378,043 28 . 2,528,736 83

8,164,011 28 . 8,477,545 74 2,489,926 25

8,212,060 49 2,444,267 96 1,643,261 99

May . 8,014,520 39 . 2,466,462 76 . . 979,145 14

. . 8,314,429 55 . 2,024,193 39 .. 885,062 41

July . . 4,851,246 89 . 4,604,066 04 . 2,069,590 86

4,243,010 48 4,496,243 10 . 1,668,824 11

September, . . 2,908,509 95 8,038,803 28 . 1,642,382 48

2,318,750 82 2,682,078 38 1,672,616 84

November,. . . . 2,157,154 48 . 1,794,748 67 . 1,851,384 78

December,. . . . 2,843,388 89 . 1,171,862 74 . 2,334,847 88

Total, . .$ 88,834,242 95 . .. $36,027,481 51 . .. $21,714,981 80

The great feature of our foreign commerce for the year, is the export

trade, which has been swelled beyond all precedent by most enormous

shipments of produce, especially in breadstuffs and provisions. The fol

lowing will show the movement, exclusive of specie, during each quarter

of the year :

Extorts from New-York to Foreign Ports, exclusive of Specie.

QrAMKK. 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861.

First, $14,044,177 .. $13,725,642 .. $20,827,086 .. $33,471,14%

Second, 17,599,202 .. 17,883,fi21 .. 22,740,760 .. 83,123,489

Third, 14,003,473 .. 17,637,253 .. 26,079,326 .. 30,075,918

Fourth, 13,991,361 .. 18,733,805 .. 33,815,108 .. 41,917,752

Total, $59,638,212 .. $67,980,321 .. $103,492,280 .. $ 188,594,901

This shows that the shipments of produce and merchandise during the

last year were over one-third larger than for the previous year, although

that was without precedent ; over twice as large as for the year 1 859,

and about twice and a half as large as for 1858. This will probably

stand as the banner year in our commercial history, so far as the exports

are concerned, for some years to come, as we hardly expect to see the

same amount reached again until our imports once more increase. The

following is a monthly statement of this branch of our commerce :
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ExS"ORT8 FBOM NKW-YORK TO FoEIION POETS, DUBIMO THE TlARS 1858, 1889, 1860

AMD 1861.

1858.

January, $4,208,806 .

February 8,709,870 .

March, 4,608,871 .

April, 5,518,117 .

May, 4,262,789 .

June, 6,882,939 .

July 4,771,962 .

AugUBt, 4,660,272 ..

September,... 8,521,992 .

October 5,288,368 .

November,. . . 8,481,654 .

December,... 8,700,068 .

Total, $53,949,708 .

Houtbs. 1858.

January,; $191,125 .

February, 136,862 .

March, 27,590 .

April, 164,416 .

May, 118,799 .

June, 158,709 .

July, 70,468 .

August, 102,674 .

September,... 169,803 .

October, 161,068 .

November, 129,671 .

December, 184,816 .

Total, $1,601,111 .

Months. 1858.

January, $ 290,308 .

February, 326,845 .

March 649,899 .

April, 432,893 .

May 229,990 .

June, 350,990 .

July, 277,419 .

August 224,438 .

September,... 204,390 .

October 859,185 .

November, . . . 254,310 .

December, 487,281 .

Total, $ 4,087,898 .

Moras. 1858.

January, $4,745,611

February, 8,746,920

March 836,194

April, 646,286

May 1,790,775

June, 594,174

Domestic Produce.

1859.

. $3,762,182 .

8,283,592 .

5,377,840 .

6,950,921 .

6,180,662 .

4,880,895 .

4,938,065 .

5,150,710 .

4,946,612 .

4,752,779 .

6,323,611 .

6,382,172 .

. $59,929,531 ..

Foreign Free.

1869.

$119,489 ..

188,210 ..

200,779 ..

441,489 ..

808,096 ..

126,255 ..

380,782 ..

874,707 ..

188,072 ..

252,878 ..

177.288 ..

241,836 ..

$2,999,881 ..

Foreign Dutiable.

1859.

$232,887 ..

263,831 ..

297,382 ..

882.289 ..

426,002 ..

187,522 ..

232,627 ..

790,646 ..

635,182 . .

482,440 ..

639,588 ..

481,268 ..

$5,050,909 ..

Specie and Bullion.

1859.

$2,305,688 ..

2,371,427 ..

8,343,677 ..

6,259,167 ..

11,421,082 ..

7,496,981 ..

1860.

$ 5,299,142

6,699,387

6,998,687

6,638,682

6,812,190

8,807,774

7,526,713

8,012,814

9,282,981

10,067,330

11,262,701

10,610,946

1860.

$ 324,003

844,994

286,351

254,742

309,921

200,464

140,949

76,083

46,620

94,175

84,167

97,241

$ 2,268,710

1860.

$899,317

631,489

844,716

482,489

248,270

486,228

232,562

191,270

620,894

394,763

400,218

833,578

$ 5,765,274

1860.

$ 858,562

977,009

2,381,668

2,995,502

5,529,936

8,842,080

1861.

$ 10,277,935

10,236,820

10,580,907

9,255,648

10,866,709

10,270,430

9,652,789

9,652,301

9,877,909

12,904,350

14,109,763

18,661,444

$95,468,296 .. $131,235,995

1861.

$ 399,940

187,950

109,270

209,578

180,114

648,482

203,825

57,965

80,018

60,868

41,973

75,474

$ 2,154,947

1861.

$465,«78

429,537

889,416

231,784

567,872

903,877

260,860

176,682

264,168

192,196

377,170

494,614

$ 6,203,959

1861.

$ 68,694

1,102,926

301,802

1,412,674

128,900

244,242
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Mouths. 1858. 18S9. 1860.

July, $2,801,496.. $ 10,051,019 .. $6,563,985

August 2,201,802 .. 6,409,788 .. 7,454,818

September,... 8,289,591 .. 8,267,681 .. 8,768,734

October 3,028,405 .. 5,844,762 .. 2,706,307

November, ... 471,970 .. 4,383,128 .. 625,091

December, 1,898,208 .. 2,062,129 .. 202,401

Total $26,001 481 .. $69,715,866 .. $42,191,171

Total jtnports.

Motrins. 18S8. 1859. 1860.

January $9,435,850 .. $6,419,696 .. $6,876,024

February 7,920,497 .. 6,107,060 .. 7,662,879

March 6,017,054 .. 9,219,678 .. 10,610,417

April, 6,746,211.. 13,083,866.. 10,870,415

May 6,397,353 .. 17,335,782 .. 11,900,817 ,

June, 7,486,872 .. 12,691,153 .. 17,836,546

July 7,921,340 .. 15,602,393 .. 14,463,199 .

August 7,189,186 .. 12,602,393 .. 16,734,980

September,... 7,135,836 .. 14,037,497 .. 18,668,679 .

October, 8,782,016 .. 10,832,256 .. 12,662,653

November,... 4,887,607 .. 10,523,560 .. 12,272,177

December,.... 6,270,823 .. 9,167,400 .. 11,746,165

Total $85,639,643 .. $187,696,187 .. $145,683,451

1861.

$11,020

8,600

15,756

15,038

48,385

898,013

$4,236,260

1861.

$11,202,737

11,907,233

11,831,894

11,109,679

11,782,595

12,067,081

10,028,000

9,890,448

10,187,846

18,172,452

14,577,291

15,124,445

$ 142,931,151

THE TRADE OP BOSTON FOR 1861.

The trade of Boston for the past year has, of course, suffered from the

disturbed state of the country ; and yet the arrivals, clearances and gene

ral movements of merchandise show great activity in most branches of

business. Our usual tables will be found below.

The arrivals from foreign ports for ten years past have been as follows :

Ship,. Bark). Brigt. Schoonert. Total.

1861, . 391 . . 713 . 1,647 . 2,838

1860 . 859 . . 866 . 1,879 . . 8,291

1859 . 881 . . 811 . 1,619 .. 8,089

1858 . 324 . . 764 . 1,488 . . 2,747

1857 . 391 . . 759 . 1,609 . . 2,906

1856, 241 . . 851 . . 723 . . 1,877 . . 2,692

. 826 . . 849 . 1,682 . . 3,084

. 395 . . 883 . . 1,667 .. 3,091

1853 208 . . 333 . . 882 . . 1,666 . . 2,984

1852 286 . . 832 . . 840 . . 1,456 . . 2,864

Tie foreign clearances have been as follows :

Ship: Barkt. Brigt. Schoontrt. Total.

. 294 . . 699 . . 1,609 . . 2,731

. 359 . . 850 . . 1,907 . . 3,238

. 380 . . 757 . . 1,572 . . 2,886

1858, . 802 . . 722 . . 1,503 . . 3,066

1857, . 859 . . 671 . . 1,569 . . 2,813

1856, . 857 . . 755 . . 1,618 .. 2,940

. 898 . . 948 . . 1,759 .. 8,298

. 394 . . 873 . . 1,671 .. 3,171

. 872 . . 912 . . 1,629 . . 3,073

. 350 . . 839 . . 1,486 . . 2,863
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Besides the above, 47 steamers have arrived during the year, and 46

have cleared. The coastwise arrivals and the clearances, as far as known,

as many arc not entered at the Custom-House, have been as follows :

Arrival8. Clearance.

1861, 6,741 .. 5,411

1860 8,892 .. 2,921

1859 8,415 .. 2,958

1858, 6,354 .. 2,525

1857 5,740 . . 2,597

Arrival*. Cltaranut.

1856, 5,971 .. 3,055

1855 6,271 . . 3,268

1854 6,480 . . 3,451

1853, 6,904 .. 3,277

1852, 6,286 .. 3,291

FISH INSPECTION IN MASSACHUSETTS.

Mackerel Fishery.—The inspection of mackerel in Massachusetts, as

per returns of the Inspector-General, is as follows :

No. 1.

bbls.

Beverly 21 11

Boston 5,602}

Cohasset, 2,148

Chatham, 1,502*

Dennis 3,076

Gloucester 37,995*

Harwich, 4,8021

Hingham, 1,7541

Newburyport, 1,773

Provincetown, 6,670$

Plymouth, 71

Rockport, 2,008f

Truro 871

Wellflcet 4,062*

Yarmouth, 114*

JVo.2.

bbls.

50}

11,314|

3,975}

l,672f

8,359f
45,633|

4,2161

5,5661

4,1591

8,4591

121

2,7464

1171

8,915

187

No. S.

bbls.

21

2,405*

3,135|

275J
1,170

6,7071

1,8341

1,866

1,251*

2,365

16

219+

15

1,1161

106

follows :

Newburyport,.

Gloucester,

Wellflcet,

I860,.

70,8771 . . 100,286| .. 22,486

58,3281 . . 121,1691 . . 50,0781

;1 re-inspccted during the year h

No. I. No. 2. No. 8.

bbls. bbls. bbls.

5,996 . 5,937* 8,148}

411 • .... ....

4441 ....

25 . 371

6,0621 • 6,119* .. 3,1431

6,6521 • 3,3321 . . 5,9851

No. 4.

bWs.

149

m

279}

4

1001

is

'ii'

f.3:;;

3,441*

No.*.

The total inspection has been as follows :

Jte-impected. Intpected.

bbls. bbls.

1861 15,831 194,283}

1860, 17,023 233,6851

1859,

1858

1857,

1866

Total.

bbls.

210,114|

250,7081

134.528|

131.6021

185,3851

214,3121
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Tiercel.

Haddock,

Swordfish,

The inspection of other kinds of pickled fish, in 1861, has been as

follows :

Tiercet. BM>.

Salmon, No. 1, 45 . . 747f

No. 2, 24|

Herring, 0,591

Codfish, 153

Shad 73|

Tongues and sounds, 374f

Halibut fins, 201

Trout 239£

Alewives, 355

Bluefish, 214J

Total, 1861 45

" 1860, 16

" 1859 159

" 1858,

" 1857,

" 1856,

Bblt.

71

7H

12,122f
47,210|

35,355f

12,593i
7,122$

7,650f

Imports of Mackerel.—The imports of mackerel into the United States

from the provinces have been as follows :

mi:

1861 15,814

1860 36,728

1859, 35,407

Sbl:

1858 38,525

1857 28,852

1856, 44,459

The imports of other kinds of fish from the provinces have been as

follows :

Codfish, quintals,

" casks,

" drums,

bbls.

" boxes,

Salmon, tierces,

" bbls.

" boxes,

Herring, bbls.

" boxes,

Alewives, bbls.

Halibut, "

" packages,

Pollock, quintals,
Hake, ••

" casks,

Haddock quintals,

" ' tierces,

Shad, bbls.

Trout "

Fish, drums,

" casks,

" quintals,

" boxes,

" bbls.

Bass, "

1861. 1860. 1859.

14,467 . 63,832 . . 62,945

.... , 150 . 306

506 . 1,845 2,472

861 . 685 1,371

764

167 '. 1,625 . 818

986 . 3,447 . 2,830

505 . 652 1,711

49,259 . . 133,992 . . 100,400

12,800 . 28,861 .

17,860 .

. 13,135

5,625 .

51

. 24,144

1,674 ! '. 2,234

50

961

3,295 . 8,409 2,253

"75 '.

28 ....

■ • ■ • • 128

871 !

52 48

1,766 2,861

774415 . 612 .

206

3,191 '.

571

'. l',7536,222

...» 186 ....

1,717 . 1,662 8,415

33 . .... ....

The exports of fish have been as follows :

1861. 1860. 1859.

Codfish 8,096 . 9,576 . 8,489

6,213 . 7,720 . 6,620

70,633 . 88,886 . . 33,702

bbls. 48,162 . 46,167 . . 67,041

128,670 . . 125,277 . . 92,074
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Receipts of Certain Articles at tiie Port of Boston for the Last Four, Years.

18S8. 18S9. 1860. 1861.

Ashes, pots, casks, 1,283 . . 1,619 . . 1,159 . . 715

" pearls " 438 . . 686 . . 682 . . 822

Coal tons, 493,633 .. 683,063 .. 718,110.. 613,323

Coffee, lbs. 16,910,798 . . 13,701,817 . . 8,213,685 . . 7,601,340

Cotton, bales, 269,334.. 298,492.. 427,104.. 115,345

Flour, bbls. 1,209,749 . . 1,029,625 . . 1,148,108 . . 1,445,405

" half bbls. 7,223.. 6,600.. 7,318.. 3,949

Grain :

Corn bush. 2,730,210 . . 1,749,345 . . 1,910,514 . . 1,991,967

Oats " 973,646.. 1,291,999.. 1,427,389.. 1,041,200

Rye, " 68,084 . . 27,725 . . 86,384 . . 37,013

Shorts, " 452,976 . . 414,431 . . 381,890 . . 345,180

Hides 485,839 . . 608,360 . . 868,734 . . *167,209

" Calcutta bales, 6,037 . . 8,078 . . 3,500 . . 4,878

Leather 601,810 . . 559,504 . . 481,770 . . 328,888

Molasses, hhda. 61,672 . . 60,997 . . 61,942 . . 65,191

tierces, 4,585 . . 4,760 . . 6,466 . . 4,298

" bbls. 20,800 . . 15,291 . . 15,797 . . 8,031

Naval stores :

Tar bbls. 10,636 . . 20,269 . . 16,774 . . 16,158

Turpentine " 8,419.. 6,299 .. 8,740.. 2,766

Pitch, *' 3,968 .. 8,6 58 .. 2,6 1 8.. 1,757

Rosin " 60,664 .. 75,305.. 64,184.. 21,250

Oil, sperm " 77,122 . . 84,564 . . 71,618 . . 68,380

" whale, " 173,508.. 183,678 .. 136,181 .. 129,224

Salt bush. 1,437,625.. 1,612,966 .. 1,534,706 .. 1,603,484

Saltpetre, bags, 75,771 . . 88,082 . . 66,332 . . 69,758

Seeds, linseed " 296,806.. 613,831.. 288,121.. 212,757

Spirits, galls. 826,903.. 1,175,460.. 1,202,030.. 678,488

Sugar, lbs. 68,118,484 .. 69,231,632 .. 96,789,105 .. 74,103,062

Teas " 17,941,800 .. 81,185,553 .. 31,265,038 .. 28,297,580

Tobacco, hhds. 1,764.. 1,437.. 1,818.. 900

Wines, galls. 104,490 . . 102,556 . . 122,121 . . 67,231

Wool lbs. 10,550,849 . . 18,177,878 . . 15,298,894 . . 16,378,616

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF BALTIMORE.

Total exports in 1860, $ 10,888,955

in 1861 11,151,827

Total increase in 1861, $262,872

Total imports in 1860 $ 10,271,818
u « 1861, 5,634,411

Total decrease in 1861, $4,737,407

The imports were as follows for the year 1861 :

Free $ 2,749,167

Free under Reciprocity Treaty 59,973

Dutiable 2,725,271

Total $ 5,534,421

» Exclusive of what received by rail-road.
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TEE COMMERCE OF PHILADELPHIA.

The following tables show the number of arrivals at the port of Phila

delphia of foreign and coastwise vessels during the years 1860, 1861 :

For. Coatt. Total.

1860 580 87,844 38,424

1861 681 37,428 37,964

Decrease, 1861, 49 421 470

A very slight diminution, considering the general depression of busi

ness during the year.

We have from the Custom-House, at Philadelphia, a statement of the

cash duties received for the month of December, during the years 1859,

1860 and 1861:

1869. 1860. 1861.

Merchandise in warehouse, December 1 $ 683,010 . . $ 916,729 . . $ 944,313

Received in warehouse from foreign ports, . . 66,828 .. 282,303 .. 68,855

" in other districts 88,244 .. 70,138 .. 29,243

Withdrawn from warehouse for consumption, 107,126 .. 86,437 .. 238,242

" " transported, 16,810 .. 6,661 .. 10,246

'* " export, 2,323 .. 11,613 .. 1,286

Remaining in warehouse, December 31 651,823 ..1,164,659 .. 784,687

Dutiable mdse. ent'd for consumption, direct, 358,739 .. 472,167 .. 272,281

free goods entered 89,551 . . 200,218 . . 24,006

Domestic productions exported, 518,785 .. 771,487 ..1,630,669

Duties Rkctived.

1858. 18S9. 1860. 1861.

December $ 127,728 .. $101,222 .. $100,413 .. $ 184,750

Previous 11 months, 1,861,214 .. 2,200,855 .. 2,442,849 .. 1,290,862

Total, $1,978,942 $2,301,677 $ 2,543,262 $1,475,612

EXPORTS FROM BOMBAY.

The following is a statement of the principal exports at Bombay, as

passed the Custom-House from January 1st to September 30th, in 1861,

compared with the same period in 1860 :

Article: 1860. 1861.

Cotton to Great Britain bales, 795,361$ 361,871

Continent " 7,6261 11,445

China, " 66,8341 •••• 174,5891

AU other places, " 6,517 34,162

Wool lbs. 16,178,176 .... 13,535,120

Indigo " 132,453 95,671

Coffee '* 4,204,960 4,872,000

Ginger, " 6,691 .... 10,649

Cloves " 1,913,916 .... 346,080

Pepper cwts. 15,2231 15,9471

Ivory,.'. " 4,3491 •••• 4.843

Gum Arabic " 1,1311 .... 1,458

" Olibanum " 10,634 6,076

Hemp, *' 587 .... 12,943

Sn„ar " 213,939 197,039

» ' Candy, " 20,1871 .... 26,811}

Linseed *' 855,590 1,003,145

Opium,'. chests, 23,2691 .... 29,447
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MOLASSES TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES FOR 1861.

According to the annual statement of the molasses trade of the United

States, (exclusive of California and Oregon,) for the year 1861, prepared

by the editors of the Shipping and Commercial List, " The receipts of

molasses at this port, both foreign and domestic descriptions, have been

smaller than before in several years, and the average prices have also been

below those of former years, notwithstanding the largely increased duty.

The fluctuations in prices have been considerable ; the lowest point was

reached at the close of May and in the early part of June ; since then,

values have been steadily advancing, the highest range being attained,

on foreign descriptions, in October, and on Louisiana in December. The

consumption of foreign descriptions at this port the past year was

6,249,797 gallons, against a consumption in 1860 of 7,893,722 gallons,

being a decrease of over 20 4-5 per cent., while the total consumption of

foreign and domestic in 1861 was 8,406,269 gallons, against a total con

sumption in 1860 of 10,836,519 gallons, being a decrease of over 20 2-5

per cent. The total receipts of foreign molasses into the United States

for the year ending December 81, 1861, were 22,133,906 gallons, against

a total import in 1860 of 31,126,615 gallons, and the consumption of

foreign descriptions was 20,383,556 gallons, against a consumption in

1860 of 28,724,205 gallons, while the total consumption of foreign and

domestic in 1861 was 40,191,556, against a total consumption in 1860

of 47,318,877 gallons, being a decrease in the consumption of foreign of

over 20 per cent, and in the consumption of foreign and domestic over

15 per cent. If to the above figures be added the quantity of sugar-

house syrups made by the refiners, which is estimated at some twenty

millions gallons, and syrups gathered from the maple tree and Sorghum, say

ten millions gallons, the total consumption of molasses in the country the

past year would be over 70,000,000 gallons. The consumption of foreign

molasses has been hitherto governed entirely by the extent of the domes

tic crop, but for the present no part of that is available beyond the im

mediate region of its growth, and the wants of the bulk of the consumers

of the country must be entirely supplied from foreign markets. The

West has taken annually direct from New-Orleans from nine to twelve

millions gallons—that source of supply is not now accessible, and their

wants can only be met in the markets on the seaboard. The high cost of

the article laid down in most of the western cities, owing to the expen

sive transportation, will militate greatly against the usual consumption ;

besides which, the present high price of molasses and syrups has given a

great impulse to the culture of the Sorgho and Impheo in several of the

Western States ; the crop made the past year was considerable, sufficiently

large in Iowa and Illinois to interfere greatly with the sale of other

syrups, and there is no doubt but that the present year will witness a

very extended culture of these saccharine canes, which was found a more

profitable crop than corn, even when prices of molasses were much lower

than they will be the current year. The crop of Louisiana, Texas, kc,

now being made, is large, and cannot fall much, if any, short of twenty-

three to twenty-five millions of gallons, only a small portion of which can

be used in that region. The extraordinary yield of the cane fields of

Louisiana, and the high prices that rule for their products, and which
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must continue to rule under the present tariff, may have a more import

ant bearing upon the political status of that State than could be exerted

by the presence of fleets or the pressure of armies."

Total Consumption or Molasses in the United States during each of the last

TWELVE YEARS.

Gallon). Gallons.

1861 40,191,556 including foreign 20,383,556

1860, 43,318,877 " 28,724,205

1859, 54,260,970 " 28,298,210

1858, 45,169,164 " 24,796,874

1857, 28,508,784 " 23,266,404

1856, 39,608,878 " 28,014,878

1855, 47,266,085 " 23,683,428

1854, 66,498,019 " 24,437,019

1853 65,536,821 " 28,676,821

1852 48,257,611 " 29,417,511

1851, 43,948,018 " 33,238,278

1850, 37,019,249 " 24,806,949

EXPORTS OF ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA, IN 1861.

The St Paul papers have published an abstract of the exports that

have passed through the hands of dealers and commission merchants in

St. Paul the past season. It is, we believe, the first time that any thing

of the kind has been practically attempted there. Ilereafter it will be

less difficult to get hold of these statistics ; and the table now published

will serve as a valuable reference for the future.

Only the produce that has actually passed through the houses of St

Paul dealers is included in the subjoined figures. Ihe great bulk of the

wheat, corn, oats and pork crop of the Minnesota Valley went below

without being landed at St. Paul. For instance, the Davidson line of

steamers, and the City Belle, while she was in the trade, carried the

main bulk of the produce of that fertile region, and transferred sacks

and barrels at the St. Paul levee to boats running below, or transferred

their laden barges to these boats ; and of all this immense amount of stuff,

the St Paul reporters can give no correct account. They estimate that

at least 200,000 bushels of wheat passed St. Paul in this way, to say

nothing of other produce.

Flour, bbk, 25,600

Wheat, bush., 527,087

Oats » 12,000

Barley " 7,260

Beans, " 500

Pork, bbk, 2,430

Bacon, lbs., 105,566

Lard, bbk, 800

Cranberries, bush., 4,642

Butter, lbs., 9,000

Dry and green hides,. . . . 27,109

Ginseng, lbs., 208,650

Potatoes, bush., 3,000

Deer skins, 3,000

Onions, bush., 500

Wool, lbs., 3,000

The value of furs brought in St Paul and shipped eastward has been

carefully examined, and is stated at $200,000.
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BANK OFFICERS, SMALL STOCKHOLDERS AND LARGE BORROWERS.

In looking over the reports of the bank commissioners of the several

States for the past year, wo have been surprised at certain peculiarities

in the exhibits made by the different banks.

In the first place, the directors appear, in the majority of instances, to

be wonderfully small stockholders. Judging from this, one would think

that they knew just enough of their own management not to have any

confidence in it, or that, being behind the scenes, they saw very evident

signs of weakness. Of course, this conclusion is not necessarily a correct

one. There are many instances where stockholders wish to have the

benefit of the great experience and business tact of certain men, and

therefore make them directors, although holding but little stock. Still,

to us, the fact, as it appears by these bank commissioners' reports, is cer

tainly a little peculiar. For instance, take the Massachusetts banks :

Capital.

We there find one named with $ 860,000,

Another with 1,000,000,

Still another with 800,000,

Another with 1,000,000,

Then another with 1,800,000,

Another with 1,000,000,

And another with 600,000,

Dlreetort. Sharu.

which has 7. who together own only 90

" 9, " " 47
•« 10, " -61

« g .. <• go

10, " " 98

9 " " 89
" 9, •• » 77

This list might be increased indefinitely, with many more similar in

stances in Massachusetts, and others in other States, but the cases cited

are sufficient to serve as an illustration. Several of the banks referred to

above, however, are among the soundest in that good old State, and we

do not, therefore, refer to them for the purpose of casting suspicion on

their management As we said before, men with little stock are fre

quently made directors because their services are desired, and wc presume

that some such reason existed in many of the above cases. Yet still it

seems strange that the soundest men should, in the majority of instances,

be the smallest stockholders.

Then, again, how extremely peculiar it is to find that directors in banks

need to borrow so much money. In many cases it seems that they re

quire for their necessities one-half the capital of the bank, in others they

seem to be satisfied with a little less, say a third or a quarter, and gener

ally, the amount of loans to the directors is in an inverse ratio to the

amount of stock they hold. In some snug little banks, where the direct-
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ore own a large proportion of the stock, they never borrow any of the

money ; bat in other cases, where the directors can scarcely be called

stockholders (the amount they hold is so small) in such banks, the direct

ors seem to need for their own use about one-half the capital. Look at

the following instances. We again cite from the Massachusetts report :

Amount of
LHrecton'

Capital. LHrtctort. Shares. Liability.

One bank named, of . . . $ 600,000 with 9 owning only 77 were borrowers to the amount of $ 306,818

Another one, of 600,000 " 10 " " 191 " " " 808,678

While another, of only. 160,000 " 8 " 844 borrowed 000,000

In this Massachusetts report there are 98 banks whose condition is

stated, and of that number the liability of the directors of fifteen is, in the

aggregate, more than half of the capital of those fifteen banks, and the

liability of the directors of twenty-three more is over one-third of the

capital of those twenty-three banks, and twelve more have directors who

owe the banks an amount equal to one-quarter of their capital. Thus

fifty of the ninety-eight banks reported are blessed with directors who

require from one-half to one-quarter of the banks' capital for their own

use, and the directors often of these are now indebted to their banks in

the aggregate amount of over four millions of dollars. This, we say, looks

to ns to be a little peculiar, when compared with the fact, that where the

directors need so much money they are, as a general thing, very small

stockholders. We submit, therefore, whether or no some legislation is

not necessary for the purpose of regulating this matter. If it is not ad

visable to require that each director should be a large shareholder, would

it not be well to prevent their appropriating to their own use so large a

proportion of the capital ? Cannot and should not some limit be placed

beyond which they may not go ?

We throw out these hints now with the intention of returning to the

subject another time, for we deem it of the greatest importance that it

should be settled, just how much of a bank's money (of which the di

rector is the guardian or trustee) he ought to be allowed to loan himself.

Are not the interests of the stockholder and of the director, when he be

comes so large a borrower, irreconcilable and adverse ?

BALTIMORE BANKS.

The annual reports of the several note-issuing banks of Baltimore,

made to the comptroller of the State on the 7th January, gives the fol

lowing exhibit of their general condition, compared with the correspond

ing period of last year :

Capital $ 10,408,404

Investments 801,901

n. „„.. j 1861, 18.767,936
Discounts, j 1862- 15,1081014

r- „„W;„„ j 1861, 2,670,296Circulate, j 1862 2,566,878

n„ ( 1861, 7,666,798DepostU, j1Ma- 6,8»1,080

Soecie i 1861 1,860,522Specie, -j 1862 3,070,445

The above table shows a decrease in the line of discounts, as compared
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with last year, of $3,650,922; a decrease in circulation of $103,418;

a decrease in deposits of $1,285,718; and an increase in specie of

$1,219,223.

CITY WEEKLY BANK RETURNS.

New-York Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $69,493,677; Jan., 1861, $69,890,475.)

Weekly
Date. Loans. Specie. Circulation. ITet Deposits. Clearing*.

January 4,. ..$ 164,415,826 $23,983,878 $8,686,186 $111,789,283 $100,642,429

11,... 162,088,012 26,873,070 8,121,512 118,889,762 105,634,811

" 18,... 149,081,433 26,120,869 7,369,028 113,327,160 107,732,780

25,... 145,767,680 26,698,728 6,828,017 110,874,786 100,001,969

Boston Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $38,231,700; Jan., 1861, $38,231,700.)

Due to Dvtfr<m
Date. Loans. Specie. Circulation. Deposits. Banks. Banks.

Jan. 6,.$ 65,612,997 $8,920,486 $6,451,687 $27,098,839 $9,187,924 $8,701,873
" 18,. 64,704,039 8,580,607 6,612,612 25,642,994 9,684,227 8,805,285

" 20,. 64,409,585 8,586,277 6,549,871 26,441,327 9,547,319 9,018,388

" 27,. 63,025,191 8,562,175 6,284,268 24,030,776 9,593,546 8,727,348

Philadelphia Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $11,970,130.)

Due to Duefrom
Date. Loans. Specie. Circulation. Deposits. Banks. Banks.

Jan. 6,.$ 31,046,587 $5,688,728 $2,145,219 $21,396,014 $3,645,956 $1,796,805
' " 13,. 81,145,938 6,692,123 2,162,152 21,824,510 3,992,962 1,702,716

" 20,. 80,601,160 5,733,450 2,120,756 20,698,496 4,120,261 1,575,116

" 27,. 30,885,606 6,821,828 2,121,146 20,058,098 4,20>9,006 1,858,688

Providence Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $15,454,600.)

Dtu to Duefrom

Date. Loans. Specie. Circulation. Deposits. Banks. Banks.

Jan. 4,.$ 19,238,700 $ 402,900 $ 1,890,300 $ 2,899,200 $ 1,071,600 $898,500
" 18,. 19,356,800 408,700 1,889,600 3,054,600 1,099,800 915,400

Aggregate Semi-Annual Statement or tot Western Bank or Missouri and

Branches, December 31st, 1861.

Resources.

Domestic bills of exchange, $368,387 79

Notes discounted, 373'65i \l

Notes and bills in snit, 87,522 02

State bonds, 65'°™ ™

Revenue bonds 6.000 00

Coupons on revenue bonds

Real estate W» «

Safes, furniture and engroving Ji« oi

Protest account,

Cash, viz.-:

Coin, $233,840 88

Notes of other banks, > 4,315 07

Due from bonks, 22,152 32 „

$ 1,131,122 84
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Liabilities.

Capital stock paid in, $ 587,866 00

Circulation outstanding 895,947 00

Individual deposits, 82,687 98

Certificates of deposit, 633 00

Unclaimed dividends 905 00

Profit and Loss:

Surplus $42,360 29

Interest and exchange last six months, 29,413 87

$71,774 16

Less expenses, 7,939 30

63,834 86

$1,131,122 84

Statement of the Western Bank of Missouri and Branches, September 30tu,

1861.

Resources.

Exchange maturing and matured, $414,223 85

Notes discounted, 409,752 46

Notes and hills in suit 40,923 49

State bonds, 61,000 00

Coupons on revenue bonds, 180 00

Real estate 14,880 47

Safes, furniture and engraving, 13,427 48

Expense, 4,270 81

Protest account, 307 46

Cash means, viz. :

Due from banks, $28,773 65

Coin on hand $ 149,055 80

Coin in Bank of England 175,000 00

324,055 80

Notes of other banks and checks 16,675 20

368,504 65

$ 1,327,470 07

Liabilities.

Capital stock $ 687,365 00

Circulation outstanding 656,466 00

Individual depositors 15,812 96

Due to banks 12,707 62

Unclaimed dividends 1,145 00

Surplus fund 42,360 29

Interest and exchange, 11,628 20

$ 1,327,470 07

The following is a statement of the aggregate amount of circulation

delivered by the bank commissioner to the Western Bank of Missouri

and its branches, as follows :

Western Bank of Missouri, $ 310,000

Branch at Glasgow, 480,000

Branch at Bloomington 100,000

Branch at Fulton, 99,840

Total, $989,840
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THE PAWNERS' BANK, BOSTON.

This bank, which went into operation January 2d, 1860, had loaned

out on goods, up to October 12th, 1861, the sum of (332,566 42; and

the total amount paid in on loans for the same time, was $241,632 84.

The average amount loaned to each person was $29 46. Seven per

cent, of the loans made by the bank arc for $10 and under. On thirty-

six out of every one hundred loans, the interest is less than twenty-one

cents ; and on twenty-seven out of every one hundred loans, the interest

is less than eleven cents. On seven out of every one hundred loans the

interest is one cent only.

CANADA BANKS.

The following is the statement of the Canada banks for December

31st, 1861 :

Circulation. Deposits.
Deposits on
Interest. Sped*.

$8,142,290 $ 2,038,026 $2,112,988 $1,991,881 $ 8,698,651

588,946 362,346 260,391 192,578 1,829,808

U. Canada, . . . . 1,883,028 2,398,799 2,800,255 985,463 6,854,468

Commercial, . . . 2,819,714 1,482,251 1,227,729 918,229 7,115,978

City 674,638 828,812 382,538

262,470

350,332 1,805,573

806,674 396,906 187,775 1,458,949

Brit N. Amer. . 1,183,246 777,446 1,138,979 837,018 4,827,718

Du Peuple,. . . 222,070 409,942 242,770 350,621 1,718,158

N. District,... 208,956 92,818 47,494 119,652 421,074

336,403 378,567 838,160 178,882 1,754,703

657,464 135,609 406,827 273,888 1,400,907

757,959 373,824 124,800 455,669 1,785,807

E. Townships, 187,670 62,096 45,043 27,275 386,426

Brantford, 14,988 5,971 .... 8,091 68,609

282,796 142,377 98,154 121,487 898,433

Total, $12,662,641 $9,655,368 $9,493,164 $7,037,239 $40,235,473

ILLINOIS BANK LEGISLATION.

The following is the article in relation to banks, reported by the com

mittee on banks and currency to the convention, now in session, for

amending the constitution of Illinois :

Sec. 1. No bank or banking corporation, nor any association or cor

poration with any banking powers, shall hereafter be created in this State.

This section shall take effect and be in force immediately, as a portion of

and as an amendment of the constitution of this State ; and the same

shall be and remain in force as such, unless rejected by the people upon

the vote hereafter to be taken for or against the adoption of the same, as

provided in this constitution.

Seo. 2. The General Assembly shall have no power to pass any laws

whereby the charters of any of the existing banks, banking corporations,

or any association or corporation with any banking powers, in this State,

shall be revived, enlarged, extended or renewed, or whereby any of said

banks, banking corporations or associations, or corporation with any

banking powers, shall acquire any rights or privileges which they do

not now possesB under the constitution of this State, and the laws passed

in pursuance thereof.
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Sec. 3. That no bank bill, check, draft, note, or written or printed in

strument, for the payment of money, issued by or drawn on any bank,

banking corporation, or any association or corporation with any banking

powers, without this State, of a less denomination than ten dollars, Bhall

be uttered or passed within this State ; nor shall any bank bill, check,

draft, note, written or printed instrument be uttered or passed within

this State unless the bank, banking corporation, or association or corpo

ration with banking powers, issuing the same, or upon which the same is

drawn, shall, at the time of uttering or passing the same, redeem its cir

culation and indebtedness in gold and sdver.

Sec. 4. The General Assembly shall, at its next session after the

adoption of this constitution, provide by law that any person who shall

knowingly and wilfully, and with intent to defraud any person or cor

poration, violate the provisions of section three of this article, shall be

punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary of this State, and for the

imposition of such other penalties and forfeitures as the General Assem

bly may deem proper.

TREASURY NOTES BY THE CART-LOAD.

Some curious experimental philosopher, it seems, has taken the trouble

to measure bodily a certain portion—less than one-third—of the huge

mass of government credit which our city banks in the last summer and

autumn so loyally agreed to shoulder. Twenty-one millions of the

amount in treasury notes at 7.30 interest, have just been delivered to the

banks by Mr. Cisco, the sub-treasurer. They are found to consist of

72,829 separate obligations, in various denominations, from $50 to $5,000.

By careful measurement they are ascertained to form " a column of notes

piled single twenty-seven feet high ;" and, moreover, made a " large load

for the cart in which they were taken from the sub-treasurer's office."

NEW-YORK BANK CIRCULAR TO CHICAGO.

The Chicago Tribune gives the following as a form of circular which

has been received by bankers in that city from the banks in which they

keep their accounts here :

" Bank, New-York, Jan. 14.

" Dear Sir,—This bank will receive, until further notice, United States

Treasury notes of its dealers and correspondents, on deposit, and in

payment of collections, on the terms of the annexed contract only, which

you are requested to sign and return to us, if you desire such notes to

be taken on your account.

" Please instruct us as to their receipt in payment of your collections ;

and in drawing checks hereafter, make them ' payable in United States,

or current bank notes.'

" Yours with respect,

" Cashier.

" In consideration that Bank shall receive from the under

signed, on deposit or otherwise, or shall take or receive in payment of

paper held by said bank for collection for account of the undersigned, at

their par value, demand notes, or any notes issued or to be issued under

the authority of act of Congress, and shall pass the notes, promises to

pay, or currency so received, to the credit of the undersigned on its
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books, or otherwise, the undersigned hereby agrees with the said bank,

at any and all times hereafter, to take and receive from said bank, at

their par value, similar demand notes, promises to pay, or currency issued,

or to be issued, under like authority of Congress, in full satisfaction of

all credits so to be given, and of all liability so to be incurred to the un

dersigned by said bank in manner aforesaid.

"New-York, January 14, 1862."

STRANGE FORGERY OF BANK OF ENGLAND NOTES.

We take the following from the European Times :—On the 7th of

January, a remarkable circumstance, involving an alleged felony, pun

ished by a recent act of the legislature with a long term of penal servi

tude, was brought under the notice of the Lord Mayor. Mr. Cob, super

intendent of the bank-note printing department at the Bank of England,

produced an engraving on porcelain of a £5 note, executed in all its de

tails with singular fidelity. The material on which it was engraved was

said to have been bought for 10s. at a shop in London, and copies of

which had been exposed for sale for some days past. The engraving

represented a note, dated the 2d of February, 1861, with &fac simiU

of the well-known signature, " W. P. Gattie." It was numbered K-I

83,026, and bore imitations of all the usual ornamentation and water

marks of an ordinary £5 note. It appears that a respectable tradesman

called at the bank, on Saturday, and, producing a plate in porcelain, on

which was engraved a/ac simile of a Bank of England note, inquired of

the authorities whether there could be any objection to his selling such an

article. He was told that it was a serious offence to be in possession, or

to dispose of any such article. He said that he bought it of a foreign

merchant of high respectability in the city. A reference was immediately

made to the merchant in question, who, on being informed of the serious

nature of the case, not only offered to give up all the plates in his keeping,

which amounted to fifteen, but also undertook to recover, if possible,

any that had been sold. He stated that he had received them from a

foreign correspondent abroad for sale, and that he had disposed of them

in the ordinary way of business, and with no knowledge whatever that

any offence was involved in the transaction. The solicitor to the bank

pointed out that the engraving might be transferred to paper, and of

course the great resemblance it bears to the notes of the Bank of Eng

land might lead to very serious results. Moreover, he said, there has

recently been a disposition on the part of the public to imitate the bank

note in some of its smaller features—occasionally, in its general appear

ance, though rarely as a whole ; and, in some cases, the issue of notes of

" elegance," as they are called, and of other flash paper, not entitled to

be regarded as imitations of the bank notes, has been made the medium

of fraud on ignorant persons. For these reasons, the governors had felt

it to be their duty to bring the subject under his lordship's consideration

in the public interest. The solicitor also quoted an act of Parliament

which makes it penal to imitate even any part of a bank note, or any

of its ornamentation. In the present case, however, the act would

seem to have been done unwittingly, and the parties concerned had vol

unteered to do all they can to prevent injury resulting from it It

was not, therefore, intended to take proceedings against the parties con
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cerned. The Lord Mayor : Could this porcelain plate have been so used

as to produce a bank note that might have deceived any one ? Mr. Cos

said, unquestionably it could. The engraving was quite equal to many

of the best forgeries of the bank note. Besides, people •were so accus

tomed to count notes from the corner containing the word " five," that

there had been many instances in which flash notes had been passed by

being merely placed at intervals among genuine ones. Some further con

versation took place on the subject, at the conclusion of which, the Lord

Mayor said the possession of such a plate came clearly within the scope

of the statute, as argued by Mr. Freshfield, and had the bank authori

ties deemed it desirable to charge the persons in question with the of

fence of possession, he should have felt it his duty to commit them for

trial. With that the matter ended, and the whole of the copies of the

engraving at present available were given up to the solicitor of the bank.

CONTIIfENTAL HOITET.

The National Intelligencer says: "As we have repeatedly seen it-

stated that the continental Congress, under articles of confederation, ex

ercised the right of declaring Treasury notes lawful money, and made

tliem a tender in payment of debts, it may be proper to remind the

reader that this statement is somewhat inaccurate. The Congress of that

date had no power to enact any such law, but merely recommended the

legislatures of the several States to adopt measures to this effect

" In the journals of Congress, for January 14th, 1777, we read that that

body, on that day, resolved itself into committee of the whole, to take

into consideration the state of the Treasury and the means of supporting

the credit of the continental currency, and, after some time spent thereon,

the president resumed the chair, and Mr. Nelson reported that they,

having had under consideration the matters to them referred, had come

to sundry resolutions, which were then submitted and agreed upon. The

closing paragraph of the report was as follows :

" ' Let it be recommended to the legislatures of the United States to

pass laws to make the bills of credit issued by the Congress a lawful ten

der in payment of public and private debts, and a refusal thereof an ex

tinguishment of such debts ; that debts payable in sterling money be

discharged with continental dollars, at the rate of 43.6 sterling per dol

lar ; and that, in the discharge of all other debts and contracts, conti

nental dollars pass at the rate fixed by the respective States for the value

of Spanish milled dollars.'

" In accordance with the recommendation contained in these resolu

tions, continental money was made a legal tender in Connecticut in Octo

ber, 1776; in Massachusetts, December, 1776; in Rhode Island, July,

1776; in New-Jersey, August, 1776; in Pennsylvania, January, 1777;

in Delaware, February, 1777; in Maryland, April, 1777; in Virginia,

May, 1777.

" In correcting a historical inaccuracy with regard to the source which

declared the continental money a legal tender, the reader will, of course,

understand that it is no part of our purpose to augur or suggest that

Treasury notes issued by our government at the present day, under cir

cumstances so different from those surrounding the continental congress,

would be subject to any similar depreciation."
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JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.

ALTERATIONS OP CHECKS AND NOTES.

I. Chicks Patablb to Beams—now thet can be altered. II. No Alteration cam bi

MADE THAT IB MOT IMMATERIAL, OB FOE WHICH THEEE IS HO AUTHORITY GIVEN, EITHER EX

PRESSED OE IMPLIED. IIL WnAT CAM BR WBITTEN OVER A BLANK ENDORSEMENT.

^ The following note was received too late for notice in our last number,

and we therefore have been compelled to delay answering it till now :

808 Broadway, N. Y., January 24, 1862.

Editor Hunt's Merchants' Magazine :

I presume more readers than myself would be pleased to see in your

pages an answer to the following questions :

1. If I receive a check, made payable to myself or bearer, I being the

legitimate owner of said check, have I a legal right, for my security, to

erase the word bearer and insert order, thereby making it payable only

after my endorsement?

2. If I receive a check endorsed in blank, have I a right to place above

the endorsement, " Pay to John Smith, or order," thereby making it

payable only after Smith has endorsed it ?

Yours,

L. A. R.

Answer.—The idea that an alteration made in a check or note after its

execution will avoid the contract and discharge the previous parties to it,

is, as a general proposition, clearly correct. But yet there are two excep

tions to the rule; one, that the alteration must be material, and the other,

it must be made without authority. In other words, where there is ex

press or implied authority to make the alteration, or where the alteration

is immaterial—in these two cases, the right to make it is well settled.

First. Take the case of an alteration made, where authority is given to

make it. Of course, if the authority is clearly expressed, there could be

no doubt as to the right ; but where it is simply implied, the question

becomes more difficult. Yet, we think, a reference to a few decisions will

clear up this apparent difficulty. For instance, when an endorser of a note

commits it to the maker, with the dale in blank, the note carries on the

face of it an implied authority to the maker to fill up the blank. As be

tween the endorser and third person, the makers, under such circumstances,

must be deemed to be the agent of the endorser, and as acting under his

authority and with his approbation. Though it is not essential to the legal

validity of a note, that it should be dated, yet, as that is necessary to its

free and uninterrupted negotiability, and it is intended for circulation,

all the parties to it must be presumed to consent that the person to

whom such note is intrusted, for the purpose of raising money, may fill
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up the blank with a date. (Mitchell vs. Culver, 7 Cowen, 336.) In

like manner, where a person endorses his name upon a blank piece of

paper, and delivers it to another, for the purpose of giving him a credit,

the latter is authorized to write on the other side a promissory note, pay

able to the order of the endorser. Such a blank endorsement is, in ef

fect and intention, a letter of credit, and being mado with the intent

that a promissory note should be written on the other side of it, it does

not lie with the endorser to say that he did not endorse the note. The

same rule was also applied in the following similar case. The defendant

had, for one Galley, endorsed his name on five blank copper-plate checks,

made in the form of promissory notes in blank, that is, without any sum,

date, or time of payment being mentioned in the body of the notes.

Galley afterwards filled up the blanks as he chose, and the plaintiff dis

counted them. The defendant at the trial objected that these notes

were not, at the time of the endorsement, promissory notes, and that no

subsequent act of Galley could alter the original nature or operation of

the defendant's signature, which, when it was written, was a mere nullity.

In deciding the case, Lord Mansfield says : " The endorsement on a

blank note is a letter of credit for an indefinite sum. The defendant

said, trust Galley to any amount, and I will be his security."

We cite these different cases for the purpose of showing and illustrat

ing the principle that governed the court in its decisions. It will be

seen that the same ruling idea runs through them all ; an implied author

ity is given to make the alterations, and hence the right to make them.

In like manner, and for like reason, a blank endorsement is authority to

the holder to Jill it up, so as to make it payable to any person he pleases.

This particular point has been many times decided in our own and other

States, and is, therefore, placed beyond a doubt. (See Lovell vs. Evert-

son, 11 John. R. 52. Williams vs. Matthews, 3 Cowen R. 252.) In

the former of these two cases, the court says : " The court below erred

in nonsuiting the plaintiff, for the note being endorsed in blank, the

owner had the right to fill it up with what name he pleased." And in

the other case, the court also says : " The note being endorsed in blank,

the owner had a right to fill it up with what name he pleased ;" such an

endorsement in blank being, as we have just stated above, an implied

authority to the holder for such act.

Of course, however, a blank endorsement does not give the holder

authority to write over the signature any other species of contract, such

as a guaranty or a waiver of notice of protest. He has a right to fill up

the blank as stated above, but he is not at liberty to write just what

he pleases over the name ; he clearly cannot waive any of the legal con

ditions of the endorsement. (Central Bank vs. Davis, 19 Pick. 376.

Skabury vs. Hungerford, 2 Hill R. 80. Farmer vs. Rand, 14 Maine,

102.) We repeat, therefore, the holder's right is simply to fill up the

blank over the endorsement, so as to make the note payable to any per

son he (the holder) may desire.

Second. Analogous to, and growing out of what we have said above,

is the further principle, that where the alteration is immaterial, it does

not avoid the note. To understand this proposition, it is only necessary

for us to know, that an alteration is immaterial when it does not affect

the rights and responsibilities of the parties to the instrument, (Blair vs.

Bank of Tennessee, 11 Humph. 84. Burnham vs. Ayer, 35 iv. H. 351.
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Humphreys vs. Crank, 5 Cal. 173. Nichols vs. Johnson, 10 Conn.

192,) and that it is material when it does affect or alter such rights or

responsibilities.

Thus, it has been held that any writing making the note payable in

something else besides money, or making the engagement to pay condi

tional upon an uncertain event, or inserting or changing the place of

payment, or inserting negotiable words where the note before was not

negotiable, or changing the date, or length, or amount of the note, each

of these has been held to be a material alteration, and vitiates the note,

as each affects the rights or responsibilities of the parties.

On the other hand, it is equally well settled that the addition of words

which the law would supply if they were not added to the writing, is not

such an alteration as avoids the instrument. For instance, the insertion

of the word " year," which had been omitted in the date of the note,

(Hunt vs. Adams, 6 Mass. 519,) or the insertion of the word "good"

before the words " merchantable wool." (State vs. Cilley, 1 N. Hamp.

91.) So a note in these words, " For value received, I promise to pay

Q. Railway Company, or order," &c, was interlined after it was signed,

and a third person (E. P.) had endorsed his name on it, by adding above

the words " Q. Railway Company, or order," the words " the order of E.

Prescott," this alteration was held not to vitiate the note. (Granite Rail

way Company vs. Bacon, 15 Pick. 239.) In another case, the payee of

a note endorsed it thus, " Pay the bearer," and signed his name to it ;

the erasure of the words " pay the bearer," by the endorsee, and the in

sertion of a special endorsement to himself over the signature, was held

not to be a material alteration. (5 Black/. 363, Indiana.) By examin

ing these and other like cases, it will be seen, as was stated above, that

the alterations made do not affect the rights or responsibilities of any of

the parties, and hence they are not material.

In the light of what has been said above, we think the answer to the

questions proposed by our correspondent is evident.

1. To the first one, we would say, that the alteration suggested is not

a material alteration, and therefore the holder of such a check has the

" legal right" to make it.

2. To the second question we answer, that when a check or note is

transferred by an endorsement in blank, such endorsement is authority

to the holder to fill up the blank over the endorsement with what name

he pleases, " John Smith, or order," or any one else ; thus making it

payable only after Smith has endorsed it.
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RAIL-ROAD AND TELEGRAPH STATISTICS.

I. Tire Atlantic Telegbai-h. II. Teleorapii Experiment. * III. Pacific Teleobaph—Table

of Distances. IV. Bail-Roads in Canada. V. Railways in Chili. VI. Atlantio Tele

graph Cable.

THE ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH AGAIN.

A circular has been issued we see, signed by Mr. Georgr Saward, as

secretary of the Atlantic Telegraph Company in London, proposing re

newed efforts for establishing submarine correspondence between Europe

and America. It is alleged in this circular that, notwithstanding the

failure of several submarine lines, the success of other important water

routes encourages renewed effort on the route between Ireland and New

foundland. The successful lines mentioned are that of the Balearic

Islands, the one between France and Algiers, and that between Malta and

Alexandria. The last is said to be the best laid—capable of " working

through without repeaters, at the rate of eight words per minute—being

1,400 miles in length."

It is stated in the circular that " the internal structure of the first (Atlan

tic) cable was all wrong ; but that the experience of its defects will en

able a future effort to be successful on that line, as it is alleged to have

contributed largely to the success of the lines above named." The im

proved mode of constructing the cable, it is stated, will be " more expen

sive, but this will be commercially compensated by the fact that, instead

of working at the rate of two words per nilnnte," the former alleged rate,

" a due increase in the size of the conductor will give almost any speed

that may be desired, even across the Atlantic, if the quantity of insu

lating material surrounding it be proportioned to it on scientific prin

ciples."

A TELEGRAPHIC EXPERIMENT.

It is a matter of curiosity as to how quick communication may be

made by means of the telegraph. Experience has shown that it is an

instantaneous process. A short time since, an experiment was tried to

illustrate the point. It was agreed that a telegrapher at New-York city,

in communication with Chicago, Illinois, should write the letter S, which

is done by making three dots, and that a Chicago telegrapher should in

stantly, on hearing the dots, respond by making the same signs. The

plan was carried out successfully, and the paper of the register at New-

York showed that the dots made by both operators stood so nearly to

gether, that it was impossible to write a single dot between the characters

representing the two S S. The response from Chicago was recorded as

quickly after the signal from New-York as it was possible for the Chicago

telegrapher to make it,—iV. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
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THE PACIFIC TELEGRAPH.

TABLE OF DISTANCES.

The following table, which we find in the San Francisco Bulletin, gives

the distance from station to station throughout the entire line traversed by

the Pacific Telegraph and by the Overland Stage Company, and also the

distances from New-York to Omaha by two routes, viz., by way of Chicago,

and also by way of St. Louis. The Pacific Telegraph Company's con

nection with the East was first established via St. Louis; but the war in

Missouri caused such frequent interruptions to telegraphic communica

tions through that State, as to threaten the most serious consequences.

The company, accordingly, took early and prompt measures to secure

the construction of a new line through Iowa, which, with, lines already

existing, would give them a connection with Chicago by a more direct

route, and so far north as to be safe from rebel incursions. That line

is now finished. The two lines, one from St. Louis and another from

Chicago, meet at Omaha.

The names of places set in italics (as also Great Salt Lake and San

Francisco, which are set in small caps) are telegraph stations. Those

set in Roman are stations of the Overland Stage Company.

Miles.

-YORK TO

Chicago,. 982

Omaha, 611

FBOM NEW-YORK TO

St. Louis 1,1*0

St. Joseph, 407

Brownsville 75

Nebraska City 25

Omaha, 50

Elkhorn City 22

Fremont 15

North Bend 23

Columbus 26

Prairie Creek 12

Cedar Island 20

Grand Island, 30

Wolf River 20

Fort Kearney 22

Piatt Station 7

Gardiner's 1*

Plum Creek IB

Willow Island, I5

Midway, 1*

Gilman's Kanchc 15

Cottonwood Springs, ... 18

Cold Springs 15

Fremont Springs, 14

Dorsey's, 11

Alkali 1*

Gills 12

Diamond Springs 11

South Platte, 15

Overland City 13

Hugh's Ranchc 10

Dry Sandy,

Texas 10

MiUt.

1,493

1,547

1,622

1,647

1,697

1,719

1,734

1,757

1,783

1,795

1,815

1,845

1,865

1,887

1,894

1,908

1,923

1,938

1,952

1,967

1,983

1,998

2,012

2,023

2,037

2,049

2,060

2,075

2,088

2,098

2,108

Pole Creek

Deep Well

Mud Springs,

CourUHouse Rock,. .

Chimney Rock,

Ficklin's Ranche

Scott's Blufis,

Horse Creek

Cold Springs

Laramie City

Fort Laramie,

Centre Star,

Bitter Cottonwood, . .

Horse Shoe,

Elk Horn

Laboute,

Clute'B Ranche,

La Prelle

Box Elder

Deer Creek,

Platte Station,

Platte Bridge,

Red Buttes,

Willow Springs,

Horse Creek,

Sweet Water Bridge, .

Plant's Station

Split Rock

Three Crossings

Ice Springs,

Warm Springs,

Rocky Bridge,

Strawberry

Sweet Water

Pacific Springs,

Little Sandy,

Big Sandy

Miles. Miles.

14 . . 2,122

12 . . 2,134

IS . . 2,147

13 . . 2,160

14 . . 2,174

11 . . 2,185

12 . . 2,197

16 . . 2,213

11 . . 2,224

14 . . 2,238

9 . . 2,247

10 . . 2,257

12 . . 2,269

15 . 2,284

10 . 2,294

15 . 2,309

11 . 2,320

9 . 2,329

9 . 2,338

10 . 2,348

14 . 2,862

14 . 2,376

10 . 2,386

15 . 2,401

14 . 2,416

10 . 2,425

14 . 2,439

14 .. 2,453

10 .. 2,463

13 .. 2,476

9 .. 2,485

12 .. 2,497

12 . . 2,609

12 . . 2,621

12 .. ^,583

15 .. 2,558

12 ..
2,570
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Milt*. Mile*.

Big Timbers 14 .. 2,584

Green River, 12 .. 2,596

Ham's Fork 20 .. 2,616

Church Buttes, 10 . . 2,626

Millersville 10 .. 2,636

Fort Bridger, 12 .. 2,648

Muddy, 12 .. 2,660

Quaking Asp Springs,. 10 .. 2,670

Bear River 10 . . 2,680

Needle Rocks 10 . . 2,690

Head Echo Canon 10 . . 2,700

Hanging Rock 10 .. 2,710

Weber River, 10 .. 2,720

Dixie 11 .. 2,731

East Canon : 10 .. 2,741

Mountain Dell 12 .. 2,753

Cheat Salt Lake City, 13 . . 2,766

Traders' Rest, 9 .. 2,775

Rockwell's, 10 .. 2,785

Dug Out 10 . . 2,795

Fort Crittenden, 10 .. 2,805

Rush Valley 17 . . 2,822

Point Lookout 10 . . 2,832

Simpson's Springs 14 . . 2,846

Deep Creek, 18 .. 2,864

Fish Springs 11 . . 2,875

Willow Springs 21 . . 2,896

Peep Creek 26 . . 2,922

Antelope Springs, 25 .. 2,947

Shell Creek, 24 .. 2,971

Egan Canon, 15 .. 2,986

Bates' 15 .. 3,001

Mountain Springs, 11 .. 3,012

Rucy Valley, 9 .. 3,021

Milt*. Milu.

Jacob's Well, 12 .. 8,083

Diamond Springs, 12 . . 8,045

Sulphur Springs, 12 . . 3,057

Roberts' Creek, 18 . . 8,070

Camp Station, 18 .. 8,088

Drv Creek 16 .. 3,098

Simpson's Park, 21 .. 3,119

Reese River, 15 .. 3,184

Dry Wells, 14 . . 8,148

Smith's Creek 14 .. 8,162

Edwards' Creek, 8 .. 8,170

Cold Springs 14 .. 3,184

Middle Gate 10 . . 3,194

Sandy Springs 24 . . 3,228

Sandy Hill, 9 .. 3,287

Carson Sink 14 . . 3,261

Desert Station, 15 .. 3,266

Fort Churchill, 10 .. 3,276

Clugagis 11 .. 3,287

Nevada, 11 .. 8,298

Carson City, 13 .. 3,311

Genoa 14 .. 8,325

Friday's 11 .. 3,386

Yanks 10 .. 3,846

Strawberry, 12 . . 8,368

Webster's 12 .. 3,370

Moss, 12 .. 3,382

Sportsman's Hall, 11 .. 3,393

Placerville 12 . . 3,406

Duroc 14 .. 3,419

Fulsom, 14 .. 3,438

Sacramento 22 .. 3,455

San Fkancisco, 140 .. 8,695

RAILWAYS IN CHILI— AMERICAN ENGINEERS ABROAD.

The Railway Times contains the following on the construction of rail

ways in Chili :

The railway between Santiago, the capital, and Valparaiso, the seaport

of Chili, was projected in 1851, and the works commenced at Valparaiso

in October, 1852. About thirty-two miles of the line have been opened

to the public for nearly five years. Unforeseen delays occurred to stop

all further progress until last month, when a contract was entered into by

the government and the present contractor for the works of the Southern

Railway of Chili. This contract obliges the contractor, Mr. Henry

Meigs, an American, to deliver up the railway complete in three years,

and the amount of the contract is $6,000,000.

The Southern Railway of Chili is the main artery of the country, and

it is proposed to extend it south from the capital a distance of 170 miles.

About 52 miles have been opened for traffic for three years, and the

works of the extension are being rapidly carried out. The principal

engineering works on this railway are the bridges, which are numerous

and of considerable extent, to suit the sudden risings of the rivers in the

floods of the rainy season, and the floods caused by the melting of the

snow in the Cordilleras. The 32 miles of this railway were constructed

by Mr. Evans, an American engineer, and all the bridges are on the
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trussed system, known as Long's patent, and Bollman's combinations of

cast and wrought iron. The present engineer-in-chief, Mr. Cross Bu

chanan, has adopted plate girders for all his bridges on the division

under contract. Although perhaps not so elegant and light looking, the

girder bridges are not less suitable to the country, and the difficulty of

erecting and finishing them can be overcome by a judicious division of

each girder into pieces suited to the mode of transport into the interior.

The first large bridge of this kind yet erected in Chili was opened for

traffic on the eighteenth of September last It has nine spans of 60 feet,

and was erected and finished in less than two months after the arrival

of the first sections from the coast.

THE ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH CABLE.

Lord Chief Justice Cockburn lately delivered judgment in the case

of Patterson vs. Harris. It was an action on a policy of insurance,

on a share taken by the plaintiff in the Atlantic Telegraph Compa

ny's cable, and the case involved some points of a remarkable character.

The policy was entered into to guarantee the plaintiff against any injury

which the cable might sustain by the perils of the sea during the time

that it was being laid down. Now, although the electric cable was en

tirely laid down, it was found to be impracticable for carrying out tele

graphic communication, and a great depreciation of the value of the

shares followed. The principal question for the opinion of the court

was, whether the plaintiff was entitled to recover £1,100, the value of

his share, notwithstanding the failure of the cable. According to the

finding of the jury, it was not complained that the defect in the cable

was caused by the perils of the sea ; their opinion being that, before it

was laid down, and before it was coiled up on the decks of the ships,

the defective state of it was caused, in all probability, by chemical causes,

and not by any violence done to it when laid down, by the perils of the

sea, nor by any mechanical action of the winds and waves ; and that the

injury was, therefore, not comprised within the terms of the policy; and

as to any thing that might occur to the cable by the wear and tear of

the ship, that had been properly held not to come within the insurance,

in relation to the perils of the sea. The court, looking at all the circum

stances, was of opinion that the plaintiff was not entitled to recover under

the terms of the policy. The learned judge concluded by pronouncing

the judgment of the court for the defendant.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAIL-ROAD.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Illinois Central Rail-

Road Company, held recently, it was resolved to call another instalment

of $5 per share, making 90 per cent, paid up. The resolutions are :

" Resolved, That an assessment of five dollars per share upon the scrip

shares of the capital stock of the company be, and the same is hereby

called, payable on the tenth day of March, 1862 ; and that the same be

payable on the stock registered in the city of New-York, at the office of

the company in that city ; and on the stock registered in London, at the

office of Messrs. Robert Benson <fe Co., London ; and that parties desir

ing to pay their assessment in London, may pay the same at the rate of

f;jur shillings and two pence to the dollar.
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" Resolved, That the transfer books be closed on the afternoon of the

first of March next, and re-opened on the tenth day of the same month ;

and that no transfer be permitted on or after that day, of shares upon

which the foregoing assessment shall not have been paid."

Corporate Titles. Total.

RAIL-ROADS IN CANADA.

Statement of the length and cost of Rail-Roads in the Province of Canada, on the Ut

day of January, 1862.

Cott of Road
and Equip

ment.

$1,187,600

150,000

7,086,450

200,000

1,187,925

340,000

820,000

Brockville and Ottawa, 109.0 . .

Perth Branch 10.5 . .

Berlin Branch, 11.0..

Buffalo and Lake Huron 161.0 . .

Carillon and Greenville 12.5 . .

Coburg and Peterboro', 28.3 .

Erie and Ontario, 25.0 .

Gait and Guelph, 16.0..

Grand Trunk:

Montreal District 143.0 .

Quebec, " 96.0 .

Du Leup " 118.0 .

Three Rivera Branch 35.0 .

Victoria Bridge and Char. Branch 6.0 .

Toronto District 333.0 .

Kingston Branch, 2.0 .

Sarnia District, 190.0 .

Detroit " 69-0 •

Great Western :

Main Line, 186.0 .

Toronto District 38.0 .

Niagara " 43.0 .

Sarnia " 62.0 .

Gait Branch 12.0 .

Great Southern 225.0 .

Hamilton and Port Dover, ' 40.5.

Industry Village 12.0 .

London and Port Stanley 24.0 .

Montreal and Champlain, 49.0 .

Montreal and New-York, 45.0 .

Montreal and Ottawa, 87.0 .

North Shore, 1S4.0 .

Northern, 95.0 .

Bel Ewart Branch, 1.6 .

Ottawa and Prcscott 54.0 .

Petersboro' and Port Hope 27.0 .

Port Dalhousic and Thorold 9.0 .

Port Hope, Lindsay and Beavcrton 74.5 .

Rawdon and Industry, 16,0.

Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly, 106.0 .

Welland 25.0 .

Woodstock and Erie, 1-49.0 .

Open.

37.0

10.5

11.0

161.6

12.5

28.3

17.0

16.0

143.0

96.0

118.0

27.0

6.0

333.0

2.0

190.0

59.0

186.01

38.0

43.0

62.0

12.0

12.0

24.0

49.0

45.0

95.0 |

1.6 f

(::

54.0

6.0

42.5

16.0

80.0

26.0

Total 3,879.9 . . 2,047.4

Deduct—Grand Trunk in United States,*. .. 72.0 . . 72.0

73,886,268

 

24,900,640

120,000

816,576

1,624,780

1,132,908

3,627,940

1,600,000

120,000

1,600,000

820,000

2,400,000

650,000

$ 123,040,987

2,600,000

Total 3,807.9 . . 1,975.4 . . % 120,540,987

* Under this deduction are included that part of the Grand Trunk in Vermont,

13 miles, and the Detroit District of the same in Michigan, 69 miles.
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

I. Dnrr on Tea—Lettee feom Secbetaby Chabe. II. Cobeespondence between O. W. Ben

son and Seoeetabt Chase. III. Haeboe and Commebcial Eeoulationb or Costa Eica.

iv. exteaot fbo* the official register of the goteenment of the united states ot

Colombia.

THE DUTY ON TEA.

LETTER FROM SECRETARY CHASE.

The following is a copy of the letter from Secretary Chase to Collector

Barney. It has been procured on application at the department, in

order to correct an erroneous statement recently published :

Treasury Department, January \7th, 1862.

Sir,—I have under consideration an appeal from your alleged decision

that certain teas imported from Canton, per bark Penguin, by Messrs.

A. A. Low <fc Brothers, are dutiable, under the act of December 24th,

1861, the appellants claiming that said teas are entitled to entry free of

duty, under the provisions of the sixth section of the act of August 5th,

1861. The twenty-third section of the act of March 2d, 1861, exempts

from duty tea when imported direct from the country of production in

American vessels, or in foreign vessels entitled to the same privileges as

American vessels.

The fifth section of the act of August 5th, 1861, provides that all

goods, wares and merchandise actually on shipboard and bound to the

United States at the date of the passage of this act, shall be subject to

pay such duties as are provided hy law before and at the time of the

passage of this act.

Thus, tea on shipboard and hound to the United States on the 5th of

August last, was entitled to entry on importation free of duty under the

act of August 5th, 1861. The act of December 24th, 1861, provides

that from and after the date of the passage of this act, in lieu of the duties

heretofore imposed by law on articles hereinafter mentioned, there shall

be collected and paid the following duties and rates of duty, that is to

say : First, on all teas, twenty cents per pound ; and the question is now

presented, whether tea on shipboard on the 5th of August last, and bound

to the United States from the country of production in a vessel of the

United States, is entitled to the privileges accorded by the fifth section

of the act of August 5th, 1861, and entitled to entry free of duty.

If the terms in lieu of the duties heretofore imposed had been omitted

from the act of December 24th, all teas imported, without exception,

would have been liable to the duties imposed by it. The insertion of

those terms seems to indicate the intention, on the part of Congress, to

leave free the tea and coffee made free hy the fifth section of the act of

August 5th, 1861, and thus avoid a discrimination between the shipments

already reserved and admitted from near and shipments from remote

localities also on shipboard on the 5th of August last, but not yet arrived.
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I am of the opinion, therefore, the merchandise in question will be enti

tled to free entry, if it shall be shown to your satisfaction that the teas

in this case were actually on shipboard and bound to the United State*

from the country of growth or production, on or before the passage of

the act of August 5th, 1861.

I am, very respectfully,

(Signed,) S. P. Chase,

Secretary of the Treasury.

Hiram Barney, Esq., Collector, <kc, New-York.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MR. BENSON AND SECRETART CHASM.

Washington, January 22d, 1862.

To the Hon. Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury :

Sir,—I have the honor to request to be informed whether teas on ship

board, prior to December 24th, 1861, and after August 5th, 1861, are

dutiable under the act of December 24th, 1861.

Very respectfully, your most obedient servant,

G. W. Benson.

Treasury Department, January 24th, 1862.

Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 22d instant, "requesting to

be informed whether teas on shipboard, prior to December 24th, 1861,

and after August 5th, 1861, arc dutiable under the act of December 24th,

1861."

The act of December 24th, 1861, increasing the duties on tea, coffee

and sugar, makes no exception in favor of merchandise subject to duty

under the act of August 5th, 1861, and on shipboard bound to the

United States prior to the act of December ; consequently, all teas ship

ped after the passage of the act of August 5th are liable, on importation,

to duty at the rate of twenty cents per pound.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase,

Secretary of the Treasury.

HARBOR AND COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS OF COSTA RICA.

The harbor at Punta Arenas is separated into two anchorage grounds

by the point of land on which the town is located ; that between the town

and the main land affords accommodation only to vessels under seven feet

draught, while vessels drawing more than seven feet anchor in the outer

harbor, which is protected by two small islands lying to the westward.

Goods from thence arc brought by lighters to the landing-place in the

inner harbor, a distance of about two miles, at a cost of about $1 per ton.

PORT CHARQE8 FOR BOTH NATIONAL AND FOREIGN VESSELS.

No anchorage or tonnage dues are imposed.

1. Quarantine fees, 75 cents for each foot of depth.

2. Clearance duty, $3.

3. Hospital dues, 50 cents per head.

vol. ilvi.—NO. III. 20
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No fees are exacted for the landing of passengers or their baggage, and

a free permit is granted, except when the latter exceeds two cwt, when

all above that weight is subject to inspection.

All foreign merchandise in packages, when landed, is required to be

deposited in the public warehouses for the purpose of registry ; and,

after being duly entered, may again be withdrawn, the party interested

presenting the required certificates. The charge made for the above is

one real (12^ cents) on each gross cwt

Merchandise may be deposited on storage, for any length of time, on

payment of half real (6£ cents) per month per cwt., subject, however, to

existing laws.

Open articles of merchandise, such as iron in bars and unpacked goods,

are exempt from registry.

Light-house dues are 6^ cents per ton.

Any vessel, whether foreign or national, may compromise the hospital

and light-house dues for $25 annually, paid in advance.

Municipal and bridge tolls, (intended for turnpikes,) 37£ cents for each

quintal (of 101 pounds.)

A fine of 25 dollars is imposed for violation of any one of the above

regulations.

There is, besides, a heavy penalty for sealing in packages powder or

tobacco in quantities over two cwt.

CUSTOM-HOUSE REGULATIONS.

Free List.—1st. All printed books for instruction or entertainment,

if not in opposition to religion and morals ; all periodicals and news

papers.

2d. Foreign music and musical instruments.

3d. Foreign seeds and plants.

4th. Gold and silver, in coins and dust.

5th. All kinds of complete machines, and iron wheels with teeth.

6th. Quicksilver, stone coal, packthread, empty sacks, or sacking ma

terials.

7th. Instruments of art and science.

8th. All kinds of carriages, coaches, cars, &c.

PROHIBITED LIST.

Imports.—1st. Tobacco in leaf, or manufactured.

2d. All spirits of molasses, or rum, such as is manufactured in Costa

Rica ; all books and other things offending public morals ; eatables of

spoiled or bad quality, fire-arms and munitions of war, if not ordered by

the government

By a decree bearing date September 21st, 1857, all foreign spirits are

placed upon the same footing as gunpowder, rum and tobacco, which arc

contraband except when imported on account of the government.

The authorities are required to prosecute and punish those who sell

liquor clandestinely, and without previous permission.

The government will cause to be procured, on account of the State, all

the various kinds of foreign spirits in common use, in order that the

same may be expended in such public places as shall be instituted for

this purpose, and the proprietors of hotels and restaurants will pur

chase at wholesale in those places for the supply of their establishments.
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EXTRACT FROM THE OFFICIAL REGISTER OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE

UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA.

Office of the Treasury Department, Bogota, Oct. 19th, 1861.

The coin of the United States of North America, of whatever value,

will circulate in the several offices of the United States of Colombia, for

collections and disbursements, and will be received in payment for all

taxes and contributions, as well as in commercial transactions in this

Union, said coin to be given in payment to creditors the same as national

coin.

The five franc pieces of France, Belgium and Sardinia will be admis

sible in payment for salt sold by the superintendent of the salt works of

Zapaguira, the same as the national coin ; said French, Belgium and Sar

dinian coin will, upon collection, be registered by said superintendent,

and remitted by the treasury to the mint of Bogota to be recoined.

Julian Trujillo.

(Official Register, No. 21.)

BANKRUPTCIES OF THE YEAR 1861 IN GREAT BRITAIN.

The number of bankruptcies gazetted in England and Wales, in the

seven months ending the 31st July, was 843, being at the rate of 1,445

per annum, while the average of the preceding ten years was 1,123. The

bankruptcy rate which has prevailed this year is thus shown to be 28.67

per cent above the average. Of the 843 bankruptcies gazetted this year,

378 took place in the London district, 71 in the Liverpool, 60 in the

Manchester, 156 in the Birmingham, 91 in the Leeds, 48 in the Bristol,

27 in the Exeter and 11 in the Newcastle jurisdictions. These figures

show a rate per annum in excess of the average of the previous tea

years in every district, with the exception of Newcastle. In the Liver

pool district the rateper annum this yearhas been 1 2 1 as compared with 7 9 ;

Manchester, 103 as compared with 89 ; Birmingham, 268 as compared with

156 ; Leeds, 156 as compared with 105 ; Bristol, 82 as compared with 68 ;

Exeter, 48 as compared with 42 ; Newcastle, 19 as compared with 36, and

London, 648 as compared with 548. In the Newcastle district it will be

seen that this year's rate is 47.23 per centbelow the average, but in the Liv

erpool district there is an excess of 53.16 per cent. ; in the Manchester, an

excess of 15.73 per cent ; in the Birmingham, an excess of 71.79 per cent ;

in the Leeds, an excess of 48.57 per cent ; in the Bristol, an excess of 20.58

per cent ; in the Exeter, an excess of 14.28 per cent, and in the London,

an excess of 18.25 per cent Of course, these figures do not include the

numerous private arrangements carried out for winding up and ad

ministering insolvent estates, but they nevertheless afford some indica

tion of the commercial situation of the country.
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PEOPLE—SECRETARY'S lir.l'OBT—TRENT DIFFICULTIES - Bank SUSPENSION—DEMAND NOTES—

Specie Movement—Balance of Trade—Cash Remittances—California Bills—Gold at

the Asbat OrriCE—Speculation in Exchange Bills—Rates or Bills-Decline in Bank

Loans—Bate or Interest—Causes or Distrust—Wats and Mranb—Government Fates—

Leoal Txndes Bill—Interest in Coin—Effects or Paper Monet.

The financial and commercial affairs of the country, which underwent

so great a change through political causes last year, have yet by no

means resumed their regular action, nor adapted themselves to the

change which immense war preparations had forced upon the nation.

The outbreak of the war put an end to all the traffic that had previously

existed between the loyal and rebellious States. • It cut off the market

for that produce and those manufactured and imported goods that had

been previously supplied from the North, and closed the demand for

those supplies that had been furnished from the South. The immense

capital that had been employed in the production and interchange of

commodities, was thrown out of employment, and the business activity

of the Northern cities gradually diminished. The outstanding obliga

tions of merchants progressively matured, and were discharged, thus

diminishing the line of mercantile bank discounts. The idle capital

accumulated at the central reservoirs, and the rate of interest fell to a

very low point in the market ; the more so, that confidence in the patri

otism of the people and the energy of the government kept alive the

hope of a speedy termination of the war and a restoration of the Union,

thus preventing enterprise, as it were, from adapting itself to the new

state of things and to the prosecution of reproductive industry. Almost

the only demand for goods was from the government, and capitalists saw

in the wants of the Treasury the only chance for employing their funds;

but the want of some sound financial policy checked confidence in

public securities. The Congress that met in July authorized a loan of

$260,000,000, but failed to pass a satisfactory tax law. The loan was,

therefore, not taken by the people directly, but was disposed of to the

banks of the three cities, in the following proportions :

Sold to Balanct
Banks or Capital. Subseribtd. tht Public in Bank.

New-York, $69,907,000 .. $102,056,835 .. $85,000,000 .. $67,056,835

Boston,... 38,231,700 .. 29,159,095 .. 10,000,000 .. 19,169,095

Phila. 11,811,485 .. 14,679,548 .. 5,000,000 .. 9,579,648

Total,... $119,960,185 .. $ 145,795,478 .. $60,000,000 .. $95,795,478

The original proposition had been to divide the loan in proportion to

the bank capital, which would have given Boston $45,000,000, but the

banks there declined to take more than $30,000,000. The loan was taken

in 7 -fa per cent. Treasury notes, three years to run, $50,000,000 August

19th and $50,000,000 October 1st, with the option of $50,000,000 more
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December 1st A solemn appeal to the people had been made, to come

forward and purchase the notes from the banks, in order to enable them

to continue their aid to the government There were, however, but

$50,000,000 so sold, and the banks took, December 1st, the third instal

ment in 6 per cent stock, twenty years to run, in the hope of being able

to sell it abroad. In this, however, they were disappointed, through the

distrust that grew out of the capture of the Trent. The price paid by the

banks for the stock realized to the Treasury $45,795,478. It now became

apparent that the sales to the public were at an end, and that the govern

ment must open somo new resource. The annual report of the Secre

tary of the Treasury was looked forward to with much hope and confi

dence, as likely to lay down a financial scheme that might prove satisfac

tory. That document, on its appearance, did not, however, justify the

anticipations that had been raised, and the disappointment occurring

amidst the alarm with which the foreign relations were regarded, pro

duced a marked effect, which is best exhibited in the weekly returns of

the New-York banks, as follows :

Datc Loam. Sped*. Weekly Depotiti. Weekly

Deereaee. Decreate.

Dec. 7,.. $159,793,953 $42,318,610 $133,618,787

" 14,.. 167,647,702 89,435,478 $2,883,132 129,379,060 $4,239,727

" 21,.. 155,784,230 36,818,369 2,622,109 124,897,534 4,481,526

" 28,.. 154,756,318 29,857,712 7,455,667 116,471,931 8,425,603

Jan. 4,.. 154,321,653 28,983,878 5,373,884 111,789,233 4,682,698

Thus, in four weeks, the specie ran down $18,000,000, and the banks

suspended December 30th. The Treasury Department had been com

pelled to issue a considerable portion of the $50,000,000 of demand or

currency notes that had been authorized by the law of July. These

notes had found their way into the banks, to some extent, at the date of

the suspension. The institutions had not then fully paid the instalments

due on the last $50,000,000 of government stock for which they had sub

scribed. Hence, on their suspension, these notes became the medium in

which to meet the government drafts. Some of the institutions refused to

receive the notes on deposit, but the majority did receive them, because

they were available to meet the calls from the treasury. When, however,

those calls were completed, the majority of the banks refused to take

them. The Boston banks could not receive them, because they, by their

charters, are forbidden to pay out any but their own notes. The currency

question was, therefore, becoming daily more difficult. The New-York

banks, indeed, continued to pay their notes in specie when demanded, be

cause if the notes were protested, there was no recourse but to wind up

the bank. They therefore did not pay out their notes, and the " currency

became simply government notes or " certified" checks. "When the

former were rejected by the banks, and fell to a discount, certified checks

became the only currency. The position of the banks in relation to the

clearing-house was peculiar. The balances were there settled on loan

certificates, bearing seven per cent, interest, and based upon the assets

lodged by each bank with the clearing-house. If, therefore, any institu

tion received government notes on deposit, the check drawn against

them would appear against it next morning in the clearing-house, and

would require to be met by a loan certificate. The bank would thus be

compelled to pay 7 per cent interest for government notes on hand—a
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result scarcely admissible. To remedy this to some extent, and make an

opening for the notes, the Assistant Treasurer, in New-York, was au

thorized to receive them on deposit, and allow five per cent, interest

This, again, was received with disfavor by the banks, as a bid to draw

their deposits from them. Some of the out-of-town banks and the city

savings banks availed of it to the extent of some $2,000,000.

The specie movement after the suspension of the banks was as follows:

1861. 1882.

Xtctived. Esrrporttd. Received. Exported. Gold in 2T*. Price of Gold.

Jan. 4, $2,820,957 $442,147 .. $28,988,878 -.2 @4 prem.

" 11, 2,646,219 $886,928 .. 1,086,025 .. 25,878,070 .. 4 ®5 "

" 18, 1,698,082 847,708 . . 26,120,859 . . 4 @ 4X "
" 26 1,246,029 .. $22,865 .. 627,767 .. 822,918 .. 26,698,728 ..2 @ 8* •'

Feb. 1, 2,718,698 .. 2S9.669 810,484 .. 27,479,588 .. 8X@8J< "

" 9, 800,0U0 .. 115,698 .. 864,000 .. 976,285 .. 28,196,666 .. 8* @ 8X "

" 15, 1,616,111 .. 117,101 .. 614,146 .. 1,156,164 .. 28,114,148 .. 4 @ 4\ "

$18,756,067 $545,828 $ 2,987,886 $ 4,890,666

Of the receipts of specie in 1 861, a considerable proportion was from

Europe. This year, in the corresponding period, the specie returned to

Europe to an extent greater than the receipts from California, notwith

standing that the rate of specie had risen to a premium ; a portion of the

gold remitted was for interest due abroad upon government and other

stocks. It is also the case that the accounts growing out of old Southern

business having been closed, the supply of bills now comes to depend

almost altogether upon the remittances of Northern and Western produce,

and the amount will not suffice to admit of large importations. The

commerce of the port, July 1 to February 1, was as follows:

1859-60. 1860-81. 1861-62.

Imports, $129,468,611 .. $128,496,682 .. $67,410,830

Exports, 81,044,076 .. 93,705,866 .. 88,337,478

Excess imports,. . . $48,414,636 .. $34,790,816 ..

" exports,. . . . . . . $ 30,926,648

The excess of imports in previous years was met by the bills running

against cotton shipped from Southern ports, and the same source supplied

the bills necessary to meet interest due abroad, outlay of travellers,

United States diplomatic and other government expenses, the remittances

on account of emigrants and other items, requiring in the aggregate some

$50,000,000 per annum. A part of this is usually earned in freights on

shipping, an item which has this year much diminished. Very opportunely,

however, the state of harvests in Europe has required an unprecedented

supply of produce, which has greatly swollen the sum of Northern exports.

Nevertheless, it has not sufficed to redress the exchanges, and the export of

fold has been resumed, in some degree aided by a return of stocks

uring the panic, for sale, and also by the dread many have of a possible

unlimited issue of legal tender money.

The suspension of specie payments by the banks has not, as yet, mate

rially affected the supply of gold from California. The expense of remit

ting gold has hitherto been a little more than 4 per cent.—1^- per cent,

freight, 6 per cent, primage and 2£ per cent, insurance—which gives an

exchange of 4 per cent, on government or bankers' bills, there payable in
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Dec. 1,

" 15,

Jan. 1,

" 15,

Feb. 1,

" 16,

London.

109 @ 1091

HOi C<* HO}

110+ @ 113

1134 @ 114

113 @ 113*

IIS @ 115J

coin in New-York. When the suspension took place, the premium on

gold was added to the bill, but many rejected bills and remitted the gold,

selling on arrival for the premium, 3\ per cent.

The anticipation of suspension had caused some speculations in gold

and bills, not only for a rise, but as the best temporary investments, and

the rates of bills ruled as follows :

Parte. Amtterd'm. Frankfort. Hamburg. ' Berlin.

5.25 @ 5.1B 40} @ 40} 41 @ 411 35} @ 36 73} @ 74

5.15 (§ 5.10 414 @ 41} 41} @ 42 86} @ 87 74 @ 741

5.124 @ 5-05 42 @ 42* 42J @ 43 3H @ 88 1*i ® 76

5.05 @ 4.90 424 @ 43t 434 @ *3} 3H @ 38* ^54 @ 764

5.10 @ 4.95 424 @ 43i 43} @ 484 37 @ 38i 751 @ 76

4.974 @ 4-90 42} @ 43i 43} @ 44 37} @ 381 7°i @ 11

After the suspension, the rates of bills followed the premium on gold,

which was added to the regular value of the bill. The abundance of

money no doubt favored the rise in bills, and also promoted remittances

from the country, although the rate of money in London fell to unusually

low rates, the banks having, on the 9th January, reduced the rate from 3

to 2£ per cent. The stagnation of business produced the same plethora

there as here. The progress of this money glut is apparent in the New-

York bank loans and deposits, which, at several dates, were as follows :

Oct., I860. Jan., 1861. June, 1861. Feb., 1862.

Loans $ 123,837,157 . . $ 129,625,465 . . $ 117,509,075 . . $ 77,618,948

Deposits 75,176,786 . . 86,464,480 . . 87,666,760 . . 106,657,003

Excess loans, .. . $48,150,421 .. $43,171,035.. $29,852,315

" deposits,. $28,938,060

The loans for February embrace only the commercial loans. It ap

pears that the public have paid the banks since June, $39,890,132 of loans.

They have subscribed $50,000,000 to the government debt, and have in

creased their deposits $20,900,243 ; making, together. $110,790,375 that

has been thrown out of its usual employments since June. The banks

have invested over sixty-seven millions in government stock, and yet the

rate of money in the open market is as follows :

Ok Call. Endorsed.

Datb. Stock*. Other.

October 1 6 @ 7 .. 6 @ 7

November 1 6 @ 7 .. 6@7

December 1, 6 @ 7 . . - @ 7

January 1 6 @ 7 . . 7 @ -

February 1 6 @ 7 . . 7 @ -

" 15, 5 @ 6 .. 6 @ 7

60 dayt.

6* @ 7

. 64 a i

■ — @ 7

61 @ 7

. 51 @ 7

5 @7

4@G mot.

. 8 @ 12

. 8 @ 10

. 8 @ 9

. 8 <§ 9

. 6@ 7

. 6@ 7

Other
Good.

12 @ 15

10 @ 12

12 @ 15

10 @ 12

8 @ 12

7@ 9

Not well
known.

24 @ 36

18 @ 24

12 @ 24

These are low rates for money at this season of the year, when, usually,

there is so much demand to support the cotton market. At this period

of the year there is usually over one million bales of cotton, held mostly

with Northern funds, requiring $50,000,000. Nothing of that now

exists, and the supply of capital lying idle is very large, yet it docs not

readily seek the government securities. There are two leading reasons

for this. One is, the want of some system of finance, on the part of the

government, which shall not only command confidence, by showing how

the money is to be repaid, but define the yearly amount required ; and,

secondly, the uncertainty in relation to the continuance of the war. If
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peace should speedily return, the demand for money for business enter

prises would be very urgent, and it would be difficult to reconvert large

amounts of the public stock into available funds without loss, unless such

a system of taxation should be adopted as would give the stocks credit

in Europe. In Congress, at the close of January, Mr. Spaulding, from

the Committee of Ways and Means, stated the then existing debt at

$326,764,602, including $50,000,000 of demand notes, issued as curren

cy; that there was over $100,000,000 due contractors; and that the

expenses, up to July 1st, will reach $243,235,387, making at least

$343,235,387 required by that date. The market price of the United

States 6 per cent, stock, twenty years to run, February 15th, was 90£

for paper, 87 for specie. The 7T\ notes, three years to run, were at 98

for paper, 94J for specie ; and the government demand notes £ discount

for certified checks. The banks held $50,000,000 of 6 per cent, stocks,

and as much of the 7T3y per cent, notes, that they were anxious to sell.

Under such circumstances, the government could not issue stock, but at

very low rates, until the tax scheme should have been matured. The

alternative was paper money to meet the pressing wants of the Treasury,

and, February 7th, a bill passed the House, providing for the issue of

$150,000,000 of notes of not less than $5, $50,000,000 in lieu of those

already out under the act of July, 1861, and which were made payable

in coin. The new notes to be,

Firtt. A legal tender for all debts, public and private.

Second. To be funded in a 6 per cent. United States stock, redeemable

after twenty years.

Third. Or to be funded in a 7 per cent, stock, redeemable after five

years.

This bill also provided for the issue of $500,000,000 of 6 per cent,

stock, to facilitate the funding.

The bill went to the Senate, where it was amended in many particu

lars, principally by making the interest on the stocks, into which the

notes are to be funded, payable in coin. It then went back to the House.

The Senate bill also provided for selling the six per cent. 20 years stock

created by the bill at the market value ; it also made special appropria

tion of the customs revenues, the proceeds of the public lands, and those

of confiscated property, for the payment of the interest on the federal

debt, and for the formation of a sinking fund of one per cent, per annum

on the whole federal debt. These additional provisions, specious in ap

pearance, are not such as are calculated to restore public confidence.

Thero is no doubt of the ability of the country to pay, if Congress ap

propriates the national means to the national exigencies.

There seems to be, in both Houses, but one opinion in relation to the

great evils that are to follow in the train of paper money, and every

expedient was resorted to, to compel the application of the specie test at

some point in the scale of redemption. It is obvious, however, that, to

pay specie, the government must obtain it. It cannot itself refuse to

take the paper it makes a legal tender, in payment of the debts due it ;

nor can it, in justice to the public creditors, make one class of its debts

payable in coin and another in depreciated paper. If the whole debt,

which, according to the Committee of Ways and Means, is to reach

$1,200,000,000 in the next eighteen months, is made payable in coin, it

will involve the purchase, by the government, of $35,000,000 of coin
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every six months, which would place it entirely at the mercy of the job

bers. There is no possible way of discharging debts but by paying

them. The only mode in which the government can ever hope to pay,

is by taxing. If the taxing is sufficient to meet the wants of the govern

ment, there will be no depreciation of paper, whether the notes are paid

in coin or not. The banks issue, in the United States, some $200,000,000

of paper, for circulation, payable in coin, yet, in ordinary times, they are

never really paid in coin, because they arc carried back to the issuer

through the cancelment of the credits on which they were issued. If

that did not take place, redemption in coin would be impossible ; as it

does take place, redemption in coin is not asked. The case is not differ

ent with the government. No possible form or device of paper issue can

save its credit, unless it makes available, by taxation, the vast property

in the country. The payment of these taxes will carry the paper money

back to the Treasury, and $200,000,000 might easily float at par. The

question is, how to make the notes float until the taxes are available,

and this object is sought by making them a legal tender for all debts.

It is to be borne in mind, that a certain amount of currency is requi

site for the transaction of business. Hitherto specie has supplied a con

siderable portion of the circulating medium. The disappearance of the

metals on the suspension of the banks, left a vacuum which the govern

ment notes could supply to some extent. The amount of the metals in

country may be approximated as follows :

In the country in 1821 $ 37,000,000

United States mines, 1821 to 1849 $ 18,811,206

Net import, 1821 to 1849 61,642,897 78,453,603

$112,453,603

49,828,818

$162,282,421

. $34,379,547

75,227,727

In the country, January, 1862, $237,510,148

The amount in the country in 1821 was the estimate of the Secretary

of the Treasury. The result is the amount in the whole country, in

cluding about $60,000,000 which is in banks, &c, at the South. It has

been estimated that there is $50,000,000 in plate, jewelry, &c. There

would then remain about $127,000,000 in Northern banks and circulation.

Of this amount, 50 millions are dollars and fractions. A considerable

portion of the whole has gone out of circulation, leaving an opening for

an equal quantity of paper, which, for denominations above $5, will be

well supplied with government notes, and bank issues for small notes.

The bars of gold are stamped at the California mint with their fine

ness and value. The bars, on being lodged at the New-York Assay Office

for coinage, are charged five cents per ounce for parting the silver, one-

half per cent, for coinage. The silver required for coinage is T}y of the

standard. This is taken from the parted silver, and the remaining silver

is coined at a charge of one-half per cent. The calculation is simple.

Thus, a bar stamped 840 fine, $17 36.4341, will be worth, when coined,

til 42.5951. Thus, 387 oz. of gold, 1,000 fine, is worth $8,000; and 99 oz.

of silver, 1,000 fine,isworth$128. Hence, 387 : 8,000 :: 840 : 17 36.4341.
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From $17 36.4341 is deducted \ per ct for coinage, leaving $17 27.7518.

In a bar 840 fine, the silver is 155; hence, 99 : 128 :: 155 : 20.0404.

From this deduct the 1-110 of alloy required, nnd the result is 18.9434

Charge for parting, 6.0000

" i per cent, for coinage 0947 5.0947

13.8487

Adding the 5i premium for silver, on cts. 18.9434 .9945

14.8432

Not value of gold as above 17 27.7519

Value in coin, gold bar 840 fine $17 42.5951

The invoices of gold received from California range from 675 to 950

fine. The average of the bars governs the deposit We have annexed

a carefully prepared table, showing at a glance the value of any bar de

posited.

 

Net value per ounce for California gold ban, deposited for coinage, after deducting

mint charget—for parting, five cents per oz. grot* ; for silver alloy, 1-1 10 of the stand

ard weight; for coinage, 50 cents per $100, gross value. The nit value in coin in

cludes per cent, premium on value of silver parted. No allowance for silver is

made, unless the bars deposited yield $5 above the expense of parting.

Value in Coin,
Stamped Gold, Value of Silver Including Silver

Fineness Value of Bar. Fineness without prem. at6X p.ci.prem.
of Gold.

« cts. Dec.

of Silver. * *
cts. Bee $ cis. Dee.

. 16 65 79 33

800} .. 16 54 78 04 194} . 16 66 75 38

801 . . 194 25 08 28 . . 16 67 71 33

802, . 16 69 63 34

805 16 64 08 27 . . 190 24 56 66 . . 16 75 39 36

810 23 91 92 . . 16 84 99 38

815 . . 16 84 75 45 28 27 27 . . 16 94 69 40

820 .. 175,,. 22 62 62 . . 17 04 19 42

. . 170 . 17 13 79 44

.. 165, 21 33 33 . . 17 23 39 46

. 17 32 99 48

. 17 42 59 51

. 17 62 19 53

. 17 61 79 65

. 17 71 89 67

. 17 80 99 60

. 17 90 59 68

870, .. 17 98 44 96 • • 125 . 18 00 19 66

.. 18 08 78 65 . 18 09 79 67

18 19 12 14 .. 115 14 86 86 . . 18 19 89 70

885, 18 29 45 74 .. 110, 14 22 22 . . 18 28 99 72

890 18 39 79 33 . . 105 13 67 57 . . 18 38 59 74

.. 18 60 12 92 . . 100, 12 92 92 . . 18 48 19 76

18 60 46 51 96 12 28 28 . . 18 67 79 78

.. 18 70 80 10 ■ . 90 . 18 67 39 81

.. 18 81 13 69 . 18 76 99 88

18 91 47 28 • • 80 . 18 86 59 85

920 .. 19 01 80 87 . 18 96 19 88

19 12 14 47 .. 70, 09 06 06 . 19 05 79 90

19 22 48 06 65, 08 40 40 . . 19 15 39 92

19 32 81 65 60, . 19 24 99 94

.. 19 43 15 24 . 19 84 69 96

.. 19 53 48 83 . 19 44 19 98

. . 19 63 82 43 . 19 68 80 00
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MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

I. The Religion 07 Paying Debts. It. Tin Twelve Forts. III. A Contested Lite. IT.

The Couhesce or Austbia. V. Failcbes in Unites States.

THE RELIGION OP PAYING DEBTS.

One of our religious exchanges has the following strong remarks on

this subject. They deserve a prominent place in every counting-room

and in every office :

" Men may sophisticate as they please. They can never make it right,

and all the bankrupt laws in the universe cannot make it right for them

not to pay their debts. There is a sin in this neglect, as clear and as de

serving church discipline, as in stealing or false swearing. He who vio

lates his promise to pay, or withholds the payment of a debt when it is

in his power to meet his engagement, ought to be made to feel, that in

the sight of all honest men he is a swindler. Religion may be a very

comfortable cloak under which to hide ; but if religion does not make a

man ' deal justly,' it is not worth having."

THE TWELVE PORTS.

The exports of British and Irish produce and manufactures from the

twelve principal ports of the United Kingdom in 1860, were of the de

clared value shown as follows. They are the exports to foreign coun

tries and British possessions abroad ; the return does not comprise the

coasting trade :—Liverpool, £65,419,732; London, £30,837,688; Hull,

£14,487,676; Southampton, £2,662,076 ; Newcastle, £1,903,488 ; Bris

tol, £491,192; Glasgow, £5,406,410; Greenock, £572,702; Leith,

£1,030,680; Cork, £136,696; Dublin, £22,192; Belfast, £10,283.

The following teaches, in a pleasant way, too good a lesson to be lost :

A CONTENTED LIFE.

BT liHIl NACK.

(At Thirty.)

Five hundred dollars I have saved—

A rather moderate store—

So matter ; I shall be content

When I've a little more.

(At Forty.)

Well, I can count ten thousand now—

That's better than before ;

And I may well be satisfied

When 1 ve a little more.

(At Fifty.)

Some fifty thousand—pretty well—

But I have earned it sore ;

However, I shall not complain

When I've a little more.

(At Sixty.)

One hundred thousand—sick and old-

Ah I life is a half a bore ;

Yet I can be content to live

When I've a little more !

(At Seventy.)

He dies—and to his greedy heirs

He leaves a countless store ;

His wealth has purchased him a tomb—

And very little more.
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THE COMMERCE OF AUSTRIA.

A report by Mr. Julian Fane, secretary of the British Legation at

Vienna, regarding the commerce of Austria, furnishes deplorable indica

tions of the retrogressive prospects of that country under its restrictive

system, and can leave little doubt, that should she again find herself in

volved in any costly war, either foreign or civil, she must fall into a na

tional bankruptcy of the most hopeless kind. Mr. Fane merely gives

certain statistics, but the conclusions from them are plain to all. In

1859, the total value of the import trade was only about £26,806,252,

against £32,209,949 in the preceding year, every article, with the excep

tion of metals, weaving materials, and bone, wood, glass, stone and clay

wares, showing a falling off. On the other hand, although the exports

presented a slight increase, it was merely nominal. The aggregate is

stated at £28,745,845, against £27,416,726, showing an augmentation

of £1,329,119. But these figures include an adverse export balance of

£1,574,869, in the precious metals, the gold and silver coins of the em

pire being gradually drained away, in consequence of the unsound state

of the currency. Yet, notwithstanding these poor results, the country

possesses naturally such astonishing resources, as to excite wonder that

it is in the power, even of the government, to obstruct so completely the

development of her external trade. " I have had occasion," observes Mr.

Fane, " to dwell so frequently in my former reports on the vitious effects

of the commercial legislation of Austria, that 1 need not return to a sub

ject on which I have nothing new to say." " It is to be hoped," he adds,

"that the imperial government, which has recently entered upon the

path of political reform, may not shrink from entering boldly upon that

which leads to the freedom and development of trades; for the two paths

lie parallel, and can most conveniently be pursued together." It might

also be said, that in the absence of that freedom of communication with

other nations, which is a principal clement in popular political education,

there can be no guarantee whatever of the permanence of any ameliora

tions in a constitutional sense, that may be introduced by the govern

ment, simply for its own preservation under the dread of momentary

dangers.

THE FAILURES OF LAST YEAR,

IN TI1E NORTHERN STATES, THE SOUTHERN STATES, AND THE BRITISH

PROVINCES.

From the annual circular of R. G. Dun & Co., wc find that the failures at

the North the past year have not been so great as is generally believed. In

the Northern States, in 1857, there were 4,257 failures, involving the amount

of $265,818,000, against 5,935 failures during the past year, with an in

debtedness of $178,632,170, showing for the past year an excess of

1,678 failures over the number in 1857, with a diminished liability of

$87,185,830.

In the Southern States the number of failures for the entire year of

1857 was 675, with an indebtedness of $25,932,000 ; while the partial

returns for the year 1861 reveal 1,058 failures, with liabilities amounting

to $28,578,257, although the returns from the seceded States embrace a
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period of only four months, or up to May 1, when our regular facilities

were interrupted. The unusual amount of failures in this section during

these four months is to be accounted for mainly on the ground that

many were intentional, in order to evade obligations due at the North.

Subsequent State action, annulling all Northern claims, the entire cessa

tion of trade and the impoverished condition of the South, lead us to re

gard the entire indebtedness of that section as swallowed up in carrying

on the war, involving a general mercantile bankruptcy there.

The excess exhibited in the amount of liabilities (resulting from the

financial pressure of 1857) of the principal cities of the North, over

those of the political crisis of 1861, is accounted for by the fact that the

larger private banking, importing and commission houses were the heav

iest sufferers—while the increase in the number of failures for 1861, with

a diminished indebtedness, is for the reason that the jobbing houses have,

in the past year, been the greatest losers. In November, 1860, the fall

trade was passed, stocks on hand were light, and the orders for spring

goods in abeyance. This, also, accounts for the diminished liability, and

importers and commission merchants were, by the force of circumstances,

saved from losses that would otherwise have proved more serious.

This same circular gives us the following statement of the probable in

debtedness of the South to Northern merchants. There is due the

four cities of New-York, Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore, about

$211,000,000, divided as follows :

New-York, $159,900,000

Philadelphia, 24,600,000

Baltimore, $ 1 9,000,000

Boston, 7,600,000

In the .dry-goods interest alone in these cities our estimates show

that New-York loses $75,000,000 ; Philadelphia, $14,000,000 ; Baltimore,

$6,500,000, and Boston, $2,000,000, making a total indebtedness to the

dry goods trade of $97,500,000. From this and other data, we esti

mate the total liabilities of the South to the Northern States at near

$300,000,000.

The sudden reverse our commercial prosperity received, culminating in

April last, with the probable continuance of the unhappy outbreak,

prompted an economy which was very generally adopted, and has been

so rigidly adhered to, that we estimate the actual saving practiced by

families, in articles not of absolute necessity, at a figure which very

nearly meets the expenses of the war thus far. With a population of

21,000,000, we may safely count 4,000,000 of families; and, estimating

the annual economy of each family at $100, which is not large under the

circumstances, we have a total saving to the country of $400,000,000.

The result, however, that may develop itself by the withdrawal of bo

large a number of producers, now consumers merely, and resting as an

expense on the country, remains to be seen.

The North is self-sustaining, and our Western country is now reaching

a more sound condition that it has for years enjoyed. The prospects for

the Spring trade are good. The great abundance of the products of

the soil, particularly at the West, and the immense disbursements made

by the government, will put in circulation large amounts of money, and

enable the country merchants to buy liberally, and generally on a safe

basis.

The total failures in the British Provinces, the past year, was 310, with

liabilities amounting to $6,471,769.
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THE BOOK TRADE.

John Brent.—By Thsodore Wnfraaor, author of "Cecil Dreeme." Boston: Tick-

nob, it Fields. 1862.

Among the many recent notices of Wnmmop's books, we are sorry to see several

which seem to us unduly severe. The Independent, among others, says that " if

Wiirraaop had not been shot, neither of his books would have found a market."

Not haying read " Cecil Dreeme," we are unable to speak of its merits; but we

know that " John Brent " is totally undeserving of such criticism. We do not deny

that it has its faults, but they are no ignoble ones ; they are rather virtues carried

to an excess. The desire to be intensely Saxon in manner, sometimes degenerates

into affectation ; the effort to pack ideas into the least possible space, occasionally

gives rise to an unpleasant bluntncss ; but except these few crudities, which a very

little polishing would have entirely remedied, the book is a capital one. Its whole

sentiment is elevated ; the plot interesting and quite original, and the style ex

tremely terse and full of life.

Words of Counselfor the Wise Soldier, and The Christian Banner.—American Tract

Society: BostoD. John G. Beouqbtoh, 13 Bible House, New-York.

" "Words of Counsel " is an excellent book for soldiers, one of the best that we

have seen ; it is well and forcibly written, yet with a kindliness of manner that

must insure attention. The Christian Banner is a small semi-monthly paper for the

soldier and sailor ; beautifully printed and full of good reading. The National An

them on the last page, called the New Crusader's Hymn, is set to a grand old melody

of the twelfth century.

For Better, For Worse.—A story from "Temple Bar" and "Tales of the Day."

Boston: T. O. H. P. Bcbnham.

This, as its name rather indicates, is a story of married life ; of the uncongeniality

of a couple who finally became thoroughly assimilated. The plot cannot fail to in

terest all married readers at least ; the characters are good and the style pleasant.

The Merchants and Bankers' Almanacfor 1862.

We have received a copy of the Almanac for 1862, published at the office of the

Bankers' Magazine, No. 63 William-street. It contains a large amount of informa

tion, useful to merchants as well as bankers.

Bibliographical Account of the Voyages of Columbus.—Under the above title, the

Historical Magazine for February contributes a most interesting account of the first

editions of the four voyages of the Discoverer of America, taken from a privately-

printed work, by Mr. James Lenox, on the second voyage, Nicolaxts Syllaeius de In-

sulis Nuper Inventis. It contains facsimiles of four wood-cut illustrations in the ori

ginal edition of the First Voyage.
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SOMETHING ABOUT SILK.

o. a. vr.

Titers is a nasty, little, loathsome, squirming worm, Phalaeha Bombyx

by name, who lies in the sun all summer, and stuffs himself from morning

till night, for weeks together. Having eaten all that he can hold, and

more than he can digest, he begins to suffer the natural effects of reple

tion, and looks at life from a morbid stand-point ;—mulberry leaves are

turning yellow, and there's nothing particular left to live for, so he de

liberately wraps the drapery of his couch about him, and lies down to

pleasant dreams. But nature never grows morbid, and seldom sleeps ;

little atomies of worms and men turn sulky, and try to shirk their destiny ;

nature, like Mynheer Von Clam's memorable cork leg, " goes on the

same as before."

While Phalaena is drowsing the golden hours away, his wings are grow

ing ; and presently the ugly grub that crawled prostrate, floats off upon

the summer air, as light and free as the thistle-down. For a few days it

rejoices in its new-found freedom, and then expires,—leaving behind a

moderate family of four or five hundred wormlets, to perpetuate its name

and imitate its example. These, in their turn, concentrate all their ener

gies upon food, with an ardor that is tonchingly human. An unerring

instinct teaches them that the more mulberry juice they put into their

little insides, the more winding-sheets they can spin around their little

outsides, and that this is the chief end of life. Yet not one in a hundred

of them ever emerges again from his living tomb ; the hand of man is

raised to arrest the progress of nature. A certain number of cocoons are

VOL. XLVI. HO. IV. 21
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left undisturbed, to insure the stock for another season, and all the others

are watched with unceasing care. As soon as the last inch of silky fila

ment is spun from the stomach of the worm, the cocoon is complete, and

is plunged into warm water, to accomplish the double purpose of killing

the insect and softening the gluey substance which attaches the threads

to each other. Sometimes a thread twelve yards long is wound from a

single cocoon ; but if the worm is left to eat its way through, the silk

is cut in a thousand places, and is worthless. The peculiar adaptation

of the Bombyx worm and the mulberry tree to each other, is one of the

many mysteries of natural history. Thousands of experiments have been

tried, without success, to produce the silk from the worm without the

tree, and from the tree without the worm. There is no other leaf that

the Bombyx will touch, except the lettuce, and that produces inferior

cocoons ; there is no other insect that can be induced to eat the mul

berry leaf except one little creature which makes no cocoon ; and the in

vention of man has exhausted itself in the vain effort to procure the silk

direct from the soft fibres of the mulberry. It is the immutable will of

nature that the brightest and costliest fabrics in the world,—the sails of

Cleopatra's golden barge, the purple banners of the chivalry of the

crusades, Victoria's coronation robe, and Eugenie's gorgeous train,

should all have their origin in the shroud of a grub.

The first people to discover the capabilities of the silkworm and its

cocoon, were the Chinese. Whatever we may think of the intellects of

the Celestials, it is certain that where tiresome, toilsome patience over

detailed minutiae is required, they show themselves equal to the occasion.

They have enormous indefatigability over there, beyond the Great Wall.

When Mr. Taurus (Johannes) sent them, a few years ago, a little pre

sent of the finest cambric needles England could make, with the popular

Hornerism attached, " See, what a good boy am 1 1"—our transmural

brethren returned them with the compliments of the season, and with

eyes bored through the points. And this is no more than a fair specimen

of their skill in all microscopic arts ; they like them, and excel in them.

They like to put their eyes out over grotesque embroideries ; they like

to put a thousand strokes upon a half inch of carving, where ten would

do as well ; they like to prepare hundreds of thousands of pounds of tea,

where every leaf is picked separately, rolled by itself, and packed one at

a time.

The extreme laboriousness of the whole silk process in those remote

days, when there were no machines but fingers, would have dismayed

any nation but one where the men were almost as numerous as the worms,

and could live on nearly as little. For ever so many centuries, eight or

nine, China monopolized the entire silk culture and trade, selling her

products at an immense price, and preserving great secrecy with regard

to the whole process. The silk was sent, with other articles of oriental

manufacture, in great caravans of loaded camels, across the vast waste of

country which stretched between China and Persia ; from there to Con

stantinople, and thence to Rome. The expense of transporting it across

this weary length of land by these slow-travelling creatures, and the

original cost of it in China, combined to make it of enormous value by

the timo it arrived at Rome, and for a long time it was considered to be

of the same worth as gold, and was sold weight for weight. The Ro

mans knew nothing of its origin, supposing it to be grown from some
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rare shrub, as cotton or flax grow, but they delighted in it as a new ex

travagance, and as a novel and costly insignia of rank. The passion for

it grew so rapidly, that the emperor Tiberius, passed a law forbidding

any man to wear so essentially feminine a fabric. This checked the de

mand for it for a time ; but when, in the third century after Christ,

Heliogabalus, weakest and wickedest of noodles, was made Emperor of

Rome, he revived every foolish and criminal custom of past times, besides

inventing many new ones. Among the most absurd of the latter, was

the Senate of Fashion, to which the patrician ladies of Rome were

elected, for the discussion of dress, deportment, ancient etiquette and

other solemn topics. The article which Tiberius had prohibited, was

pronounced, by this grave tribunal, to be highly decorous and becoming,

and Heliooabalus himself was the first to sustain the judgment of the

court by appearing in an entire suit of silk. The court followed suit,

literally, and the custom soon became universal. The increased demand

stimulated a greater supply, and the prices for it gradually lessened.

After a while, somewhere in the sixth century, two Persian monks,

who had resided a long time in China, and had made themselves thor

oughly conversant with the whole art of silk culture, offered, in considera

tion of certain gifts and promises from the Emperor Justinian, to bring

the eggs of the silkworm to Constantinople, and to personally superin

tend their domestic affairs. The attempt was successful, and so this new

and very important branch of industry was established in Europe, al

though within very narrow limits. Western Europe was then groping

its way through the murkiest part of the dark ages. Charlemagne,

whom Hallam compares to a light-house upon a rock in the midst of a

dark and seething sea, was not yet erected, much less trimmed and lit.

England had no existence, and the Saxon heptarchy ate and squabbled,

conquered each other, and were conquered in turn, all in barbaric con

fusion.

Whatever progress was made in society or arts, was confined to Con

stantinople and Rome, and the adjaceut countries. The climate of Greece

was found to bo extremely favorable to the raising of silkworms, and

Athens, Corinth and Thebes, were soon renowned for their success in

this pursuit. Where Homer had sung, and Phidias had chiseled, and

Leonidas had fought, and Paul had preached, where Mrs. Xantippe

had been always " on a rampage," and the benign Socrates had shrugged

his shoulders resignedly,—there these new heroes were installed. Imper

vious though they were to historic associations, and quite unimpressed by

the marble glories of ancient Greece, there was yet something in the

classic air that had its influence. They ate with the appetite of Epicurus,

spun like the Fates, and emerged, when they were let, like Psyche. For

several hundred years they flourished in these academic shades, employ

ing and enriching numbers of the people. The nation now no longer

rushed to Delphi and Dodona with pestering questions about the way to

fortune, for the path lay plain before them ; or, if they did, it is supposed

that the oracle, when punched, responded " Bombyx I"

But the poor insects were destined to a violent transfer from their phi

losophic abodes, and the king of Sicily, Roger II., was the ruthless in

vader. He sacked the cities and bagged the worms, and deposited them,

with numbers of their masters and mistresses, in his own capital, Palermo.

Here the Greek exiles carried on the culture, by the king's command,
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and Sicily became a new centre of progress, from which the manufacture

slowly extended into other European countries, although the cultivation

was, as yet, nowhere attempted but in Spain.

Silk was still considered a fabric of great value and rarity, and kings

sent it, among their costly gifts and tributes, to each other. At a grand

ball, given at Kenilworth Castle, in 1286, two noblemen's ladies wore

silk mantles, which occasioned a wide flutter of commingled admiration

and envy among the assembled guests, and formed an era in the march

of fashions. From that date there existed such a thing as a silk mantle,

rare and radiant though it was, to be desired and sought for. Occa

sionally there came one as a gift to a prince, or one was brought back

on the return of a foreign embassy. Three hundred years after, the

church dignitaries began to wear silk on all State occasions, and kings

and queens when they could get it. Hear what old John Stowk sayeth

upon the matter : " In the second yeere of Queen Elizabeth, 1 560, her

Hike woman, Mistris Mountaoub, presented her majestie, for a new

yeere's gift, a paire of black silke knit stocking, the which, after a few days

wearing, pleased her highness so well, that she sent for Mistris Moun

taoub, and asked her where she had them, and if she could help her to any

more, who answered, ' I made them very carefully of purpose only for

your majestie, and seeing these please you so well, I will presently set

more in hand.' 'Do so,' (quoth the queenc,) ' for indeed I like silke

slockins so well, because they are pleasant, fine and delicate, that henceforth

I will wear no more cloth stocking ;' and from that time unto her death,

the queenc never wore any more cloth hose, but only silke stockins ; for

you shall understand that King Henry the Eighth did wear only cloth

hose, or hose cut out of elle-broade taffaty, or that by great chance there

came a paire of Spanish silke slockins from Spain. King Edward the

Sixte, had a payre of long Spanish silke stockins sent him for a great

present."

Soon after this, when Henry of Navarre was monarch of France, a

Frenchman by the name of De Serrrs, wrote an enthusiastic treatise

upon silk culture, which excited much attention. Many people in the

vicinity of Paris planted mulberry trees and attempted silk-growing.

They were not as wise then as they have lately shown themselves to be.

Recently, when several new varieties of fish were imported from China,

to make gay the waters of the Bois du Boulogne, a Chinese fisherman

was also imported, " to direct their hygiene and superintend their con

duct among the barbarians." If the silk fanciers had been so prudent

as to secure the services of a professor of entomology, all things might

have gone smoothly ; as it was, they were ignorant of the management

of both trees and worms. The mulberry is subject to many diseases,

from the unnatural way in which it is stripped of its foliage. Rust, mil

dew and honey-dew assail it in turn ; the leaves which are attacked by

the two former must be thrown away ; those covered by honey-dew may

be used after being carefully washed and dried. With a sublime un

consciousness of all this, they gathered the leaves indiscriminately, which

gave the Bombyxes very bad stomach-aches indeed, and often ended in

the early death of the most promising specimens ; besides this, they for

got to parboil the cocoon till a few minutes too late ; the moth ate its

way out, the thread was cut and the silk ruined. In short, all their zeal,

and all their efforts, resulted in a huge amount of grubs, moths, eggs,
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empty cocoons and no silk. They tore up the mulberry trees in a rage,

and the worms perished by starvation. This was an especial triumph

for Sully, Henry's minister, for he loathed luxury and all its appurte

nances, and had used his whole influence among the people to excite

their discontent, and to crush the enterprise. Not so with the king ;

he was clever enough to see that if the scheme were a practical one,

France would secure a certain and always increasing source of income.

After a long consultation with Db Serres, he resolved to test the matter

again, and went so far as to uproot the royal orangery and stock it

with mulberry trees, for the purpose of showing the nation his confidence

in the success of the plan. So high an example could not but be followed.

Experience had proved a thorough teacher, and the process began anew

and was carried on successfully.

Henry was as wise in religious as in political matters, and about this

time he granted liberty of conscience to all his protestant subjects by the

well known edict of Nantes. The majority of these protestants were

found among the artisans and mechanics of France ; great numbers of

them were silk weavers ; and the fact, that after all their persecution they

were guaranteed an unmolested life, infused a vigor and enthusiasm into

their pursuits, which could never have been felt by men who were living

under a public ban, or carrying a death secret in their hearts. The silk

manufacture increased very rapidly, and so did the protestants. Within

a century after the first planting of the mulberry trees, there were eighteen

thousand looms in operation in Lyons alone. But alas, Louis the Four

teenth was now on the throne;—burdened with the knowledge that he

fully deserved purgatory, and stimulated by the fear of being sent there, he

could think of no other way so sure to atone for a myriad of court vices,

as a good sharp persecution of heretics. Mass was good, but Massacre

was better. It is true that Christ rebuked Peter for cutting off the ear

of Malciius, and healed the wound with a touch of his pitying finger ;

but that was quite another matter, indeed, from cutting on a protestant's

head, and things were different now-a-days. Still, he was a " most chris

tian king," and severity would have been unbecoming, so he only revoked

the edict, and ordered every protestant to leave the kingdom within fif

teen days. There was a kindness about this, that puts us in mind of that

shown to the blind Samson by his Philistine captors, when they let him

amuse himself with the tread-mill ; or, what is more secular, but quite as

much to the point, of Tom Thumb and the Ogre, when the latter pro

posed that they should have a race home, and the one that got there first

should eat the other. They had fifteen days in which to leave the king

dom, or,—what ? If you wish to know, go to the records of that time, to

the most impartial accounts that have ever been written of it. Bead, if

you can, the lists of hundreds and thousands of beings, many of them

delicate women and little children, who died upon the scaffold, who were

minced to bits by the swords of the dragoons, who perished in the hard

ships of the galleys, who starved in loathsome dungeons, who died from

nightly exposure to winter storms, whose hands and feet were slowly

roasted, whoso ribs were broken in one at a time, whose lips were burnt

with red-hot irons, or whose hearts broke with the cruel loss of all that

had made life lovely.

Four hundred thousand protestants poured out their life-blood to wash

away the sins of the Orand Monarque ; the sacrifice was sufficient, in
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deed it was more than enough ; and to prevent a waste of so much merit,

and bring forward his own end of the account, the king permitted him

self a few small extra peccadilloes for the rest of his life. How the bal

ance struck at last, is an item not to be found in the records of earth.

Four hundred thousand other protestants escaped, and of these, eighty

thousand skilful workmen took refuge in England. The entire com

merce of France was crippled, many of her trades were crushed out of

existence, more than half of her silk weavers were gone, and the looms

of Lyons had decreased to four thousand. After having deliberately

parted with a large piece of her back-bone, France felt the need of the

discarded vertebrae, and would fain have had it back again, but it was too

late. The most solemn and brilliant promises could not induce the best

artisans to return. England reaped a grand harvest in reward for her

hospitality towards the exiles ; many pursuits, hitherto unknown in Great

Britain, were introduced and carried on by them, and the silk manufac

ture in particular, which np to that time had been extremely crude and

imperfect, was brought to the highest perfection.

Nearly thirty thousand refugees settled in Spitalfields or thereabouts,

the majority of whom were weavers, penniless and homeless; they were

at first relieved by an appropriation of Parliament, but their skill and

diligence soon placed them quite beyond all need of assistance ; owing to

them the silk trade prospered exceedingly, and by the year 1713 more

than 300,000 persons maintained themselves by it. The children's chil

dren of these weavers still live where their forefathers established them

selves. You may know their dwellings throughout Spitalfields by the

long rows of windows in the upper stories, for the poor weaver must

catch every ray of light that can pierce the smoky canopy of London, and

at the best, his eyes are red and tired with straining. It is a weary life;

all the bright hours of the day are spent in close application to the loom,

for he must make silk while the sun shines ; there is constant stooping

of the back, constant moving of the arms, constant watching with the

eyes, and even the feet must do their share of work.

The weaver grows pallid, and haggard, and bent, and his wife and

children wear their lives away over the finer and smaller silk fabrications,

tassels and gimps, and buttons, netted fringe and twisted cords.

In Lyons their life is, if possible, harder still. There, the ninety

thousand weavers work from four in the morning till nine at night,

crowded into great factories, that " resemble bee-hives, with their tiers

of cells." Each cell has a window, and each window lights a machine.

Yet, toilsome as these lives are, and striking as is the contrast between

the sallow, crooked artisan, and the flashing, brilliant-hued fabrics into

which he weaves his health and strength and life, their condition is a

hundred times better than it was forty years ago. Until that time the

silk looms were very complicated, and not only was the weaver himself

compelled to ten-fold exertion, but their numerous cords and pedals re

quired constant guidance. These must be managed by young children,

under-grown women, or stunted boys. Whatever was very small, and

very nimble, and very uncomplaining, would answer. All day long,

through weary, weary hours, the same distorted attitude must be re

tained ; they grew blanched in the heavy shadow of the loom ; they

breathed a death-giving atmosphere, composed of exhalations of ma

chinery-oil, and feathery floating silk fuzz ; they crouched, in painful,
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cramped positions, till nature gave up her struggle for straightness, and

lay aggrieved and ashamed under many a crook and twist, that soon

fastened the victim to a bed of sickness, or, more kindly, laid his body

of pain in the grave. Whoever looked upon this frightful amount of

misery longed to relieve it ; to free the children from deformity and early

death, and the parents from undying remorse. But longings accom

plished nothing,—pity was not relief,—and what philanthropists had

sighed over in vain, was at last attained by a poor artisan, Joseph

Marie Jacquard, " the child of the people, the child of the loom." He

labored long and faithfully in silence ; but his toil was crowned at last

with success. A certain change in the form of the loom, a certain in

genious way of securing the threads, cancelled the need of more than

one attendant for each machine, and greatly lightened the labors of that

one. Jacquard was diffident and retiring, and had no knowledge of the

means of securing public attention or favor ; but he showed the result of

his invention to one friend and another, and the piece of work passed as

a curiosity from hand to hand, till at last it arrived at Paris. In the

mean time Jacquard, busy about other things, had almost forgotten his

own invention, and the new loom had long lain in a corner of his shop,

broken and disordered, when suddenly he was summoned before the

prefect of Lyons, and told to exhibit his machine. He demanded three

weeks time to restore it to a working condition again, and, on the ap

pointed day, presented himself and his loom for the prefect's inspection.

This amiable functionary was delighted with it, more especially because

he was able himself to continue the web which the weaver had set up.

The machine was sent to Paris, and by the next mail came an order for

the presence of the inventor. Governments have an untender way of

conferring benefits ; without a word of explanation, Jacquard was seized,

in a maze of terror, carried post-haste to Paris, under the escort of a

guard, and thrust suddenly into the presence of Napoleon and his min

ister, Carnot. The latter, with his usual bluntness, exclaimed, " Is this

the man, then, who pretends to do what Heaven has made impossible,—

tie a knot with a tight thread ?" Quite appalled by the new and sac

rilegious light in which his dear invention was held up to him, the poor

weaver shook in his sabots, and could find nothing to say ; but he put

his machine in motion, and vindicated his aspersed piety by proving that

Heaven had not made the matter impossible to him. That fact estab

lished, he was presented with a big medal and a little pension, both of

which he carried, chuckling, home to his wife.

The loom was adopted everywhere, except in Lyons. The Lyonnese

could not believe that one of their own ignorant artisans had achieved

so great a triumph. They scoffed at Jacquard and mobbed his house ;

they tore his machine to pieces, burnt the wood, and sold the iron for its

weight. His wife died, and, in all his sorrows, not one hand was

stretched out in sympathy, not one compassionate word was spoken.

He went away, heavy-hearted, to an isolated cottage, where he lived

alone, with his medal and his pension, and where he died, solitary and

despised. When Lyons found that rival cities were excelling her in the

quality and rapidity of their manufactures, she adopted the new loom

too ; but Jacquard was not there to see,—the web of his life had been

finished long before,—so the people, with tardy repentance, said, " Poor

Jacquard I —and put up a bronze statue of him in the public square.
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Since then, many varied improvements, of less importance, have been

made, here and there, in both the manufacture and culture of silk. There

is hardly a civilized nation which has not experimented, more or less, In

both pursuits; to see with what success, we need only look at the present

political position of this masterful insect, Bombyx. He clings with un

changing fondness to China, his own, his dear, his native land, and that

empire furnishes every year more than a third of the whole silk produce

of the world- Italy stands next in the rank of cultivators, and from her

vast cocooneries sends out one-fourth of the entire supply ; France and

India contribute each one-tenth ; Japan, Persia and Spain give a lesser

fraction, and the other nations come straggling after, with their smaller

quotas. In our own country, twenty years ago, the annual crop was

more than sixty thousand pounds of cocoons ; ten years ago it was less

than eleven thousand. In several other places the decrease has been

almost as great, and manufacturers have quaked a little with fear of a

diminished supply. But there is no ground for any such apprehension ;

the crop has lessened only in the most northern boundaries of its culti

vation. The resources of China, Italy, India or Spain are not yet half

developed, and there is no definite limit to the amount of silk they might

produce, if they were stimulated to it by an increased demand. All

things are in their favor, climate, soil, and the experience of years. If

there be, indeed, any danger of an insufficient supply, let the silk-

growers of these countries call a convention for the discussion of the

subject,—a new Diet of Worms, in fact,—and exhort each other to greater

efforts.

The Bombyx is a coy creature in cold climates, and needs the seduc

tive influences of warm suns and soft winds to make him put forth his

best energies. However well or ill the more northern countries of

Europe may succeed in the attempt, we doubt whether silk-growing

can ever be made a thoroughly profitable enterprise in the United States.

Of course it will be dabbled in by that select class of persons who rejoice

in new ways of spending money and wasting time; but we think few

others will persevere in it. And why should they ? The mission of

America is not to grow silk. Granaries are better than cocooneries ; for

the world needs bread more than it needs silk. A land that fills its own

barns and storehouses, till they run over with fullness, and has still

enough of its bounteous profusion left to pour corn and oil into the gar

ners of the nations, holds a first place among the earth's Great Reapers,

and gathers in a more noble harvest than any,—even the lives of hunger

ing men.
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POST OFFICE FINANCES.

HOW HAS THE POSTAL REVENUE BEEN AFFECTED BT REDUCING THE

RATES OP POSTAGE ?

Bt Plixt Miles.

In 1845 the rates of letter postage, which for some thirty years had

ranged from six to twenty-fire cents, were reduced to five and ten cents.

In 1851 another reduction was made—single letters being charged three

cents, if pre-paid, and five cents when not pre-paid. In 1855 the charge

was fixed at three cents, pre-payraent compulsory, for distances under

3,000 miles, and ten cents when sent beyond that distance. Under the

old high scale of charges, which existed up to 1845, the rates of letter

postage must have averaged not far from fifteen conts; so that our

present postal tax may be stated at one-fifth the average rate previous to

any reductions. The letters and other mail matter sent to and from

California are estimated at about one-fiftieth part of all that passes

through the Post Office ; so the California postage has little perceptible

effect on the postal revenue. Our letter postage being only one fifth

the amount per letter that our citizens had to pay previous to 1845, it

becomes an interesting, and, at the present time, an important subject of

inquiry to learn what effect these reductions have had on the Post Office

finances. The people have obtained great advantages by the reduction

of postage, as they have sent an equal number of letters at far less cost,

and have necessarily taken advantage of low postages to increase their

business, friendly, and social correspondence, very largely. As business

correspondence is both large and expensive among a people where a

very great number are engaged in commercial and manufacturing pur

suits, and as many families are separated by migrations and facilities for

travel, it would be difficult to compute the very great and wide-spread

advantages which low postages have conferred on the people of the

United States. The number of letters sent through the Post Office

during the last ton years of high postages, ranged from twenty-five to

forty millions annually, while, under low postages, the postal correspond

ence last year was estimated at 160,000,000 to 170,000,000 letters.

Cheap and uniform postage in England tells a far more favorable story,

as the one rate is of greater convenience than several, and as two conts

(a penny sterling) is a lower and more popular charge than three. The

number of letters sent by post, in Great Britain, in 1839, the last year

of the high rates, (which averaged twelve cents a letter,) was 76,000,000,

while the official report of last year (1861) gave the enormous number

of 564,000,000 letters. From 1847 to 1857—ten years—the popula

tion of London alone wrote and sent through the post 920,000,000

letters, while, during the same ten years, the people of the entire United

States only wrote 888,000,000 letters : being a less number for 25,000,000

Americans than for two and a half million Londoners.
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But I set out to exhibit the effect of reduced postage on our Post

Office finances. As postmasters are paid by a commission on the

amount of money received, and as labor in the Post Office is abridged

by making the rates uniform, and by a simplification of duties, it is

evident that a million of dollars costs the government no more with

low rates than with high.

On the 11th of March, 1858, the chairman of the Committee of

Ways and Means addressed a letter to the Postmaster General, (Hon.

A. V. Brown,) asking him to communicate to the committee the effect

that had been produced on the Post Office revenue by the various re

ductions of postage. There is no law or penal enactment compelling

Postmasters General to be able statisticians and good financiers. If

there were, I greatly fear that quite a number of these functionaries

would end their careers in the penitentiary. It is, however, to be re

gretted and deplored, as a national calamity, that the ignorance or dis

honesty of a cabinet officer, having the control of that important De

partment of the government, should, through his blunders, his incapacity

or otherwise, convey, by a fallacious report, a false impression, which

controls Congress and future Postmasters General for years, and thus

prevents enlightened legislation on a matter as important as a good

postal system and cheap rates of postage. We have actually paid many

million dollars more in postages, under the lowest rates, than we should

have paid either under the high rates in vogue previous to 1845, or un

der the somewhat reduced, but comparatively high charges of five and

ten cents, from 1845 to 1851. And the double advantage of augmented

postal revenues to the Post Office Department, and of cheap postages to

the people, have been disguised, falsified and kept out of sight by a fal

lacious report, sent forth by a high government official, and referred to as

a conclusive argument, whenever a reduction or an equalization of post

age is asked for or discussed. It is a fact worth noticing, that heads of

the Post Office Department, as well as members of Congress from the

Southern States, almost invariably oppose, with all their might, any and

every reduction of postage, while the senators and representatives from

northern States as uniformly vote for low postage.

What would be thought of the capacity or shrewdness of a merchant

who should attempt to satisfy himself of the good or bad policy of an

extensive change in his business premises and business arrangements, by

looking at the effect produced on his income for only a few months or a

single year ? Perhaps the income of the entire year had been greatly di

minished by the very changes that were introduced on purpose to give

a permanent benefit The late Postmaster General has made a greater

error than that. He has not only based his entire calculation regarding

the postal revenue for a period that ranges over eighteen years, by con

sulting the figures for only three separate years, while the revenue for

these three years happened to be accidentally favorable for his purpose.

The following example will show the mode of reasoning adopted, and the

fallacy of the conclusions arrived at: A man has an income in the year

1840 of 416,000, and this income in the year 1851 happens to be $'.\000,

and at once the problem is solved, by saying his income increased during

Bix years fifty per cent, without paying any attention to the income dur

ing the intervening years between 1846 and 1851. The same man, or

another, has a business that in 1852 yields him $6,000, and this business
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in 1857 is found to produce just $6,000, and no more, and forthwith it

is decided that he has made no progress, while the entire term of years

has not been consulted at all. The complete statement will be fully ap

preciated by seeing it in tabular form, as follows :

Ttar. Income. Gain or Lom.

1846 $ 6,000

1847, 5,700 .. $800 loss.

1848 6,400 .. 600 "

1849 5,100 .. 900 "

1850 4,800 .. 1,200 "

1861 9,000 .. 8,000 gain

Total, $86,000 .. no gain.

Year. Income. Gain or Lou.

1852 $6,000

1863 6,300 .. $300 gain.

1864 6,600 .. 600 "

1855 6,900 .. 900 "

1856 7,200 .. 1,200 "

1857 6,000

Total, $39,000 .. $3,000 gain.

Because the income happened to be $9,000 in 1851, it does not follow

that the entire period from 1846 to 1851 had been one of prosperity.

Neither does the circumstance that occurs in the next period, where the

income in 1852 is $6,000, and is the same sum in 1857, prove that there

had been during that period no increase or prosperity. To see the exact

state of the case, and how the income was affected or stood during the

six years, we must distribute the loss or gain equally over the entire

period, and if there is a substantial gain or tendency to increase, we must

place the figures, not on the level of a general average, but in a regular

ascending series. The true condition of the two periods would then

stand thus :

Tear. Income.

1846, $6,000 ..

1847 6,000 . .

1848,.

1849,.

1850,.

1851,.

6,000

6,000

6,000

6,000

Total, $36,000

Gain or Loee. Year. Income.

1852, $6,000

1853 6,200

1854 6,400

1855 6,600

1856, 6,800

1857, 7,000

Gain or Lone.

$ 200 gain.

400 "

600 "

800 "

1,000 "

Total $ 39,000 . . $ 3,000 gain.

The final results arc the same as before. In the one case the gain in

1851 is distributed over the previous years to cancel the loss, while the

increase during the second period is distributed by a regular gradation

or arithmetical progression over the six years from 1852 to 1857.

In our national affairs, whether we look at the customs receipts, the

proceeds of sales of public lands, postal revenues, or other finances, wc

shall find fluctuations ; the income sometimes from known, and often

from unknown causes, being higher or lower in some years than others.

The normal condition of postal, as well as other national revenues, must

be that of continual increase, so long as the country is rapidly and con

stantly increasing in population, wealth and business. But a year of

bad crops, a wide-spread pestilence, a devastating war, or a financial cri

sis may, for one or more years, diminish or affect any or all branches of

national income very materially. It is a pregnant and significant fact,

that in Great Britain, where postages are low and uniform, and the Post

Office meets the wishes of the people, the increase of correspondence and

postal revenue is many times greater than the increase of population,

while in the United States the postal revenue and the number of letters
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do not increase much faster than the number of the people. Here we

have not the most popular low rate of postage, and our postal system is,

in many particulars, inconvenient and unsatisfactory. In Great Britain,

one year with another, there are twenty-four million letters written each

year over and above the number the year previous, while the average in

crease in the United States is only seven millions annually. During the

last six or eight years of the high rates of postage—previous to 1845—our

postal revenue remained almost entirely stationary. The people wrote

few letters, (not one-tenth the number written in England with a two

cent rate,) and sent them outside the mails as much as possible. Our

postal revenue in 1839 was $4,477,614, and in 1845—the last year of the

high rates—it produced $4,439,842. Becauso there was a decrease in

going at once from 1839 to 1845 without regarding the intervening

years, it does not follow, nor can we justly conclude, that there was a

positive and actual decrease. The Postmaster General takes the acci

dentally diminished revenue of 1845 (the last year of the old period of

high rates) and goes at one bound to the year 1851—the last year of tho

first era of low postages, (five and ten cent rates,) and a year that hap

pened to have a very high postal income. Then he goes at another

bound six years more to the last year previous to the time ho made the

statement, and the sixth year of the second era of low postages, (three to

five cents,) and that year (1857) the postal revenue happened, from some

causes, to be a low year in finances. And because the nominal per cent-

age of increase from the revenue of 1845—a false basis—to the revenue

of 1851—another false basis—(without regard to any of the intervening

years of cither period) happens to be greater than the nominal increase

from the revenue of 1851 to the revenue of the year 1857, our Post

master General at once decides that, though the first reduction of postage

gave a greatly increased revenue, that increase had not been kept up after

the subsequent and further reductions of postage in 1851 and 1855.

Now, having seen the utter fallacy of the argument from such a basis, let

us see what the facts are. The following tabular statement gives a view

of the

Postal Revenue during the last years of the high Pates of Postage.

Revenue with
Tear. Actual Betenue. Increase or Decrease, reoular Increase.

1839,.... $4,477,614

1840 4,543,522 $ 65,908 increase,

1841, 4,407,726 69,888 decrease,

1842, 5,029,507 551,893 increase,

1843, 4,296,225 181,389 decrease,

1844, 4,237,288 240,326 "

1845,.... 4,439,842 37,722 "

$4,477,614

4,481,825

4,486,035

4,490,246

4,494,457

4,498,668

4,502,879

Total,. . $31,431,724 $ 88,426 increase, $31,431,724

The total net increase over the revenue for 1839 during the six follow

ing years was $88,426, and this increase is distributed, in the last column

of figures, by a regular gradation or arithmetical progression over the in

come of the entire period. The amounts foot up the same. The regu

lated revenue of 1845 is $4,502,879, and on that sum, as a basis or
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starting point, the calculations respecting the increase of e venue dur

ing the next six years—1845 to 1851—must be based. Ilad the increase

or progress of the revenue been regular, instead of being more or less

spasmodic or irregular, the actual revenue for the year 1845 would have

been the above mentioned sum. We will now see the figures for the

next period, being the

Postal Revenue during the first term of low Postage.

Revenue with
Year. Actual Revenue. Increase or Decrease, regular Increase.

1845, $4,502,879 ... ... $4,502,879

1846, 4,089,090 ... $413,789 decrease, ... 4,609,181

1847, 4,013,447 ... 489,432 " ... 4,715,484

1848, 4,161,078 ... 341,801 " ... 4,821,787

1849, 4,705,176 ... 202,297 increase, ... 4,928,090

1850, 5,552,971 ... 1,050,092 " ... 5,034,392

1851, 6,727,867 ... 2,224,988 " ... 5,140,695

Total. ..$ 33,752,508 .. $ 2,232,355 increase, ...$33,752,508

We see that the regulated revenue in the last column—where the in

crease of the receipts, year by year proceeds, by a regular ascending

scries—shows the income for 1851 to t>e $5,140,695. This is the true

basis to start upon and make our estimate of the increase of revenue for

the next period of six years ending with 1857.

Postal Revenue during six years of the last term of low Postages.

Revenue with
Tear. Actual Revenue. Increase or Decrease, regular Increase.

1851, $5,140,695 .. .. $5,140,695

1852, 5,784,527 .. $643,832 increase, .. 5,657,551

1853, 6,940,724 .. 800,020 " .. 6,174,407

1854, 6,955,986 .. 1.815,291 " .. 6,691,263

1855, 7,342,136 .. 2,201,441 " .. 7,208,120

1856, 7,620,822 .. 2,480,127 " .. 7,724,975

1857,.... 8,053,952 .. 2,913,257 " .. 8,241,831

Total,.. $ 46,838,842 .. $ 10,853,977 increase, .. $46,838,842

Does this look as if the reductions of postage had proved a failure,

even when reckoned on the most sordid basis of financial accumulation ?

I confess I can't see it. Our late Postmaster General made out, by the

shallowest and most fallacious reasoning that ever humbugged a Con

gressional committee, that the last reduction of postage (in 1851) proved

deleterious or disastrous to the finances of the department by checking

the increase that had been going on during the first period of low postal

charges—1845 to 1851. We see by the figures I have given (and all

copied from official reports) how utterly false and baseless these preten

sions are. The total gain or increase in each period over and above the

legitimate revenue of the last year of the previous period, and the in

crease per annum, as well as the per centage of increase, will be seen in

the following figures :
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Total gain
or Increase.

Increase
per annum.

$14,738

372,059

1,808,966

Total gain
per cent.

.05 .

14.00 .

60.00 .

gain per
cent.

.008

2.3

10.0

Period.

1839 to 1845, $ 88,426

1845 to 1851, 2,232,355

1851 to 1857, 10,853,977

The increase of postal revenue was one-twentieth of one per cent, dur

ing the last six years of high postages ; fourteen per cent, during the six

years forming the first period of low postages, and sixty per cent, during

the next six years, (1851 to 1857,) or the period of lowest postages. In

amount the revenue showed a total increase of postal income over the

revenue of 1851 of more than $10,800,000, while the gross income dur

ing the previous six years had only exhibited an increase of a little over

two millions dollars. During the last six years of high postages the ex

hibit was infinitely worse, the increase being only $88,426 ! Extend the

calculation to 1860, and the result is equally encouraging with the pro

gress from 1851 to 1857. The gross increase over the income of 1851,

for the nine years ending with 1860, was $15,664,541, or an increase of

81 per cent.

Now let us make one more calculation, and see how the postal revenue

from 1851 to 1860 would have been at the rate of increase that prevailed

from 1845 to 1851. We undoubtedly have a right to assume, that at the

same rates of postage (five and ten cents) prevailing during that period,

(1 845 to 1851,) the same or a similar rate of increase would have continued.

There is no instance on record of a reduction of postage rates in any

country that did not, in a very limited number of years, give a perma

nent augmentation of postal revenue, and far beyond what would have re

sulted from former high rates. This is true to my perstmal knowledge

of the postal systems of Prussia, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, France,

Spain, Great Britain and the United States. But let us see how our

postal revenue stood, or rather progressed, during the period of our low

est postages—from 1851 to 1860—and how it would have been at the

slower rate of increase that prevailed from 1845 to 1851, but which was

far more rapid than the increase (before 1845) during the last years of

high postages.

Postal Revenue, during nine years of the lowest Rates of Postage.

Year. Revenue as it was.
Revenu-e by

regular increase.

1851, $5,140,695

1852, 5,784,527

1853, 5,940,724

1854, 6,955,986

1855, 7,342,136

1856, 7,620,822

1857, 8,053,952

1858, 8,186,793

1859 7,968,484

1860, 9,218,067

Total $ 67,071,491

$5,140,

5,603,

6,065,

6,527,

6,990,

7,452,

7,914,

8,377,

8,839,

9,301,

695

034

372

711

049

388

726

065

403

743

$67,071,491

Revenue, as it
would have been
at rate of in
creasefrom 1S4B
to 1851.

$5,140,695

5,246,997

5,353,300

5,459,602

5,565,906

5,672,207

5,778,510

5,884,812

5,991,115

6,097,418

$51,049,866
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In adding np the columns, the revenue for 1851 is omitted. The

actual state of our postal finances appears to be this : during the nine

years of the lowest rates of postage—1852 to 1860, inclusive—there was

a gross increase, over and above the legitimate revenue of 1851, to the

amount of 120,805,236, while, at the ratio of increase during the higher

rates of postage—from 1845 to 1851—the augmentation of revenue

would have been only $4,783,611. In other words, the people of the

United States, during the last nine years, paid to the Post Office, in

postages, over sixteen millions of dollars ($16,021,625) more than

they would have paid at the higher rales of postage—five to ten cents—

prevailing from 1845 to 1851.

A leading London newspaper, in commenting on the vastly increased

revenue (and dividends of eight per cent, per annum, in place of four) of

the Brighton Railway Company, and all in consequence of greatly re

duced fares to the public, made use of this expression : " The case appears

to be this, that the more the fares are reduced the more money the com

pany make." The same is literally true of our Post Office—as far as we

have gone—in reducing our rates of postage. If my figures, and the de

ductions made from them, arc fallacious, I am willing, and more than

willing, that they should be corrected ; but if they are substantially cor

rect, let no man pretend, on the experience of the past, that our Post

Office finances have suffered in consequence of reductions of postage. If

only a certain sum is paid into the Post Office, by the people, for

postage, then what they have not paid remains in their pockets, and

can be used in any other way, or paid out for any other purpose. If the

Post Office is not a help and a nand-maid to commerce and trade, it

better be abolished, and let the express companies carry our letters. If

the people show no appreciation of the boon of low postages, then let it

remain at any figure—or figures, rather, for there are a good many of

them—where it now is. If, on the other hand, they have sent a hun

dred millions more letters annually since postage was reduced ; if they

have, at each reduction of postage, poured more and more money into the

Post Office treasury ; and if they have petitioned Congress, by numerous

memorials, to equalize our letter postage, on the uniform scale of two

cents, then pray let the bill introduced by Mr. Hutchins be passed and

become a law. If Postmasters General, or Post Office committee-men do

not appreciate the wants, and will not answer the prayers and pleadings

of the citizens of our great cities and densely populated communities at

the North and East, because they happen to be denizens of the non-

letter-writing, less social, less commercial and less literary regions of the

South or West, then " we must blow our nails together, and fast it fairly

out, for our cake is dough on both sides." But, some day, more appre

ciative men will arise, and give us a good Post Office, with the single uni

form rate of two cents. If just two cents is not the highest popular

price for articles of great and universal demand, and that are consumed

by the million, how do we account for nearly six hundred millions of let

ters sent annually by post, in Great Britain, at that exact sum, while the

Americans barely write a hundred and seventy millions, at three cents I

If two cents is not a universally popular price for the million, how does

it happen that our daily newspapers, which are published at that price,

get a circulation of 50,000 to 100,000 copies, while no daily paper in

the English language, at three cents per number, ever printed 20,000
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copies! Disguise it as we may, slur over the facts, or get tip false

figures, to prove that high postages ever did or ever will give as large

a revenue as low, the great fact stands out boldly on the face of

all postal experience, that the lowest rates of postage ever tried, in

each and every country in the world, have proved the most profitable.

A leading editor thinks the postage better remain at three cents.

Has he read the late Postmaster General's false figures and falser logic f

or, has he never seen the financial exhibit disclosed in this article?

There are several minor facts that I have omitted, and which would

make the argument for low postage still stronger ; one is, that the very

great reduction of postage on regular newspapers and periodicals, by the

act of August 30, 1 852, has made a permanent reduction in the annual

postal revenue of about 1500,000—the postages from that source falling

from over a million to about six hundred thousand dollars a year, and

there remaining. The rates of postage proposed in Mr. Hutchins' bill

will only equalize the rates on printed matter, without any average re

duction. The same may be said of the other rates ; for, by this bill, all

the one cent rates now charged—for drop letters, transient newspapers,

<fec.—arc raised to two cents. But if we call the equalization of letter

postage to a uniform charge of two cents a clean and simple reduction,

and nothing else, I assert, without any fear of contradiction, that every

single day's experience of reduced postage rates, in this country and

every other, proves conclusively that the smallest sums in postal charges

have ever been found the most profitable. There arc many men, with

out doubt, who will still cling to the idea that there must be more

money made at a higher than at a lower rate. But where are the fact*

to prove it? They do not exist, except in the brains of those who can

not or will not see that fifteen dimes are more than a single dollar.

The fact that our national legislature has established a scale of postal

rates, wherein numerous articles and packages are sent through the mails

for one cent—a rate that is of itself unrcmunerative—as a set-off to the

three cent postage on letters, is a virtual acknowledgment that two cents,

as an average charge, is high enough. In utter defiance of all principles

of public and private economy, our Post Office compels us, here in New-

York, to remember and pay the following twelve distinct rates :

1. Letter delivered by carrier, 3 c. extra.

2. A forwarded letter, 3 cents extra.

8. Dead letter returned, 3 cents extra.

4. Circular delivered by carrier, ^ c. extra.

6. Ordinary letter, prepaid, 3 cents.

6. Local or drop letter, 1 cent.

7. Mail letter put in lamp-post box, 4 eta.

8. Printed circular, 1 cent.

9. Small pamphlet, 1 cent.

10. Transient newspaper, 1 cent.

11. Two papers in one package, 2 cents.

12. Newspaper to Europe, 2 cents.

The new postal bill abolishes the three first-named "extra" charges, as

they bring no financial return commensurate with the trouble and annoy

ance they occasion. All of the remaining items of the eleven different

rates are reduced or raised to tho one uniform postage of two cents, with

a two-cent stamp to pay it. If those who use the mails but little cannot

appreciate the great simplicity and immense economy of this change, the

residents of New-York can. The citizens of New-York City pay one-

tenth of all our postal revenue, an amount more than equal to three

ordinary States ; and they have asked, in numerous public meetings,

resolutions and memorials, to be relieved from a vexatious system, that

brings no more revenue than will the one simple, economical, uniform

charge provided in Mr. Hutchins' bill.
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HARBOR DEFENCES ON GREAT LAKES AND RIVERS.

Haebob Defences on Lakes and Rivers proposed as a measure i.ikelt to promote peace-

Rapid advance in Pbospekity of Northwestern States—Increase of Population—Talus

op Beal and Personal Property—Increase in Political Power—Tonnaoe and Valuation

op Vessels engaged in Commerce op Lakes and now building—Aggregate of Imports and

Exports op Lake Towns—The great impoetance of the Northwest, and the little aid rr

das beceived peom the Federal Treaburt—Plan of Defences : First. The establishment

op Shore Defences. Second. The establishment op a National Foundry on the Upper

Lakes. Thied. The Enlargement of the Illinois and Michigan Oanal roR Military

PURPOSES.

We consider the following very able report of the Hon. Isaac N.

Arnold (chairman of the " select committee on defence of great lakes

and rivers") of so much importance that we publish it entire. The ex

cellent map which accompanies this number of the Merchants' Maga

zine will, at the same time, be found of great assistance in the study of

the general subject of lake defences.* The report is as follows :

The line between the United States and the British possessions in

North America, running from the Gulf of St. Lawrence on the east, and

extending west through the river St. Lawrence, thence through Lake On

tario, Niagara River, Lake Erie, and thence westerly through the great

lakes to and beyond the frontier settlements, presents a boundary lino

running through these great lakes and rivers of more than three thousand

miles in extent

The feeling of good neighborhood, of reciprocity of interests, and of

mutual good will, had been growing up, and, with slight disturbance, had

continued since the close of the war of 1812. For nearly half a century

we have regarded our Canadian neighbors as our good friends, with whom

we desired to establish the kindest and most intimate business, commer

cial and social relations. In the great lines of railway and water commu

nication between the east and west, combinations and connections have

been established of mutual advantage. A treaty of reciprocity has been

entered into. Some of our great thoroughfares of trade and travel have

not avoided the Canadian territory, all indicating a willingness to break

down or disregard division lines, and to live on terms of mutual good

will. During this period the few scattered and imperfect defensive works

and fortifications which had been constructed on the frontier had fallen

into decay, and in some instances the military reservations around our

old forts had been converted into station grounds and depots of railways.

We had come to regard it as scarcely within the range of possibility that

we should go to war with our neighbor over the line. This very neglect

of the means of defence recent events have indicated has increased the

danger and liability of war ; so that it seems that the best security for

peace is to be prepared for war. The defence of the great lakes and rivers,

* In the department of statistics of trade and commerce for this month will be

found the report of the trade and commerce of Chicago, Toledo and Buffalo for ths

past year—matters of especial interest in connection with this report.

VOL, XLVL—SO. IV. 22
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therefore, is suggested by the president to the consideration of Congress

as a measure likely to promote peaceful relations between the two na

tions. As such, and with the sincere desire that nothing may ever

disturb the peaceful relations so happily heretofore existing, and so im

portant to the growth and development of both countries, we urge defen

sive measures on the consideration of Congress. The rapid advance in

the prosperity of the British provinces, and more especially of the United

States since the close of the war of 1812, furnishes a striking illustration

of the blessings of peace. The population of the United States, in 1815,

was 8,638,131 ; in 1860 it was 31,148,571. The States of Indiana,

Missouri, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota and Kansas,

have been admitted into the Union since 1815, and in the following

order :

Indiana, in \f\

Illinois, in \f\

Missouri, in l °

Michigan, in 1837

Wisconsin, in

Iowa, in... I8'6

Minnesota, in J*"

Kansas, in 1800

The Northwestern States to-day have a population of 9,073,055.

The Northwest has sprung into existence, and developed the propor

tions of an empire since the close of the war of 1812.

It may not be improper to take a brief survey of the growth and pres

ent condition of the Northwest and its commerce to show the value and

importance of the interests we are now about to ask the government to

defend. Before doing so, however, a brief description of the lakes may

not be uninteresting.

Nearly midland of the North American continent there extends a vast

chain of lakes and rivers three thousand miles in extent, connected on the

east by the St. Lawrence with the Atlantic ; and nature has provided that

these vast highways of commerce may be connected by a ship canal

across a narrow portage with the Mississippi River and its tributaries on

the southwest

Lake Superior is a vast inland sea of 32,000 square miles, and 2,000

miles of coast, 420 miles long by 160 broad.

Lake Michigan, with 22,000 square miles of surface, 1,200 miles of

coast, 320 miles long by 82 wide.

Lake Huron, with 24,000 square miles of surface, 2,000 miles of coast,

260 miles long Ly 110 broad.

Here we have three great seas of near 80,000 square miles of surface,

and 5,000 miles of coast.

These bodies of water find an outlet through the river and Lake St

Clair, and the magnificent straits of Detroit into Lake Erie, 90 miles from

Lake Huron. Lake Erie, 250 miles long and 60 broad, discharges its

waters down the falls of Niagara into Lake Ontario, 180 miles long and

60 broad, and thence the waters of these great lakes find their way to the

ocean through the St Lawrence.

It is a very remarkable fact, that the portage between these great lakes

and those streams which find an outlet in the Gulf of Mexico, is not more

than eight to twelve feet above the level of Lake Michigan, and within
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ten miles of Chicago. The Chicago Kiver, running into Lake Michigan

and the Des Plaines River, finding its way into the Mississippi through

the Illinois, arc within a stone's throw of each other, and, indeed, in high

water, the Des Plaines finds an outlet into Lake Michigan, so that small

boats pass directly from Lake Michigan into the Des Plaines. This portage

between Lake Michigan and the navigable waters of the Illinois River

has been cut through by the Illinois and Michigan Canal, and needs but

widening and deepening to open a ship channel from the Mississippi to

the lakes, the most important workfor either military or commercial pur

poses yet suggested on this continent. This frontier line, from the west

end of Lake Superior to the St. Lawrence, is over three thousand miles

in extent

The committee now ask attention to the growth of the Northwest and

its present commercial importance.

The shores of these great lakes where now swarm the busy populations

of the most active and enterprising people perhaps in the world, were,

at the period of the war of 1812, covered with dark and gloomy forests,

filled with hostile savages. Here ranged the great Indian warrior, Tk-

cumseh, and on the shores of these waters he made the last desperate

struggle for the hunting grounds of his race, now so rich in agriculture,

trade and commerce.

The following table shows the growth in population of the Northwest

since 1820:

Name.

United States, .

Ohio

Indiana,

Missouri,

Illinois,

Michigan

Wisconsin

Iowa,

Minnesota,

Pennsylvania, .

New-York,

"Who
Population.

Admitted.

1820. 1830. 1840. 1850. 1860.

9,638,131 12,866,020 17,069,453 23,191,876 31,148,571

Nov. 29, 1802 581,434 937,903 1,519,467 1,980,329 2,339,699

Dec. 11, 1816 147,178 343,031 685,866 988,416 1,350,941

Aug. 10, 1821 66,596 140,455 383,702 682,044 1,182,317

Dec. 3, 1818 55,211 157,455 476,183 851,470 1,711,753

Jan. 26, 1837 8,896 31,639 212,267 897,654 749,112

May 29, 1848 .... 30,945 305,391 776,878-

Dec. 28, 1846

1887

 43,112 192,214

6,077

674,94S

1,049,458

1,372,812

 

1,848,283 1,724,033

....

2,311,786 2,906,370

172,029

1,918,608 2,428,921 3,097,394 3,880,7»

Table showing the population of the following cities and towns from 1820

to 1860, inclusive.

Cmra akd Ton-ss. 1820. 1830. 1840. 1850. 1860.

Oswego, N. Y., 992.. 2,703.. 4,665 .. 12,205 . . 16,816

Rochester, N. Y., 9,269 .. 20,191 .. 36,403 .. 48,204

Buffalo, N. Y 8,653 .. 18,213 .. 42,201 .. 81,129

Dunkirk, N. Y., 5,615

Eric, Penn 635 . . 1,329 . . 3,412 . . 5,858 . . 9,419

Cleveland, Ohio,. . . 606.. 1,076.. 6,071 .. 17,034 . . 43,417

Toledo, Ohio, 1,222.. 3,829.. 13,768

Detroit, Mich., 1,422 .. 2,222 .. 9,102 .. 21,019 .. 45,619

Milwaukie, Wis., 1,712 .. 20,061 .. 45,254

Chicago, 111., 4,470 .. 29,963 .. 109,263

St. Louis, Mo., 10,049 .. 14,049 .. 16,469 .. 77,860 .. 160.78Q
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Table showing the true value of the real estate and personal property

according to the seventh census, 1850, and the eighth census, 1860, re

spectively.

Real and Personal. Seal and Pertonal.

States. 1850. 1860.

Indiana, $202,650,264 $528,835,371

Illinois, 156,265,006 871,860,282

Iowa, 23,714,638 247,338,265

Kansas,* 31,327,895

Minnesota,* 52,294,413

Missouri, 137,247,707 501,214,398

Ohio, 504,726,120 1,193,898,422

Wisconsin, 42,056,596 273,671,668

Michigan,.. 69,787,255 257,163,983

$1,126,447,585 $ 3,957,604,697

The following table shows the population and area of the Northwest in

1850 and 1860. The table of population in 1850 is copied from the

compendium of the United States census of 1850, page 40 ; the table of

areas from the same documents, page 36 ; the table of population in 1860

from census returns :

Per cent, of

Population in Population in Area in increase in
States. 1860. 1880. equare rnilet. Population.

Ohio, 1,980,329 .. 2,339,599 . . 39,964.. 18.14

Indiana, 988,416 .. 1,350,479 . . 33,809.. 36.63

Illinois, 851,470 .. 1,711,753 .. 55,405.. 101.03

Michigan 397,654.. 749,112.. 56,243.. 88.38

Wisconsin, 305,391.. 775,873.. 53,924.. 154.00

Iowa, 192,214.. 674,948.. 50,914.. 251.14

Minnesota, 6,077 .. 162,022 .. 34,691 .. 2,565.65

Missouri, 682,044 .. 1,173,317 . . 67,380.. 72.30

Kansas, 107,110 .. 114,798

Nebraska, 28,842 .. 335,882

Total, 5,403,595 .. 9,073,055 .. 842,910 .. 67.9

5,403,595

Increase in 10 years 3,669,460

It is estimated that of this increase, 1,329,066 is the natural increment ;

the balance, 2,340,394, by emigration—the Northwest filling up with the

hardy industrial classes coming hither from Europe and the older States.

Population of the United States in 1850, 23,191,876; in 1860,

31,429,891 ; increase, 36.52 per cent

The increase of the population of the Northwest during the last ten

years has been 67.9 per cent, while the ratio of increase in the whole

country has been 35.52. The population of the Northwest by census of

1860 was 28.85 per cent, or nearly one-third. Of the total increase in

the population of the country, 44.67 per cent, was in the Northwest alone.

• No returns for I860.
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An increase at the same ratio during the present decado will give the

Northwest, in 1870, a population of 15,212,622, an increase of 6,139,567.

Massachusetts, the most densely populated of all the States, has 157.8

inhabitants to the square mile. A like density of population in the

Northwest would give us a population of 133,011,198. A density of

population equal to that of England (332 per square mile) would give an

enumeration of 279,846,120.

The following table will show somewhat of the advance of the North

west in political power :

Xltetoral ToU. 9
Cmorttt.

Popular Vott/or PrtHdent.

Btatu. 1852. 1864. 1851. 1861. 1852. 1860.

23 . . 21 .. 21 . . 18 .. 353,428 .. 442,441

13 . . 13 .. 11 . . 11 .. 183,134 .. 272,143

11 . . 15 .. 9 . . 13 .. 155,497 .. 339,693

6 . . 8 .. 4 . . 6 .. 82,939 .. 154,749

5 . . 8 .. 3 . . 6 .. 64,712 .. 152,180

4 . . 7 .. a . . 5 .. 16,845 .. 128,331

8 . . 11 .. 7 . . 9 .. 65,586 .. 165,518

 34,799

. 1 .. .... ■ . • • •

71 . . 89 .. 57 . . 71 .. 922,141 .. 1,089,902

.. . . 71 . 57 ..  922,141

Increase, . . . . 18 .. , 14 ..  767,761

Total of U. S., * • • 234 233 3,126,398 4,662,170

The popular vote of 1852 is copied from the census compendium,

(1850,) p. 50; that of 1860, from the census returns. Under the old

apportionment (1850) the Northwest had 24.31 per cent of the mem

bers of the House of Representatives, or a fraction less than one-fourth.

Under the census of 1860 she is entitled to 30.47 per cent, or nearly one-

third. At the presidential election of 1852 the Northwest cast 29.46 per

cent, of the popular vote. In the presidential election of 1860 she cast

36.24 per cent of the popular vote—more than one-third. In the elec

toral college, in 1860, the Northwest cast 23.14 per cent of the vote for

president and vice-president In 1864 she will cast 29.23 per cent of

all the States, if no new State is admitted in the mean time.

The following table shows the standing of the loyal States in respect

to political power in 1852 and 1860 :

1853. 1860.

Popular vote for president, 2,583,918 .. 3,805,640

Electoral votes, 205 . . ....

Under the new census, . .. 210

In 1852 the Northwest cast 35.68 per cent, of the popular vote for

president in the loyal States, and 34.63 per cent, of the electoral vote.

In 1860 she cast 44.4 per cent, of the popular vote, and in 1864 will
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have 40.63 per cent of the votes of the loyal States in the electoral

college.

Chicago, being one of the commercial centres of the Northwest, it is

proper that some space should be devoted to her commerce. «

The value of imports into Chicago, in 1860, as per

Board of Trade report, was % 97,067,616 89

Value of exports for same period, 72,713,957 24

Aggregate value of imports and exports, $169,771,574 13

The value of the imports into Chicago, in 1858, as re

ported by Col. Graham (Senate Document, part 3,

pp. 890, 891, 36th Congress, 1st session) to the

United States government, was $ 99,032,362 12

Value of exports for same period 81,052,420 05

Aggregate value of imports and exports, $ 180,084,782 17

The apparent deficiency in 1860, as compared with 1858, is doubtless

owing to the fact that the valuation of the articles is placed higher in

Colonel Graham's report than the same articles are valued by the Board

of Trade in 1860, as the quantities received and shipped in the latter

year greatly exceed, in most cases, those of 1858.

It is believed that the valuation of receipts and shipments in 1861

greatly exceed that of the commerce of 1860, (although the prices of

produce are lower,) inasmuch as the rebellion has diverted to Chicago an

immense trade which was formerly concentrated at St. Louis, Cairo, New-

Orleans, and other points on the Mississippi River.

Tables from the Board of Trade Report, January 1, 1861, showing the

tonnage and valuation of the vessels engaged in the commerce of the

Lakes in 1859 and 1860.

AMERICAN BOTTOMS.

Tear. Number and Rig. Tonnage. Valuation.

46,240 ...

55,657 ...

7,779 ...

9,666 . . .

30,452 . . .

173,362 ...

$ 1,779,900

2,217,100

456,500

482,800

456,800

4,378,900

323,156 . . . $9,811,200
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CANADIAN BOTTOMS.

Tear. Humber and Rig. Tonnage.

1859. 54 steamers, 21,402

16 propellers, 4,127

17 tugs, 2,921

15 barks, 5,720

14 brigs, 3,295

197 schooners, 32,198

313 69,663

1,198, 323,156

Total, 1,511 392,819

AMERICAN BOTTOMS.

1860. 75 steamers 47,333

190 propellers 67,210

44 barks, 17,929

76 brigs, 21,505

813 schooners, 172,526

1,216 316,503

CANADIAN BOTTOMS.

77 steamers, 25,939

27 propellers, 7,289

23 barks, 7,882

16 brigs, 3,815

217 schooners 31,792

360 76,717

1,216 316,503

Valuation.

% 989,200

140,500

. 184,800

134,000

78,400

778,300

$ 2,305,300

9,811,200

$ 12,116,500

$ 2,439,840

3,250,390

584,540

484,250

5,233,085

$11,992,105

$ 1,499,680

407,290

246,480

94,380

898,560

$ 3,146,390

11,992,105

Total, 1,576 393,220 $ 15,138,495

The following is from the report of the Board of Trade of Buffalo :

United States and Canadian Tonnage.

Statement of the tonnage of the Northwestern Lakes and River St. Law

rence, as compiled from the Marine Register of the Board of Lake Un

derwriters for 1861.

united STATES tonnage.

Average Wo. of Total
ascription. s*. Tonnage. Value. tons. men. men.

Steamers,. 71 .. 40,125 . . ( 1,493,300 .. 565 .. 25 .. 1,775

Propellers, 182 .. 56,203 . . 2,597,100 .. 308 .. 20 .. 3,040

Barks,... 44 .. 18,331 . 447,300 .. 416 . . 12 .. 528

Brigs,. . . . 70 .. 20,613 . 407,600 .. 294 .. 11 .. 770

Schooners, 789 .. 174,015 . . 4,496,800 .. 220 .. 10 .. 7,890

Sloops,. . . 10 .. 345 . 5,750 .. 34 .. 4 .. 40

Totalr. 1,166 .. 309,632 . . $9,447,850 14,643
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CANADIAN TONNAGE.

Average JVo. of Total
Description. Jfo. Tonnage. Value. tone. men. men.

Steamers,. 76 .. 24,544 .. $ 1,175,600 .. 321 .. 25 .. 1,900

Propellers, 21 .. 4,748 .. 207,800 .. 226 .. 20 .. 420

Barks,... 18 .. 6,787 .. 189,500 .. 377 .. 12 .. 216

Brigs, 16 .. 4,258 .. 93,500 .. 266 .. 11 .. 176

Schooners, 200 .. 30,885 .. 752,100 .. 154 .. 10 .. 2,000

81oops,... 5 .. 283 .. 6,100 .. 56 . . 4 .. 20

Total,.. 336 .. 71,505 .. $2,414,600 3,732

Total of United States and Canadian tonnage :

Number of vessels, 1 ,502

Total tonnage, 381,137

Total value, $ 11,862,450

Whole number of men, 1 8,375

The United States tonnage exceeds that of the Canadian as follows :

Excess in number of vessels, 830

Excess in amount of tonnage, 238,127

Excess in value, $ 7,033,250

Excess in number of men, 10,911

Below is given the number of United States and Canadian vessels now

building on the northwestern lakes and the River St. Lawrence at the

present time :

Number of vessels building, January, 1862.

UNITED STATES VESSELS BUILDING.

Rig. Number. Tonnage. Value.

$119,000

674,700

947,205

1,700 . .

8,210 . . .

21,049 ...

30,959 . . . . $ 1,640,905

CANADIAN VESSELS BUILDING.

410 ... 28,700

136,800Sail, 7 .... 3,040 . .

Total, 8 3,450 . . .

34,409 . . .

165,500

1,806,405Total U. S. and Can., . . 65

Present U. S. tonnage,. . . 1,166 .... 309,632 . .

30,959 . . .

$ 9,447,850

1,640,906

340,591 . . ... $11,088,756

Present Canadian tonnage, 336 .... 71,505 ...

3,450 . . .

.. $2,414,600

165,500

74,955 . . . $ 2,580,100
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The following table, copied from Colonel Graham's report, (Scnato

Ex. Doc. No. 16, 34th Congress, 3d session, p. 405,) shows the value of

the enumerated articles of merchandise and agricultural produce received

at and shipped from the various collection districts, and which passed

over the St. Clair flats during the year 1855 :

Dibtkiots. Received.

Chicago, $91,771,717 98

Milwaukie, 14,065,507 08

Detroit, 676,764 50

Toledo* 145,325 00

Cleveland,t 2,354,683 50

Erie, Pa., (32,391 tons coal,)

Buffalo, 2,867,407 10

Oswego, 19,200 00

Ogdensburg, 9,940 00

$111,910,545 16 $ 139,257,160 81

111,910,545 16

Total receipts and shipments, $ 251,167,705 97

Total value of merchandise and agricultural produce known to have

Sasscd over St. Clair flats during the 230 days of navigation in 1855,

251,167,705 97; amount per day, $1,092,033 55.

To this may be added the tonnage of the several districts enumerated

trading over the St. Clair flats. This tonnage, (vide Colonel Graham's

report, p. 456,) in 1855, was 195,375 tons.

The first cost of these vessels, (p. 408,) and their equipments, amounts

to $8,553,750; add value of merchandise and produce, before given,

$251,167,705 50. Total capital interested in St. Clair flats in 1855,

$259,721,455 50.

The total amount, in money, which accrued in freights over the St.

Clair flats in 1855, in American vessels, was $13,766,840. If this esti

mate is incorrect, it is because it is too low. Full fifteen per cent, of

this, says Colonel Graham, (p. 408,) accrued from the obstructions at tho

flats; so that the cost to our commerce in 1855, of these obstructions,

was $2,064,226. Of this, $865,509 fell upon tho commerce of Chicago

alone. Colonel Graham (p. 404) estimates the cost of a channel, 600

feet wide, through the flats, at $532,991 68 ; over $332,000 less than the

obstructions cost the city of Chicago in that one year. He recommended

the appropriation of the above amount, for the following reasons :

1. The annual amount of commerce and navigation requiring a freo

passage over St. Clair flats, (pp. 409, 410, aggregate given above.)

Shipptd.

$21,928,530 91

8,738,936 76

21,005,936 75

9,247,812 15

116,955 00

76,560,000 00

• The books at Toledo show no shipments from that port over St. Clair flats

which are not included in receipts at other enumerated porta.—(Colonel Graham's

report.)

f This falls far short of the whole. It is believed that tho value of the shipments

from Cleveland, over St Clair flats, was full $1 5,000,000.—( Vide Colonel Gbaham,»

report, p. 406, notes.)
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2. The importance of improving the channel over the St. Clair flats as

a necessary clement in the military defence of our national frontier, (pp.

409, 410.)

Col. Graham's report (Mess, and Docs., 1859-60, part 3,) gives the

following as the aggregate imports and exports, by lake, at the several

lake ports in 1858 :~

Imports, $148,775,218 66

Exports, 123,875,812 60

Total lake commerce (American) in 1858, $ 272,651,031 26

The following shows the total commerce (by lake, canal and rail-road)

of the various lake ports in 1858 :

Imports, $456,149,482 91

Exports, 374,156,880 54

Total $830,306,363 45

Table of aggregate imports and exports of lake towns for the year 1858,

compiled by Colonel Graham, (Senate Doc, 1st session, 36th Cong.,

pp. 919—1,090.)

Chicago, $ 180,084,782 17

Waukegan, 1,265,500 10

Kenosha, 1,636,265 05

Racine, 9,924,297 15

Milwaukie, 41,349,293 90

Sheboygan, 1,002,226 00

Manitowoc, 991,294 86

Michigan City, 5,669,829 85

New-Buffalo, 588,609 30

St. Joseph, 863,054 30

Grand Haven, 4,702,346 46

Toledo, 67,160,116 91

Sandusky, 54,361,144 10

Cleveland, 106,100,578 46

Erie, 15,275,955 85

Dunkirk, 67,327,845 90

Buffalo, 202,619,298 82

Oswego, 34,610,876 62

Ogdensburg, 21,547,450 50

There are several other places included in Colonel Graham's statistics

not embraced in the above.

Colonel Graham's report (p. 128) states that the losses on the western

lakes in 1855 amounted to $2,800,000.

The report of the New-York Canal Commissioner, Samuel B. Ruoqles,

in 1859, concurred in by Canal Commissioner Charles II. Sherrill,

(N. Y. Ass. Doc. 1859, on page 20,) says that in 1853 the western com

merce passing through the Eric Canal was $136,598,734. On page 21

the same report says, " the proportion (of forest products) already con

tributed by Canada and the West, is more than one-third of the whole
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amount of the products of the forest (excluding ordinary fine wood) car

ried on all the canals, including even the Champlain, and the ratio is

constantly and rapidly increasing in favor of the West." On page 22 of

this report, Mr. Ruooles says, " the West is among us and upon us, in

full vigor, defying all the power of party politicians, however persevering,

to shut out the truth, that within the next twenty years the property to

be carried through this State to and from the West will amount at least

to twenty-five hundred millions of dollars, if not a much larger sum."

Colonel Graham unqualifiedly asserts that our lake commerce exceeds in

value our foreign commerce.

The following extracts from Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, conceded

to be one of our most reliable statistical journals of the country, may be

interesting :

" In the rapidly developing greatness of North America, it is interest

ing to look to the future and speculate on the most probable points of

centralization of its commerce and social power. Including with our

nation, as forming an important part of its commercial community, the

Canadas and contiguous provinces, the centre of population, white and

black, is a little west of Pittsburgh, situated at the head of navigation on

the Ohio River. The movement of this centre is north of west, about in

the direction of Chicago. The centre of productive power cannot be

ascertained with any degree of precision. We know it must be a con

siderable distance east and north of the centre of population. That cen

tre, too, is on its grand march westward. Both, in their regular progress,

will reach Lake Michigan. Is it not, then, as certain as any thing in the

future can be, that the central power of the continent will move to, and

become permanent on, the border of the great lakes ? Around these

pure waters will gather the densest populations, and on their borders will

grow up the best towns and cities. *****

" It can scarcely admit of a doubt that the domestic commerce of

North America bears a proportion as large as twenty to one of its foreign

commerce.

" At the present rate of increase the United States and the Canadas,

fifty years from this time, will contain over one hundred and twenty

millions of people. If we suppose one hundred and five millions, and

that these shall be distributed so that the Pacific States shall have ten

millions and the Atlantic border twenty-five millions, there will be left

for the great interior plain seventy millions. These seventy millions will

have twenty times as much commercial intercourse with each other as

with all the world besides. It is obvious, then, that there must be built

up in their midst the great city of the continent ; and not only so, but

that they will sustain several cities greater than those which can be sus

tained on the ocean border."

The commerce of the lakes during the past year has, in consequence

of the blockade of the Mississippi, been far greater than any previous

year. The trade and commerce of the lakes has been measured by the

means of transportation. Every railway was pressed to its utmost ca

pacity, and there was not a single vessel on the lakes but was in service

carrying forward the products of the Northwest to the seaboard. The

receipts of grain at Chicago alone amount to the enormous quantity of

54,093,219 bushels. In 1860 the receipts were 36,504,772 bushels.

The increase at Milwaukie and other ports has been in the same ratio.
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Accurate statistics of the present commerce of the various lake towns

are not at command ; but the growth of Buffalo, Rochester, Erie, Cleve

land, Toledo, Detroit, Milwaukie and Chicago, are all indexes of the rapid

advance of lake commerce and the agriculture of the West, and in the

aggregate reach a magnitude which is entitled to the most favorablo con

sideration of Congress.

Your committee have given but a very imperfect sketch of the won

derfully rapid growth and present importance of the Northwest. It

abounds in all the elements of a great and prosperous country. It has

thus far been the great agricultural section, but, with its inexhaustible

supplies of coal, lumber and metals, it will, ere long, become a great man

ufacturing country. The iron and copper of Lake Superior are attracting

the attention of the world.

The Northwest has grown by the energy and industry of its own hardy,

free people, receiving less aid from the federal treasury than any other

section. Its harbors, though filled with a commerce in comparison with

which that of the now rebel, and lately petted and favored seaboard sec

tion, sinks into insignificance, have yet been neglected, because the water

on which that commerce floated was fresh. Its defences have been aban

doned and have fallen into decay.

As compared with the South, the Northwest has literally received

nothing from the national treasury.

The South has had navy yards, fortifications, custom-houses and har

bors, costing millions of dollars. There has been expended on the Gulf

of Mexico and the Florida coasts more millions of dollars than the northern

frontier has received thousands. The East, too, has had, and very pro

perly, fortifications, forts, armories, navy-yards, depots, arsenals and ships.

The Northwest asks simply justice, but not even that at this time. In

the midst of this war she asks only that some of her most important lead

ing and exposed points be fortified and placed in a condition of defence ;

that an armory and foundry be established on the lakes to enable her to

have the means of arming her citizen soldiers, and that navy-yards be

established so that naval stores may be collected.

The committee urge these defences as not less important to New-Eng

land and the great middle States of New-York and Pennsylvania, than to

the Northwest itself. The vast agricultural products of the West find

their way to the Atlantic along the great canals and railways running

through these States.

New-York, possessing the Hudson River, (next to the Mississippi, per

haps the most important river in the Union,) has expended, to connect it

with the lakes, over forty millions of dollars. The Hudson, the New-

York canals, and the great lakes, have made the city of New-York the

commercial metropolis of the nation. It has thus been brought into

water communication with all the interior, and by means of the Illinois

and Michigan Canal and the Illinois River, there have been brought to

her wharves and warehouses the agricultural products not only of the

vast territory lying around the lakes, but also those of the valleys of the

Mississippi and Missouri. So that the figurative orator of New-England

(Choate) was scarcely extravagant when he described her as holding in

one hand the vast commerce of the West, while, with the other, Venice

like, " she wedded the everlasting sea."

Pennsylvania, also, has, by her canals and railways, connected her great
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city of Philadelphia with these great inland seas. The security of these

waters and our national supremacy on these lakes, the protection of our

northern frontier, are quite as important, therefore, to the East as to the

West, and it is time that the fact was recognised by the government that

the shore line of the lakes, 6,250 miles in extent, is scarcely inferior in

importance to the Atlantic coast We trust that our friends of the East

will recognise the fact, that the "West attained its majority and that its

provincial history terminated with the census of 1860. Our brethren of

the East will not forget, when asked to vote for defences to these lakes,

that these waters, now bearing to the ocean such vast products, have

been the scene of the most brilliant naval triumphs which adorn our

history.

Fully one-half of the soldiers now in the field in defence of the flag

and our nationality have been drawn from the Northwest. How gal

lantly the soldiers of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Min

nesota, and the other Northwestern States arc fighting, every battle-field

bears its testimony.

The republic has naturally three great systems of navigable waters.

The Atlantic on the East, the lakes on the North, and the Mississippi on

the West. By means of the New-York canals and the Illinois and Michi

gan Canal these are all united by water communication.

It may not be out of place, in this connection, and at this crisis in our

national affairs, to recall the provisions of the ordinance of 1787, which

declared " that the navigable waters of the Mississippi and the St. Law

rence, and the carrying places between them, shall be common highways,

and forever free from any tax, duty or impost thereon." This guarantee

of a free outlet, east and south, the Northwest will, under all circumstances

and at any cost, insist upon. The value and importance of these vast

water communications, the most magnificent on the globe, have been

immensely increased by the network of railways, which extend from the

lakes south and west, all over the vast inland, bringing to these waters

the agricultural products of more than half the continent. Chicago

alone has no less than thirteen great trunk railways radiating from her as

a common centre, and bringing to her docks the products of every farm

between the lakes and the Rocky Mountains.

Plan of Defence.

In regard to the general plan of the defences of the lakes and northern

frontier, the committee have conferred with the general commanding the

army, and Brigadier-General Totten, of the engineer department, and

have adopted, to a considerable extent, their suggestions.

We respectfully urge upon the consideration of Congress the following

plan of defences of the northern frontier :

First. The establishment of shore defences at some commanding posi

tions. This will require the erection of some new fortifications, and the

repair and completion of some already located.

Second. Taking into consideration the great superiority in the Ameri

can merchant marine on the upper lakes (meaning all the lakes above the

falls of Niagara) in ships, steamers and sailors, we regard our supremacy

on the lakes as dependent in a great degree upon our having the means

at hand of arming the merchant marine on short notice. To this end tho
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committee recommend the establishment of a national foundry on the

upper lakes, and three naval depots, one on Lake Ontario, one on Lake

Erie, and the other on Lake Michigan.

Third. We earnestly recommend for military, not less than commer

cial purposes, the improvement of the harbors on the lakes, the dredging

out and widening of the channel over the St Clair flats.

Fourth. The enlargement of the Illinois and Michigan Canal.

I. In regard to Shore Defences.—The entrance to Lake Superior is

through the Saulte St. Marie Canal, a work which cost about two millions

of dollars, and it is too important to be overlooked. The mineral region

of Lake Superior is probably richer in iron and copper than any other in

the world ; and the iron has been found to be superior in quality for many

purposes to any other known. These mines have been rapidly developed,

and now constitute a most important national interest Old Fort Brady

is represented as commanding the entrance to Lake Superior, and an ap

propriation for its repair, or a new fort more eligibly situated for the pur

pose, is recommended.

A military road from Bay de Noquet, on Green Bay, to Marquette, or

Bome other point on Lake Superior, and an early completion of the rail

road from Appleton to Lake Superior, would afford additional communi

cation with this great lake ; and both of these are of great importance

for military reasons, and are earnestly recommended to the favorable con

sideration of Congress. Probably the most important strategic place on

the lakes is the Straits of Mackinaw. This strait constitutes the door to

Lake Michigan, around which lake lie the States of Michigan, Indiana,

Illinois and Wisconsin, with an aggregate of population amounting to

nearly five millions. On its shores are the towns of Grand Haven, Mus-

kegan, St. Joseph, Michigan City, Chicago, Waukegan, Kenosha, Racine,

Milwaukie and Green Bay, with many others rising rapidly into import

ance. The commerce of this lake will exceed $200,000,000 per annum.

The great granary of the union has its depots on the borders of this lake.

It can be defended by adequate fortifications at the Straits of Mackinaw,

about three miles wide. Fortifications at the Straits of Mackinaw close

the opening or entrance into this great inland sea. When the vast inter

ests thus secured arc considered, it is obvious that Lake Michigan and all

its shores and cities should be defended on the threshold at Mackinaw.

The importance of having a great inland sea, like Lake Michigan, con

verted into a secure harbor, where fleets and navies may be gathered in

security, where may be collected magazines of arms and munitions and

provisions, can scarcely be exaggerated. Lake Michigan, entirely within

our own territory, unapproachable by land, and inaccessible by water by

any foreign enemy, except through a narrow strait or entrance, is a posi

tion of immense importance, and the policy of closing up its entrance is

too obvious to need illustration. Mackinaw should be made the Gibral

tar of the upper lakes.

Upon the importance of this locality, we insert the following extract

from a communication of General Tottkn :

" As to the stronger works, I consider one at Mackinaw to be indis

pensable. This will be the principal watching point of the upper lakes.

Here war steamers will call to refresh, to communicate with each other,

to find shelter, to lie in wait, <fec.

" It is hardly to be supposed that a hostile naval expedition, coming
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out of Georgian Bay, would venture towards the upper lakes, or down

Lake Huron, certainly not into Lake Michigan, while this point of obser

vation and rendezvous is occupied by our superior squadron. The fort

here must be adequate to protect this anchorage, and the defences of

the island should be such as to defeat any enterprise designed to wrest

it from us by superior force."

The committee are clear in their judgment that, in view of the vast im

portance of Mackinaw, and the interests there to be defended, the gov

ernment should take immediate means to close the Straits of Mackinaw

against the entrance of any hostile fleet Fort Gratiot fully commands

the entrance to Lake Huron, and should be immediately reconstructed

and put in a condition to control this gate to Lake Huron. The lower

entrance to the straits, or River Detroit, from Lake Erie, is already well

guarded by Fort Wayne. This should be completed and receive its

armament The report of General Totten, in which the committee con

cur, recommends additional appropriations and defences at Buffalo, to

wit, the completion of Fort Porter on the bluff between Buffalo and

Black Rock, and the mounting of its armament for the protection of the

entrance from Lake Erie into Niagara River, and the construction of a

tower and shore batteries at the mouth of Buffalo harbor; also an appro

priation for Fort Niagara, the construction of defensive works at the

mouth of the Genesee River, and the repairs of Fort Ontario at Oswego ;

also, appropriations for other defensive works on lakes Erie and Ontario

and the River St Lawrence, and for the construction of Fort Montgom

ery on Lake Champlain. The committee will report bills to carry out

these suggestions and recommendations.

It will be observed, in regard to Lake Ontario, that we have no access

to that lake from the upper lakes, except through foreign territory ; our

superiority in shipping, therefore, on the upper lakes, would be unavail

ing on Lake Ontario. It is, therefore, important that, in addition to the

fortification of exposed points, additional provisions should be made for

securing and maintaining our supremacy on that lake. The committee

recommend the establishment of a naval depot on Lake Ontario for

arms, munitions and naval stores. The possession of this lake is of the

utmost importance. These great arteries of trade, the Erie Canal and

New-York Central Rail-Road, are within a day's march of nearly the

length of Lake Ontario, and for a considerable distance within a few miles

of its shores. The importance of lake defences to the State of New-

York has already been alluded to. It will not be forgotten that, in the

war of 1812, her borders were the scene of bloody battles. Buffalo, now

the queen city of Lake Erie, then a small village, was burned. Oswego

was captured, and Lake Champlain and Niagara River the scene of some

of the most stirring events of the war.

We should pursue no aggressive policy ; on the contrary, cultivating

amicable relations with all nations, yet at the same time we should look

carefully to our defences.

The Secretary of State well said, " that any nation may be said to vol

untarily incur danger in tempestuous seasons when it fails to show that

it has sheltered itself on the very side from which the storm may possi

bly come." And the President of the United States spoke wisely when

he said, " it is believed that some fortifications and depots of arms and

munitions, with harbor and navigation improvements at well selected
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points upon our great rivers and lakes, would be of great importance to

our national defence and preservation."

The committee also recommend that fortifications be erected at the

entrance of Maumee Bay, Put-in Bay, and on the adjacent islands in Lake

Erie.

Put-in Bay, the harbor where Perry's fleet was moored previous to

the battle of Lako Erie, is one of the most important and accessible har

bors on the lake. It is especially convenient for vessels overtaken by

storm on the lake, perfectly safe, and easy of access from any direction.

The harbor of Toledo is one of the best and most important on Lake

Erie. It is formed by the estuary of the Maumee River, and is of suffi

cient capacity for the entire lake marine, perfectly safe and land-locked,

and accessible through Maumee Bay from the lake.

Toledo is naturally the key to a large portion of the Northwest, com

manding the agricultural wealth of northern Ohio, southern Michigan,

northern Indiana, central Illinois, Missouri and Iowa, and through the

rail-roads and canals of which it is the terminus, affording ample means

of distribution over a large, well-cultivated and rapidly-improving por

tion of our country.

Seven rail-roads, connecting with Detroit, Chicago, St Louis, Cincin

nati, and all intermediate places, terminate and concentrate at Toledo.

This, also, is the terminus of the longest continuous line of canals in the

world ; the Miami and Eric connecting with Cincinnati, and the Wabash

and Erie connecting with Evansville on the Ohio, a distance of more than

one hundred miles below Louisville. In extent, variety and value of

commercial operations, Toledo, in proportion to its size, has no equal in

this country.

The harbor of Erie, (Presque Isle Bay,) on Lake Erie, presents high

claims to consideration as an important position in our system of lake de

fences. In regard to this point, J. J. Abert, colonel of topographical

engineers, in a report to the Secretary of War, says :

" This extremely fine harbor, one of the most valuable on the lake, in

reference to military and naval advantages, (the only harbor, in fact, on

this lake in which a fleet can be assembled, and where it can be com

pletely protected against weather or an enemy,) is also one of the points

of connection between the commerce of the Atlantic and the Western

States and the lakes, by means of canals and rail-roads already made, or

in the course of construction in the State of Pennsylvania."

And G. W. Williams, captain of topographical engineers, in his re

port to the chief engineer, speaking of this harbor, says :

"It seems to fulfil, to a great extent, certain requisite conditions (as a

site for a naval rendezvous) than any other upon the lake. Its compara

tively central position would enable it with facility to extend its succor

promptly to any point on the lake. The ease with which it might be

entered under any circumstances of wind by the plan projected for its

improvement, its facilities of intercourse with the most densely populated

parts of the country, and above all, its remarkable conformation as a con

venient secure harbor, characterize it as the site for a naval rendezvous of

the highest order. * * Thus, its freedom from ice at the earliest

opening of spring, enabling vessels to enter upon active duties, whilst yet

they would be ice-bound at the lower end of the lake—its land-locked

area containing about six square miles of good anchorage, with a depth

averaging twenty feet—the interposition of Presque Isle as a guarantee
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from hostile surprise, its comparatively central position are its peculiar

advantages, and indicate it as a point that cannot be too highly appreci

ated by the general government."

II. The second proposition, in regard to the defences of the northern

frontier, it the establishment of a nationalfoundry on the upper lakes, and

of naval depbts. Attention has already been called to the superiority of

the American lake marine over that of Canada on the upper lakes. In

1861 the number of American vessels, of all descriptions, on the upper

lakes, was 1,166; of Canadian, 326. Our superiority was 830. Our

superiority in tonnage was 238,126 tons. Our superiority in sailors,

10,911. This superiority, without arms, is unavailing, and would only

invite attack, and the immense merchant marine unarmed would furnish

rich prizes to British gunboats. Great Britain has been collecting an

abundance of the best arms in Canada. The lakes are utterly without

arms, what few there were having been taken to the Mississippi. It is,

therefore, of the utmost importance that means of arming these vessels,

and the fortifications to be constructed, should be furnished at the earliest

possible period. Fortunately, we have all the materials for the manu

facture of arms and ordnance of the best quality at command, and skilled

mechanics and artisans ; so that, with proper action of the government,

the work of making heavy guns may be immediately begun. We insert

the following extract from the official report of Messrs. Morris, of the

navy, and Totten, of the army, on this point :

" Nearly all the steam vessels, and many sailing vessels, could be very

soon prepared to carry heavy guns, and some of them could carry several

without inconvenience. If, therefore, the government shall make deposits

of ordnance and ordnance stores at convenient posts, and be prepared to

officer and man the vessels which they could purchase, the naval control

of these important lakes may be considered secure against any attack."

In this connection, the committee desire to call the attention of Con

gress to the fact, that such is the nation's need of ordnance, that we are

told by very high authority that it will require three years, with all

the means, public and private, now at the command of the government,

to furnish the ordnance necessary to arm the fortifications now con

structed, or in the process of construction. The committee, therefore,

earnestly recommend the immediate establishment of a foundry on the

upper lakes. This foundry, the committee recommend, should be located

at Chicago. Some of the reasons why, in our judgment, it should be

located there, are as follows : Chicago is the great centre of the region to

be supplied with arms, and its facilities for cheap and rapid distribution

are unequalled. She has direct water communication, by lake, canal

and river, with every portion of the West. Thirteen great trunk railways

radiate from her as a common centre, with more than 6,000 miles of

railway ; and upon these rail-roads, centring at Chicago, the govern

ment can obtain 16,000 cars for transportation. Chicago is, concededly,

one of the greatest railway centres on the continent. She can obtain,

by cheap and convenient water connection, the best ores and metals for

guns, and especially the inexhaustible ores of Lake Superior, which it

should be the policy of the government to develop. With the best

materials at command, with an abundant supply of labor and mechanical

voi.. xlvl.—NO. iv. 23
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skill, Chicago, in the judgment of the committee, combines more ad

vantages for the location than any other point.

In regard to the necessity of a manufactory of ordnance, as of primary

importance to the defence of the northern frontier, the committee call

the attention of Congress to the following remarks from the communica

tion of General Tottkn :

" The great superiority of our steam and other merchant vessels on the

upper lakes, (including Lake Erie,) any portion of which may be promptly

converted into war vessels, greatly simplifies defensive arrangements on

the shores of these lakes. But that this superiority may be assumed

with the requisite promptitude, before these means have been surprised

and destroyed by the earlier readiness of an enemy, there should be at

hand, actually stored and kept in perfect condition, all the means for

converting these large and swift steamers, <fec, into vessels of war—that

is to say, all the armament and its supplies," <fec.

*******

" Moreover, if, for want of adequate protection of this nature, the

towns and cities had to resort to local defence, these, in many instances,

could only be made sufficient at great expense," &c.

The committee are permitted to quote the following paragraph from

a communication of General McClellan :

" The accumulation of ordnance material in appropriate localities is

highly important, and measures for the establishment of a national

foundry and manufactory of small arms in the Northwest should at once

be taken. Chicago is a suitable point for these establishments."

Means of arming the merchant service of the lakes is thus presented as

of primary importance.

The lakes are to-day naked of arms ; we therefore urge the immediate

establishment of this national work, and a collection of naval stores at

three points : One on Lake Michigan for the upper lakes, one on Lake

•Erie and one on Lake Ontario.

These measures are of the more importance because of the existence of

treaty stipulations between the United States and Great Britain, limiting

armed vessels in the lakes. This treaty, concluded in 1817, contains the

following provisions :

" The naval force to be maintained upon the American lakes by His

Majesty and the government of the United States shall henceforth be

confined to the following vessels on each side, that is :

"On Lake Ontario, to one vessel not exceeding one hundred tons

burden, and armed with one 1 8-pound cannon.

" On the waters of Lake Champlain, to one vessel not exceeding like

burden, and armed with like force.

" On the upper lakes, to two vessels not exceeding like burden, and

armed with like force.

"AU other armed vessels on these lakes shall be forthwith dismantled,

and no other vessels of war shall be built.

" If either party should hereafter be desirous of annulling this stipula

tion, and should give notice to that effect to the other party, it shall

cease to be binding after the expiration of six months from the date of

such notice?'

Whether this treaty includes Lake Michigan, which is entirely within

our own territory, may perhaps admit of doubt
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Great Britain has, by means of her Canadian canals, facilities for bring

ing gunboats and vessels of war from the St. Lawrence and the ocean into

the lakes. This is an advantage not to be overlooked. These advantages

can only be equalized by the enlargement of the Illinois and Michigan

Canal. The canals around the rapids of the St. Lawrence are built to

pass vessels, from the St. Lawrence to Lake Ontario, 186 feet long, 44j-

feet beam, and 9 feet draught The Wclland Canal, around the Falls of

Niagara, connecting Lakes Ontario and Erie, is capable of passing vessels

142 feet long, 26 feet beam, and 10 feet draught. It is understood that

the British government possesses a large number of gunboats capable of

being taken through these canals.

"We must command the outlet of Lake Huron and the entrance into

Lake Erie by Fort Gratiot and Fort Wayne, provide arms for our lake

craft on the upper lakes, and by these means secure and maintain our

superiority.

HI. Reference to the advantages growing out of the Canadian canals

brings us to the consideration of the importance of the enlargement of the

Illinois and Michigan Canal for military purposes. It will be observed,

that while we are prohibited from placing vessels of war on the lakes,

Great Britain can accumulate gunboats at her pleasure on the St. Law

rence, and by her canals bring them into Lake Erie. "We must remedy

this by widening the Illinois and Michigan Canal. As early as 1822

Congress authorized the State of Illinois to open a canal through the

public lands, to connect the Illinois River with Lake Michigan. In

1827 a quantity of land was granted to the State of Illinois for the pur

pose of aiding in opening this canal.

The work was surveyed and commenced in 1836. It begins at Chicago

and runs to La Salle, the head of navigation on the Illinois River, a dis

tance of ninety miles. It was originally designed to make what was

called the deep cut, which was to use Lake Michigan as a feeder. The

work -was more than half completed on this basis, but owing to financial

difficulties, the original plan was postponed, and it was completed in

1848 on the high level, and fed by the Calumet, Chicago, Des Plaines,

Kankakee and Fox Rivers.

The realization of the grand idea of a ship canal from Lake Michigan

to the Mississippi, for military and commercial purposes, is the great wark

of the age. In effect, commercially, it turns the Mississippi into Lake

Michigan, and makes an outlet for the great lakes at New-Orleans, and

of the Mississippi at New-York. It brings together the two great sys

tems of water communications of our country. The great lakes and the

St. Lawrence, and the canals connecting the lakes with the ocean on the

east, and the Mississippi and Missouri, with all their tributaries, on the

west and south. This communication so vast can be effected at small

expense, and with no long delay. It is but carrying out the plan of

nature. A great river, rivalling the St. Lawrence in volume, at no dis

tant day, was discharged from Lake Michigan, by the Illinois, into the

Mississippi. Its banks, its currents, its islands and deposits can still be

easily traced, and it only needs a deepening of the present channel for

a few miles to re-open a magnificent river from Lake Michigan to the

Mississippi.

Had this ship canal been open, its cost would have been nearly or
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quite saved during the past year, in the saving of the expenses of the

expenditures on the Mississippi. The gunboats for the Mississippi ex

peditions could have been readily and cheaply obtained at the great ship

building ports on the lakes. This canal opened, and instead of two fleets

of gunboats, one for the defence of the western rivers and the other for

the defence of the lakes, you may make one fleet answer both purposes,

as necessity may require. It would enable the government to concen

trate the military resources of the great lakes and the Mississippi and

its tributaries on either, or any where, as occasion might require. The

opening of this canal would place us on an equality with Great Britain,

in enabling us to bring from the Atlantic even the means of defending

the lakes and rivers. Great Britain, with a wise sagacity, expended

many millions on her Canadian canals. The enlarging of the Illinois

and Michigan Canal will give us equal advantages, at far less cost.

The Military Committee of this House being, as it is understood, about

to report in favor of this work, we forbear to dwell upon the subject fur

ther, and will only add our hearty concurrence in their recommendation.

The improvement of the harbors of the great lakes, and the widening

and deepening of the channel across the St. Clair flats, are of immediate

and pressing importance, not less for military than commercial reasons.

No great commercial interest in the world has ever grown so rapidly, and

with so little encouragement on the part of the government, as the lake

commerce. The construction of a canal around the Falls of Niagara is a

work national in its character, and which but awaits the return of peace

and prosperity of the country to receive the attention of Congress.

In regard to the upper Mississippi, the committee desire to call the

attention of Congress to the fact, that an appropriation of $50,000 was

made in March, 1861, for the construction of a military post in or near

the valley of the " Red River of the North," or so much thereof as might

be deemed necessary by the Secretary of War. The long line of frontier

between British North America and the State of Minnesota is without

protection by our government, while Great Britain has two forts : one on

the north shore of Lake Superior, (Fort William,) another (Fort Gary)

on the " Red River of the North," about fifty miles north of the inter

national lino. In view of these facts, and of such unexpended appro

priation in the hands of the Secretary of War, we trust this frontier will

receive the early attention of the War Department, which, in the judg

ment of the committee, it is justly entitled to.

The great interests which your committee ask Congress to protect are

peculiar in their position in, and in their relations to, the republic The

Northwest is inland. It has, as its great channels of communication to

the ocean, the great rivers St. Lawrence and Mississippi, and the canals

and railways connecting the lakes and the ocean. It can never consent

to become isolated from cither of these great outlets ; no foreign territory

must ever intervene between it and the mouth of the Mississippi. With

one hand it clasps the East, and with the other it grasps the South, and

it will hold this Union together. The Northwest is as much in earnest

in determination to preserve this Union as traitors are to destroy it

The Northwest believes that our nationality is worth all the blood and

all the treasure which it may cost to preserve it, and she places her all of

men and money at the command of the government for that purpose.
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STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

1. Trade and Commerce or Bar Fbancisco. 2. CnioAOO and its Trade fox tux past Year.

8. Toledo—its ihpoetanoe—the Suipmests and Receipts foe 1861 compared wrrn fee-

tious Tears. 4. Trade and Commerce of Buffalo.

TRADE AND COMMERCE OF SAN FRANCISCO.

The San Francisco Mercantile Gazette and Prices Current, of Janu

ary 10th, has in it a very full review of the trade and commerce of

San Francisco for the past year, from which we make the following

extracts :

Tonnage Movement of the Port during the Year 1861.

The tonnage entering and clearing from the port of San Francisco,

during the year 1861, has been as follows :

Arrivals.

Vessels. Torn.

American vessels arrived from domestic ports, 1,644 . . 389,040

American vessels arrived from foreign ports, ... . 208 .. 161,609

American vessels arrived from whaling voyages, . 15 .. 4,521

Foreign vessels arrived from foreign ports, 113 . . 44,163

Total, ],980 599,233

The arrivals of tonnage, from all quarters, for the past four years, have

been as follows :

Tsars. Vessel*. Tons. Tsars. Vessels. Tons.

1858, 1,441 467,529

1859, 1,713 598,631

1860, 1,682 538,201

1861, 1,980 599,233

The following figures exhibit in gross the quarters whence the above

arrivals occurred, with the exception of whalers, which are included

elsewhere :

Feoh 1858. 1869. 1860. 1881.

Domestic Atlantic ports,.. 114,321 .. 157,076 .. 129,950 .. 121,342

Domestic coast ports, 158,336 .. 208,816 .. 205,408 .. 267,698

Foreign ports, 193,542 .. 229,263 .. 199,534 .. 205,672

It will be seen from the above that the tonnage movement of this

port, in 1861, was greater than in any preceding year since 1857, and

the excess will be found in the arrivals from domestic coast ports, which

show an increase, within the term specified, of about seventy-five per
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cent This gratifying progress indicates forcibly the rapid development

of interests located upon the sea-coasts, for the accommodation of which

this carrying-trade is requisite.

Clearances.

Vt—U.

American vessels clearing for domestic ports, 208 . . 1 49,349

American vessels clearing for foreign ports, 298 . . 243,625

American vessels clearing for whaling voyages,. .. . 13 .. 2,835

Foreign vessels clearing for foreign porta, 103 .. 38,948

Total, 622 434,757

Passenger Movement of the Port.

Statement of the number of passengers, by sea, arriving at and depart

ing from the port of San Francisco, during the first, second, third and

fourth quarters of 1861 :

Ut Qr. 2dQr. 'id Qr. «A Qr. Total.

Arrivals 4,547 .. 11,263 .. 7,304 .. 7,706 .. 30,820

Departures,... 2,699 .. 2,974 .. 2,760 .. 5,523 .. 13,956

Gain, 1,848 .. 8,289 .. 4,544 .. 2,183 .. 16,864

The net gain in population seaward, during 1860, was 16,185 ; in

1859, 13,402 ; in 1858, 12,746 ; in 1857, 7,857.

Exports other than Specie.

The destination and value of exports during the past three years—

specie, bullion and silver ore not included—have been as follows :

To 1859. 1860. 1861.

New-York, $1,418,100 .. $1,933,542 .. $1,605,034

Boston, 98,345

Great Britain, 29,100 .. 945,898 .. 2,838,004

Australia 730,497 .. 874,726 .. 1,056,401

Vancouver Island,. ... 1,199,320 .. 1,579,826 .. 1,177,152

Mexico, 682,490 .. 968,149 .. 1,094,930

Peru, 156,606 .. 133,087 .. 163,264

China, 252,061 .. 623,319 .. 711,841

Sandwich Islands,. . . 358,538 .. 188,591 .. 288,877

Japan, 514 .. 24,586 .. 15,577

Other countries 706,185 .. 1,260,715 .. 838,647

Total $5,533,411 $8,532,439 $ 9,888,072
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Exports of Treasure.

The following is a statement of the amount and destination of treas

ure exported from San Francisco during the year 1861 :

To 1859. 1860. 1861.

New-York, $ 39,831,937 32 $35,661,500 37 $32,628,010 60

New-Orleans, 314,500 00 57,795 93 ......

England, 3,910,930 37 2,672,936 20 4,061,779 46

China, 3,100,755 68 3,374,680 27 3,541,279 17

Japan 34,000 00 94,200 00 60,220 00

Manila, 26,000 00 75,659 94 9,000 00

Panama, 279,949 28 300,819 00 349,769 17

Sandwich Islands, 142,190 00 40,679 57 7,700 00

Mexico, 19,400 00 7,100 00

Other countries, 28,245 00 11,900 00

Total,. $ 47,640,462 65 $42,325,916 28 $40,676,758 40

United States Branch Mint.

The operations of the branch mint in San Francisco, for the past year,

sh ow a great excess over the year preceding. The comparison is as fol

lows :

Gold Deposit!. Total Coinage.

1860, oz. 587,831.93 $ 11,442,000

1861, oz. 820,512.04 16,126,000

Gain oz. 232,680.11 $ 4,684,000

The coinage has been as follows :

Double eagles, $ 15,385,000

Eagles, 95,000

Half eagles, 90,000

Quarter eagles 60,000

Total coinage,

Half dollars, $ 459,750

Quarter dollars, 19,000

Dimes...... 17,250

$16,126,000

Yield of the Mines.

The yield of the mines during the past year has been very considerably

less than that of 1860 and previous years. We believe that the productive

capability of the mines has been but little, if at all lessened, but that the de

creased yield is accounted for by the amount of labor expended in mining

for other metals, and by the improvement of the condition of miners,

who, as their families gather around them, bestow more of their labor in

agriculture, and in other ways calculated to increase their comfort and

independence, and to render their mode of life more like that to which

they were accustomed in the communities which they left to come to

t his State. The vast improvement which is everywhere taking place in

t he style of buildings in the cities, towns and camps throughout the

mines, aid the ranid increase of toe number of families there, the breadth
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of land occupied as farms and gardens, and the attention that is paid to

fruit culture and stock raising, show how much of the capital that for

merly used to be sent to the East for the support of families there, is

now retained and invested. Thus, in Yuba, one of the oldest and most

central mining counties in the State, agriculture and stock-raising are

both already nearly equal, if not superior, in importance to the mining

interest, and the same is the case iD other large districts where mining is

still actively and successfully prosecuted. The great and rapidly-increas

ing amount of exports of California productions, other than gold and

silver, also exhibit why one large portion of the same rate ofgold shipments

formerly made are no longer necessary, and the diminished amount of

receipts of foreign and Eastern goods and products show how fast the

people of this State are becoming self-supporting agriculturists, wool-

raisers and manufacturers.

The product of the Washoe mines cannot, at present, be definitely

ascertained ; but, from authentic sources, we have derived information

warranting a conjecture that the yield of the past year has not fallen

short of $2,500,000, reduced to bullion, besides ore exported, which will

be found specified in our tables. This great interest is yet in its early

infancy.

Copper and Coal.

In glancing at the list of our mineral productions, some of which have

assumed importance only during the past year, we cannot omit referring

specially to the discoveries of copper in Calaveras county, where veins of

this valuable metal have been opened in richness and extent almost un-

equaled. The head quarters of this region are about thirty miles from

the thriving inland city of Stockton, and, we doubt not, soon to be con

nected with that city by rail-road communication. An interest of so

much value must ere long command the readiest means of access. On

referring to our schedule of exports, copper ore will be found already figur

ing notably, though the discoveries are of but recent date, and the work

of development hardly begun.

A still more important discovery is the great industrial agent—coal—

inexhaustible deposits of which have been found in our immediate vicin

ity. Numerous companies have been formed, and a respectable amount

of capital embarked in the working of these mines, and the product is

already in market competing with importations. As yet, however, the

quality of the coal is not adapted to all requirements. Comparatively

speaking, the surface only has been penetrated ; at a greater depth, it is

presumed a much better article will be found, as experience has proved

in other cases; but even the superficial excavations now made have fur

nished a quality adapted to many uses, and at a cost which will insure a

very large consumption at home, although it may not find a place among

our exports.

Quicksilver.

The decision rendered last January by the United States District Court,

in favor of the claimants to the " New Almaden Mine," and the conse

quent re-openiDg of the same, have given a new impetus to this branch of
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onr commerce. By reference to figures below, it will be seen that the

export of this metal is largely in excess of that of the preceding years.

The yield of the above mine, amounting to nearly three-fourths of the

whole product for this year, sufficiently explains the matter.

The following shows the yield of the four mines actually worked :

N. Alwadih. N. Idua. tawni OuAMivn,

Flank*. Flatkt. Flatlet. Flatht.

1st quarter, 4,354 .. 1,819 .. 776 . . 658

2d quarter, 8,692 . . 2,272 . . 800 . . 650

3d quarter, 9,934 .. 2,192 .. 458 . . 600

4th quarter, 9,225 .. 1,678 .. 273 . . 650

Total, 32,205 7,961 2,307 2,550

Being a total production of 45,023 flasks of 75 lbs. each, Spanish

weight, for the year, from the four mines.

Total production in 1861 45,023 flasks.

Exports in 1861, 35,995 flasks.

Stock here 1st January, 1862, (in excess of

stock on 1st of January, 1861,) esti

mated at 1,050 " 37,045 "

Showing consumption in this State, 7,978 flasks.

Or an average of about 665 flasks per month.

From this exhibit we judge that the demand has been equal to the

supply, and we doubt not a market could be found for a much greater

yield. We quote the price at 40 cents for export, or $30 for flasks of

75 pounds.

The exports and destination of quicksilver during the past year have

been as follows:

To Flatkt. To Flattt.

New-York, 600

England, 2,500

Mexico, 12,061

Australia, 1,850

Peru 2,804

Valparaiso, 2,059

Vancouver Island, 116

Panama, 67

China, 13,788 Central America, 110

Japan, 50 1

Total, 35,995

The exports previously for six years, were as follows :

Flatkt. Flatkt.

1855, 27,165

1856, 23,740

1857, 27,262

1858, 24,132

1859, 3,399

1860, 9,348

The value of our exports of this metal, for the year 1861, was

$1,079,850.

Salmon and other Fisheries in 1861.

The spring salmon commenced running in January and continued until

August, when the fall run commenced and continued until November.
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The lateness of the rains this year has made this a long fishing season,

and the catch in consequence has been unusually large. Some idea

of their abundance may be gathered from the fact, that at Strong: &

Walton's fishery, on Rogue River, with 180 fathoms of seine, 6,000

salmon have been landed at, a single haul ; while at Duncan & Co.'s

fisheries, on Eel River, with 120 fathoms of seine, 2,600 salmon, making

140 barrels, were secured at one time.

The following is the year's packing, compiled from reliable sources :

Rogue River fisheries, 1,586 bbls.

Chetcoe's « 600 "

Smith's River " 900 "

Eel River « 1,200 "

Sacramento " 1,500 "

Total, 6,786 bbls.

The average ruling prices for 1861 have been, for first class salmon,

H cents per pound, and for smoked salmon, 6 cents.

In our estimates above we have not taken Oregon or the north coast

fisheries into account; they have, doubtless, been large, probably aggre

gating 2,000 bbls.

The business of mackerel catching has not been prosecuted with much

vigor the past year, owing to the very low prices ruling for Eastern,

which have rendered it so unprofitable that for the present the trade may

be considered at an end.

Large quantities of herring are caught upon the coast, and some atten

tion is being paid to smoking, drying and otherwise curing them for

market ; but the trade is so limited that the business is easily overdone,

market glutted with an over supply and prices ruinously low. As with

nearly all other California products, so with their fisheries. They require

a market. Their supplies are excessive. They want more consumers at

home and customers abroad.

Wool.

The following statistics show the extent of shipments of wool for the

year :

To New-York, 13,244 bales.

Boston, 1,547 "

England, 1,193 "

Other countries, 3 "

Total, 15,987 bales.

The clips for the last seven years are estimated as follows :

Year. Pound*.

For 1855, 360,000

1856, 600,000

1857, 1,100,000

1858, 1,428,351

1859, 2,378,250

1860, 3,260,000

1861, 4,600,000

Inereate per cent.

66

83

30

06

37

41
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THE TRADE AND COMMERCE OF CHICAGO.*

The report of the trade and commerce of Chicago, for 1861, by Skth

Catlin, Secretary of the Board of Trade of that city, is very full and

interesting. The great increase shown in the receipts and shipments of

floar and grain is the most remarkable feature of the exhibit. In 1860,

the amount of flour shipped was 698,132 barrels, and that was more than

had been shipped any previous year ; but in 1861, the number of barrels

forwarded was 1,603,920, being an increase of about one million of bar

rels over the previous year. The grain (wheat, corn, oats and rye) shipped

in 1860, amounted to 27,350,640 bushels, but in 1861 the shipments of

grain reached the unprecedented amount of 42,235,728 bushels.

The system of grain inspection, introduced by the Board of Trade in

1858, and improved from time to time, has, we are told in this same re

port, been carried to a great degree of perfection, proving of vast benefit

to all who handle the grain. The inspection books show that, out of the

grain received, there has been inspected as follows :

In 1858 received, 14,032,291 bushels. Inspected, 7,294,600 bushels.

1859 " 14,728,542 " " 8,987,806 "

1860 « 32,824,958 " « 27,101,768 "

1861 " 45,970,687 " " 43,870,065 "

Thus it will bo seen that the amount inspected has, from year to year,

been increased, until now almost the entire receipts are inspected. We

may, therefore, conclude that the advantages of this system are fast be

coming more generally known and appreciated.

The two following tables show the receipts and shipments of certain

leading articles during the past three years :

Table showing the amount of Receipts at Chicago of certain leading arti

cles for the past three years.

1861. 1860. 1859.

Flour, barrels, 1,479,284 .. 713,348 .. 726,321

Wheat, bushels, 17,385,002 .. 14,427,083 .. 8,060,766

Corn, " 26,369,989 .. 15,262,394 .. 5,401,870

Oats, " 2,067,018 .. 2,198,889 .. 1,757,696

Rye, " 490,989 .. 318,976 .. 231,514

Barley, " 457,589 .. 617,619 .. 652,696

Hogs, No. 675,902 .. 392,864 .. 271,204

Cattle, " 204,579 .. 177,101 .. 111,694

Lumber, M. 249,309 .. 262,494 .. 302,845

Shingles, " 79,356 .. 127,894 .. 165,927

Lath, " 32,637 .. 38,601 .. 49,102

Seeds, lbs. 7,742,614 .. 7,071,074 .. 5,241,547

Salt, barrels, 390,499 .. 255,148 .. 316,291

Hides, lbs. 17,196,293 .. 17,604,078 .. 18,614,246

High Wines, barrels, 89,915 .. 62,126 .. 29,431

Coal, tons, 211,586.. 170,397.. 131,204

Lead lbs. 14,554,743 .. 12,315,260 .. 14,351,179

Wool, " 1,184,208 .. 859,248 .. 918,319

* The map in this No. of the Magazine, together with the report of the committee'

on *' Harbor Defences on Great Lakes and Rivers," (page 837,) will be found of

great interest in connection with these- trade reports of Chicago, Toledo and Buffalo.
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Table showing the amount of Shipment at Chicago for certain leading

articles for the past three years.

1861. 1860. 1859.

Flour, 1,603,920 .. 698,132 ..

12,402,197 ..

686,351

Wheat 15,835,953 . . 7,166,698

(t
24,372,725 .. 13,700,113 .. 4,349,360

(i
1,633,237 .. 1,091,698 .. 1,185,703

Rye <<
393,813 .. 156,642 .. 134,404

(i
226,534 .. 267,449 .. 486,218

289,094 .. 227,164 .. 110,246

it
124,146 .. 97,474 .. 37,584

M. 264,830 .. 286,485 .. 313,144

u
135,803 .. 131,043 .. 203,297

It
45,661 .. 41,744 .. 45,868

lbs. 7,438,485 .. 6,055,563 .. 4,647,960

Salt 319,140 .. 172,963 .. 257,847

lbs. 12,277,518 .. 14,863,514 .. 16,413,320

High Wines,. . 111,240 .. 65,223 .. 29,529

Coal 20,093 .. 20,364 .. 19,886

16,854,706 . 8,392,066 .. 8,725,747

Wool 1,360,617 .. 839,269 .. 934,595

Capacity of Warehouses at Chicago for Handling and Storing

Grain.

The great capacity and number of the grain warehouses at Chicago

will be seen from an examination of the following table :

Capacity to «-

Bushels. limhtls. Jiiwhtls.

Sturges, Buckingham A Co., A., 700,000 .. 66,000 .. 225,000

" B 700,000 . . 65,000 . . 225.000

Flint A Thompson, 160,000 .. 26,000 .. 50,000

" R.1B.B 700,000 . . 65,000 . . 200,000

Charles Wheeler A Co., G. A C. U. E. R,. . . 600,000 .. 50,000 .. 125,000

Munger A Armour 600,000 .. 50,000 .. 100,000

Hiram Wheeler 450,000 . . 60,000 . . 150,000

Munn A Scott, 200,000 . . 30,000 . . 75,000

Orrington Lunt A Brother, 80,000 . . 30,000 . . 40,000

Ford A Norton 100,000 . . 40,000 . . 45,000

George Sturges A Co., Fulton Elevator, 100,000 .. 25,000 .. 50,000

Walker, Washburn A Co 76,000 . . 30,000 . . 60,000

Sturges, Smith A Co., 700,000 .. 65,000 .. 225,000

Armour, Dole A Co 850,000 . . 86,000 . . 225,000

Total 6,915,000 675,000 1,796,000

Note.—There will be finished previous to opening of navigation :

Munn A Scott, (new house,) 600,000 . . 66,000 . . 200,000

L. Newberry A Co., " 300,000 .. 40,000 .. 100.000

Although the capacity of these warehouses would almost seem to be

unnecessarily large, yet, during the past season, the business transacted

has required the constant use of all of them, and at times they have been

very nearly full. For instance, on
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Flour, Wotat, Conn, Oats, EtfABar.,

Barrels. Bushels. Bushels. Bushels. Bushels.

April 6, there was in store, 64,897 .. 1,856,954 .. 1,968,333 .. 678,843

" 13, " " 67,275 .. 1,646,528 .. 1,991,724 .. 528,636 .. 194,289

Dec 21, " " 26,804 . . 1,791,066 . . 1,483,534 . . 237,907 . . 139,428

Thus it will be seen that there was, at the first date specified above,

about four million five hundred thousand bushels of grain, and sixty-four

thousand barrels of flour in store.

We annex a table showing the disposition of hogs received at Chicago

the past year.

Disposition of Hogs in 1861.

Lire. Dressed. Total.

Shipped by Lake 179 179

Forwarded by Chicago & Rock Island Rail-Road, 874 874
'■ Illinois Central Rail-Road 189 . . 2 .. 191

" Chicago, Burl'gton <fe Quiucy R.R. 642 . . 7 .. 649

" Chicago & Miiwaukie Rail-Road, 8,754 .. 17 .. 8,771

" Michigan Southern Rail-Road,... 62,306 .. 16,883 .. 78,189

" Michigan Central Rail-Road 45,423 . . 46,245 . . 91,668

" Chi, Pittsburgh <fe Ft. W. R. R.,. 98,716 .. 9,958 .. 108,673

216,982 72,112 289,094

Cut by packers in the city, 379,903

City consumption, cut by small packers, not reported and on hand, 6,905

Total, 675,902

Table showing the range of prices at Chicago, of Flour, Wheat, Corn and

Oats, during each month q/1861.

Floue. Flouk. Flouk. WHEAT. COKW. Oats.

Purs White

Morrns.
Spring, Bed Winter, White Winter., Extra Club, and Yellow, JVo.l.

per barrel. per barrel. per barrel. per bushel. per bushel. per bushel.

January, $2 75® 1 1 40 .. $4 25®*.r> 00 . . $5 25®|6 75 . . t0 80®$0 83 . . 29 ®30 ■ 11 ®17«

Feb , 2 75® 4 80 .. 4 25® 5 00 . . 5 25® 6 75 . . 0 78® 0 S3 . . 23 ®29 . . 17 ®17«

March,.. S 78® 4 20 .. 425® 6 00 ... 6 25® 5 75 . . 0 80® 0 86 . . 27 ®29 . . 14 ®16

April,... 2 75® 515 .. 4 70® 5 50 . . 525® 6 25 .. 0 85® 0 98 . . 27 ®85 . . 13 @20

May,.... S 00® 650 .. 6 25® 6 50 ... 5 75® 7 25 .. 0 93® 1 23 . . 30 ®4G . . 14 ®24

June, . . . 1 50® 4 15 .. 4 25® 5 00 . . 5 00® C 50 . . 0 61® 0 74 . . - ®- . . 12*@15

1 50® 4 00 .. 425® 5 00 . . 5 50® 6 50 . . 0 53® 0 73 . . 24 ®26 . 18 ®16X

August, . 1 50® 4 25 . . 8 75® 4 25 . . 4 50® 5 60 . . 0 66® 0 76 . . 22 ®26 . . 14 @17

Sept.,. . . . 2 25® 4 50 . . 8 75® 4 90 . . 4 40® 5 00 . . 0 62® 0 79 . . 20#®23X . . 13 @14

October, . 2 15® 4 50 . . 4 00® 4 25 . . 4 50® 5 00 . . 0 71® 0 80 . . 21 ®22 . 15 @17

Not...... 2 25® 4 15 . . 8 75® 4 50 . . 4 40® 5 00 . . 0 69® 0 78 . 20J£®28# . . 14 @18

Dec., 2 25(3 8 80 . . 8 75® 4 25 . . "4 87® 4 75 .. 0 66® 0 78 . .28 ®24tf.

THE TRADE AND COMMERCE OP TOLEDO.

Wc have received, in the Toledo Blade, a carefully prepared statement

of the trade and commerce of Toledo for 1861.

The past year, wc are told, has been one of great commercial pros

perity to that city, in spite of the troublous times on which we have fallen.

In fact, the rebellion itself has proved a benefit to her trade, in that,

Southern channels having been closed, the products which have hereto

fore naturally found an outlet over Southern waters, has been forced to

seek Northern channels leading to the seaboard. A good illustration of
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this idea—or, we might say, proof of it—is found in the total grain

receipts at Toledo the past year, compared with the previous one. In

1860, the receipts were, (reducing flour to wheat,) 14,504,903 bushels;

but in 1861 they amounted to 18,706,500 bushels, showing an increase,

the past year, of 4,201,597 bushels. This, it is said, "although very

flattering, is below what it would have been had the facilities of the lines

bringing the grain from first hands and conveying to Eastern markets

been more abundant."

Aside from the heavy business thus transacted, the past year has been

one of prosperity to this western city. We have not the data showing

the precise number of buildings erected during the year, but " probably

the number is nearly double that of any former one, while their charac

ter, both of dwellings and stores, is, in almost every respect, far superior

to those put up in former years."

The following tables show that Toledo* is one of the most important

cities of the West, in fact, considering its size, it certainly has no equal

in the extent and value of its commerce.

Receipts of certain leading articles at Toledofor the years

1881.

Flour, bbls. 1,406,476

Wheat, bush. 6,277,407

Corn, " 5,312,038

Oats, » 41,418

Barley, " 12,064

Rye, " 31,193

Pork, bbls. 134,909

Beef, " 30,370

Lumber, ft. 34,949,018

Cattle, No. 73,520

Hogs » 180,480

Sheep, « 32,100

1860.

800,768

5,272,690

5,333,751

125,708

115,992

32,787

140,340

66,819

45,368,536

64,124

115,020

11,440

Shipment of certain leading articles at Toledo for the years

1861. 1860.

Flour, bbls. 1,372,117 803,700

Wheat, bush. 6,283,936 5,033,336

Corn " 5,074,366 .... 5,299,026

Oats, " 46,1 7i

Barley " 6,607 50,133

Rye " 29,610

Cattle, No. 83,849 66,730

Hogs, " 178,369 123,686

Sheep, " 18,886 19,192

The importance of Toledo as a grain-receiving and shipping port will

be more clearly seen from the following tables :

* For a description of Toledo and its surroundings, see Merchants' Maoazixi,

vol. xlv., page 668.
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Table showing the receipts of Grain at Toledo, during the year 1861.

Flour, to wheat, bushels, 7,032,380

Wheat, " 6,277,407

Corn, " 5,312,038

Oats, " 41,428

Rye, " 31,193

Barley, " 12,064

Total receipts in 1861 18,706,510

In store, January 1st, 1861, 271,051

Total supply, 18,977,551 * ,

Receipts of Flour and Grain at Toledo, with the sources ofsupply, for the

year ending December 31st, 1861.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Oats. Bye. Barley,
barrels. bushels, bitehels. bushels, bushels. bushels.

Mich. South. R.R.,.. 762,809 2,450,820 200,440 13,888 8,185 862

Toledo & "Wab. R.R., 265,461 1,675,107 8,922,857 24,527 19,994 1,198

Detroit <fc Mil. R. R., . 158,749 610,747 56,111 1,625 367

Canal, 212,870 1,428,428 1,107,630 50 2,647

Lake 805 1,828 .... 10,016

Teams, 112,000 25,000

Manufactured, 22,587 .... .... ....

Total, 1861 1,406,476 6,277,407 6,312,038 41,428 81,193 12,064

" 1860 800,768 5,272,690 6,333,751 129,689 82,787 115,992

Table showing the shipments of Flour and Grain, from Toledo, during

the year 1861.

Flour, Wheat, Corn, Oats, Bye, Barley,
barrels. bushels. bushels, bushels, bushels, bushels.

Shipped by lake, 1,128,709 6,160,756 4,768,867 21,925 11,778 . .

By Cle. <t Toledo R.R., 243,037 96,335 304,055 4,246 17,837 1 607

ByDet. 4 Toledo RJt., 365 4,788 1,444

To Cincinnati, .... .... .... 20,000 .... 5,000

By canal 22,062

Total shipments,.... 1,872,111 6,283,936 5,074,366 46,171 29,610 6,607

The following table will show the prices of flour in Toledo and New-

York, on the first of each month, in the years 1860 and 1861 :

1880.

Daik». Price in Toledo. Price in Sttt- York.

January $ 5 50 @ $ 5 75 .... $ 5 75 @ $ 5 88

February, 5 25 @ 5 75 5 60 ® 5 75

March 5 25 @ 5 75 .... 5 85 @ 6 00

April, 5 25 @ 5 50 5 80 @ 6 00

May, 5 55 @ 5 75 6 16 @ 6 25

June, @ 5 62£ 5 90 @ 6 00

July, 5 50 @ 5 75 .... 5 75 @ 5 80

August, 4 75 @ 5 25 5 20 @ 5 35

September, 4 90 @ 6 00 5 95 @ 6 15

October, 5 00 @ 5 25 .... 5 65 @ 5 75

November, 5 25 @ 5 50 5 75 @ 5 80

December, 5 00 @ 5 25 5 20 @ 5 25
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1861.

Datu. Price in Toledo. Price in lft\c- York.

January, $ 5 00 @ $ 5 25 $ 5 75 @ $ 5 85

February, 5 00 @ 5 50 5 70 @ 5 75

March 5 00 @ 5 25 5 40 @ 5 50

April, 5 00 @ 5 25 5 65 @ 5 75

May, 5 00 @ 5 50 5 25 @ 5 40

June, 5 00 @ 5 75 5 40 @ 5 50

July, 4 50 @ 5 25 4 95 @ 5 00

August, 4 40 @ 5 00 4 85 @ 4 95

September, 4 50 @ 5 00 5 05 @ 5 10

Octdber, 4 50 @ 5 25 5 80 @ 5 90

November, @ 5 00 6 00 @ 6 05

December, 4 50 @ 5 00 5 70 @ 5 90

TRADE AND COMMERCE OF BUFFALO FOR 1861.

We had hoped to be able to give, this month, a full report of the

trade of Buffalo for the past year, but have been disappointed in not

receiving expected returns. The report of the committee on " Harbor

Defences on Great Lakes and Rivers" will, however, be found to contain

many statistics interesting in this connection. The following tables we

take from the pamphlet "published by direction of the Buffalo Commit

tee of Public Defence :"

Arrivals and Departures by Lake at Buffalo in 1861.

&0. Tonnage.

American vessels entered, ... . 1,134 1,107,328

Foreign vessels entered, 631 .... 53,140

American vessels cleared, 1,123 .... 1,100,637

Foreign vessels cleared, 602 , . . . 49,952

Coasting vessels entered, 5,201 .... 1,826,253

Coasting vessels cleared, 5,175 .... 1,825,935

Total, 13,866 5,963,245

Receipts at Buffalo, 1861.

Below is a statement of the receipts at Buffalo from the West, by

water, of the principal articles, during the season of navigation of 1861.

The lake opened this year on the 13th April, and the last arrived at this

port on the 14th December.

bush. 1,703,188

" 276,601

329,942

...ft. 49,075,393

.. No. 23,707,120

. " 26,921

. " 30,325

. " 29,173

bales, 28,423

Flonr, bbls.

Pork, "

Beef, "

Whiskey, "

Eggs,..". "

Fish, "

Coal, tons,

Wheat, bush.

Corn, "

1,909,557

45,048

49,730

104,829

13,509

6,365

86,754

26,585,723

20,872,860

Oats, . . .

Barley,. .

Rye,....

Lumber,.

Staves,. . .

Cattle,. . .

Hogs,. ..

Sheep, . .

Wool,...
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Add to the above receipts of flour and grain by lake the amount of

same received by rail-road, and reducing the flour to wheat, we have about

62,000,000 bushels as the receipts for 1861. To elevate and discharge

this grain, they have in Buffalo seventeen grain elevators, with storage ca

pacity varying from 120,000 to 600,000, and an aggregate of 3,500,000

bushels. Three new ones are being erected, which, it is said, will giye

them during the present year storage capacity for 4,000,000 bushels.

FLOUR AND GRAIN IN FRANCE —OFFICIAL TABLE.

The following is a detailed account of the quantities of grain and flour

imported into France in the last three years, or that taken for French con

sumption :

Bfxotal Connie*.

Wnut, Sfslt, to 1861. 1860. 1869.

Quintal* » Quintal: Quintal:

, . 2,635,665 . .

. . 1,411,094 ..

220,783 . .

38,674 .

23,045 . .

2,057 . .

8,168 i,

1,384 .

6,797 .

192,218 .

49,116 .

552,552

131

1,275

3,667

250,988

95,897

2

267,383 ..

. 1,678,510 . .

769,191 ..

175,849 ..

. . 1,571,826 ..

229,633 . . 120,761

24,507

. . 9,201,618

662,567 . .

541,242 1,049,780

Rye, 91,296 ..

228,224 . .

383,860 . .

569,871 ..

19,389 .

64,637 .

32,129 .

86,397 .

8,639

83,285

136,861

538,443

. . 10,474,869 .. 743,794 . . 1,817,008

Flops or Wheat, 8felt, to

11,292 ..

274,156 ..

163,919 ..

2,070 .

396 .

3,400

4

e

23,352 ..

183,673 ..

1,980 . 2,464

460

1,046

3,052

14,174 ..

125 .

1,410 .

2,925 .84,018 ..

754,484 ..
1,408 . . •

8,906 .

1,732 .

10,432

477

Subjoined is an account of the exports of grain and flour in the same

three years : Special Commerce, that which is exclusively French :

* The quintal is nearly 2 cwts.

VOL, xlvi.—HO. IV. 24
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Bpkgial Commas.

Whiai, 8nw, *a 1861. 1860. 1869.

Quintal: Quintal:

100,109 .

104,907 .

. 1,307,724 .

295,516 .

54,267 .

Quintali.

10,983 .

16,145 .

209,739 .

84,763 .

54,412 .

152,638

456,936

. 2,306,225

214,673

183,733

376,042 . . 1,862,528 . . 3,314,205

83,690 .

28,336 .

99,081 .

32,297 .

382,059 .

309,214 .

340,306 .

* 99,286 .

561,341

93,609

417,651

119,127

619,346 . . 2,993,388 . . 4,505,933

Flora of Wheat, Spelt, *c.

15,872 .

93,536 .

108,423 .

804,136 .

127,185

. 1,446,068

34,155

15,398

97,670

128,084

155,120

Italy 10,858 .

6,795 .

120,273 .

1,394 .

61,532 .

38,346 .

95,809 .

49,708 .

145,213 .

306,489 .

3,858 .

. 1,245,406 .

20,771 .

. 2,003,680

7,314

Importations into Great Britain and Ireland of Foreign and Co

lonial Grain and Flour for fourteen years since 1847.

Flour and
Wheat. Oat: Indian Corn. Vhtatmtal
qr: qr: qr: euitt.

1848, 2,477,866 .. 930,266 .. 1,577,023 .. 1,731,974

1849, 3,872,568 .. 1,281,517 .. 2,189,161 .. 3,483,294

1850, 3,754,592 .. 1,165,876 .. 1,286,263 .. 3,855,058

1851, 3,831,836 .. 1,209,844 .. 1,821,513 .. 5,363,478

1852, 3,068,892 .. 995,479 ..1,479,890 .. 3,921,634

1853, 4,949,314 .. 1,035,072 .. 1,554,434 .. 4,662,898

1854 3,468,605 .. 1,029,304 .. 1,356,379 .. 3,739,167

1855, 2,686,188 .. 1,044,192 .. 1,224,281 .. 1,940,237

1856, 4,101,829 .. 1,156,789 .. 1,788,211 .. 4,038,235

1857, 3,475,237 .. 1,732,005 .. 1,158,751 .. 2,212,168

1858 4,275,435 .. 1,878,313 . . 1,762,319 .. 3,665,078

1859, 4,023,578 .. 1,709,197 .. 1,321,632 .. 3,354,796

1860, 5,906,181 .. 2,308,284 .. 1,543,321 .. 3,147,603

1861, 6,966,844 .. 1,875,574 .. 1,855,659 .. 4,625,328

Total 14 years,. .66,858,465 19,353,711 21,918,837 49,740,948
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JOURNAL OF MINING, MANUFACTURES AND ART.

I. Iron Manufacture or the United Kingdom. II. Law relating to Dealers in Old

Metals in Oeeat Britain. III. Anthracite Goal Trade or the United States. IT. An

nual Eeview or the Lake Superior Coffer Mines.

THE IRON MANUFACTURE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The following tables, which wo take from the Ironmonger* of London,

will bo found to contain much reliable information.

In deducing conclusions from the facts which they reveal, the writer

remarks : That it will be seen that there are now fewer blast furnaces in

operation, than during any of the five preceding years. As compared

with last year, there are thirty-two less—seventy-nine fewer than in Jan

uary, 1860; a decrease of eighty-four from the number in 1859; of

ninety-four, as compared with 1858; and eighty-nine less than in 1857.

This is, undoubtedly, a great falling off ; and though from the increased

make per furnace, the diminution in the pig iron made, is of less amount

than the decrease in the number of furnaces in blast, the production of

iron must still be considerably less than in previous years.

Looking at the districts from which the decrease' arose, wc find that it

is mainly due to two—South Staffordshire and Worcestershire, and South

Wales. Comparing 1862, the year of the least, with 1858, that of the

greatest number of furnaces in operation, we find a decline, in the case of

South Staffordshire and Worcestershire, of forty-five furnaces, or 30 per

cent. In South Wales, the decline in the same periods was forty fur

naces, or more than 24 per cent. In Scotland there is a decline, as com

pared with 1859 and 1861, but of not nearly so large an amount; and

Shropshire, Derbyshire and the Forest of Dean, also show a slight dimi

nution.

The decreased production of South Staffordshire is easily accounted

for. The scarcity and consequent cost of its iron ores, and its distance

from any port, incapacitate that district from successfully competing with

other iron-producing localities, in the production of the cheaper kind*

of iron, in which the raw material (the pig iron) forms a very large pro

portional element, as compared with the cost of manufacture. Hence,

its mills and forges being mainly employed to produce iron of better

quality and more expensive manufacture, the quantity of pig iron used,

in proportion to the value of the finished iron produced, is less. Again,

the hematite pig iron of the Lancashire and Cumberland district forms a

most valuable mixture with South Staffordshire iron, and is very largely

consumed in that district. It will be seen below, that there is a very

large increase in the number of furnaces making this iron ; and the new

• The Ironmonger is a very valuable monthly trade circular, published at 24 Bow

Lane, Cannon-street West, London, by Jamis Firth, publisher.
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furnaces in the Lancashire and Yorkshire district arc of extraordinary

capacity, some yielding as much as four hundred tons per week.

The decrease in the make of South Wales is mainly due to the grow

ing competition of the Cleveland district in the production of railway

and other kinds of iron. It is true, that the number of blast furnaces

in the northeastern counties does not show an increase, but these include

the smaller furnaces in Yorkshire ; and there has been an undoubted in

crease in the production of iron on the Tees, whilst its improved quality

has made that district a very powerful rival to South Wales.

Synopsis of Blast FuRNACE8 IN THE

Britain.

United Kingdom of Griat

Districts.
QroM No.
Furnace*.

Wolverhampton and Bilston district, .. . 128

Dudley district, 62

Shropshire, 32

Forest of Dean, 9

North Staffordshire, 34

Stockton and Darlington, 87

Newcastlc-on-Tyne, 22

Lancashire and Cumberland, 30

Yorkshire, 36

Northamptonshire 4

Wiltshire, <fcc, 6

Derbyshire, 37

Total, England, 487

South Wales, 210

North Wales, 15

Scotland, 175

Total, Great Britain, 887

In blaet.

75

33

23

8

28

41

11

14

25

8

a

22

280

124

5

124

533

Out o/ tied.

68

.... St

.... 10

6

11

.... 40

.... 11

.... H

.... 111

.... U

207

.... 8«

. . . . 10

.... «

. . . . 354

Yield of Blast Furnaces in Great Britain, 1861.

Districts. Furnacee
in blast.

Staffordshire, 131

Shropshire, 22

Forest of Dean, 3

Northumberland, Durham & Cleveland, 68

West Riding of Yorkshire,, 25

Lancashire and Cumberland, 14

Northamptonshire, 3

Wiltshire, 2

Derbyshire, 22

Total, England, 280

South Wales, 124

North Wales, 5

Scotland 124

Make of each
perweek.

. 135

. 130

. 150

. 175

80

. 230

. 175

. 135

. 100

1,310

145

90

ISO

annuo.

919,620

148,720

23,400

527,800

104,000

167,440

27,300

14,040

114,400

2,046,720

934,960

23,400

967,200

Total, Great Britain 633 .. 385 .. 3,972,280
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Furnaces in Blast in Great Britain at the commencement of bach

of the following; tear8 :

DiSTSlCTB. 1867. 18S8. 1869. 1860. 1861. 1868.

South Staffordshire and Worcestershire, 147 153 ]47 135 114 108

20 23 aa 23 25 23

97 26 25 25 25 99

5 8 6 4 8

26 25 28 87 17 22

Northumberland, Durham & Yorkshire, 94 89 94 99 78 88

8 3 8 9 3

■ • 1 9 3 4 2

324 333 332 334 289 280

162 164 147 147 139 124

g 6 6 8 6 5

127 124 125 132 131 124

Total, Great Britain 622 627 617 612 565 533

An important increase has taken place in the shipments of pig iron

from the Middlesborough or Cleveland district. Browne's export list

gives the following returns of the shipment of pig iron, foreign, from

Middlesborough, the Hartlepools and Stockton, during the year 1861 :

Torts. 1859. 1860. 1881.

Middlesborough tons, 25,224 .. 44,581 .. 71,481

Hartlepool and West Hartlepool,... 8,197 .. 18,060 .. 22,540

Stockton, 20 890

33,441 .. 62,641 .. 94,411

Increase in 1860, 29,200

Increase in 1801, 31,770

The yield of pig iron for the year 1861, and the quantity of coal, iron

ore and limestone employed in its production, form a question of no little

interest. Applying to the above figures, the most trustworthy estimates

that can be formed, will make the pig iron produced last year in Great

Britain 3,972,280 tons, or, in round numbers, four millions of tons. Of

this aggregate yield, England produced 2,046,720 tons, Wales, 958,360

tons, and Scotland, 967,200 tons. Taking the separate districts, the year's

make of Staffordshire and Worcestershire may be estimated at 919,620

tons, of which North Staffordshire contributed 161,460, Northumberland,

Durham and the Stockton and Darlington district, 527,100, Cumberland

and Lancashire, (on the hematite district,) 167,440 tons, Shropshire,

148,720 tons, Derbyshire, 114,440 tons, Forest of Dean, 23,400 tons,

Northamptonshire, 27,300 tons, and Wiltshire, 14,040 tons.

To make this immense quantity of iron, there would be consumed by

the blast furnaces about 12,000,000 tons of coal, 9,000,000 tons of iron

stone, and about 3,000,000 tons of limestone.

Supposing the whole of the furnaces now erected to have been in blast,

the produce for a year would be nearly 6,500,000 tons of pig iron, which

would require for its production nearly 20,000,000 tons of coal, 14,000,000

tons of ironstone, and near 5,000,000 tons of limestone.
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THE LAW RELATING TO DEALERS IN OLD METALS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

We learn from the Ironmonger that very great satisfaction is being

expressed by the manufacturers of Birmingham, Sheffield and Wol

verhampton, at the existence of the new law relating to dealers in old

metals. For many years past employers have been seriously plundered

by their work-people, in consequence of the facilities which the ma

rine-store dealer enjoyed of purchasing the proceeds of such plunder,

and on account, further, of the many difficulties which were in the way

of successfully punishing cither the thief or the receiver. By the new

law, however, which came into operation with the new year, many of

those difficulties are overcome. Steps to improve upon the existing law

were first taken by the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce, efficiently

aided by Mr. Ktnnerslet, the stipendiary magistrate of that town. By

these it was felt, that what was wanted was a provision which, in the case

of goods reasonably supposed to be stolen,would cast upon the person in

whose possession they were found the onus of proving that he had acted

honestly and with due caution in purchasing them. Although, in the

opinion of its originators, the existing bill was " greatly mutilated and

defaced" in passing though Parliament, yet they agree that it will be

found to be a vast improvement upon the previously-existing laws.

The leading provisions of the measure are the following : A " dealer in

old metals" is defined to mean any person dealing in, buying or selling

old metal, scrap metal, broken metal or partly-manufactured metal goods,

whether he deals in such articles only, or together with second-hand

goods and marine stores. A complaint being made to a justice, that

the complainant believes old metal to be kept or secreted in the shop or

house of a dealer in old metals, the justice may empower a constable, by

special warrant, to search for and seize all such metals ; a summons is to

be then issued to the metal dealer, and if he cannot satisfactorily account

to the justice for his possession of the articles in question, he may be

fined £5 for the first offence, and £20, or three months' imprisonment,

for the second offence ; or, as at present, he may be proceeded against

by indictment at Quarter Sessions. When a dealer in old metals has

been convicted under the section just mentioned, the justices may order

him to be registered for three years in the police-books ; and on every

subsequent conviction, the period of registration may be extended for

three additional years. When any such registered dealer removes to

any other town, he must give notice to the police of the town to which

he has removed, in order that the unexpired period of registration may

be completed, notwithstanding the removal. A metal dealer who has

subjected himself to registration is placed under the direct supervision

of the police, who may search his premises at any time, without special

warrant. The dealer must keep a book, in which he must enter an

account of all old metals in his possession, specifying the names, ad

dresses and occupations of the purchaser, the vendor and the persons to

whom the goods may have been afterwards disposed of. He must not

purchase old metal before nine in the morning or after six in the evening,

or from any person under sixteen years of age ; nor shall any person under

that age be employed upon his premises. He must keep every article

purchased by him, and " without changing the form in which it was

when so purchased, or disposing of the same in any way, for a period of
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forty-eight hours after such article has been purchased or received." He

must give immediate notice to the police of the receipt or possession of

any stolen property, of which a description may have been left with him.

•Finally, at any time when he may be required, he must produce to the

police the books containing entries of all his transactions. In certain

cases, an appeal is allowed to the Quarter Sessions ; and it is provided

that the act shall extend to England only. The measure would, un

doubtedly, have been more effectual, had it provided for the preliminary

registration of all old metal dealers, and had it authorized the police to

make searches without special warrant ; but the latter difficulty will no

doubt be got rid of by the police assuming the responsibility of taking

action in cases of strong suspicion.

This new act will do a great deal, it is thought, towards preventing

the enormous frauds hitherto carried on by the assistance of marine-store

dealers. A marine-store dealer is " a person who is willing to buy what

ever a pawnbroker would decline, from its suspicious appearance, or its

want of value to advance money upon." Of the latter class of articles,

rags, bones, bottles, worm-eaten furniture and worn-out apparel may be

taken as examples. Of the former class, old metal, scrap metal and

metallic goods of all kinds in process of manufacture, whole, broken or

defaced, form a large item in the dealer's business. The marine-store

shop is always open for transactions, which the parties to them find it

desirable to conceal from the knowledge of the police. Men, women

and children bring, in the early morning and in the dusk of evening,

scraps and pieces of valuable metal for sale, the vendors being often of

an age, and the time being an hour at which all dealings with pawn

brokers are absolutely prohibited by law. No questions are asked by

the dealer, who finds his account in buying the metal at a price far below

its real value, though high enough to tempt the seller to a repetition of

the theft ; and inconvenient investigations are avoided by dropping the

more valuable metals into a " hot pot," or crucible, always kept close at

hand upon the fire. The marine-store dealer, as a rule, knows perfectly

well that the metal thus disposed of has been stolen. He knows that

silver, brass, copper, German silver and other metals of certain forms or

stages of manufacture, cannot be honestly come by, because in the ordi

nary course of business they would not be permitted to leave the work

shop or the rough warehouse. But the dishonest dealer is emboldened

by impunity, and by the difficulty of identifying half-finished articles,

which are commonly produced in countless profusion by hundreds of

different manufacturers. In many instances the maker of the goods

does not even know that he has been robbed, until the annual " stock

taking" discloses the discrepancy between the metal purchased during

the year and the quantity remaining in stock or accounted for by

use. The discovery of the theft, however, by no means implies the de

tection of the thief. "Where many hands are employed, and especially

where there are many children, the manufacturer is obliged to rest con

tented with knowing that he has been robbed, and that the thieves are

among his own people. Increased vigilance prevents or lessens the

depredations for a little time, but after a while this supervision slackens,

from the impossibility of thoroughly applying it, and the thefts go on as

merrily as ever.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to add, that this evil exists in this
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country as well as in Great Britain ; and would it not be well if some of

the provisions of the act above referred to were incorporated into our

statute books t

ANTHRACITE COAL TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES.

In the Miner's Journal wc find an official statement of the quantity of

anthracite coal sent to market in 1861, together with the scmi-anthracito

and bituminous that is moved towards tide-water. The anthracite trade

shows a decrease of 584,109 tons, and the semi-anthracite and bitumin

ous trade a decrease of 419,340 tons, making the aggregate decrease in

1861, 1,003,449 tons.

Ton*.

The aggregate snpply of anthracite reaches. . . . 7,474,908

Semi-anthracite and bituminous, 826,177

Imported, (estimated,) 240,000

Total, 8,541,085

All of which was destined for the seaboard, except about 400,000 tons

of anthracite from Shamokin, Scranton and Pittston, which was sent into

the interior of Pennsylvania and New-York.

Schuylkill Rkoion.

I860.

Tom.

1861.

Tom.

By Reading Rail-Road, 1,878,156

Trevorton Coal 6,608

1,871,548

By canal, 1,356,388

From Pinegrove, 42,580

3,270,516

Lxman Keoion.

By canal from Lehigh, 990,855

By canal from Wilkcsbarre, 100,000

By rail-road, 730,642

Wtomiko Bzoiob.

1,821,497

Canal South, 382,341

do. North, 52,965

Pennsylvania Coal Company 701,523

Scranton North, 252,273

do. South, 827,954

1,460,832

1,183,570

•53,059

2,697,459

883,632

111,073

743,672

1,738,377

253,757

53,241

629,657

270,822

833,497

* The actual quantity of coal which had its outlet at Pinegrove in 1861, was

167,060 tons, but the balance is reported in the Beading Rail-Road and canal ton-

■age.
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I860. 1861.

Tom. Tom.

Delaware and Hudson Company, 499,568 .. 726,644

Lackawanna and Bloomsburg Rail-Road, .. . 40,000 .. *30,000

2,756,624 .. 2,797,621

Shamokin region 210,108 .. 241,451

Total anthracite, 8,059,017 .. 7,474,908

7,474,908

Decrease in 1861, 584,109

8nu-Airrnbacitb.

Stono Mountain, (II. Thomas,) 100,652 .. 91,380

Lykens Valley, do 78,208 .. 81,000

Trcvorton,... 90,188 .. 49,477

Broad Top, 186,903 .. 267,390

455,911 .. 489,247

BrruMiHotra.

Cumberland Coal, 788,909 .. 330,930

Imported, 240,697 .. 240,000

1,485,517 .. 1,066,177

Add anthracite 8,059,017 .. 7,474,908

Total of all kinds, 0,544,534 .. 8,541,085

8,541,085

Total decrease, 1861, 1,003,449

"Up to 1857, Schuylkill Region furnished more than one-half the

quantity of anthracite coal sent to market, but she is rapidly falling be

hind in this respect, as the following figures will show :

Tom.

Furnished in 1861, from Schuylkill Region 2,697,459

Other anthracite regions, 4,777,449

Total tonnage, 7,474,908

The Wyoming basin, which sent but 1,952,603 tons to market in 1857,

sends this year 2,908,694 tons, and exceeds tho tonnage sent from

Schuylkill Region in 1861 by 211,235 tons.

* Not official, but will not vary much from the actual quantity.
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The following is the loss and gain for the year :

Lot: Gain.

Schuylkill region, 573,057

Lehigh, 94,193

Wyoming Basin, 61,798

Shamokin, 31,343

667,250 . . 83,141

83,841

Total tons for 1861, 584,109

We append the following, which will show the extent of the different

coal fields in acres, (which, however, gives no adequate idea of the quan

tity of coal deposited in each district, because that depends on the num

ber of veins in the district, their thickness and depth below water level,)

together with the production of each district in 1861, compared with

1860 :

THE ANTHRACITE COAL FIELDS.

The first, or Southern coal district, embracing the Schuyl

kill, Pinegrove and Lykcns Valley regions, contain . . . 75,950 acres.

The second, or middle coal field, comprising the Lehigh,

Shamokin and Trevorton regions, contain 85,525 "

The third, or northern coal field, comprising the Wyoming

Basin, contain 76,805 "

Total, 238,280 acres.

From these districts there were sent to market in 1860 and 1861 the

following quantity of coals, showing the increase in each district:

1860. 1861. Jnereatt. Dtcrtate.

1st District,. . . 3,449,376 .. 2,869.839 579,537

2d District,. .. 2,021,753 .. 1,918,232 103,521

3d District,... 2,856,896 .. 2,908,694 .. 51,798

LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER MINES.

We have received the annual review for 1861, of Messrs. Dupee, Beck

& Sayleb, Boston, of the Lake Superior copper mines, from which we

make the following extracts :

In relation to the mining interests of Lake Superior, the year just now

closed, will be long remembered as having witnessed the most extraordi

nary fluctuations in the prices of ingot copper, producing thereby the

extremes of adversity and prosperity. This metal was sold, in July, at

17 cents per pound, cash—the lowest price in the market since 1850.

To-day, holders refuse 27 cents, cash. Before the present stock has

passed into the hands of manufacturers, and, consequently, before the

profits of mining in 1861 can be accurately ascertained, the prices may

have advanced to figures exceeding the maximum of 1857, or 30 cents
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per pound, four months. These fluctuations in prices have not been the

result of speculation, but have been caused by the disturbances of trade

all over the world. The ordinary consumption of copper in the United

States has usually been estimated at twelve thousand tons per annum.

Lake Superior produced, in 1860, sij_thousand tons. The remainder

was obtained principally from Tennessee, Canada and Chili. The open

ing of the lake navigation, in May last, brought upon the market, already,

in consequence of the civil war, overstocked with foreign copper, the

accumulated product of the previous six months. The necessities of

several companies required immediate sales, reducing the price, in one

instance, to the low rate named above. But the disastrous prices were,

after all, followed by positively beneficial results to the mining interests.

A most rigid system of economical management has been inaugurated,

so that every manager can give an estimate, closely approximating to the

truth, of the cost per pound of ingot copper produced by his mine. A

new impulse has been given to the study of the machinery for profitably

reducing the lower grades of stamp-work, and to the substitution of rail

ways, in the mines, for handbarrows and heavy chain work. On the

other hand, the low prices of copper in the American markets induced

enormous shipments to the markets of Europe, especially to those of the

continent, where its peculiar qualities of ductility and toughness procured

for it the preference in the finer manufactures. In Rotterdam, Antwerp,

Havre and Paris, the brands of the several American smelting works are

as well known as in Boston and New-York. The exportation of copper

continued until the price rose to 21 or 22 cents, (November.) Large

purchases by the Federal government caused a rapid advance to 25 cents,

(December,) and American copper was actually reshipped from Havre to

New-York.

Since the tariff of August last, importations from Chili, the main source

of the supply of copper from abroad, have gradually declined, and such

is the derangement of foreign commerce, that the supplies from that

country must be comparatively small for many months hence. From all

these premises, there will be a short supply, unless considerable lots can

be returned from abroad, free of duty, till the opening of navigation, in

May, 1862.

Looking back upon the past year as the most disastrous, financially,

since 1837, those interested in the mines of Lake Superior may congratu

late themselves that but few of the adventures have been suspended, that

but few calls have been made upon the shareholders, and that nearly all

the mines now in progress are earning dividends, or, at least, are self-

sustaining. A careful inspection of the published reports of the principal

companies shows, that the cost of production, including every item down

to the charges of the commission merchant, need not exceed, hereafter,

13£ cents per pound, at the richer mines, nor more than 18, or, possibly,

19 cents, at the poorer mines.

Yet the business of mining, at Lake Superior, is but in its infancy.

The same energy which has developed successfully the.lead, iron, coal,

silver and gold of the United States, will yet solve, with a similar measure

of success, the problem of mining for copper in the richest and most

extensive deposits of that metal yet discovered in the world.
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Estimate of production of ingot or refined copper, in tons of two thousind

pounds, from the mines of Lake Superior, from 1845 to the close of

navigation in 1861.

Tom. p«r ton. Vain*.

From 1845 to 1854, inclusive, (Mr. J. D.

Whitney's figures,) 7,649

From 1855 to 1857, inclusive, 11,312

18,954 $500 $9,477,000

Shipments of 1858, 4,100 tons, less 600

tons included in 1857, 3,500 460 1,610,000

Shipments of 1859, 4,200 460 1,932,000

" 1860, 6,000 420 2,520,000

" 1861, 7,400 420 3,180,000

Total, 40,054 $18,719,000

Statement of the average cash prices of Lake Superior ingot copper, in

January, July and December,from January, 1857, to December, 1861,

inclusive.

18S7. 1858. 18S9. 1860. 1861.

January 28$ 19$ 24 24$ 19$

July, 25$ 22 22$ 21$ 17$

December,... 20 23$ 23 20 .... 25

Comparative table of shipments of rough copper from Lake Superior,

during the seasons of 1859, 1860 and 1861. The weights of the bar

rels have been deducted, and the results are given in tons, (2,000 lbs..)

and tenths.

1859. 1880. 1861.

Keweenaw district, 1,910.3 1,910.8 2,169.9

Fortagc " 1,533.1 3,064.6 4,708.6

Ontonagon " 2,597.6 3,610.7 3,476.7

Porcupine Mountain, 20.5

Sundry mines, 7.6

Total, 6,041 8,614.2 10,355.2

The gradual rise, through the month of December, of the price of

ingot copper, has given more strength to the market for mining shares,

and values have risen steadily, without much excitement. The best

feature of the market is, that buyers and sellers look with much more caro

than formerly into the merits of the stock in which they operate. Hence,

while there are some anomalies of prices, higher or lower, relatively,

than the actual conditions warrant, the cases of extraordinary differences

are not more common than in other classes of stocks. In other words,

the probabilities of profit and loss are getting to be as intelligently dis

cussed in mining as in manufacturing or rail-road investments.
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THE COTTON QUESTION.

I. SuRAT KO RUBBTTTUTI »0« AmtHICAB COTTOIT. II. LlTKKPOOL COTTOB ItXTOKT. III. AO-

oxnamoB bt England or Lagos, abd tdb Treaty xbtwun Guit Britain and Do-

ceho, Kibo or Laoos. IV. Fbebcii Stock of Cotton. V. Cotton in Tn« United Statu.

8URAT NO SUBSTITUTE FOB AMERICAN COTTON.

It is certainly a little wonderful to see the apparent ignorance that

exists on the subject of cotton, in circles usually well informed. Before

our present civil war, there was in the minds of all, as well defined a dif

ference between Surat and Orleans cotton, as between good and bad

wheat; the Orleans always commanding, as it does to-day, from two

to four cents a pound more than the Surat. Now, however, the world is

suddenly trying to make itself believe that this difference is merely ap

parent ; that bad wheat is just as good as good wheat. The Manchester

Examiner, for instance, tells us approvingly, that " it has been recently

stated in public by several gentlemen of recognised authority, that cot

ton is grown in India equal in quality to the cotton of America, but that

a foolish prejudice existed in this district against its use." Another

European authority speaks with wonder and disapproval of the strange

"disinclination'" there is among spinners to use Surat, or East India cot

ton. These views appear also to be adopted by a large portion of Ameri

can writers, until now it would almost seem to be the settled opinion of

this country, that Surat cotton can and will supplant American cotton,

as soon as this "foolish prejudice," or "disinclination," is removed.

But let us look at this question of American and Surat cotton a mo

ment, and see what the facts of the case really arc. And in the first

place, we will admit, that there is a "prejudice" against Surat cotton—

that it exists now, that it existed last year, and that it always has existed.

So, also, there is a " prejudice," as we said before, (and, strange enough,

it has always been so,) against bad wheat and sour bread. Besides, there

is a wonderful peculiarity in this prejudice, as we have also intimated

above. Men have carried this mere sentiment, as it is called, so far, as

to be willing to give always one-half more for American cotton than Su

rat, that being about the same difference that exists in the price of dif

ferent grades of flour. No one, however, had discovered that all this

arose from " prejudice," until within the past year, when the supply from

America was cut off. Does not this fact remind one of the historic

case of the fox, who did not discover tho grapes were sour until he found

he could not reach them ? Ouly think, too, what the proposition is wo

are asked to believe; it is in substance this—that there is a preference

in England in favor of something American, that leads the Englishman

to pay one-half more for it than he would for his own India production,

and this we must call " prejudice." It is, however, hardly necessary to

sav, that such an assertion is the weakest nonsense (if we may be per

mitted the expression) that was ever uttered. If the English spinner has
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a preference for American cotton—if he will pay more for it than for Sn-

rat—it is not because of " prejudice ;" it is for the simple reason that it

is worth more to him. This proposition is beyond dispute.

But, again, there is another class of English journals that are trying to

congratulate themselves on the idea, that if the blockade is continued

much-longer, English capital and intelligence will have been brought to

bear on the cotton fields of India, increasing their produce and improv

ing their communication, until American cotton will be superseded by

that from the East. We see it even stated in one English journal, " that

the American plantations are practically abolished. The doubt till now

has been, whether the cotton trade with America might not be resumed

any day, after some turn in the fortune of war. The possibility of suck

resumption has now almost disappeared." Other journals (equally wise)

tell us, that England is, or very soon will be, no longer dependent upon

America for cotton ; that she will raise it for herself, &c. There is just

one grain of truth in this proposition, and only one. The present rebel

lion and blockade has demonstrated, that, when prices' are high, cotton

can be obtained in considerable quantities from many sources, where it

has not been before, to any extent, planted, and that India can thus be

induced to greatly increase the supply. In confirmation of this idea, we

would refer to the last number of the Merchants' Magazine. But only

to this extent can it be said that England is no't dependent upon the

cotton crop of America—she can exist without it. But let the present

war once cease, and the blockade be raised, prices will go down, India

cotton will be crowded out of the market, and the same old " prejudice"

for American cotton be found to exist as strong as ever.

Then, again, there is still another class, who tell us the present war is

driving the English to improve and modify their machinery, so that they

will be able soon to use the India cotton for many purposes for which it

has hitherto been deemed unfit. This is very likely possible, but we

cannot see that it affects the real question, the relative value of produc

tion of the two countries. Any modification in machinery that may be

made must be of benefit to both alike, and nothing can be invented which

will make an inferior article equal to a superior one.

The whole question seems, then, to be narrowed down to this : Is

American superior to India cotton ? The idea that there is, as all

admit, a " prejudice" against Surat cotton, or, more properly speaking,

a preference for the American staple, would appear to settle the question.

An Englishman does not pay more for an American than an India pro

duction, unless, as we stated before, he is getting what is more valuable

to him. No " prejudice" will lead the close-calculating spinner to throw

away money in so senseless a manner. But it is not necessary to rest on

this strong presumptive evidence, for the facts are simple and evident.

The fibre of the American cotton is longer, more silky and more even

than the Surat, and, in addition to all this, it is much cleaner. This

latter fault might be in a measure remedied, but in the process of clean

ing, one-fourth to one-fifth of the whole quantity of the Surat is lost, or

becomes what is called " waste ;" whereas, the proportion of " waste" in

American cotton is seldom more than one-seventh or one-eighth. Thus

a pound of American cotton makes much more cloth than a pound of

India. Then, again, the India staple, being much shorter fibre, requires

more twisting, and, therefore, cannot be worked into yarn so fast. And
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still again, there are comparatively few purposes to which the short,

peculiar fibre of the Surat cotton can be put ; it cannot be used to make

any thing but the coarser class of goods, unless mixed with a large pro

portion of the American. Could any thing else be required to determine

the relative value of these two staples, or to prove that the moment the

American cotton appears in the market again, it will resume its old posi

tion of superiority ?

It has been thought by some that the India cotton can be improved

by greater care and cultivation. This is probably so, but only to a cer

tain extent. Its fibre may possibly be made a little longer, and it can

be brought to market cleaner ; but it never will be equal to the Orleans

or American. The attempt to make it so has been tried very many

times. Crops have been raised from seed taken from America. The

first season it is generally found to be more like the Orleans, but almost

immediately the plant seems to degenerate, and to approximate more

and more, each succeeding year, to the indigenous article. Even Mr.

Clkoo, (the secretary of the Cotton Association,) who, a few months

ago, extolled the India cotton, now says it is a failure. In fact, the

experiment has been tried so many times heretofore, that to state its

fail ure again, is only reminding our readers of what they all know must

happen—the Surat being in India a natural production, and the Orleans

an artificial production.

There is also another reason why India cotton cannot supplant Ameri

can, (even if it were equally good,) which is to be found in the fact, that

the cost of transmission is and must, in all human probability, ever be

such, that the Orleans can bo delivered at Liverpool really cheaper than

the Surat Four pence a pound is sufficient to induce the American

planter to raise and ship all he can, whereas, the same price for Surat

will not induce the Bombay merchant to send forward any that is not

grown near the sea-coast. The means of communication may be, of

course, improved in India, but even the most sanguine have not dared to

predict that cotton from tho interior of that country could ever be de

livered at Liverpool for less than five pence per pound. To find the

solution of this problem, it is only necessary to bear in mind the means

of communication the Southern States possess ; its rail-roads, but more

especially its net-work of rivers, so extensive that almost every planter has

the power to slide the bales of cotton from his packing-shed directly into

the vessel that carries it to the port of shipment. In this fact, taken in

connection with what has been said above, we find ample proof that

America will always furnish tho cheapest and best cotton that can be

any where obtained. India certainly can never compete with her.

Africa, when it becomes settled and civilized, is more to be feared.

We have thus reviewed this subject, not that we bad any thing

especially new to present, but because the facts referred to appear to

have been lost sight of by many, within the past year, in attempts to see

if there were not sources from which our present necessities might be

supplied. High prices have, and always will, of course, induce the culti

vation of cotton in many sections where it would not otherwise be

attempted. Thus, if this war were to be continued, Southern Illinois*

* We have received, during the past month, from D. Hadfikld, Esq., now of

Washington, a specimen of cotton grown in Southern Illinois. The sample was a

good one, being quite silky, but the fibre was short, and not very even.
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might, and probably would, find the cultivation of this staple to her ad

vantage. When, however, our country is again enjoying the blessings

of peace, we think other productions will be found more profitable, not

only there, but in many other places which now promise so faithfully

and fairly to increase our supply, and that the South will be found Btill

to rule the market.

LIVERPOOL COTTON REPORT—SUPPLY IN EUROPE.

The following is a copy of the annual report of Stolterfoiit, Sons St

Co., Liverpool, of the cotton trade of the Liverpool and other European

markets, during the year 1861, and embracing comparisons with former

years. We omit the last few sentences of the report, being of no gen

eral interest :

Liverpool, December 31, 1861.

In this our usual annual report of the cotton trade of Europe, the re

turns from the continent are to the latest period they could reach us in

time.

Import, Stock and Consumption of Cotton in Europe, expressed in thou

sands of Bales, for the year ending December 31, 1861.

United Weit E'tt EQyp-
Stutet. Bn til. India. Indies, tiun. Total.

Stock, 1st January, M. bags, 541 14 5 193 29 788

Import to 3 1 st December, 1861:

Great Britain 1,842 99 11 986 97 3,035

France, 521 1 22 19 41 604

Holland, 98 .... 75 .. 173

Belgium 27 .... 21 .. 48

Germany, 163 .. 4 166 .. 323

Trieste, 9 .... 44 11 64

Genoa, 30 . . . . 15 . . 45

Spain 82 3 .. 8 15 108

M. bags, 2,762 103 37 1,334 164 4,400

•Deduct intermediate shipments, 142 1 .. 335 1 479

M. bags, 2,620 102 37 999 163 3,921

Add stock from above 541 14 5 193 29 783

Total supply, M. bags, 3,161 116 42 1,192 192 4,703

Deduct stock, December 31, '61, 429 28 2 398 15 873

Total deliveries, M. bags, 2,732 88 40 794 177 3,831

* Of the export*, those marked * were to France, Holland, Belginm, Trieste, Genoa

and Spain, and are comprised in the imports to those places ; and those marked f

were to the Baltic, Ac.
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United Wnt Katt Egyp-
States. Brazil. Indie: Indie: tian. Total.

Deliveries :

In Great Britain, M. bags, 1,691 82 14 355 111 2,253

France, 494 1 22 19 42 578

Holland, 96 . . . . 89 . . 185

Belgium, 28 . . . . 21 . . 49

Germany, 160 .. 3 168 .. 331

Trieste, 16 . . . . 45 10 7l

Genoa, 34 . . . . 16 . . 50

Spain, 92 4 .. 2 13 111

f Surplus export—Great Britain, 121 1 1 79 1 203

Total deliveries, M. bags, 2,732 88 40 794 177 3,831

Price of middling, Orleans, January 1, 7fd; December 31, 12d.

Total deliveries in 1860 3,384 125 46 524 145 4,224

Price middling Orleans, I860,.. . January 1, 6£d. ; December 31, 7fd.

Stock 31st December, 1861 :

Great Britain, M. bags, 283 27 1 378 10 699

France, 124 . . . . 6 1 131

Holland, 7 .... 3 .. 10

Belgium 1 . . . . . . . . 1

Germany, 4 .. 1 C .. 11

Trieste, 1 .. .. 1 2 4

Genoa, 1 .. .. 2 .. 3

Spain, 8 1.. 2 2 13

M. bags, 429 28 2 398 15 872

Stock December 31, 1860, 541 14 5 193 29 782

Deliveries per Week.

I860.

In Great Britain, bales, 50,633

France, 11,942

Holland,' 2,250

Belgium, 1,231

Germany, 5,904

Trieste, 1,482

Genoa, 1,385

Spain, 2,039

Surplus of export—Great Britain, 4,365

Total deliveries, bales, 81,231 73,674
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Total Export of Cotton from Great Britain.

1859. 1860. 1861.

250,000 263,000

8,000 2,000

346,000 410,000

4,000 .... 3,000

Total, 608,000 678,000

The following synopsis of the cotton trade since 1826, divided into

average periods of seven years, as showing its marvellous growth, we

think may have some interest in the present unexampled position of that

trade. The first line contains the average crop of the United States dur

ing each seven years ; the second, the total average supply of all kinds in

Europe and in the United States ; the third, the average consumption of

the United States, of Great Britain, of France, and of the rest of the con

tinent ; the fourth, the total average consumption in all Europe ; and the

fifth, the positive (not the average) stocks held at the end of every sev

enth year in Europe :

Statement in Thousands of Bales.

1826
lo

1832.

Crop in United States, 900

General supply in Europe and U. S., 1,275

Consumption :

In United States, 132

In Great Britain, 759

In France, 260

On the Continent, 158

Total in Europe, 1,177

Stocks in Europe at the end of

each seventh year, 297

and, for the sake of the strong contrast, wc give the respective figures of

1826, 1860 and 1861 :

1826. 1860. 1881.

Crop in the United States, M. bales, 710 .. 4,676 .. 3,656

General supply in Europe and the U. S., 988 . . 5,481 . . 5,232

Consumption in the United States, 100 .. 812 .. 650

" in Great Britain, 560 . . 2,633 . . 2,253

" in France, 281 . . 621 . . 578

" on the Continent, 129 .. 970 .. 1,000

Total consumption in Europe, 970 .. 4,224 .. 3,831

Stocks in Europe, 447 .. 782 .. 872

It will be seen from this, that while the production of the United States

has kept pace with the growing wants of the world, the supplies from all

other countries have remained stationary, except within the last year.

The extent of the last crop of the United States remains uncertain, as

the export was interfered with, but it was undoubtedly considerably less

than the previous one. It is said, however, that not all of it has come

1833 1840 1847 1854
to

1839.

to

1846.

to

1853.

to

1860.

1,353 2,057 2,512 3,412

1,835 2,519 3,145 4,232

230 334 525 662

1,034 1,390 1,592 2,196

331 417 380 509

221 313 540 897

1,586 2,120 2,512 3,602

412 622 821 783
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forward, and that, for instance, in the Atlantic States there are large quan

tities of the old crop retained on the plantations.

Having received so much less from the United States, viz., 931,000

bales, the total import is short by 514,000 bales, although from India we

have had an increase of 426,000 bales.

The deliveries are less by 380,000 bales in Great Britain ; in all Europe

by 393,000 bales. The reduction in the deliveries has only taken place

since the month of October; up to that time they had been in excess of

those of last year. The explanation is, that spinners, seeing the entangle

ment in America, increased their stocks largely until October; but when

the price of middling Orleans cotton advanced to 12d., and there also ap

peared some chance of an accommodation, and when afterwards the

" Trent" affair occurred, they limited their purchases far within their

actual requirements ; it is owing to this that the stocks in the ports prove

considerably more than had been anticipated. Our own was found to

exceed the estimate by 86,000 bales, (of which 74,000 bales are Ameri

can ;) a very welcome addition, although it is to be apprehended that the

stock in the spinners' hands must, in consequence, be very low ; some of

the larger spinners are still, however, provided for months in advance.

That the stocks prove unexpectedly larger than any we have had before,

is a matter of serious congratulation under present circumstances.

The cotton business in the manufacturing districts has not been profit

able the present year ; the extension of many of the old mills, and the

building of new ones, (consequent on the thriving business of the prece

ding years,) is, therefore, a matter of regret, and it is so far well that any

further extension of the production has been stopped. As for the con

sumption being reduced in consequence of the high price of the raw ma

terial, we doubt whether that has taken effect already, except in the

coarser productions, such as cotton bands, ropes, wrappers, <fec, in which

cheapness is a material condition ; for clothing material it is, however,

still the cheapest of textile fabrics, and the world will not go unclothed.

The stagnation in the Manchester market arises from the hesitation of

the middlemen and dealers, who bear the brunt of the high prices in the

first instance to keep up their stocks ; they rather sell out in hopes of

something turning up in their favor, and will only again enter into the

market when compelled by necessity. The consequence has been an ac

cumulation of stocks in the Manchester warehouses ; and to counteract

this, " short time" has been rather generally adopted, probably to the ex

tent of one-third.

The trade of the country has certainly suffered from the disturbances

in the United States, but not to the extent that might bo supposed, for

the deficiencies to one country have been made up by increase to other

countries, and thus the total value of exports during eleven months still

amounts to £115,000,000, against £123,000,000 last year. Of cotton

fabrics, the export has been, up to the 1st December,

1859. I860. 1861.

Calicoes, Ac, yds. 2,340,000,000 2,473,000,000 2,373,000,000

Of Yarn, lbs. 176,000,000 181,000,000 169,000,000

During the present month the export has, however, suffered a considera

ble decrease.

The cotton business in France has continued to be beneficially pursued,
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as the mill-power has not been greatly extended, and this accounts for

the manufacturers having been able to work at full time so much longer

than in this country. Complaints, however, have been heard from thence

for some time past, and the working hours have been reduced by, per

haps, at most ten per cent. Their manufacturers are even more repugnant

to go to short time than ours, on account of the difficulty in replacing

the men if once dispersed. The French spinners have been hitherto well

stocked, but they have latterly drawn upon their reserves; otherwise

stocks in the ports would not show so well. Although they have im

ported a little more Indian cotton, still it does not appear that that de

scription answers their purpose.

In Switzerland and the south of Germany the mill-power has been

considerably increased of late years ; most of the mills have gone at fall

time until lately, when the losses became rather too serious, and short

time is now practiced to about ten per cent. The spinners have kept up

large stocks, say from four to six months, but they are now reducing

them. In the north of Germany the business has not been so profitable,

as they are largely dependent on the American markets for the sale of

their productions. The consumption of Indian cotton in these parts is

still extending, owing to the high price of American cotton ; but German

spinners will find, in future, strong competitors in English spinners for

this description, to which these will be driven, in the first instance, by

necessity, and, by dint of their perseverance and ingenuity, they may,

perhaps, discover means of manipulating it more successfully than

hitherto.

Belgium is stationary, and has worked this year less than usual.

In Spain, the cotton manufacture is extending, but it has suffered this

year from the want and the high price of the raw material.

Russia is still in a chronic state of financial difficulties, and has im

parted only 162,358 bales, against 178,540 bales last year, and 252,000

in 1859.

The cotton industry is at last threatened with what has often been

apprehended, and which is more to be dreaded than a failure of the

cereal crops. A " cotton famine" is in prospect, and finds us still unpro

vided with means of drawing supplies from other quarters than the

United States. The numerous schemes which are now starting up may

rovide a supply a few years hence, for it is proved that tho plant can

e grown in many quarters of the globe ; but this very circumstance,

and the fact that it has not been grown, augurs badly for the future.

The United States have, by the advantage of their soil, climate, and their

admirably arranged system, overcome and distanced all rivalry, and they

may do so again unless other countries have had time to let the cultiva

tion take firm root. To India we have chiefly to look for supplies, but

from the interior of Africa, with a vent on the east coast, perhaps some

considerable supplies might also be obtained, as well as from the southern

parts of Spanish America, where, for hundreds of miles along the Salado

River, the cotton plant grows wild and abundantly. But to obtain cotton

from those parts where it is first to be introduced, and where the laborers

must be imported, we must acknowledge we have little hope. Some

attempts have been made to mitigate the existing want by adopting jute

to the production of certain of the coarser fabrics, and, to a certain

extent, it has been found practicable.
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India, with the impulse which has been given, and with its internal

communications constantly extending, is the only place whence we can

expect, with certainty, large supplies. The present crop is described as

an abundant one, and, by paying such prices as would put the native

consumer and the Chinese out of the market, we may perhaps increase

upon this year's import, and obtain 1,200,000 bales. From all other

sources, it is useless to expect more than 400,000 bales, and if we add

our present stock of 870,000 bales, we have a supply for next year of

2,470,000 bales against the wants of Europe of 3,800,000 bales, and this

would, at any rate, keep all the mills going at half time during the next

twelve months.

It were much to be desired that the quality of Surat cotton should be

so improved as to overcome the disinclination which exists in the English

mills against its use. An opinion prevails that the staple is injured by

the bales being compressed so very tightly, the wool loses its natural oil,

and comes out tangled and in flakes, else how is it that the native Indian

and Chinese manufacturers can produce such beautiful fabrics from this

very material which we despise.* If the American cotton were com

pressed as tightly, the staple would no doubt also be injured ; and the

impression that it would be so is shown by the circumstance that the

most valuable American cotton (the Sea Island) is never compressed.

"We are told, as one reason why the German spinners can make the

Surat cotton more extensively useful than has been done hitherto in

England, that their machinery is better arranged for it, and moves at less

speed than here, and if this should add, perhaps, twenty per cent to the

cost in wages, it would be more than compensated by the lower price of

the cotton. The cloth may, perhaps, not be so good as that made of

American cotton exclusively ; but if we have not got it, we must do with

out it as well as we can.

ACQUISITION OP LAGOS.

The most important and masterly stroke of the past year, in the way

of increasing the supply of cotton for Great Britain, is the acquisition,

by England, " of the port and island and territories of Lagos." It will

be remembered that this island is situated upon the western coast of

Africa, in Upper Guinea. The soil is profuse in all the vegetable growths

of the tropics. Cotton is indigenous, and the nature of this staple pro

duced in that region and throughout the coast is much nearer the Ameri

can varieties than that obtained from India and other sources. This

"port and island and territories of Lagos" was thus ceded to Great Brit

ain by "Docemo, King of Lagos," who, in consideration of this cession

of territory, is now entitled to receive an " annual pension from the Queen

" In our remarks on American and Surat cotton, (page 381,) we have briefly

shown how absurd it is to speak of a "disinclination" or "prejudice" existing

against the use of Surat cotton in English mills. It is not necessary, therefore, to

repeat those remarks here. A very evident answer, however, to the question pro

posed by Messrs. Stellerfort, Sons & Co., is found in the well-known tact, that the

cotton thus manufactured was grown in gardens constantly watched, making it,

therefore, a very different article from the "despised" Indian cotton brought to

market. So much labor spent upon the Btaple would, of course, increase its price

many times.—Ed. M. M.
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of Great Britain, equal to the net revenue hitherto annually received by

him." The following is a copy of the treaty, taken from The African

Times. Of coursej the professed object of this new acquisition was the

suppression of the slave trade, &c. :

" Treaty between Norman H. Pedingfold, Commander of Her Majesty1!

sloop Prometheus, and Senior Officer of the Bights Division, and

William McCobkrt, Esq., Her Britannic Majesty's Acting Consul,

on the part of Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, and Docemo,

King of Lagos, on the part of himself and Chiefs.

" Article L—In order that the Queen of England may be the better

enabled to assist, defend, and protect the inhabitants of Lagos, and to

put an end to the slave trade in this and the neighboring countries, and

to prevent the destructive wars so frequently undertaken by Dahomet

and others for the capture of slaves, I, Docemo, do, with the consent and

advice of my council, give, transfer, and by these presents grant and con

firm unto the Queen of Great Britain, her heirs and successors forever,

the port and island of Lagos, with all the rights, profits, territories, and

appurtenances whatsoever thereunto belonging, and as well the profits

and revenue, as the direct, full and absolute dominion and sovereignty of

the said port, island and premises, with all the royalties thereof, freely,

fully, entirely and absolutely. I do also covenant and grant that the

quiet and peaceable possession thereof shall, with all possible speed, be

freely and effectually delivered to the Queen of Great Britain, or such

person as Her Majesty shall thereunto appoint, for her use in the per

formance of this grant ; the inhabitants of the said island and territories,

as the queen's subjects, and under her sovereignty, crown, jurisdiction

and government, being still suffered to live there.

" Art. II.—Docemo will be allowed the use of the title of king, in its

usual African signification, and will be permitted to decide disputes

between natives of Lagos, with their consent, subject to appeal to British

laws.

"Art. III.—In the transfer of lands, the stamp of Docemo affixed to

the document will be proof that there are no other native claims upon it ;

and for this purpose he will be permitted to use it as hitherto.

" In consideration of the cession, as before-mentioned, of the port and

island and territories of Lagos, the representatives of the Queen of Great

Britain do promise, subject to the approval of Her Majesty, that Dockmo

shall receive an annual pension from the Queen of Great Britain, equal to

the net revenue hitherto annually received by him ; such pension to be

paid at such periods and in such mode as may hereafter be determined.

[Here follow the signatures.]

" Lagos, August 6."

COTTON AT LIVERPOOL.

The following table shows the amount of cotton imported at Livcrpoo

since the first of January, and the amount on hand January 31st, 186 >

compared with the same period last year :
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1862. tML

Bales. Balm.

.... 645,679333,247

Stocks, January 31st:

622,600

69,732

216,890

283,020

34,650

11,190

690

.... 484,780

133,470

14,060

25,690

.... 1,830

Totals, 546,440 659,830

Cotton at sea from America, 260,000

108,000 .... 76,000

108,000 .... 336,000

COTTON IN THE 0NITED STATES.

The past month has worked a great change in the prospective supply

of cotton from the United States. Sealed up, as the crop appeared to be

thirty days ago, within the States producing it, by a large army and

strong fortifications, there was little promise for the future. But since

the first forward movement of the government forces began, their success

has been so decided, and followed up so rapidly, that now nearly the

whole of Tennessee, with the country bordering on the Cumberland and

Tennessee rivers, have been recovered. These advantages, well improved,

as we have no doubt they will be, must soon give us control of the cot

ton crop. Not the least favorable symptom is the apparent Union feeling

which has been exhibited through a portion of the States opened, and we

hope we shall soon be again enjoying the blessings of unrestricted trade

with that section of our country.

We have prepared the following table, showing the amounts of cotton

shipped from Tennessee (including, also, Hickman, Ky.,) for the years

1860, 1861:

1861. 1860.

Bala. Bale*.

Shipments from Memphis, 369,857 391,918

" Nashville, 16,471 .... 23,000

" " Columbus and Hickman, Ky.,. 5,500 4,500

Stock, September 1st, at Memphis, 1,671 1,709

Burnt and manufactured at Memphis, 1,482

Total, 393,499 422,609

Thus it will be seen that under favorable circumstances we can antici

pate the receiving of only about four hundred thousand bales of cotton

from the districts opened. The success, therefore, that our army has

met with, although great, is valuable as much, perhaps, from the future

success it promises, as from the actual relief to the manufacturing world

that will be obtained. It may be that the wants of the planters about
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that region will induce many to send their cotton to market through Ten

nessee, who have formerly shipped their crop through New-Orleans or

elsewhere. If such were the result, it might increase many times the

usual supply from Tennessee ; but we have no real grounds at present for

any such supposition or conclusion. We think, however, that it cannot

be many days before other important movements will be made, and other

points gained, so that speculations on probable results from the present

successes would be of little value.

The threats made in the South of burning their cotton we do not think

will be acted upon to any great extent. These threats are made by the

leaders, or under their direction, to frighten Europe. Their misguided

and deceived followers may, in some instances, be led to act thus ; but

if they do, it will be more from the fear of those that rule over them than

any other feeling. The people themselves, South, must know soon that

they are being grossly deceived by their leaders, and that the govern

ment has only one object in this war, and that is to put down rebellion;

that their property is safe if they will only cease to rebel against its au

thority. Knowing this, they will not attempt to destroy what can be

preserved out of the general wreck. It is, therefore, perhaps well that

the most of the cotton is still on the plantations where it was raised, and

is not stored in any one, two or three places. If it were thus stored, the

Confederate government might burn it ; but as it is, scattered over the

whole South, and in the hands of those who raised and still own it, they

will undoubtedly preserve the crop until they find it can be brought safely

to market.

The extraordinary export of cotton from Liverpool to the United

States, noticed in our last, has been entirely suspended. In fact, some

return shipments have already been made. One lot of five hundred bales

of American cotton (first, of course, shipped from America to Liverpool)

was in January last reshipped to America, and the first of this month was

again, and across the very dock at which it arrived on reaching the

United States, reshipped to Liverpool. How many more times it will

cross the ocean in its present shape is uncertain, so long as the market

is subject to its present fluctuations. The cessation of the export from

Liverpool was one of the results of the settlement of the Trent affair,

and the return shipments noticed above are the result of the fall of the

price of cotton here, consequent upon the late success of the government

forces in the West.

The following table shows the receipts at and exports from the port of

New-York, from January 1st to March 8th, 1861 :

RecHptt. Er.port).

January, bales, 8,423 406

February " 11,982 1,8 !0

March 1st to 8th, " 373 300

Total, bales, 20,778 2,596
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JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY AND FINANCE.

1. City Weekly Bake Returns, New-York, Philadelphia., Bobtox and Providence. 2.

Weeklt Statement Bane of England. 3. Note Circulation of the United Kingdom. 4.

Returns of Bank of France. 5. Quarteely Statement of the Bankb of Ohio. 6. Public

Debt of the United States.

CITY WEEKLY BANK RETURNS.

New-York Banks. {Capital, Jan., 1862, $69,493,577; Jan., 1861, $69,890,475.)

Weekly
Date. Loan*. Specie. Circulation. Net Deposits. Clearing*.

January 4, ...$ 154,415,826 $23,983,878 $ 8,586,186 $ 111,789,233 $ 100,642,429

11,... 152,088,012 25,373,070 8,121,512 118,889,762 105,634,811

18,... 149,081,433 26,120,859 7,369,028 113,327,160 107,732,780

25,... 145,767,680 26,698,728 6,828,017 110,874,786 100,001,959

February 1,... 144,675,778 27,479,583 6,404,951 112,057,003 93,791,629

8,... 143,803,890 28,196,666 6,077,417 110,637,557 113,216,297

" 15,... 141,994,192 28,114,148 5,762,506 110,430,475 105,102,177

" 22,... 139,950,958 28,875,992 5,489,496 109,079,076 111,346,066

March 1,... 137,674,238 29,826,959 5,363,944 107,974,499 109,854,823

" 8,... 133,055,148 30,436,644 5,869,206 103,715,728 113,612,576

Philadelphia Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $11,970,180.)

Due to Duefrom
Date. Loan*. Specie. Circulation. Depotlt*. Sank*. Bank*.

Jan. 6,.$ 31,046,537 $5,688,728 $2,145,219 $21,396,014 $3,645,956 $ 1,796,805

" 13,. 31,145,938 5,692,123 2,162,152 21,324,610 3,992,952 1,702,716

" 20,. 30,601,160 5,733,450 2,120,756 20,698,496 4,120,261 1,575,116

'* 27,. 30,385,606 5,821,323 2,121,146 20,058,098 4,209,006 1,858,688

Feb. 3,. 30,385,319 6,884,011 2,144,398 20,068,890 4,672,872 1,707,136

" 10,. 29,974,700 5,923,874 2,191,547 19,032,535 4,890,288 1,587,481

" 17,. 29,388,544 5,849,354 2,191,512 18,692,182 4,661,442 2,052,031

'* 24,. 29,280,049 5,867,686 2,230,605 18,777,300 5,205,203 1,935,414

Mar. 3,. 29,393,356 5,881,108 2,343,493 18,541,190 6,218,383 1,828,383

" 10,. 28,083,499 5,869,730 2,575,503 17,375,771 5,131,834 1,733,169

Boston Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $38,231,700; Jan., 1861, $38,231,700.)

Due to Duefrom
Date. Loan*. Specie. Circulation. Deposit*. Sank*. Banks.

Jan. 6,.$ 65,612,997 $8,920,486 $6,451 687 $27,093,839 $9,187,924 $8,701,873

" 13,. 64,704,039 8,580,607 6,612,512 25,642,994 9,684,227 8,805,255

" 20,. 64 409,585 8,585,277 6,649,871 25,441,327 9,547,319 9,018,388

" 27,. 63,025,191 8,562,175 6,284,268 24,030,776 9,593,545 8,727,348

Feb. 3,. 62,628,793 8,629,483 6,260,299 23,500,321 9,727,783 8,766,415

" 10,. 62.340,600 8,514,600 6,616,000 22,784,700 9,892.600 8,965,500

" 17,. 62,587,788 8,410,890 6,469,309 22,034,974 9,663,726 8,316,887

" 24,. 62,053,640 8,341,588 6,580,205 21,515,228 9,625.869 8,644,360

Mar. 3,. 61,678,500 8,364,500 6,318,700 21,208,500 9,681,500 8,982,600

Pbovtdence Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $15,611,650.)

Due to Duefrom

Date. Loan*. Specie. Circulation. Deposits. Bank*. Bank*.

Jan. 11 $ 19,356,800 $408,700 $1,889,600 $3,054,600 $1,099,800 $915,400

" 18, 19,238,700 402,900 1,890,300 2,899,200 1,071,500 898,500

Feb. 1, 19,160,600 394,700 1,811,100 2,950,500 871,800 925,500

" 16, 19,109,400 394,800 1,784,000 2,762,200 911,100 1,081,000

Mar. 1 18,920,500 407,500 1,791,200 2,924,400 968,900 1,288,000

" 15, 18,998,600 408,500 1,848,100 2,946,800 1,103,200 1,484,800
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BANK OF ENGLAND.

WEEKLT STATEMENT.

Public Private Coin and B'te of
Date. Circulation. Depoeitt. Deposit*. Securities. Bullion. Discount.

Jan. 1, £20,818,190 £ 7,345,833 £ 15,036,062 £ 30,419,730 £ 15,961,439 8 pr. ct.

" 8, 21,086,675 4,542,974 18,206,488 31,022,505 16.046,017 2J "
" 15, 21,460,925 4,683,353 16,480,452 29,509,864 16,291,626 l\ "

" 22, 21,697,928 5,467,340 15,366,081 29,464,720 16,350,939 2* "

'* 29, 21,183,376 6,753,063 14.751,486 28,696,456 16,280,369 2| "

Feb. 6, 21,427,554 5,788,441 14,179,917 28,834,352 16,956,903 2*. "

" 12, 21,288,312 4,884,989 15,526,334 29,010,241 16,042,949 2* "

" 19, 20,772,726 5,397,144 16,085,843 28,771,812 16,894,405 2* "

NOTE CIRCULATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The following returns show the state of the note circulation of the

United Kingdom during the four weeks ending January 11, 1862, com

pared with the previous month :

Dec. 14, 1861. Jan. 11, 1862.

Bank of England, £ 20,049,895 £ 19,881,890

Private banks, 3,354,503 3,246,833

Joint-stock banks, 2,908,938 2,837,464

Total in England, £ 26,313,336 £ 25,966,187

Scotland, 4,647,725 4,293,601

Ireland, 6,407,249 6,171,277

United Kingdom, £ 37,368,310 £ 36,431,065

And, as compared with the month ending the 12th of January, 1861,

the above returns show a decrease of £371,590 in the circulation of notes

in England, and a decrease of £1,122,816 in the circulation of the United

Kingdom. On comparing the above with the fixed issues of the several

banks, the following is the state of the circulation : The English private

banks are below their fixed issue £1,101,075, the English joint-stock banks

are below their fixed issue £464,893, total below fixed issue in England,

£1,565,968; the Scotch banks are above their fixed issue ,£1,544,330;

the Irish banks are below their fixed issue £183,217. The average stock

of bullion held by the Bank of England in both departments, during the

month ending the 8th of January, was £15,843,684, being an increase of

£827,230 as compared with the previous month, and an increase of

£3,104,280 when compared with the same period last year. The follow

ing are the amounts of specie held by the Scotch and Irish banks during

the month ending the 11th January: Gold and silver held by the

Scotch banks, £2,614,253 ; gold and silver held by the Irish banks,

£2,485,320 ; total, £5,099,573, being an increase of £5,565 as compared

with the previous return, and a decrease of £53,630 when compared with

the corresponding period of last year.
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BANK OF FRANCE.

The Moniteur, of February 14, has published the following returns of

the Bank of France, made up to the 13th February. The figures of the

previous month, and of the corresponding period in 1860, are added:

Feb., 1862. Jan., 1862. Feb., 1861.

Dkbtob. r. o. ». c. t. c.

Capital of the bank, 91,250,000 0 91,250,000 0 91,250,000 0

New ditto, 91,250,000 0 91,250,000 0 91,250,000 0

Profits in addition to capital, (Art.

8, of Law ot June 9, 1857,) 2,816,508 57 2,816,508 57 1,857,786 22

Reserve of the bank and branches, 12,980,750 14 12,980,750 14 12,980,750 14

New reserve, 9,125,000 0 9,125,000 0 9,125,000 0

do. in real property 4,000,000 0 4,000,000 0 4,000,000 0

Notes and circulation of the bank

and branches, 797,335,925 0 762,148,725 0 785,889,025 0

Drafts drawn by the bank on the

branches, or the branches on

bank, and payable at Paris or in ,

the Provincoa, 8,227,858 73 5,597,709 50 5,795,185 49

Acknowledgments for money de

posited, and payable at sight at

Paris or in the branch banks,... 5,778,383 0 5,071,590 0 8,924,044 0

Treasury account current creditor, 86,426,828 64 75,734,947 28 64,181,132 86

Accounts current at Paris 180,598,207 52 148,348,878 SO 167,625,382 96

do. in the branch banks, 36,173,216 0 27,979,018 0 28,773,967 0

Dividends payable, 1,987,144 75 7,356,060 75 1,997,120 75

Interest and dividends on securi

ties transferred or deposited, .. . 2,256,876 60 7,451,767 61 2,347,888 64

Various discounts and interest at

Paris and in the branches 5,786,150 28 2,547,064 1 4,786,670 67

Re-discounts of the last half-year

at Paris and in the branches,. . . 2,727,525 79 2,727,525 79 1,820,678 65

Sundries, 1,908,987 4 16,834,870 37 2,386,277 81

Total, 1,340,079,356 96 1,272,220,410 32 1,234,890,905 19

Feb., 1S62. Jan*, 1862. Feb., 1861.

Cbiditob. t. o. w. o. i. c.

Cash and bullion, 108,608,916 77 87,510,886 57 92,529,257 82

Cash in the branch banks, 245,667,204 0 219,171,666 0 289,854,265 o

Commercial bills due yesterday,

to be received to-day, 911,160 48 807,101 74 567,849 (3

Commercial bills discounted at

Paris, including 72,996,452f. 9c.

from the branch banks, 844,887,860 40 324,458,134 84 217,152,285 63

Do. by the branch banks, payable

where discounted, 317,997,868 0 350,844,904 0 255,085,948 0

Advanced on deposit of bullion,.. 14,411,039 79 15,199,561 8 80,479,521 8

do. in the branch banks, 2,020,300 0 2,299,100 0 5,823,900 0

do. on French public securities, 89,314,200 0 17,511,900 0 21,126,000 0

do. in the branch banks 7,228,000 0 6,961,600 0 13,491,400 0

do. on railway shares and bonds, 89,478,000 0 30,251,500 0 89,925,600 0

do. in the branch banks, 16,779,100 0 15,831,100 0 24,381,400 0

do. on credit Foncier bonds,... 242,800 0 268,800 0 506,100 0

do. in the branch bankB 153,800 0 188,900 0 310,000 0

do. to the Government on agree

ment of June 80, 1848,... 80,000,000 0 80,000,000 0 60,000,000 0

Government stock reserved 12,980,750 14 12,980,750 14 12,980,750 14

do. disposable 27,151,698 93 27,163,698 93 63,708,840 38

do. permanently invcBtcd, (law

of 9th June, 1857,)...... 100,000,000 0 100,000,000 0 100,000,000 0

Hotel and furniture of bank, 4,000,000 0 4,000,000 0 4,000,000 0

Real property of branch banks,... 5,920,128 0 5,821,027 0 6,110,389 0

Expenses of management of the

bank and branches, 250,658 $0 82,951 5 438,105 94

Sundries, 22,626,972 20 20,922,829 47 6,419,854 82

Total, 1,840,079,356 96 1,272,220,410 32 1,284,890,905 19
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QUARTERLY STATEMENT OF THE BANKS OP OHIO.

The statement of the banks of Ohio, as made to the Auditor of the

State, for the quarter ending on the first Monday in February, compares

as follows with the same quarter last year :

Feb., 1862. Feb., ISO.

Specie, $ 3,153,722 $2,225,969

Exchange, ... 2,011,027 1,591,319

Notes of other banks, 1,331,325 834,993

Discounts, 10,882,500 10,897,323

Bonds of States and United States,. . . 2,546,584 1,195,355

Capital, 5,195,950 5,691,700

Safety fund, 1,682,136 709,100

Circulation, 9,217,519 8,062,084

Deposits, 5,024,917 4,026,029

Due to banks and bankers, 296,631 807,471

The following is a comparison of the several classes of banks :

Independent Banks.

Feb., 1862. Mb., 1661.

Specie, $ 179,967 $141,986

Exchange, 227,281 112,914

Discounts, 1,252,765 1,198,748

Stocks and bonds, 830,531 483,200

Capital, 575,000 450,000

Circulation 682,876 274,700

Deposits, 1,274,648 724,203

Free Banks.

Specie, $233,703 $ 182,997

Exchange, 288,849 372,042

Discounts, 767,614 1,548,396

Stocks and bonds, 901,243 708,155

Capital, 516,450 1,137,200

Circulation, 766,977 619,372

Deposits, 888,465

State Banks.

Specie, $ 2,722,051 $ 1,900,984

Exchange, 1,494,896 1,106,362

Discounts, 7,980,502 8,150,179

Stocks and bonds, 814,809

Capital, 4,104,500 .... 4,104,500

Circulation, 7,767,666 7,068,012

Deposits, 2,861,803 2,294,501

A decrease in the capital of the free banks, of about half a million, M

shown ; but this is probably owing to an omission of the returns of the

Bank of the Ohio Valley.
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Public Debt of the United States on March 1st, 1862.

We have prepared the following table, showing the present public

debt of the United States, from official sources :

Loan of 1842 $2,883,364 11

" 1847, 9,415,250 00

" 1848, 8,908,341 80

" 1858, 20,000,000 00

" 1860, 7,022,000 00

" 1861, 18,415,000 00

Texan indemnity 3,461,000 00

Texas debt, 112,092 59

Oregon War debt, 307,900 00

$70,524,948 50

Treasury notes issued under acts prior

to 1857, $ 105,111 64

Treasury notes issued under act of

December 23d, 1857, 664,200 00

Treasury notes issued under act of

December 17th, 1860, 9,933,950 00

Treasury notes issued under acts of

June 22d, 1860, and February and

March, 1 861—two years, 7,767,600 00

Treasury notes issued under acts of

March 2d, July 17th, and August

5th, 1861, for 60 days—temporary

loan, 3,993,900 00

22,464,761 64

Three years' bonds, dated August 1 9th,

1861, issued under act of July 17th,

1861, $50,000,000 00

Three years' bonds, dated October 1st,

1861, issued under act of July 17th,

1861, 50,000,000 00

Three years' bonds under act of July,

1861, 50,000,000 00

Twenty years' six per cent, bonds,

dated July 1st, 1861, 50,000,000 00

200,000,000 00

United States notes, issued under act

of July 17th, 1861 $ 50,000,000 00

United States notes, issued under act

of February, 1862 * 10,000,000 00

60,000,000 00

Total $ 352,989,710 14
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JOURNAL OF NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

L Galantbt Light-House, Newfoundland.—II. Fixed Liout on Zafaeana Point, Red 8ba,

Gulf of Suez.

Newfoundland.—Galantry Light-House.

Official information has been received that from and after August 1 Oth,

1862, the present fixed light on the point of Galantry will be replaced by

a flashing light, (flashes every 20 seconds,) varied by a red flash succeed

ed by two white flashes. Latitude, 46° 45' 30" ; Longitude, 56° 7' west

of Greenwich. The light is elevated 210 feet above high water, and will

have a range of 18 miles. The light will be obscured on the north by

the high bluffs of St, Pierre.

Range lights for entering from the southeast.

From and after October 1st, 1862, the entrance to the roadstead of

St. Pierre from the southeast will be marked by two small fixed lights,

one of which (a white light illuminating f of the horizon) will be situated

on the rocks at Cannon Point instead of the present beacon, and the

other (a red light) on the level north of the city.

The white light will be elevated 36 feet above high water, having a

range of 6 miles, and the red light will be elevated 63 feet above high

water, with a range of 3 miles.

The line joining these two lights will mark the best water between the

extremity of the Bertram Rocks and Isle aux Chiens.

The position of the red light is such that any one coming from Colom-

bier and turning into the northeast channel, upon seeing it to the left of

Cape l'Aigle, will be in no danger from the shoals off Cape Rouge.

The present light at Galantry will be discontinued during the three

nights preceding the time fixed for the exhibition of the revolving light,

i. e., on the 7th to 8th, 8th to 9th, Oth to 10th August, 1862.

Fixed Light on Zafarana Point, Red Sea, Gulf of Suez.

Official information has been received, that on and after the 1st day of

January, 1862, a light would be exhibited from a light-house recently

erected on Zafarana point, on the western coast of the Gulf of Suez,

about 52 miles to the southward of the town of that name.

The light is a fixed white light, placed at an elevation of 83 feet above

the level of high water, and should be seen, in clear weather, from the

deck of a vessel, at a distance of fourteen miles.

The illuminating apparatus is dioptric, or by lenses, of the first order.

The tower is round, built of stone, and 82 feet from base to vano, with

the keeper's dwelling to the westward. It stands on a low gravel ridge,

about fourteen feet above high water, in latitude 29° 6' 20" N., longitude

32° 44' E. of Greenwich, as recently found by Captain Mansell, of H.

M. S. Firefly, and which agrees with Moresby's chart of the Red Sea

of 1834, but differs from the admiralty chart. The exact position of

this light-house will hereafter be determined.

The mariner is cautioned that shoal water extends about a mile from

the point, having ten fathoms close to its outer edge.
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

PROPER CLASSIFICATION UNDER TARIFF ACTS, OF CERTAIN ARTICLES OF

FOREIGN MANUFACTURE AND PRODUCTION.

EXTRACT OF SAFFLOWER.

Treasury Department, January 23, 1862.

Sir,—I have carefully considered the case presented in your report of

the 11th ultimo, of the appeal of J. Wunderlich, Esq., from your de

cision levying a duty of 20 per cent., under the provisions of the 24th

section of the tariff act of the 2d March, 1861, on the "extract of saf-

flower," as an nnenumerated article manufactured in whole or in part.

" Safflower" is in terms exempted from duty by the tariff act of 2d

March, 1861, and the importer claims, on that ground, a like exemption

for the " extract of safflower."

The provisions of the tariff laws make a distinction, in many cases, in

regard to the rate of duty between the crude and the prepared or manu

factured article ; and in reference to " safflower," while it makes a spe

cific provision for the flower in its crude state, it makes none for any

" extract" or preparation of " safflower," but leaves it to fall under the

general classification of " all articles, manufactured in whole or in part,

not otherwise enumerated or provided for," upon which is imposed a duty

of 20 per cent

Your decision in this case is approved.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Hiram Barney, Esq., Collector, dtc, New- York.

OLD YELLOW METAL.

Treasury Department, January 23, 1862.

Sir,—I am in receipt of your report on the appeal of Messrs. Swift &

Allkn from your assessment of duty at the rate of 20 per cent., under

the tariff act of March 2, 1861, on " old yellow metal" imported by them.

The 19th section of that act imposes a duty at the rate of 10 per cent.

" on brass, in pigs or bars, or when old and fit only to be remanufactured."

The importers claim, in this case, to enter the " yellow metal" as " old

brass," because it resembles brass in the nature of its component materials,

although they are not combined in " brass" and " yellow metal" in the

same proportions.

The tariff act of 1842, which regulates the assessment of duties on

nnenumerated articles by the resemblance they bear, in certain par

ticulars, to enumerated articles, cannot apply in this case, because

" yellow metal" must be held to be embraced either in the provision in

the 22d section of the tariff act of March 2, 1861, for "manufactures,

articles, vessels and wares, not otherwise provided for, of brass, copper,

gold, iron, lead, pewter, platina, silver, tin or other metal, or of which
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either of these metals, or any other metal, shall be the component ma

terial of chief value," or in the provision in the 20th section of that act,

for "metals unmanufactured, not otherwise provided for." It is true

that there is a specific provision for "yellow metal" in the free list,

when prepared for sheathing purposes, and of certain dimensions and

weight therein prescribed ; but it is understood that the article in

question does not conform to those conditions.

The only point, therefore, to be determined in this case is, whether

the article is manufactured or unmanufactured within the meaning of

the law. I infer from your report, that although the article has once

been manufactured, it is now old and unfit for any other purpose than as

a raw material to be reworked. In that view I am of opinion that your

assessment of duty at the rate of 20 per cent., under the provision in the

22d section for " metals unmanufactured, not otherwise provided for,"

was correct, and it is hereby affirmed.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Lawrence Grinnell, Esq., Collector, die, New-Bedford, Mass.

WOOLLEN SHAWLS, EMBROIDERED. 1

Treasury Department, January 28, 1862.

Sir,—I have carefully considered your report of the 12th ultimo, on the

appeal of S. McLean <fe Co. from your decision assessing a duty at the

rate of " 12 cents per pound, and, in addition thereto, 25 per cent, ad

valorem" on certain wool, worsted and silk shawls, embroidered ; the

appellant claiming entry of said merchandise at the rate of 30 per cent.,

under the provision in the 22d section of said tariff for "manufactures of

cotton, linen, silk, wool or worsted, if embroidered or tamboured in the

loom or otherwise, by machinery, or with the needle or other process,

not otherwise provided for."

These shawls, being manufactured in part of wool, and embroidered,

fall, in my opinion, clearly within the classification in the 2d subdivision

of section 13 of the act of 2d March, 1861, of " clothing ready made, and

wearing apparel of every description, composed wholly or in part of wool,

made up or manufactured wholly or in part by the tailor, seamstress or

manufacturer," or " on woollen cloths, woollen shawls aDd all manufac

tures of wool of every description, made wholly or in part of wool, not

otherwise provided for," and that they were properly subjected by you

to the duty of 12 cents per pound and 25 per cent, ad valorem, as pro

vided in that section.

The provision referred to by the importers, in the 22d section of the

tariff act of March 2, 1861, for "manufactures of cotton, linen, silk, wool

or worsted, if embroidered or tamboured in the loom or otherwise, by

machinery, or with the needle or other process, not otherwise provided

for," can have no application to the merchandise in question, it being

"provided for" in the 13th section of the act.

Your decision is approved.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Hiram Barnet, Esq., Collector, dbc., New-York.
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' BUFFALO ROBES.

Treasury Department, January 28, 1862.

Sir,—I have had under consideration your report on the appeal of Mr.

William Maotavish from your decision subjecting to duty, at the rate

of 20 per cent., under the provision for " skins tanned and dressed of all

kinds, in the 20th section of the act of March 2, 1861, buffalo robes;

the appellant claiming entry of said robes at a duty of 10 per cent.

The 19th section of the tariff act of 2d March, 1861, imposes a duty

of 10 per cent, on "furs dressed or undressed when on the skin."

Section 20 of said tariff act imposes a duty of 20 per cent, on " skins

tanned and dressed of all kinds."

It is very evident that buffalo robes cannot be regarded as " skins

tanned or dressed," nor as " furs on the skin," not being known in the

trade under that classification ; but, being unenumerated in the tariff,

they are assimilated, by virtue of the 20th section of the tariff act of

1 842, to " furs on the skin," and will be subjected to the same rate of

duty, viz., 10 per cent, ad valorem.

I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

Joseph Lsmat, Esq, Collector, Pembina, Minnesota.

ABSTRACT OF THE POSTAL BILL INTRODUCED BY THE HON. JOHN

HUTCHINS, IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, FEB. 10TH, 1862.

Section 1. A uniform letter postage of two cents for half-ounce letters,

when prepaid, and double postage when not prepaid. Letters over three

thousand miles, quadruple the above rate, or eight cents a letter to and

from California and Oregon.

Sec. 2. Postage on regular newspapers, twenty cents a year for weekly

papers, all distances, and the same proportion for papers published oftener.

Periodicals published not so often as once a week, if under four ounces

in weight, one cent a number; over four, and not over eight ounces,

two cents, and over eight and not exceeding sixteen ounces, four cents.

Postage on newspapers and periodicals, at the above rates, to be paid

quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly, in advance.

Sec. 3. Newspapers and periodicals sent to news agents, publishers or

editors, at the same rates as to regular subscribers, or, to simplify it,

twenty cents for fifty copies or numbers, four cents for ten copies, or two

cents for five.

Sec. 4. All transient packages of printed matter must be prepaid by

stamp, and at the following rates : any package of printed matter, one or

more newspapers, pamphlets, books, packages of advertisements or other

printed documents, not exceeding four ounces in weight, two cents;

from four to eight ounces, four cents ; from eight to sixteen ounces, eight

cents ; and four cents for each half pound beyond the last. Seeds, roots,

bulbs, scions, cuttings, <kc, for planting, at the same rates as transient

printed matter.

Sec. 5. Any person sending printed or other matter may write or

vol. xlvi.—no. it. 26
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print the name and address, with a description of the contents, on the

outside of the package.

Skcs. 6, 7, 8. Transient printed matter, not prepaid, is to be detained,

and may be sent to the dead-letter office, by order of the postmaster-

general, or returned to the sender. No package weighing over ten

pounds can go by mail. Letter postage, whether part prepaid or not,

shall be all doubled that is not prepaid, and letters that arc forwarded

from one place to another shall not have an extra charge for forwarding.

Sec. 9. Prohibits certain articles from going by mail ; articles like

gunpowder, matches, meat, game, liquids, glass, cutlery, &c.

Sec. 10. The postmaster-general is authorized to hare " late letters"

received and sent after the mail is closed, and before the bags leave, at

an extra charge. None need pay this extra charge who prefer having

their letters kept till the next mail.

Sec. 11. Authorizes a delivery of letters, &c, in cities and towns, by

carriers, without any extra charge. Carriers to be paid salaries.

Sec. 12. Carrier system in California and Oregon to remain as at pre

sent.

Secs. 13, 14. Letter carriers neglecting their duty, to be dismissed,

and for breaking open letters, or stealing or destroying any letters or mail

matter, to be imprisoned from two to five years.

Secs. 15, 16, 17, 18. The postmaster-general may appoint letter

receivers, and establish receiving houses in cities, where letters can be

posted for the mails and for local distribution, and where postage-stamps

can be purchased. Letter pillars may also be erected, and letter collect

ors appointed. Persons injuring letter pillars, or putting improper matter

into them, to be punished.

Secs. 19, 20, 21. Cities maybe divided into postal districts, branch

post-offices established, and managers appointed for them. Postal guides

may be published by the postmaster-general.

Secs. 22, 23, 24. A post-office money order system is authorized and

established between the large post-offices, with five cents commission on

all money orders, up to ten dollars, and ten cents for orders over ten and

less than twenty-five dollars.

Sec. 25. Stamp agents, for the sale of stamps, may be appointed.

Secs. 27, 28, 29. The postage for all correspondence, &c, carried for

the government, the departments or the executive, to be paid to the post-

office out of the Treasury ; the official correspondence of the post-office

to be free.

Sec. 30. The postmaster-general may dispense with waybills, where he

may consider it advisable, and otherwise simplify the service.

Sec. 31. Suitable stamps to be contracted for to carry out the provi

sions for the new rates of postage.

Sec. 32. Franking to be abolished.

Sec. 33. All laws inconsistent with this act are repealed.

Sec. 34. The act to take effect July 1st, 1862.
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

FEDERAL FINANCES—LOAN LAW OF FEBRUARY—CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS—InTEEEST

Payable in Com—Demand Notes—Receivable foe Duties—Deposits at Five fee cent.

Clearing-house Returns—Loan of March 17—Means of the Department—Interest

on Three Ybab Bonds—Supply of Monet—Banks Dispose of Government Loan—

Commercial Loans—Great Reduction—Private Deposits—Rates of Money—Capital

Idle—General Laziness—Improved Trade—Agricultural Prosperity—Army Pay Pro

motes Trade—Impobts and Exports—Specie Shipments and Receipts—Peices of Bills—

Monet Abroad.

The finances of the Federal government have gradually improved

during the month. At the date of our last. Congress had passed the

law authorizing the issue of $150,000,000 of legal tender notes, con

vertible into six per cent, stock, and had authorized the issue of

$500,000,000 of stock for that purpose, the interest payable in coin.

The long delay in the passage of the loan bill had necessarily compelled

the public creditors to wait for their money ; and the Secretary, to relieve

this class, whose audited claims amounted, in the aggregate, to over

$40,000,000, asked for power to issue six per cent, certificates, payable

at ten days' notice, or at the expiration of a year, which was granted,

without limit as to the amount winch might be issued. This gave great

relief. The provision making the interest on the public debt payable in

coin, involved the periodical purchase of coin, since, if the government's

inconvertible legal tender notes became the currency, the revenues of the

government would be paid only in that medium, and the Secretary would

not have coin with which to make the payments of interest The bill

was then amended, by making the duties payable in coin ; but as all the

outstanding Treasury notes, including the $50,000,000 of demand notes

authorized by the law of July 17, were on their face receivable for duties,

these could not be excluded. Of these, there were about $80,000,000

outstanding altogether. The old demand notes thus had a superior value

over the new ones, which were to be substituted for them as fast as pos

sible. This fact produced a change in the course of the banks ; instead

of refusing them they now began to hoard them ; and, in some cases,

i ® i premium was paid, and currency again became scarce. It now

appeared, however, that although it had been the intention to make the

old demand notes a legal tender, the law did not say so ; hence, there

was renewed hesitation in receiving them as the basis of banking. A

new bill was therefore introduced in Congress, making them a legal

tender, and also modifying some other provisions of the law. This bill,

which was approved March 17, provided—

1st The Secretary was authorized to purchase coin, with any author

ized bonds or notes, at the market rates.

2d. He may issue certificates of indebtedness, such as are authorized

by act of March 2, in payment of checks drawn by disbursing officers

upon the treasury.

3d. The demand notes ($50,000,000) issued by the act of July 17,

1861, and ($10,000,000) by act of February 12, 1862, are made a legal

tander, and receivable for customs duties.
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4th. The limitation to $25,000,000, on deposits, at five per cent, re

ceived at the treasury, is extended to $50,000,000.

5th. The department may issue notes in place of old or mutilated ones.

Inasmuch as some time would necessarily elapse before the new

Treasury notes could bo issued, the Assistant Treasurer, Mr. Cisco, at

New-York, had been authorized to receive the demand notes on deposit,

and issue therefor five per cent, certificates. This the banks at first

regarded with distrust, but they finally agreed to make the deposits, with

the understanding that they should receive back, when the deposits

should be drawn, the same character of notes as those deposited, that is,

those available for duties. The law limited the amount to $25,000,000 ;

but inasmuch as that the amounts offered were large, it was amended

to permit $50,000,000 to be deposited. The object of the banks in

making the deposits was to employ their funds, and, at the same time,

make the five per cent, certificates of deposit serve in the settlement of

balances at the Clearing-House, in place of the loan certificates before

used. For this purpose about $7,000,000 was deposited, when the

following notice was issued :

" Under instructions from the Secretary of the Treasury, I hereby give

notice, that all certificates, bearing five (5) per cent interest, hereafter

issued for deposits of United States notes, will be payable in whatever

notes may have been made a legal tender by act of Congress, and may

be, at the time when re-payment shall be called for, paid out usually to

public creditors.
"John J. Cisco, Assistant Treasurer U. S.n

This caused the deposits to cease.

The law allowing the issue of six per cent certificates to those credit

ors whose accounts were audited, was found so useful that the principle

in the new law of March 17 was extended to those who chose to receive

them in payment of checks received from disbursing officers. All these

provisions placed ample means at the service of the department, nearly

as follows :

Demand notes, legal tender $ 150,000,000

Certificates of indebtedness, 6 per cent, unlimited,. . 100,000,000

Stock, 6 per cent, payable after 10, or at 20 years,. . . 500,000,000

Deposits to be received at 5 per cent 50,000,000

Three year bonds, 7 3-10 pr. ct. interest, still on hand, 37,000,000

The stock and bonds may be sold, as exigencies require, to meet the

interest on the debt in coin. The demand notes were ready by the 1st

April, and, being paid out began to supply the currency. The semi

annual interest on the $50,000,000 August bonds, amounting to

$1,825,000, was paid February 19, in coin, from funds derived from the

last instalments paid in by the banks, and a similar amount was paid

April 1st on the October bonds, the coin being concentrated from all

the government depositories for that purpose. On another page will be

found an official table of the government debt.

In all these movements of the government, there had, as yet, been no

expansion of the currency, because the amount of paper money afloat had

not increased ; on the contrary, it had gradually diminished. The banks

were generally disposed to put out their own paper, based upon the gov

ernment notes instead of specie ; but, as yet, there was little demand for

money for business purposes.
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The supply of money, or rather capita], idly accumulating, has con

tinued large during this month, with, latterly, some more disposition to

employ it. The finances of the Federal government command more con

fidence, and the prices of the stocks have undergone a decided advance

under the purchases of the public for investment. This fact has enabled

the banks gradually to relieve themselves of the amount of securities

they assumed to meet the wants of the government last year. The

banks held, when they suspended, at the close of December, over seventy

millions of government securities, mostly 6 per cent, stock and three-year

7 3-10 per cent Treasury bonds. They had taken the former at a rate

equal to 89.32, and the latter at par. January 1st, the former were at 88,

and the latter at 2 @ 3 per cent, discount, and gold at 2 per cent, pre

mium. In other words, the stock for which the banks had paid 89.32 in

gold was worth only 86 in gold. Gradually the price has since risen,

under the growing hope of peace and the tax measures to be adopted by

Congress, to 94 for stock and par for the bonds, while gold, after rising

to 6 per cent, premium, fell back to 14; @ l£. Hence the banks could

make a profit by selling their stock for gold, and they could discount

paper by paying out the three-year bonds to be sold by the borrower.

The operation, as seen in the table published on another page, has reduced

the aggregate loans $24,000,000, and increased the specie on hand nearly

$8,500,000. The securities so disposed of by the banks have been taken

up by the public at the high rates. The public deposits, or the amounts

due the government by the banks on account of those loans, were finally

discharged about the middle of January, up to which time the private

deposits continued to increase, and at that time reached the enormous

amount of $107,240,000. Since that time they have been drawn to the

extent of, in round numbers, $10,000,000, for employment in business,

and, to some extent, in the purchase of government stocks, although the

largest demand for these came from the country. The banks have thus

gradually freed themselves from the government operations, and have

become, consequently, better supplied with means to meet the calls of

business. These are, however, not large, since a large portion of the

business done is on such restricted terms of credit as not to create much

business paper. The commercial loans of the banks, however, touched

their lowest at the close of February, when the line was $78,214,000, and

subsequently rose to $81,250,000, March 15th, being $42,000,000 less than

for the corresponding week in 1861. The price of money has not much

varied, being a little higher for business paper, if any thing. The rates

are as follows :

On Call. Endorsed.
, i , , . , Other Not well

Date. Stock*. Othtr. 60 dayt. 4 ® 6 mot. Good. known.

October 1 6 @ 7 . . 6 @ 7 . . 6| @ 7 . . 8 @ 12 . . 12 @ 15 . . 24 @ 36

November 1 6 @ 7 . . 6 @ 7 . . 5* @ 7 . . 8 @ 10 . . 10 @ 12 . . 18 @ 24

December 1, 6@7 .. - @7 .. — @ 7 .. 8@ 9 .. 12@15 .. — @ —

January 1, 6 @ 7 . . 7 @ - . . @ 7 . . 8 @ 9 . . 10 @ 12 . . 12 @ 24

February 1, 6@7..7@-..6i@7..6@ 7.. 8 @ 12 . . — @ —

16 5@6..6@7..5@7..6@7.. 7@ 9 .. — @ —

March 1 5@6..7@-..6 @7..8@ 9.. 7 @ — . . — @ —

" 15, 5@6..7@-..6 @ 7 . . 8 @ 9 . . — @ — . . — @ —

The general state of affairs, as well commercial and financial as politi

cal, has continued to improve during the month. There has been a

growing conviction of the speedy termination of the resistance to govern
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ment authority, and, therefore, of a resumption of industrial and commer

cial pursuits, under more favorable circumstances than ever before in the

history of the country. This conviction has not alone manifested itself

in the strengthened credit and advancing prices for government stocks,

but sales of merchandise have been more extensive, and the spring trade

has opened with evidences of a sound business. Prices of goods have

been well maintained, and, with increasing imports, the supply does not

seem to have exceeded the demand. The stocks of goods throughout

the interior are known to be small, and the economy observed by all

classes in the purchases during the past year, is a guarantee, since mer

chandise is perishable, that the wants are now large, and must, sooner or

later, be supplied. The exports of farm produce have continued very

large, and these have necessarily thrown means into the hands of the

great agricultural interests which underlie the prosperity of the country.

If nearly 700,000 men have, for military purposes, been withdrawn from

their ordinary pursuits in the loyal States, they have been well paid from

the funds advanced by capitalists, and this money, distributed through

the families in all the States related to the soldiers, has had the effect of

feeding trade. It is no doubt the case that the money must be ultimately

repaid ; but, for the moment, it has had the same effect as if all these men

had been employed by combined capital for the construction of a rail

road or other vast work. This has, to some extent, relieved the depres

sion that would have otherwise resulted from the suspension of so many

branches of labor. The effect has begun to manifest itself in the improved

spring business, which involves larger importations ; and these, since Jan

uary 1st, have been as follows:

Imtoets, Post of New-Yobk.

Ektkrkd for

Foreign
Specie. goods. Consumption. Warehouse. Total.

January, $163,668 $2,652,050 $6,763,396 $3,141,725 $12,620,829

February, 62,007 8,381,473 7,058,174 3,370,486 13,872,140

Total, 2 months, $225,665 $5,933,523 $13,821,570 $6,512,211 $26,492,969

" 1861,.... 9,637,296 6,138,228 15,182,236 12,312,358 43,169,118

Exports, Port of New-York.

Foreign.

Specie. Free. Dutiable. Domettic. Total.

January $2,668,374 $27,193 $149,493 $12,053,477 $14,948,487

February, 3,776,919 49,066 208,767 10,078,101 14,112,848

Total, 2 months, $6,435,193 $76,259 $358,250 $22,131,678 $29,061,280

" 1861,.... 1,161,820 537,890 895,515 20,514,745 23,109,970

Exclusive of specie, the exports, to the close of February, were

$1,500,000 in advance of last year, and, also excluding specie, the

imports have been $8,000,000 less than then. They are now, however,

gradually increasing, and in the two first weeks of March they were as

follows, as compared with last year :

General
Dry Qoodt. Merchandise. Total.

1861 $2,066,113 $3,098,061 $5,164,174

1862, 3,108,694 4,249,447 7,358,141

Increase, $1,052,581 $1,161,886 $2,203,967
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While this has been the case with the importations, the gradually-

falling prices of breadstuff's and provisions abroad have reduced the

amount of exports, and there has been a steady export demand for

specie. The following table shows the amount of specie received from

California, and exported, since January 1, with the amount in banks,

and the prices of gold in the open market in each week :

Specie and Price or Gold.

1861. 1862.

Jieceited. Exported. Received. Exported. Gvld in bank. Price of gold.

Jen. 4, $442,147 .. »23,9S3,878 .. 2 @4 prom.

" 11,... $ 1,448,888 $885,923 .. 1,085,025 .. 25,373,070 4 ©6 «

" 18,... 1,446,219 547,708 .. 26,120,859 ..4 ©4tf "

" 25,... 1,246,029 .. $22,856 .. 627,767 .. 822,918 .. 26,698,728 .. 2 & Vi "

Feb. 1,... 1,514,154 .. 2S9.669 810,434 .. 27,479,588 .. 3X @ Stf »

" 9,... 1,052,818 .. 115,698 .. 854,000 .. 976,285 .. 28,196,666 .. 8)4 © 3% "

" 15,... 1,056,426 .. 117,101 .. 614,146 .. 1,156,154 .. 28,114,148 .. 4 © 4« "

" 22, 187,258 .. 759,247 .. 784,512 .. 28,875,992 ..8 ©8* "

March 1,... 855,755 .. 176,161 .. 741,109 .. 510,774 .. 29,826,959 ..3 © iU "

" 8, 679,075 .. 685,286 .. 80,486,644 .. "

" 16,... 815,624 .. 128,816 .. 677,058 .. 788,480 .. 80,778,060 .. 2 ©IX "

Total, $9,425,805 $1,082,053 $6,844,825 $ 7,509,668

This result shows a considerable decline in the amount of gold re

ceived from California, and an increase in the quantities exported. The

large imports of goods, with the payments by the government abroad,

the expenses of travellers and emigrants, are all now to be met out of

the proceeds of Northern and Western produce exported. These have

latterly not been satisfactory. The fall in prices abroad has involved

failures, and the tendency has been to high rates of exchange, as follows :

Dec. 1,

" 16,

Jan. 1,

" 15,

Feb. 1,

London.

109 @ 109*

110$ @ 110}

1101® 118

1131® 114

113 ®118i
115 @1151

112 @ 113

112}® 112*.

Pari*.

5.25 @5.15

6.15 @6.10

6.12*; @ 5.05

6.05 @4.90

5.10 @4.96

4.971 f» 4.90

5.05 @5.00

5.07*. @ 6.03}

Amsterdam.

40} @40}

41*@41i

42 @42*

42* @ 481

42}® 431

42}® 481

42* @ 43

421 @ 43

Frankfort.

41 @41*

41}® 42

42* @ 43

481 @ 43}

43} @ 43*

43} @ 44

42} @ 43

42} @ 43}

Hamburg.

36} @ 36

36} @ 37

37* ® 38

37i @ S8J

37 @ 38}

37} @ 381

87 @ 37}

36} @ 87}

Berlin.

78} @ 74

74 @ 741

741 @ 75

761 @ 76}

751 @ 76

761 ® 77

75} @ 76}

74} @ 76

The price of sterling has naturally followed the price of specie. For

the week ending February 15, gold was 4 @ 5 per cent premium, and

bills 15 @ or 11 @ ll^for gold. As specie declined, the premium

on bills also declined. That the shipments of specie are no larger is

doubtless due, to some extent, to the cheapness of money in London,

where the rate is l£ @ 2 per cent per annum, while in New-York it is

6 @ 7 on call. In ordinary times the rate would equalize by employ

ment here, and possibly this may be the case as the chances of peace

and security multiply, and the demands for capital in legitimate employ

ment multiply. The great waste which capital now undergoes ensures

high rates for use when the pursuits of peaceful industry are renewed.

The great element of financial strength is to guarantee the most un

doubted security for property, in every form.
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MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

I. China. II. Dokb of Wellington. III. "Ik State." IV. Eotmchildi' Wit. V.

Matisials in theie Invisible State.

CHINA .

We arc told by a former missionary to China, that it is impossible

fully to realize its vastncss, and the number of its people. It is larger,

by one-third, than the whole of the continent of Europe—France, Spain,

Portugal, Germany, Italy, all the smaller kingdoms, Denmark, Sweden,

Norway, Africa, Turkey and Russia. Add a third to each of these na

tions, and then the empire of China is larger than the whole of them

combined. The population of China, which is usually estimated at

360,000,000, he believed to exceed 400,000,000. The census is taken

every year with great care, for purposes of government, and if there is

any temptation to make false returns, it is not on the side of excess ;

and severe corporeal punishments are inflicted upon any who should be

discovered in putting down an untrue statement. He believed, there

fore, that the census might be fairly relied upon. Now, it appeared from

the returns in 1812, that the population was 360,000,000, and that in

1852 it was 306,000,000. That showed an annual increase of 900,000,

and leads to the conclusion that the people of China at the present time

exceed 400,000,000. It is even difficult to form an adequate conception

of this great number. Suppose 400,000,000 were placed rank and file,

ten abreast, the column would almost surround the globe at the equator :

or if they marched thirty miles a day, it would take two years and

thirty-eight days for the whole to pass any given spot.

THE DUKE Or WELLINGTON.

Some years since, the Duke was sitting at his library table, when the

door opened, and without any announcement in stalked a figure of singu

larly ill omen.

" Who're you f asked the Duke, in his short, dry manner, looking up

without the least change of countenance upon the intruder.

" I am Apollyon."

" What want?"

" I am sent to kill you ."

« Kill me ?—very odd."

" I am Apollyon, and must put yon to death."

" 'Bliged to do it to-day P

" I am not told the day or the hour, but I must do my mission."

" Very inconvenient—very busy—great many letters to write—call

again and write me word—I'll be ready for you." And the Duke went

on with his correspondence. The maniac, appalled probably by the

stern, unmovable old man, backed out of the room, and in half an hour

was safe in Bedlam.
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The following poem is certainly unequalled by any thing these war

times has produced. We take it from that sterling paper, the Louisville

Journal—a paper, by the way, that deserves to be encouraged by all

loyal citizens, for its patriotic course during the past year. It is very

easy to go with the current, but to stand against it, remaining faithful

among the faithless, is a very different matter.

IN STATE.

O Keeper of the Sacred Key, ,

And the Great Seal of Destiny,

Whose eye is the blue canopy,

Look down upon the warring world and

tell us what the end will be.

" I/O, through the wintry atmosphere,

On the white bosom of the sphere,

A cluster of five lakes appear ;

And all the land looks like a couch, or

warrior's shield, or sheeted bier.

" And on that vast and hollow field,

With both lips clos'd <t both eyes seal'd,

A mighty figuro is revealed—

Stretched at full length and stiff and stark

as in the hollow of a shield.

" The winds have tied the drifted snow

Around the faco and chin, and lo,

The sceptred Giants come and go,

And shake their shadowy crowns ad say :

' We always feared « would be so.'

" She came of an heroic race ;

A giant's strength, a maiden's grace,

Like two in one seem to embrace,

And match and blend, and thorough-blend

in her colossal form and face.

" Where can her dazzling falchion be ?

One hand is fallen in the sea ;

The gulf-stream drifts it far and free,

And in that hand her shining brand

gleams from the depths resplendent ly.

" And by the other in its rest,

The Starry Banner of the West

Is clasped forever to her breast :

And of her silver helmet, lo, a soaring

eagle is the crest !

" And on her brow a softened light,

As of a star concealed from sight

By some thin veil of fleecy white,

Or of the rising moon behind the rainy

vapors of the night.

"The sisterhood that was so sweet—

The Starry System sphered complete,

Which the mazed Orient used to greet—

The Four-and-Thirty fallen stars glimmer

and glitter at her feet.

" And lo, the children which she bred,

And more than all else cherished,

To make them strong in heart and head,

Stand face to face aa mortal foes, with

their swords crossed abovo the Dead f

" Each hath a mighty stroke and stride.

And one is Mother-true and tried,

The other dark and evil-eyed ;

And by the hand of one of them his own

dear Mother surely died !

" A stealthy step—a gleam of hell—

It is the simple truth to tell—

The Son stabbed and the Mother fell ;

And so she lies—all mute, and pale, and

pure, and irreproachable.

" And then the battle-trumpet blew,

And the true Brother sprang and drew

His blade to smite the traitor through ;

And so they clashed above the bier, and

the Night sweated bloody dew 1

" Now, whichsoever stand or fall,

As God is great and man is small,

The Truth shall triumph over all-

Forever and forevermore the Truth shall

triumph over all I"

Thus saith the Keeper of the Key

And the Great Seal of Destiny,

Whose eye is the blue canopy ;

And leaves His firmament of Pence and

Silence over bond and free.

FORCEYTHE WILLSON.

New-Albany, January, 1862.

Rothschild's wit.

During the stormy days of 1848, two stalwart mobocrats entered the

bank of the late Baron A. Rothschild, at Frankfort. "You have

millions on millions," said they to him, "and we have nothing; you

must divide with us." " Very well ; what do you suppose the firm of

De Rothschild is worth ?" "About forty millions of florins." "Forty

millions, you think, eh ? Now there are forty millions of people in

Germany ; that will be a florin apiece. Here's yours."
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MATERIALS IN THEIR INVISIBLE STATE.

If a piece of silver be put into nitric acid, a clear and colorless liquid,

it is rapidly dissolved, and vanishes from the sight. The solution of

silver may be mixed with water, and, to appearance, no effect whatever

is produced. Thus, in a pail of water we may dissolve and render in

visible more than ten pounds' worth of silver, lead and iron ; but every

other metal can be treated in the same way, with similar results. When

charcoal is burned, when candles are burned, when paper is burned, these

substances all disappear and become invisible. In fact, every material which

is visible can, by certain treatment, be rendered invisible. Matter which,

in one condition, is perfectly opaque, and will not admit the least ray of

light to pass through it, will, in another form, become quite transparent.

The cause of this wonderful effect of the condition of matter is utterly in-

explainable. Philosophers do not even broach theories upon the subject,

much less do they endeavor to explain it. The substances dissolved in

water or burned in the air are not, however, destroyed or lost. By cer

tain well-known means they can be recovered, and again be made visible ;

some exactly in the same state as they were before their invisibility ;

others, though not in the same state, can be shown in their elementary

condition ; and thus it can be proved that, having once existed, it never

ceases to exist, although it can change its condition like the caterpillar,

which becomes a chrysalis, and then a gorgeous butterfly. If a pailful

of the solution of silver be cast into the stream, it is apparently lost by

its dispersion in the water ; but it nevertheless continues to exist So,

when a bushel of charcoal is burned in a stove, it disappears, in conse

quence of the gas produced, being mixed with the vast atmosphere ; but

yet the charcoal is still in the air. On the brightest and sunniest day,

when every object can be distinctly seen above the horizon, hundreds of

tons of charcoal, in an invisible condition, pervade the air. Glass is a

beautiful illustration of the transparency of a compound, which, in truth,

is nothing but a mixture of the rust of three metals.

The power of matter to change its conditions, from solid capacity to

limpid transparency, causes some rather puzzling phenomena. Substances

increase in weight without any apparent cause ; for instance, a plant goes

on increasing in weight a hundred fold for every atom tbat is missing

from the earth in which it is growing. Now, the simple explanation of

this is, that leaves of plants have the power of withdrawing the invisible

charcoal from the atmosphere, and restoring it to its visible state in some

shape or other. The lungs of animals and a smokeless furnace change

matter from its visible to its invisible state. The gills of fishes and the

leaves of plants reverse this operation, rendering invisible or gaseous

matter visible. Thus the balance in nature is maintained, although the

continual change has been going on long prior to the creation of the

" extinct animals."—Piesse.
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THE BOOK TRADE.

Margret Booth ; A Story of To-day. Boston : Ticknob & Fields. For sale by D.

Appleton and Co.

The readers of the Atlantic Monthly will recognise this story as the one recently

published in that periodical under the latter half of the present title ; it is now issued

in excellent style, (as we believe Messrs. Ticknob <k Fields invariably send out their

publications,) on good paper, in clear type, and with an extremely neat binding.

It is a book well worth reading ; full of strong thoughts and Btrong words, of

deep insight into the hearts of men, and of true sympathy for their sorrows. Vigor

and originality characterize every page, and the ability of its author is undeniable.

Tet we have one or two complaints to make of its style, which is at times too

powerful, and at others too vague and misty. If one desired to describe the ex

treme aspects of Nature in those zones where her changes are the most vehement,

to contrast the quivering, withering white-heat of noon, with the fierce tornado,

which twists the giant trees like tufts of feathers, and whirls the rocks from their

bases, we doubt whether it would be possible to find words more wild and strong

than are here used to depict the variations of the human countenance, voice or eyes.

We know that faces can vary, that the voice can be widely different under different

emotions, and that dark eyes, especially, have a wonderful range of their own ; that

they can shine with pleasure, or flash with scorn, or lower with wrath ; but, to

exhaust the height and depth and breadth of the English language in their behalf,

seems to us a misuse of words. To clothe one's ideas in over-strong phraseology is

as great a fault, although not so common a one, as to send them forth half-dressed

in flimsy platitudes. If we may be allowed the somewhat plebeian similitude, it is

the Frenchman's "linen breeches in winter," against the Irishwoman's blanket-shawl

on the fourth of July ; and, on the score of propriety, we see little to choose between

them. As for the want of lucidity, it may not be patent to the majority of readers ;

but when an author tells us that the heroine looked out into the windless grey or the

ashy damp, we are obliged to wait a full minute, before our confused mind unravels

the idea that the object of contemplation was a calm fog ; and when we read of a

stifled red film groping in the east, it takes us at least fifty-five seconds to resolve

that pink nebulosity into sunrise. Such mannerisms, however, do not seriously

affect the value of the book, for it has a real and intrinsic value. Whether it will

become popular we cannot predict ; but popularity has ceased to be a criterion of

merit, and the thorough appreciation of a few, is more to be desired than the accla

mations of less cultivated masses.

Workt of Francit Bacon, Baron of Vtrvlam, Vucount St. Alban* and Lord High

Chancellor of England. Edited by James Speddinq, Robebt Leslie Ellis and

Douglas Denon Heath. Vol. 3. Boston : Bbown <fe Taoqakd. Also for sale by

E. Feench, sole agent, New-York, 51 Nassau-street, up stairs.

We are glad to be able to announce that Messrs. Bbown 4 Taogabd have issued

another volume of their fine edition of Bacon's works. The excellent manner in

which the publishers are executing their task has frequently been the subject of

remark by us. That they will be well rewarded we cannot have a doubt ; for every
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private library in the land, as well as every public one, would be considered incom

plete without it. The present volume contains, among other things, Bacon's Historia

Vital et Mortit, an essay showing the greatest ingenuity and research, though all

would by no means agree in the conclusions drawn. Still, how to prolong human

life is an interesting study ; and while the end is sought in appliances by which

health is improved, or at least by which it cannot be impaired, there is certainly

no wrong committed. Old age, with a constitution broken down and intellect

shattered, does not to us seem desirable ; and rules- of life that would secure the

former at the expense of both body and mind, few would care to follow. Besides,

we are accustomed to think that health and long life are dependent the one upon

the other ; but Bacon strives to show that they are independent objects of pursuit,

and herein most will disagree with him. " Some things there are," he says, " which

promote the alacrity of the spirits and increase the vigor of the functions, and are of

use in warding off disease, but which, nevertheless, shorten life and accelerate the

decay of old age. Contrariwise, there are others which are of use in lengthening

life, and yet cannot be used without endangering health ; wherefore, they who employ

them must obviate the inconveniences which they might else occasion by other

means."

His theory is, of course, interesting and ingenious ; and though we may not think

the conclusions warranted, still we cannot fail to learn much, and be deeply interested

in following the workings of his master intellect.

The Young Stepmother; or, A Chronicle of Mistakes. By the Author of "The Heir

of Redclyffe? " Heartsease," <tc. 2 vols. New-York : D. Attlkton and Co.

The fertility of Miss Yonge'b perennial pen amazes us ; it buds, blossoms and

bears fruit, with a rapidity that bids fair to rival Aaron's rod. We are forced to

believe that the authoress has been following the example of the late prolific

G. P. R. J., and writing several books at once, by dictation. Pitiable amanuenses 1

what have they done that the lines should fall to them in such unpleasant places ?

But let them not repine ; there is a crook in every lot, and perhaps their own have

been ameliorated by meditating upon the unusual number and variety of crooks in the

lot of the Young Stepmother, whose life they have recorded. The narrative of them

makes a long story ;—a truly moral, highly religious (we use the word " highly" ad

visedly) and thoroughly unexceptionable story ; if it be a dull one to our private mind,

it is of no consequence. Read it, stepmothers, and learn where you err ;—read it, step

children, and see how you are expected to turn out ;—read it, prosy people, every

where, do, we beseech you ; for it will keep you quiet a long time, and give you a

faint taste of what you daily inflict upon your neighbors.

We wonder if there is not a tio of relationship between Mr. Godgu's old lady who

confessed to being very fond of "the little giuyflixions of life," and Miss Yonoi,

who is evidently so devoted to the "little ginyflixions" of religion? With all

honor to the true spirit of piety which breathes throughout her writings, the

Puritan blood within us rebels against the excessive importance attached to certain

small forms and ceremonies. Aside, too, from this point of view, we feel vexed

with a woman of education, refinement, Christian principle and talent, for writing

so much that is commonplace. Sho forces us to think of the witty wretch in the

Westminster Review, who was so funny and so false as to divide all religious persons

into three classes,—Attitudinarians, Latitudinarians and Platitudinarians, and makes

us sigh ovor the fact that there may be a grain of truth in the latter part of his

assertion, at least.
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The New American Cyclopaedia. Edited by George Ripley and Charles A. Dana.

Vol. XIV. Reed—Spike. New-York: D. Appleton & Co., 443 and 445 Broad

way, and London, 16 Little Britain.

The publishers' great enterprise is drawing to a close, and a few months more

will probably see it completed. This volume, which they have just issued, rivals

in interest and importance the best of its predecessors. Some of the biographical

sketches, in particular, will be found unusually worthy of attention, comprising, as

they do, the names of Rembrant, Sir Joshua Reynolds, the Richards, of England,

Richelieu, Richter, Rousseau, Rubens, Schiller, Sir Walter Scott, Shelly, Sher

idan, the Sidneys, Savonaroler and hosts of others, famous in history and art.

There are also biographies given of a great many living characters ; among authors

we find those of Rufftni, Ruskin, Reed, and our own Saxe ; among military celebri

ties, our good old General Scott fills his appropriate place ; while science is well

represented in Professor Sllltman, of Yale College, the father of chemistry, and, we

might almost say, of science, in this country. But it would be almost impossible to

mention a tithe of the excellent things to be found in this volume.

The EarVs Heir: By the author of " East Lynne," '• The Cattle's Heirs," The Mys

tery," Ac., Ac. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson <fc Brothers; New-York: Frede

rick A. Brady, 24 Ann^treet, Copies of the work will be sent to any address in

the United States, free of postage, on the receipt of fifty cents, by the pub

lishers.

The author of these works is said to be Mrs. Ellen Wood, a lady unknown to the

reading world before the publication of her last book, " East Lynns" which became

quite popular in England.

Mrs. Wood has evidently more talent for the construction and development of a

narrative, than for the delineation of character, and her writings, therefore, come

under the title of " sensation" novels, although belonging, fortunately, to the more

moderate class. In " The EarVs Heirs," the plot is intricate, well brought out, and

very interesting, and the style generally good. The characters rather lack life and

individuality, with the exception of one, which is, par excellence, the character of

the book. We refer to the rotund Mrs. Pepperfly. The chapter describing her

appearance and testimony in the coroner's court is capital comedy ; and her vale

dictory address, comprising, as it does, an epitome of her whole experience of life,

'ts cares and its consolations, is worthy of quotation: "We all has to bear, some in

our minds and some in our bodies, some in our husbands, and some in having none.

There ain't nothing more soothing than a glass of gin and water, hot"

Reports of Cases in Law and Equity determined in the Supreme Court of the State of

New-York. By Oliver L. Barbour, LL. D. Vol. XXXIV. Albany: W. C.

Little.

We would call the attention of merchants to this new volume of Barbour's Re

ports. Much litigation and consequent loss can frequently be avoided by reading

the decisions of our State courts, and thus informing one's self with regard to the

interpretations there given to the statutes passed. The laws which our legislators

enact frequently show a very different face after being handled by our learned

judges. If, therefore, one would know the law under which he is living, he must

not only read the statutes, but the decisions explaining them.
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first Lessons in Greek : the Beginner's Companion Book to Hadley's Grammar. By

James Morris Winton. New-York: D. Applkton it Co.

The author of this little book is the rector of the Hopkins grammar-school in New-

Haven. No other or better recommendation is, we think, needed with those who

' are acquainted with the reputation of that school, than the announcement of this

simple fact. These " Greek Lessons" are intended, as will be gathered from the

title, to familiarize beginners with the capital grammar prepared by that thorough

Greek scholar, Professor Hadley, of Yale College.

Report of the Commercial Relations of the United Stoics with Foreign Nations, for

the year ending September 30th, 1860. 1 vol

Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances, for the year

ending June 80M, 1861. 1 voL

We have received these two valuable books from the Hoa J. N. Goodwix, mem

ber of Congress from the First District of Maine. They are, as usual, full of valua

ble statistical and other information.

PAMPHLETS AND DOCUMENTS RECEIVED.

Report of Select Committee to Souse of Representatives on Harbor Defences on Great

Lakes and Rivers.

Report to the Secretary of War of the Operations of the Sanitary Commission.

Report Select Committee to House of Representatives on Government Contracts. From

Hon. J. N. Goodwin.

Report of Committee of Commerce on Reciprocity Treaty with Great Britain. From

Hon, E. P. Walton.

Tax Bill. From Hon. E. Ward.

Report of Board of Trade of Chicago. From Srrn Catlin, Esq.

The " Toledo Blade's" Annual Statement of the Trade and Commerce of Toledo. From

Messrs. Pelton <fc Waggoner.
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THE MINING AND AGRICULTURE OF MEXICO.

Bt A. K. Shzfasd.

Even in the present difficulties which beset us as a nation, we cannot

but look upon the events which are transpiring in Mexico with the

greatest interest. Aside from the claims upon our attention, originating

from its political condition, its peculiar natural advantages serve to ren

der it the most attractive of countries.

The traveller by the diligence, within a few hours after leaving the

hot sand-hills of Vera Cruz, passing through the fertile valleys of Cor

dova and Orizava, filled with the rich vegetation of the tropics, upon

approaching the table-lands of the interior, finds himself in a climate of

perpetual spring-time. Advancing to the base of the Anahuac Moun

tains, the cold Masts from the peaks of the " White Maiden" and the

" Smoking Mount," and the surrounding forests of pine, forcibly remind

him of our northern latitudes. And this change, from the region of

palms to that of pines, has been effected by a journey of but two hun

dred miles.

The line of perpetual snow in the latitude of the valley of Mexico lies

at an elevation of about 14,000 feet above the level of the sea ; and there

are three lofty peaks, Popocatepetl, Ixtlaccihuate and Orizava, whose

summits are some 4,000 feet above this line. Orizava, as seen from the

coast, among the broken masses of the Cordillera, was considered by

Humboldt the noblest peak on the continent. All of them are visible

at once from portions of the plain of Puebla, each being higher than

Mont Blanc by some 3,000 feet Although at their great altitude the

vol. xlvi.—no. v. 27
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atmosphere is so ratified that but few white men have accomplished their

ascent, the Indians of the district are constantly at work in the crater of

Popocatapetl, from which they obtain great quantities of sulphur. The

hotels of the capital are also supplied with ice from the same source,

though from the outside of the mountain.

The Cordillera mountains traverse the country in a northwesterly di

rection, and by following the 19th parallel of latitude from the Gulf of

Mexico to the Pacific, we find not only the greatest general elevation

from coast to coast, but also in its vicinity the highest peaks of North

America.

To the north of this line the country gradually becomes even. Near

San Luis Potosi and Monterey large plains intervene between the short

ranges into which the mountains are broken, and these plains decreasing

in elevation, gradually swell into the broad prairies of Texas.

Towards the south there is also a general descent, though a more

broken country, till we reach the Isthmus of Tehuantepec It is on the

western slopes of these mountains that, as if in compensation for their

sterility, some of the richest silver mines are found, while on the Atlan

tic side, with a comparative scarcity of precious metals, the vegetable

products are such as to render it the most prolific region of Nortl

America.

Here the winds, which prevail from east and northeast, deposit the

moisture which they collect in their passage over the Atlantic and Gulf

of Mexico, enriching the alluvions of the coast, but, being stopped in

their progress by intervening mountains, leave to the table-lands a more

arid climate.

Mexico has always been distinguished, above otjier countries, bj its

mineral wealth. Since the days when Cortkz and Pizarro plundered

its natives, and those of Peru, of their treasures, those two countries haw

been the greatest silver-producers of the world.

Of the two, Mexico possesses the advantage of having her mines more

favorably situated, and at lower elevations, which admits of their being

worked with more profit. They yielded, from 1805 to the time of

Humboldt's visit to the country, according to that author's estimate*!

$2,027,955,000—over two thousand millions of dollars ! It is, perhaps,

a little singular, that with all the gold which was found in the country by

the Spanish conquerors, so little should be found at the present time.

That the metal so common among the Aztecs was found nearer their

own valley than California, there is little doubt, and that gold may still

be obtained in such quantities as to well repay the labor of getting it, ®

quite certain. While upon the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, some four years

since, the writer learned, from sources every way reliable, that " placers

existed on the Uspanapa River, which has its rise among the mountains

of Chiapa.

In 1857 a survey of the States of Guenero and Michoacan was under

taken, mainly for the purpose of finding coal, which could be taken to

Acapulco for the use of the Pacific steamers, and thus save a portion of

the immense outlay now necessary to provide those vessels with fueL

Although not successful in the main object of the expedition, the party

reported a country rich in precious metals—a region which had never

been thought to possess peculiar advantages. Nor are these the onlr

accounts of the mineral wealth of some of the more sparsely inhabited
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districts, which arc known to possess unopened mines of surpassing

richness.

The most celebrated mines are those of Real del Monte, Pachuca and

Catorce, in Central Mexico ; Zacatccas, Durango and La Candelaria, in

Northern Mexico. The Yalenciana shaft, near Guanaxuato, has been ex

cavated to a depth of 1 ,800 feet, and many others aro worked with

profit at depths from 1,000 to 1,500 feet.

In the celebrated Candelaria mine, near Durango, where a depth of

800 feet had been attained, the water was still kept from the shaft by

Indians, who carried it to the surface in raw-hide sacks, climbing up

notched poles. Yet, with such rude management, the mine yielded, for

fire years, an annual profit of from $124,000 to $223,000. The Arevala

mine produced, in seven weeks, in 1811, a clear profit of $200,000.

The greater part of the produce of the mines near the Pacific coast

finds its way to England ; the smuggling operations in bullion being

enormous, often carried on under the protection of British ships of war.

Quite recently new mines have been discovered in the vicinity of Mon

terey and Saltilla, but the ore is generally so impregnated with lead as to

render the extraction of that metal of more importance than that of the sil

ver. Many of these are in the hands of Americans, whose smuggling ope

rations across the Rio Grande rival those of the English on the Pacific.

Owing to the perpetual revolutionary disturbances, and the general inse

curity attendant upon them, many mines which were formerly worked

with profit have been abandoned, and their shafts and galleries are filled

with water. Many mining cities of the north which were, according to

the writings of the old Spaniards, opulent and important, have now dwin

dled down to mere villages, whose inhabitants are in constant fear of the

Camanchcs.

Even those mines which are now being worked are managed in such a

rude and inefficient way as to cause one to wonder at the wealth they

produce. It would be difficult to form an estimate as to what they would

yield if submitted to that energy which has been pouring the treasures

of California upon the world. The most primitive contrivances are gen

erally in use for excavating the ore, and afterwards for crushing it pre

vious to the process of extracting the silver ; but it is this most import

ant part of the labor which is usually conducted the most inefficiently.

Ores having a silver produce of less than 60 ounces to the ton are gen

erally smelted ; those containing 70 to 80 ounces are amalgamated with

mercury, as the best way of separating the silver from the earth and base

metals with which it is found combined. Several things are to be taken

into consideration before deciding whether a particular ore is best adapted

to smelting or to amalgamation. If the ore contains large quantities of

lead or copper, it should be smelted, as only the precious metals combine

readily with mercury, and the lead or copper would be lost by the amal

gamation process. Ores, containing sulpnur or iron pyrites, yield de

cidedly more silver upon being amalgamated, as sulphur is essential to the

success of the process. By the old Mexican method of effecting the

amalgamation of the silver with mercury, the ore and other ingredients

are placed in a " patio," or paved court, and exposed to the trampling of

mules till the combination takes place.

The operation is very tedious, and is sometimes attended by the loss

of all the metal under treatment
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It is necessary that the temperature of the mixture in the " patio"

should be raised to a certain degree in order to effect the combination of

the mercury with the silver, and if it is exposed too long to the tramp

ling of the mules, too much heat is engendered, and the metal is conse

quently lost. It is a matter of great difficulty to determine when the

requisite degree of heat has been attained. Even when the operation is

successful, the yield of silver is comparatively small, owing to the imper

fection of the amalgamation. By this method the waste of mercury is

\\ to If pounds to every pound of silver obtained, a most important

item of expense ; moreover, the number of mules lost by the deleterious

action of the mercury upon their hoofs is immense.

Recently, some of the foreign companies have introduced the Saxon

method of bencficiating ore, which results in the saving of 1£ pounds of

mercury to each pound of silver, (over the old way,) besides accomplish

ing the work in eighteen or twenty hours with little or no risk, and re

turning at least 1 5 per cent, more silver from ores of the same relative

yield. In spite of the evident advantages of this system of beneficiating,

(described at length in Ure's Dictionary of Arts,) the old one is still ad

hered to by Mexicans with all that tenacity with which they resist every

attempt to introduce modern inventions and improvements.

In addition to mining, the raising of stock forms an important branch

of the industrial pursuits of the Mexicans, and few regions are better

adapted to that purpose than the wide plains of the north, and the

open savannas of the south of the country.

The cattle are left to range at large till they are required for the mar

ket ; and the horses, till they attain a suitable age for breaking to the

saddle, for which they are used almost exclusively.

Being thus unmolested by man, they acquire a certain wildness of

manner and aspect, which distinguishes them from our northern cattle.

Horses and mules are remarkable for their endurance, which is entirely

disproportioncd to their small size. The horses are legitimate descend

ants of the old Spanish steeds, introduced by the conquerors, and inherit

all the fire and mettle that struck terror to the hearts of the Aztecs.

Each hacienda, or ranch, has its peculiar brand, which is burned upon

all its stock, and the qualities of different brands of horses and cattle are

discussed in much the same manner as brands of flour with us. Ileavy

penalties are enforced for counterfeiting a brand.

The haciendados, or planters of Mexico, are, as a class, immensely

wealthy. Their estates are oftener measured by the squaro mile than by

the acre. The labor is performed by Indians, " Peones," who enjoy the

lot of slaves in all but the name, being held in bondage for debt Every

haciendado has upon his plantation a store, where the Indians in his cm-

ploy can alone obtain the few necessaries which they require. Here

they .are allowed credit to a certain amount, an enormous profit being

charged for every article, and their master is thus enabled to hold them

in hi« service. A Peon could, previous to the adoption of the constitu

tion of 1857., be sold by transferring the debt for which he was held.

The price of labor for field hands varies at from 25 to 37£ cents per

day.

As is well known, there are three distinct climates in tropical Mexico,

the hot, the temperate and the cold, according to the elevation above the

level of the sea. The most fertile haciendas outside of the "tierra
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calicnte," or hot country, are in the valleys of Puebla and Mexico and

the plains of Apam.

In those districts may be produced, of the finest quality, all the cereals

and most of the fruits and vegetables of the temperate zone. The great

Mexican staple is Indian corn, of which two crops a year arc raised with

very little labor. The yield is larger than in our most fertile regions.

The modus operandi of the cultivators of the soil is simple in the ex

treme, and, it will readily be believed, would fail to produce much but

in the most generous of soils. The plow is generally made entirely of wood

and has but one handle. The oxen are tied to it by pieces of hide, a

board, bound upon the horns, answering the purpose of a yoke.

An Indian brings up the rear, whose attire rivals in simplicity the

shirt collar and spurs of a Georgia major, consisting merely of a hat and

leather pantaloons, reaching nearly to the knee. And this within so

short a distance of our Yankee civilization, which, however deficient in

some respects, is at least creditable in agricultural implements.

It must be borne in mind, too, that corn which is cultivated in the

primitive way, instead of being ground by the grist mills, whose pleas

ant humming is not heard by the water-courses, is mashed by hand by

the patient Indian and half-breed women, and is there made into that re

lic of Aztec culinary art, the " tortilla." When it is stated, that even in

the great city of Mexico, which in many respects rivals the capitals of

Europe, probably seven-eighths of the inhabitants eat tortillas in prefer

ence to wheat bread, some idea may be formed of the drudgery imposed

upon women. Next to corn, the most important product of the interior

is the maguey, or American aloe. The expense attending the cultiva

tion of this plant is small.

It is set out in rows bordering the roads and fields, admirably answer

ing the purposes of fences. The leaves being pointed with long sharp

thorns, make a perfectly impassable hedge, requiring no care and present

ing a much better appearance than the shabby board and rail fences

which mutilate our landscapes.

The juice of the maguey, called " Pulque," is drunk in such quanti

ties, particularly by the lower classes, as to render the cultivation of the

plant extremely profitable. The glasses used in " Pulquerias," where the

liquor is sold, are of such an enormous size as to positively frighten a

foreigner who essays to " try" the drink. Besides being highly prized

for its juice, the maguey is also valuable for its fibre, which is made into

a very good quality of rope and cordage, and into sacks for the transport

ation of sugar and coffee from the plantations of " tierra caliente." The

long hard leaves are used to shingle the adobe, or sun-burned brick

houses of the peasants. The ancient Aztecs manufactured the fibres of

the plant into a coarse kind of cloth, thus obtaining drink, shelter and

clothing from a single plant.

Before considering the production of those districts, where, owing to

the lower elevation, the climate is purely tropical, the native wine and

brandy of the State of Nueva Leon deserve mention. In this section

the climate and soil are both admirably adapted to the culture of the

grape, and the liquors are of a superior quality. Had the proprietors of

the vineyards the necessary capital to allow their wines to accumulate

till of a sufficient age to bear removal, and the enterprise to establish

their brands in the markets of the United States, the wines of Mexico
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would soon supplant the spurious articles with which the country is now

overrun ; indeed, half a century ago, the wine-growers of the south of

Spain were greatly alarmed lest the Mexicans should eicel the products

of even that favored region.

In the valley of Mexico, much of the land is now rendered unfit for

agricultural purposes, from the fact of its being overflowed by the salt

waters of the lakes. Spasmodic efforts have been made occasionally

towards draining the valley ever since 1829, when the capital was under

water for five years. Should the drainage ever be effected, the valley, with

its fine climate, where frost is unknown, and the thermometer is seldom

higher than 63° in the shade, will indeed be, as the natives call it, the

garden of the world.

But with all the advantages possessed by the high lands, it must be

remembered, that nearly one-half of the Mexican Republic has a purely

tropical climate, and that within a few leagues of the regions of pines

and firs, grow the palm, the orange and the banana. The lands border

ing on the Coatzacoalcos, the Alvarado and their tributaries, also

in Tamaulipas and portions of the western coast, are unequalled in

the excellent quality of their sugar, cotton, rice, tobacco, coffee and cho

colate, as well as every species of tropical fruit, mahogany and other

valuable woods. Here, in the " tierra caliente," nature needs no assist

ance from man. At the end of the dry season the agriculturist clears

away, with a " machete," or a brush knife, the undergrowth of shrubs

and bushes which spring up with incredible rapidity, and, after exposure

to the sun, burns it, leaving the fields clear. The soil is then ready for

seed. No preparing the land, no manure, no plowing is necessary. The

Indian, in sowing his corn or planting his tobacco, or cane, merely

scratches the soil with the point of his machete, places his seed, covers

it with a little earth, and leaves the sun and rain to accomplish the work,

only gathering his two bountiful crops. Cotton, which in our Southern

States is an annual, in tropical Mexico is perennial. The sugar-cane

Bprings year after year from the same root, and upon the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec is of the finest quality, and yields very great quantities of

saccharine matter. Although enormous quantities of sugar might be ex

ported, were the country in the hands of an energetic people, the amount

produced is but sufficient for home consumption.

The coffee which is raised in many parts of Mexico is of the best qual

ity, and the hotels of the large cities are celebrated among travellers for

the peculiar excellence of the beverage they concoct from the native

berry. The following remarks on coffee culture, of a well-known writer

on Central America, will serve to show the productiveness of a tropical

plantation : " If the estimate of profits should appear large, it must be

remembered that they are the products of a tropical clime so luxuriant

that people forget the necessity for labor or economy, and in time be

come too indolent to attend to either the one or the other."

The following is the estimate of expenses, &c :

Clearing land, (500 acres,) @ $30 per acre, $ 15,000

Fencing, to enclose, 2,000

Planting trees, (600,000,) @ $6 per 1,000, 3,600

Seed for trees, living and incidental expenses, 1,500

Interest on capital, 7 per cent., two years, 3,094

Total,. $25,194
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Now, estimating the profits, allowing the trees to produce but one

pound of coffee each, the third year, 600,000 lbs. coffee @ say % cents,

(which is surely low enough, it being equal to the celebrated Mocha,)

$42,000. Deducting expenses, and adding 10 per cent, for labor of the

last year, leaves a net profit, at the close of the third year, of $12,606.

This is before the trees have got fully to bearing. It is no uncommon

thing to obtain an aroba, or 25 pounds, from a single tree; but putting

all the trees at an average of 10 pounds a year after the third year,

6,000,000 pounds, at 7 cents, amounts to the snug sum of $420,000 per

annum. Deduct as much as you please for expenses, and it still leaves a

princely income, which lasts for a lifetime. Is it any wonder that Eng

land and France are so interested in Spanish American States ? And is

it not a wonder that the United States have failed to see their advan

tages?

Chocolate is even more productive than coffee, though it requires

more care. It will plant 500 trees to the acre, and will yield $10 to $30

per tree per annum.

The tobacco which is raised on the Tchuantepec isthmus is said, by

good judges, to rival that of Cuba, and commands, in the capital, equal

prices with the far-famed Havana. It is cultivated by the Indians, whose

fields, or "milpas," according to Indian custom, are situated at some

distance from their villages, often in the depths of the forest. Upon

these little patches they bestow whatever labor is consistent with their

dislike for exertion, leaving the rich soil to accomplish the balance.

The Spaniards and descendants of Spaniards who reside in the large

cities and own haciendas or plantations in the " tierra caliente," derive

immense incomes from their property. In a climate where nature does

so much towards enriching man, organized labor, supervised by intelli

gence and energy, cannot fail in attaining the most happy results. The

governments and capitalists of Europe have long had an eye upon the

rich and fertile territories of Central America and Mexico. The foreign

ers who are now found in those countries, enriching themselves from the

mines or from the soil, are not, as one would suppose, their near neigh

bors from the north, but are from monarchical Europe.

We have, indeed, obtained a foothold upon the isthmus of Panama,

and we will do well to keep it. When the present attempt of England,

France and Spain to thrust a foreign king upon an unfortunate people

has failed, (as it must,) when our own difficulties arc settled, and we

have some thousands of bayonets to spare, would it not be well to lend

them to the constitutionalists of Mexico, who would readily pay for

them, to aid in maintaining a stable government ? Should this be done,

and the people assisted to take their position among the nations of the

earth which its natural advantages claim for it, we will find in this, our

natural friend and ally, a market for our manufactures that will amply

repay us for any assistance we may give them.

When we look at the island of Cuba, and at the revenue it annually

yields, the prosperity attainable by Mexico under a stable government is

by no means problematical.
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FINANCIAL ECONOMT.

Br 0. H. 0.

Among teachers of political economy there is too much of books and

too little of practical observation. Truth, in the abstract, passes too

easily and too generally for truth in the concrete, and an abnormal prin

ciple is supposed to be immediate in its operation and results, which,

like intemperance, requires time to develop its power of demoralization.

This is conspicuously true of the doctrine that convertible bank notes

and liabilities, payable on demand, cannot be issued in excess, because of

the reflux upon the banks for specie. In its ultimate effect this is per

fectly certain ; but the effect may be postponed for months and years,

according to circumstances. A vast expansion of currency, with its de

preciation of money, "in the issue of notes by banks or government, is

perfectly practicable among a credulous people, or where, from the

popularity of the issuer, or, in the case of the government, from patriotic

motives, the public are disposed to grant an easy confidence, and encour

age the issue, before this inevitable reflux will demonstrate the fact of the

over-issue and consequent depreciation of the value of money. Never

theless, the depreciation is immediate in the rise of price of something,

however unobserved, by the issue of the first dollar, and it costs the na

tion a dollar of capital in the end infallibly. It is the operation of a

fixed principle, and not a matter of caprice or of choice on the part of

buyer or seller.

Adam Smith was the first to discover and announce the truth, that the

currency cannot be permanently increased by the operations of banking ;

but he did not discover the more important truth, that the temporary in

crease is a loss of capital to the community which permits it. On the

contrary, he supposed the paper substitute to be a gain, by saving the

use and cost of gold and silver in the currency. There was never a

greater mistake in any science, and never one so fatal to the stability of

property and the well-being of society. It is simply an exchange of

solid capital for nothing, or for a piece of paper worth nothing—the

worth being only in the property appropriated to its payment—because

there cannot be two values in the same item of capital ; one in the com

modity, and another in the obligation to deliver it ; one in money, and

another in the promise to pay it. The paper promise being merely a

memorandum of an unfulfilled contract, and not the thing promised, must

be an addition to the currency when issued, and therefore a false measure,

unless the money promised is reserved against it, when it is a certificate

of deposit, useful and desirable for any sum that would be inconveniently

handled in gold or silver.

Adam Smith says : " The whole paper money of every kind which can

easily circulate in any country, never can exceed the value of the gold

and silver, of which it supplies the place, or which (the commerce being

supposed the same) would circulate there if there was no paper

money." * * *

" Should the circulating paper at any time exceed that sum, as the
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excess could neither be sent abroad nor be employed in the circulation

of the country, it must immediately return upon the banks to be ex

changed for gold and silver."

This statement is utterly delusive, and wrong in its practical applica

tion to daily business, although truo as to the ultimate result. It is sur

prising that Doctor Smith should have made it, when he had the example

of John Law's banking in France to refer to—sixty years in history, be

fore lie wrote his " Wealth of Nations." It is a thorough refutation of

Doctor Smith's theory, that Law issued bank notes, almost without

limit, for nearly four years before the reflux of notes put the bank to any

serious inconvenience. They were convertible all this time, of course,

and specie, in dead loss, was running out of the country in payment for

imported goods, at the fictitious prices created by the fictitious cur

rency, moderately for a time, as its value gradually declined, but vio

lently at last, with the accelerated loss of value, until the bank broke.

It was afterwards ascertained that its notes iu circulation amounted to

2,700,000,000 livres, about $540,000,000.

Doctor Smith qualifies his rule with the word easily, otherwise ho

makes it absolute. But the truth is, Law's bank notes did circulate

easily and eagerly, greatly in excess of the gold and silver, of which

they supplied the place. The rise of prices they occasioned threw all

France, excepting the Chancellor D'Auguesseau and the refractory

Parliament, into an ecstasy of delight. A Plutus had come among

them, and enraptured the nation with his skill in creating debt, and con

verting it into money. Prices rose fourfold in the four years, from May,

1716, to the commencement of the year 1720. The distinction between

price and value being unknown, this wonderful rise of prices was sup

posed to be an increase of value and of wealth. The bank notes com

manded gold on presentation at the bank. Were they not as good as

gold ? Who doubted it ? Few suspected that this rise of prices was

merely a depreciation of the value of money, and that the currency of

the kingdom had fallen in value the exact equivalent of the rise of prices ;

but such was the fact ; the livre had lost so much of its purchasing

power, and other nations were taking the gold and silver of France for

nothing. Precisely as many livres as were added to the currency in

paper were added to the price of things, over and above the true money

value ; and neighboring nations poured their commodities into the king

dom, to be exchanged for the precious metals upon these terms, profit

able to themselves, but ruinous to France.

Such is the law of the case; consumers make their own prices with

their local currency, and pay them, however much they may exceed the

natural money value ; but they cannot put their fictitious prices upon

their own productions, and realize them from other nations. They can

keep their own goods, and buy and sell at home at false prices, and

flatter themselves with the possession of wealth at the false measure ;

but they cannot sell them abroad, unless at prices measured by the

foreign currency, and the means of foreign consumers. If one should

make a fictitious measure of price for his own family dealings higher

than that of his neighbor's, paying ten or fifty per cent, more than

they for all his purchases, and holding his surplus domestic products ten

or fifty per cent, above the market price, until compelled to sell from the

necessity of the case, either to save perishable stock or to procure in (lis
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pensable supplies, he would be justly considered a poor economist and a

foolish trader. Yet, with superior soil for cultivation, specially adapted

to the production of certain valuable commodities in universal demand,

superior skill and hard work in his family, tasking the utmost strength

of the willing members in peaceful industry, while other families are

wasting time and labor in frivolity and wrangling, his family might save

more than they spend, and accumulate considerable property in spite of

his preposterous politico-domestic economy. This we Delieve to be a

plain and proper illustration of the economy and condition of the United

States in the management of business and the currency. Other nations

get the advantage of us accordingly in the accumulation of capital.

We have repeatedly augmented the currency by simply running in

debt, and have inflated the prices of grain and provisions and other

exportable commodities above the shipping point, with a large surplus

on hand beyond our domestic wants, even crippling our domestic con

sumption by the unnatural and extravagant prices. Farmers and dealers

are encouraged and accommodated by the banks to hold over large stocks

from year to year, for higher prices, checking reproduction, accumulating

sour flour, with perishable commodities, in general perishing in the hands

of holders; a great portion of the trading community meanwhile becom

ing irretrievably embarrassed, until, at length, shipments of specie force

a curtailment of bank currency, throwing the hoarded stocks of merchan

dise upon a ruined market, and nearly all debtors into insolvency.

Among the later writers upon this subject, Professor Bowku, of Har

vard University, adopts Adam Smith's theory, without even Adam

Smith's qualification, and says : " Those who fear an excessive issue of

convertible bank bills might as well apprehend that Lake Erie would

overflow its banks and flood the surrounding country, because it is con

stantly receiving the surplus waters of the three upper lakes and of innu

merable tributary streams." If the professor had taken his metaphor

from the Mississippi River, he would have come nearer the truth. The

periodical swelling of that mighty stream, with the devastating crevasie,

illustrates the inflation of our currency, with the inevitable revulsion.

But the professor limits his argument, with respect to inflation, to bank

bills. They are but a portion of the bank debt which mingles with gold

and silver in the currency, and the least important portion. The Dills

are but emanations from the inscribed credits called " deposits." The

so-called deposits and balances due to banks are the more powerful and

mischievous portions of the currency, because employed in all the heaviest

operations of business. It is in them, or through them, that the fictitious

currency is created, and through them the inflation and contraction take

place. It is not, however, of the least importance what portion of the debt

of the bank may be represented in notes or in book credits. The Bank of

England originally issued notes for all her discounts. It is all the same,

in effect, whether I hold a bank note in my pocket or the same sum in a

bank credit; and the transfer in note or check is equally a transfer of my

claim upon the bank, and equally an operation with currency. It is the

balance at debit of the trader's cash account that comprises the currency

he uses. The power of money upon prices, and, necessarily, the power

of the currency upon the value of money, is exercised by this balance.

It is this with which he buys and measures the price he can pay. In

his mind, it is money, without distinction of its several parts, and it
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occupies precisely the channel of circulation that otherwise would be

filled with money.

Why it is that the lessons of experience, the practical operations of

business, are so little studied in reference to the currency, it is difficult

to conceive. But so it is; the inflation of the currency, high prices and

the high rate of interest that necessarily attends the increase of debt

which forms the staple of the debt currency, arc uniformly hailed as evi

dences of national thrift and prosperity, until the moment of the explo

sion of the bubble ; and that which is really a loss to the community is

supposed to be a gain. We are never benefited by high prices from

any cause originating among ourselves. Short crops or short supplies of

our commodities among wealthy nations who arc our customers, or infla

ted prices proceeding from an expanded currency among them, may be

to our advantage, because we may then sell freely of our home products

at high prices and large profits ; but short crops or short supplies, and an

expanded currency to produce high prices among ourselves, are precisely

what we do not want ; they lead in the direction of poverty and insol

vency, not of wealth and prosperity, with infallible certainty.

Were it possible for us to possess but half as much money or currency

as England, for example, in relation to circulating capital, obviously gene

ral prices here would be only one-half as great as in England. We

would then manufacture cheaper than England, furnish cargoes at half

the English cost, to all the world, realize double the profit, and sweep

her commerce from the seas. Our imports would necessarily amount to

double the sum of our exports. What then ? Does any one in his

senses deplore the excess of his income over his expenditure ? The

balance of trade, that has occupied so extensively the thoughts of politi

cians, is a chimera. The balance of profit is in our favor only when our

return cargoes exceed the outward in value ; in other words, when our

imports exceed our exports. And having supplied our home consump

tion and customers, all the value that we are induced to create in surplus

products to supply a foreign customer, who returns an equivalent value,

which would not be created but for his acquaintance and the opportunity

of exchange, is manifestly a clear gain of national capital, to the full value

of the amount returned, be it more or less.

Wealth is value, not price. It is a thing, and not a name. It consists

of utilities, and not the name in money or currency that we exchange

them by. Without a dime of money, all our gold and silver being

wrought into ornaments or utensils, we should, it is true, be reduced to

the inconvenience of direct barter, value for value, but we should be in

possession of value the same as now—the same capital and the same

wealth. Price would be abolished, the common measure of value would

be uuknown, but its absence would be merely a question of convenience,

and nothing else. And as to a curroncy that is not money, it is

unmingled evil.

With the present war on hand, and enormous government expenditure,

it is of vast importance that the currency should be restricted to the

lowest possible volume, because the more limited it is, the more we must

produce and export advantageously of merchandise, the more we must

import of money, the greater will be the supply of capital, the lower the

rate of interest, the easier will government obtain the means to prosecute

the war, and the less will be the amount and the oppression of the public
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debt. We should take no lesson from England upon this subject, except

to avoid her preposterous policy of creating war loans, and the atrocious

perpetual funding system which that policy inaugurated.

It is a ruinous policy for us to add to the pre-existing mixed currency

the demand notes of the government. By this unwise policy the revolt

ed States are defeating themselves. They are creating price and debt

that they cannot pay. From this cause, and not from a deficiency of

capital, it begins to be doubtful if they can much longer keep an army

in the field. Let us not follow them in this wretched plan of financier

ing. Nevertheless, if we must have a debt currency, let it be the debt

of the government, and not the debt of the banks. We can lend our

capital on United States demand notes for government use, without tax

ation thereon ; whereas, to lend it on bank notes or bank credits, kited

into existence against government stock, is simply submitting to needless

taxation on our own capital for the benefit of the banks. This is the

absurd English system of taxing labor for the benefit of privileged classes,

who lend only promises to pay. The people are the lenders of capital,

and the interest is paid on government stock to the wrong men.

I propose to Congress, therefore, to tax the bank currency out of ex

istence, and relieve the banks themselves from the operation of their

present false system, which does not permit their loans to reach double

the amount of their capital without forcing them to a suspension of pay

ment; whereas, freed from the crippling effect of their debt currency,

they would lend at least tenfold their capital, at a profit of one per cent,

per annum difference of interest, or ten per cent, per annum in all, on

their deposits, with ease and safety to themselves, and benefit to the

government and the whole people. But this needs further explication,

that must be postponed to a future opportunity.

QUARANTINE REFORM.

We avail ourselves of an able review on the subject of Quarantine,

in a late number of the British and Foreign Medico- Chirurgical Review,

for a large part of the following article :

Like every other important subject, quarantine has required to be agi

tated and ventilated, and few have been more so, or with more need.

That good will result from the inquiry cannot be doubted ; at least we

cannot doubt, having full confidence that truth must prevail in the end,

that what is false and delusive can only endure for a time, and that

" Wisdom is justified of her children." It has been well said, that " the

strongest evidence of human progress is the conquest of science over

error and superstition." The good we anticipate is, that if quarantine

is not abolished entirely as an unmitigable evil, it will be so modified as

to change its character altogether, rendering it, not as at present, and as

hitherto conducted, vexatious and injurious in the extreme, affording no

real security to the public health, but the very opposite, as little annoy

ing and hurtful as possible, and as defensive as circumstances will permit

in the way of protection against the spread of infectious diseases.

It is a good omen, we think, that in England, the " Society for the

Promotion of Social Science" has selected it amongst many more for
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inquiry, and that a sub-committee has been appointed to carry it out—a

sub-committee, composed of individuals, the majority of them of the

medical profession, men of experience and many of them eminent, and
■we would hope, all of them to be depended on for exercising their ma

ture judgment, and, as far as that can be, free from bias on a matter so

important.

The history of quarantine, strictly speaking, setting aside what is

vague and in a manner transitory, does not reach back to any very remote

period. We should in vain consult any of the ancient historians, or even

the historians of the middle ages, for traces of it. In ancient times

clean bills of health and passports were equally unknown. The mer

chant, the traveller, might pass from Home to Athens and from Athens

to Alexandria, unquestioned. No officerof health, no policeman, stopped

him on the threshold of the country to which his curiosity or his busi

ness led him. In the best times of Greece and Rome, and long before

and after, there were no lazarettos for the imprisonment alike of the

healthy and diseased. The Mediterranean was truly a mare liberum, not

the mare elausum which it has since been rendered ; the intercourse be

tween its shores was uninterrupted, the intercommunion of the peoples

inhabiting them was perfect ; they enjoyed all the advantages which that

inland sea, that noble high-road of nations, afforded. So recently even

as the fifteenth century was the first interruption made to this happy

state of things. It was in this century that Europe was subjected to '

great calamities ; Constantinople was taken by the Turks, the Greek em

pire was overthrown, wars of great barbarity prevailed, and epidemics,

the so frequent accompaniments of wars, were terribly fatal ; and

one especially, that of Lues, (as at the time it was considered,) broke

out and spread with a rapidity as surprising as it was alarming.

The idea of contagion had before been gaining ground, and had been

acted on partially in the preceding century in times of terror, during the

direful visitation of some of the most destructive diseases that ever de

vastated Europe, such as the sweating-sickness, the black-death, and the

plague. This new pest, as it was then held to be, probably more than

any other, attracted public notice, and fixed attention to the subject of

contagion, and helped to make it popular. The notion so initiated, the

writings of a man of great ability and of European reputation as a phy

sician and poet, who flourished shortly after, were well adapted to en

force and confirm. This man was Fracastorics, " the heaven-preserved,"

who, as the term implies, was born under circumstances which, in a su-

Eerstitious age, might well excite a strong feeling in his favor and add to

is influence.

It was in the middle of this century, viz., 1448, that the first code

of quarantine regulations was promulgated, and that in the same city in

which a few years before the first lazaretto was established. This city

was Venice, then the great emporium of trade with the East, and most

in danger consequently of suffering from an imported contagious dis

ease.

That code appears to have been the model of all subsequent ones up

to a very recent period. In it certain things were laid down, viz., that

plague, the Oriental plagne, against the introduction of which quarantine

was first and solely established, is a contagious disease, capable of being

propagated by contact, and by contact alone, as regards persons, and en
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gendering a contagious matter, a fomes, capable of adhering to certain

inanimate substances, and of being retained by them for an almost inde

finite time, without losing its activity ; and, on the other hand, incapa

ble of attaching itself to other inanimate substances, and which conse

quently might be handled, not like the preceding, with risk of imparting

the disease, but with absolute impunity, with perfect security. As the

name implies, forty days was the time first fixed—and with as little rea

son as the other conditions—for the probation of those coming from

countries where the malady was either existing or suspected of being

amongst the inhabitants.

The question will naturally be asked, how it was that these principles

of quarantine were established? We have said they were taken for

granted, or, we would add, were founded on hypothetical views of the

vaguest kind. This, we believe, is strictly true, being adopted at an ig

norant time, when medical science was little advanced, when the exact

sciences were little cultivated, and when there was a perfect incompe

tency to solve the several questions involved in the system—questions,

many of them still perplexing the inquiring mind. What was presumed

and made a rule—the mere dicta of authority, gaining force with age—

came to be called the results of experience, and were received as laws

venerable, and almost sacred as such. This at least is the conclusion

we have come to after somo research, and not merely in books, but

in quarantine establishments, in one of the oldest and in one of the

newest, that of Malta, and of Constantinople, where, it might be sup

posed, if anywhere, some satisfactory reasons could be elicited from the

officials respecting their usages. The curious in these matters, we can

not but think, would draw the same conclusion that we have been com

pelled to adopt, were they to consult the writers of the period, and

those of the highest authority, such as the author already named, Fra-

castorius. Here, as a specimen, is his definition of contagion : " Si

licet aliquo inodo contagionis rationem subfigurare, diccmus contagionem

esse consimilem quandam misti secundum substantiam corruptionem, de

uno in aliud transeuntem infectione in particulis insensibilibus primo

facto."* This may almost suffice regarding the doctrines of one who

considered so many diseases (amongst them phthisis) variously contagious

as by contact, by fomites at a distance, explaining them all in minute

detail, and exact particularity after the scholastic Aristotelian fashion,

ringing changes on the words hot and cold, dry and moist, and in greatest

difficulty having recourse to stellar influences and occult qualities.

Instituted in the first instance against plague, as already remarked, and

for a long while so limited, in recent times the quarantine system has

been extended to certain other diseases supposed to be contagious or

infectious, especially yellow fever and cholera, on the idea—that, too, a

presumption—that by enforcing the prohibitive system, an exemption

from the infliction of these diseases may be secured.

The great object now is to collect information respecting the working

of quarantine ; how far it has succeeded, how far it has failed ; what

good there is in its rules, what evil ; how far its practices are sound, how

far fallacious.

•H. Feacastomi: Opera Omnia, p. 77. Venet. 1673.
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We have alluded to one good omen, and a like auspicious feeling may

be indulged in, from the knowledge of the fact that the inquiry is excit

ing interest in various countries, especially in England, the United States

and France.

To do justice to the subject, ample space would be required ; limited

as we are by time and space, all we shall attempt will be to make our

readers acquainted with some of the principal results that have been

brought to light, so far as they are clear and definite, and admit of prac

tical application.

For the sake of brevity, we shall make two or three observations of a

preliminary kind. The first is one admitted by all who have given their

attention to the matter, viz., that the classification of substances into sus

ceptible and non-susceptible and doubtful—that old classification—is

altogether worthless, and, as such, may be set aside as, per se, vitiating

the existing system, and altogether requiring supervision and correction.

If any one entertain doubt regarding the justice of the sentence passed

on it, we would refer him to the work of Dr. John Davy on the " Quar

antine Classification of Substances," in which Dr. Davy passes in review

several classes, (examining the articles composing them,) and showing, it

may be said, con rispetto—to use the apologetic word in the East for a

strong expression—the absurdity of the distinctions and the folly of the

divisions, and how in its errors it undermines quarantine, and renders it

altogether delusive. Next, we need barely remark, considering whom

wc are addressing in this Review, that the diseases on account of which

quarantine is enacted, such as plague, cholera and yellow fever, are, as

regards their nature, open to question, whether contagious or infectious,

or neither, there T>eing, as yet, no perfect agreement on the matter, some

of the profession holding them to oe highly contagious, some non-conta

gious but infectious, and some neither the one nor the other ; thus, on

the whole, leaving the public in a state of doubt, and the subject as re

gards legislation, one of expediency and compromise, that best founda

tion, we are told, for good laws. Again, we would say, that those who

have any difficulty in adopting this statement will, wc arc pretty certain,

have it removed by consulting the Report of the Commission, addressed

to the Royal Academy of Medicine in France, on Plague and Quarantine,

of which a summary will be found, accompanied by some able remarks

by Dr. Gavin Milroy, in the work published by him. Relative to

the other two diseases, cholera and yellow fever, it is scarcely necessary

to make any reference, the want of accord amongst the profession as

to their nature being so notorious. Should there be any ono seeking

for particular information on this matter, we cannot do better than sug

gest his consulting two articles in the Medico-Chirurgical Review, that

for January, 1848, and that for April of the same year, and of the follow

ing July, on the contagion of yellow fever, in which he will find carefully

and amply considered the opposite views of two very competent observers,

both belonging to the same branch of the public service, the naval, with

similar opportunities, going over the samo ground, and taking the same

data. These officers were Dr. M'William and Dr. Kino, both sent to

examine and report on the fever at Boa, Vista, which, according to the

one, was introduced in the island by the steamer Eclair, according to

the other, was not introduced, but was of indigenous origin. These

articles, ably and elaborately written, will well repay the reader, and are
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worthy of re-perusal by all interested in the subject, and especially for

the purpose mentioned.

We shall now bring together such information bearing on quarantine

as we may be able to extract with ordinary brevity from the public

documents—the English Blue Books three in number, for which we

are mainly indebted to the Quarantine Sub-Committee of the National

Association. They embody the answers to the questions proposed by

the committee, and circulated under the authority of the government.

The answers are chiefly from Her Majesty's consular agents and other

official persons in foreign countries and English colonies. They are

documents to which we attach great importance, both on account of

the information they convey, and from their being of so reliable a kind,

furnished by individuals as little as possible influenced by theoretical

views, and of large experience, and in no wise connected—in brief, giving

evidence such as in a court of justice would be sure to carry conviction

to the minds of our countrymen. They have another recommendation :

they are admirably adapted to convey an idea to those who have never

travelled of what quarantine is in operation, and what are lazarettos ; in

short, to give an insight into the whole system, if system that can be

called, which, under the same name, is now so diverse.

For the sake of order, we shall notice each of these documents apart ;

and first, that entitled " Copy of Abstract of Regulations in force in

Foreign Countries respecting Quarantine, communicated to the Board of

Trade." What is most remarkable in the quarantine regulations of

different countries at present, as made manifest by this abstract, is the

fact already alluded to—their want of accordance, hardly any two being

alike, having been formed at different times, and promulgated with

different intents ; some, the earliest, having been directed solely against

plague ; others, later, against this disease and yellow fever and cholera ;

others against the two first, omitting the last, from the conviction that

cholera cannot be excluded by any quarantine measures. Another

noticeable peculiarity is, that the more liberal the government of a

country generally, and the freer its institutions, the fewer and the less

stringent are the quarantine restrictions. In the Baltic States, in Sweden,

Denmark, Prussia, Holland, the regulations formally enacted may be con

sidered almost as a dead letter ; so in Belgium, where, to use the ex

pression ofthe informant, they " are rather nominally than really in force."

In this country each State of the Union has its own code, all of them,

according to a resolution arrived at by the Convention of Delegates held

at Philadelphia in 1857, inefficient, and often prejudicial to the interests

of the community. In Chili and Peru, and along the whole of the west

ern coast of the South American continent, the tendency is to disregard

all quarantine regulations, as interfering with the freedom of commerce.

In that anarchical country, Mexico, quarantine is under no legislation,

the Board of Health having unlimited power, which it sometimes exer

cises most tyrannically. In the Bouth of Europe, in the old kingdom of

the Two Sicilies, the codes are, or were, most elaborote and rigorous.

In France and Sardinia they have, of late years, undergone rcvisal ; and

yet, though somewhat improved, they are still open to great objection ;

fortunately, however, they are mildly enforced. In th'e Ottoman domin

ions, including Egypt, in which, little before 1840, there were no quaran-
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tine restrictions, a system has been established as" elaborate as could well

be contrived, and as inefficient as can well be imagined, being totally in

opposition to the feelings and habits of the people.

We must not quit this part of our subject without giving, by way of

illustration, an extract or two. The English consul at Malaga, speaking

of the evils of quarantine, says they are here

" Still further increased by the absence of all system or unity of action

amongst the Provincial Boards of Health ; the law is interpreted accord

ing to the fancy of each junta. The Provincial Boards have repeatedly

acted, each of them, upon their own judgment, and in contradiction of

the superior junta at Madrid."

On the authority of the English consul-general at Havana, it is stated

that

" AH vessels, without exception, leaving that port for Spain, between

the 1st May and the 1st October, must proceed to Vigo, and there per

form a quarantine, usually of fourteen days, although no yellow fever

was in Havana at the time of departure."

At New-Orleans there is a regulation similarly irrational :

" From or about the 15th April, all vessels from Rio Janeiro, the West

Indies and the Gulf of Mexico are liable to a quarantine of not less than

ten days, whether the bill of health from those places be ' clean' or ' foul.'

This quarantine usually continues to the end of October or beginning of

November. After that date, and until the next proclamation by the

governor, all vessels are allowed to enter the port at once, unless there

is actual sickness on board, without reference to their port of departure,

or whether any contagious disease existed there or not."

From our own experience, if we may be excused referring to it, we

can speak of the inconsistencies of quarantine and its abuses. We shall

mention but a very few of the many. On the same voyage we have been

allowed "pratique," that is, liberty to land, at one port in Sicily, and

have been refused it at another but little distant, and only two or three

days later ; and this, not from any dread of our importing disease, but

under the apprehension, on the part of the civil authorities, of our bring

ing Lord Cochrane, who was then in the Mediterranean, and in a

schooner very like that in which we were voyaging.* At Lipari, on

landing, we were met and welcomed by our vice-consul, and shaken

heartily by the hand, before we had pratique, but in the absence of the

health officer ; as soon as this official appeared our friend drew back,

cautioning others to do the same, till our papers were duly examined and

approved. At Constantinople, at a time when the quarantine authorities

were boasting of the exemption of the city from the plague, in consequence

(as they maintained) of new regulations, we met at the breakfast-table a

stranger who had landed on the shore of the Bosphoms, and had pre

ceded his vessel, and who, hearing of her arrival, said he must hasten to

the Parlatorio to join the master, to obtain pratique.

We will not further task the patience of our readers with other incon-

• He was then on his way to Greece to join in the war of independence. The

persuasion of the authorities at Catania, where the incident above mentioned occur

red, was, that, were ho allowed to land in Sicily, the peoplo, in their abhorrence of

Bourbon- tyranny, would have risen and proclaimed him king.

VOL. XLVI. MO. v. 28
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gruities ; were only half of them which have come to onr knowledge

detailed, they would fill a volume of no small size. But, in connection

with quarantine, we must not altogether omit mention of lazarettos.

These buildings, set apart for the reception and close confinement of

persons under suspicion of infection, or coming from countries where

the diseases dreaded have prevailed, or in communication even with such

countries, are commonly any thing but what they ought to be ; not only

is comfort disregarded in them, but often the health of their inmates.

Too often, indeed, they are in a state more likely to engender disease

than fitted for the preservation of health. Medical men recommending

patients to visit Sicily or any part of the South of Europe, for the bene

fit of a mild winter climate, would do well to keep this in mind. The

following is well adapted to enforce caution. It is an account of the

treatment of passengers arriving in steamers from Marseilles in 1 853-'i4,

at Nisida, one of the lazarettos of Naples, and was given by Mr. Ewabt,

then residing in that city, and addressed to the London Times of Janu

ary 10th :

" They (the passengers) were all mingled in one dreary room, without

compartments, and without glass to the windows. In this place they

were all condemned to remain ten days. Among them were several

English ladies. But the discomfort of their situation was converted into

horror when they discovered that in the same building, and separated

from their place of exercise by a low wall only, were eight hundred con

victs of the worst description, who appealed, and not without threats,

for pecuniary assistance. During the stay of our countrymen in this

quarantine gaol, several of the convicts escaped."

The lazaretto at Lisbon, as described, and the treatment experienced

in it, are nearly on a par with the preceding. The account is given by

three remonstrating passengers ; it appeared in the public journals at

the time, (1854,) but is too long for insertion here ; we shall insert only

a few words of it : " On entering the lazaretto at 6 P. M., we were dis

mayed to find it already full to overflowing, and hence a struggle ensned

for shelter, bedding and provisions, which continued until midnight."

The next is an account of a Turkish lazaretto at Beyrout, described by

Dr. Robertson, deputy inspector-general of hospitals, as

" Most wretched and in a most unhealthy position. The neighbor

hood is low and swampy ; the rooms are filthy and damp, being open to

the weather ; and it is only wonderful that all who enter do not fall vic

tims to disease of some kind, if not to plague. To this state of the

lazaretto I attribute the frequent attacks which the attendants suffered

during the prevalence of plague." " At Damietta," he adds, " travelers

have been obliged to perform quarantine in a miserable shed on the sea

shore."

Dr. Davy describes something worse, a lazaretto which he charitably

supposes to be the worst in the Turkish dominions, and it would be diffi

cult to imagine any thing worse : " A low hut, not unlike an Irish cabin,

divided into three small cells, without fire-places or windows, with no

intended passage for air or light, excepting by the door, and with the

naked ground for the floor ;" and this at Costangee, on the northwestern

shone of the Black Sea, with a winter climate as severe now as that de

scribed by Ovid in his " Tristia," and in all its features as little changed
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as possible from what the poet witnessed when it was the scene of his

banishment. One more description, and we have done with these de

tails ; it is of a plague hospital, and is to be found in page 23 of Dr.

Burrell's very valuable "Report on the Plague of Malta in 1813."

Sir Brook Faulkner writes :

" The result of about half an hour's visit to the Maltese pest hospital,

on the 2d of June, may convey some faint idea of the sufferings and pri

vations to which those laboring under this horrible disease were sub

jected. These miserable creatures lay within a short distance of each

other, five or six on the floor in the same room ; twenty-eight of them

were attended by two convicts. They had no change of linen, and were

therefore obliged to lie either without shirts, or in their foul every-day

clothes."

We shall now pass on to the other two documents. The one entitled,

" Papers respecting Quarantine in the Mediterranean," &c, is very in

structive in its contents, as descriptive of the regulations enacted for the

several quarantine establishments, and is very deserving of being con

sulted and studied by those who may be desirous of full information on

the subject. In following its details, they would find almost in every

page confirmation of the remarks we have made as to the want of accord

and of efficiency of the quarantine system in the East We shall give a

very few extracts; and, first, as showing the evil of keeping a crew on

board ship when disease has broken out, and the benefit of landing

them—an evil and a good that cannot be too strongly insisted upon.

Quarantine was first established in the Principalities bordering on the

Danube, in 1829 or 1830. The Vice-Consul at Galatz states, that " dur

ing the whole time the quarantine existed there, about twenty-four or

twenty-five years, no case of plague occurred in the lazaretto. But it is

on record that the plague was on board of a vessel, somewhere about

1834, and that all the crew died, or all excepting one man." We re

member, when in the Ionian Islands, hearing of a similar instance at

Zante, and of a like mortality—the crew of a Turkish vessel, with the

same diseaso, being kept on board, and this under British rule. And in

the Eclair steamer, that ill-fated ship, we have an example of the same

kind, only in a less degree. On her arrival from the coast of Africa,

instead of being allowed to land her sick at Portsmouth, where an offer

was made to receive them into the well-aired wards of Haslar Hospital,

she was ordered to Stangatc Creek, there to perform a lengthened quar

antine with some fresh volunteers on board, one of whom, the pilot, con

tracted the fever and died, as well as many of the remaining crew. Dr.

Milrot thus describes the event; we quote from the arrival of the

steamer :

"Already upwards of one-half of the crew had perished since the

commencement of the sickness in July, and every day added fresh vic

tims to the list. It is needless to say that the utmost alarm and depres

sion existed among all on board. The surviving medical officer urged

the immediate landing of the crew, as the only means of arresting the

terrible ravages of death ; and Sir J. RicHARnsoN, the physician of Has

lar Hospital, expressed his readiness to receive them into the wards of

that noble institution ; an advice that was cordially seconded by Sir W.

Burnett. Had this step been taken, much distress would have been
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spared, a heavy expense avoided, and, what is of far greater consequence,

several valuable lives might have been saved. But, unhappily, the fears

of our quarantine authorities prevailed over their judgment"

Other instances might be given, and from the documents under con

sideration, of a like excessive mortality in ships from disease, if, as when

on a long voyage, they were kept at sea from necessity, or, on entering

the port, the crews were prevented from landing by the local authorities.

Examples of the opposite kind, of which also there arc many in these

pages, are equally instructive, and on that account, as well as for the

pleasure of making them better known, we shall notice one or two of

them ; and for this purpose we must open the third document—" The

Abstracts of Returns of Information on the Laws of Quarantine."

" Towards the end of 1 852, H. M. S. Dauntless, with thirty-three

cases of yellow fever on board, was admitted at once (on her arrival at

Barbadoes) to pratique, the sick landed and removed to the military

hospital of St, Anne's, where they rapidly recovered. They were

mingled with the other inmates in the wards of the hospital ; no in

stance of the disease being communicated to the latter or to the attend

ants occurred, and the garrison remained healthy. The disease had

been very fatal in the Dauntless before her arrival." (P. 70.)

In a dispatch from Consul Kertright, dated Carthagena, February,

1863, he states : " The cases of yellow fever at this port have been ex

clusively confined to persons landed from the Royal Mail Steam Packet

Company's ships, and have no way affected the health of the town." He

adds :

" On a late occasion, at the urgent request of Captain Wilson, ten

men and two officers of the Dee were landed here, suffering severely

from yellow fever ; as the quarantine regulations formerly in force at this

port had been rescinded, owing to the reports of the Board of Health of

Great Britain, there was no obstacle to their being landed and placed in

the general hospital, and I have the satisfaction to report that, with the

exception of two already in the last stage of black vomit, I sent the

whole, including the two officers, on board the ship convalescent, and

without the disease in any way affecting the general health of the town."

It is further stated, " In the opinion of the medical men in attendance

on board the Dee, and concurred in by the captain and the men them

selves, that had they not been landed at Carthagena, it is probable that

few, if any, of the ship's company would have been saved." (P. 31.)

The next example wc shall give is one of extremes, of extreme inhu

manity and humanity. The details are so interesting that we shall not

abridge them :

"In the summer of 1855, when the yellow fever raged with the

Seatest violence in most of the ports south of Baltimore, the ports to

e north and east of Baltimore, without exception, established a most

rigid quarantine upon arrivals from the south. At Norfolk and Ports

mouth, j(in Virginia,) situated on opposite sides of the Elizabeth River,

1 80 miles distant from this city, the fever raged most malignantly. The

inhabitants first sought refuge by flight to the neighboring towns and vil

lages ; but this was soon prevented by the people there, who turned out with

arms, and drcure them back to their own pest-smitten city. All commu

nication by rail »od boat was cut off, and one mode alone remained, viz.,
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by the daily line of steamers from Baltimore to Norfolk, and no impedi

ment was offered by the authorities and people of this city to the arrival

of the fugitives. Daily did the steamers convey provisions, medicines,

clothing, coffins, <fcc, and daily did they return laden with fugitives. On

arrival opposite the Marine Hospital, the steamers stopped until they

were boarded by the health officer, who removed any case of fever that

might exist on board, and then allowed her to proceed and land her pas

sengers, <fec. Several hundreds of these took up their quarters at once in

the hotels of the city. Some sickened with fever shortly after landing.

The number of deaths thus occurring was about fifty. Not a single in

stance was known to havo arisen from contagion, all being distinctly

traced to those persons alone who had come to this city from the infect

ed districts. The utmost vigilance was employed all the while by the

health authorities to thoroughly cleanse and purify the city, particularly

all ship-yards, wharves, drains, cellars," &c. (P. 28.)

The next point we shall advert to is a very important one—that of

the question of the power of goods to convey the matter of contagion

or infection. From the examination of the several reports of the con

suls contained in the abstracts, it would appear that, with one exception,

there is a general agreement amongst them that articles of merchandise

are incapable of becoming media of the kind, and founded on the fact

that those whose duty it is to air the goods needing depuration accord

ing to the regulations, have never contracted disease, neither plague,

yellow fever nor cholera. The late Sir Frederick Ponsonby, when

governor of Malta, stated, as the result of his inquiries, that there was

no instance on record in any lazaretto of a person contracting plague

from handling cotton imported from places where the plague was prevail

ing. And the testimony of Sir W. Pym, (he, too, now no more,) after

careful research at the different lazarettos in the Mediterranean, is to the

same effect. The exception alluded to is that of the acting consul, Cal

vert, at Alexandria, who says,

" Lorsque pendant des epidemies de peste nous avons eu au lazaret

des merchandises susceptibles, il y a eu des porte-faix qui, eu maniant et

en exposent ces merchandises a l'air, ainsi que cela est present par les

reglemcnts, ont contracts la maladic, et en sont morts. D'ou l'on est en

droit de conclure que la peste se communiquer par les effets ou merchan

dises susceptibles."

This gentleman, in drawing the conclusion, appears to have forgotten

a former remark which he made relative to the infraction of quaran

tine :

" On ne pourrait eViter des infractions metne en augmentant le per

sonnel. Ce fait est suffisamment prouve par la contrabande qui s'opere

journellement sur tous les points de l'Europe ou il existe des lignes for-

mees de nombreux gardiens de la douanc, et dont le service est fait

incontestablement avec des elements bien superieurs aux n&tres."*

• The following is a striking confirmation of the well-known fact : When a certain

contraband trade, in the time of William III., was carried on between France and

England on the southeastern coast, all the inhabitants being in the plot, Macadlat

informs us : " It was a common saying among them, that if a gallows were set up

every quarter of a mile along the coast, the trade would still go on briskly."—Hilt,

of England, vol. v. p. 52.
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Another remarkable fact that we learn from these documents, is the

many places in the Levant, in the very centre, as it were, of the plague-

region, which have not for a long time, and some never in the memory

of man, been visited by the disease ; and these places under Ottoman

rule, and consequently peculiarly exposed to the introduction of a con

tagious disease, places such as Rhodes, Cyprus, Mytilene, Scio :

" Quoiqu'il y ait beaucoup de navires avec des merchandises et des

passagcrs qui ont subi leur quarantaine a Scio avec patente brute de

cholera, et que beaucoup de ces passagers soient morts de cette maladie

pendant les vingt-cinque derniers annees, aucun des employes du lazaret,

ni des habitants de la ville, n'a ete atteint de cholera ou d'autre mal

contagieux."

The vice-consul at Mytilene reports :

" Providence has saved this town, and the other inhabited parts of the

island, from the various scourges which have decimated many parts of

Europe during the present century." Adding : " Should, however, My

tilene unfortunately be visited by what can really be considered an infec

tious disease, the havoc, owing to the accumulation of putrid filth in the

streets and open spaces, would be awful."

Of Cyprus it is stated :

" Les habitants de l'ile n'ont jamais ete atteint des maladies pour les-

quelles un rdgiine de quarantaine est impost."

Another important fact afforded by the same documents is, that quar

antine, even when rigidly enforced, though there has been for a long pe

riod of years an absence of plague, yet has not kept out other diseases

of the contagious nature of which there is no question, such as small

pox and other exanthemata. In Malta, for instance, we are assured on

good authority, that in the short space of seven years, 1829-1835, in

spite of quarantine regulations for their exclusion, that island was twice

invaded by small-pox, one epidemic proving fatal to 1,500 persons out

of a population of 114,000 ; and also by measles, scarlatina and hooping-

cough. And there are other instances recorded of the like kind, which

we need not specify, as none of them are more remarkable than this of

Malta, where the quarantine system has been so regularly enforced, and

under more favorable circumstances, as to efficiency, than almost any

where else.

Were we not apprehensive of overloading our pages with facts, we

might be tempted to give some of the very many recorded in these docu

ments in confirmation of what we have pointed out as remarkable ; and

in the instances of yellow fever and of cholera, as well as of plague,

showing very strongly, as regards the former, that whilst quarantine

measures cannot, that is, have not, kept it out, yet when cases of it have

been landed, the disease has not spread.

Besides the information collected in these abstracts bearing imme

diately on the question of quarantine, the value of which it would be diffi

cult to over-estimate, there are to be found in them many observations

well deserving the attention of government, and of the English people

generally, respecting our mercantile marine, showing not only the evils

of over-crowding in the production of disease, and more especially in the

spread of contagious and infectious diseases, but also of the neglect of
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ordinary sanitary measures in the impairment of the health and efficiency

of the crews. Dr. Smith, writing from St. Domingo, states :

" British vessels frequenting Port-au-Prince are, with rare exceptions,

very filthy and hygienically bad in respect to their internal sanitary ar

rangements. The forecastles, where the men are lodged, are generally

unwholesome, while the bedding, &c, are dirty and unaired."

Another extract we must give on account of its importance :

" The utmost importance is attached by Professor Bo (of Genoa) to

the necessity of improving the sanitary condition of mercantile ships

generally, and also of their crews, most of the sickness of such vessels,

on arrival, being traceable, in his opinion, to the faulty arrangements on

board. On the important subject of the accommodation for the men, he

alludes to the great superiority, in point of wholesomeness and comfort

of the deck-houses, in most Dutch and American ships, over the ordi

nary berths in or under the forecastle. They are more easily kept dry,

and are, of course, much better ventilated. Nor can the space be en

croached on by the cargo, or be tainted with the foul smells either from

it or from the hold. The men are more promptly at their posts when

suddenly called on deck ; and the change of temperature between their

sleeping-places and the outer air, a point of no small moment for the

preservation of health, is much less considerable. It is a great advan

tage, also, to have the galley close at hand ; their food is better dressed,

and their berths are kept warmer and drier in cold and stormy weather.

The galley in deck-house ships is invariably very superior to the galley

in ordinary merchantmen. There is, too often, says Dr. Bo, a marked

contrast between the clean and smart look of the outside of many mer

chant vessels, with the gay and handsome cabins of the officers and

passengers, and the dingy slovenliness and discomfort of the quarters of

the crew and the foul pollution of the hold. Dr. Bo alludes, also, to the

defective clothing of merchant sailors as a frequent cause of sickness

and bad health among them. The state of the provisions and of the

water supply on board is another subject of great moment for their wel

fare. He is of opinion that scorbutic and other cachectic diseases are

often due to the impurity of the water, which in many cases he has

found to be quite unfit for use." (P. 18.)

The writer of the article in the Medico-Chirurgical Review, after mak

ing these extracts, says :

" There is also, in these abstracts, much that is instructive relative to

the condition of sea-ports, in various parts of the world, very deserving

of attention and reflection, and especially of those intent on the discovery

of the causes of disease, and too often entering on that most difficult sub

ject with a confidence founded only on a very limited experience, and

the stronger because so limited.

" We cannot quit these documents without expressing our gratitude to

the Committee of the National Association, and more especially to the

Honorary Secretary of the Sub-committee, to whom we believe we mainly

owe them. They do infinite credit to the zeal and ability of Dr. Milroy,

and sure we are that nothing but a high sense of duty and the importance

of the subject could have moved him to undertake such a task, and could

have stimulated him to persevere in the labor.

" No candid person reading these documents but must feel convinced
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of the enormous shortcomings of the old systems of quarantine, and of

the innumerable evils and losses which they entail,* and of the absolute

necessity as regards humanity, as regards the interests of society, aa

regards the interests of commerce, to have them either entirely put aside,

or if, on due consideration, any quarantine measures be held to be neces

sary, only such should be attempted as are practicable and efficient, and

which are likely to have the assent of competent judges of all nations.

It should always be kept in mind that the mortality from ordinary dis

eases vastly exceeds that from epidemic diseases, taking the average, as

about 100 to 1 ; f that epidemic diseases themselves are commonly little

felt where due attention is paid to sanitary conditions ; and as to faith in

quarantine for the exclusion of disease, how little ought that to be, re

flecting that no preventive measures, however severe, have ever kept out

the contrabandists, when tempted by high duties. It would, we fear, be

too much to expect that a subject which has been so long under discus

sion, and on which there have been such opposite views, will soon be

settled in the most satisfactory manner, on absolute truth or unquestion

able data. We suppose we must rest satisfied if a compromise be made,

and that, if any quarantine be tolerated, it must be established on that

policy, eliminating from it as much of the uncertain as possible, and free

ing it as much as possible from that which is vexatious, and costly, and

inhuman. As England has set the example of free trade, and is an ex

ample to the world of government with rational freedom, should she not

likewise be an example in this matter of quarantine ? No nation has the

same power of teaching by example, her colonies being situated in every

climate, as it were expressly for the purpose in question.^ And standing

* The pecuniary losses are incalculable. Dr. (now Sir John) Bowrixg, speaking

in the House of Commons on the subject, in 1841, stated his belief that the losses

from quarantine in the Mediterranean alone were not less than two or three millions

sterling a year. We learn from Dr. W. Burrell's able and very instructive Report

on the Plague of Malta in 1818, which he considered—and we think justly—of indi

genous origin, to have entailed, by the rigid and cruel measures enforced to confine

it, a cost of £232,531.

t It is stated that " all the deaths by yellow fever which have occurred in New-

York, in Brooklyn and at the quarantine stations combined, within the past fifty

years, amount to only six hundred—the same, in round numbers, as we have been

accustomed of late to lose annually by mall-pox alone."—Third Quarantine and

Sanitary Convention, New-York, 1869, p. 239.

Under the heading of " Lisbon," it is stated in the abstracts, that " the number

of deaths on board vessels at sea, from ordinary casual diseases—chiefly phthisis,

chronic diarrhoea, hepatitis, apoplexy—exceeded, in the proportion of 21 to 12, that

from the diseases against which quarantine is specially directed;" and that "in all

these cases a quarantine of several days is imposed. It is added, "a vessel from

Sunderland and Hamburg, both having clean bills, were detained, for four and six

days respectively, in consequenco of a death from apoplexy during the voyage."

Also, that " in none of the twenty-five vessels which were quarantined for the cho

lera, had any sickness occurred during the voyage." (P. 8.)

J What valuable information might De obtained from these colonies were their go

vernors required by the Secretary of State to give, in the blue-books annually furnished

by them, a short statement of the chief epidemics which may have prevailed during

the year, and also of any events bearing on quarantine which may have come under

their notice. Information from foreign countries, of the like kind, might be required

from her Majesty's consuls. Such information together would almost form a sum

mary of the epidemics of the world. It is sad to think how little has hitherto been

contributed by men in authority, whether governors of colonies, consuls or ambas

sadors, to the advancement of natural knowledge, especially considering the means
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bo high, how careful should she be to avoid making any false step.

Never more, we trust, shall we hear of mistakes like those fallen into in

the treatment of the Eclair, befitting more a Neapolitan than a British

board of health."

The same writer, in speaking of American works, adds :

" The American works, the ' Proceedings and Debates of the Third

and Fourth National Quarantine and Sanitary Convention,' held in 1859

and 1860, at New-York and at Boston, are equally worthy of attention.

They are highly creditable to the medical profession of the United States,

and must be read with interest equally by those who concern themselves

about quarantine and the even more important subject of internal sanitary

legislation. In the pages of their proceedings, a great amount of valua

ble information will bo found, and numerous suggestions opening new

channels for research. Their discussions, their debates carried on with

earnestness, and displaying oratorical power of no mean ability, have not

been unfruitful of result, especially of the third convention, ending, as

they did, in the resolution, supported by the votes of eighty-four dele

gates against six, that yellow fever is incapable of being propagated from

person to person, though, in their opinion, it may be by fomites. The

facts adduced in support of the first part of the proposition were nume

rous, and, to our minds, tolerably convincing ; but we cannot say so

much of the arguments used in support of the fatter part—that regarding

fomites : ' things, not persons.' The arguments used were chiefly de

rived from experience obtained at New-It ork, a city decidedly malarious,

where the average yearly mortality is one in every twenty-five or twenty-

six of the population, and where solitary stray cases of yellow fever are

allowed to be of no rare occurrence. We apprehend the distinction

made between ' persons and things' will hardly be held to be logical ;

but apart from this consideration, is not a wider inference or induction

hostile to the doctrine ? If yellow fever could be introduced, as sup

posed, by fomites, and these acting at a certain distance and contaminat

ing the air, how is it that Liverpool has escaped the disease, where, at

all seasons, in the height of summer as well as in the depth of winter,

cargoes of cotton are arriving from the Southern ports of the States,

(would we could call them United,) one or other of which is so often the

seat of fever ? How is it that, in so many instances—many of them re

corded in the documents before us—it has not spread in countries on

both sides of the Atlantic, in which little or no effectual attempts have

been made to confine it to the spots where it broke out?"

The answers to these interrogatories are, it appears to us, clearly de-

ducible from the remarks of Dr. Bell, in the proceedings of the Third

National Quarantine and Sanitary Convention, held at New-York in

1859. "A few years ago," he remarks, "some British ships, coming

from the coast of Africa, where they had yellow fever, arrived at the

Island of Ascension, where yellow fever had never been known. They

had been there only two weeks, when it spread like wildfire, and large

numbers died. It was, at the time, strong evidence of contagion ; but

since then they have demonstrated the fact to consist, not in the con

st their disposal and the abilities of the individuals, and what lias been done by the

game class of men in other countries, having had their attention called to matters of

the kind by the home governments.
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tagiousness of yellow fever, but in the conditions of the soil and climate

of Ascension. It was sowing seed in good ground ; it was a good, rich

garden soil, filling the atmosphere with food for the fever ; and in that

way the inhabitants were supplied with the poison.* What did England

do f She sent her ships to St. Helena, where there was solid rock, and

none of the soil to favor an epidemic. They took their ships there with

all the filth (fomites) collected for twelve months on the coast of Africa;

and though the persons sick with the yellow fever were dispersed through

out the island, the inhabitants did not catch it, because it was not com

municable. . . . The same thing occurred in Norfolk. . . . Why

was it, I would ask, in 1848, when the ships came from the Gulf with

cases of severe epidemic on board, they did not communicate it to

Norfolk ? Simply because there teas not (there) that degree of moisture

and heat necessary to spread it." But, subsequently, in the summer of

1855, there had been unsually heavy rains, followed by high temperature

and drought, when the steamer "Ben Franklin" arrived, containing

fomites, from St Thomas, where yellow fever was prevailing when she

left. The first case of yellow fever in Gosport is said to have been that

of a laborer employed in breaking out her hold, who, after a short illness,

died on the 8th of July.f So soon as this case was reported, the vessel

was ordered back to quarantine ; but she had been some time alongside

of an old wharf, well calculated to become a new source of fomites.

"The same thing occurred here in 1856 (at Fort Hamilton and Bay

Ridge, opposite the quarantine anchorage ;) and you find the same con

catenation of causes, the same degree of moisture and heat, and the same

meteorological conditions. I believe that it would not be too much to

state, that in proportion as we approach the conditions essential to the

rise and spread of the yellow fever at the Delta of the Mississippi, do we

find yellow fever to prevail." The reason that Liverpool has escaped the

disease, we apprehend, consists in the circumstance of meteorological

conditions, equally unfavorable to new sources of fomites, and favor

able to the dispersion of the poison, having the same effect as the

"Northers" have in the Gulf of Mexico, from the setting in of which

fomites are nullified and yellow fever ceases. The modus operandi of

these climatic influences are equally incomprehensible, whether in places

where yellow fever frequently prevails, or in those places, like Liverpool,

where it prevails not at all.

For a full notice of the National Quarantine and Sanitary Conventions,

and of the Code of Marine Hygiene, adopted by the convention held

in Boston in 1860, the reader is referred to the Merchants' Magazine,

vol. xliv., pp. 147—159.

We trust the time is not far distant when the " Code" here referred to

will receive the sanction of all nations and communities. It has, we are

happy to state, already been adopted by some of our cities, while its

spirit, at least, is manifest in several others.

* The soil of Ascension consists of a mixture of loam and volcanic ashes, having

for a basis a hard and rocky foundation ; a condition which, when associated with

the beginning of the dry season and high temperature, is in all respects well calcu

lated to become a bed offomites.

f " The Summer of the Pestilence in Norfolk." By Geobge Armstrong, D. D.
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ADVANTAGES OF UNIFORM POSTAGE.

By Pli*y Mum.

The great bulk of the correspondence, and of the written and other

documents sent by mail, consists of single letters, circulars, newspapers,

pamphlets and small packages of printed matter, weighing less than a

quarter of a pound. If all of these articles could be charged at the

same rate of postage, that rate being low and uniform, without any

" extra" charges, except for unpaid postages, the trouble and labor of the

people in sending and receiving mail matter, and the toil and expense in

the Post Office, would be reduced to a minimum. Since the introduc

tion of low and uniform postage by Rowland Hill, twenty-two years

ago, and the overwhelming success attending that measure in Great

Britain, the principle of uniformity has been widely acknowledged as

the only correct basis of a good postal system. We in the United

States know nothing of uniform postage, being obliged, by our present

postal laws, to keep two denominations of postage stamps ; and in a large

proportion of the minor as well as the larger articles and packages sent

by mail, we have to attach two or more stamps to the same missive.

Besides the double payment by stamps, ab initio, we have a great num

ber of " extra" charges that bring a very moderate sum in the aggregate

to the Post Office, and that have to be paid on the receipt of the articles;

payments that are attended with great trouble and loss of time, both to the

citizen and to the clerks and letter carriers. In whatever light they may be

looked at, these " extra" charges are indefensible, whether considered as

a means of revenue, (which is most insignificant,) or as a legitimate pay

ment for a particular service. In framing our postal laws, and adjusting our

rates of postage, we are apt to forget that the Post Office, as a piece ofgov

ernment machinery, is owned by the people, and that if the rates are

charged with a view to a general average that shall afford the greatest

economy and convenience, both in and out of the Post Office, the

highest purpose of a good postal system is attained. In the first place,

it is absolutely impossible to know the exact expense, or an approxima

tion to the expense attending any particular letter or class of letters that

are carried a certain distance and pass through a certain number of hands.

In the next place, in a business that is made up of such a multiplicity of

details as the reception, transportation and delivery of mail matter, if

certain letters or documents do go through a process—like advertising,

" forwarding," or delivery by carriers—that adds something to the cost

of their distribution, the collection of the insignificant sum that is sup

posed to represent that extra expense is productive of a larger outlay for

labor to the Post Office than the money produced by the tax. If this

statement is true, and I shall try and demonstrate it clearly, then the whole

process involves a triple loss. The government loses in laying out more

for labor in the collection than the tax produces, while the citizen loses

the time spent in getting his money, adjusting the change and handing it
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over, and he also loses the full amount paid, for the only possible object

in levying the tax, is a contribution to the Post Office treasury ; a contri

bution, as we have seen, (or that I have stated and mean to prove,) which,

actually costs the postal department more than it brings.

A proposition is now before Congress and the country, in a bill intro

duced by the Hon. John Hdtchins, of Ohio, (House Bill, No. 266,

37 th Congress, 2d Session,) in which a prominent object " is to equal

ize the rates of postage," or establish one uniform rate for all single let

ters and minor articles. The numerous rates of postage we pay here in

New-York, on single letters and small packages, comprising forty-nine

fiftieths of all the articles sent by mail, and, in contrast with it, the sim

ple, convenient and uniform rate proposed in the new postal bill, may be

seen in the following tabular view :

Prtttnt Propottd
Pottage. Bate,.

1. Mail letter, under 3,000 miles, 3 cento. .. 2 cento.

2. Local or drop letter 1 c<ml- . . 2

3. Transient newspaper, prepaid 1 cent. . . 2

4. Pamphlet, one to three ounces in weight, 1 cent. .. 2

5. Book, under 1,500 miles, one ounce in weight 1 cent. .. 2

0. Circular in blank envelope 1 cent. . . 2 "

7. Two circulars in blank envelope 2 cents . . 2

8. Two circulars on one sheet 2 cents. . . 2

9. Circular in envelope, with business card printed outside, 3 cento. . . 2 "

10. Three circulars, in plain or printed envelope, 3 cents. .. 2 "

11. Book, under 1,600 miles, three ounces in weight Scents. .. 2 "

12. Book, under 1,500 miles, two ounces in weight 2 cento. .. 2

13. Book, over 1,500 miles, one ounce in weight 2 cento. .. 2 "

14. Pamphlet, weighing from three to four ounces, 2 cento. .. 2

15. Two ordinary newspapers, in one package, 2 cento. . . 2 "

16. Newspaper, to Great Britain or France 2 cents. .. 2 "

17. Letter, returned to writer as " dead," 6 cents extra. 0 "

18. Letter, when "forwarded," 3 cento extra. 0 "

19. Letter, when;advertised 1 cent extra. 0 "

20. Mail letter, delivered by carrier 1 cent extra. 0

21. Mail letter, posted in lamp-post box 1 cent extra. 0 "

22. Circular, delivered by carrier, \ cent extra. O

23. Newspaper, delivered by carrier i cent extra. 0 "

24. Pamphlet, delivered by carrier, i cent extra. 0

It certainly does not require an elaborate argument, supported by sta

tistics, to prove that if the first sixteen items named alone, were all rated

at two cents, with a two cent postage stamp to pay it, there would be a

vast convenience and saving of labor both to the public and the Post Office.

Last year there were 2,484,000 newspapers sent by mail to Europe,

nearly every one of which were charged just two cents postage—none

of them one or three cents. This rate is regulated by treaty, and

cannot be altered by our government. In the mailing of these mil

lions of newspapers there has to be the trouble of putting on two post

age stamps, when, if we had a two cent uniform rate, one stamp would

suffice.

Then there is a catalogue of eight different " extra" charges that have

to be paid by the recipient on the receipt of the missive from the Post

Office or the letter carrier. Perhaps not twenty-five thousand dollars are

realized from all these " extra" charges ; and if the amount was half a

million, it would be dearly paid for. The utter lack of economy can be
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seen at one glance, when we reflect that a sum of money—no matter

whether it is ten thousand or a hundred thousand, the larger the amount

the greater the folly—has to be collected in such sums as a cent and a

half cent, and in some cases three cents and six cents. Most emphati

cally it does not pay. Are any facts required to prove so simple and

palpable a truism? I could give many. Let any business man ask him

self how many more houses he could visit in a city—were he a letter

carrier—if he only had to knock or ring and deliver the letter or paper,

than if he were obliged to collect an insignificant sum for postage. The

servant generally has to return to hunt up her master or mistress, and

then perhaps there is no small change ready. Some carriers may and

do keep an account and charge the postage, collecting it once a month ;

but that course is open to grave objections. And all of this money can

be obtained by having it included in the original charge of postage, the

payment of which is made by stamp.

When the British government introduced the penny postage, the law

makers of that country, with the practical common-sense of shrewd men

of business, saw that as low a rate as a penny would never " pay," unless

all extra trouble and redundant useless labor were thrown aside and dis

pensed with. They at once abolished all "extra" charges for carrier's

fees, returning dead letters, &c, and every sum not included in the origi

nal payment by stamp, except those postages (and these principally on

matter from foreign countries) that were not fully paid at the time of

mailing. By this means the expense of handling and manipulation, sort

ing, doing up, delivering, <fec, was reduced more than seventy-five per

cent In a little work on " Postal Reform," published in 1855, 1 showed,

by quoting the official figures, that the expense of handling the letters

—all the postal expenses, except transportation—in Great Britain, in

18S9, before the penny postage was introduced, was three cents a letter,

and in 1 854 only seven mills a letter ; while in the United States the ex

pense was, in 1854, two cents one mill per letter. The cost in this

country may have been reduced a little since the above date.

The following are the figures in full, (see " Postal Jteform," section 1 4,

page 11,) the "local expenses" being all the national postal expenditures

except the cost of transporting the mails :

Srpente
of each

Country. Date. Local Experttee. No. of Lettcre. lfiuOlettere.

Great Britain, .. . 1839 ... $2,523,332 82,470,596 $30

Great Britain,.. . 1854 3,233,195 443,649,301 1

United States,. . . 1854 2,549,422 119,634,418 21

If pains were taken to multiply labor by every possible form and cere

mony that red tape and stupidity could suggest, I have no doubt but a

way might be contrived to have the cost of correspondence to the Post

Office at least two shillings a letter, instead of two cents. Irony and

jesting aside, does any man outside of an idiot asylum want any better

evidence than the above figures, and the catalogue (non) raisonne on a

previous page to prove that we have heaped blunder upon blunder in

framing our postal laws, until the record shows an enormous amount of

useless labor disgraceful to the nation, and a shame to every one who had

a hand in producing them ? The commonest canons of business affairs

are utterly ignored in the arrangement of the items, charges and details
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of our postal system. Let me name one instance. When I was clerk in

the dead letter office at Washington, each dead letter that was returned

to the writer had to go through seventeen distinct separate processes in that

circumlocution office before the writer got his letter. In such a mill for

the grinding of patience and the consumption of time, it will be readily

credited that a clerk could only return on an average thirty letters a day.

In the London "Returned Letter Office," (that office is not one where

common sense is a " dead letter,") each clerk returns 200 letters a day,

and 1,200 a week.

Probably our officials at the seat of government may have so improved

the routine as to return thirty-five or forty letters—perhaps fifty—a day,

and that they probably boast as an " improvement," and so it may be called.

The chiefs of the former period (1854) used to abuse and vilify me for

trying to expose their absurd forms and ceremonies. My statements, I

believe, " still live," but my detractors of that day are gone ; the nation is

rid of the incumbrance, and the places that knew them once will know

them no more for ever. If a clerk returns 200 letters a day, that will be

1,200 a week, or, in a year, or, say fifty weeks, it will be 60,000 letters.

In returning 30 a day, a clerk would return 9,000 in fifty weeks. To re

turn two million dead letters would require, by the English mode, thirty-

three clerks, and by Uncle Sam's method it would take two hundred and

twenty-two. At average salaries of $1,200 a year, the financial results

would stand as follows :

Cost of returning 2,000,000 dead letters in England, $ 40,000

Cost of returning 2,000,000 dead letters in America, 266,000

But in this country we add to the ordinary official expense the cost

and trouble of- collecting a petty sum as an "extra" charge on each dead

letter—provided, always, that the writer of the letter is verdant enough

to pay the same. Nearly all decline these dead missives, and very dead

they are, for few or none reach the writers in less than two or three

months of the time they were originally mailed. In Great Britain there

is no charge on dead letters, provided they were prepaid at the time of

mailing, and they reach the writer in from three to ten days of the date

they were written and posted. This rapid and punctual return of dead

letters can only be carried out where there is a free and general delivery

by carriers. To-day we are more than twenty years behind Great Brit

ain in the management of our postal affairs. When shall we be nearer f

At the rate we are now progressing—or rather at the rate we are stand

ing still, for our postal progress can scarcely be seen by any eye except

that of a philosopher of the red tape school—we shall not probably over

take that nation in this branch of political economy in less than one

thousand years.

I have sometimes been called an "advocate of cheap postage." I wish

I could convince our law-makers that one of the principal faults of our

postal system is, that the rate of postage levied on a number of articles

and documents that go through the Post is too low. The ono cent rate

of postage is too low to be remunerative, no matter what the piece of

paper may be on which that sum is paid, how short the distance over

which it is conveyed, or what hands it goes through. There is a distinct

difference between both letters and " transient" printed matter—the post

age on which, for the most part, is pre-paid in stamps—and regular news
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papers and periodicals, the postage of which is paid quarterly, half yearly,

or yearly in advance. The government has decided, and the people

have ratified the decree, that the distribution of periodical literature by

mail shall be as unrestricted and as cheap as practicable. The new

postal bill makes no average alteration in the postage rates on this de

scription of matter, only making greater simplicity and uniformity. But

all "transient" matter belongs to a different class from the regular news

paper and periodical. The packages are treated differently, and produce

far more labor and trouble. The stamps have to be cancelled or obliter

ated, and the postmasters or clerks have to see that they are rated and

paid correctly, and charge or collect any excess that is left unpaid.

Under these circumstances, a transient newspaper, a circular, or a pam

phlet, costs as much in handling, sorting, stamping, rating and delivery,

as a letter, while in transportation printed matter costs far more. In

framing a postal law, then, and in providing for the rates of postage, it

should be insisted on that each newspaper, circular, pampnlet, drop

letter or other article, however small, that is paid by stamp, shall

BE CHARGED AT A BATE TnAT WILL COMPENSATE THE POSTAL ESTABLISH

MENT.

With many of our statesmen there appears to be a monomania on the

subject of taxation. They seem to have the idea that we are under some

necessity to put a tax ou every productive business in the land, and on

every article produced in a workshop, drawn from the sea, raised from

the earth, or dug from under the earth. John Bull is far wiser, lie

says, tax men, tax luxuries and tax property, but keep trade and manu

factures unfettered. Their system of taxation, like their postal system,

in all simplicity ; ours, all complication.

" For the wisest of reasons, the Post Office and its benefits are made

as cheap as possible, and the greatest facilities are given for the cir

culation of letters and business announcements. No people have ever

Eaid such enormous taxes as the people of Great Britain, and none have

ad so much experience in that branch of political economy, or reduced

it so nearly to an exact science. We have scarcely paid a tax in this

country, except on property direct, and are we so wise as to imagine

that we can learn nothing from the statesmanship and practice of Great

Britain ? As well might we claim that the Hon. Jonathan Buncombe,

who drank more bad liquor and treated more voters at two elections

than any other man, and, in consequence, elected to Congress, has more

political wisdom, and embodies more knowledge on the most intricate

branch of political economy than we can learn from the speeches and

writings and the vast body of laws brought forth by Coke, Bacon, Sel-

den, Mansfield, Eldon, Chatham, Erskine, Curran, Burke, "Junius,"

Walpole, Ltndhurst, Fox, Pitt, Peel, Hume, Macaulat, Bright,

Cobden, Russell and Palmkbston. The same may be said of postal

affairs. A man from a State that produces fewer letters than are written

by the business men of a single ward in New-York or Boston, finds him

self, by some accident or turn of the political wheel, in the chair of the

Postmaster-General, or at the head of a Postal Committee in Congress.

He at once comes to the conclusion that experience and study are not

essential to appreciate the duties of his office, and imagines that the

crude ideas of a politician, who has never seen the working of a good

postal system, or the antiquated routine of an ancient Post Office clerk,
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are more available material for the production of a good postal law than

all the inventive genius of Sir Rowland Hill and the postal experience

of the British nation for the last thirty years.

The principal reasons why our postal establishment creates so much

dissatisfaction among the people, and shows so unfavorable a balance-

sheet, are readily seen.

1. The "extra" charges on letters and other matter (see a portion

only of these on the second page of this article) make a great deal of an

noyance and useless trouble.

2. The lack of uniformity in our postal rates creates the necessity of

keeping two sorts of stamps, and requires, in a vast number of cases, two

stamps to be placed on the same document

3. The want of every thing like uniformity or system makes the postal

laws difficult to understand and impossible to remember.

4. The almost innumerable rates of postage on printed matter make

the whole system troublesome to the public, create a vast amount of use

less labor in the Post Office, and necessitate frequent appeals to the de

partment to decide the rate of postage on ordinary printed documents.

5. The want of a uniform rate of postage for letters and all minor

articles, the numerous rates on printed matter, and the trouble of collect

ing the great number of " extra" charges ; insignificant items of a half

cent, a cent, three cents, &c, entail upon the Post Office an immense

amount of useless and expensive work.

6. The making out of useless and troublesome way bills—a practice

altogether abolished in England—and the needless ceremony of putting

wrappers on the packages of letters that are to go but a few hundred

miles, also abolished in Great Britain, at least doubles the amount of

labor in " making up" the mails.

7. The vast quantity of "franked" matter and free newspapers weigh

down the postal establishment, exhaust a large portion of its means, and

greatly increase the expense of transportation.

8. A simplification of the tools and means used in putting on the date

stamp and cancelling the postage stamps on letters, enables the English

postal authorities to perform this labor with at least twice the rapidity

that we do it in our Post Office.

9. The actual expense of handling, stamping, sorting, doing up, re

ceiving, sorting again and delivering three millions of letters in Great

Britain is no greater, as 1 have heretofore shown by the official figures

of 1854, than the same processes performed on one million letters in the

United States ; and this is nearly all the result of a uniform rate of post

age, and the various means that I have mentioned for simplifying the

postal duties.

10. The one cent rate of postage on drop letters, circulars and transient

newspapers is too low, and should be raised to two cents.

11. A neglect of the most profitable field of letter distribution in every

commercial country—the circulation of letters and mail matter in cities—

deprives our Post Office of a very large income, and the residents of cities

of much needed postal facilities. In London there were distributed

through the Post Office, last year, 63,221,000 local letters, at two cents

postage, giving a clear profit of £900,000, while in New-York there were

but 1,570,000 local letters, at one cent, with no profit at all to the Post

Office.
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STATISTICS OP TRADE AND COMMERCE.

1. Wheat Tun S. Tn British Wool Tease. S. Annual Kiview or Tni Trade

SiLirmi. 4. Trade and Commerce or Rio Janeiro. 6. Trade and Cokveecb or ti

6. Niw-Tou Cattle Market. T. Beiobton Cattle Haeket. 8. Foeek

e United States.

WHEAT TRADE.

We have prepared the following valuable table, showing the imports

and exports of wheat into France and England for many years, with the

exports from the United States in a corresponding period. The French

wheat includes flour.

Import and Export op Whrat into and from France and tor Unttkd States,

and Import op Wheat and Whrat Flour into Grrat Britain.

Oreat Beit* in.

Wheat.

France. United States.

CwL

1841 1,203,126

1842 1,180,764

1848, 436,878

1844 980,646

1849 946,864

1846, 8,198,876

1847 6,329,068

1848 1,766,476

1849, 3,349,830

1850 3,866,059

1851 5,314,414

1852 3,889,583

1863 4,646,400

1854 3,646,506

1855, 1,904,224

1856 3,970,100

1857 2,178,148

1858, 3,860,764

1859 8,830,770

1860 6,139,253

1861 6,234,279

19,278,032

21,777,440

7,520,990

8,792,616

6,973,680

11,460,728

21,251,232

20,762,104

82,763,024

80,036,745

40,496,072

26,551,136

85,695,612

26,448,816

21,342,608

32,582,664

27,603,656

37,175,471

32,008,298

47,249,448

65,734,760

iMrOETS.

Wheat.

Bush.

3,754,982

4,514,543

9,093,692

5,172,060

6,900,238

16,624,422

28,754,658

4,494,199

1,364,217

2,772,081

2,003,943

4,126,640

10,108,107

18,972,988

12,165,022

28,769,782

15,865,574

8,927,880

4,425,244

2,083,054

39,033,072

EXPOET8.

Wheat.

6,077,238

6,462,949

3,388,212

5,768,207

3,654,585

8,467,833

4,154,427

3,576,646

5,002,152

6,919,398

6,327,735

4,014,107

2,101,206

1,053,132

822,256

572,168

1,344,063

19,336,320

23,278,601

14,466,898

3,249,092

EXFOE

Wheat. flour.

311,685

558,917

889,716

1,613,796

4,399,951

2,034,704

1,527,534

608,661

1,026,725

2,694,540

3,890,141

8,036,665

798,844

8,164,877

14,570,331

8,926,196

3,002,016

4,155,153

36,781,240

841,474

1,436,576

1,195,230

2,289,476

4,382,496

2,119,083

2,108,013

1,385,448

2,202,335

2,799,339

2,920,918

4,022,386

1.204,640

3,510,626

8,712,053

3,512,169

2,431,828

2,611,596

6,181,230

THE BRITISH WOOL TRADE.

In the London Shipping Gazette we find the statistics of the wool trade

of Great Britain during the past year, together with extended comments,

a portion of which we give below.

The imports of colonial and foreign wool into England in 1861 prove

that the progress of sheep farming in the British colonies has made rapid

strides of late years. Although there was a slight falling off in the arrivals
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of wool last year from Hobart Town, Launceston, South Australia and

India, the total supply from British possessions amounted to 329,417

bales, against 303,078 bales in 1860, being an increase of 26,339 bales.

Notwithstanding that the export demand for the Continent was mod

erately active, prices gave way from l£d. to nearly 4d. per lb., leaving,

in January, about 40,000 bales in warehouse, to be offered at the next

public sales. The following statistics show the imports of wool into

England from British colonies for two years :

1860. 1861.

Balm. Bale*.

Sydney and Moreton Bay 46,095 55,229

Port Philip, 75,332 80,797

Portland Bay, 2,952 3,971

Hobart Town, 9,154 8,871

Launceston, 7,574 7,269

South Australia, 23,833 27,257

Swan River, 1,992 2,072

New-Zealand, 17,870 23,367

Cape—Algoa Bay and Port Natal, 45,813 50,032

" Port Beaufort and Mossel Bay,. 622

" Cape Town 9,190 11,703

East Indies 62,651 58,850

Total 303,078 329,417

Here we find a large increase in the supply from Sydney, Port Philip

and Portland Bay, (the wool from which quarters, from its superior quality

and length of staple, may be classed about the most valuable for general

purposes,) and an unusually large quantity from South Australia, New-

Zealand and the Cape. The want of adequate labor in those colonies,

however, has compelled the growers to continue shipping in the grease,

and in packages which are often liable to damage on the voyage ; hence,

those particular kinds of wool have sold at comparatively low rates, and

the demand for them has been otherwise than healthy. It will be per

ceived that there is a deficiency in the importations of East India wool

of about 4,000 bales ; but this has arisen from the immense quantities

of cotton shipped from Bombay to England, and at higher freights than

those offered by the growers of wool. Owing to the large supplies pur

chased at Liverpool by American manufacturers, East India wool has not

fallen in value to the same extent as most other kinds, and the stock on

hand last month was somewhat limited for the time of year.

In the aggregate, the imports from abroad last year were on a very

moderate scale. It is fortunate for the colonial growers that they were

not on the increase, because heavy additions to the English stocks would

have led to a greater decline in the quotations than has been reported.

Not that foreign parcels, however good they may be, can strictly com

pete with fine colonial samples, but it is evident that a rapid fall in the

former is calculated to bring down the value of colonial wool, unless, in

deed, under peculiar circumstances, such as a short supply and an in

creased demand. The extent of English imports of foreign wool in 1860

and 1861 is shown in the annexed table :
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Germany, bales, 19,681 .. 11,075

Spain and Portugal « 28,702 .. 12,336

Russia, " 22,150 .. 31,823

South America, " 74,233 .. 00,058

Barbary and Turkey,. . " 11,867 .. 10,732

Syria and Egypt, " 6,576 . . 4,248

Trieste, Leghorn, <fec., " 719 .. 1,497

Denmark " 2,420

China, " 119 .. 342

Sundry, " 12,925 . . 12,634

Total " 178,462 .. 174,745

This comparison shows a falling off in the supply of 3,717 bales; and

bad it not been for a heavy import from Russia and South America, the

deficiency would have been much greater. The arrivals from Russia,

exhibiting, as they do, a large excess, must be chiefly attributed to the

depressed state of the manufacturing industry in that country, and the

closing of some large establishments from want of funds to meet the

necessary outgoings ; whilst the excess from South America seems to

imply that, at length, the number of sheep in the various States has largely

increased of late years. Spain and Portugal have, apparently, required

more wool for domestic purposes ; and it is just possible that such may

have been the case in Germany. On this point, however, matters are

not very clear, because we may presume that the German manufacturers

have suffered severely from the high tariff in the United States. Official

returns inform us that the total exports of English, Irish and Scotch

wool last year were upwards of 17,000,000 lbs., against 11,500,000 lbs.

in 1860, and that the increase in the sbipments of foreign and colonial

qualities was about 6,000,000 lbs. France stands first as the great con

sumer of British native wools ; and Germany, as well as Belgium, has

imported largely. But even these figures fail to show that the outward

trade in woolen goods has extended itself.

Having commenced the present year with a largo quantity of unsold

wool on hand, some anxiety is now manifested by the British holders as

regards the future course of the trade, more especially as it is known

that heavy shipments will be shortly commenced in Australia. Fortu

nately for them, the home demand for manufactured goods is healthy ;

but doubt is entertained as to finding a good market in the United

States. On this point the Oazette says :

" We apprehend that there is no prospect whatever of such a revision

in the American tariff as shall induce more inquiry for woolens. As the

States grow very little wool for export purposes, it is possible, in the

event of the present struggle in the South being prolonged, that much

of the low qualities now in this country will be purchased for New-York.

In this way we shall get rid of a description which might otherwise have

some influence upon good and medium qualities ; but, at present, we see

no reason to anticipate a recovery in price from the decline established

at the last colonial sales held in London."

As to the prospect in the continental markets, it says :

" How far the consuming powers of the continent may influence prices
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is a matter for consideration. That those powers have rapidly increased

of late, is evident from the most authentic data; hut we may observe

that they have tended to cripple our own manufacturers. The working

of the new French and Italian tariffs, and the promised opening of the

Belgian markets to our woolen goods, may assist in placing the manu

factures on a more favorable footing ; nevertheless, it is clear that we are

now producing much smaller quantities of woolens than in the ordinary

run of years."

The Gazette concludes thus :

" Let it not be supposed that we are surrounded with desponding in

fluences as regards the wool trade. Our surprise is that, with such enor

mous importations, prices should have kept up so well, and that there is

not a heavier accumulation in warehouse. Although our manufacturers

have suffered from the high duties levied upon their goods in America, it

is satisfactory to know that that country is the only one which has adopt

ed such a system ; and while army necessities have drawn from England

large quantities of inferior wool, say some 20,000 or 30,000 bales, for

American consumption, we may safely take it for granted, that no great

er failure was ever concocted by Congress, or, more properly speaking,

by the Lincoln cabinet, than that of laying a high duty upon our woolen

goods, with a view to enrich the treasury.

SALTPETRE.

The following annual review of the trade in this important article has

been prepared by Messrs. Robert Williams & Son, of Boston :

The import of saltpetre into this market, the past year, exceeds that

of the preceding year by 1,212 bags, and the imports into the United

States exceed that of last year by 7,993 bags. As usual, the article has

fluctuated considerably through the year, from various causes, the range

of prices having been from 8 to 17 cents per lb. Early in tbe year the

market was rather quiet, with moderate sales, at 9 J- to 9£ cents per lb.,

six months, and prices gradually declined, with only small sales, through

January and February. In March the demand was larger, but prices

continued to decline, and on the 1st of April the article Lad reached its

lowest point for the year, say 8 cents per lb. About the middle of April,

higher quotations from England, aided by a speculative demand in con

sequence of the Southern rebellion, and also by a good demand from

consumers, caused large sales, and the article advanced fully 1 cent per

lb., say 9 to 9£ cents, six months, and closed firm at these rates. The

demand in May was rather small, but prices were well maintained. In

June and July the demand, which was entirely for consumption, fell off

still more, and most of the small mills had stopped operations. On the

1st of August prices had declined again to 8 @ 8£ cents per lb., six

months. In August and September the sales were larger, with some

demand for speculation, but at no change in prices. In October the

demand was very large from consumers, and, with large sales, and a

great falling off in the shipments from India, prices began again to

advance, and on the first of November were about 9 cents per lb. The

demand through November continued large, for consumption and specu
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lation, and prices still further advanced, and 1st December were 10 to

10£ cents, six months, with small stocks in market, and an upward ten

dency. Early in December the article was in favor, and by the 12th of

the month had reached 11 cents per lb., cash, with considerable sales on

the spot and to arrive, at this rate. On the 16th of this month warlike

accounts from England, growing out of the Trent affair, and also advices

that the export of the article from Great Britain to the United States had

been prohibited, were received, and the market was greatly excited, and

prices advanced rapidly, with considerable sales on speculation, at 14J

to 1 7 cents per lb., cash. The article at this time is less active, with

more disposition to sell, and with little demand, and prices are some

what nominal, and may be quoted at 12 to 14 cents per lb. The stocks

in the country and on the way are moderate, and we think the article

will command high rates for some time to come, even if our affairs with

foreign countries are amicably adjusted.

The imports from India into the United States, for the year, have

been—(not including the 740 bags, per Herbert, arrived at Province-

town, December 20, 1860, and Boston, January 5, 1861, which were

included in the import for 1860 :)

Bag*.

36 ships at Boston 65,073

13 ships at New-York, 29,286

3 ships at Philadelphia, 5,861

Total, 100,220

In the above is included 1,525 bags from Bombay, 900 of which

arrived at Boston, 625 at New-York. In addition to the above, there

has been imported from Europe—

Bagt.

Into Boston, 1,253

Into New-York, 160

Total 1,413

Total imports into Boston, 66,326

Total imports into New-York, 29,446

Total imports into Philadelphia, 5,861

Total imports into the United States for 1861,. . 101,633

Stock now in Boston, 8,200

Stock now in New-York, 600

Stock now in Philadelphia, 200

The demand for export, as in the previous year, has been confined to

small lots for Canada, say not over 200 bags through the year. The

exports for the past eight years have been—

Bagt. Bagt.

1861, 200 1857, 49,002

1860, 772 1856, 14,044

1869, 613 1855, 30,300

1858, 10,560 1854, 18,450
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF IMPORTS THE PAST EIGHT TEARS.

Into
Botton.

Bags.

1861 63,326

1860 65,114

1859, 87,527

1858, 75,771

1857, 126,486

1856, 89,834

1855, 110,906

1854, 117,900

Total, 739,864

Into
New- Tort.

Bags.

29,446

21,454

7,952

10,194

20,088

7,522

10,282

8,728

115,666

Phila. and
other ports.

Bags.

5,681

7,072

8,115

4,213

2,653

10,575

38,490

Total
Bagt.

101,633

93,640

103,594

90,178

149,228

97,356

131,763

126,628

894,020

The stock in Boston (January 1, 1862) is 8,200 bags, against 12,000

bags in 1861, 8,286 in 1860, 17,468 in 1859, 25,269 in 1858, 13,100 in

1857, 8,395 in 1856, 15,144 in 1855, 8,000 in 1854.

The quantity on the way, up to last dates, from Calcutta, November 8,

1861, is 14,760 bags, and the quantity loading at the same time was only

2,435 bags. There are also 886 bags on the way from London, bound to

New-York, shipped early in November. A considerable portion of that

to arrive has been sold to or imported by customers, and of the import*

into the United States, this year, over 12,000 bags were on manufac

turers' account The principal manufacturers have had large orders

from government for powder during the past six months, and are still

busy on these contracts. The general powder business has been small

for some time, particularly since our government has prohibited the

export of powder. A fair estimate of the consumption for the year,

taking stock in consumers' hands into consideration, is 75,000 bags.

The consumption for 1860 was 75,000 bags, 1859, 100,000 bags, 1858,

70,000 bags, 1857, 80,000 bags, 1856, 63,000 bags, and 1855, 105,000

bags.

TRADE AND COMMERCE OP RIO JANEIRO.

We are indebted to L. H. F. D'Aguiar (Brazilian consul at New-

York) for the following tables :

EXPORTS OF COFFEE FROM RIO JANEIRO.

Ybarb. To V. S. To other Placet. Total.

1842, 343,738 .. 808,870 .. 1,152,008

1843, 536,321 .. 629,310 .. 1,165,031

1844, 554,382 .. 678,553 .. 1,232,935

1845, 646,615 .. 645,026 .. 1,191,641

1846, 727,263 .. 783,833 .. 1,511,096

1847,.... 729,742 .. 911,818 .. 1,641,560

1848, 806,907 .. 903,808 .. 1,710,715

1849, 638,361 .. 821,607 .. 1,459,968

1850, 628,417 .. 715,067 .. 1,343,484

1851, 1,000,983 ..1,039,422 .. 2,040,405

1842-'51, 6,512,729 ..7,937,314 ... 14,450,043 bags, 160 lbs. each.
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exports of coffee from rio Janeiro.—[Continued.)

YlAM. To U.S. To othtr Float. Total.

1852, 964,663 . . 941,809 . . 1,906,472

1853, 850,895 . 787,316 . . 1,638,210

1854, 878,711 . . 1,109,486 . . 1,988,197

1855, 1,138,488 . . 1,269,768 . . 2,408,256

1856, 1,017,784 . . 1,080,528 . . 2,098,312

1857, 880,297 . 1,219,483 . . 2,099,780

1858, 1,132,060 . 697,378 . . 1,830,438

1859, 1,151,425 . 879,841 . . 2,030,266

1860, 969,687 . 1,157,582 . . 2,127,219

1861 741,152 . 1,328,475 . . 2,069,627

1852-'61, 9,724,162 10,472,615 20,196,777 bags.

TOTAL exports from 1822 to 1862.

Tun. Report!. TaiM. JBxportt.

1822,.... 152,048 . • . • 1832, 478,950

1823,.... 185,000 * • a • 1 833a • • • • 561,692

1824,.... 224,000 • • . . 1834, 560,759

1825, 183,136 .... 1835,.... 647,438

1826, 260,000 .... 1836, 715,893

1827, 350,000 ■ • • • 1837, 607,095

1828 364,147 .... 1838, 766,696

1829 375,107 .... 1839 889,324

1830, 391,785 .... 1840, 1,168,418

1831 448,249  1841 1,028,368

2,933,472 bags.

Tuns.

From 1822 to 1831,.

" 1882 « 1841,.

" 1842 " 1851,.

7,324,633 bags.

Exportt.

2,933,472 bags, of 160 lbs.

7,324,633 " "

14,450,043 " "

1852 " 1861, 20,196,777 " "

BILLS OF EXCHANGE DRAWN AT RIO JANEIRO IN 1861.

Upon London, £9,920,000

« Paris Fes. 24,150,000

" Hamburg, M.B. 6,270,000

Funds sent by government to London, £763,000

Export of specie, 1861, £ 367,904

PUBLIC DEBT OF BRAZIL, DECEMBER 31, 1861.

Internal,

External,

£ 7,537,500

7,436,600

Total,. £ 14,974,100
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CU8T0M-U0USH RKVKHUK.

1860. 1861.

Import*, £1,719,143 £1,961,835

Exports, 413,314 .... 544,592

Total £2,132,457 .... £2,506,427

FLOUR AT RIO JANEIRO.

186L 1860.

Imports, 391,261 bbla. .... 305,252 bbla.

On hand, January 1, 10,214 " 75,000 "

Total, 401,465 bbls 880,252 bbls.

Re-exported, 25,441 bbls. iinfti<*
Coastwise, 78,482 " J- iu,oia

On hand, Dec. 31,. 46,950 " 150,873 " 10,214 20,827 "

Tot. consumption of imported flour, 250,592 bbls 359,425 bbls.

TRADE AJCD COMMERCE OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE.

Table exhibiting the value of Imports and Exports (in silver roubles,

one = 75 cents) by each frontier in the years 1853 and 1859.

Value of Export). Valut of Import:

Fnoimwu. 1868. 1859. 1858. 1859.

White Sea, 6,113,782 7,291,078 294,706 530,267

Finland, 2,287,624 3,273,932 1,056,900 1,742,966

Baltic Sea, 67,809,585 66,069,602 63,406,779 96,186,313

European Land, 14,123,646 18,714,811 15,597,749 23,897,099

Black Sea, 49,359,624 57,320,472 9,931,971 15,573,235

Total Europ. Russia, 139,694,261 152,669,895 90,288,105 137,929,880

Trans.-Caucasian,.. . . 1,431,474 1,935,157 3,887,238 4,969,992

Caspian Sea, 257,326 364,080 689,152 1,133,794

Orenburg <fe Siberia,. 3,375,676 4,910,858 4,518,195 7,852,681

Ejakta, 2,904,078 5,794,682 2,904,078 7,447,819

Total Asiatic Russia, 7,968,554 12,994,777 11,998,663 21,404,286

Grand Total, 147,662,815 165,664,672 102,286,768159,334,166

Of this, from U.S.,. 2,566,260 2,113,399 3,848,691 8,849,071
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Table exhibiting the value of Imports and Exports at the principal port*

in 1853 and 1850.

Valvt of Brporl: Valve of Import:

. • , , » .

FoiTf. 1863, 1869. 1853. 1869.

Archangel, 5,964,402 7,147,354 252,692 480,118

8t. Petersburg, 46,347,104 42,244,787 53,834,752 83,028,527

Narva, 415,509 651,048 640,207 1,102,141

Riga, 16,795,051 19,000,000 4,063,969 4,727,796

Revel, 579,646 535,274 460,242 821,545

Windau, 301,348 281,851 52,254 67,969

Lebau, 1,561,921 1,208,588 179,680 198,808

Ismail 2,191,474 125,208

Odessa, 27,640,259 30,967,911 7,873,428 12,411,009

Taganrog 4,119,571 7,412,315 1,501,507 2,591,628

Table exhibiting the quantities and values of articles Imported and Ex

portedfrom and to foreign countries, (exclusive of Finland and Asia,)

in the year 1859, in silver roubles:

Imported. Quantilin. Vnlvu.

Spices and cocoa, 630,300

Coffee, ( poods, ) 270,269 . . 2,532,783

Sugar, raw, ( of 36 lbs. J 957,130 . . 4,694,496

" refined " 1,408 .. 8,349

Olive oil, " 724,754 .. 4,581,585

Spirits, brandy, arrack, &c, .... . . 594,486

Wines, 4,014,151

Champagne, 1,856,644

Porter, 470,443

Fish, 3,194,712

Salt, poods, 7,738,382 .. 3,973,414

Tobacco, 115,771 .. 3,200,354

Fruit, 4,698,675

Cotton, raw, poods, 2,794,054 .. 21,968,394

" yarn " 143,936 .. 2,916,298

Drugs, 4,078,901

Wood for turners, &c 130,231

Dye-stuffs, indigo, poods, 47,752 .. 4,028,566

" cochineal, " 11,970 .. 639,541

" madder, " 66,609 .. 456,020

" sandal " 436,069 .. 849,948

" other kinds, 2,805,146

Metals, lead poods, 405,635 .. 1,185,403

" other kinds 2,161,100

Coal, 2,005,597

Silk, raw, poods, 7,318 .. 1,909,369

Wool, raw, " 106,866 . . 3,648,565

Manufactures of cotton, .... . . 5,609,326

- of linen, 2,138,763

" of silk, 5,845,254

" of wool, 4,167,618
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Ikpomto. Quantititt. Valuf.

Machinery and models 11,296,612

Metal ware, scythes, &c., poods, 111,200 .. 924,702

" other kinds, 3,689,088

Clocks and watches 1,249,594

Precious stones 716,413

Printed books, 964,297

Furs, 2,252,776

Medicines, 1,092,132

Total value of imports 136,186,914

Kxpob™. Quantity. FaJ««.

Caviar, j poods, ) 49,748 .. 349,412

Butter! j of36 lbs. f 132,992 .. 785,293

Cattle—cows and oxen, No. 17,518 .. 752,014

« other kinds, " 84,968 .. 686,834

Grain-wheat, ( chetvert, ) 4,210,256 . . 35,858,028

« rye 1 of 5-8 bush. C 1,674,705 . . 8,228,914

barley " 843,655 .. 3,703,778

oats . " 2,287,152 .. 8,220,570

« maik " 411,178 .. 2,487,763

« peas,. " 67,437 .. 450,179

« meal and flour, » 123,467 .. 823,571

other kinds,... " 148,258

Wax, poods, 4,770 .. 58,796

Horse-hair, " 15,561 .. 95,815

Isinglass, " 2,825 .. 381,681

Hides-Russia leather, " 18,447 .. 399,317

« tanned " 6,367 •• H6.790

raw » 95,619 .. 687,705

Flax ' « 3,322,883 .. 13,207,740

CodUla,".'. " 1,046,359 .. 2,369,510

Hemp, " 3,489,428 .. 8,964,479
Town » 57,824 .. 80,308

Yarn'! linen and hemp, " 216,960 .. 779,129

Timber, 4'87^

Oil, linseed and hemp, poods, 36,301 .. 147,278

Metals-copper...... " 73,131 .. 752,601

iron " 281,745 .. 540,385

Potash, " «3,768 .. 1,157,787

Train oil, " «,281 .. 114,155

Tallow,.. " 2,817,778 .. 13,746,259

Seeds—linseed chetvert, 1,423,924 .. 12,168,083

» hemp seed, " 0,288 ... 65,692

Pitch, f bbls. 96,034 .. 295,028

Wool—sheep poods, 910,073 .. 11,867,394

Skins-hare,. « 16,319 .. 360,377

Bristles, " 94,073 .. 2,552,351

Cordage, " 506,301 .. 1,343,796
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EXPOKTXO.

Linen fabrics—sail cloth, pieces,

" Flemish, "

" Ravensduck, .... "

" Damask,. . ( archine, )

" other kds. ( of 28 in. j

Hardware,

Ilorses, No.

Furs,

Pens, poods,

Quills, "

Mats No.

Total value of exports, .

Quantiiiet.

30,522

1,083

14,340

385

7,163,682

6,226

8,264

48,994

1,409,671

Faluet.

269,818

10,945

140,397

45

706,222

220,345

292,329

981,019

113,927

385,003

222,501

149,395,963

N. B.—Silver rouble 75 cents.

Pood, 36 lbs. avoird.

Chetvert, 5-8 bush.

Archine, 28 inches.

NEW-YORK CATTLE MARKET FOR 1861.

TnE table given below shows but slight variation in the number of

beef, cattle and sheep brought to this market, but a very large increase

in the number of hogs, the number amounting to 279,000 head ; this

being almost entirely attributable to the change caused by the war in the

business relations of the Mississippi valley. The southern trade being

necessarily cut off, the holders of hogs were driven to this market to dis

pose of their stock, and this may result in making New-York a profitable

market for packing pork.

It will be seen that Illinois supplies this market with more beef cattle

than any other State, notwithstanding the large number furnished direct

to the army. Next comes Ohio, followed by New-York and Indiana,

Iowa standing No. 5. The unsettled condition of Kentucky during the

summer and early autumn caused large numbers to be driven into the

States of Ohio and Indiana, and they are credited in the report as belong

ing to those States.

Table showing the receipts of all kinds of slock during the years 1859,

1860 and 1861.

1859. 1860. 1861.

Beeves, New-York, 168,859 192,922 206,227

" Bergen 37,334 32,951 21,202

Cows and Calves, 9,515 7,276 5,899

Veals 37,202 39,687 .... 33,171

Sheep and Lambs, 506,961 516,790 514,587

Swine 399,112 320,324 599,589
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Table showing the routes by which beef cattle have come to this market

during the years 1859 and 1861. To the Erie Rail-Road statement

should be added at least three-fourths of the cattle received at Bergen.

1MB.

Erie Rail-Road, 45,106

Harlem Rail-Road, 12,060

Hudson River Rail-Road, 78,140

Camden and Amboy Rail-Road,

Hudson River Boats,

New-Jersey Central Rail-Road,.

New-York and New-Haven R. R.,

5,598

17,946

523

72

On foot 3,114

1860.

43,882

9,257

82,498

11,668

22,330

12,178

72

1,971

51,787

32,823

67,190

6,173

16,367

17,071

261

2,446

Cattle marketed at

years 1859, 1860 and

New-York,

Illinois,

Indiana,

Iowa,

Virginia,

Connecticut,

Massachusetts,

Kansas,

Wisconsin,

Ohio,

Kentucky,

Michigan,

Pennsylvania,

Missouri,

New-Jersey,

Texas,

Maryland,

Minnesota,

Canada,

Cherokee Nation, . .

Allerton's Washin

1861, were received

18S9.

44,039

34,577

8,573

4,119

2,034

598

45

30

30

34,943

15,423

4,032

3,317

1,012

596

79

6

45

3,201

52

gton drove-yards during the

from the following States :

28,296

63,420

12,182

11,892

1,253

519

88

146

36,710

13,174

3,042

2,786

7,716

366

99

2,008

64

29,280

80,445

15,143

11,597

1,117

805

67

120

36,470

9,058

4,650

1,109

3,735

515

59

1,131

100

The increase in the consumption of bullocks in the city since 1854 is

a little over 31 per cent. The increase upon swine is about 55 per cent,

the number this year having far exceeded the expectations of everybody

connected with the pork trade.

STATEMENT OP BRIGHTON MARKET FOR 1861.

96,105 Beef Cattle, estimated at $2,774,200

16,080 Stores 402,000

192,720 Sheep, 558,888

56,900 Shoats, 241,825

29,330 Fat Hogs,. . .' 249,305

$4,226,218
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67,985 Beef Cattle,.

18,285 Stores,

226,790 Sheep,

51,800 Shoats,

20,115 Fat Hogs,...

Estimated at $ 4,807,869

1859.

61,885 Beef Cattle,.,

19,015 Stores,

221,400 Sheep,

40,690 Shoats,

17,180 Fat Hogs,...

Estimated at $4,803,666

FOREIGN COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

For the Fiscal Tear ending June 30, 1861.

Statement showing the exports of domestic produce and manufactures

from the United States to foreign countries for 1860 and 1861.

Articles. 1861. 1860.

Brcadstuffs and provisions,. . $ 101,655,833 $48,451,894

Product of the forest, 10,260,809 13,738,559

" " sea, 4,451,515 4,156,480

Tobacco 13,784,710 15,906,547

Cotton, 34,051,483 .... 191,806,555

Manufactures, 36,418,254 39,803,080

Raw produce, 3,543,695 2,279,308

Specie and bullion 23,799,876 56,946,851

Total, $227,966,169 $373,189,274

Total foreign and domestic,. 248,505,454 400,122,296

Statement of imports of leading articles of foreign merchandise into

the United States, for the years 1860 and 1801.

immi. 1861. 1860.

Iron and steel, $ 17,477,991 $21,526,394

Manufacture of wool, 28,487,166 37,937,190

" cotton, 25,042,876 10,139,290

" silk, 22,095,094 30,767,744

" flax 7,988,553 10,776,335

" hemp, 607,741 .... 769,135

Brandies 1,859,429 3,937,698

Wines, 3,137,804 .... 4,775,119

Sugar, 30,639,216 31,082,005

Textiles, wool, cotton & silk, 1,590,867 2,193,376

Embroideries, 1,902,542 2,963,616

Clothing, 1,497,781 2,101,958

Laces, 238,821 397,542

Trimmings, <fec, 2,163,107 132,927

Other articles, 162,520 49,468

Total $ 144,933,215 $ 160,271,633

Total importations, 334,351,453 ' 362,163,941
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COMPAKY. VI. BaIL-B0ADS OF PENNSYLVANIA.

THE RAILWAYS OF THE WORLD.

It is estimated that there are now completed, and in operation through

out the world, about 70,000 miles of railway, which cost the sum of

$5,850,000,000. The London Engineer publishes the following table,

showing where this great length of railway is, and the cost of same :

Great Britain and Ireland :

Miles open. Cost.

England and Wales, 7,583

Scotland, 1,486

Ireland, 1,364

Total 10,433 £348,140,327

India, '.V 1.408 .... 34,396,445

Canada, 1,826 .... 20>««,O49

New-Brunswick, 175 .... ^50,000

Nova Scotia, |» •

Victoria, 183 ....

New South Wales, 125 .... l.^.OOO

Cape of Good Hope, 28 .... 500,000

Total, Great Britain and Colonies, 14,277 £417,353,054

CONTINENTAL RAILWAYS.

Miles Open.

France, 6,147

Prussia, 3,162

Austria, deducting 300 miles in

Lombardy and Central Italy,

but worked as part of the

South Austrian "system,". . . . 3,165

Other German States, 3,239

Spain, 1,450

Italy, 1,350

Rome, 50

Russia, 1,289£

Denmark, 262

Norway 63

Sweden, 288

Belgium 955

Cott.

£184,440,000

44,080,000

45,243,400

58,302,000

26,000,000

25,000,000

1,000,000

43,185,000

3,000,000

700,000

5,000,000

18,000,000
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Holland, . . .

Switzerland, .

Portugal, . . .

Turkey,

Egypt,

Xiltt open.

308

600

80

80

204

Total, 22,692*

Cost.

£ 6,000,000

10,000,000

1,600,000

1,000,000

4,000,000

£ 476,650,460

NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA,

Exclusive of British America, the Railways of which are included with

Great Britain and Colonies.

Miles Open.

United States, 22,384$

Confederate States,.

Mexico,

Cuba,

New-Granada, .

Brazil,

Paraguay,

Chili,

Peru,

8,784

20

500

49*

111*

8

195

60

32,102*

Grand total of all the railways in

the world, 69,072

Cott.

£193,591,632

48,793,300

200,000

5,500,000

1,600,000

5,000,000

80,000

2,000,000

500,000

£257,264,932

£ 1,151,168,446

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAIL-ROAD.

The annual report of the Illinois Central Rail-Road gives the follow

ing comparative statement of the earnings of the road for 1860 and

1861 :

1861. 1860.

Total Earning). Total Earning:

Freight, $1,976,136 20 11,737,196 34

Passengers, 804,760 19 846,693 06

Extra baggage, 1,451 28 2,002 59

Mails, 76,800 00 76,300 00

Express, 29,042 52 29,330 28

Rents, 5,587 11 4,594 44

Rent of property, 69,792 15 68,298 30

Rent ofproperty and cars, 2,453 15 13,748 80

Storage and dockage, .. . 236 27 163 68

Total, $2,965,767 87 .... $2,778,333 49

In the working expenses, as shown in the following comparative state

ment with those of 1860, the items of charter tax, loss on currency, loss

and damage by fire, interest and insurance, are not included.

The reduction in expenses is $193,570 38; and the proportion of ex
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pcnses to gross earnings in 1861 is 49 1-100 per cent., against 59 35-100

per cent, in 1860.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF OPERATION EXPENDITURES FOR 1860, 1861.

I860. 1861.

Total Earnings. Total Earnings.

$73,249 90 $72,168 03

75,031 89 74,729 60

12,373 10 10,043 58

21,537 10 18,602 53

259,563 76 244,315 02

375,306 15 362,638 37

Maintenance of machinery,. . 326,336 85 319,592 53

496,470 19 341,444 53

8,301 13 11,904 69

Operating St. Charles air line, 1,523 90 685 77

$1,649,693 03 ... $1,456,122 65

The total land sales for 1861 were 102,247 acres, for $1,541,041.

The aggregate sales since the formation of the company have been

1,236,971 acres, for $16,161,203 15. The unsold acres amount to

1,358,549.

The report of the superintendent says :

"The operations of the Illinois Central Rail-Road, for the year 1861,

have been seriously deranged by the service required by the State of

Illinois and the general government. The demand for trains for troops

and munitions of war have in all cases had preference over our regular

business, and the necessity to make up large trains for troops, munitions,

&c, has obliged us to sacrifice, at times, our local traffic. The allow

ance made by the War Department is about two-fifths of our regular tariff

charges for troops, and two-thirds for munitions."

The president remarks :

" It would be unjust to the distant owners of this property to shrink

from an expression of apprehension in regard to the income of this year,

especially from passenger traffic, so long as the Southern insurrection

continues. The gross passenger receipts in 1861 were only $361,392 72,

being less than the receipts of 1855, and $451,009 less than the receipts

of 1856.

"The War Department has agreed to allow the actual expense of trans

porting troops; but the major part of this service—$207,128 64, per

formed in 1861—is still unpaid. The first quarter will show a large de

crease in freight earnings—for there is no way to recover the loss of

business at Cairo—and while our communications with the South are

cut off, we cannot escape tho inevitable consequences of loss and un

certainty.

" The unexpected intervention of special causes has arrested the pros

perity of the company, at the moment when it seemed upon the most

secure footing. It is beyond individual power to re-establish it until the

relations with the South are renewed, or until higher prices for the pro

duce of the country place our farmers in better circumstances."
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THE ERIE RAILWAY.

Mr. NxTnANiEL Marsh, in closing the active duties of receiver of the

above railway, has published the following statement of the present con

dition of the affairs of this great road :

The New-York and Erie Rail-Road Company, having previously failed

to pay at maturity the coupons on the first, fourth and fifth mortgage

bonds, and no provision having been made for the payment of the

coupons of the second and third mortgage bonds, soon to become due,

and being unable to provide for the payment of a large amount of un

secured bonds, which had become due by reason of the failure to pay

the interest on them, and having other liabilities which it was not able

to discharge, the trustees of the fourth mortgage, on the 2d of August,

1859, at the request of certain holders, represented to the Supreme Court

that the company was in a condition of insolvency, and that the mort

gaged premises were a scanty security for the mortgage debt, and that

the proceeds and profits of the property were likely to be diverted from

the proper payment of the interest on the mortgages, and applied to the

court for the appointment of a receiver of all the effects, property and

franchises of the company, with power to run and operate the rail-road

while proceedings for the foreclosure of the mortgages were pending.

The application was granted, and a receiver appointed, who, having

given the required security, entered upon his duties on the 16th of

August, 1859. By subsequent orders of court, his receivership was

extended to the second, third and fifth mortgages, and he was vested

with the like authority by the courts of Pennsylvania and New-Jersey,

over the property of the company lying in those States. These proceed

ings were concurred in by the board of directors and the representatives

of the unsecured bonds.

The order of the Supreme Court appointing the receiver placed him

in possession of the rail-road, and of all the real and personal property

of the company, and its powers and franchises.

On taking possession of his trust, the receiver found the affairs of the

company greatly embarrassed. The income of the road, owing to the de

pressed state of business generally, and other causes, was barely sufficient

to defray the current expenses, while claims for labor and supplies, and

judgments rendered before his appointment, and rents and unpaid taxes,

were pressing for immediate payment. These claims amounted to more

than seven hundred thousand dollars. The forbearance of the creditors,

and especially of the employees, whose pay was some months in arrears,

and the cordial co-operation and aid of the board of directors, relieved

the receiver from serious embarrassment ; and increased earnings enabled

him, in the course of four months after his appointment, to discharge all

these claims, and pay the current expenses of the road. Since that time

all payments for labor have been made regularly as they became due, and

all supplies of the past year were purchased for cash.

The sums due for supplies purchased and labor performed before the

appointment of the receiver, with rents and taxes unpaid, and certain

other claims and judgments which he was ordered to pay,

vol. ilvl—no. V, 30
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Amounted to $ 741,510 14

Interest on 4th mortgage, due April, 1859, unpaid, 62,195 00

Interest on 1st mortgage, due May, 1859, unpaid, 102,270 00

Interest on 5th mortgage, due June, 1859, unpaid, 31,027 50

Interest on 2d and 3d mortgages, due September 1, 1859, 350,000 00

Amounting, in all, to $ 1,287,002 64

The payment of this large sum out of the earnings of the road, and

provision for payment of the interest in future on the mortgage debt,

would have extended the term of the receiver longer than was contem

plated at the time of his appointment ; and the uncertainty about the

amount of the earnings of the road that could be applied to the payment

of mortgage interest, and the unwillingness of some of the second mort

gage bondholders, whose bonds were past due, to grant any extension,

led to an arrangement between the stockholders and creditors, for main

taining the mortgage securities, unsecured bonds and capital stock of the

company. Messrs. Dudley S. Gregory and J. C. B. Davis were ap

pointed trustees under this arrangement, and to their zealous discharge

of the onerous duties of the trust it is mainly owing that the interests of

all parties have been preserved, and this valuable property saved from

the ruinous effects of a protracted litigation.

By contribution of coupons on mortgage bonds and cash by the bond

and stockholders, the receiver was relieved from the payment of so much

bf the mortgage interest, that he was able, in the course of a few months,

to pay off all arrears for labor and supplies, and resume regular payment

of interest on the first and second mortgage bonds, and subsequently to

pay a large amount of arrears of interest on the third, fourth and fifth

mortgages, whose holders declined to come into the arrangement, as well

as to pay the current interest on these bonds as it became due. The last

of these payments was made in December, 1861. On representation of

this fact to the court, and with the consent of all parties in interest, the

receiver was authorized to convey all the property in his possession to

the new company, which was done on the 31st day of December.

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS.

From August 16, 1859, to December 31, 1861, the cash

receipts from all sources were $ 19,331,279 14

And the disbursements, including amount deposited for

interest, and not caHed for to December 31, 18,845,234 46

Leaving a balance of $ 486,044 68

From which deduct expenses for December, paid in

January, and included in the following statement,. . 304,592 91

Leaves an available balance of (181,451 77

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES.

The earnings of the road for the same time were $ 13,607,132 10

Expenses incurred prior to August 16,

1859, paid since, $741,510 14

Expenses of operating the road to De

cember 31, 1861, 8,230,318 92
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Bents and taxes $ 527,343 24

Rent of Long Dock property, 287,794 92

Expenses of foreclosure, paid by order

of court, 64,756 17

Expenses of receivership, paid by order

of court, 55,150 22

Construction expenses, 567,232 12

Interest on mortgage bonds, 2,871,115 17

Buffalo branch, 30,560 81

Pavonia ferry, 8,105 27

Excess of materials and fuel 41,792 35 1 13,425,680 33

Balance, as above, $ 181,451 77

The expenses of operating the road, the purchase of supplies, and all

claims and balances against the receiver to December 31st, as far as

ascertained, are included in the above statement.

The three months ending December 31, 1861, produced a larger

revenue than the road ever earned in the same length of time. The

gross earnings were :

October, $ 718,925 18

November, 734,970 18

December, 700,794 19

******* * *

The expenditures for repairs of the road and machinery have been

large, though somewhat less than the average of three years preceding.

It has been the aim of the receiver to put and keep the track and road

bed in good condition, and he believes he has succeeded in doing bo.

During his term, 23,514 tons of new rails, equal to more than 230 miles,

have been laid, and 956,000 new cross-ties placed in the track. The

machinery and cars have been fully kept up. The efficiency of the

motive power has been considerably increased, by the rebuilding of the

older locomotives and extensively repairing others. Twenty have been

adapted to coal burning, with a largo saving in the cost of fuel. The

cars are in better condition than for several years. A large number of

freight cars have been rebuilt, and are now worth more than when

originally put on the road.

The expenses of operating tho road the current year will be less in

proportion to the earnings than they have been the last two years,

though the occurrence of disastrous floods, one in September, on the

Western Division, and the other in November, on the Eastern Division,

added materially to the expenses of the first three months.

In comparing the expenses of the last two years, it is seen that the

value of materials on hand is $41,793 35 more than when the receiver

took possession of the road, which excess should be fairly credited to

expenses.

The sum of $567,232 12 has been charged to construction account in

two years four and a half months.

Of this, $59,207 51 was expended on the Cascade embankment. The

work was commenced by tho old company, and its completion was re

quired by considerations of safety and economy.
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For ferry slips, ferry houses and boats for the Pavonia Ferry, $62,508

has been expended. For new depot buildings and necessary tracks at

Paterson, and grading of the grounds, $29,861. This expenditure was

necessary, in consequence of the land on which the old depot stood hay

ing been sold, and there being no proper facilities for the accommodation

of the large business of Paterson at the new station. For land and fences

$14,913 75 has been paid. The larger part of this sum was paid by

order of court, for lands not previously paid for, though occupied by the

road.

The expenditure of $67,151 12 for machine and work-shops, machinery

in shops, depots and water stations, has mainly been caused by the trans

fer of the business from Picrmont and Jersey City to Long Dock, and

the large increase of freight traffic. For new side tracks and switches at

Long Dock and at other places on the road, required by the increase of

business and the change of terminus, about $25,000 have been expended.

A very considerable portion of the track, particularly on the Delaware

Division, had never been ballasted, mainly on account of the want of pro

per material. During the receivership, much of the unfinished portions

of the track on that division have been ballasted in the most thorough

manner with broken stone and gravel. "Where this has been done, the

expense of ballasting has been charged to construction, and the whole

cost of new iron and relaying the track has been charged in current ex

penses. Four new locomotives have been added to the equipment, and

the cost charged to construction. More than enough to cover deprecia

tion has been added to the value of the whole rolling stock, by rebuilding

engines and cars, the whole cost of which has been charged to expenses.

About seven hundred freight cars have been rebuilt in the best manner,

and made capable of carrying more tonnage than when new. The track,

rolling stock and structures are believed to be in better condition than

they have been at any time since the opening of the road.

Any doubts that may have existed as to the wisdom of the purchase

of the Long Dock property, and as to the expediency of the large ex

penditure required to bring it into use, the experience of the last few

months lias completely dispelled. In May last the works had so far

progressed that some of the passenger trains were run through the tun

nel to the new ferry, and in October all the passenger trains commenced

running there. A portion of the freight which had heretofore gone to

Jersey City was transferred to the Long Dock, and as facilities were

furnished the quantity of freight sent there was increased, till about the

last of December, the whole business, freight and passenger, was concen

trated there, and no trains, except a local passenger train, have since been

run to Picrmont. The receiver is not prepared to state in detail the value

of this terminus, but he has no hesitation in saying that the earnings of

the road since October have been one hundred thousand dollars more

per month than they would have been without it. The expense of

handling and delivering freight are much less than they were when the

freight trains ran to Picrmont, and greater dispatch is given both to

eastward and westward bound freight

The receiver is not able to make any exhibit, in figures, of the advan

tages of the new terminus, as it has been in UBe for so short a time ; but

ho has no hesitation in expressing the opinion, that the saving of expense

over the cost of doing the same amount of business at the old terminus,
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and the profits of the ferry, will pay the interest on the whole outlay on

the Long Dock property.

The charter of the Long Dock Company authorized, so far as the laws

of New-Jersey could do so, the establishment of a ferry from their pro

perty to New-York; and a lease having been procured from the city of

New-York, the receiver established, about the first of May last, a regular

ferry between the Long Dock property, at the foot of Pavonia Avenue,

and the Erie Railway depot in New-York, at the foot of Chambers-street,

immediately opposite the general office of the company.

At first the service was performed by one boat, making trips each half

hour; but soon after another boat was added, and the trips are now made

regularly every fifteen minutes.

The expenses of the ferry have been comparatively large, on account of

the service being performed, for the first four months, by chartered boats.

Two boats have since been purchased, and a new and very superior boat

has been built, and will soon be placed on the ferry. The earnings of the

ferry have exceeded the expectations, and have nearly covered the current

expenses. With the increase of population and business on and around

the Long Dock, this ferry cannot fail to become a source of considerable

revenue, and, at the same time, increase the value of the real estate of

the Long Dock Company. The convenience and comfort of passengers,

and greater regularity in running the trains, have been secured by the

establishment of the ferry, and the want of suitable station accommoda

tion in New-York has been supplied by spacious and well-arranged ticket

offices, passenger and baggage rooms. The cost of these improvements,

and of the ferry slips and other necessary fixtures in New-York, has been

paid by the receiver, and charged to account of construction.

The Buffalo Branch, extending from the main lino at Hornellsville sixty

miles to Attica, and thirty miles from Buffalo, was purchased at foreclosure

sale by the trustees, Messrs. Gregory and Davis, at the request of the di

rectors of the Erie Railway Company, and the receiver was authorized to

operate it until the re-organization of the company was completed. The

road has been put in good repair, with a line of telegraph and other im

provements, and arrangements made with the Buffalo, New-York and Erie

Rail-Road Company, owning the road from Attica to Buffalo, to run pas

senger and freight trains in connection with the main line between New-

York and Buffalo. This enables the trains of the Erie Railway to make

close connections with the trains of the Buffalo and Lake Huron, the

Grand Trunk and Great Western Railways of Canada, and their connec

tions in the Northwestern States. Through this branch the Erie Railway

controls the shortest line between New-York and Buffalo, and will be able

to command a considerable portion of the traffic between the two cities.

In the organization and general management of the road no material

changes were made by the receiver. The employees of the old company

were retained, and the rules and regulations continued in force, modified

only from time to time as circumstances required. The new company

has also retained the employees, and adopted the rules and regulations

of the receiver. In this way the road has suffered none of the evils

which often follow changes of administration.

In closing the active duties of his trust, the receiver takes the liberty

of congratulating the stockholders that their property has beeu returned

to them in as good condition as when it came into his hands ; that the
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interest on the whole debt has been provided for and the current interest

punctually paid, and that the directors have assumed the management of

the road under circumstances more favorable than have ever existed in

its history. The receiver had money on hand to pay all the expenses of

operating the road, including rents and taxes, to the first of January,

besides a considerable surplus, to be applied, under the direction of the

court, to the payment of the interest on the mortgage bonds as it becomes

due. With the ability to earn more income than ever before, it is hoped

the early return of peace and prosperity to the country will so increase

the traffic that the road will hereafter earn full interest on the entire

capital and debt of the company.

NEW-YORK AND ERIE RAIL-ROAD.

From the tables appended to the report of the receiver we compile the

following, showing the annual earnings and expenses of the road from

1852 to 1861 inclusive, with the cost of repairs of track and railway, and

of engines and cars :

Earning: Saperutt. Repairt Road. Rep. Equip.

1852, $3,537,766 53 $1,835,168 10 $243,471 29 $378,546 74

1853 4,318,962 36 2,407,373 13 398,397 35 434,893 88

1854, 5,359,958 68 2,742,615 67 512,584 68 560,582 14

1855, 6,448,993 37 2,625,744 87 496,171 15 386,894 90

1856, 6,849,050 15 3,101,053 52 544,383 24 631,179 03

1857, 5,742,606 51 3,844,812 82 830,473 70 882,086 30

1858,.... 5,151,616 43 3,680,675 76 1,015,627 79 890,274 10

1859, 4,482,149 32 2,974,227 50 913,286 02 609,650 87

1860, 5,180,321 70 3,276,995 48 890,808 20 718,114 73

1861, 5,590,016 60 3,542,891 91 903,703 72 808,638 14

1860. 1861.

Earnings, $4,482,149 32 $5,180,321 70 $5,590,916 60

Expenses, 2,974,227 50 3,276,995 48 3,542,891 91

Rep's of track and railway, 913,286 02 890,808 20 903,703 72

" engines and cars, 609,650 87 718,114 73 808,638 14

No. of miles run, 2,862,668 3,474,917 3,817,175

No. of passengers carried, 866,840 941,553 842,659

Tons of freight carried,. . 869,072 1,113,553 1,253,418

Cost per mile run, in cts., 103.9 94.6 92.8

Expenses per cent, of earn

ings, 66.3 63.2 63.3

THE LONG DOCK COMPANY.

The works of the above company, by which the Erie Railway is pro

vided with ample accommodation upon the Hudson River, have cost, thus

far, over two and a half millions of dollars. The tunnel, cut through solid

rock for 4,300 feet, cost $1,000,000 ; it has been in use since last May,

being traversed by some fifty trains daily. The company has thus a con
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tinnous track from Lake Erie to the Hudson River, 460 miles, besides

numerous connections. The company has built a passenger house 40 by

460 feet, a freight house 54 by 420 feet, a milk house 37 by 384 feet, an

engine house 60 by 399 feet, besides sheds and shops. There is 17

miles of track upon the grounds. By these arrangements vessels can

load at once from the cars of the Erie Railway for any port in the

world.

RAILWAYS OF PENNSYLVANIA.

The annual State abstract of the operation of the various railways of

Pennsyl vania, for 1861, gives the following results for the year:

Number of railways, 40

Chartered capital stock, % 83,220,829

Stock subscribed 52,822,395

Amount paid in, 84,109,268

Funded debt, 61,908,268

Floating debt, 7,165,245

Funded and floating debt, 69,073,994

Cost of railways, 123,713,157

Length completed, miles, 2,352

Number of engines, 846

Number of passenger cars, 3JO

Number of mail and baggage cars, 12,277

Number of iron bridges, 104

Number of wooden bridges, °07

Number of stone bridges, *"*

Passengers carried, 5,925,501

Passengers carried one mile not given.

Tons (2,000 lbs.) of freight carried, 12,276,537

Tons carried one mile, 526,344,839

Tons of coal carried, 7,142,869

Tons of ore carried, 2,187,530

Gross earnings, $19,975,655

Expenses, 8,954,608

Net revenue, 11,021,147

Per cent of expense to income,

Net income per cent on cost, 8.9

The accidents have been :

Killed. Wotmdtd.

Passengers, • •••• 13

Employees 6* • • • •

Others, 68 • • • • 34

Total, 118 88
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STATISTICS OF POPULATION.

1. Fsxxcn Statistics. 2. Census op British Noirn Amuioa. A. Ciksus or Turn UxrriD

Kibodoh, 1861. 4. Tn British Colonies in 18S8 AMD 1839.

FRENCH STATISTICS.

The recent quinquennial report of the census exhibits the population

of France to be 37,382,225. When the last census was taken, in 1856,

it was 36,039,364. This has not, however, been all natural increase, as,

since that time, the annexation of Savoy and Nice have added 669,059

new Frenoh citizens to the population of France. The Minister of France

has just given publicity to the receipts of the past year. The direct

taxes collected up to the 31st of December, 1861, amounted to

479,327,000 francs, upon a total of assessments of 492,936,000 francs.

The indirect taxes yielded, in 1859, 1,094,644,000 francs; in 1860,

1,073,712,000 francs, and in 1861, 1,099,566,000 francs. The augment

ation of indirect taxes, gathered from the sale of wines, liquors and

tobacco, had been considerable. In 1859, the liquor taxes yielded

174,271,000 francs; in 1860, 176,036,000 francs, and in 1861,

195,316,000 francs. The product of the sale of tobacco amounted, in

1859, to 176,744,000 francs, and in 1861, to 215,255,000 francs. The

price at which the government sells it has been raised, twenty per cent

since the first-named year. The number of suicides in France during

the year just passed was 3,899—an average of more than ten a day, and

one in a little less than every ten thousand inhabitants. Of these, 3,057

were males, and 842 females; 16 were children under 15 years of age;

38 men and 11 women were 90 years of age and upward, while the ma

jority were between 40 and 60. Suicides were most frequent in the

months of April, May, June and July, which in France are usually the

most pleasant of the year. The causes of death were: Hanging and

drowning, 2,833; suffocation by charcoal, 271 ; guns, 206; pistols, 189;

cutting instruments, 153 ; jumping from high buildings, 110 ; poison, 93 ;

not specified, 44.

CENSUS OF BRITISH NORTH AMERICA.

From the official returm of 1851 and 1861, comparativtly.

CANADA WEST, Or UPPER CANADA.

Cochtiis, Ac 1851. 1861. Inortatt.

Addington, 15,165 19,213 4,048

Brant, 25,426 30,777 5,351

Bruce, 2,837 27,499 24,662

Carlton 23,637 29,483 5,846

Dundas, 13,811 18,693 4,882

Durham, 30,732 39,137 8,406

Elgin 25,418 31,996 6,578

Essex, 16,817 25,211 8,394

Frontenac, 19,150 27,347 8,197

Glengary 17,596 21,287 3,691

Grey, 13,217 37,750 24,533

Grenville, 20,707 24,191 .... 3,484
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Counties, Ac. 1861.

Haldemand, 18,788

Halton, 18,322

Hamilton, (City,) 14,112

Hastings 31,977

Huron, 19,198

Kent 17,469

Kingston, (City,) 11,585

Lambton, 10,815

Lanark, 27,317

Lennox, 7,955

Leeds, 30,280

Lincoln, 23,868

London, (City,) 7,035

Middlesex, 32,864

Norfolk, 21,281

Northumberland, 31,229

Ontario, 30,576

Ottawa, (City,) new.

Oxford, 32,638

Peel, 24,816

Perth, 15,545

Peterboro', 15,237

Prescott, 10,487

Prince Edward, 18,887

Renfrew, 9,415

Russell, 2,870

Simcoe, 27,165

Stormont, 14,643

Toronto, (City,) 30,775

Victoria, 11,657

Waterloo, 26,537

Welland, 20,141

Wellington, 26,796

Wentworth, 28,507

York, 48,944

Algoma, (District,). . . new.

Nipissing, " ... new.

Total, 952,004

CANADA KA8T, OT

CODKTIM, &0. Pop., 1861.

Argenteuil, 12,897

Arthabaska, 13,473

L'Assomption, 17,355

Bagot, . . . ^ 18,841

Beauce, 20,416

Beauharnois, 15,742

Bellechasse, 16,062

Berthicr, 19,608

Bonaventura, 13,092

Brome, 12,732

. . 1,395,222

LOWER CANADA

CODNTIIS, &C.

Chambly,

Champlain,. . . .

Charleroix,.. . .

Chateaugay,

Chicoutimi,

Compton, ..

Dorchester,

Drummond,

Gaspe, .....

Hochelaga,.
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Ootnmxs, Ac Pop-, V6KL

Huntingdon, 17,491

Iberville, 16,891

L'Islet, 12,300

Jaques Cartier, 11,218

Joliette, 21,191

Kamouraska, 21,058

Laprairie, 14,475

Laval, 10,507

Levi, 22,091

Lotbiniere, 20,018

Maskinonge, 14,790

Megantic, 17,889

Missisquoi, 18,608

Montcalm, 14,724

Montmagny, 13,386

Montmorency, 11,136

Montreal, (City,) 90,498

Napierville, 14,513

Nicolet, 21,563

Ottawa, 27,757

Pontiac, 13,257

Portncuf, 21,291

Quebec, 27,893

Quebec, (City,) 51,109

Increase in ten years,

Comma, Ac Pop-, '

Richelieu, 19,070

Richmond, 8,884

Rimouski, 20,854

Rouville, 18,327

Saguenay, 4,687

Shefford, 17,779

Sherbrooke, (Town,) 5,899

Soulanges, 12,221

St. Hyacinthe, 18,877

St John, 14,853

St Maurice, 11,100

Stanstead, 12,258

Ternisconata, 18,561

Terrebonne, 19,460

Three Rivers, (City,) 6,028

Two Mountains, 18,408

Vaudreuil, 12,282

Vercheres, 15,485

Wolfe, 6,548

Yamaska, 16,045

Total, 1861, 1,106,66«

Total, 1851, *890,261

216,405

NOVA SCOTIA.

COUKTTO.

Halifax,

Colchester, . . .

Cumberland, . .

Pictou,

Sidney,

Guysboro', . . .

Inverness,

Richmond, . . .

Victoria,

Cape Breton,. .

Hants,

Kings,..

Annapolis,. . . .

Digby,

Yarmouth,. . . .

Shelburne,. . . .

Queens,

Lunenburg,.. .

1861.

39,112

15,469

14,339

25,593

13,467

10,838

16,917

10,381

27,580

14,330

14,138

14,286

12,252

13,142

10,622

7,256

16,395

Total 276,117

1861.

49,021

20,045

19,533

28,785

14,871

12,713

19,967

12,607

9,643

20,708

17,460

18,731

16,753

14,761

15,446

10,668

9,365

19,632

330,699

Incretu*.

9,909

4,576

5,194

3,192

1,404

1,87ft

3,050

2,226

| 2,771

3,130

4,593

2,467

2,499

2,304

46

2,109

3,237

54,582

* The population by counties for 1851 cannot be given, inasmuch as the province

has, since that time, been re-divided, and the thirty-six counties of 1851 have been

multiplied into the sixty-four counties of 1861, none of which correspond in bounda

ries to the old divisions.
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Comma 1851. 1861. Increase.

Queens, 15,425 21,379 5,954

Princes, 15,142 19,755 4,013

Kings, 32,111 39,514 7,403

Total, 62,678 80,648 17,970

QENERAL RECAPITULATION.

Increase.
Political Divisions. Centos,

185L

Centos,

1861. Abeolute. Per cent.

Canada West,.. 952,004 . . 1,395,222 . . 443,218 .* 46.55

Canada East,... 890,261 . .. 1,106,666 . . 210,405 .. 24.31

Total Canada, 1 ,842,265 . . 2,501,888 . . 659,623 .. 35.81

New-Brunswick,* 193,800 . 233,727 . 39,927 . . 20.60

Nova Scotia, 276,117 . 330,699 . 54,582 .. 19.77

Prince Edward,. 62,678 . 80,648 . 17,970 . . 23.67

Newfoundland,* 101,600 . 124,608 . 23,008 .. 22.64

Grand total,.. 2 ,476,460 . . 3,271,670 . . 795,110 . . 32.10

CENSUS OF UNITED KINGDOM, 1861.

From the official tables of the census for 1861 (April 8th) of the United

Kingdom, we have prepared the following:

PonruTiOH.
Area . , Pop. to

Sq. Mile: Hales, females. Total. Sq.Mile.

Total of England,.. . 50,922 9,207,837 9,742,093 18,949,930 372.1

" Wales, 7,396 551,015 560,780 1,111,795 150.3

" Scotland, .. 31,324 1,447,015 1,614,314 3,061,329 97.8

- Ireland,.... 31,870 2,804,961 2,959,582 5,764,648 181.5

Isl'ds in British seas, .. 66,394 77,385 143,779

Army, navy and mer-

chant seamen 303,412 .. 303,412

Total U. Kingdom,. 14,380,634 14,954,154 29,334,788

The population of the United Kingdom was, in 1801, 16,095,000; in

1851, 27,452,262 ; in 1861, 29,334,788. Of Ireland the population was,

in 1851, 6,552,385; in 1861, 6,764,543, showing a decrease in the ten

years of 787,842.

THE BRITISH COLONIES IN 1 838 AND 1839.

The following interesting facts we have collected from documents issued

by the English colonial ofhce very recently :

In 1839 England had 24 colonies; in 1858 she counted 32. In the

* The details by counties for New-Brunswick and Newfoundland, according to

the census of 1861, have not been officially published. The totals, however, are

probably sufficiently accurate, and are here given as found in the Canadian 2fnu.
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former year the population was 3,859,000 persons; in the latter, 8,149,000,

being equal to an augmentation of 4,290,000, or 111 per cent In 1838

the revenue they raised was £2,381,000; in 1858 it was £10,256,000,

which was equal to an increase of £7,875,000, or 330 per cent The

value of the imports in the earlier year was £16,137,000; in the latter,

£50,614,000, showing an increase of £34,477,000, or 214 per cent The

exports from the colonies were in 1838 valued at £14,904,000, and this

amount stands against £43,017,000 in 1858, being an increase of

£28,113,000, or 190 per cent.

The paper from which these figures are taken divides the colonics into

seven groups : 1. British North America is now constituted of seven

separate colonies. Omitting British Columbia and Vancouver's Island,

from which, at the time the paper was prepared, no returns had been re

ceived, the population in 1858 of the remaining five was 3,388,000 ; rev

enue, £1,476,814. The imports were, in value, £10,195,000, and the

exports, £8,437,000. In 20 years the former value had nearly doubled,

and the latter much more than doubled. 2. South Africa has two col

onics. Population in 1858 was 408,000; revenue, £510,000; imports,

£2,688,000; exports, £1,895,000. 3. Australia and New-Zealand, which

in 1858 included six colonies, with Queensland. The latter dependency

has, since that date, been separated from this group. Population,

1,125,000; revenue, £5,997,000; the imports were valued at £25,552,000,

and the exports at £21,376,000. In relation to the amount of its popu

lation this group shows by far the greatest value alike in its revenue, its

imports and in its exports; the first is at the rate of £5 7s. ; the second,

£22 14s. ; and the third, £19 per head. 4. West Indies number seven

colonies, in which, not going beyond the period under review, we observe

some marks of progress. The population in 1858 was 948,000 persons,

or 263,000 more than in 1838. The revenue is £921,000, which was

nearly 40 per cent, higher than it was 20 years earlier. Imports,

£5,300,000 ; and the exports, £6,692,000. In the former a small in

crease is shown, but in the exports there is a large falling off, being now

£1,881,000 less than in 1838. 5. West Coast of Africa is divided into

three colonies. Population, 194,000, which appears to have been quite

stationary; revenue, £44,789; imports, £606,945; which shows an in

crease in 1858, as compared with 1838, of £299,081, or nearly double in

value. That the European population in this group should not increase

is not surprising, when we consider the nature of the climate of Sierra

Leone, Gambia and the Gold Coast. 6. Eastern Colonies are now four,

namely : Ceylon, Mauritius, Uong Kong and Labuan. The population in

1858 was 2,069,000; revenue, £1,272,602; imports, £6,246.000; and

exports, £4,543,000. The imports were £4,424,000, and the exports

£3,482,000 higher than in 1838. The paper concludes with a small

group, called the " 7th Miscellaneous," consisting of St. Helena, Bermuda

and the Falklands, the total population being 17,000 in 1858.
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

1. Loan and Teeasuet Note Bill. t. Bill authorizing Certificates or Indebtedness.

8. SUPPLEMENTAL ACT AS TO CeBTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS. 4. OFFICIAL OedEE AS TO

CEETiriCATES Or INDEBTEDNESS. 5. TRADE ON THE CUMBERLAND AND TENNESSEE—OEDEE

or the Seceetaet or tue Treasubt. o. Convention between United States and China

roB the Adjustment of Claims. 7. Riohts or Belligerents in British Posts—Lktteb

or Instructions from Eael Russell.

LOAN AND TREASURY NOTE BILL.

The following is a copy of the Loan and Treasury bill passed by Con

gress, and approved by the President on the 25th February, 1862 :

AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE ISSUE OF UNITED STATES NOTES, AND FOR

THE REDEMPTION OR FUNDING THEREOF, AND FOR FUNDING THE FLOAT

ING DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

Stales of America, in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the

Treasury is hereby authorized to issue, on the credit of the United

States, $150,000,000 of United States notes, not bearing interest, pay

able to bearer at the Treasury of the United States, and of such denomi

nations as he may deem expedient, not less than $5 each : Provided,

however, That fifty millions of said notes shall be in lieu of the demand

Treasury notes, authorized to be issued by the act of July 17, 1861 ;

■which said demand notes shall be taken up as rapidly as practicable, and

the notes herein provided for substituted for them ; And provided further,

That the amount of the two kinds of notes together shall at no time ex

ceed the sum of $150,000,000, and such notes herein authorized shall be

receivable in payment of all taxes, internal duties, excises, debts and de

mands of every kind due to the United States, except duties on imports,

and of all claims and demands against the United States of every kind

whatsoever, except for interest upon bonds and notes, whiclvshall be paid

in coin, and shall also be lawful money and a legal tender in payment of

all debts, public and private, within the United States, except duties on

imports and interest as aforesaid. And any holders of said United States

notes depositing any sum not less than $50, or some multiple of $50, with

the Treasurer of the United States, or either of the Assistant Treasurers,

shall receive in exchange therefor duplicate certificates of deposit, one of

■which may be transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury, who shall

thereupon issue to the holder an equal amount of bonds of the United

States, coupon or registered, as may by said holder bo desired, bearing

interest at the rate of six per centum per annum, payable semi-annually,

and redeemable at the pleasure of the United States after five years, and

notes shall be received the same as coin, at their par value, in payment

for any loans that may be hereafter sold or negotiated by the Secretary

of the Treasury, and may be re-issued from time to time, as the exigen

cies of the public interests shall require.

 

thereof. And such United States
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Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That to enable the Secretary of the

Treasury to fund the Treasury notes and floating debt of the United

States, he is hereby authorized to issue, on the credit of the United

States, coupon bonds or registered bonds, to an amount not exceeding

$500,000,000, redeemable at the pleasure of the United States after five

years, and payable twenty years from date, and bearing interest at the

rate of six per centum per annum, and payable semi-annually. And the

bonds herein authorized shall be of such denominations, not less than

$50, as may be determined upon by the Secretary of the Treasury. And

the Secretary of the Treasury may dispose of such bonds, at any time, at

the market value thereof, for the coin of the United States, or for any of

the Treasury notes that have been or may hereafter be issued under any

former act of Congress, or for United States notes that may be issued

under the provisions of this act ; and all stocks, bonds and other securi

ties of the United States held by individuals, corporations or associations,

within the United States, shall be exempt from taxation by or under State

authority.

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That the United States notes and

the coupon or registered bonds authorized by this act shall be in such

form as the Secretary of the Treasury may direct, and shall bear the

written or engraved signatures of the Treasurer of the United States and

the Register of the Treasury, and also, as evidence of lawful issne, the

imprint of a copy of the seal of the Treasury Department, which imprint

shall be made under the direction of the Secretary, after the said notes

or bonds shall be received from the engravers and before they are issued ;

or the said notes and bonds shall be signed by the Treasurer of the United

States, or for the Treasurer by such persons as may be specially appointed

by the Secretary of the Treasury for that purpose, and shall be counter

signed by the Register of the Treasury, or for the Register by such per

sons as the Secretary of the Treasury may specially appoint for that

purpose. And all the provisions of the act entitled "An act to authorize

the issue of Treasury notes," approved the twenty-third day of December,

eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, so far as they can be applied to this

act, and not inconsistent therewith, arc hereby revived and re-enacted ;

and the sum of $300,000 is hereby appropriated, out of any money in

the Treasurynot otherwise appropriated, to enable the Secretary of the

Treasury to carry this act into effect

Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury

may receive from any person or persons, or any corporation, United States

notes on deposit, for not less than thirty days, in sums of not less than

$100, with any of the Assistant Treasurers or designated depositories of

the United States authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury to receive

them, who shall issue therefor certificates of deposit, made in such form

as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe, and said certificates of

deposit shall bear interest at the rate of five per centum per annum ; and

any amount of United States notes so deposited may be withdrawn from

deposit at any time after ten days' notice, on the return of said certifi

cates : Provided, That the interest on all such deposits shall cease and

determine at the pleasure of the Secretary of the Treasury : And provided

further, That the aggregate of such deposit shall at no time exceed the

amount of $25,000,000.

Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That all duties on imported goods
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shall bo paid in coin, or in notes payable on demand heretofore author

ized to be issued, and by law receivable inpayment of public dues, and

the coin so paid shall be set apart as a special fund, and shall be applied

as follows :

First.—To the payment, in coin, of the interest on the bonds and notes

of the United States.

Second.—To the purchase or payment of one per centum of the entire

debt of the United States, to be made within each fiscal year after the

first day of July, 1862, which is to be set apart as a sinking fund, and the

interest of which shall, in like manner, be applied to the purchase or

payment of the public debt, as the Secretary of the Treasury shall from

time to time direct.

Third.—The residue thereof to be paid into the Treasury of the United

States.

Secs. 6 and 7 provide simply the penalty for fraud and counterfeiting—

a fine not exceeding $5,000, and imprisonment not exceeding fifteen years.

THE BILL AUTHORIZING CERTIFICATES OP INDEBTEDNESS.

The following is a copy of the bill as passed and approved March 1,

1862:

AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURT TO Is'sUE CER

TIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS TO PUBLIC CREDITORS.

Be it enacted, dec, That the Secretary of the Treasury be and he is

hereby authorized to cause to be issued to any public creditor who may

be desirous to receive the same, upon requisition of the head of the pro-

Eer department, in satisfaction of audited and settled demands against the

Tnited States, certificates for the whole amount due, or parts thereof, not

less than one thousand dollars, signed by the Treasurer of the United

States, and countersigned as may be directed by the Secretary of the

Treasury, which certificates shall be payable in one year from date, or

earlier, at the option of the government, and shall bear interest at the rate

of six per centum.

SUPPLEMENTAL TREASURY ACT.

The following is an official copy of the act supplemental to the

Treasury act of March 1st, adopted by Congress, and approved by the

President on the 16th March, 1862 :

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America, in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the

Treasury may purchase coin with any of the bonds or notes of the United

States, authorized by law, at such rates and upon such terms as he may

deem most advantageous to the public interest ; and may issue, under

such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, certificates of indebted

ness, such as are authorized by an act entitled " An act to authorize the

Secretary of the Treasury to issue certificates of indebtedness to public

creditors," approved March 1, 1862, to such creditors as may desire to
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receive the same, in discharge of checks drawn by disbursing officers

upon sums placed to their credit on the books of the Treasurer, upon

requisitions of the proper departments, as well as in discharge of audited

and settled accounts, as provided by same act

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That the demand notes authorized

by the act of July 17, 1861, and by the act of February 12, 1862, shall,

in addition to being receivable in payment of duties on imports, be re

ceivable, and shall be lawful money and a legal tender, in like manner,

and for the same purpose, and to the same extent, as the notes authorized

by the act entitled " An act to authorize the issue of United States notes,

and for the redemption or funding thereof, and for funding the floating

debt of the United States," approved February 25, 1862.

Sec. 3. And be it further exacted, That the limitation upon temporary

deposits of the United States notes with any Assistant Treasurers or de

signated depositaries, authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury to re

ceive such deposits, at five per cent, interest, to twenty-five millions of

dollars, shall be so far modified as to authorize the Secretary of th«

Treasury to receive such deposits to an amount not exceeding fifty mil

lions of dollars, and that the rates of interest shall be prescribed by the

Secretary of the Treasury, not exceeding the annual rate of five per

centum.

Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That in all cases where the Secre

tary of the Treasury is authorized by law to re-issue notes, he may re

place such as arc so mutilated or otherwise injured as to be unfit for use,

with others of the same character and amount ; and such mutilated notes,

and all others which by law are required to be taken up and not rc-issucd,

shall, when so replaced or taken up, be destroyed in such a manner and

under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe.

TREASURY CERTIFICATES — OFFICIAL ORDER.

Congress having authorized the issue of certificates of indebtedness by

the Secretary of the Treasury, in payment of audited and settled demands

against the government, as well as in payment of checks, drafts drawn

by disbursing officers upon amounts placed to their credit with the

Treasurer of the United States, in favor of creditors who have furnished

supplies, <fcc, and who arc willing to receive such certificates in satisfac

tion of their demands, the following regulations are presented, and will

be strictly observed in the execution of the act !

1. The certificates of indebtedness will be payable to the claimant or

creditor of the government, or his order, and in denominations of one

thousand and five thousand dollars. Certificates of the larger denomina

tion will be issued in all cases where the nature of the claim will adroit

of it. A book will be opened by the Treasurer of the United States, in

which shall be kept a record of each certificate issued under authority of

the act; the name of the person to whom issued, the date, number and

amount thereof, on what account, if on treasury warrant, the number

thereof, and if on draft or check of a disbursing officer, the name of the

officer by whom drawn, the date and amount of such check or draft)

&c, dec.
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2. The certificates shall be signed by the Treasurer, and countersigned

by the Register of the Treasury, who shall also keep a complete record

of said certificates, as required of the Treasurer. If issued upon a war

rant, they will bear even date herewith ; or if to a disbursing officer, then

with the date of the presentation of his deed or draft on the Treasurer of

the United States.

3. When the Secretary of War or Navy may desire to leave a credit

on the books of the Treasury in favor of a disbursing officer of his de

partment, he will draw his requisition on the Secretary of the Treasury in

the usual form for the amount desired to be placed to the credit of such

disbursing officer, and specify the appropriation properly chargeable.

4. Upon such requisition being received at the Treasury Department, a

warrant will issue to the Treasurer, and he will accordingly place the

amount to the credit of the disbursing officer named, who will then be

authorized to draw the checks or drafts thereon, to the amount of such

requisition, in favor of such creditors entitled to payment by him as may

desire to receive such certificates in satisfaction of their respective de

mands.

The checks or drafts of disbursing officers will be in the following

form :

$ 1862.

The Treasurer of the United States will pay to or order, on cer

tificates of indebtedness, dollars, being amount due for , as

will appear by bill and receipt therefor, in my possession, and which will

be rendered as a voucher in my accounts for the quarter of this

year.

[Signed,]

To F. E. Spinnjsr, Treasurer of U. 8.

5. As the certificates of indebtedness are only to be issued in pay

ment of creditors, and for amounts liquidated and actually due them, the

disbursing officer, before drawing his check or draft on the Treasurer,

will take the same voucher from the creditor, and will, in all respects, be

subject to the same responsibilities as if making payment in coin or

United States notes.

8. The requisition in favor of the officer will be charged on the books

of the accounting officer as other requisitions, and vouchers will go into

the general accounts of the disbursing officer, and be settled with his

other accounts.

TRADE ON THE CUMBERLAND AND TENNESSEE.

Treasury Department, March 4, 1862.

First.—All licenses shall be issued by the Secretary of the Treasury,

and all applications therefor must be made in writing to him, stating

specifically the purpose for which the license is desired, and if for gene

ral or special trade, setting forth the character and aggregate value of

the merchandise to be transported, the destination thereof, and the pro

posed route of transportation, and also the character of the merchandise,

vol. xlvi.—ho. v. 31
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if any, desired in exchange, with the proposed route of transit thereof,

and its destination.

Second.—Before the delivery of any license, the party therein permit

ted to trade shall execute a bond to the United States, with sufficient

sureties in the penal sum of at least twice the amount of the trade so

licensed ; which bond shall be subject to such approval, and conditioned

in such terms as shall be specified in the license.

Third.—All transportation to be made by virtue of any license shall

be made under permits to be issued by such duly authorized officer of

the Treasury Department as shall be designated in the license ; which

permits shall specify the number and kind of packages, with the marks

thereon, and, in general terms, the character thereof.

Fourth.—When application is made for a transportation permit, the

applicant shall file with the officer authorized by the license to grant

such a permit, a copy of the license under whi6h application is made ;

which copy shall be compared with the original, and certified by such

officer ; and also correct invoices in duplicate, signed by the consignor,

showing the actual values of the merchandise at the place of purchase,

and also a statement, in duplicate, of routes in transit, and destination

of the merchandise so to be transported, and the consignee thereof. The

applicant shall also make and file with such officer an affidavit that the

values are correctly stated in the invoices, and that the packages con

tain nothing except as stated therein ; and the merchandise so permit

ted to be transported shall not, nor shall any part thereof, be disposed

of by him, or by his authority or connivance, in violation of the terms

of the license.

Fifth.—All transportation should be permitted and exchanges supervised

either at Cincinnati, Louisville, Paducah, St. Louis, or such other place

as may hereafter be specified by the Secretary of the Treasury. Trans

portation permits shall be granted by the Surveyor of the port whence

transit commences, or by other officers named in the license, and shall

be approved and countersigned by such other officer as shall be named

in the license for that purpose ; and all exchanges shall be supervised by

such officer as may be designated for that purpose in the license, and

the amount of each permit shall, at the date of its issue, be endorsed

upon the original license.

Sixth.—All packages whatsoever, before being permitted to go into

any part of the United States heretofore declared by the President to be

in insurrection, shall be examined by a duly authorized officer ; which

examination shall be certified and approved by such officer as shall be

specified in the license.

Seventh.—For each permit granted under the provisions of these rules

and regulations, there shall be charged and collected one-half of one per

cent, upon the value of the merchandise so permitted at the place of

purchase, which shall be collected by the officer granting the permit,

before the delivery thereof.

Eighth.—All officers acting under these rules shall keep an accurate

record of all the transactions under the several licenses granted by the

Secretary of the Treasury, and shall make weekly reports to him in rela

tion thereto, as much in detail as practicable, transmitting, with snch re

port, a list of all permits granted, and one of the duplicate invoices and

statements, on which shall be endorsed the date of the authority under
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which such permit is granted. Weekly returns shall be made of all fees

and emoluments received.

Ninth.—All licenses and permits shall bo liable to modification or

revocation by the Secretary of the Treasury.

(Signed,) S. P. Chase,

Sec'y of the Treasury.

CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA FOR THE AD

JUSTMENT OF CLAIMS.

Shanghai, November 8, 1858.

In order to carry into effect the convention made at Tien-tsin, by the

high commissioners and plenipotentiaries respectively representing the

United States of America and the Ta-Tsing Empire, for the satisfaction

of claims of American citizens, by which it was agreed that one-fifth of

all tonnage, import and export duties, payable on American ships and

goods shipped in American vessels at the ports of Canton, Shanghai and

Fuh-chau, to an amount not exceeding six hundred thousand taels, should

be applied to that end ; and the plenipotentiary of the United States,

actuated by a friendly feeling towards China, is willing, on behalf of the

United States, to reduce the amount needed for such claims to an aggre

gate of five hundred thousand taels, it is now expressly agreed, by the

high contracting parties, in the form of a supplementary convention, as

follows :

Article L

That on the first day of the next Chinese year, the collectors of customs,

at the said three ports, shall issue debentures to the amount of five hun

dred thousand taels, to be delivered to such persons as may be named by

the minister or chief diplomatic officer of the United States in China,

and it is agreed that the amount shall be distributed as follows : Three

hundred thousand taels at Canton, one hundred thousand taels at Shang

hai, and one hundred thousand taels at Fuh-chau, which shall be received

in payment of one-fifth of the tonnage, export and import duties on

American ships, or goods in American ships, at the said ports ; and it is

agreed that this amount shall be in full liquidation of all claims of Ameri

can citizens, at the various ports, to this date.

In faith thereof, the respective plenipotentiaries of the United States

of America and of the Ta-Tsing Empire, that is to say, on the part of

the United States, William B. Reed, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary, and on the part of the Ta-Tsing Empire :

Kweiliano, a member of the Privy Council, Captain-General of the

Plain White Banner Division of the Manchu Bannermen, and Superin

tendent of the Board of Punishments, and Hwashana, Classical Reader

at Banquets, President of the Board of Civil Office, Captain-General of

the Bordered Blue Banner Division of the Chinese Bannermen, both of

them Plenipotentiaries, with Ho-Kwbi-tsino, Governor-General of the

two Kiang Provinces, President of the Board of War, and Guardian of

the Heir Apparent ; Minoshen, President of the Ordnance Office of the

Imperial Household, with the insignia of the second grade, and Twan, a
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titular President of the fifth grade, Member of the Establishment of the

General Council, and one of the junior under-secretaries of the Board of

Punishments, all of them special Imperial Commissioners, deputed for

the purpose, have signed and sealed these presents.

Done at Shanghai this eighth day of November, in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, and of the indepen

dence of the United States the eighty-third, and in the eighth year of

Hibnfuno, the tenth month and third day.

William B. Reed, [seal. ]

Kweiliano, ]

HwASHANA, I

Ho-Kwki-Tsino, ■ [seal.]

MlNGSHEN,

TWAN.

RIGHTS OF BELLIGERENTS IN BRITISH PORTS.

The following important letter from Earl Russell to the Lords Com

missioners of the Admiralty is published in the London Gazette :

Foreign Office, Jan. 31, 1862.

My Lords,—Her majesty being fully determined to observe the duties

of neutrality during the existing hostilities between the United States

and the States calling themselves " the Confederate States of America,"

and being, moreover, resolved to prevent, as far as possible, the use of

her majesty's harbors, ports and coasts, and the waters within her

majesty's territorial jurisdiction, in aid of the warlike purposes of cither

belligerent, has commanded me to communicate to your lordships, for

your guidance, the following rules, which are to be treated and enforced

as her majesty's orders and directions.

Her majesty is pleased further to command that these rules shall be

put in force in the United Kingdom and in the Channel Islands on and

after Thursday, the 6th February next, and in her majesty's territories

and possessions beyond the seas, six days after the day when the gover

nor or other chief authority of each of such territories or possessions

respectively shall have notified and published the same, stating, in such

notification, that the said rules are to be obeyed by all persons within

the same territories and possessions.

I. During the continuance of the present hostilities between the gov

ernment of the United States of North America and the States calling

themselves " the Confederate States of America," or until her majesty

shall otherwise order, no ship of war or privateer belonging to either of

the belligerents shall be permitted to enter or remain in the port of Nas

sau, or in any other port, roadstead, or waters of the Bahama islands, ex

cept by special leave of the lieutenant-governor of the Bahama islands,

or in case of stress of weather. If any such vessel should enter any

such port, roadstead or waters, by special leave, or under stress of

weather, the authorities of the place shall require her to put to sea as

soon as possible, without permitting her to take in any supplies, beyond

what may be necessary for her immediate use.

If, at the time when this order is first notified in the Bahama islands.
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there shall be any such vessel already within any port, roadstead or

waters of those islands, the lieutenant-governor shall give notice to such

vessel to depart, and shall require her to put to sea, within such time

as he shall, under the circumstances, consider proper and reasonable.

If there shall then be ships of war or privateers belonging to both the

said belligerents within the territorial jurisdiction of her majesty, in or

near the same port, roadstead or waters, the lieutenant-governor shall fix

the order of time in which such vessels shall depart. No such vessel of

either belligerent shall be permitted to put to sea until after the expira

tion of at least twenty-four hours from the time when the last preceding

vessel of the other belligerent, (whether the same shall be a ship of war

or privateer, or merchant ship,) which shall have left the same port,

roadstead, or water or waters adjacent thereto, shall have passed beyond

the territorial jurisdiction of her majesty.

II. During the continuance of the present hostilities between the gov

ernment of the United States of North America and the States calling

themselves " the Confederate States of America," all ships of war and

privateers of either belligerents are prohibited from making use of any

port or roadstead in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

or in the Channel islands, or in any of her majesty's colonies or foreign

possessions or dependencies, or of any waters subject to the territorial

jurisdiction of the British crown, as a station or place of resort for any

warlike purpose, or for the purpose of obtaining any facilities of warlike

equipment ; and no ship of war or privateer of either belligerent shall

hereafter be permitted to sail out of or leave any port, roadstead or

waters subject to British jurisdiction, from which any vessel of the other

belligerent (whether the same shall be a ship of war, a privateer or a

merchant ship) shall have previously departed, until after the expiration

of at least twenty-four hours from the departure of such last mentioned

vessel beyond the territorial jurisdiction of her majesty.

III. If any ship of war or privateer of either belligerent shall, after

the time when this order shall be first notified and put in force in the

United Kingdom and in the Channel islands, and in the several colonies

and foreign possessions and dependencies of her majesty respectively,

enter any port, roadstead or waters belonging to her majesty, either in

the United Kingdom or in the Channel islands, or in any of her majesty's

colonies or foreign possessions or dependencies, such vessel shall be re

quired to depart and to put to sea within twenty-four hours after her en

trance into such port, roadstead or waters, except in case of stress of

weather, or of requiring provisions or things necessary for the subsist

ence of her crew, or repairs ;" in either of which cases the authorities of

the port, or of the nearest port, (as the case may be,) shall require her

to put to sea as soon as possible after the expiration of such period

of twenty-four hours, without permitting her to take in supplies, beyond

what may be necessary for her immediate use ; and no such vessel which

may have been allowed to remain within British waters, for the purpose

of repair, shall continue in any such port, roadstead or waters for a

longer period than twenty-four hours after her necessary repairs shall

have been completed ; provided, nevertheless, that in all cases in which

there shall be any vessels (whether ships of war, privateers or merchant

ships) of both the said belligerent parties in the same port, roadstead or

waters within the territorial jurisdiction of her majesty, there shall be an
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interval of not less than twenty-four hours between the departure there

from of any such vessel (whether a ship of war, privateer or a merchant

ship) of the one belligerent, and the subsequent departure therefrom of

any ship of war or privateer of the other belligerent ; and the times

hereby limited for the departure of such ships of war and privateers

respectively shall always, in case of necessity, be extended, so far as may

be requisite for giving effect to this proviso, but not further or otherwise.

IV. No ship of war or privateer of either belligerent shall hereafter

be permitted, while in any port, roadstead or waters subject to the terri

torial jurisdiction of her majesty, to take in any supplies, except pro

visions and such other things as may be requisite for the subsistence of

her crew, and except so much coal only as may be sufficient to carry such

vessel to the nearest port of her own country, or to some nearer desti

nation ; and no coal shall be again supplied to any such ship of -war or

privateer in the same or any other port, roadstead or waters subject to

the territorial jurisdiction of hcr*majesty, without special permission,

until after the expiration of three months from the time when such coal

may have been last supplied to her within British waters as aforesaid. I

have, &c.

RUBSKLL.

Note.—A similar letter has been addressed to the Secretaries of

State for the Home, Colonial, War and India Departments, and to the

lords commissioners of her majesty's treasury.

MASTERS OP AMERICAN VESSELS—ACT OF CONGRESS REQUIRING OATH

OF ALLEGIANCE.

AH ACT REQUIRING AN OATH OF ALLEGIANCE AND TO SUPPORT THE

CONSTITUTION OP THE UNITED STATES, TO BE ADMINISTERED TO MAS

TERS OF AMERICAN VESSELS CLEARING FOR FOREIGN OR OTHER POETS

DURING THE PRESENT REBELLION.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America, in Congress assembled, That it shall be the duty of

the several collectors of the customs at the ports of entry within the

United States, during the continuance of the present rebellion, to cause

to be administered to each and every master of any American ship or

vessel, steamship or steam vessel, which shall be about to clear for any

foreign port or place, or for any port or place within the United States,

the oath of allegiance, required by chapter sixty-four of the acts of the

year eighteen hundred and sixty-one ; which oath shall be duly taken by

such masters before such vessels shall be permitted to clear as aforesaid.

Sec 2. And be it further enacted, That the oath or affirmation afore

said may be taken before the collector of customs at the port from which

such vessel is about to clear, or before any justice of the peace or notary

public, or other person who is legally authorized to administer an oath in

the State or district where the same may be administered. And that any

violation of such oath shall subject the offender to all the pains and pen

alties of wilful and corrupt perjury, who shall be liable to be indicted

and prosecuted to conviction for any such offence before any court hav

ing competent jurisdiction thereof.

Approved, March 6, 1862.
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MUTUAL PIKE INSURANCE COMPANIES—IMPORTANT DECISION.

This Court of Appeals of this State has just decided the important case

of Howland, Receiver of the New-York Protection Insurance

Company vs. Edmonds and al., Executors, &c, of Hiram Greenman,

deceased. This decision disposes, at one blow, of the assets of most

of the old mutual insurance companies formed under the Insurance Act

of 1849 and its amendments.

If there ever was a legislative blunder made in any State worse than

the passage of this General Insurance Act of 1 849, we have yet to see it.

We undertake to say, that more mistakes have been made under that act,

causing the loss of more money, and more litigation has been produced

by it, than by all the rest of the legislation of the State of New-York.

This, we are aware, is a sweeping assertion, but it admits of proof. And

in the first place, we have never yet seen a person, lawyer or layman, who

was sure he understood any portion of it. Then again, eight different

districts of the Supreme Court have always had eight different ways of

interpreting the same provision. And, by way of climax, our Court of

Appeals—staid and sober, and seldom given to joking—have rendered

several successive decisions under the act, but, strange to say, each de

cision nullifies the one before it.

During the years from 1 849 to 1 853, about sixty different mutual fire in

surance companies came into existence under this same act, infesting the

land like the frogs of Egypt. The capital of these companies was made

up of premium notes, each being required to have one hundred thousand

dollars of such notes before it could commence business. They repre

sented, therefore, a capital of about six millions of dollars. Being thus

set afloat, for nearly eighteen months they apparently waxed fat, and

every thing went on swimmingly ; but as soon as losses began to happen

the defects of the system showed themselves. With no capital but these

notes, which all then supposed must be assessed, and collected only after

assessment, it became impossible to realize money fast enough to pay

losses ; so the alternative was adopted of disputing and contesting the

claims. This was continued for about a year longer, the companies

struggling out a sickly existence through the twelvemonth, when one

failed, and then fifty-two of them came tumbling down, like a row of

bricks. It was about the year 1853 that these failures took place,

and since that time the companies have been in process of liquidation.

The suits that have been brought, the questions that have been raised

and supposed to be decided, are innumerable. Each premium note

maker conceived himself to be an aggrieved party, and vigorously con

tested the payment of his note ; while, on the other hand, the hungry

claimants urged forward the collections with the greatest earnestness.
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Thus the matter has been continued year after year, and so varied have

been the questions raised and decided under the general statute, that no

one could recognise in the charters, as now interpreted by the courts,

the companies as originally organized. In fact, the corporators would

not, at present, be able to recognise their own offspring.

A good illustration of this last idea is the decision above referred to,

of Howland, Receiver, dec, vs. Edmonds and al., Executors, dec.

When these companies were formed no one conceived it possible to col

lect any portion of the original one hundred thousand dollars of notes,

except by first making an assessment on the notes to pay the losses that

had happened during the life of the policy issued on each note, and then

only the amount of that assessment could be collected. The notes were

given by the makers of them, and received by the parties organizing the

companies, believing such to be the nature of the liability assumed. A

short time since, however, the Court of Appeals decided, that, under this

model statute, each of these original notes was payable without assess

ment, and that the proceeds must go to pay, not simply the losses which

had happened during the life of the policy issued on the note, but any

and all losses that might have happened at any time during the existence

of the company. This decision made a complete change in the contract,

as it was supposed to be by the contracting parties. Still, as the decision

was law, efforts were at once made to collect these obligations, and this

case of Howland, Receiver, dec, vs. Edmonds and al., Executors, <fec,

is now decided on one of these contracts, and the court holds that these

notes cannot be collected at all, because the statute of limitations has run

against them. Thus the whole five or six millions of capital is wiped out

of existence, and the poor creditors (in amount over ten millions of dol

lars) are left out in the cold. We do not propose to discuss the merits

of this decision. It is an adjudication of the court of last resort, and

therefore we must accept it as law.

The following is a list of the mutual companies referred to above as

formed under this act of 1849, and which failed about the year 1853.

This decision disposes of the capital of all these companies :

.(Etna Insurance Company of Utica, Utica, Oneida County.

American Insurance Company of Utica, Utica, Oneida County.

American Mutual Insurance Company, Amsterdam.

Columbia Insurance Company, Amsterdam.

Empire State Mutual Insurance Company.

Farmers' Insurance Company of Meridian, Meridian, Cayuga County.

Farmers' Insurance Company of Oneida County, Utica.

Farmers and Merchants' Insurance Company of W. N. Y., Rochester.

Franklin Fire Insurance Company of New-York, Saratoga Springs.

Globe Insurance Company, Utica, Oneida County.

Granite Insurance Company, Utica, Oneida County.

Hudson River Marine and Fire Insurance Company, Crescent, N. Y.

Hudson River Mutual Insurance Company, Waterford.

Jamestown Farmer Insurance Company, Jamestown.

Knickerbocker Insurance Company, Waterford.

Mohawk Valley Insurance Company, Amsterdam.

Mohawk Valley Farmers' Insurance Company, Amsterdam.

National Protection Insurance Company, Saratoga Springs.

New-York Central Insurance Company, Cherry Valley.
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New-York Indemnity Insurance Company, Broadalbin, Fulton Co.

New-York Protection Insurance Company, Rome.

New-York State Mutual Insurance Company, Newark.

New-York Union Mutual Insurance Company, Johnstown.

North American Mntnal Insurance Co., Brasher Falls, St. Lawrence Co.

Northern Protection Insurance Company, Camden, Oneida County.

Orleans Insurance Company, Albion, Orleans County.

People's Insurance Co. of the State of N. Y., Kingston, Ulster Co.

Poughkeepsie Mutual Fire Insurance Company, Poughkeepsie.

Rensselaer County Mutual Insurance Company, Lansingburgh.

Salem Fire Insurance Company, Salem, Washington County.

Schoharie County Mutual Insurance Co., Coblesville, Schoharie Co.

Star Insurance Company, Ogdensburgh, St. Lawrence County.

Steuben Farmers and Merchants' Insurance Co., Bath, Steuben Co.

Susquehanna Fire Insurance Company, Cooperstown, Otsego County.

Tempest Insurance Company, Meridian, Cayuga County.

Utica Insurance Company, Utica, Oneida County.

United States Fire Insurance Company, at Saratoga Springs.

United States Mutual Insurance Co., West Potsdam, St. Lawrence Co.

Washington County Mutual Insurance Co., Granville, Washington Co.

Western Insurance Company of Olean, Olean, Cattaraugus County.

LIFE INSURANCE—NEW SCHEME OF SURVIVORSHIP ANNUITIES.

We have been accustomed to think that life insurance had reached the

dignity of a complete science. So much talent has been employed upon

the subject, and tables have been calculated with so much exactness,

based upon the experience of years, that certain facts as to climate, &c,

of any particular place being given, the average length of life in that

locality is a proposition of easy solution. Perhaps the best proof of the

accuracy of these calculations, and the care and prudence with which

this important interest in our midst is managed, may be found in the

success that has attended nearly all the life insurance companies doing

business in this State. Examine, for instance, the reports of those lead

ing companies, the Mutual Life of New-York, the New-York Life and

the New-England Mutual, all of which show an increase of accumulated

assets truly remarkable, and, of course, extremely satisfactory to policy

holders.

Yet, although the management of this species of business has met with

so great success that we have been led to almost believe there could be

nothing new under the sun in the way of life insurance, it seems that the

prudent and ever-vigilant officers of the Mutual Life of New-York have,

within the past year, perfected a new scheme of survivorship annuities,
■which deserves special notice. Heretofore it has been usual for life com

panies to issue policies, making, for instance, the amount insured payable,

on the death of the insured, to the surviving wife or children. To this

species of insurance there are very serious objections. A man dies, hav

ing taken out a policy, say of ten thousand dollars, in favor of his wife.

This money comes into her possession when she is without experience in

money matters, and totally unacquainted with any way of investing her

funds. The wisest know so well the hazards they incur in making in
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vestments, that we can readily see how great would be the danger of a

widow's losing all she might thus come into possession of. Her position,

too, at such a time, is one in which she might easily be imposed upon by

injudicious and designing persons, and be thus deprived of the benefit!

of the insurance. The plan now proposed avoids these and other similar

difficulties, by enabling the insurer to secure a certain and definite pro

vision, in annual instalments, for the permanent support of a surviving

nominee. For instance, by paying a premium about the same as required

on a ten thousand dollar policy, a husband can secure for the support of

his widow on his death one thousand dollars a year during the remainder

of her life. Thus the danger and expense to which we have referred, at

necessarily involved in the investment of money by inexperienced persona,

and from dependence upon advisers who may prove injudicious, or per

haps adversely interested, are avoided, the company virtually retaining

the money, and paying the nominee ten per cent, interest. We think,

therefore, this can truly be said to be " the most effective, and, indeed,

the only method of securing a definite, certain and permanent support''

to a surviving widow or orphan ; and we trust that similar policies will

be issued by all our life insurance companies.

AMERICAN STEAM FIRE-ENGINES IN ENGLAND.

From the London Engineer of the 28th March, we learn that a trial of

an American steam fire-engine, taken to that country by Mr. Lee, of the

Novelty Iron Works, New-York, recently took place at the distillery of

Mr. Frederic Hodges, Lambert. Besides several distinguished visitors,

including the Duke of Sutherland, the Earl of Caithness, Mr. T. Hankst,

M. P., &c, a large number of engineers, among whom were Mr. Scon

Russell, Mr. J. E. McConnell, Mr. C. E. Amos, Mr. Appold, Mr. Shako,

&c, were present Mr. Hodges first exhibited the working of his two

hand-engines, the largest in London, a detachment of the Grenadier

Guards, 80 in number, being mustered for manning the handles. The

hand-engines drew their water from a well 6 feet below the suction valve,

and one of them threw a 1-inch jet about 125 feet high, the chimney of

the distillery, 140 feet high, forming a good standard of measurement

The hand-engines were worked by 40 men each. The steam fire-

engine was then brought out, the fire laid, and the match applied at

3.58 P. M. In five minutes the pointer of the steam gauge began to

move, in seven minutes the pressure of steam was 5 pounds, in ten min

utes 12 pounds, in eleven minutes 15 pounds, and the engine commenced

working at this pressure. A minute afterwards the steam was at 30

pounds, in two minutes 65 pounds, and in three minutes 120 pounds,

whence it gradually rose to 140 pounds. The boiler made steam in the

greatest abundance, and it was some times requisite to check the fire to

keep it below 200 pounds. The engine was worked by Mr. Lee, the

patentee, assisted by Mr. Charles B. Kino. The water was taken from

a source a few feet above the engine, and led into the pump under the

moderate pressure thus obtained. A 1-inch jet was thrown at least 5 feet

over the chimney, or 145 feet vertically. The Times' report states the

height to which the jet was thrown as 150 feet The same sized jet was

afterwards thrown 191 feet horizontally.
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CITY WEEKLY BANK RETURNS.

Niw-Yoek Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $69,493,577 ; Jan., 1861, $69,890,475.)

Weekly
li'tt Dtpotltt. Clearingt.

1 111,789,233 $100,642,429

118,889,762 105,634,811

118,327,160 107,732,780

110,874,786 100,001,959

112,067,008 93,791,629

110,687,557 113,216,297

110,480,475 105,102,177

109,079,076 111,346,066

107,974,499 109,854,828

103,716,728 113,512,576

100,296,704 118,957,978

97,601,279 116,376,881

94,428,071 106,973,482

94,082,625 111,336,384

93,769,063 114,788,018

95,179,840 113,529,377

Date. Loam. Specie. Circulation.

January 4,. ..$ 154,415,826 $28,983,878 $8,586,186
u

11.. .. 152,088,012 25,373,070 8,121,512
11 18,. .. 149,081,483 26,120,859 7,869,028
ii

28,. .. 145,767,680 26,698,728 6,828,017

February lf. .. 144,676,778 27,479,583 6,404,961
it

8,. .. 143,803,890 28,196,666 6,077,417
M

15,. .. 141,994,192 28,114,148 5,762,506
t (

22,. .. 139,950,958 28,875,992 5,489,496

March 1,. .. 187,674,288 29,826,969 5,868,944
II

8,. .. 183,055,148 80,436,644 5,869,206
II

16,. .. 180,622,776 80,773,050 6,904,866
II

22,. .. 127,615,806 82,023,390 6,260,309
14

29,. .. 125,021,630 32,841,802 6,758,813

April B.< .. 124,477,484 33,764,382 7,699,641
II

12,. . . 123,412,491 84,594,668

84,671,528

8,004,843
II

1».. .. 123,070,263 8,064,663

Philadelphia Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $11,970,130.)

Ihie to Duefrom
Date. Loam. Specie. Circulation. Depotiti. JSanlct. Bank*.

Jan. 6,.$ 31,046,537 $5,688,728 $2,146,219 $21,396,014 $8,645,966 $1,796,805

" 18,. 31,146,938 5,692,123 2,162,152 21,324,510 3,992,962 1,702,716

" 20,. 30,601,160 5,733,450 2,120,766 20,698,496 4,120,261 1,575,116

" 27,. 80,385,606 5,821,323 2,121,146 20,068,098 4,209,006 1,858,688

Feb. 8,. 30,385,819 6,884,011 2,144,398 20,068,890 4,572,872 1,707,186

" 10,. 29,974,700 6,923,874 2,191,647 19,032,535 4,890,288 1,587,481

" 17,. 29,388,544 5,849,354 2,191,512 18,692,182 4,661,442 2,052,031

" 24,. 29,280,049 5.867,686 2,230,605 18,777,300 5,205,203 1,935,414

Mar. 3,. 29,393,356 5,881,108 2,343,493 18,541,190 5,218,383 1,828,383

" 10,. 28,083,499 5,869,730 2,575,503 17,375,771 6,131,834 1,733,169

" 17,. 28,723,835 5,897,891 2,682,627 17,253,461 5,842,876 1,649,187

" 24,. 28,850,615 5,915,585 2,707,804 17,066,267 5,210,865 1,774,162

" 81,. 27,831,383 5,884,314 2,904,542 17,024,198 5,100,186 2,134,392

April 7,. 28,037,691 6,886,424 8,378,970 16,636,588 6,607,488 2,231,889

" 14,. 28,076,717 6,912,870 8,496,420 18,112,446 4,868,842 2,684,171

" 21,. 28,246,733 6,046,260 3,525,400 19,011,838 4,548,327 2,504,147
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Boston Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $38,231,700; Jan., 1861, ^88,23 1,700.)

Due to Duefrom
Deposits. Hanks. Bonis.

27,093,839 $9,187,924 $ 8,701 ,87S

25,642,994 9,634,227 8,805,255

25,441,327 9,547,319 9,018,388

24,030,776 9,593,545 8,727,348

23,500,321 9,727,783 8,766,415

22,784,700 9,892.600 8,965,500

22,034,974 9,653,725 8,315,887

21,516,228 9,625.869 8,644,360

21,208,500 9,681,600 8,982,600

20,740,208 9,906,110 8,450.721

20,554,000 9,790,000 7,981,000

20,326,087 9,716,256 7,669,531

19,975,018 9,434,782 6,978,527

21,014,000 9,245,088 8,133,124

21,009,010 8,949,259 7,173,374

21,570,017 8,529,277 6,946,164

Date. Loans. Specie. Circulation.

Jan. «,. $65,612,997 $ 8,920,486 $ 6,451.587 $
t*

18, 64,704,039 8,680,607 6,612,512
it

10, 64409,586 8,585,277 6,549,871
a

27, 63,025,191 8,562,175 6,284,268

Feb. 8. 62,628,793 8,529,483 6,260,299
If

10, 62.840,600 8,614,600 6,616.000
U

17, 62,587,788 8,410,890 6,469,309
il

24, 62,053,640 8,341,588 6,680,205

Mar. 3, 61,678,600 8,364,600 6,318,700
€1

10, 61,834,500 8,409,535 6,698,139
It

17, 61,747,000 8,471,000 6,864,800
II

24, 61,655,420 8,441,058 6,219,512
tl

81, 61,360,789 8,441,196 5,908,272

Apr 7, 61,208,974 8,674,170 6,557,152

14, 61,058,969 8,688,573 6,170,383
44

21,. 61,019,787 8,679,356 5,924,906

Providence Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $15,454,600.)

Due, to Du*/rot*
Date. Loans. Specie. Circulation. Deposits. Banks. Bunks.

Jon. 11 $ 19,856,800 $ 408,700 $ 1,889,600 $ 3,054,600 $ 1,099,800 $ 915,400

" 18 19,238,700 402,900 1,890,300 2,899,200 1,071,600 898,500

" 25 19,160,600 894,700 1,756,600 2,899,600 959,400 1,057,400

Feb. 1, 19,160,600 394,700 1,811,100 2,950,500 871,800 925,500

" 8 19,087,700 395,900 1,814,300 2,915,200 900,400 934.700

" 15 19,109,400 894,800 1,784,000 2,762,200 911,100 1.081,000

" 22, 18,869,800 396,800 1,879,100 2,792,700 893,900 1.180,000

Mar. 1, 18,920,500 407,500 1,791,200 2,924,400 963,900 1,283,000

" 8 18,953,900 405,100 1,978,600 8,030,600 1,131,500 1,598.800

" 15 18,998,600 408,500 1,848,100 2,946,800 1,103,200 1,484,300

" 22 19,148,400 408,800 1,879,200 3,060,900 1,085,000 1,407,700

" 29 19,860,600 411,300 1,857,100 3,078,800 1,021,000 1.165,400

Apr. 6,.... 19,641,000 417,500 2,102,000 3,124,000 1,115,500 1,063,200

" 12 19,719,200 416,600 2,036,300 3,017,700 1,081,000 894,800

" 19, 19,644,500 408,600 1,953,400 8,015,900 1,020,400 845,400

BANK OF ENGLAND.

WEEKLY STATEMENT.

Public Private Coin and Bats of

Date. Circulation. Deposits. Deposits. Securities. Bullion. Discount.

Jan. 1, £20,818,190 £7,345,833 £ 15,036,062 £30,419,780 £ 15,961,439 3 pr. ct.

24 "41
8, 21,086,675 4,542,974 18,206,488 31,022,505 16,046,017

II 15, 21,460,926

21,697,928

4,583,353 16,480,452 29,509,864 16,291,626
■'

tl
22, 5,467,840 15,366,081

14,751,486

29,464,720 16,350,939 2i
"*

tt
29, 21,188,376 5,763,063 28,696,456 16,280,369 2-i

Feb. 5, 21,427,554 5,788,441 14,179,917 28,634,352 15,956,903 2}
11

M 12, 21,236,312 4,884,989 15,526,334 29,010,241 16,042,949 2i
II

19, 20,772,726 5,397,144 15,086,843 28,771,812 15,894,405 n

26, 20,736,716 5,762,849 14,989,742 29,024,962 15,749,0(15 2 J

Mar «. 21,217,246 6,755,287 13,787,507 29,692,441 15,678,898 2t
«.

"
12, 20,018,685

20,483,509

7,527,911 13,763,718 29,489,795 16,027,111 n
.1

tt
1», 8,011,694 18,840,928

18,164,258

28,953,089 16,548,586 2j
«■

tt
26, 20,814,655 8,413,275 29,140,207 16,812,798 2i
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►

THE SAVINGS BANKS OF NEW-YORK.

The official returns made to the legislature, by H. II. Van Dyck, Esq.,

Superintendent of the Banking Department, has just been issued, from

which we compile the following tables :

COMPARATIVE VIEW OF THE SAVINGS BANK8 OP THE CITY AND STATE

OF NEW-YORK, ON THE 1ST JANUARY, 1861-1862.*

Kn. de-
Amount deposits. Amount deposits, positors,

Niw-Yo«k Citt. Jan., ISM. Jan., 1882. Jan., 1861.

Atlantic Savings Bank, $80,374 $ 123,216 841

Bank for Savings, 10,062,616 8,821,750 47,391

Bloomingdale Savings Bank,. .. . 1,005 ....

Bowery Savings Bank, 10,294,995 9,173,033 39,601

Broadway Savings Bank, 1,102,794 1,110,727 3,759

Citizens' Savings Bank, 27,767 55,166 735

Dry Dock Savings Bank, 1,976,064 2,110,890 7,295

East River Savings Bank, 1,161,234 1,068,243 5,075

Emigrant Industrial Savings Bk., 2,563,475 2,425,169 9,280

Franklin Savings Bank, 6,140 113

German Savings Bank 759,307 889,042 5,085

Greenwich Savings Bank, 3,898,339 3,402,409 15,771

Irving Savings Bank, 1,086,547 1,064,208 4,412

Manhattan Savings Bank, 2,794,934 2,676,907 11,148

Mariners' Savings Bank 768,805 731,585 3,231

Mechanics and Traders' Sav. Bk., 532,933 452,031 2,475

Merchants' Clerks Savings Bank, 2,104,285 1,896,247 7,736

Rose Hill Savings Bank, 119,019 111,285 541

Seamen's Savings Bank, 8,922,634 8,215,686 25,861

Sixpenny Savings Bank, 176,322 167,451 8,657

Third Avenue Savings Bank,. . . 302,073 363,826 1,606

Union Dime Savings Bank, 254,244 320,006 4,556

New-York City, $48,988,826 $45,184,017 205,169

Brooklyn Savings Bank 3,681,339 3,513,250 14,411

Kings County Savings Bank, .. . . 55,698 461

Williamsburgh Savings Bank,. . . 1,905,761 1,916,041 10,287

South Brooklyn Savings Bank,. . 928,953 920,774 5,338

East Brooklyn Savings Bank,. . . 14,182 374

Brooklyn Dime Savings Bank,. . 275,693 355,676 6,905

New-York and Brooklyn, $55,780,572 $51,960,638 242,945

Interior cities and towns, 11,669,825 12,122,481 57,566

Total State of New-York, $67,450,397 $64,083,119 300,511

It will be seen, on comparing the above returns, that during the year

1861 the deposits in New-York and Brooklyn

Decreased, $ 3,819,934

Interior cities and towns increased 452,656

Net decrease in the State, $ 3,367,278

• For statement of Savings Banks, years 1857-18C1, see Mibcuants' Maoaziki,

Volume xlvl p. 33.
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The table given below bIiows a large annual increase in the amount of

deposits since 1858 until the last year, but the exhibit is more favorable

than we could have anticipated, in view of the prostration of business

during the first six months of 1861, and the amounts withdrawn to assist

the earlier volunteers :

Depotitt Ut Jan. Amount.

1858, $41,222,672

1859, 48,194,847

1860, 58,178,160

1861, 67,450,390

1862, 64,083,119

One peculiarity of the returns is, that the average amount due each

depositor in the Seamen's Savings Bank is over $318, which exceeds

that of any other ; the average sum due each depositor in the two cities

being $213, and in the interior towns and cities, $212. The dispropor

tion of deposits in this city compared with the country towns shows the

greater concentration and accumulation of labor and capital in the former,

viz. :

Population. Sav<ngt Dtpotttt. Average.

New-York, 813,000 .. $45,085,000 .. $ 55 00

Kings County, 280,000 .. 6,766,000 .. 24 00

All others 2,794,000 . . 12,222,000 . . 4 30

$ 3,887,000 . . $ 64,082,000

These results present curious matter for consideration on the part of

political economists. It is correctly observed, we think demonstrably

shown in a recent report, " that the ability of a people to cay taxes is in

ratio to the density of their number." As an instance : l^ew-York city,

with its population of 813,000, can bear a burden of taxation equal to

that of the whole State. We pay ten millions of taxes annually in

this city, which is probably double what is paid by the five millions of

whites in the seceded States.

COMPARATIVE CONDITION OF SAVINGS BANKS, 1ST JAN., 1861-1862.

ElSOBItCES. Jan. 1, 1861. Jan. 1, 1S62.

$26,455,007 $ 25,643,014

33,550,918 30,821,821

1,429,153 1,073,899

49,177 135,718

1,042,305 1,010,295

6,485,130 6,251,410

Amount loaned or deposited, not included

1,197,169 1,937,385

152,256 177,155

48,541 93,428

06 108

$ 70,409,752 $67,144,233
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Liabilitih. Jan. 1, 1801. Jan. 1, 1862.

Amount due depositors, $ 67,445,397 $ 64,083,119

Miscellaneous, 20,095 4,986

Excess of assets over liabilities, 2,949,195 3,056,066

Add for cents, 65 31

$ 70,409,752 $ 67,144,233

Number of institutions in operation, 71 74

Number of open accounts, 300,693 300,511

Total deposited during calendar year, $ 34,934,271 $ 27,439,855

Total withdrawn during calendar year, 28,308,414 33,678,073

Total interest received during calendar year,. 3,682,158 3,954,724

Total interest credited depositors during

calendar year, 2,834,249 3,088,921

BANKS OF MAINE.

The report of Messrs. A. C. Robins, of Brunswick, and Francis K.

Swan, of Calais, the bank commissioners of Maine, has been presented

to the legislature. There are 79 banks in the State, with an aggregate

capital of 17,968,850. These banks have a circulation of $4,075,433, a

liability of $7,338,846, a loan of $12,540,867, and $724,036 specie in

their vaults. There are also in the State 14 savings institutions, which

have an aggregate deposit of $1,620,270. The banking capital has been

increased $135,472 since the last report, the circulation has decreased

$694,314, and the loans have decreased $1,030,080. The report shows

that all the banks are in good condition.

TOOLS FOR WORKING IN IRON.

Twenty years ago it was difficult to find a good American lathe, planer

or gear-cutter. Our best tools then had to be imported from England.

But all this is changed. American iron tools, as now manufactured, are

of a very superior character. Some of the English tools are a little bet

ter than ours, and some of ours are better than theirs, so that we stand

about equal; but as our inventors are never to be beaten in any thing,

and as our country is more extensive than England, and our wants more

numerous, we shall soon shoot further ahead. As the accurate, superior,

and rapid construction of machinery is dependent upon good tools, we

have hailed with the utmost gratification our progress in tool-making ; it

is a sure sign of excellence and advancement in the arts.—American

Railway Times.
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NATIONAL ARMORY, PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

The question of a national armory in the West is one that is at present

exciting much interest. "We have been too forcibly reminded the past

year of the unprotected condition in which we have heretofore left our

vast Western commercial interests, to permit us to wait until another

foreign war threatens before we make the necessary preparations for

defence. The Chamber of Commerce of New-York have taken a very

proper step in calling attention to the enlargement of the State canals,

so as to admit of the passage of armed vessels through to the lakes ; and

the legislature have passed an act removing all obstacles in the way of

Congress, should they see fit to take any action. Yet even this would

not remove the necessity of a national armory in the West. Our atten

tion has been called to this matter by the receipt of the following printed

circular, setting forth the advantages of Peoria as a place for the situation

of this Western armory. We give the circular in full, deeming the facts

stated of importance in the discussion and decision of a question involv

ing so great interests :

Peoria, HI., October, 1861.

Dear Sir,—In view of the contemplation on the part of Congress to

establish a national armory west of the Alleghanies, to supply the place

of the one vacated at Harper's Ferry, and supposing a scientific com

mission will be appointed to locate said armory in such Western city or

town as affords the best facilities for manufacture and storage of arms, in

all particulars relating to cheapness of manufacture, safety from riots and

invasion, facility of transportation, beauty of location, its contiguity to all

other sections of the Great West, <fec, a meeting of the business gentle

men of this city was convened, and the undersigned were appointed »

committee to present the peculiar claims of this city over any other, for

the consideration of Congress. The committee, in doing so, have pro

cured the publication of a map, showing, according to a correct scale, that

portion of the Northwest embracing all the loyal States west of Colum

bus, Ohio, (which is on the dividing line between eastern Massachusetts

and Kansas,) and the cities of Kansas and Nebraska on the west, tie

southern boundary of Kentucky and Missouri on the south, and St Paul

on the north ; embracing a section of country about nine hundred and

twenty miles square, and containing a population of over 12,000,000

souls. It is, without controversy, the richest agricultural region of

equal extent to be found in any country, possessing greater resources

within itself than any other section of country of equal extent to be

found on the American continent. The city of Peoria, in Illinois, is

located precisely in the geographical centre of this vast section. It is

situated on the west bank of Peoria Lake, a beautiful body of water,

about twenty miles in length and one to two miles wide, being an ex

pansion of the Illinois Kiver. Its elevation from the river is by a fine

levee, about two miles in length, rising gradually about twenty-five feet

to Water-street, then a gradual rise for three blocks to Jefferson-street,

then a level plateau extending up and down the river about four miles,
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then from Jefferson-street back to the bluff about one-half mile, then an

abrupt bluff, rising about one hundred feet, extending about four miles

up and down the river, and touching it at both points, forming a crescent.

The country, after ascending the bluff, is mostly a level prairie. From

this bluff a magnificent view is obtained of the country and river for

many miles, and on it are situated some of the finest residences in Peoria.

The site of Peoria was one of the earliest trodden by the whites west

of the mountains, it being explored in 1673. Six years later was erected

the Fort of Creve Court. This was for a long time the halting place for

the French between the Canadas and the Mexican Gulf. In 1779 a

colony of French settled here, and named it La Villc d'Mailleit In

1813 an expedition was planned against the Indians of the territory, the

result of which was the expulsion of them from the Peoria country, and

the erection of Fort Clark, by which name the village was afterwards

known. In 1819 a colony of Americans located here, and in 1826 the

present city was laid off, and received the name it now bears. In 1832

a panic was created by the ravages of Black Hawk in Northern Illinois,

and the settlers in the north fled in dismay ; but the inhabitants of Peoria

formed themselves into a company, called the Peoria Guards, and resolved

to defend the place, which they did, and a treaty was made in September

of the same year.

The value of manufactured articles per year, including agricultural im

plements, flour, etc., as shown by carefully prepared statistics, exceeds

•5,000,000.

Boat-building is an important branch of manufacture. The first steam

boat that arrived at Peoria was in 1 820 ; the first built in Peoria was in

1848.

The American pottery manufactory, established by a gentleman from

Vermont, was located in this city (after examining various sites through

out the West) as the one affording the best facilities for manufacturing.

The works are in operation, manufacturing porcelain and stone china of

the finest quality. The completion of the buildings alone will involve an

expenditure of $300,000.

The number of brick manufactured at the several yards in and near the

city is not less than 14,000,000.

Besides the immense amount of grain consumed in the manufactories,

the annual export, as per last report, was 3,326,236 bushels.

The amount of bituminous coal consumed by the various manufacturing

establishments in the city, per year, will exceed 3,000,000 bushels, or

120,000 tons.

There arc a great number of other manufactories, too numerous to give

the details, but which are not the less important to the social welfare of

the city.

The Peoria County fair grounds, of 22J- acres, are tastefully laid out

and conveniently arranged for the accommodation of exhibiters and

spectators. The avenues to the same arc numerous, and disposed in the

most approved style.

The pork-packing business is very important, and has steadily increased

from year to year ; the number of hogs packed per year is about 80,000.

The lumber business is also an important branch of trade. The amount

sold is not less than 28,000,000 feet in round numbers, the precise amount,

as per last report, being 27,463,639 feet

vol. xlvi.—no. v. 32
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In population Peoria is the second city in Illinois, and fourth in size

west of the lakes. There are six public school-houses, all large and fine

structures, some, indeed, elegant ; the schools of Peoria, which are all

free, are not excelled by any city. There are twenty-three churches, re

presenting twelve different denominations, most of them commodious

houses of worship, many fine and costly structures. There is a public

library, containing some 5,000 carefully selected volumes. In times of

peace Peoria supported five military companies, and, since the rebellion,

has furnished more men for the war than any other city of its size within

our knowledge.

We can say with truth, that Peoria has suffered as little, if not less

than any other city in the Union, from the financial revulsions of our

country. There is no place where less property is owned by foreign

capitalists, and no place where the property holders are so free from

embarrassment from foreign creditors. Having never been the recipients

of special government favors, or of private capitalists from abroad, as has

Chicago and many other Western cities, Peoria has depended upon her

own resources ; consequently her growth has been slow, but continued

and permanent.

Since the opening of the various rail-roads leading out of the city, the

importance of the Illinois River, as a channel of communication, has

somewhat diminished. Still, the river and canal business is very heavy.

There are regular lines of steamers and canal boats plying between this

port and Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Pekin and Chicago. The rail-roads, as

shown by the map, afford easy communication with all parts of the

country. In this particular it surpasses any other city in the West.

Peoria is immediately surrounded by immense and inexhaustible mines

of bituminous coal of the very best quality, which can be furnished to

such an establishment as the national armory, or any other requiring a

large amount, for from $1 25 to $1 50 per ton, delivered at the manu

factory. There are favorable localities in this city for such an establish

ment as the national armory, underlaid with coal, and the works could

be supplied for the bare expense of sinking a shaft upon their own

grounds. In this particular Peoria offers facilities for manufacture that

cannot be furnished by any other city, East or West. For the erection

of buildings Peoria can furnish as readily, and as cheaply, any required

amount of building materials as can any other city. For healthfulucss

of climate, for beauty of location, diversity of scenery and fruitfulness of

soil, it is not surpassed by any city within our knowledge.

And one other very important requisite, as we conceive, in the selection

of a locality for the national armory, is a dry atmosphere. In this particu

lar Peoria is exceedingly favored, which is the result of the following :

First, the city is considerably elevated above the river, and its gradual

slope affords sufficient drainage to prevent the accumulation of the least

surface water. Second, the soil, being a sand loam, bedded on a deep

gravelly sub-soil, readily absorbs light rains, thus preventing those heavy

fogs that occur almost every morning through the year in localities of

clay soil and different altitudes.

The following also arc among the peculiar advantages Peoria offers

over many other places for the establishment of the national armory : It

is an inland city, free from danger of invasion from a foreign enemy

by way of the lakes, and cut off by free territory from domestic foes.
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Situated, as it is, on the best navigable stream in the section embraced

within the map, heavy freights can be obtained, at cheap rates, and the

best quality of iron can be furnished as cheaply as at any other point in

free territory. <

We feel confident, that should a commission be appointed by Congress

to examine sites from which to select a location for the establishment of

a national armory, they will find, upon careful examination, that Peoria

presents claims greatly superior to any other city.

Very respectfully yours,

Charlks Holland, Isaac Underhill,

£. C. Inoeksoll, Enoch Emort,

IIervey Liqhtner, A. P. Bartlett;

Citizens1 Committee of Peoria, Illinois.

The above circular has been presented to Congress in the form of a

memorial, addressed to " The Honorable the Senate and House of Re

presentatives of the United States." We trust the advantages of Peoria

will not be overlooked in the decision of this question. Whether it or

some other place combines all the necessary requisites, we cannot, of

course, undertake to say. At least one consideration, however, we con

sider of special importance, and that is the fact of its being an inland

city, away from the lakes and away from the sea-coast, and yet having

excellent connections. In case, therefore, the control of the lakes is lost,

or our sea-coast became untenable, in any war, the armory would still be

retained.

GUNNY BAGS.

The London Mechanics' Magazine, in answering the question, What is

a gunny bag ? says : It is a bag made from the coarse spun fibres of a

plant which grows in India, of which there are many varieties. On the

Coromandcl coast this plant is called Goni, and " gunny" is a corruption

of this name. The cultivation of the chuti, jute, or " gunny," has been

carried on for centuries in Bengal, and gives employment to tens of

thousands of inhabitants. " Men, women and children," says Mr. 1 1 en-

let, " find occupation there. Boatmen, in their spare moments, palan

keen carriers and domestic servants—everybody, being Hindoos, for

Musselmen spin cotton only—pass their leisure moments, distaff in hand,

spinning gunny twist." The patient and despised Hindoo widow earns

her bread in this way. It is said that 300,000 tons of jute are grown

in India, of which 100,000 tons are exported as gunny bags, besides

100,000 tons in a raw state. A London company has established a manu

factory in Calcutta, at an expense of £300,000.

The gunny bag is used for a* great variety of purposes. Sugar, coffee,

apices, cotton, drugs, indeed, almost every article which we pack in dry

casks and in boxes is, in the East, packed in gunny bags. It is also

made into mats, carpets, ropes and various other articles. It is related

that the old gunny bags which contained sugar are sold to the beer

makers, who sweeten their beer by boiling the sugar out of the bags,

and then selling them to the mat-makers.
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The finances of the government and city have been quiet during the

month, and the anticipated depreciation of paper, as compared with gold,

has not taken place, mostly for the reason that although the banks nomi

nally suspended, and the government refused to pay its demand notes in

specie, according to their face, there has been no increase in the supply

of the paper. Ihe mere fact that persons and corporations are released

from the obligation to pay specie for their obligations, does not, of itself,

make specie more valuable or paper less valuable. In fact, paper merely

assumed the functions of gold in paying debts. It had an additional value

conferred upon it, since it is now the medium of settling contracts as well

as of circulation. Gold, on the other hand, if it did not lose this faculty,

was dispensed with as a means of payment. Hence it suddenly lost one

of its most important attributes, that of being the common object of de

mand for all who owe debts. Under such a state of affairs, supposing

the foreign trade did not exist, there would be no demand for gold at all

except to work up in the arts, and that demand would depend upon the

general prosperity. Under such circumstances, supposing the quantity

of legal tender paper afloat to be no greater than that of gold, there would

be rather a depreciation than an appreciation of gold ; at any rate, there

would be no reason for its commanding a premium. This is exactly

what has occurred. The supply of paper is a great deal less than before

the suspension ; it has, therefore, not depreciated. The government has,

indeed, the right to increase the currency, but it has not done it. It

owes vast sums of money, and has, apparently, refrained from paying, to

prevent that depreciation which must inevitably take place when it uses

its power to pay its army and creditors witn the authorized paper. There

has been a growing demand for specie for export, but this has not been

greatly in excess of what has come in from California. Hence there has

been no effective demand for specie, beyond what has been supplied

without disturbing the stock on hand. The specie movement, with the

price of gold, has been as follows :
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Spkcik and Price or Gold.

1861. 1882.

Received. Exported. Received. Exported. Gold in bank. Price of gold.

Jan. «...  .. $442,147 . . $28,988,878 .. 2 @ 4 prem.

H 11,.. . 1 1,445,885  .. $885,923 .. 1,085,025 . 25,378,070 .. 4 @5 "
M 18,.. . 1,446,219 .. 547,703 . . 86,120,859 .. 4 ®*X "
14 28,.. . 1,246,029 .. $22,855 . . 627,767 .. 822,918 . . 26,698,728 .. 2 ®»X "

Feb. 1,.. . 1,514,154 .. 289,669 .  .. 810,484 . . 27,479,588 .. 8X@8tf "
14

»,.. . 1,052,818 .. 115,698 .. 854,000 .. 976,235 . . 28,196,606 .. 8«@8Jf "

15,.. . 1,056,426 .. 117,101 . . 614,146 .. 1,156,154 . . 28,114,148 .. 4 ®4* «
it 22,..  .. 187,258 . . 759,247 .. 784,518 . . 28,875,992 .. 8 ©8X "

Marci. 1,.. ' 855,755 .. 176,161 . 741,109 .. 610,774 . . 29,826,959 .. 2 ®2% "
U

8,.. . 679,075 ... 585,286 . . 30,486,644 .. 1«@2« "
U 15,... 815,524 .. 128,816 . . 677,058 . . 477,885 . . 80,778,050 .. 2 @1« "
it 22,.. . .... .. 91,161 . . 540,968 . . 82,028,890 .. IX® IX "
" 29,.. 699,597 .. 6,088 . . 490,868 .. 779,564 . . 82,841,862 .. IX ©ix- "

April 996,445 .. 628,708 . . 581,292 ... $78,926 . . 88,764,832 .. IX @ 1 "
u 19... . 1,110,281 .. 323,900 . . .... .. 1,605,728 . . 84,594,668 .. 1X®2X "
u 19, ■   .. 617,279 . . 693,432 . . 84,671,528 .. 2 &1X »

Total $ 12,882,078 $2,061,917 $7,588,264 $11,809,786 ....

Since the suspension of the banks there has been exported $4,300,000

more than was received from California, and the city banks have

gained nearly $11,000,000, because the current sets towards New-York

in larger amounts than it goes to Europe. On the outbreak of the war,

large sums at the South and West were hoarded, and are known to be

held by merchants who, as the armies progress, come forward and pay

in gold within a margin. It, so to speak, " banks up" here. It will not

be, until the sums in the interior are all paid into New-York, that the

supply here will suffer from the continued export. Last year $40,000,000

were imported, but did not much increase the amount in bank ; because

it passed into the interior. The process is now reversed. It is coming _

from the interior, to go abroad, and will soon affect the supplies here.

The real rise in gold will take place only when the government paper

is paid out to creditors and troops. The money due them will then

circulate and improve business, swelling the imports, and giving a new

impulse to the export demand for gold. The government paper will

become the basis of bank issues of small denomination, and trade gene

rally become active. Then a positive demand for gold for export, in

payment of goods, will be felt, and also a demand to pay the interest on

the government stocks and States' debts, nearly all of which have de

termined to pay in specie ; which, not being currency, must be bought,

and every purchase will enhance the price. The payment of the April

interest in coin was notified as follows :

Treasury Department, March 21, 1862.

Holders of bonds of the United States, dated Oct. 1, 1861, and pay

able three years from date, are hereby notified that provision has been

made for the payment, in coin, of the coupons of semi-annual interest,

which will become due on the I st April, proximo, agreeably to their

tenor, by the Treasurer of the United States, at Washington ; by the

Assistant Treasurer, at Boston, New-York and Philadelphia; and by the

depositary of the United States at Cincinnati, Ohio.

All such coupons, together with schedules showing the number of
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each coupon, and the aggregate sum of each parcel, must be presented

for examination and verification at least three full business days before

payment.

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

The amount then payable was 11,825,000 ; and, to complete this, gov

ernment bought a sum of the banks at 1^ premium, which was'paid back

to the banks, at par, for the interest on the stocks they held. The pur

chases of coin, for the payment of interest, will hereafter be regular and

large, since most of the States that have debts will follow the example of

the federal government. The plan is, no doubt, in the highest degree

praiseworthy, to keep the specie foundation for obligations ; but when

all business transactions are put afloat upon paper, the difficulty becomes

very great.

When every person has the right to demand specie for what is due

him, the metals are mainly circulated ; as soon, however, as paper is

made the circulation, and specie only a commodity, in demand for a

special purpose, it is then only a subject of speculation, and its value is

foverned by demand and supply. The demand is certain and fixed,

'hus the federal and State governments must have, with the present

amount of outstanding debts, $60,000,000 specie per annum. In the

present condition of the foreign trade the exports will exceed the Cali

fornia supplies by $20,000,000. There is, then, a positive future de

mand for $80,000,000 of specie—an amount not much less than the exist

ing available stock in the country, in excess of the silver fractions of the

dollar. Under the export demand, this amount will gradually waste, and

the whole available amount be soon controlled by those who sell to the

government at a premium, and again re-collect it when the holders of

stocks, having received it at par for interest, re-sell it for a profit. It

. follows that, as long as this system continues, whatever premium the

creditor receives for specie, will swell the rate of interest he enjoys from

his money. Thus the holder of the 7.30 Treasury notes, drawing $73 in

gold, will receive $1 82 premium at to-day's rates, or nearly 7£ per cent,

interest, and this rate of interest will rise with the advance in gold. The

government annuities will thus be exempt from the influences of paper

money ; because the income they afford will rise exactly in proportion to

the prices of commodities, as measured by the paper money afloat. This,

however, is to the government a most costly system, and one which would

soon exhaust the tax-paying ability of any nation, if it contemplated a

long suspension of specie payments.

The amount of the government paper has not increased ; because,

among other reasons, the demand notes were required to bo printed,

and were then issued in large denominations of $1,000, to a considerable

extent, to contractors, from whose hands they poured into the banks, for

deposits and maturing obligations. The demands at bank for discount

became smaller with the diminished business, and the strictness with

which that business was confined to cash, and the large notes not being

nseful as currency, were deposited with the government for five per cent,

certificates of deposit, payable at ten days' notice. The sum of these de

posits has reached $50,000,000, the legal limit. The army is largely in

arrears for pay, and cannot get it until the small notes are ready. The

department issued the certificates of indebtedness, bearing 6 per cent,
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and one year to run, to some extent, and the price fell to 95£, which

would give the buyer 10\ per cent for his money. The department then

issued a notice, explained as follows :

Washington. April 15, 1862.

Dear Sirs,—The Secretary of the Treasury has decided to pay twenty

per cent to the original holders of certificates of indebtedness, in the

following manner :

If one hundred thousand has been issued to you, he will redeem

twenty thousand in toto. It does not require the production of the bal

ance, eighty thousand, issued you. If you have parted with them, it

makes no difference. You are entitled to twenty per cent, of the amount

of certificates issued in your name. The other four-fifths, in the hands

of a third party, cannot, of course, be redeemed until the pleasure of the

Secretary.

This decision does not apply to parties who have already received

twenty per cent, on checks, or to certificates issued subsequent to

7th inst

This caused a rally in the price of the certificates to 99^-, which would

give 6 per cent interest to holders. The course of the department seems

to be, to withhold payment from creditors as long as possible, and then

feed them gradually with different descriptions of paper, alternately, as

the market will bear them, holding up as soon as the price droops.

Thus, last year, the goods purchased for cash in May were not paid for

until November. The army was greatly in arrears, and, when the de

mand notes were ready, in September, General Scott, in a general order,

congratulated the troops on the immense distress that was to be relieved

by their issue. In December, the $150,000,000 advanced by the banks

being nearly exhausted, the Secretary said he could get along until Janu

ary 15. He then paid out 7 3-10 Treasury notes to creditors, and the

price fell to 96. The 6 per cent stock was then at 90, and this attracted

buyers, until the rate rose to 95. The issue was then stopped, and 6 per

cent, certificates of indebtedness issued to creditors. These soon fell to

95f. This price attracted the public, and investments became large, at

99. The department had got out $80,000,000, and then, to stiffen the

price, has paid 20 per cent, of those in first hands. Meantime the de

mand notes have been printed to the extent of $50,000,000, but a very

small amount only was issued. These were of large denominations, and

were deposited with the Treasury for 5 per cent certificates of deposit,

which the government has received to the amount of $22,000,000.

The movement may be summed up nearly as follows :

7 3-10 notes issued, $20,000,000

Certificates of indebtedness, 6 per cent, 80,000,000

" deposit, 5 per cent, 50,000,000

Demand notes, 25,000,000

Total, $ 175,000,000

The arrears of debt are now about as much more. At the close of

April the Secretary gave notice that he would pay 40 per cent, of the

debts due prior to February, 30 per cent of those due in February, and

20 per cent of those subsequent The prices are nearly as follows :
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6>. 1881.

Pricks U*rrrED States Patk.

, -j , B-«, 1874. 7 8-10, tp.cCerHf.
1 year.

Gold

Beg. Coup. 8 yeart.

Feb. « 89 78} ..

March

14
19 , 90 90 73 n . • ■ ■

8}1 93} 92} 85} 99}

18, , 93 93 86 100

'. i}19 94 88 100

26 .. 94} 94| .. 87} .. 100 ..97 H

April 1,.... 93 93 87 99} 96} • >}
ti

6 92} 86 99} 96} 2
il

1 .. 93J 98} 87 100 ..97 U
II

10 .. 93} 98} .. 87 100 . . 96} . • U
II

80,... .. 97} 98* .. 89J 102} .. 99} . • **

The effort of the department was, no doubt, to get the 6's to par ; and

the payment of 20 per cent, to original holders of the certificates tempted

many to hold, thus stiffening the price. Nevertheless, the amount of

capital seeking investment is large, and government paper, due within a

year, that will pay 7 per cent, to the holder, is a temptation.

The revenues of the government have been large under the new tariff.

For the total nine months of the fiscal year they were as follows :

RECEIVED FOR DUTIES AT THE PORT OT NEW-YORK.

1839-60. 1880-61. 1861-62.

Six months,.. . $ 19,322,060 96 . . $ 17,637,802 21 . . $ 11,129,646 35

January, 3,899,166 17.. 2,059,202 33.. 3,351,657 22

February, 3,378,043 28 . . 2,528,736 83 . . 3,565,063 83

March, 3,477,545 74 . . 2,489,926 25 . . 4,626,863 86

Total, 9 mos.,. $30,076,816 15 .. $24,715,667 62 .. $22,673,230 26

The duties of this year, for March, are quite large, being nearly two

and a quarter millions more than for March last year, when the old tariff

ceased to act The new tariff came into operation April 1st, and was

again raised in August, with some additional duties in December. If

we take the quantity of duties paid in March, this year and last, the

result shows that the average rate of duty then was 19J- per cent., and

now 34 per cent.—a very heavy tax. The whole amount was, how

ever, paid in Treasury and demand notes, not re-issuablc ; hence the

customs give no resources whatever to the government, until all the

notes, amounting to about eighty millions, receivable for dues, shall have

been absorbed. The business of the port for three months has been as

olio ws :

Imports, Port or Nrw-York.

Entbbep for
Free , > ,

Specie. Qoode. Conevmption. Warehnuee. Total.

January $163,658 $2,552,050 $6,763,396 $3,141,726 $ 12,620,829

February, 62,007 3,381,473 7,058,174 3,370,486 13,872,140

March, 89,327 3,476,004 10,312,689 4,841,846 18,719,866

Total, 8 mos $814,992 $9,409,527 $24,184,259 $ 11,854,057 $45,212,835

" 1861, 15,802,702 9,011,925 21,882,297 15,896,545 61,373,469
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Exports, Poet o» Nkw-Yom.

Fokiiox.

Specie. Free. Dutiable. DomtttUs. Total.

January $2,858,374 $27,198 $149,493 $12,063,477 $14,948,487

February 3,776,919 49,06(1 208,757 10,078,101 14,112,843

March, 2,471,283 65,888 458,917 8,986,176 11,980,714

Total,8mOB $8,906,426 $141,647 $ 817,167 $31,161,754 $40,981,994

" 1861, 1,463,622 647,160 1,734,930 81,096,652 84,941,864

The operation of the present laws is much against the trade of the

country, there being, in the absence of cotton and tobacco shipments to

England, no large credits there to draw against in favor of the East India

and China trade. Specie shipments are required, and when the goods

land here cash duties must be paid, at high rates. While these are paid

in demand notes the difficulty is not so great ; but when these are ab

sorbed gold must be paid. On general importations, also, the exchanges

are adverse. At this time last year exchange was 4 per cent. ; it is

now 13£ per cent, to the importer, to say nothing of higher duties.

This is a serious difference to encounter, and it is not, therefore, sur

prising that the imports show less in amount. It does not much mend

the matter to remit gold, because, although the large banking-houses

can remit at 9£, an individual cannot do it under ll£; and if he is re

quired to give 2 per cent, premium on the specie, it will cost him 13£,

or more than the bills.

The continued decline in prices abroad for produce has given a great

check to the exports, and has involved the shippers in considerable loss.

The exports of breadstuffs have consequently become small from the

port. The exports of flour, wheat and corn have been as follows :

EXPORTS FROM NEW-YORK.

, ' , Wheat. Corn.

Bbls. Prices. Bush. Bosh.

December, 391,731 $ 5 80 .. 3,315,359 .. 1,263,204

January, 301,946 5 65 .. 1,220,860 .. 1,114,184

February, 253,894 5 40 .. 615,908 .. 1,088,297

March, 219,605 5 15 .. 301,238 .. 1,445,988

April to 15th, 62,229 4 75 .. 91,843 .. 445,327

The decline has been regular and large in the shipment of these articles,

following the decline of prices abroad, notwithstanding that the price has

declined here in the ratio of $1 per bbl. The trade of the port is now

so nearly confined to Northern produce, that the sum of the exports must

be the guide for the amount of the imports, since there are no bills drawn

against produce shipped from other sections, to make good what the pro

ceeds of the produce falls short of the sum requisite to pay for goods re

ceived. The deficit makes itself seen in the increasing exports of specie

and the firm rates for bills, which have ruled as follows :
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Rates of Exchange.

Dec. 1,

" 15,

Jan. 1,

" 15,

Feb. 1,

" 15,

Mar. 1.

" 15.

" 22,

• " 29,

Apr. 5,

" 12,

« 19,

London.

109 @ 1094

1104® 110}

1104® 113

1134® 114

113 @1134

115 @ 115+

112 @ US

1124® 1124

111 @112i
111 @ 112

111*® 1121

111 J @ 112|

lllj® 112J

Pari:

5.25 @5.15

5.15 ®5.10

5.12£@5.05

5.05 @4.90

5.10 @4.95

4.97+ @ <-90

5.05 @ 5.00

5.074 @ 5.03}

1 5.08} @ 5.00}

5.10 @5.05

6.07+ @ 5.024

5.10 @ 6.084

5.10 @ 5.03}

Amtterdam. Frankfort

40} @ 40} j 41 @414

4H@41}
42 @424

424 @ 434

424 @ 434

42} @ 43+

424 @ 43

424 @ 43

42

42

41} @ 42

424 @ 43

484 @ 43}

434 @ 434

43} @ 44

42} @ 43

424 @ 43}

@ 424 424® 42}
424 1 424® 424

Hamburg. Btrlin.

35} @ 36 78} @ 74

36} @ 37 74 @ 744

874 @ 38 744 @ 76

874 @ 384 ?54 @ 7H

37 @ 384 754 @ W

87} @ 884 7«4 @ W

87 @ 37} ! 754 @ 75}

86} @ 87} 74} @ 75

36} @ 874 74 @ 744

36} @ 374 74 @ 744

86J @ 374 744 @ 75
36} @ 374 74} @ 74}

36} @ 37} I 74 @ 744

424 @ 42} 424 @ 42}

42 @ 424 1 424® 42}

41}® 424i42}@ 42}

The moderate amount of business done, and the firmness with which

dealers adhere to cash and short time, tend, as the season progresses, to

enhance the amount of money seeking investment, since paper matures

and is paid faster than it is created.

Oi» Call.

Dat*. Stock*. Other.

October 1, 6 @ 7 . . 6 @ 7

November 1 6@7 .. 6@7

December 1, 6 @ 7 . . - @ 7

January 1 6 @ 7 . . 7 @ -

February 1 6 @ 7 . . 7 @ -

" 16, 6 @ 6 . . 6 @ 7

March 1„ 6 @ 6 . . 7 @ -

" 15, 5 @ 6 .. 7 @ -

" 22, 6 @ 6 .. 7 @-

" 29 5 @ 6 .. 7 @ -

April 6,. 6 @ 6 . . 7 @ -

" 12, 5 @ 6 .. 7 @-

" 19 5@6 .. 7@-

Endobsed.

60 day.

64 @ 7

54 @ 7

— @ 7

54 ® 7

54® 7

5 @7

@ 7

@ 7

@ 7

@ 7

@ 7

@ 7

@ 7

4 ® 6 mot.

. 8 @ 12

. 8 @ 10

. 8 @ 9

• 8@

. 6®

. 6@

• 8®

• 8®

• 8 @

. 8<

. 8(

. 8i

. 8®

Other
Good.

12 ® 15

10 @ 12

12 @ 15

10 @ 12

8 @ 12

7® 9

7@ —

—
@
—

7 @ —

7 @ —

7@ —

7 ®

7 @

yot veil

24 @ 36

18 @24

— @-
12 @ 24

—
«-

— @-
— @-
— ®-
— ®~

— .. — 8-

The bank returns, on another page, show to what an extent specie has

risen in the bank vaults since the suspension. But the amount lost in

December has not been recovered, and how much of that held by the

banks belongs to special depositors cannot readily be determined. It is>

however, not large, in view of the facts disclosed above, viz., that each

succeeding month shows an increase in the excess of imports over exports,

and that the value of the present staple export is rapidly falling. The

increase of the paper currency, now going on through the banks, based

not upon specie, but upon government legal tender notes, will give a

new impulse to the outward current of the metals. The commercial loans

of the banks, as distinct from the loans to the government, are about

182,000,000, nearly $40,000,000 less than for the corresponding period

last year. The deposits, on the other hand, are large, although they

have run down under investments in government stocks. This return

presents the singular fact, which has been conspicuous since the com

mencement of hostilities, that the public have loaned the banks

#10,000,000 more than the banks have loaned the public. There are no

means of investing in business paper, and the banks have loaned the

overnmcnt $40,000,000 on five per cent, certificates at ten days call.

lie government loans now held by the banks are $41,247,000, being a

decline of $35,000,000, which represents the net sales of stocks above
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the deposits for five per cent, certificates. The circulation of the banks

has increased some $2,500,000 since the issue of the government demand

notes, and the country banks are procuring large amounts of currency.

There have been efforts to bring about a resumption of specie payments,

in view of the low price of specie, and the hope that the progress of the

armies would not only set free gold hoarded at the South, but also re

open the supply of exportable produce to promote the requisite exchange.

The legislature of Pennsylvania has passed " an act requiring the re

sumption of specie payments by the banks." It exempts them from all

the penalties of suspension until the first Tuesday in February, 1863,

and gives them immunity from all penalties, by reason of suspension, in

curred in the past. The notes of all solvent banks in the State, and the

legal tender notes of the general government, are to be deemed and taken

as " currency," " for all purposes, as the notes and balances due from the

specie-paying banks." Privilege is given to the banks to issue small

notes to the amount of thirty per cent, of their capital actually paid in,

which is an increase of ten per cent, on their present privileges in this

respect

The provision of the act of 1850, which prohibits the banks from hold

ing stocks to an excess of one-third of their capital, is so modified as not

to apply to the loans, stocks or notes of the United States, or of the

State of Pennsylvania. That the State interest on the funded debt of

the Commonwealth may be continued to be paid in specie or its equiva

lent, the treasurer is authorized to call on all banks in suspension to pay

into the State treasury in proportion to their capital stock, within thirty

days after the State shall have paid such interest, their ratable propor

tion of such premium for gold or its equivalent, as shall have been paid

by the State, and, in default, to sue for and recover the same.

When the rebellion broke out last year, the Common Council of New-

York authorized a loan of $1,000,000 to aid the troops. The issue was

entirely illegal, but justified by common consent at the great Union meetr

ing. The bonds were placed at the disposal of the Union Defence Com

mittee, and were mostly expended in the purchase of arms. September

16, Mayor Wood addressed the Auditor at Washington to obtain reim

bursement for the money so expended under the law of Congress, but it

was replied that the law only provided for the reimbursement of States,

and did not cover the case of the city. That loan falls due May 1, 1862,

and by a law of April 12, 1862, the legislature empowered the corpora

tion to issue a new stock for $1,000,000 six per cent., payable November

1, 1864. That stock the Comptroller now offers in discharge of that

which falls due.

The annual returns at the Canal Department at Albany, gives the num

ber of tons carried on the canals and rail-roads of the State. They are

as follows :

Tom. Value.

Canals, 4,507,635 $ 130,115,893

Rail-roads, 5,460,407 191,101,101

Total, 7,968,044 $521,216,994

Of this large amount one-third in tonnage was veritable food, and in

value it was $130,000,000, which large amount was mostly destined for
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New-York city. The total mileage on canals and rail-roads has been

comparatively as follows :

CanaU. Rail-ltoadt. TalnL

1860, 809,534,476 . . 564,050,505 . . 1,373,575,001

1861, 863,623,507 .. 660,556,875 .. 1,524,180,382

Increase, 54,094,011 .. 96,506,370 .. 150,605,381

The increase of mileage is mostly on food coming by the rail-road.

There has been a considerable decrease in the amount of merchandise

sent West, growing out of the diminished business of the year.

EUROPEAN ARMIES AND NAVIES.

The following, according to the Almanack de Ootha, was the state of

the disposable land and sea forces of the great powers of Europe in 1861 :

France: army on war footing, 767,770 men, 130,000 horses; peace

footing, 414,000 men, 72,850 horses. Navy, 600 vessels afloat, building

and under transformation, carrying together 13,353 guns. Out of that

number there are 373 steamers, of which 56 are iron cased. The crews

of the fleet, who on a peace footing amount to 38,373 men, may, in case

of war, be increased to 60,000 men. The seamen forming part of the

maritime inscription are 170,000 in number. The effective strength of

the marines is 22,400 men in peace, and 26,879 in war. Custom-nouse

officers or coast guard, 25,591 men. Great Britain : army, 212,773

men, 21,904 horses. Navy, 893 vessels, carrying 16,411 guns. The

crews number 78,200 men, of whom 18,000 are marines, and 8,550 coast

guard men. Russia: army, 577,859 men regular troops, and 136 regi

ments of cavalry, 31 battalions, and 31 batteries of irregulars. Navy,

313 vessels, of which 242 are steamers, carrying together 3,851 guns.

The Russian government has also 474 vessels acting as guardships at dif

ferent places and for transports. Austria: army, 587,695 men. Navy,

53 steamers, 79 sailing vessels, carrying together 895 guns. Prussia:

army, peace footing, 212,649 men; war footing, 622,366 men. Navy,

34 vessels, of which 26 are steamers. Italy : official effective strength

of the army on the 10th of June, 1861, 327,290 men, divided into 68

regiments of infantry, 26 battalions of bersaglieri, 17 regiments of cavalry,

9 of artillery, 2 of engineers, and 3 wagon trains. Navy, 106 vessels,

carrying 1,036 guns and 18,000 men.

A NEW TRICK.

The Oironde, of Bordeaux, states that a respectable tradesman of that

city was cheated last week by the following trick : He had set a looking-

glass outside the shop-door for sale, when a fashionably dressed man

stopped to look at himself in it. As he stood thus occupied, with his

walking-stick under his arm, a person passing behind him came in con

tact with the stick and drove it with such violence against the glass as to

shiver it to atoms. The apparently innocent cause of this accident imme

diately offered to pay the value of the glass, worth 50 francs, and handed

the tradesman a 1,000 franc note. After receiving the change he took

bis departure, and soon afterwards the tradesman made the unpleasant

discovery that the note was a forged one.
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Cadet Life at Wtst Point. By an Officer of the United States Army. Witk a De

scriptive Sketch of West Point, by Benson J. Lossino. Boston : Published by T. O.

H. P. BlJRNHAM.

This volume fills a niche in our national literature, which has long stood empty,

inviting notice, and only now receiving it. The experience of Mr. Richard Rank-

anfile in our great military academy, will be read with enthusiasm by all those

junior members of society whose mind's eye is fixed with fervor on their own pros

pective drill and discipline, and ultimate military prowess; by the graduates whose

memories go back gladly to the old times long gone by ; and by non-military people

in general, to whom a new page of boy life is laid open. The book is pleasantly

written, and full of those initiatory excitements which come alike to " Plebe" or

" Fresh," wretched to endure, but amusing to recite, and which, like the music of

Ossian, are pleasant, yet mournful to the soul of the reader.

The Old Lieutenant and hit Son. By Norman Macleod. Boston: T. 0. H. P.

Burnham.

There is something rather aside from the usual style of story telling in the " Old

Lieutenant." The author writes as if he were narrating the history of friends who

were very dear to him, and could not, therefore, help being extremely interesting to

the world. He describes their looks, gestures and remarks, upon various little un

important occasions, with Buch fervent admiration, recounts their virtues, and ex

plains away their faults with such blind devotion, that in some of the earlier chapters

one cannot help smiling at his hero-worship, while, at the same time, forgiving it,

as a very amiable weakness. But such enthusiasm is contagious, and long before the

story is half through, the coolest render will find himself thoroughly enlisted on the

side of Ned Fleming, and ready to battle for him to the last

It is, perhaps, more of a sea than a land story. The hardships and temptations

of a sailor's life are often very strongly pictured, and none can read it without an in

creased interest in and sympathy for the sturdy mariners whose experiences it chiefly

deals with. It is remarkable for being a thoroughly religious book—hearty in its

commendations of all that is good, and fearless in its denunciations of evil, without

being sectarian, stilted or dogmatical.

Aids to Faith, A series of Theological Essnys. By several writers. Being a reply

to " Essays and Reviews." Edited by William Thomson, D. D., Lord Bishop of

Gloucester and Bristol. New-York : D. Appleton <fc Co.

When the writers of the " Essays and Reviews" sent their book out upon the world,

they threw an apple of discord into the hoart of the community that stirred it up

from its depths. It has given rise, therefore, to a vast amount of argument, discus

sion and disapproval, and now there appeor simultaneously two books in answer to

it. The " Facts for Priests and People" being the brood church view of the con

troversy, and " Aids to Faith," which comprises a scries of essays by men who ad
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here more exclusively to strict Church of England doctrines. No justice could be

done iu so brief a notice as this must necessarily be, to the various subjects treated,

and the manner of treatment ; but the names which appear among the list of con

tributors are a sufficient guarantee for the solidity and worth of its contents. It is

decidedly superior in all points to the volume which prompted it, and, as an answer

to it, quite sufficient, although leaving untouched many of the more abstruse and

learned arguments which might have been adduced in support of its assertions.

Tet, whether skeptical arguments are answered or unanswered, men, afraid of the

truth, will always be found, trying to silence their fears in the writing and publish

ing of books similar to "Essays and Reviews." The reverend editor, in the last

clause of his excellent preface to " Aids to Faith," very truthfully says : " 'While

the world lasts, skeptical books will be written and answered, and the books, per

haps, and the answers, alike forgotten. But the Rock of Ages shall stand unchange

able ; and men, worn with a sense of sin, shall still find rest under the shadow of a

great rook in a weary land."

Constitution of the United States—Declaration of Independence— Washington's Fare

well Address. Boston: T. 0. H. P. Burnham, 143 Washington-street. Price 10

cents.

The little book containing these valuable documents is issued by the publishers in

a very neat form, and of a convenient size. It will be sent by mail, post paid, on

receipt of the price at the office of publication.

DOCUMENTS RECEIVED.

We are indebted to Elizur Wright, Esq., Insurance Commissioner, of Mass., for

a copy of the last A nnual Report to the Legislature.

H. H. Van Dyok, Esq., Supt. Banking Department of New-York, has kindly fur

nished us with the Report on t/ie Savings Banks.
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TOBACCO : HISTORICAL, STATISTICAL, DIPLOMATIC, AND LITERARY.

Notwithstanding, that since the introduction of tobacco to civiliza

tion, its use has been strenuously opposed by all possible means, govern

mental, legislative, and literary—notwithstanding that counterblast after

counterblast has succeeded that in which James the First vociferated an

anathema against the "precious stinke," it has worked its way all over the

world, insinuated itself into the pipes of all peoples, fumigated every

atmosphere, filled the mouths and directed the digestion of the most di

verse races, and brought a similar solace to the dweller of the torrid and

the frigid zone. It has quietly, and as "noiseless as smoke," turned the

tables on all attempts to defame it, until it now has, to a great extent, all

races, creeds, and climates, under tolerable subjection. It is the most

universally acknowledged ruler, or tyrant if you will, that custom has

ever put in power.

Ethnologists may discuss with learned length the question of the unity

of the human race, but there is no question as to its unity on the subject

of tobacco. Asiatic, African, European, American, with all there interest

ing subdivisions, form a unity of races, if such a phrase may be used, on

the tobacco question. Burly fanatics may demand a millenium at the

hands of Providence, and dreamy philosophers may expect that harmony

which the polemical susceptibilities of their more energetic allies must

eternally postpone ; but in the homage all creeds and persuasions pay to

tobacco, they might behold a symbol of their much sought for universal

harmony. From the monk to the Mormon ; from the "papist" to the

pagan ; from the Episcopalian Bishop to the " unbelieving Jew ;" from

" lawn sleeves to old clo' ;" from the sinecure to the synagogue ; from Delhi

to Dublin ; from Rome to the Plymouth Rock, and from " frog pond " to

the Salt Lake, the worshipers and faithful followers of all religions and

forms of faith are only identical in their faith in tobacco. Smoke is the

atmosphere of the millenium. A clever writer twenty-five years ago,

vol. xlvi.—NO. vi. 33
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glancing over the tobacco field, truly came to the conclusion, that all the

branches of the human family, however they may differ in color, speech,

manners, and opinions, concur in the love of tobacco—remarking that it

is the solace of the slave; the pastime of the idler, and the sedative of

the busy bustling trader, who in six days does all that he hath to do, and

on the seventh posteth his books. It tranquilizes the overlabored mind

of the man of letters; makes the toil-worn laborer forget his aches; is

the sailor's delight, the soldier's joy, and contemplative man's recreation.

Above all other plants, tobacco best deserves the name of the " peace

making herb." In quarrels between friends, the offer of a pinch of snuff

is generally the first step towards a reconciliation ; a sailor's enmity is

soothed by a couple of inches of pigtail ; the present of a cigar, or the

loan of a tobacco-box, often prevents the outbreak of angry feelings ; the

North American Indian buries his tomahawk when he smokes the pipe

of peace ; and in Europe, the treaty which stills the voice of war, is con

certed by dipTomatists amid the friendly interchange of snuff-boxes.

If judged by the vicissitudes through which it has traveled, it must

indeed be acknowledged a hero among plants ; and if human pity, respect,

or love should be given it for "the dangers it has passed," the inspiration

of Desdemonia's love for Othello, then might its most eloquent oppo

nent be dumb, or yield it no inconsiderable meed of homage. Dr. Paris,

in the Historical Introduction to Pharmacologia,* speaks of it as a re

markable plant, and as having suffered romantic vicissitudes in its fame

and character, notwithstanding its powers of fascination. It has been

successively opposed and commended by physicians—condemned and

eulogized by priests and kings—and proscribed and protected by govern

ments, but at length it has succeeded in diffusing itself through every

climate, and wining the suffrages of the inhabitants of every country.

The Arab cultivates it in the burning desert—the Laplander and Esqui

maux risk their lives to procure a refreshment so delicious in their wintry

solitudes ; the seaman, grant him but this luxury, and he will endure with

cheerfulness every other privation, and defy the raging of the elements ;

and in the higher walks of civilized society—at the shrine of fashion, in

the palace, and in the cottage, the fascinating influence of the singular

plant, commands an equal tribute of devotion and attachment.! The very

Treatises which have been written against the use, or rather, it should be

stated, the abuse of tobacco, is sufficient proof of the celerity with which

it traveled round the globe.

Tobacco was largely used on this continent long before it was intro

duced to Europeans. Of course it cannot be positively stated how long,

but we have proof that the first discoverers found its indulgence universal.

On his first discoveries, Coldmbus noticed that the inhabitants of Cuba

and Hispaniola carried a torch with tbem for the purpose of lighting the

leaves of an herb, which he supposed was ignited by way of perfume.

The account of the first voyage of Colcmbus, in the Historia del Nuova

Mundo, by Mckoz, gives us more particularly a glimpse at the plant, and

the manner in which it was used. " Not less strange appeared to them

the custom of the men, who generally walked abroad, both in the fields

and in roads, with a lighted torch in their hands, and rolls of certain

* American edition. f Introduction to " Pharmacologia."
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herbs wrapped up in a leaf, or rather of leaves rolled together, which they

called tabacos. These they lighted at one end, and from the other sucked

the smoke. The name of tabaco was afterwards transferred to the herb,

which is indigenous to that hemisphere, and which afterwards became so

well known to all the nations of the old world."

Mr. Arthur Helps,* translating and reviewing the documents left by

Columbus, Las Cabas, <tnd others, covering the period under notice, also

chronicles the discovery, and dwells upon it as an era not to be overlooked

in diplomatic history. It is interasting, he says, to observe the way

in which, at this point of the narrative, a new product is introduced to

the notice of the old world—a product that was hereafter to become, not

only an unfailing source of pleasure to a large portion of the male part

of mankind, from the highest to the lowest, but was also to distinguish

itself as one of the commodities for revenue, which are the delight of

statesmen, the great financial resource of modern nations, and which af

ford a means of indirect taxation, that has perhaps nourished many a war

and prevented many a revolution. Two discoverers, whom the admiral

had sent out from the Puerto de Mares, (one of them being a learned

Jew, who could speak Hebrew, Clialdee, and some Arabic, and who would

have been able to discourse, as Columbus probably thought, with any of

the subjects of the Grand Khan, if he had met them,) found that the men

of the country they came to investigate, indulged in a "fumigation" of

a peculiar kind. The smoke in question was absorbed into the mouth

through a charred stick, and was caused by burning certain herbs wrapped

in a dry leaf, which outer covering was called "tabaco." Las Casas,

who carefully describes the process tf imbibing smoke, mentions that the

Indians, when questioned about it, said that it took away fatigue, and that

he has known Spaniards in the Island of Hispaniola, who adopted the

same habit, and who, being reproved for it as a vice, replied, that it was

not in their power to leave it off. " I do not know," he adds, " what savor

or profit they found in them," {tabacos.) O-ibdo also gives a particular

account of the manner of imbibing the smoke, the Caciques and principal

men using a hollow forked stick about a span in length, and the thick

ness of the little finger. The forked ends were inserted in the nostrils,

and the other "to the burning leaves of the herb, which are rolled up in

the manner of pastils." He tells us that the Indians held the herb in

great esteem, cultivating it in their gardens, and pretending that its use

was not only wholesome but holy. He knew several Christians who

adopted it as an antidote to the pains of disease, and adds—" at the pre

sent time,f many of the negroes have acquired the same habit. They

cultivate the herb, for the purpose of smoking, in the grounds of their

masters ; and they say that the use of it, after they have concluded their

labors, takes away the sense of weariness." Humboldt, of course basing

his conclusions on these and other documents, asserts that tobacco was

cultivated from time immemorial, by the natives and the Orinoco, and that

it was used all over the continent of South America at the time of the

Spanish conquest A striking evidence of the use of tobacco, long pre

vious to the advent of the European in America, is adduced in the fact,

* The Spanish Conquest in America, and its relation to the History of Slavery,

and to the Government of Colonies, vol. 1 ., book ii, chap. i.

f Oviedo. Historia General de lot India). Edit. 1536.
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that in several of the tumuli and ancient mounds which have been dis

covered in Ohio and other States, pipe-heads of copper and talc have been

found. The copper pipes are not soldered ; the bowl is formed by lapping

one edge over the other. Those of talc are more finished. One found

six feet below the surface of the earth, on the banks of the Sandusky

Eiver, exhibits great taste, " the rim of the bowl is in high relief, and the

front represents a female face."

Oviedo's account refutes the widely received conjecture, that Europeans

first beheld the use of tobacco in 1518, on the occasion of an interview

between Juan de Grijalva and the Cacique of Tabasco in Yucatan ; and

from which occasion and locality, the " weed " was supposed to have de

rived its name. The plant itself was known by several names to the

Aborigines of this continent. In Mexico, it was called piecelt ; in Brazil,

petun ; in Hispaniola, cohiba ; and in the other islands, yoli. Savaby in

his Dictionnaire Universel de Commerce, Geneva, 1723, puts forth an as

sertion and a conjecture, which are, however, both rejected, to wit, that

tobacco was known among the Persians upwards of four hundred years

before the time he wrote, and that they probably obtained it from Egypt.

Other attempts to speculate on the probability of the use of tobacco in

the old world, anterior to the discovery of the new, do not attract

greater credence. Two evidences of the antiquity of smoking, in Europe

and Asia, are adduced in the shape, first, of a pipe head, retaining the

smell of tobacco, said to have been found in the wall of a Grecian build

ing, erected in Constantinople before the time of Mahommed, and second, a

short pipe found between the teeth of a human skull in 1784, in

Kildare, Ireland. Supposing the discovery of the pipe-head in Con

stantinople, to be well authenticated, a writer in the Quarterly Review,

(No. lxxv.,) suggests that smoking, having at first been prohibited to the

Mahommedans as an innovation, and contrary to the principle of their

law, the pipe had probably been inserted in the wall by some lover of

tobacco, in order to furnish an argument for the antiquity of the custom,

and, therefore, of its lawfulness. The pipes found, and there were many,

in Ireland, are claimed to have belonged to the Danes or "the

fairies ;" but the author of the very clever " Paper of Tobacco," who is

evidently a scholar in pipes, says, after examining " the collection of a

gentleman curious in such matters," that they undoubtedly belonged to

certain heavy-breeched Batavian dragoons, who were quartered, (would

that they had been previously hanged and drawn,) there in the reign of

William of Orange. The same writer quotes an assertion, but with dis

credit, founded on the opinion of Professor Pallas, known for his travels

in the north part of Asia, that the use of tobacco was known at an early

period by the Eastern Scythae, or Tartars; and Dr. Samuel L. Mitchell,

whose philosophical learnings are more than once indicated by the pleasant

pen of Halleck—seems to have adopted the same idea. In an essay,

attempting to prove that the Aborigines of this continent, were of the

same family and lineage with those of Asia, he adduces in support, that

" the custom of smoking the pipe, on solemn occasions, to the four cardi

nal points of the compass, to the heavens and to the earth, is reported,

upou credible authority, to distinguish equally the hordes of the Asiatic

Tartars and the bands of the American Sioux."*

* Archcologia Americana, vol. 1, p. 328.
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After its arrival in Europe, Tobacco was speedily known by as many

new names as it originally had old ones in America. The first seeds or plants,

were brought to Spain in 1559 or 1560, by Francisco Hernandez dk

Toiedo, a physician who had been sent to Mexico by Philip II, for the

purpose of making observations in natural history. In the year following,

Jean Nicot, the Ambassador of France at Lisbon, having procured some

plants, sent tbem to the Grand Prior, of the family of Lorraine, and also

either sent or carried some to Catherine de Medicis, the Queen Mother.

Hence it was first known in France as Herbe du Grand Prieur. It was

subsequently called Htrba Regince, Herbe Medicee, and the embassadors

herb, but these soon fell into disuse, the plant only retaining that, which

it to this day retains, the name of the envoy, Nicoliana Tabacum.

George Buchanan, the Scotch philosopher and poet, tutor of James 1st,

hated Catherine of Medicis, and in one of his Latin epigrams, alludes to

the herb being called Medicee, advising all who value their health to shun

it, not so much from its being naturally hurtful, but that it needs must

become poisonous if called by so hateful a name. A very fair hit at the

royal poisoner. In Italy it was called Tornabona, that being the name of

an Italian envoy who brought some plants from France. In 1589, the

Cardinal Prosper Santa Croce, returning from his nunciature in Spain

and Portugal, brought home some tobacco plants; and the exploit of

bringing back the " holy herb," was considered to shed as much luster on

his family, as that of one of its ancestors in bringing to Italy a piece of

the holy cross. The tobacco took his name, and the virtues ascribed to

it and the family, were enthusiastically celebrated by some devoted bard

of the latter, in a Latin poem cited by Bayle, and of which the follow

ing translation is given :

" The herb, which borrows Santa Croce's name,

Sore eyes relieves, and healeth wounds ; the same

Discusses the king's evil, and removes

Cancers and boils ; a remedy it proves

For burns and scalds, repeals the nauseous itch,

And straight recovers from convulsion fits.

It cleanses, dries, binds up, and maketh warm ;

The headache, toothache, cholic like a charm

It easeth soon ; an ancient cough relieves,

And to the reins, and milt, and stomach gives

Quick riddance from the pains which each endures ;

Next the dire wounds of poisoned arrows cures ;

All bruises heals, and when the gums are sore,

It makes tbem sound, and healthy as before.

Sleep it procures, our anxious sorrows lays,

And with new flesh the naked bone arrays.

No herb hath greater power to rectify

All the disorders in the breast that lie

Or in the lungs. Herb of immortal fame I

Which hither first by Santa Croce came,

When he, (his time of nunciature expired,)

Back from the Court of Portugal retired ;
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Even as his predecessors great and good,

Brought home the cross, whose consecrated wood

All Christendom now with its presence blesses ;

And still the illustrious family possesses

The name of Santa Croce, rightly given,

Since they in all respects resemble Heaven,

Procure as much as mortal men can do,

The welfare of our souls, and bodies too."

The date at which tobacco was brought to England is not clearly as

certained. It is stated to have been first actually introduced by Sir John

Hawkins in 1565 ; but Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir Francis Drake

are also put forth as entitled to that honor, if such it be. It is tolerably

well settled, that the clay pipe, as a means of using it, was not introduced

until 1586, and then by Mr. Ralph Lane. He had been appointed

governor of Sir "Walter Raleigh's colony of Virginia, in 1585, but in

consequence of the non-arrival of some promised supplies, he was

obliged, with his companions, to return to England in the following

year, in the fleet of Sir Francis Drake, which happened to touch at the

new settlement, and arrived in Portsmouth, England, July 28, 1586.

Lobel, in his History of Plants, printed at Antwerp in 1576, gives

illustrations of two species of tobacco, respectively named, " Herba Sancta,

sive Tabacum Minus, and Sana Sancta, sive Tabacum Minimum." In his

Adversaria Nova, printed in the same year, the same author states, that

the plant had been brought to Europe from America not many years

before, and that it grew to the height of three cubits and a half in France,

Belgium, and England. This would lead us to infer, that Raleigh had

some of the seed before Drake's return, which is supposed by some as

the earliest date of importation. However, if Raleigh did not actually

introduce it, he made the use of it somewhat popular among the court

gallants, by leading the fashion in smoking it. A traveler in England, in

1598, Hkntzner, notices the custom of smoking at the theatre and other

places of amusement.

It soon attracted the eager watchfulness and opposition of the crowned

heads. A proclamation was issued against it in the reign of Elizabeth.

James I. wrote his famous " Counter-Blaste against Tobacco," and im

posed severe fines and imposts to abolish it, and Charles I. continued

them. In his " Counter-Blaste," James I. was doubtless considerably in

spired by his opposition to Raleigh, whom he rather satirically points

at in bis effusion.

" Now," said he, " to the corrupted baseness of the first use of this to

bacco doth very well agree the foolish and groundless entry thereof into

this kingdom. It is not so long since the first entry of this abuse amongst

us here, as that this present age cannot very well remember both the first

author and the form of its introduction against us. It neither was brought

in by a king, great conqueror, nor learned doctor of physic. With the

report of a great discovery for a conquest, some two or three savage men

were brought in with this savage custom ; but the pity is the poor, wild,

barbarous men died, but that vile, barbarous custom is yet alive, yea, in

fresh vigor; so as it seems a miracle to me how a custom springing from

so vile a source, and brought in by a father so hated, should be welcomed
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upon so slender a warrant." That was clearly more at Sir Walter than

the weed. It had not much effect, however, but rather strengthened the

practice among those who had been courtiers to the late queen. He

makes an appeal to his people not to enervate themselves by its use, and

draws the ludicrous picture of a man going to battle stopping on the

way to light his pipe. "It is," he continues, " not the greatest sin of all,

that you, the people of all sorts of this kingdom, who are created and

ordained of God to bestow both your persons and goods for the mainte

nance both of the honor and safety of your king and commonwealth,

should disable yourselves in both. In your persons having, by this con

tinual vile custom, brought yourselves to this shameful imbecility, that

you are not able to ride or walk the journey of a Jew's Sabbath, but you

must have a reeky coal brought you from the next house to kindle your

tobacco with ; whereas he cannot be thought able for anything in the

wars that cannot endure oftentimes the want of meat, drink, and sleep,

much more, then, must he endure the want of tobacco. In the times of

the many and glorious battles fought by this nation, there was no word of

tobacco; but now if it were time of wars, and that you were to make a

sudden cavalcado upon your enemies, if any of you should seek leisure to

stay behind his fellows for taking tobacco, for my part I should never be

sorry for any evil chance that might befall him." He warms with the

subject, and denounces smoking as "loathsome to the eye, hateful to the

nose, harmeful to the braine, dangerous to the lungs ; and in the black,

stinking fume thereof, nearest resembling the horrible Stygian smoake of

the pit that is bottomless." He likewise, in the fervor of his passion,

proposed as a banquet for the devil, " a loin of pork, and a poll of ling

and mustard, with a pipe of tobacco for digestion." Alluding to its ex-

pensiveness, he says, " now, how you are by this custom disabled in your

goods, let the gentry of this land beare witness ; some of them are be

stowing three, some four hundred pounds a-yeere upon this precious

stinke." What would the irate philosophic monarch say, were he to re

visit the glimpses of the moon and behold the enormous revenues accru

ing from the culture and use of this "horrible Stygian smoake," and the

great pains statesmen and diplomats are at to discountenance him and his

counter-blast, by encouraging a trade which is only second to that of one

other product of this country ?

As the custom reached to other countries strenuous measures were

taken to discountenance and crush out the practice. The penalties were

severe, but inefficient. In Persia, where the Portuguese had introduced

it previous to 1590, Shah Abbas the great, forbade the use of tobacco in

his array under the penalty of having the nose slit and the lips cut off.

The offenders, however, became so numerous he annulled the law and

granted leave to freely cultivate it. In 1630, the Sultan Amdrath IV. for

bade the use of tobacco in Turkey. Every offender was conducted in

ridicule through the streets, with a pipe transfixed through his nose and

seated on an ass with his face to the tail. But, as in Persia, the custom

grew stronger than the law. A few years afterwards it was prohibited in

Russia, by the Czar Michael Fedorowitz. Pope Urban VIII. excom

municated those who took tobacco in church. In 1653, all smokers in

the Canton of Appenzel w^re brought before the council and punished.

In 1635, Louis XIII. of France issued an edict confining the sale of to

bacco to apothecaries, and then only on the permit of a physician. This
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regulation was, however, soon annulled. Many interesting anecdotes

might be compiled, but as we have traced the history of Tobacco to a

point at which it took a firm foothold in Europe and Asia, and in Africa

also, for the negroes along the Coast had been supplied by the Portu

guese ; and, given some idea of the powerful antagonism it triumphed

over, we must hurry on to a comprehensive glance, with the aid of statis

tics, at the vast proportions to which the importance of the plant has ex

tended, and more especially in its present aspect in this country in con

nection with our foreign relations.

As one passes along the street and beholds the staid merchant leisurely

puffing his cigar, his mind turned inward over stocks; or the energetic

clerk, more nervously drawing in and shooting out a stream of smoke ;

or the laborer, with his short clay pipe stuck as firmly between his teeth

as the shovel or hod is grasped in his hand ; or the sailor, munching his

quid and occasionally ejecting a stream sufficient to get under an incip

ient fire ; or the hackman, lounging on the carriage-box, or bent up,

elbows on knees, sitting on the door-step, blowing a careful cloud and

counting his fare; or the gay sprig, fastidiously removing between first

and second fingers a plump cigar of high flavor, to give an extra curl of

enjoyment to his eye while he sends out the thin blue cloud ; or the mixed

masses of smoke expanding outwards between the rows of boot and shoe

soles at hotel windows ; or the cigars stuck at angles of forty -five in

the metallic mouths that post themselves round groggery corners ; or, in

a word, as one sees the moving panorama of tobacco and smoke on

every broad way, narrow way, street, lane, or alley in the metropolis

—as one so sees, for he cannot help it—how seldom does it enter into his

head that he is moving in an element which is the very crutch of some

governments, and as good as gold to several. Few think, while luxuri

ously enjoying a pipe or a cigar, and watching the eddying circles of

smoke mix with and imperceptibly evanish into the atmosphere, that the

desire for such enjoyment as they are embracing forms one of the most

important axles, so to speak, around which the spokes of several govern

ments revolve.

Recent events have presented the Tobacco trade in an aspect suffi

cient to awaken a deep interest not only in this country, but in France,

Great Britain, and other leading nations of Europe. As it has been the

second commodity in importance with the United States, it is not too

much to say that it is of almost the first with France, if not with Eng

land. In all the governments of Europe, Switzerland and the Hanse-

Towns excepted, tobacco is regarded as an article of luxury, in addition

to which, it is held in France and England as a convenience for raising

the revenue. In the former it is consequently subjected to the arbitrary

exactions of the Regie, and in the latter to such duties as almost amount

to a prohibition. It is assumed by British statisticians, that the yearly

consumption of Tobacco in Great Britain and Ireland amounts to 26,000

tons, about one half of which, it is supposed is smuggled, owing to ex

cessive duties (upwards of 1,000 per cent) levied on the article under the

tariff system of that kingdom. Parliamentary returns show the importa

tion of Tobacco into the United Kingdom during 1850 to have been

15,700 tons of leaf, and 694 tons manufactured. Out of this 1 5,700 tons,

or 35,168,000 lbs., imported, England exported to the West Coast of Af

rica and other places, in small quantities, about 2,602,000 lbs., showing
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the amount retained for consumption to be 32,566,000 lbs. Tbe follow

ing table exhibits the quantities and value of raw tobacco exported from

the United States to Great Britain and Ireland from 1830 to 1855, both

years inclusive :

Tear.

1830..hhds.

1831

1832

1833

1834

1835

1836

1837

1838

1839

1840

1841

1842

Quantities.

20,291

26,785

36,393

23,884

30,658

27,583

38,855

21,733

25,732

30,330

27,136

43,131

36,999

Valne.

$1,583,971

1,882,336

2,345,450

2,259,197

2,937,020

3,400,639

4,593,442

1,879,868

2,857,203

5,404,967

3,227,880

5,114,836

3,212,207

Tear.

1843. .hhds.

1844

1845

1846

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

1854

1855*

Quantities.

21,050

39,132

26,169

27,943

29,745

23,801

21,857

30,926

23,698

17,696

32,236

17,664

24,203

Value.

$1,262,616

2,900,126

1,985,037

2.423,223

2,583,775

2,260,937

1,771,123

8,025,585

3,458,885

2,512,225

3,438,423

2,14G,942

3,507,760

This table shows that the annual supply was never less than 17,664

hhds., and that it has gone as high as 43,131 hhds., exhibiting for twenty

years an annual average of over 28,000 hhds. The revenue accruing to

the British government from Tobacco last year is computed at over five

and-a-half millions pounds sterling.

Tobacco is our second greatest export to France. In that country the

trade is monopolized by the Government Regie, or commission, an associ

ation under the supervision of the Minister of Finance. In it is vested

the sole right to import foreign and purchase indigenous tobacco. It

controls and authorizes its manufacture, fixes the wholesale price to re

tailers, as well as the price at which the latter shall sell for general con

sumption. The capital of the Regie, consisting of houses, offices, ma

chinery, and tobacco in store, is estimated at $45,000,000. There is

usually kept on hand a supply of tobacco sufficient to meet the demand

for three years, which enables the Regie to manufacture it more perfectly,

and to provide against accidental failures in the supply. One fact is en

couraging to us as Tobacco producers, and that is that while consumption

is constantly increasing, the culture remains in France at a stand, because

it is also under the supervision of the Regie, which prescribes the method

of cultivation, and confines its produce to certain departments, and even

to certain individuals. Up to 1817, purchases were made upon the offers

of merchants submitted to the Council of Administration through the

Director-General. Embarrassments growing out of this system, the

present was adopted, which is : Proposals are published by the Regie to

make contracts for the supply of certain qualities and quantities of speci

fied kinds of Tobacco. Samples of the kinds and qualities are submitted

to the inspection of those who destre to contract, and they thereupon

submit their offers to supply at certain prices within a time specified.

The samples submitted are carefully preserved, and when the cargoes

arrive at the various ports samples of them are forwarded to Paris and

compared with the model .samples, upon the result of which depends their

' There were also exported cases and bales, included in the column of value.
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acceptance or refusal. It was suggested by the agent of our government

in 1854, that it requires but little reflection to perceive how this system

curtails our trade in Tobacco. If it were admitted as other products are,

we would export ten times as much as we are in the habit of doing to

France. It has stood, ho a ever, for several years, and has become of so

much actual importance to the French government, under whatever

regime, that we cannot expect to see it soon materially changed. As an

illustration of its importance, we may quote from an official despatch to

the State Department at Washington, which states that in 1848, the

year of revolution—when business was either disarranged or paralyzed—

the receipts from the French customs only amouuted to 146,000,000

francs, 86,000,000 of which were derived from Tobacco, nearly all grown

in the United States.

Tobacco is only permitted to be cultivated in six departments as a sta

ple, and then it is under the most rigid surveillance of the Regie. In the

other departments agriculturalists are allowed to grow four plants for

each tenement for medical purposes. There are only ten manufactories;

they are situated at Paris, Havre, Lille, Strasbourg, Moilaix, Tonneins,

Lyons, Marseilles, Toulouse, and Bordeaux. Each has its circle of depart

ments to supply, and is restricted to transactions therein. The manufac

tured article is deposited in magazines, of which there are 357. The re

tail dealers, who number about 30,000, are, as we said, under the Regie

inspectors, and are allowed from 10 to 12 per cent commission on their

sales. The profits realized on Regie Tobacco, whether imported or pro

duced, amounts to 447 per cent. The following interesting table, com-

muuicated to our government from French authorities, exhibits the growth

of the income from Tobacco under the Regie from its commencement in

1811 to 1852, inclusive :

Tears, Francs. Years. Francs. Years. Francs.

1811... 6,(100,000 1826. . . 44,993,057 1841... 71,989,095

1812. . . 26,000.000 1827. . . 45.728,983 1842. . . 73,804,142

1813. . . 29,355,842 1828. . . 46,385,633 1843. . . 77,368,735

1814. . . 32,000,000 1829. . . 45,632,490 1844. . . 79,499,379

1815... 32,123,303 1830. . . 46,782,408 1845. . . 82,534,494

1816. . . 33,355,321 1831. .. 45,920,930 1846. . . 85,961,080

1817... 39,182,994 1832. . . 47,751,597 1847. . . 86,391;198

I818. . . 41,705,801 1833. . . 49,230,280

50,843,714

1848. .. 85,271,053

1819... 41,412,893 1834. .. 1849. . . 85,136,106

1820. .. 42,219,604

42,279,004

1835. . . 51,700,181 1850... 88,915,000

1821... 1836. . . 55,629,540 1851... 92,233,729

1822... 41,950,997 1837. . . 59,026,912 1852. . . 95,344,082

1823. .. 41,584,489 1838. . . 61,682,425

1824... 43,129,723 1839. . . 60,001,841 Total.. 2,328,201,725

1825. . . 44,030,453 1840. . . 70,111,157

The publications of our State Department—1856—say that from 1827

to 1836, our exports to France amounted, annually, on an average, to

5,727,900 lbs. For many years we have exported from three-fourths to

four-fifths of the Tobacco consumed in France. Our sales to the Regie,

from 1837 to 1853 inclusive, average 18,000,000 lbs. per year; the lowest

amount any year being 9,741,600 lbs., and the highest, 32,305,240 lbs.

The United States Treasury Reports give the quantities of Tobacco ex
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ported to France for the fiscal years 1854 and 1855, as 15,162,000 lbs.

and 40,866,000 lbs. respectively. In the latter year there was an addi

tional exportation of 2,905 cases and 879 bales, the great demand being,

it is suggested, for the army in the Crimea.

While our trade in cotton has been decreasing at the rate of a million

francs a year with Belgium, Tobacco has been increasing almost in an

equal ratio. Taking the statistics at hand, those of 1853-54 as a basis,

Belgium imported from the United States in—

Tobacco. Manufactured Tobacco.

1853 francs 3,782,000 4,132,000

1854 4,117,000 7,438,000

Bremen is perhaps the greatest Tobacco market in Europe. Two-thirds

of her whole trade is with the United States. She takes on an average

36,000,000 lbs. raw tobacco, besides over 8,000,000 lbs. tobacco stems

per annum. In 1 855 we exported 38,000,000 lbs. to Bremen. Lubeck

imports about 2,250,000 lbs. of Tobacco annually, the larger portion of

which is from the United States, and which she receives through Ham

burg or Altona, there being no direct trade with her from this country.

The leading imports of the Hanse Towns from the United States are cot

ton and tobacco, the annual value of the latter being about $3,000,000.

For its extent, Switzerland is a remarkably good customer. By a pro

vision of the constitution of 1848, raw materials required for manufac

ture, as well as for the necessaries of life, are admitted at the lowest possible

rate of duty, while the highest import tax they can bear is to be levied

upon articles of luxury. Whatever may be the light in which they view

Tobacco, whether as a necessity or a luxury, it is treated as an article of

trade, and admitted at a rate of duty (65 cents) per centner (1101 lbs.)

less than Great Britain charges on a single pound. Hence, while the

importations of England from us averges something over a pound per

head of the population, and that of France less than half a pound per

bead, our dealings with the Swiss Republic is more than three pounds per

annum for every inhabitant. The official returns of the Swiss Custom

house show that they imported from the United Slates—

1850.

Centner.

Tobacco Leaf 31,420

Manufactured Cigars 2,643

1851. im. 185S.

Centner. Centner. Centner.

46.240 49,804 51,467

3,418 3,712 4,802

Later returns show an importation of 7,000,000 lbs. from the United

States

These figures show that England, France, the Hanse Towns and Swit

zerland take more than one-half of all the Tobacco imported into Europj

from the United States. The latest estimate (March, 1862,) of Tobacco

produced in this country and exported to Europe is as follows :

Kentucky and Western, including Stems, lbs., 90,000,000

Virginia, 40,000,000

Maryland and Ohio Leaf, 50,000,000

Seed' leaf grown in the " free States" of all kinds, 20,000.000

Total, 200,000,000
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If anything this is slightly under the average ; but when we take into

consideration what a large proportion of it is the entire crop raised in the

United States, it looms up into very great importance. The Report of

the Committee of the New York Tobacco Merchants, (March, 1862,)

shows that our aggregate annual growth of leaf Tobacco is equal to

about 225,000 hbds., or at an average, 1,300 lbs. per hogshead,

292,000,000 lbs. Hence, more than two-thirds of the entire crop goes

to Europe, not to mention what we supply to small places all over the

world. About 90,000,000 lbs. are kept for stock and home consumption.

And this brings us to the diplomatic and absorbing point of our brief

review of the Tobacco Question. We have seen that at the fairest esti

mate we grow less than three hundred millions pounds annually at the

best of times and with every favorable incentive to plant and prepare the

weed. Of this 300,000,000 pounds Europe takes over two-thirds, and

several of the most important governments are largely dependent on it

for revenue and consequent equanimity. Now, the question is—and it is

tantalizing both France and England—Where are they to get supplies

this year ; can they get them from America ; can we even count on

sufficient for our own demands ? All the reliable information to be de

rived on the subject, answers in the negative. Have these European

marts no stock on hand? we shall see. The whole stock in Europe on

hand in December, 1861, amounted to probably 82,000,000 lbs., or about

two-fifths of what they rely upon the United States to furnish in the

year. Of this amount England had two-thirds of the whole ; say

60,000,000 lbs. This seems a good reliance, but it is some millions pounds

below her yearly consumption, that being, as we stated on official British

authority, 26,000 tons. Bremen and Hamburg had jointly in stock at

the same date about 12,000,000 lbs., which is 32,000,000 less than the

annual importation of Bremen alone from the United States. The stock

in France, Dec, 1861, was only 200 hhds.

Europe is behind-hand in the matter of stock, as we are ourselves,

owing to the inferiority both in quantity and quality of our crop for a

couple of years; and the present aspect of the crop would suggest a crisis,

rather than the means to appease, in the Tobacco world.

Our chief reliance has been on Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee and

Maryland. Out of 190,725,655 lbs. given in the census as the entire

growth of 1850, 161,551,945 lbs. came from Southern States, exclusive

of Maryland, and from which we cannot expect any material returns this

year. Virginia is the great Tobacco growing State. Her produce

amounts to 80,000 hhds. annually, more than one-third of the entire

crop. Owing to the rebellion, the neglect of the Tobacco fields, and the

scarcity of hands to work, most of the men being in the army, we shall

have but a Blim amount from the Tobacco paradise this year.

Nor is the prospect more cheering from the other great sources of the

Tobacco trade. Public opinion has been directed to the subject, and

all the information which reaches us show that the crop will be exceeding

ly short in Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri. Some hopes of a

Tennessee supply were based upon the opening of the Cumberland; Ten

nessee, and Kentucky rivers. It was supposed that Tobacco was held

back by these rivers being closed up. But such does not appear to be

the case. A leading daily* writing on the subject, and speaking author-

* Hew-Tork Daily Timet, April, 28.
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itatively, says : "Up to this not 50 hogsheads have reached this market,

and only about 180 have reached Louisville, the only other point which

they can reach, as they cannot go down the river, and do not go to Bal

timore." It is admitted by the Southern press that " unless the war

shall terminate shortly the men engaged in it can add nothing to the

productive industry of the country the present year." Both North and

South agriculturists are pressingly urged to the extensive planting of

grain, as the war, while lessening the producing, adds considerably to the

consuming power. In the agricultural speculations touching Tennessee,

there is very little allusion indeed made to Tobacco at all. The state of

affairs in Kentucky, touching this crop, may be gleaned from the Munfords-

ville correspondent of the Louisville Democrat as follows:

" Very little preparation has as yet been made by the farmers in this

vicinity toward the coming crop. Many of those who live along the

road can make no crop on account of their fences having been burned.

Not a single farm in the immediate vicinity of our village can be culti

vated the present year for this reason. The crop will be confined prin

cipally to grains. Very little tobacco will be grown, partly owing to the

continuous wet weather preventing the sowing of seed, and partly in

consequence of the proposed specific taxation upon that article in Con

gress. If the tax bill should pass as now proposed, levying |3 on 100

pounds of tobacco, it will amount to a virtual prohibition of its culture,

at least in the Green River country ; for though we grow some of the

best brands of tobacco, yet a large proportion of our crop does not ordi

narily sell for more than $5 per 100 pounds, which would bring the

farmer in debt after the sale of his crop. It seems to me that it would

be infinitely better for the farmer, and produce more revenue to the Gov

ernment, if a reasonable ad valorem, instead of this specific tax, should

be levied on this article."

The general tone of the Kentucky press is in unison with this. It is

admitted also that in Missouri the crop will be short. Where, then, are

our European customers to be supplied ? It is true, Ohio, Connecticut,

Indiana, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York

grow tobacco, but it is not of the quality in chief demand in Europe.

The Tobacco grown in these States is known by the name of " seed leaf,"

and is used in the manufacture of common cigars. The introduction of

this variety is of comparatively recent date. The census of 1850 exhib

its the crops of Connecticut as 1,267,624 lbs.; Indiana, 1,044,449;

Pennsylvania, 912,651. There are now about 45,000 cases of seed leaf

produced, altogether amounting to about 8,000,000 lbs. Of course the

condition of the crops in the chief Tobacco growing States has given and

will give a great impetus to the planting in Ohio, Southern Illinois and

Indiana ; but we need scarcely add that the most energetic endeavors of

the farmers cannot make up for the deficiency otherwise produced. The

growth of this seed leaf in the market may be illustrated by a few facts.

It is but commencing to enter into the calculations of foreign buyers. In

1856, 356 boxes were imported to Bremen ; in 1858 the same city took

3,530 boxes; in 1860, 15,190; and in 1861, 39,400, representing a

value of a million and a half. This Tobacco was almost entirely the pro

duct of Ohio, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania, and the unusually large

demand for it was in consequence of the failure of the Brazilian crop for

two successive years. Of course a failure in the supply at any other
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point will create a much greater demand again ; but the supply cannot

be forthcoming, as it is very doubtful if we will be able to supply the

home necessities, especially in a time of war. We have seen that the

French demand was trebled during the Crimean war. Our soldiers are

not less addicted to tobacco, nor do they cherish its real or fancied com

forts less than the soldiers of the Emperor.

The threats made by leading Southern organs that the Tobacco on

hand, whatever it may be, will be destroyed on the approach of the Union

troops but adds to the national and international complications of the

Tobacco Question. Some quantities are said to have been already given

to the flames ; and these statements and intimations in the Southern

press have led to some diplomatic movements which are hinted at in a

portentous manner. The foreign agents in the Tobacco interest, availing

themselves of the re-opening of communication with the Tobacco districts,

reports the prevailing opinion to be that the quantity of Strips will not

much exceed one-fourth of the usual amount. " In consequence of the

late successes of the Federal arms, it may be expected that the produc

tion of the West will go to New York, as last season, but a supply from

Virginia cannot be looked for, unless events of importance take place in

that State. The stock of that growth has been much more reduced than

any other, and there is great reason to believe that inconvenience will

soon arise to the trade from the want of it." This is thoroughly substan

tiated by the figures in the official list of exports from New York during

the first four months of this year, and in comparison with those of the

two years previous :

EXPORTS OF TOBACCO FROM NEW TORE FOR FOUR MONTHS OF THIS YEAR.

Crude Packages

Manufactured. .

1860.

lbs., 24,227

2,411,433

1861. 1862.

29,385 29,530

2,200,042 231,408

Here is a falling off", indeed, from two an ' a quarter million pounds to

less than a quarter of a million. What is the reason ! A very good

one ; it is not to be had. This manufactured tobacco embraces plug and

cavendish, usually and chiefly made in Virginia and from Virginia growth.

Since the rebellion commenced not one box of tobacco has arrived in

New York from that State. It is over a year since any addition has

been made to our stock, while consumption has been going on as usual.

To a thinking mind these faets must be more suggestive than any argu

ment we might address to it, and well may command the attention of

the statesman and diplomat while they will not a little embarrass a few

of them.

We intended to have given, by way of dessert, after the more substan

tial food of facts, some literary reminiscences of Tobacco, but our space,

not less than the serious importance of the considerations involved on

the Tobacco aspect at present, warns us to take a future opportunity.
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ECONOMICAL ADVANTAGES OF UNIFORM POSTAGE.

BY PLINY MILES.

There is a universal appreciation of the fact that a low bate of post

age was one of the primary causes of the success of Rowland Hill's im

provements in the English Post Office, in 1 840. All who have made these

improvements a study—even to a limited extent—and particularly the

great reformer himself, are just as well aware that the success of the

scheme was equally due to the principle of uniformity. Without both

cheapness and uniformity, the English postal revolution would have

been a comparative failure. Every person in Great Britain who had any

social or business relations, soon learned that letters could be written to

any place in the United Kingdom for the merely nominal price of a penny,

and all classes improved the opportunity. The fact that there were ninety-

two million more letters written the year following the reduction than the

year previous, shows how readily and universally the boon was appreci

ated. They immediately found that the whole business of sending letters

by post was on the simplest basis; one price and one stamp paid the post

age on all letters alike ; the same stamp was used for all circulars, tran

sient newspapers, and other minor articles; there was a place in every

city and town within a quarter of a mile of every person's door where

letters could be posted and stamps purchased ; all letters were delivered

—to the cottage of the poor, and the mansion of the rich alike—at the

doors of the persons addressed ; there were no petty, troublesome, vexa

tious " extra " charges because the letters were " forwarded," " advertised,"

or "dead," or because they were delivered by carrier, or mailed at a par

ticular place ; no one had any occasion to visit the Post Office, unless he

resided nearer the central postal establishment than any other receptacle

for letters, and all found the rapidity and promptness of the system equal

to its simplicity and convenience. We can readily imagine that had

there been two rates of postage—say one of a penny (two cents) for local

letters, and another of two pence, or a penny and-a-half (the same as our

three cents) for letters going longer distances—how much confusion and

inconvenience it would have occasioned, and how different it would have

been from that grand simplicity of rating every letter alike, whatever its

destination within the country. We can partly appreciate the trouble

and inconvenience to the public, but we can form little or no conception

of the additional labor and expense that it would have occasioned in the

Post Office. Where there are different rates the superscription of every

letter must be read to see if the postage is paid correctly, or they must

all be sorted first, and then be "touched" by the "operator with delicate

fingers," to see that all have the correct stamp. Of course there were a

plenty of legislative quacks, and political pettifoggers to suggest some

" improvement " on Mr. Hill's system, some alteration of the great sim

ple plan of cheapness and uniformity. One man—a Mr. Paul Measor

—(immortal donkey ! his very name sounds like the braying of an ass)

who boaBted of his Post Office wisdom, and cited as a proof that he had

been postmaster of Exeter for twenty-seven years—(I've known very re
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spectable Post Office fools manufactured in half the time !)—who pro

posed a sliding scale of sixteen rates of postage, according to the distance

they were sent ! ! ! The Parliamentary quack doctors and Post Office

humbugs were unable to administer their nostrums, to poison the off

spring of the great reformer. Mr. Robert Wallace, M. P. for Greenock,

took the measure in charge in the Commons, while the members of both

houses came forward in the most liberal manner and expressed their wil

lingness to give up the privilege of franking, and all the most enlightened

peers and statesmen of every rank went heartily for the measure in its

entirety. The Duke of Wellington, with that broad view which he

took of everything, whether in military affairs or political economy, de

clared himself in favor of the measure in a brief and pointed speech.

He said that " Mr. Rowland Hill's plan was, if it was adopted exactly

as was proposed, of all the plans, that which was most likely to be suc

cessful." His comprehensive mind saw, as events conclusively proved,

that cheapness without uniformity would produce endless confusion and

trouble, and entail a vast amount of useless, unnecessary labor, without

any possible compensation.

Mr.—now Sir Rowland Hill, K. C. B., saw that letters would be sent

through the post in such immense quantities that every plan which could

be adopted must be carried into effect to save labor, and that all useless

operations must be thrown aside. Letters passing through the Post Of

fice must be looked at as so many peas in a bag, to be dealt with in bulk,

with as little trouble as possible for each Individual letter. There are

now passing annually through the Post Offices of the United Kingdom,

564,000,000 letters, or about 2,000,000 a day. Let there be one useless,

redundant, manual operation to be performed on a letter, and that ope

ration must be multiplied five hundred and sixty-four million times every

year, and somewhere in the Post Offices of the nation this myriad of

useless manipulations must be performed. In point of economy, in con

venience, in simplicity, in its use and appreciation by the people, in the

increase of correspondence, and in financial results—everything that is

desirable in a Post Office—all comparisons that can be made between the

English Post Office and our own, show as marked a superiority in the

British postal system as political writers find in the superiority of the

free over the slave States, in everything that relates to trade, commerce,

manufactures, inventions, literature, education, internal improvements, or

other affairs that can be estimated in figures or computed by statistics.

Some few of the financial results, and of the commercial and social fruits

produced by the improved postal system of Great Britain, in contrast

with our own, may be seen in the following—

comparative postal statistics.

Great Britain. United States.

1. Population 28,000,000 82,000,000

2. Number of letters written in 1860 564,000,000 184,000,000

3. Average increase in number of letters,

yearly 23,000,000 8,000,000

4. Money sent by mail in post office money

orders, yearly $69,292,020 nil.

5. Annual profit to the Post Office on

money orders $145,000 nil.
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Great Britain. United Statoa.

6. Post Office Revenue in 1840 *7,251,137 $4,543,523

7. Post Office Revenue in 1860 $18,636,365 $9,218,067

8. Per cent increase of revenue in 20 years .157 .108

9. Per cent increase of population in 20

years .7 .70

10. Average number of letters to each per

son, yearly .19 .6

11. Average sum paid in postage by each

person, yearly $0.66 $0.29

12. Percentage of population that cannot

read or write .30 .3

13. Letters written in Great Britain in 5 years; 1856

to 1860 2,614,487,000

14. Letters written in the United States in 85 years;

1776 to 1860 2,393,387,000

POST OFFICES OF LONDON AND NEW YORK CONTRASTED.

London. New York.

15. Population within the Postal District 2,500,000 1,000,000

16. "Mail letters (sent beyond the limits of

city) yearly 73,953,000 15,500,000

17. "Local " or d<-op letters yearly 63,221,000 1,500,000

18. Total letters written yearly 137,174,000 17,000,000

19. Net profit on local letters, yearly $900,000 nil.

20. Money sent by post in Post Office money

orders, yearly $9,177,420 nil.

21. Money received by post in money orders,

yearly $16,214,125 nil.

22. Average number of letters written daily.. 440,000 54,500

23. Average " local " letters written daily 202,600 4,800

24. Letters and papers deliv. by carriers, yearly 143,487,000 6,090,600

25. Letters and papers deliv. by carriers, daily 460,000 19,500

26. Total number of letter carriers employed 1,400 100

27. Letters, <fec, deliv. by each carrier, yearly 102,490 60,900

28. Letters, <fec, deliv. by each carrier, daily. . 341 195

29. Total number of clerks employed 800 250

30. Average number of letters to each clerk,

yearly 171,500 68,000

31. Average number of letters to each clerk,

daily 550 220

32. Average number of letters written by each

person, yearly 55 17

33. Average " local " letters written by each

person, yearly 25 \\

34. Number of letter deliveries daily 12 6

We see that the British Post Office is greatly in advance of ours in

every essential particular—in accommodating the people, in encouraging

and multiplying correspondence, in simplifying the duties, in abridging

labor, and in earning a large revenue ; but our Post Office far outstrip*

vol. xlvi.—no. yi. 34
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Sir Rowland Hill's, in Antiquated forms, in red tape nonsense, in stupid

routine, in circumlocution, and in every imaginable useless ceremony and

extra duty, without any adequate compensation whatever. The fol

lowing items will give some idea of these multiplied ceremonies and

redundant labors :

O. Britain. U. BUtea'

35. Regular rates of postage on transient printed matter.. 9 320

36. Rates of postage on regular newspapers and periodicals 7 49

37. Rates of postage on single letters (under a half ounce) 1 3

38. Modes of computing the letter rates by weight 1 3

39. Number of specific "extra" charges on letters none. 5

40. Useless operations, like way-billing, counting, &c.,. . . none, a myriad

These parallel facts and figures all tell their own story. To the intelli

gent reader, any recapitulation is useless. The old hum drum style of

meeting these contrasts, that show, in such a striking light the superiority

of the English postal Bystem is, to say, " 0 ! the two countries are, in all

respects, entirely different." The statement is simply false. This country

is larger, distances are greater, and the population more scattered, but in

every other particular, the English and American communities, in their

commercial and social relations, and in their intellectual and literary

tastes, are very nearly alike, except that our population, as a whole, is

far better educated and more intelligent. This being the case, makes the

the contrast all the stronger, for instead of a far less amount of postal

correspondence, with equally good postal arrangements, the people of the

United States should write far more letters. In Great Britain, thirty per

cent of the adult population can neither read nor write, (item No. 12, in

foregoing table,) while only three per cent of ours, are in the same con

dition of ignorance. In twenty years—1840 to I860—our population

has increased seventy per cent, (item No. 9,) while the British population

has increased only seven per cent, but the British postal scheme increased

157 per cent in the same time, and ours only 103 per cent, (No. 8.) The

British Post Office has a Money Order System, by which the people of

the three kingdoms, remit yearly over $69,000,000, (items 4 and 5,) with

an average commission of only one per cent, without any possible chance

of loss or depreciation of currency—all in small sums; not a general

system of banking and exchange—while the Post Office Treasury reaps

a clear profit from the business of $145,000 a year.

How can we reasonably account for the vast difference in the postal

correspondence of the people of London and New York, except that the

residents of the British metropolis, have a postal system that supplies

their wants, and gives them every possible facility, while the citizens of

our great commercial city, have a complicated piece of postal machinery,

that is the subject of almost universal complaint, and entails on every

individual—both the public and the postal servants—a vast amount of

useless labor? The people of London, (see No. 18,) write 137,000,000

letters annually, and of New York 17,000,000, being an average of 55

to each individual, of the gross population in London, and 17 in New

York, (No. 32.) But the great difference is seen in the '' local " corres

pondence, or "drop" letters. While the postage on local letters in Eng

land is one penny—two cents—and with us only one cent, the Londoners

write (No. 17) 63,000,000 letters yearly, or 25 for each person, aDd the
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number in New York is only 1,500,000, or one letter and a half to each

person, (No. 33.) There are actually over 200,000 local letters written

every day in London—letters to be delivered within the London postal

district—while in New York, there are less than five thousand, (No. 23.)

This local correspondence alone, produces, in clear profits to the English

postal establishment, (item No. 19,) the sum of $900,000, after paying

all the wages and salaries of letter carriers, letter receivers, and collectors,

while our complicated establishment, with a one cent rate, gives the most

meagre accommodation to the people, and not one dime of profit to the

Post" Office.

If there be any who attempt to offer satisfactory reasons, for the im

mense difference in postal correspondence in the two communities of

New York and London, except in the superiority of the one postal sys

tem over the other, they may, perhaps, fino a difficulty in furnishing any

other hypothesis. In another contrast I allude to the far larger amount

of labor performed by the postal servants of the English city. In the

"circulation department," without reckoning the Money Order office, the

" returned letter office," &c, <fec, of the London Post Office, there are

just about 800 clerks, (No. 29,) and in the New York Post Office, about

250. During the year 1860, there passed through the London office,

137,174,000 letters, (No. 18,) and through the New York office, the same

year, 17,000,000 letters. This would be 171,500 letters to each clerk in

the London office, and 68,000 to each clerk in the New York office,

(No. 30,) or 550 per day to each clerk in London, and only 220 to each

clerk per day in New York, (No. 31.) The contrast presented by the

comparative amount of business done by our letter carriers and theirs, is

nearly as striking. Each letter carrier in the London postal district, de

livers an average of 102,490 letters and packages annually, or 341 per

day, while each carrier in New York, delivers 60,900 a year, or 195 a

day, (Nos. 27 and 28.) Certainly, no one will contend, that under

equally favorable circumstances, our postal servants will perform any less

amount of labor, requiring industry, intelligence and mental activity,

than the postal servants of London. A more faithful, active, intelligent,

laborious, and useful company of public servants does not exist, than the

clerks and assistants in the New York Post Office, and the same is un

questionably true of the letter carriers. What would be the position of

any new New York Postmaster, who should go into office, and not be able

to command the services of men so fully acquainted with their duties, and

so well known and popular with the public, as Messrs. Wm. B. Taylor,

Geo. G. Coffin, John H. Hallett, Seymour J. Strong, and others, whose

names do not now occur to me ? But in the dispatch and distribution of let

ters, they have an amount of useless labor, that our postal laws and regula

tions require, which is absolutely appalling. See items 35 to 40 in the long

catalogue of particulars on a previous page. Make every possible allow

ance for the larger number of Post Offices here, and a greater concen

tration of duties there, and the unmistakable fact stands out prominently

before us, that with the same amount of manual labor, they handle,

assort, stamp, dispatch, and distribute, at least twice as many letters un

der the English system and code, as we do in this country, with our

complicated system and laws, made up of the legislative and official patch

work of the last ninety years. We have 320 different regular rates, or

charges, on transient printed matter, besides a great many irregular charges,
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where the postage is levied by the number of pieces contained in a pack

age, while the English system has nine ; we have some fifty rates on

regular newspapers and periodicals, while in England, there are seven ;

with us there is no uniformity of letter postage, but three different rales

on single domestic letters, (not foreign,) while the British system has one

uniform rate. We also have three different modes of computing the

weight of letters—drop letters, having all the same postage without re

gard to weight, ordinary letters (sent through the mails) are rated by the

ounces, while letters to Great Britain, must be reckoned by the full ounce

after the first ounce. Then there are at least five different circumstances

under which our Post Office makes an " extra " charge on letters—because

they are " dead," or have been "forwarded," or "advertised," or delivered

by a carrier, or posted in a little miserable, inconvenient, lamp post box.

We also have several of these petty, "extra" charges—mostly of a half

cent, one farthing English—on newspapers, circulars, and pamphlets ; and

the entire aggregate of these troublesome charges, cannot increase the

postal revenue 140,000 a year.

It is an obvious fact, palpable and clear to the simplest mind, that the

business of conducting postal affairs, of receiving letters, and distributing

them to the persons addressed, is precisely similar in New York and in

London ; in Cincinnati and in Manchester. It is also self-evident, that

with the same postal facilities, the people residing in American cities,

would have occasion, and would send as many local letters as the resi

dents of similar English cities. We have seen, (see items No. 17 and 18,)

that the people of London, write 63,000,000 "local " letters in a year,

and that these, at a uniform postage of two cents each—with the postage

on other local mail matter—gives a clear annual profit of $900,000.

[The " number of letters " mentioned, is letters of all sizes ; the gross

revenue on the entire local mail matter, amounting to more than

$1,000,000.] It is conceded, by our postal authorities, that the one cent

for " drop " or " local " letters in cities, yields no profit at all, beyond pay

ing the carriers. If we had a two-cent uniform rate, for all letters, no

one could, or would, object to paying that fee on his local correspondence,

particularly, if a portion of the plan was to have a complete, rapid, punc

tual, and frequent delivery by carriers, without any fee, or " extra *

charge, beyond the two cents aforesaid.

The following figures give the population of nine of our largest

Northern cities:—

Cities. Population.

New York 813.668

Philadelphia 565,531

Brooklyn 266,664

Baltimore 212,419

Boston 177,481

Cincinnati 161,044

Cities. Population.

St. Louis 151,780

Chicago 109,263

Buffalo 81,131

Total 2,538,981

These cities have a population equal to London—two millions and a

half. I cannot say how long it will take, with a really efficient postal

system, to draw forth from the residents of these busy commercial and

social centers, a local correspondence equal to that of London ; or

63,000,000 letters in a year. With education far more generally diffused

among us, and the active, intellectual, and social habits of our people, it
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is evident that we ought to have, under a uniform and low rate of post

age, as large a local correspondence, as any city communities in any

country in the world. At a compensating rate of postage—two cents a

letter, uniform—there might be from ?600,000 to $1,000,000 a year of

clear profit to the Post Office, on local letters alone, in these cities. Does

this look as if the statement were true—the plea usually set up—that our

Post Office " cannot afford to employ letter carriers f" We certainly can

" afford " to have letter carriers, and the Post Office would receive large

financial returns from their employment, if the most judicious rate of

postage was decided upon, and all useless, redundant labor thrown aside.

The next question is, what shall that rate be?

Let us consider the comparative condition and returns of the two

P^st Offices, in England and the United States; look dispassionately at

all the contrasts presented in the rates, regulations, profits, amount of

correspondence, &c, &c, and then decide whether uniform postage is a

myth, a humbug, or whether it is the true basis of all convenience,

simplicity, economy, and profit. In our former reductions of postage,

we have thrown away all, or nearly all, of the advantages of several rates,

as we shall presently see, and yet we have no uniformity, and none of the

profit, the economy of labor, and the convenience that uniformity brings.

Our ten cent letter postage to California and Oregon, does not bring

$100,00p more than the very same number of letters would at two cents

a letter. The number of letters to and from the Pacific coast, are esti

mated at 1,000,000 to 1,200,000 a year. Our drop letters, at one cent

each, as we have seen—every city postmaster admits it—brings not one

dime of profit to the Post Office treasury. Our postal revenue is

$9,000,000 a year; we get, possibly $90,000 a year, or one per cent of

the gross revenue, on the higher charge for letters to and from the Pacific

coast. We have all the complication, inconvenience, and extra postal

labor—which always means expense—of the three rates of postage on

domestic letters ; one cent, three cents, and ten cents. If the want of

uniformity of rates in our Post Office, costs, in extra labor, one penny,

it does not cost us a farthing less than $1,000,000 a year. It unques

tionably does cost all of that to keep up this uncalled for, profitless, ex

pensive series of rates, and irregular charges.

Some there are, who believe that our most remunerative rate—looked

at, solely, from a financial point of view—for a uniform charge, would

be three cents. That rate, as I believe, can be clearly demonstrated, is

incompatible with uniformitv. In other words, it is impracticable, and

cannot be established. If all drop or local letters, in cities and towns,

were charged three cents, the cost would defeat its object. Every one

accustomed to do business in any of our large cities, admits, that with

the long established rate of one cent on local letters, the sudden augmenta

tion of charge to three cents, would at once drive off and curtail this

already limited correspondence, instead of increasing it. But make it

two cents—double the present local rate—and at the same time charge

all other letters two cents, and with the reduction on the mail correspon

dence, the convenience of one sort of stamps, that would be sold at the

rate of five for a dime, and twenty-five for half a dollar, and give us, at

the same time, a good, efficient letter delivery, with no "extra" charges

whatever, and we should at once have a vast increase of correspondence,

local and otherwise. But if we ignore or pass by the fact, that a three
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cent rate for drop or local letters, would be unpopular, and too high too

be either productive or convenient, there are commercial circulars, and

transient newspapers, that would never be sent at all at three cents. " 0 !"

say the advocates of a three cent uniformity, " let those be charged one

ceut, the same as now." Then, if we have got to have a one cent stamp

for circulars and transient newspapers—whether we pay that rate, or

thre,' cents for drop letters—we are just where we are now, with two

separate rates—saying nothing of California letters—and of course, the

uniform postage does not exist. But I have not done. Our people send

annually to Europe over 2,400,000 newspapers, and about every one of

these are charged at two cents postage for each paper. We have no

single stamp for these, but must put on two of our one-cent stamps.

These are treaty rates, and cannot be altered by any law of Congress.

Then, when we send two circulars, or two newspapers, in one wrapper or

envelope, we must also put on two cents in stamps. So with a three-cent

letter rate, argue it as we will, we must have a one-cent rate, a two-cent

rate, and a three-cent rate. But equalize the highest and the lowest, by

raising the one-cent rate to two, and reducing the three-cent rate to two,

and we have at once, a basis, that is the perfection of a good postal sys

tem, a low and uniform rate of postage, that is at once, cheap, convenient,

economical, and popular with the people, and one that will give the

smallest amount of labor and expense, and the largest financial return to

the Post Office. This is a question of details, and let these details be ex

amined, and it will clearly appear, that there is no possible practicable

sum for a uniform rate of postage, except the one charge of two cents

for all single letters, and minor articles, and any talk of a three-cent let

ter postage, and a uniform rate in the same scheme, is simply nonsense.

We have got to drift along as we now do, with three or four rates, or we

have got to decide on the uniform rate of exactly two cents. The whole

question may be debated a thousand years, and it will settle down into

precisely these very elements and dimensions. If we have a uniform

postage, it must be precisely two cents, no more and no less, and this

rate will bring a far larger revenue, with less than one-half of the labor,

both outside and inside of our Post Offices, than we now bestow upon

our mail matter. The new postal bill introduced in Congress, by the

Hon. John Hdtchins, of Ohio, (House Bill, No. 266, 37th Congress, 2d

Session,) provides for a two-cent uniform rate and for all of the advanta

ges of the English postal system, that are practicable in this country.

This bill will unquestionably, if passed into a law, create the greatest

reform ever introduced into our postal establishment.
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COTTON QUESTION-DISTRESS IN ENGLAND—WHAT SUPPLY WE CAN

ANTICIPATE AND WHAT PRICES.

Until recently, very little has been said or written (during the past

few months) in regard to the suffering, the want of cotton is producing in

Europe; and yet it has been so steadily increasing, that all feel, unless

relief comes soon, the effect must be verv disasterous. It can do no good

to disguise this fact. Take the case of England for instance. Her con

dition is very forcibly described in one of our English exchanges. It

will be remembered that from two-thirds to three-fourths of England's

usual consumption, is from America. For nine months or more this supply

has been wholly cut off. In ordinary years, between the 1st of Septem

ber (the commencement of the cotton year) to the present date, about

two millions and a quarter of bales are shipped from the ports of the

United States to Great Britain. This year within the same dates we may

say that none has been received. The usual stock of American cotton is

about 600,000 bales. The actual stoc k is only about 150,000 bales. The

usual price is 7d. per pound. The present price is 13d. The quantity

usually on its way at this time is 300,000 bales. Now there are not

probably 300 bales afloat. To set against this alarming deficiency, Eng

land last year imported about double the usual quantity from India, which

supplied their market with nearly a 1,000,000 of bales. But to all ap

pearance this was a spasmodic effort, which it is scarcely probable can be

kept up. The stock of Indian cotton in Great Britain is 100,000 bales

larger than last year. But the quantity afloat—the quantity that has to

arrive before the end of June is 100,000 bales less, according to the best

calculations—190,000 bales against 203,500, in 1861. The inevitable

result is that nearly all mills are on "short time;" tnany are stopped al

together ; and, as a rule, the operatives who are still employed are only

earning about half their usual wages. Every week, too, makes the mat

ter worse. The consumption of cotton continues; the export continues;

the arrivals come in slowly and inadequately ; stocks are regularly de

creasing; and the amount of earnings on which the working population

of Lancashire and the other cotton districts have to subsist, grows scantier

day by day.

The following table from the Manchester Examiner and Times, shows

the actual reduction of employment and earnings in the cotton districts

of Lancashire and Cheshire. The total number of mills is 1,678 ; usually

employing 349,316 operatives. Now, however, the working time of these

operatives is as follows:

„, . . „„ Willi Operatives.Working time. ^ L ore

Working lull time 497

Working 5 days a week 89 13,467

Working 4 days a week 340 ™^4*

Working 3i days a week 103 JfiffJ

Working 3 days a week 270 73,6 1

Working 2£ days a week 60 13;*j,

Working 2 days a week 4i ?<411

Stopped...... 278 57,861

Total. 1,678 349,316
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Thus it will be seen, that only 92,355 operatives are in receipt of their

usual earnings, and that 57,861 are earning no wages at all, and that

taking them all together, the average time worked, is only a little over

three, instead of six days each week. From this table, the London Econo

mist estimates that £87,500 has been abstracted from the weekly incomes

of this one class {mill hands alone) in the cotton districts. These figures

are certainly very expressive of the wide spread impoverishment and suf

fering now existing.

Then again, we do not see that there is any prospect of early amend

ment or relief, except as it may come from America. Much has been

written the past year about India cotton, and great expectations as to the

future supply from that quarter, have been raised. Now, however, it

seems to be admitted, that last year's increased supply of Surat cotton

will not be equaled this year—that the larger supply of 1861 arose from

the accumulation of stocks in Bombay and the districts, during previous

years, and especially during 1860, when there was scarcely any demand

for India cotton on account of the large American crop. These accumu

lations were brought out and added to the new crop under the influence

of the altered prices of 1861. The following figures showing the actual

imports of cotton into Bombay, and the exports the past four years, illus

trates this statement :

8tock on hand May 1st, 1858 bales.

Year ending 30th April, 1859

1860

" " 1861

From4 1st May to 31st December, 1861 . . .

Total 2,935,400 2,924,949

India therefore can furnish no actual relief to the manufacturing world

the coming year, and the whole amount of cotton that the most sanguine

can anticipate from other sources, (except America,) can make no appre

ciable difference. It is from America alone relief can be obtained.

Thus not only to ourselves, but to the whole world, the prospect of a

speedy close of the present war is very gratifying. Yet we cannot think

that there is to be such an immediate relief, and that we shall soon ex

perience low prices again, as many argue and apparently believe. To be

sure, the government has opened many important Southern ports, and it

is undoubtedly true, that there is but a very limited supply throughout

the South of even the necessaries of life. There must, therefore, be a de

mand for these articles at once, and the South has little to pay with ex

cept cotton. Consequently it is natural to suppose, that the necessaries

of life will find their way in, and cotton will find its way out. This we

might count upon with certainty, were there no disturbing influences at

work. But it must take some time to disabuse the Southern mind of

the false ideas their rulers have endeavored the past year to instil, re

specting Northern people and Northern purposes. So long as they believe,

that the object of the North is to subjugate them, and steal their cotton,

they will keep back the much needed staple. Weeks, therefore, and even

months may pass, before we shall be able to see the full effects of return-

imports. Export!.

45,000 '

594.400
}

461,941

741,000 749,861

865,000 694,572

090,000 1,018,575
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ing reason. Great confidence however can be felt, that by fall, we shall

receive all the cotton the South may have to sell.

It has been estimated that the last cotton crop not marketed, at the

commencement of the war, was about 4,700,000 bales—we ci>i) safely

call it 4,000,000, bales. Of this amount some has been already taken by the

Government (in places occupied by the Federal forces) and sent North,

and other small amounts have been burned by the Confederate Govern

ment in South Carolina, Tennessee, New Orleans, etc. Nearly all the

crop, however, still remains unginned on the plantations where it was

grown—the shipping of it to the usual shipping ports having been pro

hibited. The Confederate Government, therefore, cannot reach it to

burn, if they would, and the owners of it will not burn it. The good

people South have the same instincts, affections, and feelings people else

where have, and to argue that they will voluntarily throw away or des

troy the only thing of value left them in the general wreck, is simply to

assert that they are deficient in sentiments inseparable from humanity.

Then, too, the experience we have had in Tennessee and elsewhere, proves

that the Southern planters have no love for such sports. The Nashville

Union of May 10, states that 3,600 bales of cotton have been shipped

from the plantations in Tennessee since the opening of trade on March

10. This amount, though small, is large enough to prove, (if we needed

proof,) that the cotton on the plantations is not, we repeat, to be burned,

but will come to market as soon as the owners believe (and it will take

time to convince them of this) that they can safely bring it. The whole

amount, therefore, that has been or will be burnt, together with what

has been sent North, will not amount to 500,000 bales. However, even

calling it 1,000,000, we still have 3,000,000 bales of the old crop left to

be thrown on the market as soon as the state of the country will permit.

Then, again, another crop is growing. Without doubt much less than

usual has been planted ; but still, with the knowledge we now possess,

the crop cannot be estimated below 2,000,000 bales, and it will more

likely reach a higher figure. We may therefore safelv conclude that by

fall there will be 5,000,000 bales of American cotton brought to market.

Yet, with this supply from America, we cannot believe that there will

be a cotton glut, or that prices will be extremely low. Such a conclusion

by no means follows. The supply in this case will not equal the demand.

The cotton famine the past year has greatly reduced the stock of cotton

goods, so that more than usual is needed to supply the necessary con

sumption. This American stock, therefore, will find an exhausted and

ready market. Some would anticipate a production from the other cot

ton regions (induced by the present high prices,) so excessive as to cause

prices to be lower than they have been for years. The facts will not, we

think, warrant this conclusion. There is no country but India from

which much can be expected. Even if all the other regions should double

their supply, it could not this year affect prices to any considerable ex

tent. As to India, it seems to be universally admitted that she will not,

even with the present extremely high prices, be able to send to market

as much as she sent the last year. With prices somewhat reduced, her

supply will be still less, because the cost of getting the cotton to the sea

coast is too great to warrant its being brought forward except when the

prices are very high. Then, too, Surat cotton can never compete with

or affect to any considerable extent the prices of the American staple,
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since it is universally recognized as being a very inferior article.* Eng

lishmen have at all times tried, and are now trying, continually to deceive

themselves with the idea that India cotton is to be made better. We be

lieve it cannot be done to any extent. It has been tried too often and

failed. The following item, cut from the European Times of May 3d, is

a good specimen of what can be found every week in many of our ex

changes :

Fine Samples of Cotton prom India.—The Cotton Supply Association

have received a sample of excellent cotton, grown from New Orleans seed at

Astra, in the Gangam district, Madras. Their brokers report upon it as fol

lows : " White color, clean, fine staple, and fair length," valued at 14d. to 141d.

per pound. The circumstances under which it was raised, as described by the

grower, prove that the American plant is just as hardy and easily cultivated as

the indigenous cottons. The Association have also received from Messrs. Mis-

ley and Hurst, their honorary agents at Calcutta, unusually fine samples pro

duced from Egyptian seed on the banks of the Mutluh and at Parjeeling. which

have been valued at 14jd. to lf>d. and 15Jd. per lb. respectively ; and a sample

of New Orleans cotton raised at Beerbboon. valued at l.Sjd. to 1 3Jd. Were

there nny question whether a very superior staple of cotton can be produced in

India these results obtained in a widely distant part of that country with seed

sent out by the Association would furnish a satisfactory answer.

Such an item may be consoling in these times of dirth and famine, but

we cannot see its value. No one has ever doubted but that cotton equal

to the Orleans could be grown in India. So can superior oranges and

lemons be grown in the vicinity of New York—under glass. You can

take the Orleans seed from America and plant it in India, tending it care

fully, and it will very likely produce Orleans cotton. But when vou have

counted the cost of the production you will find that fifty cents a pound

would not be a sufficient remuneration. It has been tried many times,

and always with the same result.

Not, however, to pursue this point further, we think it is evident that

we shall have by fall a sufficient supply of cotton to satisfy our necessi

ties, and that the American staple will find no dangerous rival in the

field, so that we may anticipate not only a good supply but good prices.

* See April number of the Merchants' Magazine for 1862, where we have stated

the reason for this conclusion more at large.
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STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

1. Foreign Tbade or Great Britain. 2. Receipts and Expoets of Pbodpc* at tiie Citt of

New Yobk foe the Teae endiso April 3d, 1862. 8. Pork Paokixo. at the West fob 1861-2.

4. Pork Packixg in Cincinnati. 5. Goods Imported from United States to St. Petebs-

buegh in 1860-61. 6. Trade of New Orleans for 1861.

FOREIGN TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The account both of exports and of imports shows a great diminution

in the last month as to which we have information from the returns just

published. The result of the three months of exports and the two months

of imports for the year is of the same character, though the figures rela

ting to imports are rather less striking.

Exports, 8 mot. Imports. 2 moa.

1860 £30,481,^67 £lo,87l.409

1861 27,669,249 18,246,5:i7

1862 26,423,763 16,727,420

The principal reduction of exports is in the cotton manufactures, of

which we see the details in the following tables of quantity and value

respectively.

EXPORTS OF QUANTITIES OF VARIOUS COTTON MANUFACTURES FOR FIRST

THREE MONTHS.

1860. 1861. \m.

Cotton yarn, lbs., 49,804,158 37,763,486 22,505,748

Cotton piece goods, yds., 604,546,656 602,350,461 450,839,353

TALUE OF EXPORTS OF COTTON MANUFACTURES DURING FIRST THREE MONTHS

OF

l?60. 1861. 186!.

Cotton yarn £2,425,322 £1,908,302 £1,388,738

Cot. Manufactures, piece goods,. 9,001,630 8,766,684 7,121,681

Lace and patent net 84,221 68,312 97,991

Hosiery—stockings 67.076 64,427 50,824

Do of other kinds 40,634 46,138 45,020

Counterpanes and small wares.. 23,288 30,249 76.149

Thread 169,987 157,779 138,545

Total 11,812,158 11,041.891 8,918,948

This large diminution in a single article of diffused export, and the

necessary diminution of the trade in all articles to America, accounts for

the reduction of the export trade.

The cotton trade is likewise to blame for the diminution in imports.

The computed value of raw cotton has fallen from £5,337,797 in the first

'wo months of 1860, and £3,979,789 of 1861, to £l,206,392 in the first

two months of 1862. But these figures do not show the worst. As raw
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cotton has immensely risen in value, the comparison of values is mis

leading. The quantities are the best test, and we have these to the end

of March.

The imports of raw cotton in the single month of March were :

Cwta.

1860 1,780,027

1861 1,603.787

1862 296,522

And the general result of three months is as follows :

is6o. mi 1861

Cwts. Cwt&. Cwt*.

From United States, 3,150.284 2,606,496 5,276

Brazil, 33,736 22,663 39.469

Egypt 93,821 56,887 196,085

British East Indies 215.608 94,333 200.605

Other countries, 20,660 7,646 72,703

Total 3,514,109 2,788,025 574,138

After reading the above, no one can doubt why England is suffering in

her manufacturing districts. These figures tell an alarming story.

The exports of cotton, linen and woolen goods to the United States

the three months ending with March, 31st, compared with the same time

last year, are as follows:

1861. 1861.

Cotton Manufactures, yds., 55,559,488 45,802,684

Linen Manufactures, 10,726,088 15,760,813

Woolen Manufactures, pieces, 43,370 68,469

The increase in woolen manufactures exported to this country is due

to the trade in army goods; while the increase in the export of linen

manufactures is probably owing to the high price of cotton goods.

RECEIPTS, EXPORTS, ETC., OF PRODUCE AT THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

(Reported for the N. T. Produce Exchange, and submitted by Jat. Boughton, Clerk.)

MONTHLY RECEIPTS FOE THE YEAR ENDING APRIL 30, 1862.

Flour. Whisky. .—Corn Meal,—, Wheat. Corn. Oats.
Bbls. m Is. Bbls. Bags. Bush. Bush. Bush.

May, 1881.... 885,860 88,706 8,566 1,260 2.284,476 1.488,864 821,648

June 88«,248 23,824 10,090 1,000 8,6i>4,747 1,979,998 894.851

July 464,967 23.045 9,464 869 8,148,540 1,622,140 866,609

August 887,664 20,028 10,790 2,972 1,668,286 8,126,869 862,122

September.... 607,060 18,186 8,240 3,878 8,497,879 8,669.660 298,407

October 745,644 29,968 6,178 4,679 4,549,446 3,406,161 487,749

November.... 765,998 34,783 6,854 8,966 6,254,292 2,676,098 644,270

December 688,968 29,394 6,168 8,807 1,490,574 1,121,462 741,320

January, 1862. 287,804 20,440 8,560 20,686 98,462 91.668 162,611

February 246,207 84,878 6,529 81,306 140,381 197,736 189,676

March 262.806 61,619 14,439 81,780 169,090 287,280 99.68J

April 8 1 4,7 66 6 2,620 1 2,7 00 88,632 6 6,8 98 217,484 91,048

Total 6,181,476 877,491 105,657 144,218 26,868,015 19,784,127 3,999,939
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MONTHLY RECEIPTS FOE THE TEAB ENDING APRIL 30, 1862.

Barley. Seed. Ashes. Beef. Pork. Cut Vests. Lard. Oil Cake.
Bush. Bash. Pkgs. Bbls. Bbls. Pkgs. I'kgs. Sacks.

May, 1861 25,663 792 1,968 1,509 8,835 29,717 21,317 7,351

June 4,402 329 1,610 672 6,965 8,642 6,920 1,515

July 48,416 186 2,897 698 8,027 2,222 6.678 18,919

August. 67,170 2,822 1,760 1,181 6,412 2,209 9,978 29,418

September 68.495 12,074 1,011 1,477 10,066 3,296 15,026 6,631

October. ( 230.604 8,963 1,211 8,337 11,046 6,335 17,793 6,000

Novemher. 210,567 9,966 1,010 29,189 22,762 9,881 11,046 2,185

December 108,382 16,430 924 87,167 12,986 16,901 36,754 2,106

January, 1862.. 866,727 16,269 1.122 26.911 16,217 32,683 57,548 420

February 86,126 2S.810 1,922 19,109 16,841 43,734 80,433 660

March 27,431 12,421 2,178 22,765 15,898 42,928 66,187 741

April 19,783 19,316 1.808 23,238 31,599 49,769 47,908 995

Total 1,187,666 121,368 18.809 172,243 160,838 242,817 866,623 74,835

MONTHLY EXPORTS Or PRODUCE FROM THE PORT OF NEW YORK, FOR THE YEAR ENDING

APRIL 30, 1862.

Cotton. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Beer. Pork. Lard.

Equal
Bales. Bbls. Bush. Buih. Pkgs. Bbls. to Kegs.

May, 1861 29,213 200,068 1,729,108 799,151 5,186 7,628 115,446

June 8,793 271,593 3,577,248 7ti8,968 7,009 11,402 49,916

July.. 2,118 281,779 2,968,999 897,276 4,486 10,858 40,416

August 874 297,243 2,389,646 2,338,429 2,901 10,715 47,147

September 105 215,675 8,009,958 1,300,191 1,995 9,616 62,258

October 600 846,864 4,159,660 1,334,839 1,863 8,630 81,572

November 650 871,076 4,754,043 1,108,219 4,639 8 627 76.042

December 65 892,215 3,516,464 1,263,104 9,770 17,005 118,566

January, 1862. . 46 802,148 1,220,690 1,113,984 14,474 17,720 151,910

February 2,190 296,088 649,989 1,217.939 12,836 22,926 218,889

March 2,265 177,409 268,107 1,311,322 6,891 16,077 186,474

April 1,126 139,606 286,911 890,630 6,618 14,158 235,238

Total 47,989 3,290,759 28,628,752 18,888,952 78,568 164,267 1,823,871

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES OF PRODUCE AT NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE, FOR THE

YEAR ENDING APRIL 80, 1862.

Cotton. ' Flour. Wheat. Corn. Beet Pork. Lard.
Mid. Estra Milwau Western

Upland.
Per lb.

State. kee Club. Mixed. Mess. Hess. No. 1.
Per bbl. Per bush. Per bush. Per bbl. Per bbl. Per lb.

lSjc. $5 26 91 21 58c. *9 60 117 26 94c.

14 4 88 1 06 47 9 00 15 60 9

15} 4 27* 88 464 8 60 15 20 64

17| 4 53 99 Hi 10 00 16 50 8*

September.. . . . 21 5 ii| 1 10 61* 10 25 14 60 81

SI, 5 61} 1 23 68, 9 60 16 00 H
244 5 76J 1 26* 64± 11 00 14 00 »

33j 6 66 1 80 6» 11 75 12 50 H

January, 1862. . 84 6 08, 1 32 •4* 11 76 12 00 84

264 5 91 1 34, 64 12 25 13 25 n

26 1 6 634 1 82, 6»* 12 25 13 76 8

m 5 12 1 26J 6»i 12 75 13 00 H

Yearly average ss $5 284 *1 19 57 $10 75 {14 25 8f
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PORK TRADE OF THE WEST FOR 1861-2.

In the last number of the Merchants'1 Magazine we gave a summary

of the New York and Brighton Markets the past season. We are now

able to publish a report of the entire packing business of the West for

1861-2.* These figures show a larger amount than was ever cured any

previous season. Still, the result of the statistics does not, for several

reasons, indicate the increase of the Pork Trade in its fullest extent.

About the time arrangements were being made for packing, a general

feeling of insecurity, consequent upon the existing rebellion, pervaded

the minds of farmers and others throughout the entire valley of the Ohio,

and on the Mississippi this was tlie case as far up as Iowa, and at St.

Louis, Louisville, and Cincinnati, as well as at all the smaller packing

points on these rivers; and it was not until the season had begun

that any of these places were regarded entirely safe, and the greater

number of them were not considered out of danger until it was nearly

over. For this reason, and for the further one that prices were low, (not

being over $2 to $2 25 per cental net, owing, in a measure, to the great

distance from what was regarded safe packing points,) farmers were in

clined to cure their own pork at home ; so that, as we stated above, the

figures we now give do not indicate the full extent of the pork packing

business the past season.

Then, too, there has been an unusually large shipment of live hogs to

our Eastern cities, as was shown by our tables given last month.

The following is the gross amount packed in each State, at the various

packing places :

1860-61. 1861-61.

Ohio 627,131 787,439

Indiana. 382,616 486,243

Illinois 509,750 841,473

Iowa 153,241 196,373

Missouri 186,176 183,637

Kentucky 251,896 144,945

Wisconsin 53,260 100,556

Tennessee none. 182,000

Total 2,164,070 2,872,666

Thus, it is seen that the increase in number is 708,596, including Ten

nessee, and without this State, 526,596. This increase is about equal to

about 32{ per cent.

With reference to the increase in weight, we have not succeeded in

obtaining the average weight of hogs and yield of lard per hog from all

the packing points, but, still, we have obtained these statistics from a suf

ficient number of places, to give us a correct basis upon which to make

our calculations, which show the following result:

* This report we have prepared from the very full tables given in the CinciDDSti

Price Current, one of our most spirited and valuable exchange*.
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Average weight per hog.

Ohio

Indiana

Illinois. . . .

Kentucky. .

Missouri. . .

Tennessee ,

Iowa

Wisconsin .

.lbs.

1860-61.

226

213|

224$

212

206^

233§

229

1*61-61.

230

221$

236

221

227

224

260

Yield of lard per hog.

1860-61.

30$

80

34

30|

BOA

SO|

31

lMil61-61.

34

3 Of

39$

30$

34*

34

35

The aggregate weight of an equal number of hogs packed at all those

places from whence the average weight was furnished this year, compare

with last as follows :

1861-2 lbs.

1860-1

Increase this season.

415,751,316

397,856,954

17,894,362

This is equal to about 4J per cent, which, added to the increase in

number, swells the total increase to 37 J- per cent, equal to 803,410 hogs.

The yield of lard has been large, unusually so, in many cases, owing

to the fact that at quite a large number of places a great portion of the

sides were rendered into lard. The yield of lard per hog, last season,

was 32 lbs., and this season it was 34 lbs., showing an increase of 2 lbs.

per hog. Taking the whole number of hogs packed each season, as

given, the total yield of lard would compare as follows :

1861-2.

1860-1.

.lbs.

Increase this season .

97,649,641

69,310,240

28,339,404

The following are the amounts packed at some of the principal points

in the different States:

Burlington.

Keokuk. . .

Muscatine .

St. Louis.

IOWA.

1860-61.

37,500

48,500

21,352

MISSOURI.

79,800

Cincinnati.

Cleveland .

Toledo

OHIO.

. 433,799

9,926

8,400

TENNESSEE.

Nashville. .

Shelbyville

none,

none.

1861-6!.

50,600

40,000

41,115

84.093

474,467

61,972

24,850

70,000

35,000

INDIANA.

Indianapolis... 38,781 42,100

Madison 58,410 59,000

Terre Haute. . 41,138 60,268

ILLINOIS.

1860-61. 1861-62.

Chicago 231,335 514,118

Peoria 20,150 35,325

Quincy 59,800 53,500

WISCONSIN.

Milwaukee 51,000 94,761

KENTUCKY.

Louisville 198,751 91,335
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The following tabl

each season, for the last thirty years :

PORK PACKING IN CINCINNATI.

shows the number of hogs packed in Cincinnati,

Yeare.

1833.

1834.

1835.

1836.

1837.

1838.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844.

1845.

1846.

1847

Number.

85.000

123,000

162.000

123,000

103,000

182,000

190,000

95,000

160,000

220,000

250,000

240,000

196,000

205,000

250,000

Yeara.

1848.

1 849.

1850.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

475,000

410,000

393,000

334,000

3 r> 2.000

361,000

421,000

355,786

405,396

344,511

346,677

382,826

434,499

433,799

474,467

GOODS IMPORTED FROM U. S. TO ST. PETERSBURG!! IN 1860 AND 1861.

From official tables we have made up tbe following statement, showing

the total imports to St. Peterburgh from the United States, in 180 0 and

1861 :

, Cotton. .

Where from. 1*0. 1861.

Boston poods 38,669 69,210

New York 16,687 5,876

Charleston 59,252 27,371

Savannah 56,327 45,063

Apalachicola 37,538

Galveston 10,800

Mobile 40,242

New Orleans 396,907 364,613

Total 656,394 512,124

The balance of the imports for the two years have been from the ports

of New York and Boston, (except 9,478 poods of rice from Charleston in

I860,) and are as follows:

imports for 1860.

, Where from. .
tioeton. New York.

Sarsaparilla poods 1,620

Dyewood 19,026 19,593

Dyewood Extract 76 9,130

Oak Wood 7,940

Black Walnut Wood 1,567

Rosewood 514
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* Whore from
Boston. Now York.

Locust Tree Nails poods 388

Pigs 390

Rice 2,631

Enameled Cloth cases 10 81

Shot. 77

Machinery 17 24

Rosin bbls. 75 2,137

Shoe Pegs 1 150

Agricultural Implements, .pieces 56 35

Canon 2

Wooden Pails 840

Segars 118,000

Sundries packs 60 26

imports for 1861,

, Where from. .
Boston. Dew York.

Logwood poods 12,856 12,623

Dyewood Extract 347 30,881

Quercitron Bark 4,393

Indigo 106

Figs 641

Rice 1,918 2,823

Sugar 5,259

Rosin bbls. 3,000

Flower of Madder 5

Shoe Pegs 150

Locust Tree Nails pieces 53,333

Sewing Machines 19 17

Sundries 9 22

Of the above goods, those of 1860 were imported in 31 vessels, having

a total tonnage of 19,740, of which 26 were American—tonnage, 17,034.

In 1801 the total vessels was 23, and total tonnage 15,400, of which 16

were American—tonnage, 10,914.

NEW ORLEANS—EFFECTS OF BLOCKADE.

A copy of the New Orleans Price Current, embracing a summary of

the year's business ending March 1, 1862, has been sent to the Navy De

partment by one of the officers of the Gulf Squadron. It appears from

this journal that the exports of cotton from New Orleans for the past

year have been eleven thousand bales, against one and-a-half million bales

the previous year.

The exports from all the Southern ports have been only thirteen thou

sand bales, against more than two million the previous year. Exports of

tobacco from New Orleans, nothing, against seventeen thousand hogsheads

last year. Imports: Specie, nothing, against 112,000,000 the previous

year; coffee, 300 bags, against 250,000 bags; salt, nothing, against

500,000 sacks.

VOL. XLVI. NO. VI. 35
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RAILWAY, CANAL, AND TELEGRAPH STATISTICS.

1. Tin Chesapeake Telegraph Cable. 2. Atlantic Teleoeaph —ExrEXSES or Cobtat!

8. Railroad to Lake Superior. 4. Earnings op Railroads por Fkbritart and Mais

5. Delaware and Hudson Oanal Comfant. 6. New Sttlr or Steam Canal Boat.

THE CHESAPEAKE TELEGRAPH CABLE LAID.

The telegraph cable was successfully laid on the 20th of May, acre*

Chesapeake Bay, from Cherrystone to Back River, in Virginia, and the

War Department is now in telegraphic communication with Fortres

Monroe and General McClellan's headquarters. The cable, twenty-fite

miles in length, is heavily armored with sixteen stout iron wires, arranged

longitudinally, like the staves of a barrel, around the insulating coat aci

conductor, and protecting them from all strain by any force short of

what would be required to break the covering wires, the aggregate

strength of which equals that of a ship's chain cable. The longitudinii

wires are hooped by a still heavier wire, wound spirally around them,

which binds them together, so that they form a strong but flexible tub*

of iron that effectually protects the conductor and the insulating cost

This is deemed a great improvement over the English system of spiral

wire armor which was used in the Atlantic cables, and tended so strongly

and incorrigibly to twist and kink. At the time of laying the first tem

porary cable, there was no heavy cable in this country, or machinery for

its expeditious manufacture. The experiment was made with such cable

as could be extemporized at the moment, and which was constructed like

the English cable, 370 miles in length, laid in the Black Sea, between

Varna and Balaklava during the Crimean war, and which worked 90 ad

mirably for several months. The temporary cable worked successfully,

and most opportunely to relieve the public mind on the memorable Sui-

day of the battle between the Monitor and Merrimac, but in a few d»y!

was dragged away by anchors, or otherwise broken—an accident not

likely to happen to a cable of such immense strength as the new one.

The present cable was manufactured in New York, under the orders of

Col. Anson Stager, Military Superintendent of United States Telegraphs,

and was laid in four hours, under the supervision of Mr. Wm. H. Hkiss,

who also superintended its manufacture. A break of naval construction

was used to govern the paying out of the cable, and worked so admirably,

that it is thought it will overcome one of the greatest difficulties experi

enced in laying the Atlantic cable. Col. Stager deserves and will receive

the thanks of the public for the science, ingenuity, ready resource, and

untiring energy displayed by him in the construction and management,

under circumstances of peculiar difficulty, of the United States Military

Telegraph, a machine whose vastness and the important part which it

plays in the conduct of the war, few can realize.
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THE ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

The following is a statement of the expenditures of this company from

its organization up to December 31st, 1861 :

Preliminary expenses £2.681 14s. 2d.

Construction account 328,380 7 11

Engineer's department 22,888 18 3

Electrical department 16,609 3 8

Secretary's department 7,573 2 1

Fire insurance, etc., on the cable stores, etc. . . . 850 12 9

Law and parliamentary expenses 2,675 18 6

Travelling expenses 3,594 4 6

Postage account 227 16 2

Audit account 117 0 0

Recovering 57 miles of cable 2,547 16 1

Valentia station 2,007 3 4

Newfoundland station 4,471 10 7

Preliminary expenses raising preference capital . 532 4 2

Expedition to Newfoundland to attempt to repair

and recover submerged cable 2,403 15 9

Expedition to Valentia to attempt to recover sub

merged cable 150 0 0

Interest paid on mortgage loan 172 18 7

Projector's share account 75,000 0 0

Total 472,884 6 6

Balance being cash in hand 855 12 6

Grand total 473,739 19 0

RAILROAD TO LAKE SUPERIOR.

The Ontonagon papers give us the following statistics of the region

through which the inhabitants of the Lake Superior copper mining dis

tricts intend to run their proposed railroad:

"The unexplored wilderness on the south shore of Lake Superior in

1846 now contains a population of 15,000, principally engaged in mining.

In 1845 there were 1,300 pounds of mineral mined, worth that year

$360; in 1861 there were 10,000 tons mined, worth $3,000,000. The

capital invested in mines is not less than $15,000,000 ; the aggregate

amount of dividends to stockholders declared and paid has been about

$3,300,000. There is but one twenty-second part of the copper region

occupied. The Trap Kange is 150 miles long, and the Porcupine Moun

tains 70 miles, yet only ten miles are occupied. The whole region is

capable of supporting a population of 300,000.

"In 1861 the imports of cattle, sheep, hogs, horses, butter, ground

feed, coarse grains, flour and salted pork and beef, amounted to $2,000,000.

It costs $150 to mine a ton of copper and prepare it for the market; and

as it is worth in the market $440, it will bear railroad transportation."
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EARNINGS OF RAILROADS FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH.

The following tables, showing the earnings of a number of our more

important lines of Railroads for February and March of 1861 and 1862,

present a very gratifying contrast. This increase is owing to the uni

versal activity of our internal commerce :

EARNINGS FOR FEBRUARY.

Roada. 1862. 1861. Inereaae.

Michigan Central, $159,658 59 $119,763 97 $39,894 62

Chicago and Rock Island . . 86,699 00 64,015 00 22,684 00

Hudson River, 281,568 10 205,342 69 76,225 41

Cleveland and Toledo, 90,657 00 75,751 00 14,906 00

Galena and Chicago, 101,593 27 76,859 69 24,733 58

Toledo and Wabash, 47,141 92 46,842 61 299 31

Mil'kee<fc Prairie duCliien. 62,906 67 44,626 96 18,279 71

Buffalo, N. Y. and Erie,. . . 56,085 24 37,426 08 18,659 16

St. Louis, Alton & Chicago. 62,351 34 75,620 18 13,268 84

New York and Harlem,. . . 96,939 38 88,201 46 8,737 92

Milwaukee and La Crosse,. 54,785 72 45,689.31 9,096 41

Chicago and Northwestern, 10,739 77 11,731 61 f991 84

Northern Central, 135,356 89 69,265 24 66,091 65

Philadelphia and Reading,. 160,538 46 217,161 20 +56,622 74

New York and Erie, 603,029 67 391,932 27 211,097 40

Norwich and Worcester,. . 18,863 88 16,524 48 2,339 40

Illinois Central, 150,808 84 370,267 90 +219,459 06

Chicago, Burl, and Quincy, 119,973 24 115,524 11 4,449 13

$2,299,696 98 2,072,545 76 227,151 22

f Decrease. Increase 10 per cent.

BARNINGB FOR MARCH.

Roads. 186!. 1861. Increase.

Chicago, Burl, and Quincy, $121,272 39 $158,007 33 +$36,734 94

Hudson River, 308,963 46 167,559 96 141,403 50

Chicago and Rock Island,. . 71,604 00 75,275 00 +3,67100

Galena and Chicago, 76.137 59 101,600 24 +25,462 65

Michigan Central, 152.901 62 151,670 54 1,231 08

Cleveland and Toledo, 99.359 00 85,873 00 13,486 00

Buffalo, N. Y. and Erie,. . . 81,144 97 49,194 46 31,950 51

Illinois Central, 161,801 95 226,966 76 +65,164 81

Toledo and Wabash, 56,005 88 61,050 77 +5,044 89

Harlem, 103,020 32 88.790 72 14,229 60

Mil'kee & Prairie du Chien, 47,009 87 43,636 62 3,373 25

Cleve.,CoIum.& Cincinnati, 112,606 00 67,610 00 44,996 00

Norwich and Worcester,.. 24,250 24 21,454 36 2,795 88

Erie, 636.615 27 458,560 08 178,055 19

Reading, 191,266 25 244,422 65 +53,156 40

Cleveland and Pittsburg,. .. 90,300 00 83,408 00 6,892 00

Northern Central, 161,827 95 77,796 44 84,031 51

——^— r

$2,496,086 76 2,162,876 93 333,209 83

f Decrease. Increase 13£ per cent.
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DELAWARE AND HUDSON CANAL COMPANY.

The business of this company for the year ending March 1, 1862, was

as follows :

Sales of coal to March 1, 1862 $2,406,514 37

Canal and Railroad tolls collected 367,953 56

Profits of barges, etc 31,215 45

Goal on hand at Honesdale, Rondout, and New York,

and on line of canal 354,446 00

$3,160,129 38

Coal on hand March 1, 1861 $248,321 40

Mining coal 681,614 64

Railroad transportation and repairs. . . 292,265 14

Canal repairs and superintendence. .. . 259,029 70

Freight of coal on canal 544,278 56

Labor and expense at Rondout 58,461 22

Rent, salaries, current expenses, etc.,

New York office 34,084 99

Coal yard and harbor expenses, taxes,

interest, etc 313,722 56

Depreciation account 36,268 54

2,468,045 85

Net profit $692,083 53

—being a little over 9 per cent on the capital stock of the company.

The canal was opened for navigation on the 23d day of April, and

closed on the 3d of" December. During the season, navigation was in

terrupted by freshets seven days, and by breaks six days. On the 13th

February, 1861, an extraordinary ice flood occurred in the streams adja

cent to the canal, causing—in addition to other slighter injuries—a

breach in the dam of the Smith Hill reservoir, near Honesdale; the dam

age thus occasioned—about $25,000—has been included in the ordinary

canal expenditures for the year 1861.

The total quantity of coal shipped from Honesdale by the canal was

724,160 15-20 tons; for all of which a ready market has been found, at

full current prices. This fact furnishes a strong and satisfactory indica

tion that the Lackawana coal is still steadily gaining favor with the public.

NEW STYLE OF STEAM CANAL BOATS.

A boat of somewhat novel construction recently made her trial trip

from Rochester, Pa., to Youngstown, Ohio. She is a propeller moved by

two screw paddle-wheels at the stern, of four feet each, driven by two

ten horse power engines. The hull is 77 feet in length, the vessel being

estimated at about 55 tons burthen. She is capable of making ten miles

an hour on slack water, but her ordinary speed is not intended to exceed

three or four miles an hour. She was built by Whistlbr <fe Currt of

Rochester, is named the Monitor, and is owned by Captains Greeks and

Marcus.
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

1. Note of Secretary or Stats as to Opening or Southern Poets. 2. Proclamation or

President openi.no Poets op Beauport, Port Royal and New Orleans. 3 Instructions

of the Treasury Department respecting Clearances to the Ports opened. 4. Trade op

the Mississippi. 5. Cubtom-housx Regulations as to Clearances to Southern Ports

Opened.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE—OPENING OF THE SOUTHERN PORTS.

The following note, addressed by Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to

the Foreign Ministers resident at Washington, discloses the policy of

government in reference to the opening to trade of the Southern ports as

last as they are re-taken from the insurgents.

Department of State, Washington, May 3, 1862.

Sir: I have the honor to state, for the information of your Govern

ment, that a Collector has been appointed by the President for New Or

leans, and that the necessary preparations are being made to modify the

blockade so far as to permit limited shipments to be made to and from

that and one or more other ports, which are now closed by blockade, at

times and upon conditions which will be made kDown by proclamation.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed,) Wm. H. Sewarb.

A PROCLAMATION.—OPENINO CERTAIN SOUTHERN PORTS.

By the President of the United States :

Whereas, by my proclamation of the nineteenth of April, one thousand

eight hundred and sixty-one, it was declared that the ports of certain

States, including those of Beaufort, in the State of North Carolina, Port

Royal, in the State of South Carolina, and New Orleans, in the State of

Louisiana, were, for reasons therein set forth, intended to be placed under

blockade ; and whereas, the said ports of Beaufort, Port Royal, and New

Orleans have since been blockaded ; but as the blockade of the same

ports may now be safely relaxed with advantage to the interests of com

merce :

Now, therefore, be it known that I, Abraham Lincoln, President of

the United States, pursuant to the authority in me vested by the fifth

section of the act of Congress, approved on the 13th of July last, entitled

"An act further to provide for the collection of duties on imports, and

for other purposes," do hereby declare that the blockade of the said

ports of Beaufort, Port Royal, and New Orleans shall so far cease and

determine, from and after the first day of June next, that commercial

intercourse with those ports, except as to persons and things and infor

mation contraband of war, may, from that time, be carried on, subject to
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the laws of the United States, and to the limitations and in pursuance of

the regulations which are prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury in

his order of this date, which is appended to this proclamation.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal

of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the City of Washington, this twelfth day of May, in the

[l. s.] year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, and

of the Independence of the United States the eighty-sixth.

(Signed,) Abraham Lincoln.

By the President :

Wh. H. Seward, Secretary of State.

CIRCULAR OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

Treasury Department, May 12, 1862.

Regulations relating to trade with ports opened by proclamation :

First, To vessels clearing from foreign ports and destined to ports

opened by the proclamation of the President of the United States of this

date, namely : Beaufort, in North Carolina, Port Royal, in South Caro

lina, and New Orleans, in Louisiana. Licenses will be granted by con

suls of the United States upon satisfactory evidence that the vessels so

licensed will convey no person, property, or information contraband of

war either to or from the said ports : which licenses shall be exhibited

to the collector of the port to which said vessels may be respectively

bound, immediately on arrival, and if required to any officer in charge of

the blockade ; and on leaving either of the said ports every vessel will

be required to have a clearance from the collector of the customs accord

ing to law, showing that there has been no violation of the conditions of

the license. Any violation of the said conditions will involve the for

feiture and condemnation of the vessel and cargo, and the exclusion of

all parties concerned from any further privilege of entering the United

States during the war for any purpose whatever.

Second, To vessels of the United States clearing coastwise for the ports

aforesaid, license can only be obtained from the Treasury Department.

Third, In all other respects the existing blockade remains in full force

and effect as hitherto established and maintained ; nor is it relaxed by

the proclamation, except in regard to the ports to which the relaxation

is by that instrument expressly applied.

(Signed,) S. P. Chase,

Secretary of the Treasury.

INSTRUCTIONS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT—OPENING OF THE SOUTH

ERN PORTS.

The Secretary of the Treasury has issued full instructions, as follows,

to the various collectors respecting clearances to ports opened by procla

mation of the President. These instructions authorize clearances at any

time before the first of June, but vessels so cleared are not to enter such

ports until on or after that date :

Treasury Department, May 16, 1862.

Sir : I transmit herewith for your information a copy of the procla
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mation of the President, of the 15th of May, 1862, opening the ports of

Beaufort, N. C, Port Royal, S. C, and New Orleans, La., with the regu

lations of the Secretary of the Treasury, governing the trade with the said

ports. In view of the said proclamation, and in pursuance of the regula

tions referred to, you are hereby authorized to grant clearances and

license to vessels to proceed to any of said ports under the following re

strictions :

Before granting any such clearance and license you will require the

master of each vessel to exhibit to you a manifest or descriptive state

ment of his cargo and a list of the passengers and crew, and to verify the

same by his oath or solemn affirmation, and you will fully satisfy your

self that said vessel is intended in good faith for a lawful trade, and will

in no wise, directly or indirectly, violate the provisions of the aforesaid

proclamation and the regulation referred to. You will insert in each

clearance the following: Master of the , of , having ex

hibited to me a manifest or descriptive statement of his cargo and a list

of the passengers and crew, and having verified the same by his oath or

solemn affirmation, and I having satisfied myself that the said vessel is

intended in good faith for a lawful trade, and only for a lawful trade;

now, therefore, by the authority of the Secretary of the Treasury and in

pursuance of a proclamation of the President of the United States and

the regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury issued May 12th, 1862,

permission is hereby granted for the said vessel to proceed to the port

of , in the State of , and leave said port for any lawful destina

tion on the conditions hereinafter mentioned, to wit : That the said ves

sel will convey no persons, property, or information contraband of war,

either to or from the said port, and that the clearance or license shall be

exhibited to the Collector of Customs at the said port of , immedi

ately on arrival, and if required, to any officer in charge of the blockade,

and that the master and all persons concerned in the management and

control of the vessel shall faithfully comply with the revenue laws and

regulations of the United States, and with the conditions of this clear

ance and license. The violations of any of the conditions of this clear

ance will involve the condemnation and forfeiture of the vessel and cargo,

and the exclusion of all parties concerned from any further privileges of

participating in the trade thus opened by proclamation of the President

of the United States. The officers of vessels of war and all other persons

will respect this clearance and license and permit the said vessel to pro

ceed on her lawful voyage unmolested while prosecuting the same in

conformity with its conditions. In all clearances given prior to the first

of June, you will insert the further proviso that the vessels so cleared

shall not enter any of the said ports previous to the first of June, on pen

alty of forfeiture of the vessel and cargo.

I am, very respecfully, your obedient servant,

(Signed,) S. P. Chase,

Secretary of the Treasury.

TRADE OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

The Secretary of the Treasury having directed that the restrictions

heretofore placed upon the trade and transportation of the interior shall

be removed as fast as may be done with safety, notice is hereby given
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that on and after the 24th inst., the regulations governing the commerce

of the Upper Mississippi and its tributaries will be so far modified as

thatr—

First, All merchandise other than munitions of war, may, without per

mits, pass from the loyal States into the city of St. Louis; into all that

part of the State of Missouri lying immediately on the Missouri river, and

all north of that river; and into all the other States of the Northwest,

and also the Territories thereof. And all Custom House supervision over

this trade is abolished, except such as may be deemed necessary to pre

vent supplies of any description being furnished to insurgents'.

Second, Merchandise destined for any place in that part of the State

of Missouri lying south of the Missouri river must still be covered by

custom house permits before it can go forward; but the charge hereto

fore collected for the same is hereby discontinued.

All the duties heretofore devolved upon surveyors and other officers

of the customs, except such as are abolished by these modifications, those

officers are expected still diligently and faithfully to perform, to the end

that this desirable removal of certain restrictions upon trade nay not

operate to the prejudice of the Government, or in any manner strengthen

the hands of those who are in rebellion against its authority.

The regulations established for conducting the commerce of the loyal

States with States and places recovered from the insurrectionary forces

by soldiers of the United States engaged in suppressing the rebellion, re

main unchanged.

(Signed,) W. D. Gallagher,

Special Agent, Treasury Department.

St. Louis, May 19, 1862.

CUSTOM HOUSE REGULATIONS, AS TO CLEARANCES TO SOUTHERN

PORTS OPENED,

The following is a copy of instructions just transmitted to the various

collectors of customs :

Treasury Department, May 23.

Sir : In pursuance of the provisions of the proclamation of the Presi

dent modifying the blockade of the ports of Beaufort, Port Royal, and

New Orleans, and of the regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury

relating to trade with those ports, no articles contraband of war will be

permitted to enter at either of said ports, and you will accordingly refuse

clearance to vessels bound for those ports or either of them with any such

articles on board until further instructed. You will regard as contraband

of war the following articles, viz. : Cannon, mortars, fire-arms, pistols,

bombs, grenades, firelocks, flints, matches, powder, saltpetre, balls, bul

lets, pikes, swords, sulphur, helmets or boarding caps, sword belts, saddles

and bridles, (always excepting the quantity of said articles which may

be necessary for the defence of the ship, and of those who compose the

crew,) cartridge bag material, percussion and other caps, clothing adapted

for uniforms, resin, sail cloth of all kinds, hemp and cordage, masts, ship

timber, tar aDd pitch, ardent spirits, military persons in the service of the

enemy, dispatches of the enemy, and articles of like character with those
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specially enumerated. You will also refuse clearances to all vessels, which,

whatever the ostensible destination, are believed by you on satisfactory

grounds to be intended for ports and places in possession or under control

of the insurgents against the United States, or that there is imminent

danger that the goods, wares, or merchandise of whatever description,

laden on such vessels will fall into the posses-don or under the control of

such insurgents, and in all cases, where, in yourjudgment, there is ground

for apprehension that any goods, wares, or merchandise shipped at your

port will be used in any way for the aid of the insurgents or the insurrec

tion, you will require substantial security to be given that such goods, wares,

or merchandise shall not be transported to any place under insurrectionary

control, and shall not in any way be used to give aid and comfort to such

insurgents. You will be especially careful on applications for clearances

to require bonds, with sufficient sureties, conditioned for fulfilling faith

fully all the conditions imposed by law or departmental regulations from

shippers of the following articles to the ports opened, or to any other

ports from which they may easily, and are probably intended to be re-

shipped in aid of the existing rebellion, viz.: Liquors of all kinds, coals,

iron, lead, copper, tin, brass, telegraph instruments, wire, poisons, cups,

platina, sulphuric acid, zinc, and other telegraphic materials, marine en

gines, screw propellers, paddle wheels, cylinders, cranks, shafts, boilers,

tubes for boilers, tire bars, and every article, or any other component part

of an engine, or boiler, or any article whatever which is, can, or may be

come applicable to the manufacture of marine machinery, or for the

armor of vessels. I am, very respectfully,

S. P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury.

IRON-CLAD VESSELS FOR THE PACIFIC.

The following correspondence appears in the California papers:

Sacramento, March 25, 1862.

Dear Sir : I am directed by a concurrent resolution of the Legislature,

to transmit you the following:

Resolved, That the Governor be, and he is hereby requested immediately

to telegraph to the Secretary of State of the United States, to ascertain

whether, in the opinion of the Federal Administration, our foreign rela

tions are at present such as to make it necessary or expedient that Cali

fornia should take active measures towards putting the harbor of San

Francisco in a state of defense.

Leland Stanford.

Washington, April 2, 1862.

The present aspect of our foreign relations is pacific; but the Presi

dent remains of the opinion heretofore so often expressed, that while this

civil war actively continues there may be foreign aggressions.

No important part or portion of the United States ought to be left ex

posed. One or two iron-clad steamers at San Francisco would assure its

safety at small expense.

W. H. Sbward.
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1. Sugar Manufacture in Hamburg. 2. Trots or Wibr Hope. 8. Ison for building pur-

pooes in Paris. 4. Tub Manufacture op Tsa.

SUGAR MANUFACTURE AT HAMBURG.

A correspondent of The Orocer, of London, says that at the end of

the last century there were no less than six hundred sugar refineries at

Hamburg, whose produce supplied the wants, not only of the greater

part of Germany, but was extensively shipped to Sweden and Russia.

This branch of industry not only supported the six hundred families of

the sugar bakers in ease and luxury, but gave profitable employment to

8,000 workmen, besides giving an indirect stimulus to several other col

lateral trades, such as brewers, coopers, lightermen, &c. In the begin

ning of the present century, when the French armies overran the conti

nent, and the celebrated Milan decrees prohibited the importation of all

colonial produce, the Hamburg sugar refiueries were totally suspended,

the workman being discharged, and most of the refiners ruined. On the

happy termination of the French occupation, in 1813, about one-half of

the refineries were re-opened, though under great difficulties, as there

was a scarcity of hands, most of the journeymen having enlisted in differ

ent armies, and lost all taste for their former occupation, while a good

many had gone to Russia, where they were engaged, at high stlaries, as

master sugar bakers, and employed in fitting up sugar refineries in that

country. But this was not all ; for the Hamburg sugar refiners found

themselves exposed to the dangerous competition of France, England,

Belgium and Holland, which countries granted heavy drawbacks and

premiums on the exportation of refined sugars, to favor their own manu

facturers, and enable them to compete successfully in foreign markets by

selling their refined goods at prices but a trifle higher than the cost of

the raw article. And, lastly, they have now to compete with the Ger

man Commercial Union, (the Zollverein,) which is based upon the prin

ciple of high protective duties, to favor their own manufacturers, and

oblige the inhabitants to pay fifty per cent more for all articles of con

sumption than they would under the blessings of free trade and open

competition with all the world. Under all these depressing circum

stances, it is really no wonder that the private sugar-bakers at Hamburg

have by degrees given up their business and died off, till their present

Dumber is now reduced to not more than fifty. But, on the other hand,

two large steam refineries have lately been established at Hamburg, on

the joint stock principle, with limited liability to the shareholders, which

are able to do a very flourishing business and give large dividends, while

the shares are in good request, and are easily saleable at a very high pre

mium.
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IMPORTANT TESTS OF WIRE ROPE.

In Liverpool, on the 16th of April, some tests of wire rope took place

at the Mersey Chain Testing Works, the first two experiments for the

purpose of practically ascertaining the relative value of wire and hemp

rope tor standing rigging.

The first was a piece of 2-inch galvanized charcoal wire, the Admiralty

test for which is 4 tons 6 cwt. ; it broke at 5 tons 15 cwt. This piece of

rope was taken from the topgallant backstays of the ship Bogota, belong

ing to Blythe Brothers, and was supplied to this ship four and a half

years ago. It is still in good condition, there being no signs of rust in

the rope, and it stood upwards of 30 per cent above the Admiralty test

The next test was a piece of 1£ inch galvanized B B. wire rope, which

broke at 2 tons"12 cwt. 2 qrs., the Admiralty test being 2 tons 5 cwt

This was part of the royal backstav of the ship Istria, belonging to T.

Royden & Son, and supplied previous to the last voyage. The last ex

periment was intended to decide the merits of formed or laid rope.

The following is the strain borne by the two pieces of rope tested :—

One piece 3f inch wire rope, six strands, 17 tons 15 cwt.; one piece 3f

inch galvanized wire rope, four strand formed rope, London make, made

of fine wire, 12 tons 5 cwt. The four strand rope stretching very con

siderably in testing, as compared with the six strand.

IRON FOR BUILDING IN PARIS.

It appears by the official returns recently published, that there has been

a considerable increase in the quantity of iron introduced into Paris for

building purposes during the vear 18(51, as compared with the year 1860.

The wrought iron amounted to 25,086,586 kilogrammes, being an increase

of 6,032,929 kilogrammes over the year 1860. The pig iron amounted

to 15,755,21(5 kilogrammes, being an increase of 3,465,487 kilogrammes

over the year 1^60.

THE MANUFACTURE OF TEA.

Both black and green teas are gathered from the bushes in the same

way, and are made from the same description of leaves, namely, those

which are young and lately formed.

For Green Tea.—When the leaves are brought in from the plantations

they are spread out thinly on flat bamboo trays, in order to dry off any

superfluous moisture. They remain for a very short time exposed in this

manner, generally from one to two hours; thte, however, depends much

upon the state of the weather.

In the mean time the roasting pans have been heated with a brisk wood

fire. A portion of leaves are now thrown into each pan and rapidly

moved about and shaken up with both hands. They are immediately

affected by the heat, begin to make a crackling noise, and become quite

moist and flaccid, while at the same time they give out a considerable

portion of vapor. They remain in this state for four or five minutes, and

are then drawn quickly out and placed upon the rolling table.
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Having been thrown again into the pan, a slow and steady charcoal

fire is kept up, and the leaves are kept in rapid motion by the hands of

workmen. Sometimes they are thrown upon the rattan table and rolled

a second time. In about an hour or an hour and a half the leaves are well

dried and their color has become fixed, that is, there is no longer any

danger of their becoming black. They are of a dullish green color, but

become brighter afterwards. (I am not now alluding to teas which are col

ored artificially.)

The most particular part of the operation has now been finished, and

the tea may be put aside until a larger quantity has been made. The sec

ond part of the process consists in winnowing and passing the tea through

Bieves of different sizes, in order to get rid of the dust and other impuri

ties, and to divide the tea into the different kinds known as twankav,

hyson skin, hyson, young hyson, gunpowder, &c. During this process it

is retired, the coarse kinds once, and the finer sorts three or four times.

By this time the color has come out more fully, and the leaves of the finer

kinds are of a dull biuish green.

It will be observed, theu, with reference to green tea—1st, That the

leaves are roasted almost immediately after they are gathered; and 2d,

That they are dried off quickly after the rolling process.

For Black Tea.—When the leaves are brought in from the plantations

they are spread out upon large bamboo mats or trays, and are allowed to

lie in this state for a considerable time. If they are brought in at night

they lie until next morning.

The leaves are next gathered up by the workmen with both hands,

thrown into the air and allowed to separate and fall down again. They

are tossed about in this manner, and slightly beat or patted with the hands,

for a considerable space of time. At length, when they become soft and

flaccid, they are thrown in heaps and allowed to lie in this state for about

an hour, or perhaps a little longer. When examined at the end of this

time, they appear to have undergone a slight change in color, are soft

and moist, and emit a fragrant smell.

The rolling process now commences. Several men take their stations

at the rolling table and divide the leaves amongst them. Each takes as

many as he can press with his hands, and makes them up in the form of

a ball. This is rolled upon the rattan worked table, and greatly com

pressed, the object being to get rid of a portion of the sap and moisture,

and at the same time to twist the leaves. These balls of leaves are fre

quently shaken out and passed from hand to hand until they reach the

head workman, who examines them carefully to see if they have taken

the requisite twist. When he is satisfied of this, the leaves are removed

from tlie rolling table and shaken out upon flat trays, until the remaining

portions have undergone the same process. In no case are they allowed

to lie long in this state, and sometimes they are taken at once to the roast-

ing-pan.

The next part of the process is exactly the same as in the manipula

tion of green tea. The leaves are thrown into an iron pan, where they

are roasted for about five minutes, and then rolled upon the rattan table.

After being rolled, the leaves are shaken out, thinly, on sieves, and ex

posed to the air out of doors. A framework for this purpose, made of

bamboo, is generally seen in front of all the cottages amongst the tea
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hills. The leaves are allowed to remain in this condition for about three

hours; during this time the workmen are employed in going over the

sieves in rotation, turning the leaves and separating them from each other.

A fine dry day, when the sun is not too bright, seems to be preferred for

this part of the operation.

The leaves, having now lost a large portion of their moisture, and hav

ing become reduced considerably in size, are removed into the factory.

They are put a second time into the roasting-pan for three or four min

utes, and taken out and rolled as before.

The charcoal fires are now got ready. A tubular basket, narrow at the

middle and wide at both ends, is placed over the fire. A sieve is dropped

into this tube and covered with leaves, which are shaken on it to about

an inch in thickness. After five or six minutes, during which time they

are carefully watched, they are removed from the fire and rolled a third

time. As the balls of leaves come from the hands of the roller, they are

placed in a heap until the whole have been rolled. They are again shaken

on the sieves as before and set over the fire for a little while longer.

Sometimes the last operation, namely, heating and rolling, is repeated a

fourth time; the leaves have now assumed a dark color.

When the whole has been gone over in this manner, it is then placed

thickly in the baskets, which are again set over the charcoal fire. The

workman now makes a hole with his hand through the center of the leaves,

in order to allow vent to any smoke or vapor which may rise from the

charcoal, as well as to let the heat up, and then covers the whole over

with a flat basket; previous to this the heat has been greatly reduced by

the fires being covered up. The tea now remains over the slow charcoal

fire until it is perfectly dry ; it is, however, carefully watched by the

manufacturer, who every now and then s'irs it up with his hands, so that

the whole may be equally heated. The black color is now fairly brought

out, but afterwards improves in appearance; the after process, such as

sifting, picking, and refining, are carried on at the convenience of the

workmen.

It is evident, therefore, that the main part of the preparation of the

tea is carried on upon the farms where it is grown, and that an increased

quantity could easily be prepared without any increase either of machinery

or hands for the purpose.—The Grocer of London.

IRISH EMBROIDERED MUSLINS.

From a statement recently published, respecting the condition of the

embroidered muslin trade, which formerly flourished in Ulster, it appears

that in 1853, 200,000 females were employed at the trade, who received

for their work 85,000,000 a year. The trade fell off till, in 1800, the re

ceipts were reduced to but little over $750,000. In order to revive the

trade, which has the merit of giving employment to women at their homes,

a memorial was presented to the Queen soliciting her patronage, but the

answer was delayed in consequence of the death of Prince Albert. Iler

Majestv, on receiving the memorial, took such a warm interest in aiding

the trade that prices advanced from 25 t» 50 per cent, and it is estimated

that specimens of work sent to the Great Exhibition will stimulate it still

more, and probably restore it to its former prosperity.
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CITY WEEKLY BANK RETURNS.

Nbw York Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, $69,493,577 ; Jan., 1861, 169,890.475.)

•
Weekly

Date. Loans. Specie. Circulation. Net Deposits. Clearings.

January 4, $154,416,826 $28,983,878 $8.566,186 $1 1 1,789,238 $10n.ti42,429

M 162.088,012 26.878.070 8,121,512 113,889,762 106,634,811

M 149.081.4 33 26,120 859 7.369,028 118,327,160 107,732,780
i*

26. .... 146.767.680 26,698728 6,828,017 110,874.786 100,1101,959

144.675.778 27,479,683 6.404,951 112.067,008 93 791,629

148,803,890 28.196.H66 6.077,417 110,687,557 113.216,297
*.<■

16 141.994.192 28,114.148 6,762,506 110,480,475 106.102.177

M 22 189,960,968 28,876,992 6.<> 89.4 96 109,079,076 111.846,066

March 1 137,674,288 29,826,969 5.363,944 107,974,499 109,854.828

M 8 133.065.148 80,436.644 6.869.206 103,715,728 1 13.512.576
.*

I* 130.622,776 80,773,050 5.904,866 100.296,704 118.957.978

M 127.616,306 82,023,890 6.260.309 97,601,279 1 16.376.381
u 1 26,02 1,6!)0 82.841,802 6,758,313 94.428,071 106,978.482

April 124.477,484 83,764 382 7,699,611 94,082 625 111.336,384
U

12 123,412,491 34,594.668 8,004.84 3 98,769,068 1 14,738.013

U 19 123,070.263 84,671.628 8,064.663 95.179,340 1 13,529.377

H 126.086.825 35/197.944 8,118,571 101,897,4 35 124,396,783

May 8 133.406.418 35,175 828 8.482.782 109.634,535 140,952,471

139.948.211 82,289.868 8.830.321 116,559,206 181.113,537
it 142,290,782 30,280,697 8,727,328 120,003,929 167,890,056

Philadelphia Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1862, 111,970,130,)

Date. Loans. Specie.

Jan. A.. 131.1146,637 $5,688,728
M

18,. a fl 81,145.938 6.692.128
It

20,. 80.601,160 5,738,450
M

27,. 80,886.606 6.821.828

Feb. 8.. 30.385.319 6,884,01 1
N 10, a , 29,974,700 5,923,874
»

IT.. 29,388.644 6,849.354

24. 29,280,049 6,867,686

Mar. 8,. . a 29.393 366 6,881,108
la

1",. 28,083,499 6,869,730
14

17, 28.723.835 6,897,891
M •2»,. 28,360,615 5.916.535
U

81,. 27,881.838 5,884,314

April 7?. 28,037.691 6.886,424
u H,.

28,076,717 5.812,870
H

'21 . 28.246,783 6,046,260
U

28.. a a 28,798,116 6,052,827

May 5.. 29.624.482 6,049,685

12.. 29,966 347 6,728.028
(1

18,.... 81,121,568 6,629,221

Circulation.

$2,146,219

2,162,152

2,120.756

2,121.146

2,144.398

2,191,647

2,191.612

2,230.605

2,343,493

2.675.603

2,632,627

2.707,804

2,904,642

3,378,970

3.496,4 20

3.525,400

3,613,994

8,759,692

8,867,200

4,046,696

Deposits.

$21,896,014

21,324,610

20,698,4 96

20,058,098

20,068,890

19,082,585

18.692.182

1P,777,800

18,641,190

17 875,771

17.253,461

17.066,267

17,024,198

16.636,638

18,112.446

19.011,833

20,223,556

21,816,614

28,002,268

23,886,009

Dne
to banks.

$3,645,956

8,992.962

4,120,261

4.209.006

4,572,872

4,890,288

4,661.442

5,205,208

5,218.883

6,131.834

6.342.876

5.210,365

5,100,186

6,607,488

4,868,842

4,648,827

4,470.674

4,631,887

6.118.641

6,697,984

Dne
from banks.

$1,796,805

l,7i'2,716

1.676,116

1,858.688

1,7"7.136

1,587,481

2.062,081

1,935.4 14

1,828.388

1,733,169

1,649,137

1,774,162

2,134.892

2,281.889

2,634,171

2,604,147

8.128,069

8,823.659

4,981,291

4,804,966
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Boston Banks. (Capital, /an, 1862, $38,231,700 ; Jan., 1861, 138,281,700.)

Date.

Jan. 6,.

" 18,.

" 20,.

" 27,.

Feb 8,

" 10,.

" 17,.

" 24,.

Mar. 8,.

" 10,.

" 17,.

" 24,.

" 81,.

Apr. 7,.

» 14,.

" 21,.

" 28,.

Hay 6,.

" 12,.

" 1»,.

Loans.

$65,«12.»97

64,704,039

64,409,685

63,025,191

62,628,793

62,340.600

62,587,788

62,053,040

61,678,500

61.884,600

61,747,000

61,666.420

61,360.789

61,208,974

61,068,969

61,019,787

60,441,462

69,806,545

69,621, 2f>l

60,069,686

Specie.

$8,y20,486

8,580,607

8,686,277

8,56'->,176

8,529,483

8,514,600

8,410,890

8,341,588

8,364,500

8,409,6.85

8,471,000

8,441,068

8,441,196

8,674,170

8,688,573

8,679,866

8,666,797

8,593,990

8,422,788

8,304,634

Circulation.

$6,451,587

6,612,512

6,649,871

6,284,268

6,260,299

6,616,000

6,469,309

6,580,205

6,318,700

6,698,139

6,864,800

6,219,512

5,908,272

6,557,152

6,170,888

5,924,906

6,600,896

5,458,815

6,687,987

6,602,844

Deposits.

$27,098,839

25,642,994

25,441,827

24,030,776

28,500,321

22,784,700

22,084,794

21,516,228

21,208,600

20,740,208

20,554,000

20,826,087

19,976,018

21,014,000

21,009,010

21,570,017

22,402,184

23,828,199

24,827,121

25.79S.916

Dae Due
to banks. from bonks.

$9,187,924 $8,701,873

9,634,227 8,805.256

9,647,319

9,698,546

9,727,783

9,892,600

9,663,725

9,625,869

9,681,600

9,906,110

9,790,000

9,716,256

9,434.782

9,245,088

8,94 9,259

8,529,277

8,493,004

8,656.206

9,018,8

8,727,848

8,766,415

8,965,600

8,815,887

8,644,360

8,982,600

8,450,721

7,981,000

7,669,581

6,978,627

8,133,124

7,173,874

6,946.164

7,818,530

9,898,508

9,197,744 11,766,689

9,614,787 13,105,860

Providence Banes. (Capital, Jan., lStV2, $15,451,600.)

Doe Due
Date. Loans Specie. Circulation. Deposits, to banks. from banks.

Jbd. 11 $19,366,800 $408,700 $1,889,600 $8,054,600 $1,099,800 $916,400

" 18 19,238,700 402,900 1,890,300 2,899,200 1,071,500 898,500

" 26 19,160,600 394,700 1,750,500 2,899,600 959,400 1,057,400

Feb. 1 19,160,600 894,700 1,811,100 2,950,500 871,800 925,500

" 8 19,087,700 895.900 1,814,300 2,915,200 900,400 984,700

" 16 19,109,400 394,800 1,784,000 2,762,200 911,100 1,081,000

* 22 18,869,800 896,800 1,879,100 2,792,700 893,900 1,180,000

Mar. 1, .... 18,920,500 407,500 1,791,200 2,924,400 953,900 1,283,000

" 8, 18,953,900 405,100 1,978,600 8,030,600 1,181,600 1,698,800

" 16 18,V9»,600 408,600 1,848,100 2,946,800 1,108,200 1,484,800

" 22 19,148,400 408.800 1,879,200 3,060,900 1,085,000 1,407,700

- 29 19,860,600 411,300 1,867.100 8,078,800 1,021,000 1,165,400

Apr. 6, 19.641,000 417,600 2,102,000 8,124,000 1,115,500 1,063,200

" 12, 19,719,200 416,600 2,036,800 8,017,700 1,081,000 894,800

" 19,.... 19,644,500 408,600 1,968,400 8,015,900 1,020,400 846,400

" 26 19,620,300 418,700 1,877,200 8,128,500 948,400 961,200

May 8, 19,638,410 417,378 1,979,828 8,134,601 950,430 1,156,072

" 10 19,070,200 410,300 1,969,400 3,164,700 1,182,600 1,714,400

BANK OF ENGLAND.

WEEKLY STATEMENT.

Public Private Coin and Bate of
Date. Circulation. Denotata. Deposits. Securities. Bullion. Discount.

Jan. 1.. . £i0,818,190 £7,345,883 £16,' 36,062 £30,419,780 £15,961,439
3 pr.ct.

8 21,086,675 4,642,974 18,206,488 81,022,505 16,046,017 *t
"

IS 21,460,926 4,688,353 16,480,452 29,509,864 16,291,626 a
I.

22.... 21,697,928 5,467,840 15,886,081

14,751,486

29.464,720 16 85,939 n

n

■•

M 29. . . . 21,188,376 6,75»,063 28,696,456 16,280,369
■i

Feb. 6.... 21,427,654 5,788,441 14,179.917 28,834,352 16,966,903 24
••

12.... 21,286,312 4,884,989 15,5 26,334 29,010,241 16,042,949 2*
••

« 19 20,772,726 6,897.144 16,086,843 28,771,812 16,894,406 2,
H

M
26 20,786,715 5,762,849 14,989,742 29,024,962 16,749,066 a
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Pnbllc Private Coin and Bate of
Date. Circulation. Deposits. Deposits. Boonrities. Bullion. Disoount

Mar. 6.... 21,217,248 6,755,287 18,737,607 29,692,441 15,678,898 i\ pr.ct

" 12.... 20,013,686 7,627,9'll 18,768,718 29,489,795 16,027,111 24 "

" 19.... 20,438,509 8,011,694 13,340,928 28,953,089 16,643,686
H •■

" 26.... 20,814,655 8,418,275 18,154,258 29,140,207 16,812,798 2t "

April 2 21,501,595 8,456,468 13,622,532 30,898,790 16,849,198 2i "

" 9 21,822,105 6,625,314 16,836,169 29,981,798 16,881,940 2t "
" 16 22,048,463 5,225,182 15,710.260 29,325,888 16,74 8,484 2i "
" 23.... 21,655,553 6,584,973 15,915,247 29,022,128 17,172,204 2J "

" SO.... 21,946,997 6,867,876 14,857,007 29,164.076 17,089,446 U "

BANKS OF NEW YORK STATE.

The following is a summary showing the aggregate of the resources

and liabilities of the banks of the State of New York, as exhibited by

their reports to the superintendent of the banking department of the State

of New York, of their condition, on the morning of Saturday the 15th

of March, 1862 :

RESOURCES.

Loans and discounts $162,017,978

Overdrafts $1,404 and 381,606

Due from banks 17,849,320

Due from directors $7,012,606

Due from brokers 3,455,375

Real estate 10,500 and 9,476,483

Specie 34,301,092

Cash items 21,720,544

Stocks and promissory notes 63,866,702

Bonds and mortgages $82,000 and 6.888,941

Bills of solvent banks 3.436,080

Bills of suspended banks $53 and 648

Loss and expense account 1,008,538

Add for cents '' '

Total $320,948,869

LIABILITIES.

Capital $108,665,619

Circulation 28,330,973

Profits 12,112,183

Due banks 38,181,599

Due individuals and corporations, other than banks and

depositors 1,757,045

Due treasurer of the State of New York 3,697,799

Due depositors on demand 124,988,259

Amount due, not included under either of the above heads. 3,214,900

Add for cents 492

Total $320,948,869

VOL XLVI.—NO. VI. 36
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FINANCES OF CONNECTICUT.

Governor Buckingham, of Connecticut, in his annual message, thus

exhibits the finances of that State :

The present indebtedness of the State is—

For bonds issued $2,000,000 00

For three months' interest 30,000 00

Making a total indebtedness $2,030,000 00

The expenditures for the present year cannot be accurately given, be:

may be estimated as follows:

For the ordinary expenses $226,900 00

For interest on bonds 120,000 00

For payment 10,342 volunteers, $30 each. 310,260 00

For payment to 2,932 families of volun

teers, in the aggregate 301,224 00

For ordnance, arms, and accoutrements,

which will be required for the State

Militia, in addition to such as are in the

Arsenal, belonging to the United States. 175,000 00 1,133,384 00

$3,163,384 00

Charges against general government. . . . $1,104,583 84

Add receipts from the usual sources of

revenue without taxes from towns, esti

mated at 134,500 00

Interest on certificate of indebtedness from

the United States 36,000 00

Cash on hand 298,489 42 1,573,573 26

Estimated deficiency $1,589,810 74

It will probably be necessary to raise the sum mentioned above, which

can be done either by taxation or a loan, or by both. A very small p»rt

of the profits of our industry will be sufficient to supply the public

treasury with ample means to prosecute the war, and furnish a good

foundation for public credit.

FINANCES OF INDIANA.

The total debt of this State is $8,711,273 50, as follows :

5 per cent $5,322,500 00

2£ " 2,054,773 50

6 " war loan 1,334,000 00

Total $8,711,273 50

The State in May, 1861, appropriated in aid of the federal government

$2,000,000, by an issue of twenty years' six per cent bonds, interest and
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principal payable in New York; coupons due in May and November.

Under the law authorizing this issue, a special tax of five cents on each

$100 in value of the taxable property of the State has been levied, which

is to be collected annually until this issue of bonds is paid or redeemed.

The amount sold to this date is $1,608,500

Of which there have been sold and canceled by reim

bursements from the government 666,000

$942,500

Leaving amount yet unsold 391,500

$1,334,000

FINANCES OF BALTIMORE.

The report of the Register shows that, on the 31st of December last,

the indebtedness of the city of Baltimore was as follows:

Internal improvements $4,963,215 20

Miscellaneous purposes 400,919 66

Court House 160,754 21

Supply of water 3,400,000 00

New jail 250.000 00

Loan to Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 5,000,000 00

Loan to Pittsburg and Connellsville 1,000.000 00

Park stock 553,966 25

Bonds guaranteed by the city for N.

W. Va. Railroad Company, due

Jan. 1, 1871 $1,500,000 00

York and Cumberland Railroad Co.,

due January 1st, 1877 500,000 00

Western Maryland Railroad Com

pany, due January 1st, 1890 175,000 00

$15,728,855 32

2,175,000 00*

Total stock and guaranteed bond debtedness.. . . $17,903,856 32

Against this the city hold Baltimore and Ohio Railroad stock and

dividends, amounting to $4,550,000 ; also $1,226,541 46 of its own

stocks distributed among the various sinking funds, making a total of

$5,816,541 46, and leaving the net liabilities $1 2,037,293 76. The amount

added to the sinking fund last year was $149,992.

AMOUNT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT OF THE EMPIRE OF RUSSIA.

The following is a statement of the Russian debt in 1858-1859, the

latest known dates. These figures are of especial interest in connection

with the new loan of £15,000,000 just obtained in London by the Rus

sian Government.
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FUNDED DEBT.

Terminable.

Old Dutch Loan,. .

New Dutch Loan,.

Internal Debt,. . . .

PERPETUAL.

External and Internal Loan,.

Railway Loan in £ Sterling,.

Total,.
( S.R.

1 £

I85S.

Silver Roubles.

30,600,000

16,769,000

151,530,113

309,222,582

4,730,000

518,334,007

82,069,551

UNFUNDED DEBT.

Treasury Bonds bearing Interest

Credit Bills in circulation, not bearing

interest

Lombard Bank

Total,.
S.R.

£

Deduct Sinking Fund, &<?., .

Total,
S.R.

£

90,000,000

735,297,006

320,000,000

1,145,297,006

181,338,693

1,663,631,013

146,000,000

1,517,631,013

240,291,577

1859.

Silver Roubles.

30,000,000

15,087,000

154,116,786

306,147,068

4,620,000

515,988,012

81,698,102

93,000,000

644,448,790

320,000,000

1,057,448,790

167,429,392

1,573,436,802

115,000,000

1,458,436,802

230,919,160

The following approximate Budget of the Russian Government

lished this year :

pub-

REVENUE.

Poll tax

Land tax,

State lands,

Excise on Liquors,.

Customs,

Post Office,

Stamps,

£4,200,000

3,750,000

1,800,000

18,000,000

4,800,000

1,050,000

900,000

34,500,000

EXPENSES.

National debt,.

Court,

War,

Marine,

Home,

Treasury, ....

Pensions, ....

Public works, .

Subventions, . .

£8,000,000

750,000

16,500,000

3,000,000

1,000,000

4,050,000

1,950,000

1.350,000

1,250,000

37,850,000

REPORT OF BANK COMMISSIONERS OF CONNECTICUT.

From the report of the Connecticut Bank Commissioners to the Legis-

ture of that State, we extract the following:

Seventy-five Banks, whose combined capital amounts to $21,790,937,

are now transacting business in this State. The whole amount of bank

capital in the State at the time of oui last report, was $21,838,029;
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actual decrease the past year, $47,002 ; total capital, April 1st, 1862,

121,790,937. The hanks of this State are, "with a few exceptions, in a

healthy, safe, and, for the times, highly prosperous condition. The law

requiring the several banks to loan to parties in this State an amount

equal to their capital stock, before it shall become lawful for them to loan

to parties out of this State, has not been fulfilled by very mauy of the

banks on account of circumstances beyond their control. A far less

amount of local or domestic business paper has been offered to lenders,

and thus the banks have been deprived of their usual supply from that

source. A favorite mode of loaning their unemployed capital, and one

which, for a variety of reasons, we cannot seriously object to, particularly

at the present time, is the practice of buying first class business paper

made and maturing in the city of New York. No paper in the possession

of the banks is so uniformly and promptly met at its maturity. Another

mode common to our banks, but not approved by the Commissioners, is

to loan for accommodation or circulation at the West. We are sorry to

say that quite a number of the banks are not disposed to heed the expe

rience of the past.

By a statute law of the State, no bank is allowed to charge for ex

change an amount exceeding the standard rates of charge in the cities of

New York and Boston. It becomes the duty of the Commissioners to

report that few banks in the State have complied with thin law for some

time past. The evasion of it has become so common, that to find an in

stitution conformable to law in this respect, in all cases, is an exception

to the general rule. Stockholders are clamorous for, and the officers of

the bank are equally ambitious to declare large dividends, and as a con

venient means of this end, resort is had to a high rate of exchange on

the city of New York ; in some cases the charge being \ per cent on 30,

^ per cent on 60, and f per cent on 90 day paper, and as the oppor

tunity may offer, still higher rates of exchange. This custom amounts

to nothing less than the taking a rate of interest higher than that by law

allowed, and thus at once is the fruitful source of demoralization to the

officers of the banks, of discontent and wrong to the borrower. The

borrower has thus, if he continues to the end of a year, paid not less

than 9 per cent for the use of his money. It has been said that " the

greater the supply, the less the exchangeable value." As applied here, it

is far from the truth, for while the banks have held during the past year

uncommon large balances in their favor in New York, these high rates

of exchange have been uniformly maintained. The evident intent of the

law applicable to this subject, was to confine the banks to six per cent

interest, and the cost of the redemption of their bills; thus construed and

observed, the law would deprive them of a very considerable source of

profit. The trouble hinges upon the words "standard rates of charge."

We recommend the amendment of this law so as to give the banks a

satisfactory rate of exchange, and one which the buyer can afford to

pay.
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FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES—MASSACHUSETTS.

From the Insurance Commissioners' Report of Massachusetts we learn

that the Fire and Marine risks of the home companies outstanding on the

1st of November, 1861, and the losses paid during the year ending at

that date, compared with the previous year, were as follows :

RISK AND LOSSES,

■ferine Risks. 1SG0. 1861.

In 18 Stock Companies, $52,154,961 50 $39,265,893 00

In 13 Mutual Marine and Mu

tual Fire and Marine, 62,195,601 50 54,758,808 50

Total Marine, 114,350,563 00 94,024,701 50

Fire Risks.

In 30 Stock Companies, 146.710,128 70 126,101.635 37

In 5 Mutual Fire and Marine,. . 10.932,414 00 11,327,310 00

In 61 Muiual Fire Companies,. 221,982,165 12 218,558,361 00

Total Fire, 379,624,707 82 355,987,306 37

Total Risks, Fire and Marine,. . 493,975,270 82 450,012,007 87

Marine Losses.

In 19 Stock Companies, 1,834,893 06 1,500,605 80

In 13 Mutual Marine and Mu

tual Fire and Marine, 1,879,200 25 1,950,914 43

Total Marine Loss, 3,714,093 31 3,451,520 23

Fire Losses.

In 27 Stock Companies, 927,831 96 963,266 02

In 3 Mutual Fire and Marine,... 9,433 75 27,528 10

In 56 Mutual Fire, 456,676 05 349,265 85

Total Fire Loss, 1,493,941 76 1,340,059 97

Total Loss, Fire and Marine,. .. 5,208,035 07 4,791,580 20

It would be interesting to infer the average cost to policy-holders and

profit to the companies of each branch of insurance, but the returns lack

the completeness and distinctness necessary to give a proper basis of

facts. In the marine business we have no means of knowing the whole

or the average amount of risk borne or business done during the year,

and in a year of disturbance like the past, the amount of risk outstanding
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at the close is hardly an indication of it. As to average profits, a ques

tion which really pertains only to stock companies, nothing can be de

termined, because the companies are chiefly mixed, insuring both fire

and marine risks, while the expenses of each are not distinguished. In

regard to the average cost to the policy-holder of the dollar of indemnity

for loss by fire, it is possible more nearly to approach it, in regard to the

two classes of Stock and Mutual Fire companies. In the Stock com

panies the cash received for fire risks during the year, and in the Mutual

Fire companies the cash received less the cash dividend returned during

the year, represents very nearly the whole premium for the risks borne

during the year on which the losses pnid have occurred. From this we

can easily infer how much the policy-holder has on the average had to

pay in each year, in each class of companies, for every dollar of indemnity

he has received.

Premium. Loss. Cost of each dollar
In 1860. ofindemnity.

Stock Companies, $1,345,045 00 $927,332 00 $144 97

Mutual Fire Companies,.. . 538,780 00 456,676 00 117 98

Total, 1,883,825 00 1,384,508 00 136 06

In 1801.

Stock Companies, 1,283,326 00 963,266 00 133 22

Mutual Fire Companies, .. . 454,446 00 349,265 00 130 11

Total, 1.737,772 00 1,312,531 00 132 40

The whole number of home companies reported in this year compared

with last is as follows :

1860. 1861-

Stock Companies, 35 34

Mutual Marine and Fire and Marine Companies, 14 13

Mutual Fire Companies, 65 61

Total, 114 108

TAXING LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

The following, submitted by Mr. Sheppard Homans, at the late Life

Insurance Convention held in New York, is clear, forcible, and to the

point:

The accumulated fund of a life company may be divided into two parts,

namely :

1. That portion which, together with the premiums to be received on

policies, is absolutely necetsary to provide for the claims by death, some

of which will not mature for fifty or sixty years hence. This portion is

called the Reserve.

2. The difference between the accumulated fund or realized assets and

the Reserve, which constitues the Surplus.

In the same manner the income of a life company may be divided into

two parts, namely :

1. The premiums, which consist, 1st, of the net rate or cost price of the

insurance : 2d, the loading or margin added to the net premium, in order
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to provide for expenses which are certain, and for adverse contingencies,

which are by no means impossible.

2. The interest received fiom investments.

Now it is very evident that if the Reserve, the annual premiums or the

interest (at least that portion which is assumed as being necessary when

naming the rates of premium, generally 4 per cent in the United States)

hit taxed at all, the ability of the company to meet its engagements to

the widow and orphan will be to that extent impaired. It follows that

the only portions of the funds of a life company which can with any

safety be taxed at all are the clear surplus ascertained by a rigid mathe-

matical'investigation, and the income from interest over and above the

rate assumed when naming the premiums. The premiums on existing

policies, resulting from nice calculations involving the probable duration

of human life and the interest of money, are fixed and unchangeable, and

the contingency of being taxed at all was not considered by the Company

when these rates were determined : hence any tax on these premiums

would impair existing contracts. Moreover, the annual premiums are

already taxed as part of the income of the individual.

Compound interest has been well called the food upon which Life In

surance exists. A deprivation of this food is of but little consequence at

present compared with the effect produced at the end of a number of

years, or when the contracts on policies are expected to mature. This

will be more clearly seen by an example.

Amount of an annual tax of three dollars on the hundred at the end of

80 years. 40 years. 50 years. 60 years.

At 6 per cent $237 15 $464 29 $871 00 $1,599 38

At 7 per cent 282 38 598 90 1,219 59 2,440 56

The effect of an annual tax in diminishing the amounts to be received

by the widow and orphan, may be estimated from the foregoing brief ex

ample.

Taxing the funds of a life company to any extent is tantamount to lay

ing a tax on good intentions and forethought. At the same time, as has

been well remarked by the President and others, our Life Insurance Com

panies are willing to bear their full and just share, with individuals and

other institutions, of the burdens occasioned by the present war ; but we

should see to it, as officers of these Companies, that through no fault of

ourselves shall the security, stability, and permanence of these institutions

be impaired.

EXTRA HAZARDOUS INSURANCE RISKS.

Several years since there was a great run on clipper ships, and each

successive one built was intended to surpass the other. The pride of all

owners was to have their clipper ships the largest and fastest, without

regard to safety. By and by came disasters, damaged cargo, total wrecks,

etc., till the insurance offices shunned them, rated tbem A2, and then the

property decreased to less than fifty per cent of cost.

There is another folly to which insurance offices are beginning to turn

their attention, and that is the rive or six story granite warehouses, which

are as insecure against accidents by fire as the clipper ships were against

heavy gales at sea with large cargoes on board.

Within a short time there have occurred two fires in this city in which

the insecurity of these stores has been made manifest, and in both of
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which cases the firemen were obliged to let the buildings burn without

attempt to save them, because the engineers forbade tliein to go near

them or enter any portion. . Not even our steam engines are available

so long as the hosetnan has to keep at such a safe distance.

As a matter of safety to human life, the city authorities should take

this matter up ; as a matter of dollars and cents it belongs to the in

surance offices to avoid insuring silch structures.—Boston Commercial

Bulletin.

PROGRESS OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

The Wall Street Underwriter has just issued an elaborate tabular

"synopsis of the returns of life insurance companies doing business in the

State of New York in 1861." This synopsis gives a very clear view of

the immense progress made by life insurance here within the last twenty

years. It is compiled from the annual returns filed in the Insurance De

partment at Albany, and embraces the accounts of nineteen companies—

eleven belonging to New York city, two to Connecticut, two to Massachu

setts, one each to New Jersey and Vermont, and two English companies.

Excepting the New York Lite and Trust, chartered in 1830, and which

appears to do but very little life business, the oldest American company

in the list is the Mutual Life of New York, organized in 1842, just twenty-

years ago, and which now shows an accumulated fund ot over $8,000,000.

The general results for all our city companies may be summed up thus:

Assets of eleven New York companies $15,546,131 92

Premium receipts in 1861 2,591,342 33

Total income in 1861 3,275,299 10

Total expenditure for death claims, surrenders, divi

dends, and expenses 1,919,632 13

Number of new policies issued in 1861 6,528

Amount insured thereon 17,802,144 00

Aggregate number of policies in force 25,572

Total amount insured 86,174,661 00

The remarkable feature of the exhibit is the large number of policies

which have been either surrendered or lapsed in 1801, amounting to no

less than 4,759, and representing over seventeen millions of insurance.

This is one of the bitter fruits of the rebellion. Nearly all the policies

held in the South have fallen through, and of course the depression of

business in the North has compelled many men here to give up their

policies. Taking the "present value" of all policies and obligations and

by a standard recognised among actuaries, the aggregate liabilities of our

eleven New York offices are set down at $9,467,843 50; which, being

deducted from the gross assets, shows a surplus of over six million dollars ;

but the policies of three of the younger companies have not been valued.

Allowing a liberal margin, however, tor that item, the condition of our

local companies appears to be highly satisfactory.

Taking in all the other State companies, the assets are $27,136,241 10

Income 6,235,236 49

Expenditure 3,628,707 88

Total new business of 1861, 10,456 policies, insuring 28,606,144 00

Aggregate number of policies in force 54,185 00

Aggregate amount insured thereon 164,368,646 00
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STATISTICS OF AGRICULTURE.

1. Agricultural Statistics or Maine. 2. The Ceylon Coffee Crop. 8. Cultttatio* or

Cotton in Venezuela. 4. Cotton Growing in Algeria. 5. Wool Growing.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF MAINE.

Hon. John A. Poor has furnished a comparative statement showing

the Agricultural Products of Maine in the years 1850 and 1860, as re

turned to the Census bureau by the U. S. Marshal, and compiled by Mr.

P. from the abstracts of Agriculture prepared by Mr. Kennedy, the Su

perintendent of the Census :

Square miles of Territory,

Population,

Increase in 10 years,

Population per square mile,

Ratio of increase per square mile,

Ratio of increase in 10 years,

Number of acres in Slate,

Number of acres in farm,

Number of acres cultivated,

Value of farms,

Value of farming implements and ma

chinery,

Horses and mules,

Cattle

Sheep,

Swine,

Value of stock,

Value of animals slaughtered,

Tons of hay raised,

Bushels of wheat raised,

" ry«

" com,

■' oats,

" buckwheat,

" barley,

" peas, beans,

" potatoes,

Pounds of wool,

" hops,

" clover seed,. . . .,

" other grass seed,

" beeswax, honey,

" maple sugar,

1850. 1860.

31.776

583,190 628,276

45,086

1,836 1,928

142

773

20,330,242 ......

4.555,393 5,700.675

2,039,596 2,677.136

$54,861,748 $78,688,525

$2,284,537 $3,298,327

41,776 60,741

343,339 376,933

451.577 452,458

54,578 54.578

$9,703,726 $15,437,380

$1,646,773 $2,780,179

755,889 975,686

296,259 233,877

102,916 123,877

1,750,055 1,546,071

2,181.037 2,988.939

104.120 339,510

151,831 801,109

205,541 247.918

3,436,040 6,274,617

1,364,034 1,495,063

40,120 102,987

97 48,851

3,214 6,307

189,618 323.454

47,740 S06.742
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1850. I860.

Pounds of butter, 9,243,811 "'^'I"

« cheese 213,964 1,799,862

« flaxseed, 580 489

« flax . 17.081 20,997

Produce market gardens, $138,887 $194,006

" home manufactures 513,399 490,787

" orchards 342,865 501,767

State valuation for taxations, $100,037,969 $164,714,268

United States valuation under census,. $132,777,571 $190,211,600

THE CEYLON COFFEE CHOP.

Shortly after the departure of the last mail for Europe, a very abundant

blossom made its appearance throughout the coffee districts of the Kan-

dian country ; this was succeeded by calm weather, so that there was

nothing to interfere with the setting of the fruit, and since that time gen

tle showers have fallen, which will have the effect of filling-out the young

coffee, and mature a further supply of wood for another blossom, which

is expected about three weeks hence. The planters appear to be unani

mously of opinion that the present blossom is as fine as any they have

had for many years, and that, with ordinarily favorable weather, we may

hope to ship during the season 1862-3 a larger crop than has ever before

left Ceylon.— Ceylon Times.

CULTIVATION OF COTTON IN VENEZUELA.

An English company, with a capital of £2,000,000, has been organized

for the purpose of growing cotton in Venezuela, and the Venezuela gov

ernment, by a recent decree, declared free from importation duties all

implements and machinery used for cultivating cotton, and preparing it

for market.

There is, perhaps, no country on the continent of America, not excep

ting the most favored of the Southern States, where cotton can be pro

duced with less labor, larger yield per acre, and of better quality, than

Venezuela. The Provinces of Caracas, Aragua, Guarico, Carabobo, and

Yaracuy possess a very great advantage over the more easterly districts,

as the crops are not endangered by the nortes, or periodical rains, that

fall and wash cotton from the bolls after they have opened at the time of

gathering, as frequently occurs in other districts. In the above-named

provinces the ground does not even require to be plowed to afford a

larger return than is common in our Southern States, and thus the cost

of producing is considerably less. Hundreds of square miles of the most

fertile cotton lands are lying waste and useless that could be immediately

converted into cotton fields, and a very few months would suffice to pro

duce and to have ready for shipment many thousand bales of cotton, in

addition to the number annually shipped from La Guayra, Puerto Cabel-

lo, and other ports.
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COTTON GROWING IN ALGERIA.

The Covrrier a"Alger gives some interesting details relative to the

company founded by some English manufacturers, with a capital of

£1,000.000 sterling, for the cultivation of long staple silky cotton, on

70,000 acres of the plain of Ilabra, of which the French Government

has given them a grant, comprising 30,000 acres of the marshes of the

Macta, which they are to drain. The negotiations for this grant of ter

ritory were concluded between the directors of the company, the Duke

of Malakoff, Governor General of Algeria, the Director-General of the

Civil Service, and the Minister of War, who happened to be in Paris at

the same time. But even after the arrangements were agreed on, and the

capital lodged, the directors of the company reserved for themselves the

right to examine the ground previous to being bound by any engagement.

The result has been perfectly satisfactory, and the previous arrangements

have been ratified, so that the works are to be shortly commenced. The

directors of the English company have undertaken to expend forthwith

£160,000 in draining the marsh, constructing dams on two points of the

river above the plain of LTabra, and in cutting two canals to irrigate that

plain. It is anticipated, however, that the proposed improvements may

cost £280,000. The company have asked permission to construct a har

bor where the marsh of the Macta joins the sea, and where they intend

to embark their produce. This point is called the Port aux Poules, and

the directors further propose to make the canal which is to communicate

with the sea sufficiently wide and deep to permit large boats to advance

a long distance into the interior. The communication between the vari

ous points of the company's vast extent of territory is not to be carried

on by means of common roads, but by railways according to the Ameri

can system. These railways can be laid down at a moderate expense, in

consequence of the ground being perfectly level. They will, moreover,

effect a great saving of time and labor. Instead of the common plow,

which could not turn up more than one acre a day, the company are

going to employ ten steam plows, which will turn up twenty acres of

land in the same time. It is expected that the establishment of the new

company will confer an immense advantage on the colonists already set

tled n ar the plain of the Ilabra. The directors propose to supply their

neighbors with water to irrigate their lands at the trifling sum of £l the

hectare, and to advance them money at 5 per cent, to cultivate their

land, on the sole condition that they shall grow cotton according to the

method suggested by the company, and shall sell their cotton to the com

pany at the current price. The directors further propose to supply the

colonists with improved machinery, by which they may add forty per

cent to their produce.

The Journal aVHavre says that during the last week M. dk Ravinel,

deputy for the Vosges, and M. Pauyer Quertier, mayor and deputy for

the city of Rouen, had a long interview with Marshal Randon, Minister of

War, on the subject of cultivating cotton in Algeria. The Marshal as

sured the deputies that the Government would give all the assistance in

its power to any attempt to carry such a project into execution. He

recommended the deputies to send competent persons to Algeria to

choose land best calculated to produce cotton of good quality.

The Conxtitutionnel states that, independent of the English colonisti
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who are about to cultivate cotton in Algeria, M. de Brat, a Protestant

clergyman, has selected eighty-five families from the agricultural popu

lation of the Hautes-Alpes and in Piedmont to establish them on a tract

of land in Algeria of which he has obtained a grant. This land is situa

ted near Aumale, at a locality called des Trembles, and embraces 2,500

acres. Some of the colonists have already arrived, and express them

selves delighted with the fertility of the soil, and well satisfied to live in

a country which promises them so many comforts. Other letters state

that the last winter has been more favorable for colonists th;tn the one

preceding, and that field operations have not been interrupted by the

weather. The Constitutionnel vouches for the truth of this statement.

It adds that the colony of Algeria progresses and will continue to pro

gress. Previous colonists have suffered much, a fact which cannot be

denied. In new colonies the weak succumb under their sufferings; the

strong become hardened and survive. Algeria has passed through the

first period ; it is now enteriug on the second. With some additional

efforts the hopes of the colonists will be realized. The natives are begin

ning to copy the European mode of cultivation, and capital is flowing

into the country.

WOOL GROWING.

The Secretary of the Vermont State Agricultural Society, Daniel

Needham, in his annual report, has the following remarks upon the im

portant subject of wool-growing :

" The price of wool for the next few years, reasoning from analogy,

must be high. The cotton crop will not be planted extensively at (he

South, as it has been in years past; and if the blockade is not raised by

the first day of April, in many States it will not be planted at all.

Should the rebellion not be suppressed within another year, as very likely

it may not be, very little of the cotton crop of 1861 will find its way to

market for the next eighteen months; and when we consider that the

people must be clothed ; that the use of woolen fabrics during the pre

sent high price of cotton goods is much more economical ; that the mil

lion of men in the field wear and destroy, in weight, a third more of

clothing than in the peaceful avocations of life; that at the South all the

carpets have been cut up into blankets, and that very little of the worn

out stock will be supplied until peace is restored—from the fact that the

South has not even the raw material to replenish with—the whole seced

ing States not producing as much wool as the State of Ohio alone ; it

can be seen, that not only during the war, but at its close, when the mil

lion of men in the army return to their former employments, discard

their military clothing, and dress as they were wont, in broadcloth and

doeskins, the price of wool must continue above the average price for the

last five years. In time of war, the quality of wool is a matter of no

small importance. Vermont has limited herself to the production of the

finest wools. But the wool most in demand now, and bringing the high

est prices, is a coarser grade. The query may well be made, whether it

will not be equally profitable for us to turn our attention to the produc

tion of a somewhat coarser staple, and at the same time furnish richer

and higher priced mutton for the market."
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STATISTICS OF POPULATION.

1. Movement op Colored Population of tde United States. 2. Population or Feavci

COMPARED WITH, OTHER El/BOPKAN COUNTRIES.

MOVEMENT OF THE COLORED POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

The following statistics possess peculiar interest in connection with the

idea advanced by some, that the North will be overrun by a colored

population :

Decennial per
Census of Free colored. cL Inc. about

1790 59,466

1800 108,395 82

1810 186,446 71

1820 238,156 28

1830 319,599 85

1840 386,303 21

1850 434,495 13

Stares.

1790 697,897

1860 893,041 SO

1810 1,191,364 34

1820 1.538,125 30

1 830 2,009,043 30

1840 2,487.455 24

1850 3,204,813 29

NORTH— FREE COLORED.

1790 27,109

1800 47,154 75

1810 78,181 66

1820 102,893 32

1830 137,529 34

1840 170,728 24

1850 196,262 15

SOUTH FREE COLORED.

Decennial Inc. per

cent about

1790 32,357

1800 61,241 90

1810 '. 108,265 77

1820 135,263 25

1830 182,070 35

1840 215,675 18

1850 238,233 10

NORTH WHITES.

1790 1,900.976

1850 13,257,795
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Increase of whites in the Northern States for the sixty years nearly 700

per cent, or average decennial increase over 100 per cent.

SOUTH WHITES.

1790 1,271,488

1850 6,295,273

Increase in the Southern States for the sixty years over 500 per cent,

or average decennial increase about 85 per cent.

The proportion of free colored in the Northern States was about 1£

per cent in 1790, and in 1850 the same to the whole population. The

population of free colored in the Southern States was about 2£ per cent

in 1790, and 3£ per cent in 1850 to the whole population. By counting

the slaves with free colored, in 1790, in the Northern States, (and the

slaves in those States were all in a condition of partial freedom,) the pro

portion to the whole population was about 4 per cent, so that the colored

population is gradually disappearing in the Northern States, while, not

withstanding slavery, the free colored are increasing their percentage of

the whole population of the Southern States. Take all of the New Eng

land States and the State of New York together, and from 1840 to 1850

the aggregate of the free colored population was reduced 571 during the

ten years; conclusively showing that, where the colored man was in the

enjoyment of freedom, without interruption, he was gradually disap

pearing as a people. The negro is really incapable of sustaining himself

effectively in the struggle of races in the more northerly of the Suites,

because, wherever he is obliged to protect himself against inclement sea

sons, he gives way to the Caucasian, and gravitates to the warm latitudes

as naturally as water seeks its level. Thus, the folly of the contraband

agitators, when they urge that free-negro labor will drive out white labi r,

is as apparent as words and figures can make any proposition. What has

the white race to fear in a contest with the negro race? Absolutely noth

ing at all while the negro is in a condition of freedom, as we have shown.

POPULATION OF FRANCE COMPARED WITH OTHER EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.

It was, at the last census, 1861, 37,382,215 persons, being an increase

by excess of births in five years of only 673,802, the rest of the increase

being caused by the annexation of Savoy and Nice, 669,059. This small

increase by births is, however, great compared with the former census five

years before, which was only a quarter of a million. The country is now

more prosperous than it was from 1851 to 18o6. Yet in a great many

country departments there has been a decrease, for the people migrate

from the country into the towns. The increase of population in France

is less than in most others of the great nations of Europe.

In Russia the population has doubled itself in fifty years. In the same

time

In England the increase has been 119 per cent.

In Prussia, from 1816 to 1858 72 "

In Austria, from 1818 to 1857 27 "

In France, from 1826 to 1861 12 "
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From 1855 to 1859 the births have been to every 1,000 of the popula

tion iu—

France 27.5

England 34

Austria 36

Prussia 38

Russia 40

Thus the births in France are fewer than in any other of the compared

countries, and one-third less than in Russia. The marriage rate, notwith

standing, is about the same, but the fecundity of marriage is in—

France 100 children to 285 marriages.

Great Britain 100 " 237 "

Austria and Russia.. 100 " 223 "

Prussia. 100 " 210

Thus in Prussia one child is born in every family about every two years

and five weeks, while in France one comes about every two years and

forty-two weeks. The death-rate is thus compared ; there die yearly in

every thousand persons in—

Great Britain 22

France 28

Prussia 29

Austria 32

Russia 33

France and Great Britain thus show a great advantage over other

countries, being indeed more " healthy, wealthy, and wise , so that the

increase of population in France is attributable quite as much to the longer

lives as to the excess of births. There are more people existing in France

at any compared time, because each person lives longer than formerly,

and longer than in any other country now. So low is the excess of births

that it is eight times more in Great Britain, six times more in Prussia,

five times more in Russia, three times more in Austria than it is in France.

The French statist (M. Block) considers all this less due to physical

than moral causes ; the conscription, the late age at which Frenchmen

generally marry, and the limit which they put to the number of children

they desire to have, are causes which have much influence in retarding

the population of France. (From the Statistical Journal, vol. xxv., page

74.) The people of France are very industrious, very thrifty, and as their

trade and commerce increase they must become—each individual of them

—better off, richer, and enjoy year by year more of the good things of

this life. Surely, with the securities of good government, with increas

ing knowledge, the population almost stationary, and the greater wealth,

misery must in the end be beaten off.
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

Depreciation—Eibokioui Impressions—Paper or the Revolution— Iiidii or France—Ik

England—Diminution op Paper Currency—No Demand for Goods or Crops — United

States the o»ly Gostomer-Pay in Paper—Invested In Stocks—Assistant Triascrt-

New York Deposits—Laroe Payments—U. 8. Deposits—Rise in Stocks—Interest in

Coin— Illinois Taxes in Coin—Fording Loan and Notes—Large Supply or Monet—Rates

op—Small Notes—Specie Movement— Increasing Exports or Coin— Sprcdlation in Gold

— Exchange Rates -Produce Exports—Fall in Prices—Business or New York—Imports

and Exports—Customs—Revenue—Taxes—Abortion Bills—Exchanges—Landid Ppop-

krty—Assessment op States—Stamps.

There has been during the month considerable change in the flow of

currency, and some progress in the depreciation of paper, which, at the

date of our last, had not manifested itself to any extent. The fact that

paper had been made a legal tender, and the suspension of the banks re

cognized without bringing with it an immediate rise in gold and prices,

was regarded in many quarters as an evidence that the laws of finance

and currency, as has had been understood in the last fifty years, were un

sound, and that paper promises were after all as good for money as any

thing else. We, at that time, pointed out wherein this view was not

tenable, and that the inevitable effects of paper money would make them

selves felt. Even in the war of the Revolution, after large sums had been

issued, the depreciation was not very great for the first two years. In the

French war the assignats maintained their value pretty well for two years

under enormous issues. In this last year the U. S. issues have been really

very small, for the reason that the paper of banks was largely withdrawn,

and most of the gold in circulation had passed into private hands. Had there

been much general business done under these circumstances there would

have been an intolerable stringency for money. As it was, there was

little business to demand the use of money. The stocks of goods, pro

duce, merchandise, ships on hand, were, to a great extent, dead stock.

There was no demand for money to invest in them, because the usual

markets for sale were cut off. Cotton, tobacco, and rice usually demand

$400,000,000 of money to move them. This year not a dollar was re

quired. In ordinary years $500,000,000 is invested in raw materials,

goods, etc., to work up or sell to consumers. This year very little was

required. The only customer was the government. It took arms, mer

chandise, munitions, ships, etc , for its own use, but did not pay for a long

time. The owners made good sales, but did not get their money until

this spring to any extent, when the legal tender notes were ready

they got their pay. They did not, as in ordinary times, reinvest in simi

lar goods to carry on business, but the money was idle. As a conse

quence it sought investments, and the government stocks rose rapidly.

The operation is seen in the following table, which shows the receipts and

payments at the New York Assistant Treasury, the deposits in the banks,

and the prices of stocks and gold :

vol. xlvi.—NO. vi. 37
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.—Premium.—
Customs. Receipt*. Payments. Hunk deposits. U.S. 6s. Gold.

Aprils,... $986,689 11 $11,160,072 81 $9,742,133 09 $94,082,625 924 1 a \\

" 12,... 1 028,825 22 5,131,600 17 4,643,881 28 98,769,'t63 93$ lj-a2$

" 19,... 885,066 79 18,709,162 76 12.531,675 66 95.179,340 94$ 2 a 1}

" 26,... 1,042,418 41 29,574,128 69 24,723,223 29 101,897.435 96 Halt

May 8,... 840,778 19 26,902,297 01 22,747,941 89 109,634,535 99 2la3f

" 10,... 1,158,609 00 20,137,688 61 17,187,821 91 115,559,246 102$ 8f a 3$

" 17,.., 1,048,872 98 6,514,966 72 9,885,736 59 120,003,929 105 8 a 3$
u 24,... 1,056,899 49 8,334,656 88 10,445,000 67 122,602,864 103$ 3$ a 4$

The demand notes of the government being ready for issue in April,

the payments at the treasury became large, and as the amount increased,

the deposits at the banks flowed over and found their way back to th*

government vaults in exchange for five per cent certificates of deposit, pay

able at ten days' notice. The amount of these was limited by law to

150,000,000. As the sum of the deposits approached lhat limit, the gov

ernment gave notice that it would take no more at a higher rate than

four per cent from the public, but that the banks might have five percent.

The limit was soon filled ; but a portion of the deposits had, in the early

days of the movement, been made in the old or August notes receivable

for customs, the government gave notice that these would bo paid otF, and

the new notes were substituted for them, thus keeping the legal limit full.

The department then, by virtue of a loan authorizing temporary loans,

again took deposits at 4 per cent. These deposits sustained the pay

ments of the government and returned again to the banks, and then

sought the general market under the necessity of investment. The gov

ernment stocks rose 12£ per cent from April 5 to May 17. The prices

of the several descriptions are as follows :

PRICKS UNITED BTATK3 PAFES.

February 6,

" 19,

March 1,.

13,.

19,.

" 26,,

April 1,.

" <V

7,.

" 10,.

" 80,.

May 10,.

17,.

. 6's,18GI
Eeg. Coup. 5% 1874.

88 89 78$

90 90 79

98$ 92$ 85}

98 98 86

94 94 88

94$ 94| S7J

98 98 87

m 92$ 86

93$ 93$ 87

98j 93$ 87

97i 98$ 89}

103$ 103 84

106 105 96

7 8-10, 6 p. c. certif.
3 years. 1 year. Gold.

99

99$ • a **

100 • «

100 a a H

100 87 n

99J 96{ a

99J-
0

100 97 if

100 06$

102$ n
104

105 100$ 3

The theory is that the interest on all these stocks is to be paid in spe

cie. In pursuance of this object the department, when the 7 3-10's

3-year bonds were at 3£ premium, nearly the same as gold, exchanged

with the banks about $6,000,000 dollar for dollar. This supplied the gov

ernment with the amount required to meet the June and July interest on

the public debt. Most of the States also pay their interest in coin, and

much of it is due abroad and will be shipped. In Illinois the State Treas

urer decided that, under the State constitution, he could take nothing but

gold and silver in payment for taxes. This is in direct contravention of

the legal tender notes, which makes them receivable for all debts public

and private. A made case was carried before the Supreme Court of Illi

nois, which sustained the Treasurer in the decision, hence Illinois taxes
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are to be paid in specie. The amount of notes authorized for the Treas

ury to issue is nearly expended, and the chances are that a fresh amount

may be authorized. The department has given notice to fund the out

standing demand notes in a six per cent live-years' stock. Only about

$250,000 have been so funded. The customs continue to absorb over

$1,000,000 per week of the old or August notes, which are not reissuable,

but which command a premium of five-eighths per cent, because of their

faculty of being used for customs instead of gold. Where the duties

were paid in these notes in a round sum, and there was a balance to be

refunded on settlement of the duties, the department paid back new notes.

This was protested against, and the Secretary ordered the repayments to

be made in the same kind of money as the payments.

The rates of money have declined in the market as the abundance of

it has increased.

October 1,...

Feb.

April
M

May

I,

b,...

26,...

S, ..

10,...

17,...

, On call. . t Endorsed. , Not well
Stocks. Other. 60 days. 4u(i mOS. Other good. known.

6 a7 6 a7 8ia7 8 a 12 12 a IS 24 a 36

6 a7 7 a . 6i a 7 6 a 7 8 a 12 . . a • •

5 a 6 7 a . 6 a 7 8 a 9 7 a.. . . a . .

5 a 6 7 a . 6 a 7 8 a 9 7 a .. .. a ..

5 a . 7 a . 6 a 7 8 a 9 7 a.. . . a . .

4 a 5 7 a . 5 a 6 7 a 8 7 a.. . . a . .

4 a5 7 a . 5 a 6 7 a 8

These rates are at least but nominal. Money has been loaned on the

best securities at 3 per cent, and good paper is so scarce that many of

the banks have passed discount days without the offering of a dollar, so

great is the stagnation of business. The government paper is mostly

issued in large notes. There are none less than $5, and very few less

than $10 and $20. For the purposes of general business, smaller notes

are required to take the place of the small gold coins, and the Western

notes that have been withdrawn. It has therefore been the case that the

banks have been very actively paying notes of small denomination in the

last four weeks. The operations in gold during the year have been as follows:

SPECIE AND PRICE OF GOLD.

Jan.

Feb.

4...

11...

18...

25...

1...

" 9..

" 16...

" 22 .

March 1 . .

" 8...

" 15...

* 22...

" 29...

April 5.. .

- 12...

" 19...

" 26...

May 2...

" 9...
14 17...

, 1861. .
Received. Exported. Received.

I S02.-

$1,445,386

1,446,219

1,246,029

1,514,154

1,052,313

1,056,426

' 865,7S6

' 815,524

'699,597

996,445

1,110,281

' 844,677

' '868,066

765,102

$22,865

289,669

115,698

117.101

187,258

176,161

128,816

91,161

6,088

628,708

828,906

328,127

1,000

800

27,695

$885,928

627,767

854,000

614,146

759,247

741,109

679,075

677,058

Exported. Gold in bank.

$442,147 $23,983,878

1,035,025 25,373,070

490,368

681,292

617,279

635,546

410,804

484,019

604,682

647,703

322,918

810.481

976,235

1,156,154

734,512

510,774

685,286

477,835

510,968

779,664

678,826

1,505,728

693,432

1,151,300

712,275

1,674,166

1,093,081

26,120,869

26.698,728

27,479,533

28,196,666

28,114,148

28,875.992

29,826,959

80,436,644

30,773,050

32,023,390

82,841,862

83,764,882

84,594,668

84,671,528

85,297,944

35,175,828

32,239,868

80,280,697

Prico of gold,

2 a 4 pre tn.

4 a6 "
4 a 4i •'

2 a 8f "

Si a 84 "

Si a Sf "

4 a 4f "

3 a Si "

2 a 2f "

l*a2# "

2 a li "

liali "

liali "

lia 1 "

Ha2i "

2 a li "

Half "

2ia3| "

Si a 3* »

3 a 3i "

Total.. 14,700,857 2,898,597 9,668,816 16,340,558
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With the flow of paper money, and the decline in the export value of

produce, there has been a growing positive demand for coin. This now

is double the California supplies. There has been much speculation in

coin. Many have bought it to hold to assist the depreciation, and others

have speculated in it for the fall. By selling the coin " short" the seller

gets the interest, and this, where the fluctuation is not large, is an item.

On the other hand, it could be " carried " at 3 per cent interest by hy

pothecation. The export demand, the government demand, and the

State demand are in some quarters regarded as likely to absorb all the

accessible amount, the more so that the California supplies diminish.

The rate* of exchange are as follows :

BATES Or EXCHANGE.

LoDdon. Paris.

Dec. 1, 109 a 1094 5.25 a5.lt
>i

15, 11CH a 110} 5.15 a6.10

Jan. 1, 1104 a 118 6.124 a 6.05

ie. 1134 a 114 5.06 a 4.90

Feb. 1, 113 a 1184 5.10 a 4 95
M

18, 116 a 1154 4 974 » 4.90

Mar 1, 112 alls 5.05 a 6.00

15. 112* a 1124 5.074 a 5.08}
U •22, 111 a 112$ 6.08* a 6.00}
It

29, 111 a 112 5.10 a6.06

Apr. 6, lilt a 1 124 6.074 a 5.024

is. lll}a 1124 6.10 a6.084
u

1», mi a ll«i 5.10 a5.08|
It

26, 1114 a H2i 5.024 a 6.074

May 8. 1124 a 1184 4 974 a 5.024
M 10. 118 a 114 4.914a 5.024
W 17, 113 a 114 4.964 a 5.00
M

«*. 1144 a US 4.924 a 5.00

Amsterdam.

404 a 40}

414 > *lf

42 a 424

424 a 484

424 a 434

42f a 43|

424 a 43

424 a 43

42 a 424

42 a 424

424 a 42}

42 a 424

41} a 424

424 a 424

424 a 42}

424 a 43

424 a 43

42J a 43

Frankfort.

41 a 414

41} a 42

424 a 48

434 a 43}

484 a 484

48} a 44

42} a 43

424 a 43}

424 a 42}

424 a 424

424 a 42}

424 a 42}

42} a 42}

424 a 42}

42f a 474

42} a 484

42| a 434

43 a 434

Hamburg-.

35} a 36

36} a 87

374 a 88

374 a 384

87 a 384

87} a 384

87 a 37}

86} a 87}

805 a 374

36} a 874

364 a 374

36} a 374

36| a 874

86} a 37}

37 a 874

S74 a 874

87{ a 38

S74 a 88

Berlin.

The chief support of the shipping trade has been breadstuff's. These

have declined in quantities and values as follows :

EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.

r- Flour. , Wheat Corn.

Bbls. Prices. Bush. Bush.

December 391,731 *5 80 3,315,359 1,263,204

January 301,948 5 65 1,220,800 1,114,184

February 253,894 5 40 615,908 1,088,297

March 219,605 5 15 301,238 1,445,988

April 139,600 5 05 285,911 890,530

May to 20th 195,156 4 20 52,494 550,737

This decline in quantities and values has much influence upon the ex

port value. The freights have, however, greatly advanced. The success

of the Union arms, particularly at New Orleans, induced the hope that the

Southern ports would be opened, as indeed they were to some extent by

the proclamation of the President, and that, as a consequence, there would

be shipments of cotton that would pay high freights, the more so that the

quantity of tonnage has been much reduced by the government demand.

The business of the port for the four months has been as follows :
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IMP0KT8, PORT OP NSW TOEK.

, Entered for .
Specie. Free goods. Consumption. Warehouse. Total.

January $163,658 $2,652,050 $6,668,396 13,141,728 $12,62'\82»

February 62,On7 3,381.478 7,058.174 3,870,486 13.872,140

March 89,327 8,476,004 10,812,689 4,841,846 18,719.866

April 26,152 2,282,815 7,141,197 8,853,218 18,252,882

Total, 4 months.. $341,144 $11,614,842 $31,275,456 $16,207,275 $58,465,717

" 1861 17,035,708 12,263,830 27,276,106 19,684,223 76,269,662

The amount of goods imported this year has been rather larger than

last year, but nevertheless small when we consider that the last was a

year of small purchases. The exports from the port have been as follows :

EXPORTS, POST OF HEW TOEK.

* Foreign . .
Specie. Free. Dutiable. Domestic. Total.

January $2,658 374 $27,193 $149,493 $12,053,477 $14,948,487

February 3,776.919 49,066 208,767 10,078,101 14,112.848

March 2,471,233 65,388 458.917 8,985,176 11,930,714

April 4,037,675 56,350 607,678 8,002,091 12,703,797

Total, 4 months.. $12,944,101 $197,997 $1,424,845 $39,118,848 $63,685,791

" 1861 2,876,296 856,733 1,966,714 40,361,300 46,051,043

It results from the figures that there has been an excess of $18,000,000

in the value of goods imported this year over the export, and of this ex

cess $13,000,000 has been paid in specie The course of the foreign

markets is such that the exports are maintained only by the low rates at

which the produce is sold, and this is to some extent counteracted by the

high rates of transportation. The price of corn in New York has been

46 cents, and the freight to Liverpool 21 cents. These prices at the sea

board leave little to the producer at the West, and therefore the margin

for a return of trade to that section it not great. On the other hand,

the cheapness of food in the cities favors a larger consumption of goods

in those localities. The description of goods imported seems to be of

those general descriptions adapted to city consumption. The customs

revenue of the government have continued to increase in proportion to

the imports. They have been comparatively as follows :

RECEIPTS FOR CUSTOMS AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

1860. 1861. 1862.

Six mos., $19,322,060 96 $17,637,802 21 $11,129,646 35

January, 3,899.166 17 2,059,202 33 3,351,657 22

February, 3,378,043 28 2,528,736 83 3,565,063 83

March, 3,477,545 74 2,489,926 25 4,626,862 86

April, 2,444,267 96 1,643,261 99 4,149,952 36

Tot'lforlOmos., 32.521,084 11 26,358,929 61 26,823,182 62

The duties collected for the first four months of the present year were

equal to $48,000,000 per annum, and the receipts in May to the 26th

were $3,659,101. At this rate the revenues of the government will

reach some $60,000,00i» per annum, and the average rate is about 33 per

cent of the duties on imports since January 1st. Last year, in the same

time, the average rate was 16 per cent. This rate of revenue will absorb
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in about fifteen months the amount of paper outstanding, and which on

its face is receivable for customs; up to this period, therefore, the gov

ernment is without means, and up to this time there has been no tax

bill passed by Congress, with the exception of the $20,000,000 tax which

for the year was settled mostly by deducting the amounts each State had

advanced for the fitting out of troops. The bills that are before Con

gress are of such a character that the uninitiated reader would at once

suppose that they were never intended to raise money. They might be

denominated as contrivances to create offices and bamboozle creditors.

They make an immense show without intending to be unpalatable to any

tax paying constituents. The war has now been carried on fourteen

months. For the first four months the government had no money to

spend, but States, cities, banks, and individuals advanced more than

$100,000,000 to set afoot the troops that were wanted to protect the cap

ital. Congress then assembled and ratified what had already been done,

and authorized large loans and more troops, as both these powers had

already been exercised without their assistance, their assent was not

immediately important, except as a cheap show of patriotism. Their

constituents were not taxed for the money, but many had the spend

ing of it. The only possible way in which that body of men could

be of the least service to the country, or of use to the Constitution

and Union, was to organize the vast wealth which the whole people, with

wonderful unanimity, were almost forcing upon the government to use

for its own preservation. The whole people were earnest in rallying

round the flag and supporting the executive. The only possible utility

in this Congress at all was to devise the plan by which those vast re

sources would be drawn legally, equitably, and freely from a willing peo

ple into a needy Treasury. This one important duty was totally and

entirely neglected. The credit of the government depended on the

formation of an interest fund based upon adequate taxation. There

were not, however, in that Congress the men who could meet the re

sponsibility. But one consideration seemed to actuate each, that was

that he would not risk his personal position by taxing his constituents.

Accordingly no tax bill was passed beyond some additions to the tariff,

which were supposed to favor the manufacturing interests of certain par

ties. The expenditures of the government were announced at $1,000,000

per day. When Congress adjourned Mr. Chase said that they went to

$1,250,000 per day. Congress again met, and has now been in session

six months, and still the important duty of taxation lingers. The sbara

tax passed at the August session has been ignored, and the debates are

prolonged over bills that may possibly follow its fate. The expenditure,

for war purposes, in the first year, were as follows :

Advanced by the people, $100,000,000

Borrowed on loan, stock and bonds, 250,000,000

" Demand notes, 150,000,000

" 1 year Certificates, 100,000,000

" 5 per cent Deposits, 50,000,000

Floating Debt, 200,000,000

Total federal indebtedness $850,000,000

This was nearly $2,200,000 per day, without one dollar of tax
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levied. The appropriations now made for the vear 1862, are: army,

$521,180,446 55; navy, $42,343,117 02; Indians, $1,818,834 08, to

gether, $565,342,393 61 ; and 50,000 men have been added to the array.

The present debt of the government, notwithstanding the denials that

have been made in Congress bv those who will not vote taxes, is very

nearly $1,000,000,000, bearing a specie interest of $60,000,000, to be

added to the coming year's expanses, and in which year the one-year

certificates and other short loins are to be met. The expenses of the

government will, with the usual deficiency bills, not be under $800,000,000

for the coming year, and at this moment not a dollar of revenue exists.

The customs will yield nothing until the paper in which they are pay

able is absorbed, and the lands have been given away by the Homestead

Bill. With this prospect there is still no tax plan devised. The bill

which passed the House imposing a countless number of taxes has one

prominent feature. It is the appointment of 20,000 office-holders, with

assistants, one in each congressional district. It is no doubt the case

that the councils of the committees are darkened by the crowds of per

sons who have some other motive than furnishing revenue to the gov

ernment for advocating certain taxes and opposing others, and that these

persons, from political motives, are allowed far too much influence upon the

decisions. This bill is for the safety of the government and the conservation

of individual rights. Its burden should fall upon the property that exists,

and not upon the future labor of the thousands of men who are spilling

their blood. All indirect taxes will fall upon that class of men and not

upon the property-holders. The man of millions uses no more tobacco,

coffee, or whiskey, than the wounded soldier who has survived the heat

of battle, on his half pay, and he would pay no more under such a tax.

Doubtless they are willing to pay in proportion to their property, and it

is the duty of Congress to reach that property by an adequate assessment,

which could be collected by each State without additional expense when

collecting local taxes. The amount of property in the country is esti

mated at $16,000,000,000; one per cent on that will give $160,000,000

per annum ; the customs will give $50,000,000 in time of peace. There

remains to be raised $100,000,000 in order to realize a round sum of

$300,000,000, which is the minimum. This sum can be raised exactly as

the post office revenue is now raised, viz. : by creating graduated stamps,

to be sold by postmasters or other existing federal officers in all localities,

and one of which should be necessary to the validity of every legal or busi

ness paper passed. There is no reason why any bank note, or check, or

receipt for any payment, as well as notes of hand, bonds, mortgages and

paper should not have the required stamp proportioned to the amount.

The amount of transaction in a year is immense. Thus the exchanges

of the Bank clearing houses of New York is $8,000,000,000, and in

three cities, Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, $10,000,000,000 per

-annum by official returns. Those exchanges are mostly brokers' and other

checks and drafts given out in the course of business. One per cent on this

sum alone would give $100,000,000, and fall exactly on that class of per

sons best able to bear it. The notes discounted in banks in a year is

$3,600,000,000, and this should give $36,0' '0,000. This paper for the

most part represents the sale of goods, and the tax on the notes reaches

the transaction in the most ready way. The outstanding deposits in

the banks are $260,000,000, and it is probable that the transactions of
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this nature are not less than $20,000,000,000 in a year, and there can

be no object that can be more justly taxed, and would yield at ^ per cent

$60,000,000. All receipts, for money passed, hotel bills, travelers' bills,

etc., should all bear the tax which would thus fall exactly in proportion to

means or prosperity upon all. These measures of taxation would require

Congress one hour to perfect, and in sixty days revenue would be realized.

It required Congress but a few hours to vote 500,000 men and to borrow

$250,000,000. It requires still less time to assess the States $1 60,000,000,

and order it returned by each governor at a fixed time, and also to gradu

ate the stamps and make all paper and contracts not sealed with them

void, and all receipts unstamped invalid. Congress has talked nearly a year

about their own individual plans and schemes, let them now give an hour

to the exigences of the government and nation. When these taxes are

levied, and in course of collection, they may be changed from time to

time as exigences require.

These amounts may be summed up as follows:

Foreign exchange $400,000,000

Domestic exchange 600,000,000

Clearing-bouse exchanges 10,000,000,000

Bank discounts 3,600,000,000

Deposit transactions 26,000,000,000

Notes not discounted, hotel bills, rents, sales at auc

tion, etc 10,000,000,000

Total $50,000,000,000

A tax of 1 per cent on all these transactions would give $500,000,000,

or more than is immediately required. There is no doubt, however, but

that the Englsh policy in the old war was best, viz. : to raise nearly all

the expenses of the year within the year. If the war is estimated to cost

$500,000,000 per annum, tax for the whole of it, and borrow only the

contingency. If such a policy is not adopted, a tax of one-fifth of 1 ^>er

cent on the above articles would give $100,000,000 The revenue will

then be—

Tax on land $160,000,000

Stamps on transactions 100,000,000

Customs duties 50,000.000

Total $310,000,000

This amount will, for the present, pay ordinary expenses of the gov

ernment, interest on debt, and allow for a sinking fund ; but it will not

long suffice for that purpose.
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MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

I. Coreespondence respecting Gift or Mb. Prabody to tor Loudon Pool II. Making

Money and Keeping it. III. Decay op Ireland. IV. Narrow Escape from Bankruptot.

V. A Plaque or Ants. TI. Botanical Garden or Mauritius. VII. American Army Ei-

rLES. VIIL Bale or Coins in New York.

MUNIFICENCE OF AN AMERICAS BANKER IN ENGLAND.

The following correspondence needs no explanation. Our readers will

find a biography, together with an engraving of Mr. Peabody, in tbe

Merchants' Magazine, vol. 36, pages 401 and 428. This last great act

of his, is only what might be expected from one known to be actuated

during his whole life by the noblest generosity and purest principle :

London, March 12, 1862.

Gentlemen: In reference to the intention which it is the object of this

letter to communicate, I am desirous to explain that from a comparative

early period of my commercial life I had resolved in my own mind that,

should my labors be blessed with success, I would devote a portion of the

property thus acquired, to promote the intellectual, moral, and physical

welfare and comfort of my fellowmen, wherever, from circumstances or

location, their claims upon me would be the strongest.

A kind Providence has continued me in prosperity, and consequently,

in furtherance of my resolution, I, in the year 1852, founded an institute

and library, for the benefit of the people of tbe place of my birth, in the

town of Danvers, in the State of Massachusetts, the result of which has

proved in every respect most beneficial to the locality and gratifying to

myself.

After an absence of 20 years I visited my native land in 1857, and

founded, in the city of Baltimore, in the State of Maryland, (where more

than 20 years of my business life had been passed,) an institute upon a

/ much more extended scale, devoted to science and the arts, with a free

library, coinciding with the character of the institution. The corner

stone was laid in 1858, and the building is now completed, but its dedica

tion has been postponed in consequence of the unhappy sectional differ

ences at present prevailing in the United States.

It is now 25 years since I commenced my residence and business in

London as a stranger ; but I did not long feel myself a stranger, or in a

strange land, for in all my commercial and social intercourse with my

British friends during that long period, I have constantly received courtesy,

kindness, and confidence. Under a sense of gratitude for these blessings

of a kind Providence, encouraged by early associations, and stimulated

by my views as well of duty as of inclination to follow the path which I

had heretofore marked out for my guidance, I have been prompted for

several years past repeatedly to state to some of my confidential friends

my intention at no distant period, if my life was spared, to make a dona

tion for the benefit of the poor of London. Among those friends are
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three of the number to whom I have now the honor to address this let

ter. To my particular friend, C. M. Lampson, Esq., I first mentioned the

subject five years ago. My next conversations in relation to it were held

about three years since with my esteemed friend Sir James Emerson

Tennent, and with ray partner, J. S. Morgan, Esq., I also availed myself

of opportunities to consult the Right Rer. Bishop MTlvain, of Ohio, and

with all these gentlemen I have since freely conversed upon the subject

in a way to confirm that original intention.

My object being to ameliorate the condition of the poor and needy of

this great metropolis, and to promote their comfort and happiness, I take

pleasure in apprising you that I have determined to transfer to you the

sum of £l SO,000, which now stands available for this purpose on the books

of Messrs. George PEABODr <fe Co., as you will see by the accompanying

correspondence.

In committing to you in full confidence in your judgment the adminis

tration of this fund, I cannot but feel grateful to you for the onerous

duties you have so cheerfully undertaken to perform, and I sincerely hope

and trust that the benevolent feelings that have prompted a devotion of

so much of your valuable time, will be appreciated not only by the present

but future generations of the people of London.

I have few instructions to give or conditions to impose, but there are

some fundamental principles for which it is my solemn injunction that

those intrusted with its application shall never, under any circumstances,

depart.

First and foremost among them, is the limitation of its uses absolutely

and exclusively to such purposes as may be calculated directly to amelior

ate the condition and augment the comforts of the poor who, either by

birth or established residence, form a recognized portion of the popula

tion of London.

Secondly, it is my intention that now and for all time, there shall be a

rigid exclusion from the management of this fund of any influences calcu

lated to impart to it a character either sectarian as regards religion, or

exclusive in relation to local or party politics.

Thirdly, in conformity with the foregoing conditions, it is my wish and

intention that the sole qualifications for a participation in the benefits of

this fund, shall be an ascertained and continued condition of life such as

brings the individual within the description (in the ordinary sense of the \

word) of the poor of London, combined with moral character and good

conduct as a member of society. It must therefore be held to be a viola

tion of mv intentions if any duly qualified and deserving claimant were

to be excluded either on the grounds of religious belief or of political bias.

Without, in the remotest degree, desiring to limit your discretion in

the selection of the most suitable means of giving effect to these objects,

I may be permitted to throw out for your consideration, among the other

projects which will necessarily occupy your attention, whether it may not

be found conducive to the conditions specified above for their ultimate

realization, and least likely to present difficulties on the grounds I have

pointed out for avoidance, to apply the fund, or a portion of it, in the

construction of such improved dwellings for the poor as may combine in

the utmost possible degree the essentials of healthfulnesB, comfort, social

enjoyment, and economy.

Preparatory to due provision being made for the formal declaration of
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the trust, and for its future management and appropriation, the sum of

£150,000. will be at once transferred into your names and placed at your

disposal, for which purpose I reserve to myself full power and authority ;

but, as a portion of the money may probably not be required for some

time to come to meet the legitimate purposes contemplated, I would sug

gest, that as early as possible after the organization of the trust, £100,000

should be invested for the time being, in your names, in consols or East

India stock, thus adding to the capital by means of the accruing interest ;

and the stock so purchased can be gradually sold out as the money is

wanted for the object designated. Meantime, pending the preparation of

a formal trust deed, you shall be under no responsibility whatever in re

spect of the fund, or its investment or disposition.

With these preliminary stipulations, I commit the fund to your manage

ment, and to that of such other persons as by a majority of your voices

you may elect, giving you the power either to add to your number, (which

I think should not at any time exceed nine,) or to supply casual vacanies

occurring in your body. It is my further desire, that the United States

Minister in London for the time being, should always, in virtue of the

office, be a member of the trust, unleBS in the event of his signifying his

inability to act in discharge of the duties.

I have the honor to be, gentlemen, yours very faithfully,

George Peabodt.

To his Excellency Charles Francis Adams, U. S. Minister in London.

Right Hon. Lord Stanley, M. P.

Sir James Emerson Tennent, K.C.S., L.L.C., &c, London.

C. M. Lami'son, Esq., London.

J. S. Morgan, Esq., London.

London, March 15, 1862.

Sir: We have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th

instant, apprising us of your munificent appropriation of the sum of

£150,000 towards ameliorating the condition of the poor of London, and

intimating your wish that we should act in the capacity of trustees for

the application of this fund.

Whether we consider the purity of the motive, the magnitude of the

gift, or the discrimination displayed in selecting the purposes to which it

is to be applied, we cannot but feel that it is for the nation to appreciate,

rather than for a few individuals to express their gratitude for an act of

beneficence which has few (if any) parallels in modern times.

For ourselves, we are deeply conscious of the honor implied by the

confidence you have reposed in us as the administrators and guardians of

your bounty, and it only remains for us to assure you of the satisfaction

with which we shall accept this trust, and the zeal with which we shall

address ourselves to the discharge of its duties, so soon as its precise na

ture is sufficiently defined, and the arrangements for its administration

satisfactorily organized. Ever faithfully yours,

Charles Francis Adams.

Stanley.

J. Emerson Tennent.

C. M. Lampson.

J. S. Morgan.

To George Peadody, Esq., London.
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MARINO MONEY AND KEEPING IT.

What a painful contrast the life of the late Mr. Duncan Dunbar of

London, presents, when compared with the sympathizing generosity of

Mr. Peadody here noticed. The munificent appropriation made to the

London poor, can be imitated of course but by few, yet there are none

who do not frequently have the opportunity and ability to relieve suffer

ing. Still we would not approve of all that the world calls liberality.

We can, for instance, see no merit in the donations of a man who cannot

promptly pay his debts. This being charitable with, and obtaining a

reputation for generosity on other peoples' money, is a kind of liberality

of which there is too much in the world already. But true generosity is

ennobling, and always must inspire admiration, while on the other hand,

a man of wealth who steels his soul against the wants of suffering humanity,

must be despised while living, and dishonored when dead. The following

notice, taken from a London journal, shows that such is the world's esti

mate of man who makes money simply to keep it :

" The shipping and' mercantile interests were deeply shocked 10 learn

of the sudden decease of Mr. Duncan Dunbar, the well-known shipowner

and merchant. His death took place this morning just before leaving

home for business, at the moment when his servant was helping him on

with his coat. Mr. Dunbar was the owner of fifty-two vessels, chiefly of

a large size, and his property of every description is roughly calculated

at upwards of £2,000,000 sterling. (He started in life without means,

being the son of a poor wood -chopper.) He was a merchant as well as

a ship-owner, a speculator on the stock exchange as well as in foreign and

colonial produce ; a director in several public joint-stock companies; a

man firm and severe, just and honorable, paying to the utmost farthing

and exacting the same. With all his wealth he is not known to have

contributed to charitable objects. Where money was to be made he was

foremost, but while he made much he lost much. In one article of rice

alone he, some few years ago, lost £100,000, and the market for that pro

duce has never been the same as it used to be since he went into it. He

was induced to embark in the speculation in expectation of the Crimean

war lasting for years. Under this impression he purchased no less than

twenty fine large teak built ships at Rangoon, and chartered the whole on

his own account, with the rice referred to. Before their arrival the war

was over; rice, which previously was selling at very high prices, at once

fell in value, and continued to do so, the stock on hand was greatly in

excess of the demand, it became unsaleable, and the loss was extensive.

Mr. Dunbar's investments in various joint-stock companies were so large

that the prospect of his shares being thrown upon the market, has to-day

depressed several, particularly the marine insurance companies. With

abundant means and influence at command for doing good, he leaves be

hind him no lasting or grateful memorial of his name, occupation, or

character. Making money and keeping it was his occupation. He heaped

up riches which he neither enjoyed himself, nor allowed to others, and

knows not who shall scatter them. In a few words, he was a man of great

wealth but no heart, and his epitaph might be written, 'He was born;

he lived ; he died ; he was buried.'"

This large fortune will fall into the hands of a few nieces, and London
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will be all the richer for the mean man's death. Only a few days before

his death he is reported to have said to a lady who called to enlist his

sympathies in a benevolent cause, that " it was against his principles ever

to give anything in charity." When called upon to give an account of

his stewardship, what a pitiful balance-sheet will he be compelled to pre

sent. Countless blessings on the one side, on the other the sordid mind

that grasped them and restrained them from fulfilling the purpose for

which they were sent.

DECAY OF IRELAND.

In addition to the decrease of population in Ireland, shown by the table

given in the last number of the Merchants' Magazine, the decaying

industry of that country is only too plainly illustrated in certain other

statistics which have just been published. In 1861 there was a decrease

on green crops of 36,974 acres ; a decrease in cereal crops of 15,701 acres ;

a decrease in meadow and clover of 47,969 acres. There has been an in

crease in flax of 19,271 acres, leaving the total decrease in the extent of

land under crops 81,373 acres. In the year 1861, as compared with 1860,

there has been a decrease in the number of horses of 5,993, in cattle of

138,316, in pigs of 173,096. Sheep have increased by 1,893, but, esti

mating the entire loss on live stock at a very moderate valuation, the sum

is set down in the government tables as £1,161,315.

NARROW ESCAPE FROM BANKRUPTCY,

The Home Journal says : " About ten years ago, a merchant of this

city had in his employment a young man who robbed him of several

thousand dollars. It being impossible to recover the money, he was al

lowed to go unpunished upon his promise to return the amount stolen if

ever he were able to do so. He was not beard of until the other day,

when a stranger entered the counting house of his former employer.

' You do not remember me,' he said. ' No,' was the reply. ' Did you not

have once in your service a young man by the name of Thomas ?' ' Yes.'

1 What became of hira ?' ' He left me about ten years ago, and I have

never heard from him since.' 'Why did he leave you?' 'No matter.

It is a long time ago.' ' Was he an honest youth?' 'I think he was

naturally, but he got into bad company, who misled him.' ' Had you con

fidence in him?' 'The most implicit; and I cannot, somehow, help hav

ing confidence in him still, and believe he will one day return and pay

the money he owes me.' ' Here it is, principal and interest, every cent

of it in current money, and I have come to pay it, and implore your for

giveness for an early crime.' 'Who are you?' said the merchant.

'Thomas,' he replied, ' who robbed you so many years ago, and who has

been fortunate enough in his traffic abroad, to honestly obtain the means

of returning to you the sum he had fraudulently abstracted from you.'

This fact derives additional interest from the circumstance that, had it

not been for the receipt of this money, the merchant, who was on the eve

of bankruptcy, must have failed in the course of a few weeks."
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A PLAGUE OF ANTS,

The people of the island of St. Helena are in great trouble. About

fourteen years ago a ship, from Fernando Po, bringing a cargo of lumber,

brought also a lot of white ants, which have multiplied and spread to such

an extent that the whole town is being gradually destroyed by their

ravages. They invest a house, and in an incredibly short space of time,

the frames, posts, in short all the woodwork of the house, is reduced to

a mere shell. The ants are indefatigable workers; night and day a low

monotonous clicking sound can be constantly heard, testifying to their

sleepless industry. They do not attack the outside of a timber, nor do

they ever expose themselves to daylight for a moment. Between one of

their haunts and another, should the route cross an open space, they build

a perfectly-arched covering, and under it constantly pass and repass.

They eat out the inside of a timber, and perhaps the first intimation that

one obtains of any defect in an apparently sound beam is its crushing and

coming down. Among other buildings that have suffered is that of our

Consul, Mr. Cakoll. Nearly one-half of the building has been destroyed.

Not only wood, but books, paper, clothes, leather, in.short anything softer

than iron, furnishes the ants with food.

The people are becoming very much alarmed, and the town has offered

a reward of $5,000 to any one who can find an exterminator. Wood has

been smeared with various substances, but it made no difference, it is the

inside not the out they are after. The black ant seems to do more toward

suppressing them than anything else, as the latter eats the white ants, but

unfortunately the white outnumber the black on the island, thousands to

one. Teak and yellow pine are the only woods that resist them at all ;

the former is too hard, and the latter is too sticky for them. Their im

plement is auger-shaped, and the resin chokes it up.

The people have begun to use iron houses. An iron church, done up

in boxes, lately arrived there from England.

BOTANICAL GARDEN OF MAURITIUS.

A correspondent of the Boston Traveller thus describes the Botanical

Garden of Mauritius :

At length we found the Botanical Garden—a grand forest rather than

a garden, and in territory a good sized farm, instead of a small plot of

ground merely sufficient for a few vegetables and flowers ; for tie Bo

tanical Garden of Mauritius covers not less than forty acres. I entered

the gateway ; I walked the magnificent avenues ; and, stretching my eye

along as far as it could reach, stood silent, amazed, and wondering, in the

unknown, unimagined, and undescribed wilderness of vegetable and floral

glory before me. To study it, to comprehend it, to describe it, was alto

gether out of the question ; and I could only wander here and there as

fancy and accident directed, and gaze, and admire, and enjoy, and when

weary, sit down upon some grassy mound, or by the side of the bank of

a little lake, or under the shadow of some magnificent palm. Wide

gravelled roads run from one end to the other, crossed by others at right

angles, while walks are opened here and there bordered with flowers and

overshadowed by trees—while bizarre pathways steal around the lakes
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and into the wilderness of trees and shrubbery, which it was almost per

ilous to follow. Small artificial lakes are constructed with admirable

taste by letting on the water of a brook which runs through the grounds,

and tiny islands again are constructed in the lakes, trees shooting up from

bank and centre, and giving all the appearance of nature. The principal

roads, or walks rather, for carriages and horses are uot permitted to enter,

are lined by tall and graceful palms, planted at regular distances, which,

as seen from end to end, resemble the rows of pillars in an accient. church,

or an old heathen temple. Nothing could be grander, while there was

added all the freshness of life an.l the truth of nature. In some of the

walks, whose width was most. ample, the luxuriant branches, spreading

out forty or fifty feet high from the naked trunks, reached across the

way, and intertwining twigs and foliage made a vast and beautiful arch,

which no art can equal. The sun could not penetrate it, the heat in

vain sought to pour itself upon the earth; it was midnight beneath at

noon, and 'cool and moist within the burning tropics. Such flowers, so

large and so fragrant, and of such tints and colors! I plucked some, and

carefully preserved them, and yet they have faded and all their glory is

gone. Such shrubbery, all covered and bending with flowers ! Then

"the traveller's tree" was pointed out, of which I had never read, or else

had forgotten, which a kind and wise Providence had provided for this

burning climate, and which with a small gash gushes out with delicious

water. And there is the dragon tree, which sends out blood by a light

incision in the bark, and you feel guilty as though you had killed a hu

man being.

I cannot describe what I saw in this surpassing garden. I wandered

and gazed, I walked and I sat; I mused and was stupefied in turn ; I was

a dumb worshipper, and yet never lifted up my heart in truer devotion

than under the arches of this grand temple, and amidst the living though

sileut fellow-worshippers which crowded it. At length, wearied but not

satisfied, we turned our reluctant feet homeward, the gates of the garden

turning upon us, with something of the same feeling with which Adam

and Eve quit Paradise.

AMERICAN ARM? RIFLES.

The rifle-muskets in our regular army have their grooves with a twist

of one turn in six feet, and decreasing in depth from breech to muzzle.

This makes the cartridge a little stiff to leave the muzzle, but its shooting

is more accurate on this account. The ball has three grooves around the

cylindrical part and no wedge or capsule is used inside. The weight of

the ball is 730 grains ; the charge of powder is 70 grains. The barrel

of the rifle- musket is 40 inches long, and entire, with bayonet, 73.86

inches. The army rifle (not the rifled musket) is 33 inches long; with

bayonet the weapon is 71.8 inches long. The total weight of the rifle-

musket is 9.90 pounds; that of the rifle with bayonet, 12.98 pounds.

The United States' rifles are fired without patches. The rifles and rifle-

muskets of our army compare favorably with those of the Europeans.

They are like those of England ; the latter were adopted from American

models.
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COISS AND MEDALS.

The amount realized from the sale which was made by Bangs, Mer-

win & Co., New York, of coins and medals, the last week of May, was

$2,200. In speaking of this sale, the Journal of Commerce says : Among

the colonial and early national pieces sold, the prominent specimen was

the Washington half dollar of 1792, which brought ninety dollars ! This

extravagant price for a coin of which more specimens are known than of

some other Washington coins, was due to a furor which has for a long

time raged among collectors for the possession of specimens to be used

as crown pieces" in fancy or show collections.

The next important piece sold was the Lord Baltimore shilling, which

brought $32 50. It was in splendid condition, and the price was not

esteemed too high by collectors. This was one of a series of coins pro

posed by Lord Baltimore in 1661, and which obtained some circulation

in Maryland. There were three silver coins, a shilling, sixpence, and

groat. There was also a copper halfpenny struck, of which but one speci

men is extant, and which was sold in England a few years ago, at auction,

for $362.

A Baltimore threepence, known as the Standish Barry threepence, very

rare, and the history quite undecided, brought $22. The Annapolis coins,

a set of three, offered tor sale as a full set for the first time in America,

although frequently sold separately, brought $40, for the lot. A very

high price, not likely to be repeated. The shilling is very frequently sold,

the other pieces, sixpence and threepence, being more rare. The coins

were issued by one Chalmehs, as a private coinage, at Annapolis, in 1738.

Persons who are not collectors do not understand the rules which con

trol the prices of mint specimens. We may remark, as explanatory of

the list of prices we give below, that proof coins are struck from the first

or master die, engraved by the hands of the engraver. Other dies are

made by impressions in steel from this die, and of course are not fully

equal to it. In some years the mint has made a master die, but never

issued coins, the only specimens being the proofs from the master die.

This is the case with the dollars of 1851, 1852, and some others of the

specimens named below. Proof specimens are highly prized by collectors

for their beauty, and being rare, bring high prices. We note the rates

at which some of these were sold and also some uncirculated specimens :

1851, Dollar, proof, $27.

1862, Dollar, proof, $27.

1854, Dollar, proof, $8 75.

1854, Dollar, very fine, not proof, $5 87.

1857, Dollar, proof, $3 60.

1858, Dollar, proof, $9 25.

1858, Set of proof silver coins, $13.

1838, Dollar, proof, $27 60.

17H7, Half Dollar, not proof, $14 12.

1796, Quarter Dollar, not proof, $4.

1811, Quarter Dollar, uncirculated, $3 87.

1820, Quarter Dollar, uncirculated, $6.

1821, Quarter Dollar, uncirculated, $3 60.

1822, Quarter Dollar, very fine, $5 12.

1824, Quarter Dollar, very fine, $5 12.

1797, Dime, with 16 stars, $5 62.

1798, Dime, very fine, $13 60.

1800, Dime, fine, $8 87.

1804, Dime, fine, $M.

1809, Dime, very fine, $8 12.

1826, Dime, proof, $8.

1794, Half Dime, uncirculated, $6 60.

1796, Half Dime, fine, $4 76.

1801, Half Dime, $4.

1803, Half Dime, $4 75.

1806, Half Dime, $6 76.

1793, Liberty Cap Oent, very fine. $16 50.

1798, Link Cent, very fine, $16 60.

1893, Cent", other specimens, $7 ; $3 50.

1794, Cent, uncirculated, $6.

1795, Cent, uncirculated, thick die, $5 25 ;

same year, thin die, $8.

1 796, Fillet Head Cent, uncirculated, $7 60.

1797, Cent, uncirculated, $5 76.
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1. The Pearl of Orr's Island, a Story of the Coatt of Maine. By Mas. Harriet

Bikchkr Stowe, author of " Uncle Tom's Cabin," " The Minister's Wooing," etc.

2. Agnes of Sorrento. By the same. Boston : Ticknor A Fields. 1862. For sale

by Sheldon it Co., New York.

These beautiful twin-volumes, uniform in binding and execution, are issued simulta

neously by the publishers. Of their contents it is hardly necessary to speak. To

eulogize Mrs. Stowe, is like trying to throw a lustre on the violet, or add auother hue

unto the rainbow. Her fascinations as an authoress are felt in thousands of homes

throughout our entire country, and it is enough for her mauy readers to know that

her books are ready for perusal. Some among them will prefer one, and some the

other, according to their own personal culture and inclinations, and it is difficult to tell

which of them will eventually win the palm of superiority. The first is a lovely story

of simple people of our own time, and our own land ; the second is a gallery of

glowing pictures of Italian life and scenery, three hundred years ago. If one is a

Pearl, perfect in its simplicity and purity, the other is an Opal, full of orange and

purple tints that flash and change in varied and endless beauty.

Beauties, Selected from the Writings of Thomas de Quincey, author of " Confession*

of an English Opium Eater," etc Boston : Ticknor A Fields. 1802. For sale by

D. Appleton A Cor New York, 443 and 445 Broadway.

De Qoinoit, charming as an essayist and critic, and deeply interesting as a man,

from the strange influences which overshadowed bis life, has written more than twenty

volumes. The most popular of them, his " Confessions of an English Opium Eater,"

is probably familiar to our readers. From this uncommon book in a great measure,

and from the other volumes in part, these selections are chosen with great judgment

and discrimination. All the facts relating to his early life are placed together first;

then follow his " Dreams," " Narratives," " Ebsays," " Critiques," and " Detached

Gems."

De Quincey is better in everytbiog, than in his narratives ; there he fails ; one

could hardly believe that the same pen wrote them, which upon other topics could

charm mankind by its eloquent enthusiasm, or Btir their hearts by the subtlest pathos.

There seems to be something in the composition of a good essayist which spoils him

for story-telling. Lamb never wrote so miserably as in his deplorable tale of " Rosa

mund Gray," which would be utterly stupid if it were not so rasping. EesayistB

know that their digressions are far more agreeable than their uarratives, so they shut

them out rigorously, for fear of ar, eclipse. The result is, a bald statement of facts

in the style of the Bankrupt Gazette, too gloomy to be amusing, too stiff to be power

ful, and too cold to be pathetic If De Quinokt had held to his mission and not

wasted bis strength in narrative, we might have bad another leaf of "Joan of Arc,"

or of the wonderful " Confessions," one more glimpse into dreamland, or another

breath of the " Suspiria."
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Union Speeches delivered in England during the present American War. By Okorge

Francis Train, of Boston, United States, author of " Young America Abroad,"

" Young America in Wall Street," " Young America on Slavery," etc, etc. Fred

erics A. Brady, 24 Ann street, New York.

Mr. Train has roused the Lion and the Unicorn to the last extent of wrath ; they

lash their tails at him, and would crunch him, if it were not for scruples on the score

of neutrality. He has been resolute to be heard as well as seen, and to say what he

liked, when and where he wanted to. He made speeches on street railways, till

they would listen no longer; then he harangued them on the Union and the war •

when they wearied of his " Spread-Eagleisw," he went back to tramways; opposi

tion has no effect upon him ; law suits cannot subdue him ; for if there is on earth a

living embodiment of the try-try-again sentiment, this is the man. He will never

give up, that is evident, and if the Londoners do not want a Train at full speed run

ning loose in the metropolis, they must even give him a tramway. As for his patri

otism—when he begins with My country ! 'tis of theel opponents are warned to sub-

aide. The whole English nation cannot stop him ; they might better try to blow

back the whirlwind with a fan ; to cork up a Geyser, or put a stopple on Vesuvius.

These things might be managed, but this double-X Yankee proof spirit, never. John

Bull might as well put up his umbrella and go home, for as long as Mr. Train lives,

he will have the last word and the longest,

First Lessons in Mechanics ; with Practical Applications designed for the -use of

Schools. 12mo. 192 pages. 76 cents. By William E. Worthen. New York:

D. ArPLzroN it Co., 448 and 446 Broadway. London, 16 Little Britain.

The value of Mechanical Science is so universally admitted, that we gladly welcome

any publication promising to make one familiar with its elementary principles. With

the idea of accomplishing this the author of this little work appears to have confined

himself throughout to matters of general practical utility—avoiding mere theory—

and to have given us, therefore, just such a book as is needed for common schools

and academies throughout our land. He has treated chiefly of the siro^e mechanical

powers, the most important machines in which tbey are combined, thi composition

and resolution of forces, the centre of gravity, motive powers, water-wht ils, the steam

engine, gearing and shafting, the various kinds of pumps, and friction, with its effects

on machinery, These are subjects which every man is glad to be familiar with.

Van Anden's Patent Portable Copying Press. Hannah A Co., sole Proprietors, No.

29 Cliff street, New York. Two Bizes, $1 aDd $1 28.

We have received one of Van Anden's Presses, and can testify that it doe9 its

work well It is of a convenient size and form, and must, we think, become popular.

Messrs. Hannah <t Co. tell us that they will mail a Press to any address, (postage

paid,) on receipt of the price.

DOCUMENTS RECEIVED.

Speech of Hon. A. T. Gait, Minister of Finance of Canada, on introducing Budget of

1862, together with Statistical and Financial Statements of great value.

A Series of Letters relating to the Industrial Interests of California, by an old resi

dent From J. W. Osborne, Oak Knoll, Napa, California. These letters coDtain

much that is extremely interesting and valuable.
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